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The new listening facilities now provided at Imhof House make avisit
an absolute " must" if you are choosing hi-fi or records.
If it's classical records you are after, then these will be found on the
ground floor which has just been re- fitted and equipped to provide
what we believe are the highest quality stereo listening booths in

sound ( with the Imhof comparators there are no built-in artificiaE
electronic aids — the sounds you hear are entirely produced by the
equipment you are going to buy) and is capable of over 32,000
alternative combinations. Motors, amplifiers, tuners, tuner- amplifiers,

London. The equipment used includes hi-fi turntables, amplifiers and
speakers and the records are played with transcription arms using

tape recorders — all are connected to enable you to quickly and simply
swap from one combination to another to get instant comparison. The

magnetic heads and I
M styli to enable you to hear every subtle nuance
of the recording. The Melody Bar has also been re- styled for the
greater listening pleasure for those wanting " popular" records. Of

rooms are about the size of average living rooms, so you can really tell
how it would sound in your own home.

"infinite- link" comparator which provides an even more authentic

If you are unable to visit Imhof House, then you can always order by
post with confidence. Our skilled hi-fi engineers have the backing of

course, on both floors, our expert staff are there to help you find just
the recordings you want from our vast stocks of records, pre-recorded

the experience we have gained during the 125 years we have been

tapes, cassettes and 8- track cartridges.
If it's hi-fi equipment you want to choose, there are two specially

selling music reproducers for the home. People living overseas can
have records and equipment sent free of purchase tax and our trouble

equipped demonstration rooms on the fourth floor. Each room is fitted
with a " comparator" and lmhofs have recently introduced their new

free export scheme covers all documentation so you have no shipping
or customs worries — ask for details.

THIS YEAR OF HI- F1 "0»,

IM.1101",5
Dept 4,5 112..116 New Oxford Street, London, WC1A 1HJ

The new edrtIon of This Year ol Hi- Fr Is a most" for both

telephone 01-636 7878
Please tick appropriate sclualres

beginner and expert. Contains details of at the worthwhile
Ienclose cheque/postai order/stamps rot 15p - please send me a
equipment that is currently available in this country together
with helpful notes on choosing hi-fi and full information on the

copy of THIS YEAR OF HI-FI
Living overseas. Iwould Ike a free copy of THIS YEAR OF HI-FI 11
Please send ere, free of charge. detailsof :

services offered by lmhofs This Year of Hi -Fi costs 15p post free
monthly record accounts
but each copy contains a voucher worth £ 1.00 when you
spend over £ 20.00 on equipment ( sorry - not on records).

E

gueranteed export service ü
Eddystone communication receive's T-1
Name

To readers living overseas it is sent free and post free but
Address
the voucher is not included. Send for your copy today.
R82
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Buying Hi Fi ca nbe very difficult!
SOUND STUDIO
"OPUS 90"
3- WAY COLUMN
SPEAKER
SYSTEM
Hessian covered in
black, red, green or
blue. Size 30" x12" x
12".

£21.00 each

At the Sound Studio you will find people interested enough
to help you to find the correct system for your requirements.
Do not come to us for the very lowest prices because we
believe that our time is worth a little of your money—to ensure
that you are not the victim of an expensive mistake. A customer
purchasing equipment under our Red Label Guarantee/H.F.D.A.
scheme has the opportunity of exchanging anything within 7
days of purchase and also enjoys the benefits of one of the
most comprehensive guarantee schemes currently available.
This does not mean that we adhere to the recommended retail
prices, as the following shows:
List Price

Red LabellHFDA

Lowther Acousta, PM6 Mk I

£55.00

£44.95

K.E.F. Cadenza

£42.50

£33.95

K.E.F. Concord

£58.50

£16.45

SOUND STUDIO

ARD 2000 STEREO AMPLIFIER

"FOLDED HORN
ENCLOSURE"

SPECIAL
OFFER!

Supplied with:
Wharfedale Super 8
RS/DD £22.50
ELAC 8RM/271 Twin
Cone ( as avail.) £18.00
Carriage and insurance, 871p each.

10+10 watts r.m.s. All normal facilities plus tape
monitoring. A really excellent British Amplifier
offering quality sound at a very reasonable price.
Listed at £46.20. Sound Studio Price with full
Red Label,HFDA Guarantees. £32.95.

1111/11/1Mile
«MP

THE SOUND STUDIO LTD., 33-35 Camden Rd., ( Head Office)
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 32153

DIRTY RECORDS?
Have them cleaned properly on the Keith
Monks Record Cleaning Machine. 10p
each 12in. LP. New inner sleeve supplied.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

"Some people have been dealing
with us for years!"

MAY 1971

Late nights: Mondays and Fridays until 8 p.m.

4Grand Parade, Crawley, Sussex. Tel.: 33566

\hi'da\

Credit Facilities. Barclaycard. Paybonds. Part Exchanges. Home Demonstrations.
Repairs. HFDA Member- 12 months' guarantee on labour and parts.

8'3

member

\

Installations.
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The Goldring-Lenco GL69 2 transcription unit
will match up beautifully to many an enthusiast's special needs
in performance and price. Precision and fine appearance
will also suit the really discriminating buyer.
We achieved all this by keeping the GL69/2 relatively simple.
But just look how Sophisticated it is!

L69 lightweight pick-up arm
has removable plug-in shell
to take all standard mono and
stereo cartridges.

Pick-up hati,can be lowered
by means of viscously damped
cueing deyîc'e.

Adjustment of arm height and
stylus for optimum tracing.

Stylus pressure
adjustable by
sliding weight.

Speed continuously
variable from
30-86 r.p.m.

Mains switch fully suppressed;
idler wheel automatically
disengages from turntable and
drive as unit is switched off.
You want hi fi performance ?
Just add one of the Goldring range
of stereo magnetic cartridges.
Ideal for use with the GL69 2 is the
Goldring G800 at £ 13.10 tax paid,
the G800H at £ to.65 tax paid or
the G85o at £ 6.50 tax paid.

Simple, effective bias
compensator permits
use of highest quality
stereo cartridges.
A transcription unit with much more
than ' the basics' for enthusiasts who don't
require extreme sophistication of design.
GL69 2 £ 26.62 tax paid in chassis form.
GL69-2'P £ 35.29 with teak base.
Hinged clear plastic Lid 69, £ 4.43 tax paid.

Goldring Lenco GL69-2/P
All prices shown above are recommended retail
Goldring Manufacturing Co. ( Great Britain) Ltd
lo Bayford Street, Hackney, London, E8 3SE. Phone: 01-985 1152

30- WATT ( IHF 8,1) SOUD STATE AM/FM STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER KR- 2120
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If It's TRIO You'll Treasure
It KR-2120
The KR- 2120 12/12- watt ( RMS 80) stereo receiver is a soiid state instrument
especially designed as apleasure- producing "treasure chest" One of TRIO's lowerpriced models of distinction, it proudly ranks as high as the most expensive TRIO
unit because of its ultra- unique craftsmanship, sophisticated circuitry and modappeal design.

e

r
_

Output terminals for 2 sets of speakers and handy front panel

trt ,,,

pushbutton switch for A, B speakers. FM/AM signal strength meter with FM stereo
indicator light and HS- 2 headphones keep the KR- 2120 far ahead of all others.

—

e tt

II.

58-WATT UHF an) SOLID STATE AM/FM STEREO
TUNER AMPLIF'ER KR- 4140

The 24/24- watt ( RMS 811) KR- 4140 continues the grand TRIO tradition with
added power.
• STEP TYPE TONE CONTROL ( Bass & Treble)

`-'

• FM USABLE SENSITIVITY ( IHF) 2.40/
• SELECTIVITY ( ALT. CH.) ( 111F) 45dB
gEllk,

• CONTINUOUS POWER OUTPUT12/12-watts
• HARMONIC DISTORTION 0.2%

STEREO PHONE
MS- 2

the sound approach to qualify

7•1‘10 MI-dIECTRCDP411CR,
TOKYO, JAPAN
Sole Agent for the U.K. B.H. MORRIS /1, CO., ( RADIO ) LTD. 84/88, Nelson Street, Tower Hamlets, London, E.I. Phone: 01-790 4824
Sole Agent for the South Africa: supima corporation ( pty.) limited JoharnesbJrg: P.O. Box 7720, Tel. 24-6121 Cape Town: P.O. Box 4112, Tel. 55-9371
Durban: P.O. Box 1171, Tel. 6-0356 Port Elizabeth: P.O. Box 3207, Tel. 44860 Bloemfontein: P.O. Box 2232, Tel. 77824 Windhoek: P.O. Box 2152, Tel. 3527
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NOT ONE BUT THREE SUPER
DISCOUNT AUDIO

STORES NOW OPEN

IN THREE AREAS- ALL BACKED
BY THE FAMOUS SERVICE OF
OUND INCORPORATED LTD.

SOUND INCORPORATED LTD. AND DISCOUNT AUDIO
NOW COMBINE TO GIVE YOU A SALES AND SERVICE BACKING WHICH
IS SECOND TO NONE AS WELL AS GIVING

TOP DISCOUNTS ON
ALL MAKES OF EQUIPMENT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE

CALL INTO ANY ONE
OF OUR THREE LARGE
AND WELL-EQUIPPED
SHOWROOMS TO SEE
AND HEAR EQUIPMENT
OF YOUR CHOICE BEFORE
BUYING FREE COMPARATIVE
DEMONSTRATIONS

OR

ORDER BY MAIL
FROM ANY OF OUR
BRANCHES FOR
SUPER FAST RETURN
OF POST SERVICEALL PRICES QUOTED
INCLUDE
FULL INSURANCE
FOR GOODS IN TRANSIT.

We accept payment by: Cash, Cheque, Postal Order, Paybonds, Barclaycard, Provident or Credit Terms can
be arranged. We offer Interest- Free Credit Terms at Normal Retail Prices.

PART- EXCHANGES WELCOME OR WE BUY FOR CASH. DELIVERY OR
INSTALLATION ARRANGED IF REQUIRED.
OUR DISCOUNTS ARE THE BEST IN THE TRADE AND WE SEE NO POINT IN
LISTING ONLY PART OF OUR MASSIVE STOCKS. IF IT IS ON THE MARKET
WE CAN SUPPLY IT.

SEE FACING PAGE

SAVE Mrs ON
THESE SUPER PACKAGE DEALS
SYSTEM A

OUR PRICE £150.00

Trio KA 2000 Amplifier,
Garrard SP25 Ill with base
and top. AT66 cartridge.
Pair Wharfedale Denton
speakers. Leadsand plugs.
LIST PRICE £ 08.94
OUR PRICE £91.00
Carriage etc. £ 1.50

SYSTEM D

LIST PRICE £ 85.92

Leak stereo 70 cased amplifier. Goldring GL75P with
L75 top.
Goldring 800E
cartridge. Pair of B & W
DM3 speakers. Leads and
plugs.

OUR PRICE £153.00
Carriage etc. £ 1.87
SYSTEM G
Sinclair 200 amplifier. Pair
K.M. speakers.
Garrard
SP25 III with base and
top. AD 76K cartridge.
Leads and plugs.

LIST PRICE £ 74.35

SYSTEM B
RogersRavensbrookcased
Amplifier. Garrard AP76
with base and top. Shure
M44C cartridge. Pair Leak
200 speakers. Leads and
plugs.
LIST PRICE £ 54.09
OUR PRICE £126.00
Carriage etc. £ 1.75
SYSTEM C
Leak 30+ cased amplifier.
Goldring GL69P with L69
top. Goldring G800 cartridge. Pair of Leak 300
speakers. Leads and plug.
LIST PRICE £ 182.01

Shure
M75-6
cartridge.
Pair of H & W Narvik
speakers. Leadsand plugs.

Carriage etc. £2.00

OUR PRICE £235.50
Carriage etc. £2.50
SYSTEM E

LIST PRICE £ 05.00

Armstrong
526
Tuner/
Amplifier with decoder.
Thorens TD150AB with
TXII top.
Shure M55E
cartridge.
Pair of KEF
Cadenza speakers. Leads
and plugs.

OUR PRICE £89.50
Carriage etc. £ 1.50
SYSTEM H
Sansui AU101 amplifier.
Garrard SP25 Ill with base
and top. Shure M3D cartridge. Pair of Wharfedale
Lintons speakers. Leads
and plugs.

LIST PRICE £257.08
OUR PRICE £220.50
Carriage etc. £ 1.87
SYSTEM F

LIST PRICE £ 12.3.36
OUR PRICE £105.50

Armstrong 521 Amplifier
Pioneer PL12AC turntable

Carriage etc. £ 1.62

SYSTEM I
Trio
KA2002
amplifier.
B.S.R. MP60 with base and
top. AT66 cartridge. Pair
of
Goodmans
Minister
speakers. Leads and plugs.
LIST PRICE £ 18.50
OUR PRICE £. 100.50
Carriage etc. £ 1.62
SYSTEM J
Goodmans MAXAMP 30
amplifier. Goldring GL69P
with L69 top. Shure M44E
cartridge. Pair of Goodmans Minister speakers.
Leads and plugs.
LIST PRICE £ 15.3.01
OUR PRICE £126.50
Carriage etc. £ 1.75
Sony 13" colour TV now
available. Reserve yours
now at any one of our
branches.
£199.75.
Full servicing facilities.

AS WELL AS BEING ABLE TO SUPPLY EVERY MAKE OF HI- Fl AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT AT BIG DISCOUNTS
WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF RADIO, RECORD-PLAYER, TELEVISION AND ALL SPARES AND
ACCESSORIES.

WE ARE THE SOLE APPOINTED AREA AGENTS FOR

* AKAI VIDEO EQUIPMENT—Now

ON DEMONSTRATION *

VISIT OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE NOW

SOUND INCORPORATED LTD. (
DISCOUNT AUDIO).
114 BROADWAY, LONDON, S.W.19. PHONE 01-542 7455
5 WATERLOO ROAD, EPSOM, SURREY. PHONE 39 27754
4 WINTHROP HOUSE, ST. MARKS HILL, SURBITON, SURREY. PHONE 01-399 5552.
OPEN: 9to 5.30 p.m. Monday- Saturday (early closing, Wednesday)— Late night Friday to 7.30 p.m.
827

NIKKO
FAM . 10

STEREO AM/FM TUNER

The new lower price FET tuner suitable for use with all NIKKO amplifiers from
the budget priced TRM.30 to the professional TRM.1200
Price £48.10.7

TRM.30—Stereo Amplifier
9¡+n watts r.m.s. £ 35.10.0

FAM.10—AMIFM Stereo Tuner
¿48.10.7

STA.301—AMTM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier. 12+12 watts r.m.s. C99.10.2

TRM.40-IC—Stereo Amplifier
15+15 watts r.m.s. E48.0.0

FAM.12—AM/FM Stereo Tuner
£68.8.3

ST.50 1 —AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier. 18+18 watts r.m.s. [ 1121.17.11

•
lit

TRM.50—Stereo Amplifier
17+17 watts r.m.s. L58.0.0

.*****Eb-m..1
lie
TRM.1200—Professional Stereo
Amplifier. 45+45 watts r.m.s. f98.0.0

•

•

•

•
VI

ST.701 B—AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier. 25+25 watts r.m.s. ¿136.4.0

FAM.I4—AM/FM Stereo Tuner
C93.5.9

NIKKO PRODUCTS
ARE AVAILABLE FROM
ALL GOOD
HI- FIDELITY DEALERS

ST.110I—AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier. 37+37 watts r.m.s. f.246.5.7

Send for fully illustrated catalogue giving full details of the complete range of Howland-West Audio Products.
HOWLAND-WEST LIMITED, 2 Park End, South Hill Park, London, N.W.3.
Name

Telephone: 01-794 6666/6033.

HOWLAND. WEST

ammo

Address

PRODUCTS

HFN/40N
828

PLANET HI-FI CENTRE
up to 25Z discount
PLUS unique 2% bonus on orders over £ 150
Send for new comprehensive list • Extensive stocks.
After sales service • Cash and carry + mail order.
Expert guidance • Demonstrations
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Mon - Sat 9-30-6-00p.m. Thurs 9-30-12-30p.m.
A small selection from our stock

•

Akai 4000D
..
£ 69.00
Armstrong 521
£ 44.00
Armstrong 523
£44.63
Armstrong 524
£34.87
Armstrong 525
£ 76.50
Armstrong 526
..
£87.00
Ferrograph F307 .. £47.00
Goldring GL75/P/C .. .. £42.43
Goldring 850, Cart .. .. £4.50
Goldring 800, Cart .. .. £7.50
Goldring 800E, Cart .. .. £ 11.75
Goodmans Minister, Pr.
£40.50
Goodmans Mag K2 .. .. £33.15
K.E.F. Concerto .. .. £46.00
Leak Stereo 30+C .. .. £44.75
Leak Stereo 30+T .. .. £49.50
Leak Stereo 70 C .. .. £ 55.25
Leak Stereo 70 T .. .. £59 ,75
Celestion Ditton 15 .. .. £ 25.00
Shure M3D, Cart .. .. £4.97
Shure M31 E, Cart .. £ 9.00
Shure M32E, Cart • • • • £ 8.37
Shure M44E, Cart • • .. £ 9.00
Shure M44/5, Cart •. .. £ 7.00
Shure M44/7 Cart • • .. £ 7.25
Shure M55E, Cart .. .. £ 9.50
Shure M75/6 2, Cart .. £ 11.50
Shure M75EJ 2, Cart .. £ 14.50
Shure M75E 2, Cart .. .. £ 15.50
Shure V15, 2 Imp .. .. £ 30-00
Sinclair Project 60 .. .. £ 18.50
Thorens TD150AB/TX11 £46.75
Wharfedale S/Lintons £40.50
Wharfedale Meltons .. £25.40
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 .. £32.40

eateeteMet to

and many more " Sound Buys".

;•er:

88 High St. Edgware
Middlesex. HA8 7HE

Close to M1. Motorway. Private Car Park.
N2,)

This MONTH'S Best Buy . .

SONOTONE
9TAHC Cartridges
tie

40

(FittedDiamond
Styli) Ceramic
list price £4.10.

save nearly £5

416

£2.50

SINCLAIR project 60

plus 13p p & p.

(

Normal price)
Our Zkl a plus 50p
£2.390
price old
g
carr.
for building into plinths etc., with two
Z30 Output stages ( 20 W) and power
supply unit. S.a.e. for technical brochure.

SINCLAIR 2000 Mk. 2 AMP
(Save £ 7.00. Normally £35,00)

£28.00

Completely
amplifier.

Sensitivity:
9TAHC 55 mV cm/sec rms
minimum at 45' at 1,000 Hz,
measured on Decca SXL2057.

RONETTE 105 stereo
cartridge £1.25 Plus 1.3p p

p

MAGNETIC

self-contained

ready

built

SINCLAIR 3000

(Diamond Styli)

AKG K50 Dynamic Stereo
Headphones Our Price£ 590 plus 23p p

CARTRIDGE
£4.75 plus 13p
& P.

SAVE £ 9 NORMALLY £ 45

OUR PRICE £36

Replacement
Diamond Styli

£2.13

plus 13p
P & P

SCOOP PURCHASE
ZONAL - ILFORD TAPE
Manufacturers entire stock purchased-40,000 reels must be sold. First class tape at lowest
e er prices. Don't miss this fantastic opportunity/ /
Usual price Our price
3)" Long play. Polyester.
300ft.
60p
20p
72p
25p
4" Long play. Polyester.
450ft.
4" Triple play. Polyester.
900ft.
£1.95
50p
£1.05
5" Standard play. PVC.
600ft.
35p
5" Long play. Polyester.
900ft.
£1.40
50p
5Ï" Standard play. PVC.
900ft. ..
£1.40
50p
5) Long play. Polyester.
1200ft. ..
£1.75
75p
7" In plain boxes.
1200ft.
..
£1.75
50p
7" Long play. Polyester.
1800ft.
..
£2.50
£1.50
81" Double play. Polyester. 3600ft.
..
£6.00
£3.00
10" NAB spool. Polyester. 3600ft.
£6.50
£3.00
All tapes are fully guaranteed. Please add 10p per reel for post and packing. Orders over £5
post free.

•.
••
.•
•.

GARRARD SP 25 Mk III
Guaranteed new and boxed.
Normal Price £ 15.57

£12•50
plus 50p carriage.
SPECIAL

Our price
plus 25p
am
p & p.
13r x8)"
elliptical
loudspeaker and independent high frequency units with associated crossover
network. Frequency
range 55 to 13000 Hz.
The cone of the bass
unit has a surround
designed for high
travel giving freedom from distortion
when operated at
low frequencies.
Also 350 KIT 20 W
Frequency range:
20 to 20,000 Hz.
fl'ormal price £12.50
Also 150 KIT 10 W
3, 8or 15 ohms

PLUGS

M(41

((

OFFER:

Garrard

SP25

with

plinth

and

cover, £16 plus 75p carr.
AP75.

EMI 10W matched
loudspeaker set 450

& p.

Complete with spare ear muffs. Total value £10.40
Available only from us at this price. Due to entire purchase of
manufacturers remaining stock this fantastic offer is open only
while stocks last.
* High-fidelity reproduction due to broad frequency response
(20-20,000 Hz) * Substantially increased stereo effect • Headphones fit the head gently and do not shift • Earpieces fit ears
snugly ( Cardanic suspension) * Tone quality superior to
conventional loudspeakers.
Only expensive studio loudspeakers can match the reproduction quality of the K50 •
Music can be reproduced at concert hall volume(!), preserving
the lower bass notes and brilliant treble tones without causing
any strain to the listener. Send S.A.E. for full technical leaflet.

Complete with base and cover, £25.

Carr. 75p.

PLINTH and COVER
Unbeatable
Value

f5•25

£7.50
plus 40p p & p.
2.50p/us 40p
& P.

superb STEREO
headphones

4
,1,

£6.50
plus 23p p & p.
A similar but
lightweight set
available
at
£2.98
plus
22p p & p.

Pack 107 5- Pin Din ..
20P
Pack 108 3- Pin Din ..
18p
Pack 135 (" Jack ..
25p
Pack 130 }" Jack Stereo ..
48p
Pack 103 Loudspeaker Plug
15p
Pack 100 Phono Plug
6p
23p
Pack 230 3- Pin Socket ..
Pack 236 5- Pin Socket ..
30p
Pack 234 Loudspeaker Socket
30p
Ready-made Leads
3- Pin to 3- Pin Din ... • 63p
3- Pin to open end ..
• • 53p
5- Pin to 5- Pin Din ..
• . 80p
5- Pin to open end ..
• • 65p
5- Pin to 4 phono plugs ..
93p
Speaker lead Din to spade 12ft. .. 38p
Extension lead Din plug to socket
12ft.
.. 65p
All leads approx. 6ft. in length. Post
free, by return.

DIAMOND STYLI
Replacement styli all at
8TA, 9TA, 9TAHC, GP91,
ST4,
ST9,
EV26,
GC8,
OTHERS ON REQUEST.

TAPES

75p
+ 13p p & p.

BASF ROUND PACK TAPE
7" LP ..
£1.50
5)" LP ..
£1.20
5" LP ..
P & P 10p. Orders over £5post free.
830

Plus 50p post
and packing.
Suitable for AT60;
SP25; 3000; 2500;
3500.
A superbly
finished
Plinth of
British design ready cut for AT60 and SP25 units. Spindle can
be left in position with cover on. Complete with perspex cover
of neutral smoke tint. The whole unit has very clean lines and
will blend in with a wide range of furniture. Also available for
A P75, SL99, SL75, £6.88 plus 50p carr.

ORDER by POST
You may order by post with complete
confidence. All orders are despatched
the same day as they are received.
Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. Thursday 9a.m. to 1p.m.

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
Tel: 01-888 1662
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:1KAI ELECTRIC CO., LI I).
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Ohta-ku. Tokyo, Japan

year- by-year

Rank Aldis-Audio Products, Rank Audio Visual Ltd.: P.O. Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex Tel: 01 568-9222
831

TAPE RECORDER

The City Tape Recorder
and Hi-Fi Centre

& HI- Fl CENTRE

Our Manager Bob Hookings is a
keen tape recording and Hi -Fi
enthusiast. Bang & Olufsen's are
his speciality having used B &
equipment for many years. His
knowledge of this wonderful range
is second to none. He is able to
give personal callers ( please avoid
telephoning) the full benefit of his
expert advice not only on B &
but on any other equipment suitable to your individual requirements and pocket.

Ammir
BEOMASTER 1600—£126•54)
:

•••

BEOMASTER 3000—£143.50

At the City Tape Recorder & Hi -Fi Centre you can see,
rr — T— T
—

hear and compare every model in the fabulous B &
range. Additionally we have one of the finest displays
to be seen in London of other leading manufacturer's

r --1
-

T

Nt

BEOLAB 5000— £149.75

A

tape recorders and audio equipment all ready for inspection and demonstration.
Our Manager Bob Hookings is considered by all who have
made h's acquaintance as being one of the most helpful and
knowledgeable personalities in the audio field. He maintains
a close personal contact with customers and endeavours to
give the maximum benefits to them not only in respect of his
expert knowledge but in providing the most efficient and cooperative after sales service available today. For his best per-

•• •

sonal attention please avoid calling between 12 & 2weekdays.
Although Bang & Olufsen's are our speciality, we are able to

,

,,

BEOGRAM 1500—£87.75

demonstrate a wide range of other equipment including our
attractive range of budget priced stereo systems that
show savings off the manufacturer's recommended
prices of up to 30%, plus free after-sales servicing.
All B & 0 equipment sold by us is fully covered not only by the
maker's guarantee but additionally by our 12 MONTHS FREE
AFTER SALES SERVICING GUARANTEE.
We are easy to get to being almost opposite Liverpool Street
Station and remember we are the only tape recorder specialists
in Great Britain open on Sunday!
Do your weekly rush shopping on Saturday with your wife and
visit us on Sunday at your leisure!

The above prices are as increased from Feb. 1st but we still have
limited stocks available at old prices

228 BISH OPSG ATE
LONDON E.C.2 Tel:

THE
BANG & OLUFSEN
SPECIALISTS

01-247 2609

HOURS OF BUSINESS: MON.-FRI. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

When in the City—
call in at the City!

CLOSED ALL DAY SATURDAY

OPEN

SUNDAY

10 A. M.

to

2 P. M.
832
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X-365 D

Glass and slat ( crystal) ferrite head...
it's the first of Its kind in the world. In
conventional heads, tape dust and wear
greatly reduce sound quality. But the
revolutionary GX-Head is " dust free",
"wear free" and produces a " focused
bias field" which completely eliminates
distortion in recording/playback of high
frequency signals. It's guaranteed for
over 150,000 hours of service life! When
atape deck incorporates such a superb
head, it's only natural that the tape deck
also gives top performance. And that's
just what the GX-365D Professional
Stereo Tape Deck does. Together with
the AA-8500 Solid State AM/FM Multiplex Tuner Amplifier and SW-170A Hi Fi

Model Ail\;,
Stereo Speaker System, it makes a
perfect combination for reproducing the
ultimate in stereo sounds.
GX-365D Professional Stereo Tape Deck
Features GX-Head, automatic continuous reverse, automatic volume control,
magnetic brake, sensing tape reverse, 3
heads, 3motors, frequency response: 30
to 28,000Hz (± 3dB) at 7j.ips.
AA-8500 Solid State AM/FM Multiplex
Tuner Amplifier
Feautres 240W output power, new dial
mechanism, FET and IC, FM/AM signal
strength meters, AFC on/off switch.
Use of multichannel amplifier possible.
Frequency response: 20 to 50,000Hz

-3dB), S/N ratio: better than 70dB ( FM).
SW- 170A Hi Fi Stereo Speaker System
Uniquely designed 80w, 5- way, 6speaker system with frequency response
of 20 to 23,000Hz. Woofer: 15" LIP edge,
midrange: 5
YI", tweeter: 2;ex 2%",
super tweeter: 3', super dome (two):
Audio & Video

AI

AKA! ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Ohta-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Rank Aldis-Audio Products, Rank Audio Visual Ltd.: P.O. Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex Tel: 01 568-9222
833
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There's only one way to buy
stereo equipment. Listen to it. Lots of
it. Until you find the sound you like
for the money you've got.
Sound advice. But try acting
on it in 99% of hi-fi dealers and you'll
be asked to show the colour of your
money. We at Roc think that's unfair.
So we fitted out our store in the
Edgware Road with aseries of sound
systems, so you can hear all the
stereo you want until you fi nd the
equipment you like. With no hustling,
But if you're one of those poor
unfortunates who cannot make it in
person, well sell you asystem by
mail. We've got the best range in
town from single speakers to
complete stereo set-ups.
Here are just six of the
systems we've got in stock.
Fill in the coupon and we'll
have our systems brochure back to
you by return.
Amplifier Output
per channel
System I.
System IL
System III.

4Watts
8Watts
15 Watts

System IV.
System V
System VI.

20 Watts
18 Watts
30 Watts

Namc
Addrc,

g
ROC ELECTRONICS LIMITED
193 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W21ET
TELEPHONE: 01-723 6211

Speaker
Capacity

Turntable

HFN

Price

6Watts
Garrard 2025TC £39 .90
10 Watts
As system I. £49.90
As System II IIIA Garrard 2025TC £59 .90
IIIB Garrard SP.25 MK Ili £69 .90
20 Watts Garrard SP.25 MKIII £ 79 .90
20 Watts
As System IV £ 115.00
30 Watts
Thorens TD150AB £ 182 .00
834

Ravensbrook-the class leader
No other amplifier offers the performance,
features, construction and styling of the
Ravensbrook, at anywhere near the price.

A matching FET FM Tuner and matching
3-Speaker Systems complete astereo system
offering unrivalled value for money.

Output is aconservative 15 watts per
channel.*

*Continuous sine wave into 8ohms, both channels driven.

Features include a2m/V disc input, high
pass filter, variable 'slope' low pass filter,
tape panel socket and headphone socket
with speaker mute switch.
Special `quadrifilar' wound driver
transformers. Fibreglass printed circuit
boards. Silicon transistors throughout.
Styling features grained silver panel,
optional free-standing teak case.
High grade components and careful quality
control ensure long term reliability backed by
an unconditional One Year Guarantee.

Recommended U.K. Retail Prices: Amplifier, case model £52.50,
chassis model £47.50. F.M. Tuner, case model £41.00 (P.T. £ 10.26)
chassis model £36.00 ( P.T. £9.01) Speaker Systems, per pair £49.50.

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS ( ELECTRONICS) LTD
4-14 Barmeston Road, Catford, London S.E.6
Telephone: 01-698 7424/4340

ROGERS

Please send me a copy of your new colour leaflet describing the I
complete Ravensbrook Stereo System in detail.
Iam also interested in:
j Ravensbourne Equipment

El

Rogers Audio Test Equipment

NAME
ADDRESS
HFNS

L-

1111.111MI•M
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Export enquiries invited

-

Slim lines, sweet sound, stunning
impact - that's the Mini-Acusta from
Telefunken. The Mini-Acusta is an
ejegant all-in-one sound system
incorporating 4-track stereo tape
recorder, hi-fi tuner/amplifier,
transcription unit and two full-range
loudspeakers.
The Mini-Acusta looks like £300

worth of high-fidelity equipment. In fact,
it costs alot less. But who's toknow?
See your local audio dealer for details
of the Mini-Acusta 205' System.
Or write to Telefunken at:
AEG House,
TELE
FUN
Chichester Rents,
KEN
Chancery Lane,
London WC2A 1NH

Mini-Acusta

Midi price

Maxi sound system
836

AUDIO SERVICES

AUDIO 25% CASH
smut«
ANNUAL
1971
offer up to

plus

DEMONSTRATIONS-EXPERT GUIDANCE
INSTALLATION - SERVICE

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

Alexander Shackman, the acknowledged authority on high quality
sound reproduction, now adds to his personal service, the attraction
of substantial discounts. Credit terms are also available at discount prices.

Produced by HI-FI NEWS and STUDIO SOUND

40p

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Large stocks are carried of the following: Quad, Armstrong, Leak,
Roger, Goodman, Thorens, Tancberg, Garrard, Goldring, Koss, Shure,
SME, Sugden, Connoisseur, Philips, KEF, Wharfedale, Richard Allan,
Sinclair and everything that is best to ensure lasting satisfaction.

WDIO 57 1
ANNUAL
.•

Again — by popular request — we have
devoted abig section to reprints of equipment reviews which have appeared in HiFi
News and Studio Sound over the past year.
/ These reviews have awell-deserved
r
\ reputation for reliability and they are sure
• to be of lasting interest. In addition, there
III are feature articles on:
• Cassettes and the future of commercial
recording
- • Simulating concert halls in the laboratory
s • Electronic music — acomposer's approach
• Auditory apparatus — how our ears work
• What is good recorded sound?
MI 'Developments in quadrophony'
Audio Annual 1971 is apublication of
« absorbing interest to everyone who takes
sound reproduction and recording seriously.

We especially urge you to attend loudspeaker demonstrations of the
Bowers & Wilkins DM3, Dynasonic 2T, Wharfedale, Leak ' Sandwich'
and other quality speakers including the unique Shackman Dynastatic,
the speaker that has been in constant and increasing production for
nearly six years and is the only really successful electrostatic dynamic
speaker ever produced.
It sells for £56.
WE ARE A SPECIALIST SHOP OF HIGH
WHY GO ELSEWHERE?

REPUTATION.

Shop hours: 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Thursday half- day closing. Open all day
Saturday.

AUDIO SERVICES LTD.
82 EAST BARNET ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
Telephone: 01-449 6605.
We can also offer rock bottom, money- saving prices with a
special service in ...

'CUT PRICE' MAIL ORDER ma
To Audio Services, Dept. ' N', 82 East Barnet Road, New
Barnet, Herts.
Please quote me your LOWEST possible cash price on the following
equipment (enter name and model No.):
2
3
4
It is understood that the prices quoted will apply only to mail
order or cash and carry.
My name is ( Block letters)

From newsagents and bookstalls, or post-free
from Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CRS 2TA.
A Link House Group Publication

My Address ( Block letters)
16
837
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SPEAKER SYSTEMS

So wideso slender

These superb speaker systems make available even
higher standards of performance in sound reproduction and uphold the high reputation gained by Whiteley
Stentorian speakers throughout the world.
Attractively designed and soundly constructed, they
are available in either Teak or Rosewood finish.

LC93
A 19" x 12f" x8+" completely enclosed acoustically loaded cabinet
housing a9" graded melamine paper
cone with siliconized cambric suspension giving a frequency response of
60 Hz to 20 kHz.
-because of its wide frequency
response: 30 - 20000 Hz.

Slender
—it's less than

LC94
A 29f" x23f" x6f" acoustic Labyrinth enclosure fitted with acoustic resistance in the pipe, using the
same highly efficient 9" speaker
unit used in the LC93. Frequency
response 45 Hz to 20 kHz.

inch diameter.

Elegant
(we could go on) — because of
its matt chrome finish.

LC95

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL
RADIO COMPANY LTD
MANSFIELD • NOTTS • ENGLAND •
Tel: Mansfield 24762

To: P & A Department, Pye Business Communications Limited,
Orchard Road, Royston, Herts.
Please tell me more about Philips EL6042 slim- style high quality
microphone.
Name
Address

T49

London Office: 109 Kingsway, W.C.2..
Tel: HOLborn 3074

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
838

•••••••••••

Send for full Technical Specifications.
See us on Stand 1-193/207 at the I.L.E.C. Show

Philips EL6042; a dynamic omnidirectional microphone that's easy on
the eye, for high quality audio that's
easy on the ear. Just return the coupon
and we'll tell you about its light weight,
low impedance and all the other details
that make Philips EL6042 just right for
your equipment at only £ 32.00

••••••••

The LC95 loudspeaker system is an
acoustically loaded Bass Reflex
cabinet, measuring 31f" x20E x
13f" fitted with two loudspeakers
and acrossover network. The bass
loudspeaker being used is anewly
developed 12" unit having amelamine treated paper cone with a
cambric surround. The middle and
high frequency unit is a new 8"
loudspeaker having a melamine
treated paper ribbed cone and
surround.

2]A DIH[E
YOU NEED ONLY PAY
10p IN THE
DOWN
for any equipment costing up to £ 100
(for equipment over £ 100 the deposit
is 15p in the E)-8 MONTHS TO PAY
or 1/3rd ( 34p in the C) DOWN
-12 or 24 MONTHS TO PAY!

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
£104•71
£131.25
£92.75
£139.00
£135-92
£142.15
£89.99
£105.00

SPEAKERS
(per pair)
Mitchell Mk. 2 ..
Wharfedale Denton
VVharfedale Super Linton .
Wharfedale Melton . ..
Wharfedale Dovedaie 3 ..
Sonab 0A4 .. .. ..
K.E.F. Chorale ..
K.E.F. Concord .. ..
K.E.F. Concerto .. ..
B & W DM I .. ..
B & W DM3 . . ..
Leak Sandwich .. ..
Leak Mini Sandwich ..
Mordaunt Short 077

£29.95
£39.90
£49.90
£65.00
£85.00
£90.00
£69.56
£87.00
£107.00
£64•00
£126.00
£91.00
£59.50
£54.00

... time

tested . . .

.0

37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, LONDON VVC2E 9ES.

H.F.20.

PLEASE SEND ME .......................................... - ............................................ ...

Fell Cash/Deposit.

1wish to repay the balance over

Ienclose
8/12/24 months

Buy your equipment the E- A- S-Y way-over 8, 12 or
24 months- NO EXTRA CHARGES- you only pay
the basic cash price. If your requirements are not
listed we shall be pleased to quote you price and terms
by return of post.

Armstrong 526
..
Wharfedale 100-1 ..
Tandberg SS 1171 ..
Trio KR4I 40
..
Nivico 5010 .. .. ..
Tandberg Huldra 9D ..
Sansui 200 .. ..
Sansui 300 .. ..

EJ

D]

F71

111

NAME
ADDRESS

III

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Trio KA 2000
..
Leak Stereo 30 Plus (" Teak) ..
Leak Stereo 70 ( Teak) ..
Nivico MCA 104E .. ..
Armstrong 521 .. ..
Ferrograph F307 .. ..
Quad 33 and 303
..
Metrosound ST20 .. ..
Sansui AU 101
..
Sansui AU 222

1111

£36.00
£62.50
£75.00
£72.00
£56-00
£59.00
£98.00
£36.00
£40.00
£62.88

TURNTABLES
(with Base & Cover)
Garrard SP25 Mk. III
£22.00
Garrard AP 76 ..
£35.00
£39.6 1
Goldring GL69 Mk. Il
Goldring GL75 .. ..
£52•00
Thorens TD 150 Mk II ..
£54.39
Thorens TD 125 with SME
3009 arm .. .. .. £126.79
Garrard 401 with SME 3009
arm .. .. ..
£96.39
Dual 1209 .. .. ..
£59.65

MI

al

IIII

1111

1111

NI

11111

TUNERS
Trio KT 1000 ..
Leak Stereofetic ( Teak)
Quad FM Stereo ..
Quad AM3 ..
Armstrong 523
Trio KT 5300
Sansui TU 555

£49.95
£72.50
£51.00
£4845
£53.76
£65.00
£84.32

CARTRIDGES
Orbit NM22 .. ..
Shure M3D .. ..
Shure M447 .. ..
Shure M55E .. ..
Shure M75E Mark II
Shure VIS Mark 11 ..
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring 0800E
Goldring 0800 Super E

£6.30
£7.41
£10.19
£12.97
£21.31
£40.76
£6.50
£13-00
£18•85
£26.00

TAPE RECORDERS- DECKS

E.M.I. Portable. SPECIAL ..
Akai 1710). .. . - •
1102 ..
4
Revox A77
..
ndberg 3000X/..
Ta

£85.00
" 9. "
£204.75
£99.80

AKAI AND ROTEL HEADPHONES
at SPECIAL PRICES!
AKAI ASE 9S £ 5.25 ( List Price £ 650)
AKAI ASE 20 £ 7.20 ( List Price 03)
ROTEL RH 600 £4.25 ( List Price L5.50)
ROTEL RH 711 £ 7.45 ( List Price L9-90)

TRIO
KA 20002
StereoAmplifier(17-1 I7W)

£42
£4 DOWN and 12 monthly
payments of £4.75 or £14-40
DOWN and
12 monthly
payments of £2.30 or 24 of
£1.50
NO
INTEREST
CHARGES!

KR 6160 Stereo, Tuner Amplifier (
70
£I85

70W)

£19 DOWN and 8 montily payments of £20.75 or £62 DOWN and 12
monthly payments of £ 10.SO or 24 of £5.25. NO INTEREST CHARGES!
All TRIO Equ,prpent sméminble from us on 2 YEARS FREE CREDIT.
Terris sent on request.

Pr-Ices and

KA 4002
StereoAmplifier(24

KR 2120

24W)

Stereo Tuner/Amplifier
(II - 11W)

£57.50

£98

£5.50 DOWN and 8 monthly
payments of £6.50 or £19 58
DOWN and
12 monthly
payment! of £3.16 or 24 of
£1.58.
NO
INTEREST
CHARGES!

£10 DOWN and 8 monthly
payments of £ 11 or £32.96
DOWN and
12 monthly
payments of £5.42 or 24 of
£2.71.
NO
INTEREST
CHARGES!

KT 2001
AM/FM Stereo Tuner
37
BEDFORD ST.,
STRAND, W.C.2
(Open to 1p.m.
Saturday)

£64

que

£6.40 DOWN and 8 monthly
payment, of £ 7 20 or £ 22.00
DOWN and
12 monthly
payment; of £3.50 or 24 of
£1.75.
NO
INTEREST
CHARGES!

839

CENTRES

01-836 8858
LATE NIGHT

45 HARE STREET,
19 LUDGATE
WOOLWICH,
HILL,
LONDON, S.E.18 ST. PAUL'S, E.C.4
(Open all day
(Open to 1p.m.
Saturday)
Saturday)
01-854 1955

01-248 7479

7p.m. THURSDAY ( Woolwich FRI.)

HIGH FIDELITY CASH DISCOUNTS
Rec. Retail
p

Cash
E p

CARTRIDGES (
P&P 15p)
*A/TECHNICA AT66LC/7/5
*A/TECHNICA AT2IS
*A/TECHNICA AT2I X
*A/TECHNICA AT355
*GOLDRING G800 & H
*COLORING G850 ..
*COLORING G800E
*COLORING G800SE
PICKERING XVI5/400E
PICKERING VIS/AME3
PICKERING P/ATE
PICKERING P/AC
*SHURE M3D
SHURE M3IE..
*SHURE M44/5/C/7
*SHURE M55- E
'SHURE M4-4E
*SHURE M75-6 & G Type II ..

6-23#
8714
15-494
18-55
13.00
6-50
18-854
26-00
25.00
21-00
12-75
8:00
7-41
12-044
11-114
12-97
12-04#
17-604

*SHURE M75- E/2 & E.1/2 ..
*SHURE V15 Improved

21-21
40-76

5.15
7.30
13-00
11.00
9.00
5-25
15:00
20-00
20:75
17.50
10-50
6-75
5.75
10.00
8-50
11-00
10.25
12-50
17-00
30-00

9.00
6-50
12-50
16-50
28:00
12-60
19:19
7-724
17-75
45.00

7.25
5:50
10-50
14-50
24-00
10:50
15:25
6.25
14-20
From stock

PICK-UP ARMS (
P&P 35p)
TECHNICA AT 1005
GOLDRING L75
GOLDRING L69
NEAT G301 Lifter
SME 300952 ..
SME 2013/52 ..
TRANSCRIPTORS 9"

19-45
12-54
9-29
17-25
34.47
36-71
22-30

Cash
E p

REPLACEMENT STYLI (
P&P
15p)
A/TECHNICA AT66.7D, 5D,
LC .. . .
A/TECHNICA
AT2513 (78
.
AITECHNICA AT2I EL
GOLDRING G800 ..
GOLDRING G800E
GOLDRING G800SE
SHURE N3DM
SHURE N75-6/2
SHURE N75- G/2
SHURE N75- E/2
SHURE VN 1SE
SHURE N55E..
SHURE N44E..
SHURE N44-5
SHURE N44-7
SHURE N75-E/J

3-49

3-00

3-49
12-74
4-644
10-494
16-10
5-56
8:34
9-26
19-97
16-674
9.26
8-34
7-41
6-484
11-11#

3-00
10-75
3-50
8- SO
13-00
4-25
7-00
7-75
10-90
13-75
7-75
7-00
6-25
5-50
9.25

AMPLIFIERS (
P&P 70p)

HEADPHONES (
P&P 30p)
AKAI ASE 20
•AKAI ASE 95
*KOSS K6 ..
KOSS KO 727
KOSS Pro 4AA
*PIONEER SE 30
PIONEER SE 50
*SANSUI SS 2 ..
SANSUI SS 20
STAX SR3

Rec. Retail
C p

16-25
10-50
7.75
15-00
28-25
30-50
18-75

•ARMSTRONG 521 ..
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P40 ..
*FERROGRAPH F307 Mk 11 ..
LEAK St. 30 Plus ..
LEAK St. 30 plus (cased) ..
LEAK St. 70 ..
LEAK St. 70 ( cased) ..
METROSOUND ST 20
NIKKO TRM 301 C
NIKKO TRM 401 C
REVOX ASO
*ROGERS R/brook Mk II
*ROGERS Ribrook Mk II
(cased) .. .. • •
*ROGERS Ribourne (cased) ..
"ROGERS Ribourne
SANSUI AU 222
SANSUI AU 555 A
SINCLAIR 2000
SINCLAIR 3000 ..
SINCLAIR Neoteric 60 ..
SINCLAIR Project 60 ( ST60)
2x Z30, PZ5
SUGDEN A2I

56.00
81.00
62.00
56-50
62-50
69-00
75-00
36-00
36.00
48-00
106-50
47:50

44-75
70-00
50-00
45-00
49-50
55-00
60-00
28-50
29-50
38-50
From stock
38-00

52:50
64.00
59-50
62.88
86-43
35-00
45-00
61-95

42-00
51 - 00
47-00
From stock
From stock
28-00
36-00
48-50

23-90
65-00

19-00
55-00

TUNERS (
P&P 70p)
ARMSTRONG 523
ARMSTRONG 524 ..
KORT1NG T600 ..
LEAK Stereofetic (cased) ..
LEAK Stereofetic (chassis) ..
REVOX A76
ROGERS Ribourne FET 2
(cased) . • • • • •
ROGERS Ribourne FET 2
(chassis) ..
ROGERS Ribrook FET ( cased)
ROGERS Ribrook FET (chassis)
SANSUI TU 555

53-76
41-884
49-77

45•25
35-25
42-00

72-50
66-50
162-75

60.50
56:50
From stock

66-89

56-00

61:89
51-26
45:00
84-32

52-00
4315
37-25
70-75

TUNER- AMPLIFIERS (
P&P 70p)
*ARENA R500 ( MPX)
ARMSTRONG 525
ARMSTRONG 526 ..
ARMSTRONG M8 Decoder
PIONEER KX 330 ..
SANSUI 200 ..
SANYO DC 60
VVHARFEDALE 100-1

82-00
91.89
104-71
9-00
78-64
89-99
97-25
149-00

68.25
77-25
87-75
8.00
67-00
From stock
82-50
125-00

TURNTABLES (
P&P 75p)
BSR MP60/P/C/wired
DUAL 1219 ..
DUAL 1219/M9I
DUAL 1209 -DUAL 1209 M75/6
GOLDRING GL69/2..
GOLDRING GL69/P/C/2
GOLDRING GL75
GOLDRING GL75/P/Cover
GARRARD SP 25 Mk III ..
GARRARD
5P25/P/C/wired
phono or din plug • •
GARRARD AP 76 • •
GARRARD 401
GARRARD SL75B • •
GARRARD SL95/B • •
*J.P. TU601
PHILIPS GA202 ..
PIONEER PLI2AC
THORENS TDI50A/2
THORENS TD150AB/2/TXII
THORENS TD 125

25.55
60-00
71-71
41-614
57 - 714
26-624
37-36
39-00
52-00
16.44

21-75
50-50
60-00
35-75
48-25
22-25
3315
32-50
43-50
13-75

23.24
28-88
38-07
39-19
50-01
42-24
69-00
50-894
46-16
55-33
79:04

19-25
24-25
31-90
32-90
42-00
35-50
57-00
40-00
38-90
45.75
66-50

Rec. Retail
p

Cash
E

TAPE RECORDERS (
P&P 90p)
AKAI 40000 ..
AKA1 4000 ..
FERROGRAPH 724
REVOX 1104
REVOX 1124
TANDBERG 3041X
TANDBERG 404IX
TANDBERG 6041
SANYO MR 805

89-95
124-90
242-50
199-75
236.00
99-90
177-25
199-50
99-75

72-00
105.50
203.00
From stock
From stock
From stock
From stock
From stock
84-00

SPEAKERS (
P&P 75p)
..
*ARENA HT 20 ( pair)
B & W DM1 ( pair) ..
B & W DM3
CAMBRIDGE Audio R50
DYNACO A25 Mk 11..
*CELEST1ON Ditton 15
CELESTION Ditton 25
GOODMANS Minister
GOODMANS Mezzo Ill ..
*GOODMANS Magnum K2 ..
GOODMANS Magister
•KEF Cresta ( pair) ..
KEF Concerto
*LEAK Sandwich 200 ( pair) ..
LEAK Sandwich 300
LEAK Sandwich 600
PEAK SOUND Baxandall
ROGERS Ribrook ( pair) ..
*ROGERS Wafer ..
ROGERS Ravensbourne
R/ALLAN Minette
R/ALLAN Chaconne
R/ALLAN Pavane ..
*TANNOY III LZ
TANNOY IS Lancaster ..
TANNOY Ir Lancaster ..
WHARFEDALE Aston ( pair)
WHARFEDALE Dentons ( pr)
WHARFEDALE Super
Lintons ( pair) ..
WHARFEDALE Tritons ( pair)
WHARFEDALE Melton ..
WHARFEDALE Dovedale III
WHARFEDALE Rosedale ..

54-00
64-00
63.00
98-00
32-00
32-00
65-00
50-00
34-00
44-00
62-50
51:86
58-50
49.90
32-50
49-50
19:424
49-50
20-00
31-254
15.94
19-314
32-00
41:00
63-25
56:25
49:90
39-90

42-50
51-00
50-00
85-00
25-50
25-50
52-00
40-00
27-25
35-25
50-00
44-00
47-00
39-75
25-50
39-25
17-00
39-50
17-00
26-25
13-75
16-50
26-00
34-00
52-00
46-50
41-50
33-50

49-90
59-90
32-50
42-50
65-00

41-50
47-50
25• 50
34-00
52-00

SPEAKER CHASSIS AND
KITS (
P&P 70p)
KEF Kit 2 (Concord)
KEF Kit 3 ( Concerto)
*KEF Kit 4( Cresta) ..
JORDAN WATTS Module..
PEAK SOUND Baxandall
PEERLESS 3-25
PEERLESS 20-2
PEERLESS 20-3
PEERLESS 3-15 ..
PEERLESS 430/12 ..
R/ALLAN Twin Assembly ..
R/ALLAN Super Triple ..
R/ALLAN Triple Assembly
(Pavane) .. .. • •
R/ALLAN Module ( Minette)

ir

TANNOY
Gold ..
TANNOY III LZ
TANNOY IS Gold ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 3
(Denton/Linton) ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 4
(Melton) ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 5
(Dovedale)

25:50
36:00
18-70
12-00
13-904
17.95
12:60
18:75
1211
26-85
10-00
21:75

20.50
30-00
15-50
10:25
12-00
15-25
11-25
16-25
11-25
22-00
8-50
17-75

18-50
10:424
36-50
31:00
43-25

15.00
8-75
30-00
26-55
36-00

1100

10-90

18-00

14-40

26-00

20-80

CLEARANCE BARGAINS: BEOGRAM 1000/SPI4 ( S/H) E39-50. EMI EPUI00 2 HEADS ( S/H) £ 1200. GARRARD SL95 ( S/H) C22-50. GOODMANS MAGISTER ( NEW)
£4200. RADFORD SC3/STAI5 (S/H) [47:50. TRUVOX PD94 ( S/H) £ 30-00. All above are ex stock and prices are correct at time of press, and subject to variation.
MAIL ORDER (
P&P Please).

AFTER SALES SERVICE.

EXPORT (including personal). • 0 N DEMONSTRATION.

PAYBO NOS CREDIT SCHEME.

M. O'BRIEN
226 VVORPLE ROAD, RAYNES PARK, LONDON, S.W.20. Tel.: 01-946 1528 ( 131, 57 Bus routes-5 minutes from Raynes Park Station.
Open Monday to Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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JVC NIVICO
Steps up the Stereo Pace
for '71
5340

4- Way

4- Speaker

High Fidelity Speaker System. 40 Watts ( RMS). Exceptional power and brilliance
in a bookshelf- type system.
Multi- channel
input,
twopart grille for optimum sound
radiation, handsome walnut
cabinetry.

GB- 1E Omni- directional Speaker
System. 40 Watts (‘RMS). Suspend
or floor- mount. Total radial diffusion provides unexelled presence.
A very professional blend of power
and purity.

5250

5040U FM Stereo/MW Receiver
with advanced SEA: 165 Watts 40

DC

RMS) or 150 Watts ( 80 RMS,.
Sound Effect Amplifier tone contro:

scope,
tridge.

Wide 25 to 30K Hz
power bandwidth,
0.81 or less IM
distortion. Handles
of

three

speaker

universal

tonearm,

IM

car-

Stereo

Car-

sets
system.

CHR-250U

Also available: 5010U 32
Watts, 5010L

Manual Turntable with

a better than 60dB S/N ratio. Quick
Start/Stop system, built-in strobo-

system lets you tailor sound
to suit your taste.

up to

2- Speed

Servo Motor.
Advanced, brushless
long- wearing motor helps achieve

8- track

tridge Play/Record Deck. Made by professionals for professionals, this innovative walnut- encased play/record unit offers
continuous automatic program play, Stereo/Mono

FM Stereo/MW/

LV\h 32 Watts, 5020U 56 Watts,
5030U 100 Watts I
RMS, into 40 .

switch, Automatic Eject system.

Rich stereo

recordings from any program course.

VCT-105

MCA- 105E Integrated Amplifier with SEA.
MOT- 105E FM Stereo/MW Tuner. Perfectly
matched professional equipment.
The
72 Watts ( 40 RMS) or 64 Watts ( 80 RMS)
MCA- 105E,
with
built-in
pink
noise
generator and advanced seven- zone Sound
Effect Amplifier system, permits unprecedented tone control, has a power bandwidth of
20Hz to 50K Hz (- 2dB), limits THD to less than
0.5% at 1K Hz. Super- sensitive MCT-105E Stereo Tuner
features IC and FET circuitry, crystal filters to achieve
breathtakingly brilliant sound. 20 to 15,000Hz frequency response ( within 1 dB). THD of just 0.3%, 65dB S/N ratio.

Come and see us in the

A-ICSE

NIVICO

"International Suite"
The Criterion, Picadilly, W.1.
from May 23 - 27
Sunday 12 am - 6pm
Monday - Thursday 10 am - 8pm
V101011( OMPA.t.Y Cr" JAPA .., IIrU,

DENHAIVI itt MORLEY
841

-

•

(OVERSEAS) LTD., 453 CALEDONIAN RD,
LONDON, N.1.

TEL: 607 6568

* WICKS of COLCHESTER *
ROGERS metrosound
RAVENSBROOK ST.20
STEREO STEREO
PACKAGE PACKAGE

SAVE £39•78
Comprises:
Rogers Ravensbrook Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk ill turntable
Deluxe base and cover ..
Shure M55E
Wharfedale Super Lintons
Connecting leads and plugs

.. £ 141.78

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£52-50
£16.44
£8.47
£12.97
£49.90
£1-50

Recommended Price ..

SAVE £29•72

£80

£102

Carr. & Ins. £2-25

Carr. & Ins. £2-25

e

Comprises:
Metrosound ST20 amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill turntable
Deluxe base and cover ..
Shure M3DM cartridge ..
Wharfedale Denton speakers
Connecting leads and plugs
Recommended Price ..

£36.00
£16.44
£8.47
£7.41
£39-90
El - 50
. £ 109.72

ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION

SAVE £10
OUR PRICE £41.26

Wicks Hi Fi Discount Offers

ROGERS RAVENSBROOK MATCHING FM TUNER
FOR ABOVE SYSTEM. Rec. Price £ 51-26.

P. & P.

50p

GOLDRING GL75P WITH LID
Fitted SHURE M55E magnetic cartridge. Recommended Price £64-10.
OUR PRICE

£5313

P. & P.
LI-05

CARTRIDGE OFFERS!
Sonotone 9TAHC Diamond. Rec.
Price, £4-10. OUR PRICE £ 1.99.
Shure M3DM. Rec. price £7-41.
OUR PRICE £4.87.
Shure M55E. Rec. price £ 12-97.
OUR PRICE £9.50.
Neat V70. Rec. price £ 5-24. OUR
PRICE £4.20. P. & P. 18p any type.

GARRARD
OFFERS

AMPLIFIERS
Metrosound ST20 ..
Rogers Ravensbrook
Teak ..
Leak 30 plus ( cased)
Leak 70 ( cased) ..
Nikko TRM-30
Nikko TRM-40 IC
Nikko TRM-50
Korting A500
Dulci 207M
Post

*

Wicks
Price
£28.47

L52-50
£40.97
L62-50
£50.95
L71-50
£56.47
05-50
£29.62
£48-00
£38.97
£58-00
£48.50
£30.75
£40-75
£30-00
£21.00
and Packing 50p

SANYO EQUIPMENT
MR801 4track Stereo
Tape Deck ..
C69-75
[59.50
MR939 4track 3speed
Recorder with spkrs L112-25
£95.00
MR929 4track 2speed
Recorder with spkrs £97-25
£79.50
DC9IE complete stereo
system with AM/FM
Radio 2speakers £ 128-75 £108.75
DC 534NE stereo unit
with AM/FM Radio
(less speakers) .. £142-75 £122.75
Post and Packing LI-75

Wicks
Rec.
Price
LOUDSPEAKERS
Price
£17.25
Celestion Ditton 10 £21-16
£2415
Celestion Ditton 15 £29-00
[22.50
Goodmans Mezzo 11 £ 30-90
£23.00
Leak Mini Sandwich £29-75
Wharfedale Denton
L39- I8
£31.00
(Pair) ..
Wharfedale Super
£39.25
Lintons ( Pair) .. £49-90
£25.00
Wharfedale Melton
L32-50
£31.97
Wharfedale Dovedale 3i42-50
£10-97
Wharfedale Unit 3kit £ I3-00
£14-00
Wharfedale Unit 4kit £18-00
£19-35
Wharfedale Unit 5kit £ 26-00
Post and Packing 50p per speaker
GRUNDIG RADIOS
Party Boy 210E ..
L26-871 £22437
£26.47
Music Boy 210E .. £31-96
Elite Boy 210 ..
L36- 771- £30-97
Yacht Boy 210 ..
L41-96,1 £35-97
Post and Pac king 50p
SANYO PORTABLE T.V.
(625 line) 10T120H
(Cabinet in black or
£59.95
white) ..
L70-95
*All items brand new, fully guaranteed and supplied in makers original
packing.

ALL OTHER MAKES AVAILABLE

ENGLISH

G
d AP76
(Rec. Price f28-88)
OUR PRICE £20.85
Carr. & Ins. 50p

GARRARD SP25 Mk III ( Rec. Price, C16-44).
OUR PRICE £ 11.25. Carr. & Ins. 50p.
GARRARD SP25 Mk III ready wired in beautiful
teak plinth with t.nted perspex cover. ( Fitted
with 5- pin DIN plug or phono plugs-state choice.)
Rec. Price £23-79.
OUR PRICE £ 16. Carr. & Ins LI-05.
Or with choice of fitted cartridges.
SP25 Mk III/Sonotone 9TAHC Rec. Price L27-89).
OUR PRICE £ 18. Carr. & Ins CI - 05.
SP25 Mk Ill/Snare M3DP1 ( Rec. Price L31-62).
OUR PRICE £20. Carr. & Ins LI-05.
SP25 Mk III/Gcldring G800 ( Rec. Price 06-79).
OUR PRICE £21. Carr. & Ins LI-05.
SP25 Mk III/Shure M55E ( Rec. Price L36-76).
OUR PRICE £21. Carr. & Ins. L1-05.
NOTE! GARRARD 5L658 (
Automatic Changer version
of SP25 Mk HI) alternatively supplied-please add
L2-50 to above prices.
PLINTH AND COVER SUPPLIED SEPARATELY
READY CUT-OUT FOR GARRARD 2025TC,
3500, SP25, SL65B. 3000. ( Rec. Price C7-35.)
OUR PRICE £448. Carr. & lns. 50p.

Rec.
Price
£36-00

AUDIO

COMPACT

PLUS FREE PAIR OF STEREO HEADPHONES

Garrard AP76 ready
wired in beautiful
teak plinth with
perspex cover
(fitted with 5 pin
DIN or Phono plugs).
Please state choice.
(Rec. Price L40-88)
OUR PRICE £27-00
Carr. & Ins. CI- 05
OR WITH CHOICE OF
FITTED CARTRIDGES.
Garrard AP76/Shure M3D
(Rec. Price L48-29)
OUR PRICE £30-55
Carr. & Ins. L1-05
G
d AP76/Shure M55E
(Rec. Price L53-85)
OUR PRICE £33-35
Carr. & Ins. El - 05

A complete system giving superb quality reproduction
only thought possible from more expensive equipment.
Teak plinth with cover and fitted 5 watts per channel
transistor amplifier, with bass and treble controls, radio
and tape inputs, stereo headphone socket etc. Garrard
2025TC with stereo/mono compatible cartridge complete with two matched speakers. ON PERMANENT
DEMONSTRATION-CALLERS WELCOME.

PLUGS
AND
LEADS

Ga
d AP76/Goldring
G800
(Rec. Price L53-85)
OUR PRICE £33.35
Carr. & Ins. L1-05

3- pin plug
5- pin plug ..
Loudspeaker plug
Phono plug ..
5- pin socket ..
Stereo Jack socket

..
..
..
..
..

12p
15p
12p
3p
20p
40p

FANTASTIC
BARGAIN
FOR ONLY
Carr. & Ins.
(1.25.

£49

Makers 12 months ¡ tee.

12 ft. lead. Loudspeaker
plug to open end .. 30p
6ft. stereo lead. 5- pin
to open end .. 50p
6ft. stereo lead. 2phono
plugs to open end . 40p

D. T. WICKS & CO. 49 North Station Road, Colchester, Essex. Tel: (0206) 78807
e ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS IN STOCK AND PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS e
E. & O.

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
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Metrosound Audio Products
Metrosound ST.20
Stereo Amplifier
All silicon solid state circuitry using 20
transistors and 2diodes provides afull
20 watts r.m.s. output ( 10 watts r.m.s. per
channel). Conservatively rated
components are used throughout to
ensure long term reliability and stability.
Press button selector switches are a
feature of the ST.20 for magnetic phono,
crystal phono, radio tuner, tape, mono/
stereo and on/off facilities.
Socket for stereo headphones.
The slimline cabinet in teak veneers and
the front panel fascia of brushed anodised
aluminium finish with gleaming silver
trims combine to give alook of expensive
and stylish elegance.
Good looks apart the ST.20 offers
outstanding performance equal to
amplifiers selling at two or three times the
price which makes it one of the best buys
on the High Fidelity market.
Size 154-" x3+" x10".
Price £ 39.50

"Its performance is not just on the fringe of
the specification — as happens with many
low-priced amplifiers — it is well within it
and well within the requirements for hi-fi."
F. C. Judd "Hi fi Sound" August 1970

to

• .„

METROSOUND SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Models ST.20 and
SS.30 accepted for
inclusioninDesign

MODELHFS103 10 watts handling capacity.
8ohm impedance. Teak finish. Size 14" x9" x7".
Available in matched pairs at £25.00
Model HFS202
20 watts handling capacity.

Index.

8ohm impedance.
Teak finish.
Size 23" x11 rx 10r.

Price £21.50 each.

slat

SLOT STEREO SS.30
A combined Hi Fi Stereo Amplifier and 8- track Stereo Tape Player. Identical
performance, specification and styling to the ST.20 Stereo Amplifier with
the addition of immediate press button selection of any one of four
recorded programmes from 8- track stereo tape cartridges. Wide frequency
response tape reproduction at 371 i.p.s. Illuminated tape programme
indicator. Size 20f" x3 ¡" x10". Price £84.80 Tax Paid.
Other Metrosound Products include Compact Hi Fi Systems,
Slot Stereo 8track Tape Cartridge Players and Replay Units
and the largest range of Tape and Audio Accessories in Great Britain.
Metrosound products are stocked and
demonstrated by all leading Hi Fi dealers.

Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933.

metrosound

rPlease send full details of
El ST.20 Amplifier

Eli Speaker Systems

Slot Stereo Equipment

Name
Address

Registered Trade Mark of Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

843

D Compact Stereo Systems

El Tape and Audio Accessories

2INTO1 CAN GO!

Does your
amplifier
sound wrong?

Direct
Radiator
Lowfrequency
Unit

Over the past months we have described how we have tried to make a
better amplifier. We have described the design features and the high
quality engineering applied. We have of course explained our use of
Class A output stages. For new readers or those who wish to re-cap:
In a Class A output stage both transistors are operating all the time
and there is no discontinuity in the transfer characteristic as found with
a Class B amplifier where the signal amplification is transferred in
successive half cycles of the output waveform from one transistor to
the other. Such transference results in greatly increased distortion at
low volumes and peculiar intermodulation of larger signals.
With Class A the distortion decreases with decreasing signal and there
is an absence of the fatiguing peculiar intermodulation. Distortion is
virtually nil at low powers (and only the peaks of music need 10 watts or
more—the average power levels fed to the loudspeakers are 4- watt or
so under normal music conditions). With Class B operation distortion
levels at best stay constants and in some cases get worse with decreasing signal levels—a very sad state of affairs. Also because of the
discontinuities in the transfer characteristic, stability of the amplifier
under transient conditions into loudspeaker loads is harder to achieve
and maintain.
A good output stage in itself does not make a good amplifier. There
are other important features besides the usual platitudinous comments
on frequency response, power output etc. Of course the frequency
response must be flat. IT MUST ALSO BE FLAT WHEN THE KNOBS
ARE POINTING TO THE MIDDLE. Reference to amplifier reviews will
show that nearly all amplifiers can be made to offer a flat frequency
response on one channel by juggling with the bass and treble controls,
but even having done this there is no guarantee that the other channel
will be correct—in fact it is very unlikely.... We fit our amplifiers with
trimmers on the bass and treble controls on each channel and these
trimmers are carefully set on test to give aflat response on each channel
with the control knobs central. We do not expect our customers to
have a signal generator and oscilloscope to set their amplifiers up
before they use theml We take the same care with the balance control
and trim the two channels for precisely equal gain at full output. We
then check that the volume control (which has had its two sections
carefully matched) maintains this balance within 1dB to at least 40 dB
attenuation when it is nearly off.
We could go on and on about these important features which are
mipsing on most of today's mass produced items, but we have only
bought half a pagel However, one final point is OVERLOAD
CAPABILITY. If the volume control operates right at the beginning of
the amplifier there would not be a problem except one of excessive
noise. Most amplifiers therefore have afixed gain pre-amplifier followed
by the volume control then a further pre-amplifier and then the power
amplifier. Some designs feed all inputs via the first pre-amplifier. We
refuse to do this for some inputs e.g. tuners can vary tremendously
from maker to maker—so we follow the input selection Immediately by
the volume control to ensure there is no overload problem on radio
tape and auxiliary inputs ( and we follow the volume control with a
specially selected low noise transistor). There must be a pre-amplifier
for DISC before the volume control. We spent a long time designing
this one and we improved it again for our latest range—It will accept
nearly 50 millivolts before overload sets in and yet is intended to be used
with cartridges giving 2.5 to 7.5 millivolts at normal modulation (5cm/
sec). Therefore should you have severely modulated records going up
to 25 cms/sec., even if you have a cartridge which will track them, you
will not have an overload problem.
The first commercial transistorised Class A High Fidelity amplifier
was designed by James Sugden and has proved its success. For
quality of performance and the engineering quality of construction the
A21 series two-24 watts output—at £65.00 has few rivals.
Do you want the best or not?

14

Horn
Loaded
Highfrequency
Unit

Integrated
Full- range
System

GOLD:

DUAL CONCENTRIC
. . . provides the perfect integrated
source needed for stereo. The
Monitor Gold is two separate transducers in a single assembly fed by a
sophisticated cross- over and treble
control network.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Frequency Response: 30-20,000 Hz.
Power Handling Capacity:
15' 50 watts, 12 -30 watts. IIILZ 15 watts.

Ask your dealer or write for free colour brochure today.

J. E. Sugden & Co. Ltd.,

Impedance: 80 nominal, 50 minimum.

Bradford Road, Cleckheaton,
Yorkshire, BD19 3LP

The majority of Recording and T.V.
Studios use Tannoy monitors.

Telephone: 2501

S44

\*\ TANNO1'/V,,,
Norwood Road, West Norwood, London, S.E.27. 01-670 1131.

'The overall performance
of the 521is impeccable
and I
could find
no fault'fro.

HiFi Sound Magazine

-

•

The Armstrong 521 Stereo Amplifier
(shown on the left, together with the 524 FM
Tuner) has been widely praised in the technical press both in
Britain and abroad. The review from which the above is quoted goes on to
say '... this example is not unduly costly when one takes into account its extreme flexibility,
agenuine high fidelity performance and excellent engineering.'
To find out more about the entire Armstrong range of Tuners, Amplifiers and Tuner
amplifiers post the coupon below ( or write quoting the coupon reference number).

Recommended retail prices £ p
521 Stereo Amplifier
56.00
523 AM- FM Tuner
53.76
524 FM Tuner
41.88
525 FM Stereo Tuner amplifier
91-89
526 AM- FM Stereo Tuner amplifier
104.71
M8 Stereo Radio Decoder
9.50
Prices include purchase tax where applicable

ev

Armstrong
the high fidelity sound
the nartle Amtstrur

IS au-reustexed trade mark

Armstrong Audio Ltd
Warlters Road London N7 ORZ Tel: 01-607 3213
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SPEAKER
SYSTEMS

MAXAMP 30 high fidelity 15+15
watt r.m.s. amplifier and matching
STEREOMAX

•
•
•

TUNER.

AM/FM

STEREO

MAXIMS
£32.60 pr. Carr. 50p.

Excellent opportunity to

purchase these two items at extremely large savings.
list

price £ 136.52.

MAMBO
£32.50 pr. Carr. 50p.

Total rec.
Our

MARIMBA
£35.00 pr. Carr. 50p.

Price

£89.00 the pair plus £ 1carr.
3000 STEREO FM TUNER
AMPLIFIER. Normal price
£77.73.
Our price while
stocks last £55-97, carr. 50p.

•SUGGESTED

-0

:sŒ

MINISTERS
£39.97 pr. Carr. 50p.

•aiirrà.I

MEZZO III
£25 50 ea. Carr. 50p.

-

MAGNUM K-2
£33.00 ea. Carr. 50p.

e

SYSTEM
GOODMANS 3000 TUNER
AMPLIFIER, GARRARD SP25 Ill, G800, plinth and cover, pair
Minister speakers. Total Rec. list price £ 162-73. Our Price £ 118.
Carr. £ 1.50.
SI NCLAIR PROJECT 60
2x Z30 amplifier, stereo 60 pre- amp.
PZ5 power supply, £19. Carr. 374p. Or
with PZ6 power supply, £21. Carr. 374p.
2x Z50 amplifier, stereo 60 pre- amp. PZ8
power supply, £21.50. Carr. 37413. Transformer for PZ8, £2.974 extra. Add to any
of the above £4.874 for active filter unit
and £16 for apair of 016 speakers.
Project 60 FM Tuner, £20.971. Carr. 374p.
GARRARD
RECORD DECKS

A limited offer of these first grade high
fidelity AM/FM stereo tuner amplifiers at
very large savings. All models incorporate
the latest features and utilise integrated
circuits and F.E.T. front ends. Full details
on request.

MAGISTER
£41.50 each. Carril

Model FAX330A 17+17 watts r.m.s.
Model FAX550A 22+22 watts r.m.s.
Model FAX660A 30+30 watts r.m.s.

•

FAX 330A, Garrard AP76,
0800, plinth & cover, pair
Goodmans
Minister
of
speakers. Total Rec. list
£196.93. Our Price £ 144.
Carr. £ 2.

Lis t £95.
Our
Lis t £ 119.
Our
Lis t £ 129.
Our
SUGGESTED SYSTEMS
FAX 550A. Goldring GL69/
2, Goldring 0800, plinth &
cover, pair of Wharfedale
Melton
speakers.
Total
Rec. list £236.35.
Our
Price £ 172. Carr. £2.

Price £69.97.
Price £82.50.
Price £89.97.

•

Carr. 50p
Carr. 50p.
Carr. 50p.

FAX 660A. Goldring GL75
Goldring 0800, plinth and
cover, pair of Goodmans
Magnum K2 speakers. Total
Rec. list £281.14.
Our
Price £203. Carr. £2.

SPECIAL LEAK OFFER!

LAFAYETTE LA-324 STEREO
AMPLIFIER

MINI-SANDWICH SPEAKERS

r.
\ r\ r4r -\na-,

List Price £ 59-50 pair. Our Price £42-50
pair. Carr. 75p.
All other Sinclair products in stock.
2000 Amplifier, £25.00 Carr. 374p.
3000 Amplifier, £35. Carr. 374p.
Neoteric Amplifier, £45.974. Carr. 374p.

GARRARD PACKAGES

Poi
gig

•••

ell1

_
1

12.5+ 12.5 watt R.M.S. Mag/Cer/Tuner/
Tape
Inputs.
Excellent
performance.
Recommended List £28. Our Price £24.
Carr. 374p.

B.S.R. PACKAGES

e

e

SUGGESTED SYSTEM
LA- 324 Amplifier, BSR MP60, plinth and
cover, AT55 cartridge, pair of Goodmans
Minister speakers. Total Rec. list £108-00.
Our Price £84.97. Carr. £ 1.50.
£8.40
A40 11 STEREO ..
£9.87
2025 T/C STEREO
3000 STEREO ..
£10.50
£11.75
SP25 Ill
£14.97
SL65B
AP76
£20.97
SL72B
£26.97
SL75B
£30.75
SL95B
£40.97
401
£29.97
Carriage 374p extra.

Decks supplied complete
with cartridge fitted and
mounted in Teak veneered
plinth with cover ready
wired.
2025 T/C with Sonotone
9TAHCD. £15. Carr. 50p
SP25 III with Goldring
G800, £22.50. Carr. 50p.
AP76 with Goldring 6-800,
£36.00. Carr. 50p.

B.S.R. McDONALD
RECORD DECKS

GOLDRING

Decks ready wired in teak

TELETON SAQ-206 STEREO
AMPLIFIER

veneered plinth with cover.
50p.

Excellent quality and extremely high
sensitivity on FM. Full details on request.
Model LR.I 00 12.5 + 12.5 watts, £67-50.
Carr. 50p.
Model LR.775 25
25 watts. £85-00.
Carr. 50p.
TELETON CRIOT AM/FM STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIER with matching
SA 1003 Speaker Systems

MP60/AT55 cartridge, £21,
carriage

LAFAYETTE AM/FM STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIERS

210/SC7M

cartridge, £11-75, carriage
50p. H170, less cartridge,
£24.97. carriage 50p.
PLINTHS 8. COVERS

PACKAGES

Latest exciting release. Brand new model,
beautifully styled with walnut case. 6 6
watts r.m.s. Switched inputs for Mug ,
Xtal, auk, tape. Incorporates volume, bass,
treble and sliding balance control, scratch
filter and loudness control. Rec. List £29.
Our Price £ 19.97. Carr. 37p.

o

Full range now available.

TEAK

MP60, £11.95; 610, £1595;
510. £12.95; 310, £10.95;
HT70, £17.25. Carr. 374p.

PERSPEX COVER

TPD I range which is fitted
in deluxe afrormosia plinth
and styrene cover and
ready wired.
MP60/T.P.D. I
£19.50
610/T.P.D.1. £22.97
5I
0/T.P.D.I. £20.97
TPD2 range- black plastic
plinth with teak veneer
insert. MP60/TPD2, £18.25.
Carr./ins. 50p each extra.

Decks

supplied

complete

with cartridge fitted and
mounted

in

teak

plinth

BASE

• SUGGESTED SYSTEM
SAQ-206 amplifier, SP25 Ill, plinth and
cover, 0800 cartridge, pair Di 3 way
speakers. Total rec. list £81. Our Price
£59.50. Carr. £ I . 50.

AND

I. For SP25, SL65, SL55,
3000, 2025T/C, 2025, 1000,
£3.974.

with cover, ready wired.

2. For AP76, SL75, £5.974.

GL69/2 with 0800,

3. For SP25, etc. to operate

£39.50 Carr. 75p
GL75 with 0800,
£47.50 Carr 75p
GL75 with 0800E,
£52.50 Carr. 75p

AKAI RECORDERS

.)1

TELETON TFS.50 AMiFM STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIER

with lid in place, £5.974.
4. For BSR McDonald range
£3.971.
Carriage 374p extra, each
type.

Probably the most popular budget Tuner/
Amp. and now offered at aridiculous low
price. 5 watts r.m.s. per channel. Tape/
Cer phono inputs. AFC/Built-in MPX.
List £51. Our Price £32-50. Carr. 50p.

oSUGGESTED

PIEZO Y940 MAG. CARTRIDGE.
Response 20-20,000 Hz. Output 5mv 47 K.
£2.97 p. & p. 12p.

TELETON FXB 510D
STEREO TAPE DECK

TELETON F.2000 AM /FM STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIER

F.M. TUNER

e

SYSTEM
F.2000, Garrard 2025T/C Changer fitted
stereo cartridge, with plinth and cover
and pair of D. J. 3 way Speakers. Total
Rec. Price £97.734. Our Price £64-50.
Carr. £ I.
TELETON SAQ50IS STEREO
AMPLIFIER

2

rifbe ••••

6 Transistor High Quality.
6- x e x24". 3 I.F. stages.
Double- tuned discriminator.
Deluxe 7', 4 track, 3 peed
Ample output to feed most
deck which will operate
amps.
Operates on 9V
with most hi-fi set ups.
battery. 88-108 Mc/s.
Normal Tec. list, £62.50.
Ready built. £6.371. P & P
Our Price £47.00
124p.
Carr. 50p. S.a.e. for details Multiplex Adaptor, £4.971

25 i- 25 watts r.m.s. Full range of inputs.
Scratch and rumble filters. Loudness and
tape monitor controls. List £52.50. Our
Price £36. Carr. 50p.

•SUGGESTED

15 watts r.m.s. per channel. Widely reviewed and a recommended purchase.
Our Price £59.97. Carr. 50p.
SUGGESTED SYSTEM
TFS.50, SP25 III, 0800. plinth and cover,
pair of Wharfedale Super Linton speakers.
Total rec. list, £ 160.40. Our Price £ 124.
Carr. LISO.

e

e

Also available Teleton TFS 50 LA with
LongWave Band. List, £86.00
Our Price £69.97. Carr. 50p.

o4000 D Stereo
Tape Deck,
£69.97. Carr. 50p
1710 L Stereo Recorder,
£71.97. Carr. 50p
4000 Stereo Recorder,
£99.97. Carr. 50p
CR8OD 8track stereo Deck,
£75-97. Carr. 50p
CR80 8 track recorder,
£91.97 Carr. 50p
X1800 SD Stereo Deck,
£167.00. Carr. £ 1.00
CSSO cass. recorder, £110.
Carr. 50p. CSSOD cass. deck
£95. Carr. 50p.

Output 4 watts per channel. Excellent
reception, AFC, built-in MPX.
Cer/
XTAL Input. Total List £ 50.25. Our
Price £29-95. Carr. 524p. Also available
with Garrard 2025T/C Record Changer,
Plinth, cover and stereo cartridge. Ready
wired. £45. Carr. £ 1.

e

SYSTEM
SAQ-50 I
S, Garrard AP76, 0800 cartridge,
plinth and cover, pair of Mezzo Ill speakers.
Total rec. list £ 176.43. Our Price £ 121.
Carr. £2.00.

G. W. SMITH
&

Co. ( Radio) Ltd.

ALSO SEE OPPOSITE PAGE
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CASH DISCOUNT HI-FIDELITY SALES!
SAVE UP TO 33t% AND MORE!
All items brand new in makers cartons and fully guaranteed. Shop personally at any of our three Central West End Shops or order by mail.
Carriage & Packing 50p extra. Arms only 25p Cartridges only I 219

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521 .. . £45 97
Arena F2I2
..
£28 00
Cambridge P.40
£65.00
Cambridge P.50
£77-50
[ 17.00
Dulci 207
Dulci 207M
.
.[ 20.95
Ferrograph F.307. Mk. II £47-00
Goodmans Maxamp
£38.97
Leak 30+ Chassis
£45.97
Leak 30+ Case
..
£50.47
Leak 70 Chassis
£55 00
Leak 70 Case
..
£59.97
Linear LT 66
..
£ 16 80
LL Nova 7+7
..
£22.50
Metrosound ST20
£28 SO
Nikko TRM30
£29 97
Nikko TRM40
£39.50
Nikko TRM50
£49.50
Nikko TRM1200
£85.00
Philips RH580
[23.97
Philips RH590
£41.97
Philips RH59I
£64-50
Pioneer SA500
..
£44-97
Pioneer SA700
..
£72.50
Pioneer SA900
..
£99.97
Pioneer Reverb .. £33.97
Revox ASO
£91-97
Rogers Ravensbrook 11 Chassis £38-50
Rogers Ravensbrook II Case .. £41.50
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis £47 60
Rogers Ravensbourne Case .. £51.25
Rotel 100 Amp.
£35-50
Rotel RA3I0
..
£32.50
Sacom SA.500 .. .. £24.00
Sinclair 2000 .. .. £25 00
Sinclair 3000 .. .. £35.00
Sinclair Neoteric . £45-97
Sugden A51/C21 .. £ 102.50
Sugden All Mk 11
£52.50
Sansui-Full range in stock.
Teleton-see opposite page.
Trio- Full range in stock.
TUNERS
Arena F2I Iwith Decoder .
Armstrong 523 AM/FM
Armstrong 524 FM ..
Armstrong MS Decoder
Dulci FMT7
Dulci FMT7S Stereo ..
Goodmans Stereo Max.
Leak Stereofetic Chassis
Leak Stereofetic Case ..
Nikko FAM 10
Nikko FAM 12 ..
Nikko FAM 14 ..
Pioneer TX 500
Pioneer TX 900
Revox A75
..
.
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne Case ..
Rotel 1205T
Rotel RT320
Teleton GT101
Sansui-Full range in stock.
Trio-Full range in stock.
PICK-UP ARMS
AD309K with AD76K Mag Cart
Audio Technica AT- 1005
Decca Mk 1Super Arm
Decca International
Goldring L75 ..
Goldring L69 ..
Neat G.30
Neat G.30B
Ortofon RS.212
SME 3009 II with Shell ..
SME 301211 with Shell .

£38.00
£45.50
£35.87
£7.97
£20.50
£28.50
£59-97
£55.97
£61-50
£43-62
£58-00
£82.50
£63-97
£124-97
£147.50
£39.97
£42-97
£51.97
£56-00
£39.97
£43.97
£37-50

£8.97
£16.25
£7.12
£21.12
£10-37
£7.97
£11.97
£13.97
£25.88
£27.97
£29.97

STEREO HEADPHONES
Akai ASE 9S .
.. £5.50
Koss K6
.. £ 10.50
Koss PRO4AA
£23-80
Pioneer SE30
£9.45
Pioneer 5E50 .
.. £ 14.97
Rotel RH7I 1 ..
£7 47

COMPACT SYSTEMS
Deccasound 603
£61 00
Marconi Unit 4
£66.97
Marconi Unit 3 .
£69.97
Metrosound I
0-10
£65-00
Teleton 2S6OF
£56.00
£45.00
Wyndsor System

Send S.A.E. for full discount price list and
package deals list. Please send enquiries
for any item not listed. Quotations given
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Arena HT.I9
£6 97
Arena HT.I7
£13.62
Arena HT.7
£16.80
Arena HT.I0
£18.50
Arena HT.20
£26.50
Arena HT.26
£65 00
Arena HT.25
£130-00
Arena HT.27
£14-25
Arena HT.28
£13.25
BW. DM I
£25•97
BW. DM3
£53-00
BW. 70 Monitor
£117-50
Cambridge R30
£87.50
Celestion Ditton 120 ( Pair) ..
£38.40
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
£25•00
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
£51.50
Decca Deram pair
£29.00
Dulci AS3 ..
£7.25
Dulci ASS ..
£11.50
Elac E6S
£8.75
Goodmans Maxim ..
£16.30
£32.50
Goodmans Mambo ( pr.)
Goodmans Mezzo Ill ..
£25-50
Goodmans Magnum K2
£33.00
Goodmans Minister pair
£39.97
Goodmans Magister ..
£41.50
Jordan-Watts Jumbo ..
£17.25
KEF Cresta ( pr.)
£36.50
KEF Celeste 11 ..
£22.50
KEF Concord .. .•
£33.00
KEF Concerto ..
£41.97
£17.25
Keletron Khan ( pr.) ..
Keletron KN700 ( pr.) ..
£20.75
Keletron KNI23/3
£16.80
Lafayette Minuette 11 ..
£8.25
Lafayette CR25
£9.97
Lafayette CR50
£13.50
Lafayette CR150
£20.00
£42.50
Leak Mini-Sandwich ( pr.) • •
£38.97
Leak 200 ( pr.) .. • £49.97
Leak 300 ( pr.) .. .• • Leak 600
.
£38-50
Metrosound HSPIO pair • .
£23.37
Metrosound HSF20 .. • .
£15-75
Richard Allan Chacone
£16-42
£26.00
Richard Allan Pavane ..
£39.00
Rogers Ravensbrook ( pr.)
Rogers Ravensbourne
£26.50
Tannoy 12' Lancaster ..
£49.00
Tannoy 15' Lancaster ..
£52.00
Tannoy Ill LZ
£34.00
Tripletone Concerto ..
£12.87
£31.50
Wharfedale Denton (pr.) .
Wharfedale Super Linton (pr.)
£41.97
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill .
£32.50
Wharfedale Melton .. .
£25.62
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
£51.97
Wharfedale Aston Pair
£41-97
£46.97
Wharfedale Triton Pair

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA6300
£93.97
Akai AA6600
_
£ 112-00
Alpha Arena R500
£66 97
Arena T1500F Ceramic MPX £63-00
Arena TISOOF Magnetic MPX £65.00
Armstrong 525 FM
..
£77 55
Armstrong 526 AM/FM
£87.50
Goodmans 3000
£55.97
Nikko STA301
£89.97
Nikko STA501
£ 107.50
Nikko STA701
£ 119.50
Philips RH78I
£59.00
Philips RH790
£ 112.50
Philips RH882
£89-97
Pioneer KX330
£66-97
Pioneer SX440
£90-97
Pioneer LX440
£94-97
Pioneer 5)(770 .. £ 129.97
Pioneer SX990
£ 154.97
Pioneer SX I
500
£ 177.97
Rotel No. 130
..
£67.00
Rotel FAX 330A
£69.97
Rotel FAX 550A
£82-50
Rotel FAX 660A
£89.97
Teleton GRIOT
..
£25-97
Teleton F2000
..
[32-50
Teleton R4300L
£45 00
Teleton TFS50
£59 97
Teleton 7AT I
..
£82 50
Teleton CR55
..
£92 SO
Wharfedale 100-1 .. £ 122 SO
Sansui-Full range in stock.
Trio-Full range in stock.
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
All stereo with diamond
Audio-Technica AT 55
£397
Teleton NM33
£397
Orbit NM22
£375
Eagle LCO5
£4 37
Eagle LCO7
_
f6 12
Audio Development AD76K £400
Audio Development AD96K £5 12
B and O SPI
£ 5.50
B and 0 SPI4
£6.97
Neat V60 MH
£7.22
Neat V60 MHE
£980
Neat WO
[3-97
Neat V70E
£6-80
Goldring G-850
£5•12
Goldring G-800
£7.50
Goldring G- 800H
..
£7.12
Goldring G-800E .. £ 11.97
Goldring G-800 Super E
£ 16.80
Audio Technica AT66 L/C
£5•12
Audio Technica AT66.5 £5-12
Audio Technica AT66.7 £5-12
Audio Technica AT2I
£7.30
Audio Technica AT21.5 £7.30
Audio Technica AT33
£9-37
Audio Technica AT2I X
£ 13-00
Audio Technica AT35
£ 16-50
Audio Technica AT35X
£20.00
Shure M3DM
•
.
£5.75
Shure M-3I- E
•
•
£9.45
Shure M-32-E
.
•
[8.75
Shure M-44-5 • • £8.22
Shure M-44-7 • • £8.22
Shure M-44-C
•
.
£8.22
Shure M-44-E
•
•
£9.50
Shure M-55-E
LIOSO
Shure M-75-E Type 2 .. £ 16-50
Shure M-75-E.1 Type 2 .. £ 15.97
Shure M-75-G Type 2 .. £ 13.97
Shure M75(6) Type 2
..
£ 12-97
Shure V- I5-Type 11 .
£30-00
Shure M75E-95G Type 2. .. £ 18-97
Full range of styli in stock.

SPEAKER KITS
Richard Allan Twin Assembly..
Richard Allan Triple Assembly
Richard Allan Super Triple
Wharfedale Unit 3 .. .
Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
Wharfedale Unit 5
TAPE DECKS AND
Akai 4000D ..
Akai 1710L
Akai 4000
Akai CR80 ..
Akai CR8OD
Ferrograph 702/704
Ferrograph 722/724
Philips N2202 ..
Philips 4307 ..
Philips 4308 ..
Philips 4407 ..
Philips 4404 .
Teleton FX8510D

£8 75
£15-25
£17.97
£10.75
£14.47
£20-25

RECORDERS
£69.97
£71.97
£99.97
£91.97
£75.97
£175-00
£199.00
£24.97
£40.75
£50.32
£94.47
£67.00
£47 50

«SMITH & CO.(=01) LTD
27 TOTTENHAM CT. RD. LONDON, W.1
3 LISLE STREET, LONDON, VV.C.2
34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, VV.C.2
311 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
00000

Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:

01-636
01-437
01-437
01-262

OPEN 9-6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY IEDGWARE ROAD 1'2 DAY THURSDAY)

3715
8204
9155
0387

RECORD DECKS
B.S.R. McDonald MP60
B.S.R. McDonald 610 ..
B.S.R. McDonald 510
B.S.R. McDonald 310 ..
Connoisseur-Full range stocked
Decca de Luxe ..
Decca Studio Turntable ..
G
d-see separate section
Goldring GL69/2
Goldring GL69P/2.
Goldring Plinth 69
Goldring Lid 69
Goldring G. ..
Goldring GL75 ..
Goldring GL75P
Goldring Plinth 75
Goldring Lid 75
Pioneer PL I
2AC
Thorens TDISOA Mk 11
Thorens TDI50AB Mk II
Thorens TDI25
Thorens TXII Cover ..

1
£12 95
£10 95
£16 35
£7
20
20
0
0
£2
£3
47
44

£
2
9

£2
£0
3 00
4°
;
£29 97 •
¿39.97 •
£7 00
£3 40
£39 ,97
£39 50
¿43.37
£64 97
£3 92

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
Goodmans BP
..
£445
Goodmans 10P
.
£485
..£960
Goodmans I2P
Goodmans 15P .. .. £ 15 00
Goodmans I8P (91/100) £25 50
Goodmans Axiette 8
..
£647
Goodmans Twin Axiette 8
£7-35
Goodmans Axiom 10 .. £7 70
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10
£8 20
Goodmans Axiom 201 .. £ 10 85
Goodmans Axiom 301 .. £ 15 52
Goodmans Audiom 51
£980
Goodmans Audiom 61
£ 14 25
Goodmans Audiom 81
£23 92
Goodmans Audiom 91
£26 00
Goodmans Trebax 100
£645
Goodmans Trebax 5K/20XL £727
Goodmans Midax 650 .. £972
Goodmans X05000 .. £ 197
Goodmans X0950 .. £5.55
Goodmans X0950/5000• • £ 7 32
Goodmans Attenuator• • £ 267
Goodmans ARU 172 .. • • £337
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" .. £31 00
Tannoy Monitor Gold 15" • • £36 50
WB. HF8I2 • .• • £ 5SS
WB. HF8I6 • •• • £ 9 12
WB. HFI012
•.
£6 67
WB. HFI016 • • £ 10 65
WB. HFI214 • • £ 13 95
WB. 7812/67 • . £662
WB. T359
..
£2 35
Wharfedale 8' Bronze .
12S/DD £425
Wharfedale Super 8 RS/DD .. £725
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD . £ 11 75
SLOT STEREO
Metrosound 448
Metrosound SS30
Pioneer TP83 ( Car) ..
Pioneer HR82 ( Home)
Teleton STP800

2

£47.11
£68-06
£32.50
£75.00
£42.97

•
l
:

1
1

LATEST CATALOGUE
Our latest edition giving full details
of a comprehensive range of HI- F1
EQUIPMENT,
COMPONENTS,
TEST
EQUIPMENT and COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT.
FREE
DISCOUNT
COUPONS VALUE 50p. 248 pages, fully
illustrated and detailing thousands of
items at bargain prices.

•
•

Elettronk
Components
&Equipment

tutelage,

SEND
NOW! l
e
e
•
ONLY
37 +P

p&p 10p

All Mail Orders to 147, Church Street.
London. W.2
Tel: 01-262 6562
(Trade supplied/

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
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That vital
first link...

Choose your cartridge
carefully— it's the very vital
first link in your chain of sound reproduction. Even the finest equipment
cannot offset apoor cartridge.

For the connoisseur seeking the ultimate in musical reproduction, lowest distortion and undetectable record wear,
the ADC 10/E Mk II offers the lowest tip mass ever achieved—combined with an elliptical stylus for high definition tracing.
Price £ 36.91 ( incl. p.t.)
Send for details to:

KEF Electronics Ltd
Tovil Maidstone Kent Tel: Maidstone 57258

ADC

HI-FI STEREO COMBINATION UNIT

by HIGHGATE

sets the standard in
High Fidelity and Design

For further details contact

MISMOATE ACOUSTICS

184/188 GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.1
Telephone 01-636 2901-4
848

IG VAL

STERE

LEWIS

radio

-

SERENADE
AUDIO SYSTEM
Complete Hi -Fi Stereo Amplifier System
including the latest BSR C116 4- speed
record changer and 2 matched 10 x6- P.M.
speakers. Ten watts total power output.
COMPLETE SYSTEM £ 30 .00
ONLY
0—
Or

£3.38

"•

TEN TEN
AUDIO SYSTEM
Twin 10 watt Hi -Fi Stereo Amplifier of
elegant modern design complete with latest
BSR 4- speed record changer and 2 matched
P.M. speakers.
COMPLETE SYSTEM
ONLY
or

£36.00

£4.05

DOWN PAYMENT

''''' -77"
n•Aell

TRANS..
EUROPEAN AUDIO SYSTEM
Three waveband AM, FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier complete with latest BSR 4- speed
record changer and 2 matched 10"x 6" P.M.
speakers. Ten watts total power output.
COMPLETE SYSTEM
ONLY
or

£4•95

DOWN PAYMENT

DOWN PAYMENT

COMPLETE
SYSTEM

MATCHED
ARMSTRONG
SYSTEMS

Specially selected GOLDRING LENCO, SHURE, BSR arid GOODMANS
equipment carefully matched into MONEY SAVING STEREO SOUND
SYSTEMS based on Armstrong High Fidelity Amplifiers and Tuner
Ampl,fiers
COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEMS from
or

ONLY £12.38

£110.00

AUDIO
SYSTEM
EIGHT
NINE

or ONLY

TWO

DOWN
PAYMENT

£13.63

NIVICO 3- waveband AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier with Multiplex
Decoder. 10 watts power output per channel. BSR McDONALD MP60
with magnetic cartridge and diamond stylus in matching plinth and
cover. Elegant matching speaker systems.

10.00

DOWN PAYMENT

seive Foe ove
Fesvi.OUSe FeEE

ALL EQUIPMENT
FULLY GUARANTEED

•

Qe (i4(e.e.4.4.44

FOR 12 MONTHS

BRITANNIA AUDIO SYSTEM
Four waveband AM/FM Tuner Amplifier
complete with latest BSR 4- speed record
changer and 2 matched P.M. speakers. 14
watts total power output.
COMPLETE SYSTEM
ONLY
or

NO CHARGE MADE FOR
MATERIALS or LABOUR

£60.00

£6-75

DOWN PAYMENT

¡LEWIS

£44.00

100 CHASE SIDE

8e0c4vees,of Smere
EarAtemenrre YgIEWS
NAME
ADDRESS .....................

THE LEWIS RADIO
GUARANTEE IS BACKED
BY

A

QUARTER

CENTURY

OF A

OF SERVICE

SOUTHGATE

849

LONDON, N.14.

HNui

TELEPHONES:

01-886 3733/9666

BEDFORD
AUDIO
SUPPLIES
MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS
STEREO AMPLIFIERS, Carriage 75p
Leak Stereo 30 Plus Teak ..
Leak Stereo 70 Teak ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk 11 Teak . .
Sinclair Project 60 with A.F.U., PZ.6, 2x230
Metrosound ST20 Mk 2
Nikko TRM 30 ..
Nikko TRM40 I
C
Lux SQ707
Pioneer SA50.0
.
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS, Carriage 75p
Wharfedale 100-1 ..
Nikko STA301
Pioneer SX440

Rec. Price
£62.50
£75.00
£52.50
£33.87
£39.50
£35.50
£48.00
£59.00
£62-00

Our Price
£50-50
£61-25
£43-00
£25-32
£3.40
£30-17
£40-80
£50-15
£40-90

.. £ 149.00
..
£99.51
..
£91.68

£121-58
£83-51
£79-91

TURNTABLES, Carriage 75p
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill
Teak Base and Cover
Garrard AP76
Garrard WB4 and SPC4 • •
Goldring GL69
Goldring GL69/2/P/C
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75/P/C
Thorens TDI50AB
BSR MP60
BSR MP60/base/cover/wired

£16.84
£7.59
£28.88
£10.12
£26.63
£39-35
£39.00
£52.00
£54.39
£15-75
£25.55

£12-00
£4.47
£22-69
£13- 15
£31-89
£32-35
£31-60
£42-00
£46-85
£12-50
£20-06

LOUDSPEAKERS, Carriage 75p
Wharfedale Denton ( pair)
Wharfedale S/Linton ( pair)
Wharfedale Triton ( pair) ..
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ..
Wharfedale Unit 3 ..
Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
Wharfedale Unit 5
Leak Sandwich 200 ( pair) ..
Leak Sandwich 300 ( pair) ..
Leak Sandwich 600
Metrosound HFS103 ( pair)
Metrosound HFS202
Decca Deram ( pair)
B & W DM I ( pair) ..
B & W DM3
B & W 70 ( pair) Carr. at cost ..

£39.90
£49-90
£59.90
£42-50
£26-00
£36.00
£52.00
£49-90
£65.00
£49.50
£25.00
£21.50
£38.00
£64-00
£63.00
£279.00

£32-55
£41-00
£46-75
£32-75
£21-20
£28-50
£41-00
£38-42
£50.05
£38-11
£19-25
£16-55
£29-26
£49-78
£48-51
£214-83

£72.50
£97-50
£84.70
£77.45

£59.13
£77-86
E66.40
£60-73

UNIT SYSTEMS, Carriage £ 1.50
Decca 603 or 604 system ..
Decca 1203 or 1204 system
Marconi Unit 3 .
Marconi Unit 4 (
with radio) ..

Are you
in here
somewhereP
If you are, then you're lucky. Why? Because our full
range of FREE services is available to you. Whether
you're just starting out in hi-fi or are an advanced devotee
we give you free home demonstrations, free delivery, free
installation and free twelve- months after- sales service.
We have a tremendous range of all types of audio equipment together with stacks of records for your listening
enjoyment.
Start the ball rolling.
You
come and see us and we'll
return the compliment. That's
fair, isn't it?

THIS IS JUST A SELECTION FROM OUR RANGE
SEND FOR OUR FULL LISTS FOR OTHER BARGAINS
All items listed are
Prices are subject to
insured in transit free
ment. Please note that

brand new, boxed and guaranteed.
manufacturers' increases. All goods
of charge. Callers by prior arrangewe shall be closed 29th May-6th June.

Also Available: Tuners, Cartridges, VHF Aerials, Arms, Diamond
Styli, Package Deals, Tape Recorders, etc.

PHONE US DAY OR NIGHT FOR
A QUOTE

---

FREE ADVISORY SERVICE. Our Audio Consultant will be pleased
to answer your queries concerning your choice of equipment free of
charge and you have no obligation to buy anything!

---

it

Chew & Osborne Ltd.

e

148 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel. 4242

BEDFORD AUDIO SUPPLIES,
II HIGH STREET, GT. BARFORD, BEDS.
Tel.: Gt. Barford 610

Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. till 6 p.m.. except Wednesday (9 a.m. till
Ip.m.) and Friday ( late shopping) 9 a.m. till 8 p.m.
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agenuinely new concept in high-fidelity design

the new Englefield range
Better looking—obviously . . . Better performing, definitely. . and certainly lower
priced compared with other top line high fidelity equipment. Yet with all this, the new
Englefield 840 range has still further plus features. Only with the 840 system can you
incorporate the tuner within the amplifier itself, enabling you to convert it to a
Stereo & F M. tuner amplifier of unsurpassed performance in amatter of minutes. The
Englefield Add- in 'Press- tune Stereo F.M. Link can also be used with other amplifiers
if so desired. See and hear the new Englefield 840 range at your hi-fi stockist NOW
or send coupon for full details by return.
Englefield 840 equipment is guaranteed for 5years.

840A amplifier design features
Swing- up lid enables all input and output connections to be reached instantly and
easily from interior of cabinet. Audio connections are via DIN sockets ( plugs supplied).
Combined speaker muting switch and headphone socket on front panel. Silicon
transistors throughout. Full complementary output stages with current limiting
circuitry. Rotary controls fitted with dual wipers and lubricated tracks for long life and
silent action. 18 gauge plated steel chassis. Unconditionally stable. For shelf or
cabinet mounting.

8401 stereo F.M. tuner design features

• Recommended retail prices— Englefield 840A Amplifier £45: Englefield 840A Press- tune Stereo FM
Tuner £45 ( inc P/T): Englefield 840TA Stereo Tuner Amplifier £95 ( Inc. P/T).

peat sound

pesa souid

I

SOUND ( HARROW)

LTD.,

Inputs — Pick-up, ( sensitivity 2.8mV into 47Kohms) Overload
factor —100MV (32dB): Tape: Radio 80mV: Microphone 5mV.
Signal to noise ratio —mag. P.U. better than 67dB: 64dB for other
inputs.
Cross- talk at 1KHz-54dB
Distortion —0.08% at 1 KHz at all powers up to 20 watts R.M.S.
Power bandwidth and output —35Hz to 30KHz at 1dB for 20
watts R.M.S. into 8ohms, per ch. driven together.
Controls —Volume: Bass (
16dB at 40Hz): Treble (
14d B at
10KHz): Balance.
Push-button for PU.. Radio. Tape. Mic., and mono/stereo: on-off,
filter and (disguised) headphone socket/speaker muting switch.
Connections— via DIN sockets at rear, plugs supplied also.
Mains A.C. 110/250 V. 50/60Hz Two mains outlets for gramo.
motor, etc. one direct, one switched on with amplifier.
Facilities—Swing- up lid for instant access to connections,
permitting cabinet to stand flush to wall; also space to take
Englefield tuner if required.
Cabinet — steel, hand covered with simulated soft black leather and
immensely durable, with black base, size 16}" x41" x 11"
(413x 109 x28 mm).

ADD- IN PRESS- TUNE STEREO FAA LINK

4 pre- tunable push button stages for instant programme selection. Switchable A.F.C.
Automatic stereo reception. Sensitivity better than one micro- volt. Incorporates
dual gate FET and I.C. circuitry, back to back varactor diodes and ceramic filters.
Can be used separately or inserted in the 840 cabinet. 750 and 300O balanced aerial
sockets.

PEAK

Specifications
THE AMPLIFIER
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ENGLEFIELD GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY.

ST.

With four tunable press button controlled stages each 88-108
MHz. Also press- button for A.F.C.
Sensitivity — 1micro- volt for 30dB quieting.
Sub- carrier rejection —48dB at 19KH z
Wideband noise —60dB.
Frequency response — 10KHz to 15.6KHz ( —3dB).
Separation —35dB ( 100Hz to 10KHz).
Aerial —Sockets for 75 ohms and 300 ohms, balanced.
Tuning meter and indicating beacon automatic stereo reception
on the front panel.
1 Details of Englefieid 840 range please, to
NAME

JUDES

ROAD,

ADDRESS

Tel. Egham 5316
I
851

The first Eagle TM.
that Gerry Adler got his

151 stereo amplifier
hands on he broke
The TSA 151. The largest of the Eagle
new generation Amplifiers. It uses a
completely new solid-state silicon output
device to provide apowerful clean 15 watts
RMS per channel. It gives an incredible
signal to noise ratio. In its attractive
all-wood cabinet it even looks good.
And yet Gerry Adler broke it. Quite
deliberately. Because Gerry Adler is like
that. Just plain destructive. He'll take a
piece of equipment and mistreat it. Until
he breaks it. Then he'll fix it. Improve it
and break it again. And again. And again.
And if it doesn't take more
punishment than anything else on the
market it doesn't get to carry the Eagle
name.
Gerry Adler has asimple business
philosophy. Build abetter piece of
equipment than anyone else on the
market, put agood price on it, and you'll
sell all you can make.
It's agreat reason for buying the
TSA 151 or its matching stereo tuner
TST 152.

Eagle Internal iona I

we don't stand still
Write or phone Coptic Street, London
WC1A 1NR Tel: 01-636 0964 for acopy of
our new catalogue.
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STAX SR-3
EAR
SPEAKER

Professional?
we think so.

Reliable?

r
.,

...electrostatic, but lightweight

— of course!

Wrap yourself in your own luxury world
of music with the Stax SR- 3 headset, and
indulge yourself in the fullest, most
naturai sound. Without paying the earth —
for this Stax instrument represents the
best value in Stereophonic headphones. The
electrostatic drive makes reproduction
virtually distortion- free, from deep bass
to supersonic treble. Coupled with the
advanced Stax SR D-5 adaptor, to keep the
weight of the headphones to acomfortable
minimum. Recommended retail price: £ 45.40.
Hear these Stax headsets at your local
dealer, or write for further details and
specifications. Trade enquiries welcome.

4'1,4
Oiled teak surround
or portable 4-speaker version
Prices from £ 150
Send for informative brochure fully
explaining: Electrical performance,
wow and flutter, etc. Most interesting!
Magnetic Tapes Limited
Chilton Works, Garden Road,
Richmond, Surrey.
Telephone: 01-876 7957

WILMEX LTD
Stax Division, 24 /26 Ensign Street, London El
Telephone: 01-949 2545
854

The Sansui QS- 1 system:
First and Foremost in 4- channel Stereo.
Sansui's QS-1system was the first
and remains the foremost means of
economically — and authentically —
producing four-channel stereo.
Built around the new but already
famed Quadphonic Synthesizer ( QS1), the Sansui system is the most
inexpensive means yet devised of
moving up to the incomparably richer
world of four-channel stereo. And
yet, as audio critics have testified, the
effect is at least equal to, and often
better than that produced by socalled " discrete" four- channel systems.
But the most attractive aspect of
the QS-1system is that it lets stereo
enthusiasts continue to make use of

their existing libraries of 2- channel
discs and tapes, not to mention FM
stereo broadcasts, and to enjoy them
in the new 4- channel format. Which
means more liveliness, more presence
than those sources were ever thought
to contain.
It's accomplished by the QS- 1's
unique decoding matrix, which translates 2- channel signals into four
channels, and by a process known
as " phase- modulation," which produces the minute time delays necessary to the close approximation of
an entire sound field.
Fully compatible with any quality
stereo system, the QS-1 is nonetheless at its br illiant best when teamed
with Sansui's 3- motor 4- head SD-7000

stereo tape deck and 2- speed SR1050C manual turntable.
Sansui also suggests using its 85
watt AU- 555A Control Amplifier for
the front channels in this system, and
the compact, 50 watt AU- 101 Control Amplifier for the rear.
And ideally, your speaker systems
should be at least the equal of the 40
watt SP-150s ( front) and 30 watt SP70s (rear).
The QS- 1 system. Four- channel
stereo at its finest, by the first and
foremost name in the field. Sansui.

S (Lrtsui_

England: VERNITRON ( UK) LTD. Thornhill Southampton SO9 5QF Tel: Southampton 44811 / Ireland RADIO CENTRE 122A, St. Stephen's Green. Dublin 2 /West
Germany: COMPO HI- FIG.M.B H. 6Frankfurt am Main. Reuterweg 65 ' Switzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022 Zurich, Gotthardstr.
6, Claridenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue I.- R. Thorelle, 77, 92 Bourg-la-Reine / Luxembourg: LUX Hi Fi 3, rue Glesener, Luxembourg / Austria: THE
VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. A 1070 Wien 7, Burggasse 114 / Belgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Boulevard Léopold 11, 199, 1080 Brussels / Netherlands:
TEMPOFOON N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat 8, Pcr:tbus 540 / Greece: ELINA LTD. 59 & 59A Trtis Septemvr ,cu Street, Athens 103 / Italy: GILBERTO GAUDI sas.
20121 Milano, Corso Di Porta Nuova, 48 / South Africa: GLENS ( PTV) LTD. P.O. Box 6406 Johannesburg / Cyprus: ELECTROACOUSTIC SUPPLY CO., LTD., P.O. Box 625.
Limassol / Portugal: CENTELEC LDA. Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, 47. 4.odio., Lisboa- 1 / Malta: R. BRIZZI 293. Kingsway. Valletta / Canary Islands: R. HASSARAM
Calle la Naval, 93, Las Palmas / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. Diacem Bldg., Vestingstraat 53-55, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. FRANKFURT
OFFICE 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 93, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, izuani. Suginami-ku, Tokyo. Japan

Internationally Acclaimed.. .t,

11101R251

THORENS
TD 125 AB
THOR

1/wrens Products are stocked and demonstrated by all leading
dealers or write for full details
Metrosound ( Sales) Limited, Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex. Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933

metrosound

Metrosound is a
registered trade mark of
Metrosound Manufacturing Co Ltd

TD125 Electronic Turntable £ 79.04 Tax Paid
TD125AB Turntable with TP25 pick-up arm and plinth
£120.20 Tax Paid.
TD150 II Transcription Turntable £ 36.04 Tax Paid
TD150A II Turntable with TP13A arm £ 46.16 Tax Paid
TD150AB II Turntable with TP13A pick-up arm and plinth
£49.16 Tax Paid

Sansui control amplifiers.
Whenever you're ready.
Whenever you're ready for the added
professionalism of acontrol amplifier, Sansui
is also ready. With acomplete line of
quality units in every power and price range.
Each adistinguished example of Sansui's
dedication to stereophonic perfection.
If you're ready for the most complete, the
most powerful such amplifier, then the 180 watt
solid state AU- 999 is for you. The undisputed
champion in the field, it offers the most
advanced circuitry yet developed, boasts a10
to 30,000Flz power bandwidth and keeps
distortion of any type to 0.4% or less. The AU999 also offers separately usable pre- and power amplifiers, aTriple Tone Control circuit,
and the capability of handling three sets of
speaker systems and two tape decks.
For those more inclined toward the middle
power ranges, there's the 100 watt AU-666
and 85 watt AU-555A, :
both striking examples
of engineering excellence. The AU-666 has
awide 10 to 40,000Hz power bandwidth and
limits distortion to alow 0.5%, while the
AU- 555A has a20 to 40,000Hz power bandwidth
and the same low distortion figure. Both are
complete with separately usable pre- and

AU-666

AU- 999

power amplifier sections and Sansui's unique
Triple Tone Control circuit.
And in compacts, nothing quite approaches
Sansui's 46 watt AU- 222 for completeness
and versatility. Endowed with a20 to 20,000Hz
power bandwidth, it minimizes distortion at
0.8% or less, and otters no fewer than six
inputs more than any other amplifier of its size.
Whichever you choose, enjoy it more
fully with Sansui's advanced SS- 20 stereo headphone set, a,2- way 4-speaker unit complete
with separate controls for tonal quality
and volume. No other stereo ,headphone set is
geared so perfectly to exploiting Sansui
control amplifiers.
So whenever you're readyfor the undeniable advantages of such an amplifier, s'ee
your nearest authorized Sansui dealer. He's
ready with afull selection. !

AU- 555A,

55-20

England: VERNITRON ( UK) LTD. Thornhill Southampton S09 5QF Tel: Southampton 44811 / Ireland: RADIO CENTRE 122A, St. Stephen's Green, Dublin 2 / West
Germany: COMPO HI-FI G.M.B.H. 6Frankfurt am Main, Rguterweg 65 iSwitzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER 8i CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022 Zurich, Gotthardstr.
6, Claridenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & cit 71, Rue J.-R. Thorelle, 77, 4.2-Bourg-la-Reine / Luxembourg: LUX HiFI 3, rue Glesener, Luxembourg / Austria: THE
VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. A 1070 Wien 7, Burggasse 114 / Belgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Bouevard Léopold 1E199. 1080 Brussels / Netherlands:
TEMPOFOON N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat 8, Postbus 540 / Greece: ELINA LTD. 59 8‘ 59A TritisSeptennariou Street, Athens 103 / Italy: GILBERTO GAUDI s.a.s.
Piazza Mirabello 1, 20121 Milano / South Africa: GLENS (PTY) LTD. P.O. Boc 6406 Johannesburg / Cyprus: ELECTROACOUS1 IC SUPPLY CO., LTD., P.O. Box 625,
Limassol jPortugal: CENTELEC LDA. Avenida Fontes Pereira de Mel°, 47,4.o dto., Lisboa-1 / Malta: R. BRIZZI 293,Kingsway, Valletta / Canary Islands: R. HASSARAM
Calle la Naval, 93, Las Palmas / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. Diacem Bldg., Vestingstraat 53-55, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium / SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. FRANKFURT
OFFICE 6Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 93, west Germane ISANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginami-liu, Tokyo, Japan
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MODEL 2000
PLINTH SYSTEM

o

o

Motor boards in matching
veneers are ready cut and drilled
for screwdriver assembly with
the appropriate pick-up arm and
turntable. An uncut board is also
available

The SME model 2000 plinth system is more than a
handsome and convenient housing for your turntable
and SME precision pick-up arm. It meets the
mechanical requirements under which the best
performance will be obtained. High- quality
workmanship is combined with ease of assembly.
The basic unit is finished in selected veneers of teak,
straight- grained walr ut, or rosewood. A one-piece
r
—

L

hinged lid in heavy acrylic is reinforced with apolished
stainless- steel trim.

Write for details to: SME LIMITED • STEYNING • SUSSEX • ENGLAND
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Four- point spring suspension
adjustable for height and
damping protects the motor
board from acoustic feedback
and external vibration.

when you buy
Celestion

Studio
Series

Loudspeakers for the Perfectionist

you enjoy
the sound
experience
of 47 years
Take a look into a Celestion Ditton 15
and you will appreciate the skill and
care which goes into the design and
manufacture of Celestion's marvellous
Ditton high fidelity loudspeakers.
Meticulous attention to detail, from
the superb furniture finish right through
to the precision engineering at the
heart, ensure the quality for which
Celestion are world renowned.
For the sheer enjoyment of your
favourite music the Celestion Sound
Experience has no equal. Just send
your name and address and full details
will be mailed at once.

Celestion

El

Please mail details of all the Dittons.
Name

ROLA CELESTION LIMITED

Address

DITTON WORKS, FOXHALL ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP3 8JP
S.5,)

HNIO

-

-
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The best. The most beautiful. The most
expensive.
These four Akai AM/FM Multiplex tuner
amplifiers incorporate all the latest advances in
technology and design.
•
They're manufactured to adegree of qualit:
and precision you'll only believe when you hear
them. And you ought to hear them quite soon.
Rank Audio Product!

Some outstanding features of
this outstanding equipment
The AA-620o, the
AA-63oo and the AA-6600
DFET (Field Effect Transistor) Front Endfor extra FM
sensitivity DIC (Integrated
Circuit) in IF stages fir high
selectivity OFMI AM signal
strength meter °Automatic
FM Stereo/Monaural
switching DSpeaker system
selector for handling one or two
stereo speaker systems
individually or simultaneously
I:Tape monitor switch, Stereo
.
monitor switch OLoudness
controlDBass control, treble
controlDStereo headphone
jack and DINjack
The AA-6600 also features an
FM centre tuning meterfor perfect
tuning.
The AA-85oo
DNew dial mechanism OFM
ceramic filter OFET (Field
Effect Transistor) and IC
(Integrated Circuit) for high
FM tuner perfirmanceDAudio
mute control DAll silicon
transistors ETransistor
protector circuit OFM and
AM signal strength meters and
FM Automatic Frequency
Controlfor perfect tuning
EISlide type balance, treble and
bass controls with easy midrange setting UStereo headphone and DINjacks
°Speaker system selector (A
system, B system, A + B
system) DLow, High filter
Recommended retail prices :
AA-6200 £95.o21AA-6300
r28.8411AA-6600 P42.531
AA-8soo £ 29.98

That's the kind of equipment Akai is

To: Rank Audio Products,
PO Box 70, Great West Road,
BrentfOrd, Middlesex
Please send me as much
infirmation as you can on
AA-62000 AA-63oo
AA-6600 D AA-8soo
And please tell me who my
nearest Akai dealer is.
Name
Address

If you just send us the coupon, we'll tell you
who your nearest dealer is and we'll send you some
more detailed information about any of the equipment that interests you.
But one word of warning. Before you listen to
kai tuner amplifiers, you'd better make sure you
nafford them.
Otherwise you'll just break your heart.
0 Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex Tel: 01-568 9222.

Largs
Báng
Olufsen
Not anew name, but acombination of very well known
OLUFSEN: turntables,
ones. They signify aquiet revolution: the first time that we at
pick-ups, tuners,
Largs have linked our name in aheadline with the name
amplifiers and speakers.
of any one special make of HiFi equipment. There's agood
Any combination
reason for it — several good reasons, in fact. They are the
of BANG &
various items of HiFi equipment made by BANG &
OLUFSEN essential
OLUFSEN, of Denmark. In our opinion, they are very
components will give
good indeed.
you good HiFi — the
It's not just because of their advanced specifications,
right combination will give
nor because of the skilled workmanship and care for detail
you your perfect HiFi.
which are so evident; what comOh yes, quiet revolution not withmends them to us is the con401.1111111111111111k standing, it's still an article of faith
sistent high quality right through
-- - —
with Largs that only by
the range. The same ideals
comparative listening
of performance are found in
can you decide on
everything by BANG &
the combination of components that will give you what your
ear recognises as the utterly satisfying sound of real HiFi.
That's why we have in our HiFi auditorium our famous
Comparator Console, which, at the touch of aswitch, lets you
listen in turn to literally millions of link-ups. And now we have a
special Comparator for BANG & OLUFSEN components; there's
asmaller choice of these, of course, so the possible combinations
of them run merely into thousands!
Come along to Largs and listen to them. You'll very soon
learn why we've promoted BANG & OLUFSEN to our headline! i limer_itg

.r`. 312? ..C.L:..")
High Fidelity
Dealers Association

Write for technical and other details
of the Bang & Olufsen range — also
brochures of our TaiLARGrams
(radiograms tailored to your taste for
sound and appearance).

Delivery and normal installation are
FREE within 20 miles of
London — so is LARGS technical
know-how for any servicing required
within 12 months.

Now probably the best showrooms in the world for good Hi Fi. 76-77 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON (WCIV 6NA)- 01-242 2626
862

We don't want to tell
you anything.
You only have to listen to
the new Koss PROMA.
ce) KOSS

TMD Ltd 11 Redvers Rd London N22 Te1-01 888 0152

When KEF introduce anew speaker, it's big news.
The CADENZA is no exception. Designed for the
serious listener, the CADENZA is a sophisticated
speaker in which KEF have overcome high fidelity's number one hang up, 'colouration'.
The colouration, normally caused by uncontrolled
vibrations or resonances in the speaker cone and
enclosure, has been virtually designed out of the
CADENZA. This is due to KEF's acoustically
'dead' Acoustilene cone material, which gives
extremely smooth and even frequency response,
ensuring impeccably balanced sound.
This is improved even more by KEF's braced, highdensity cabinet, designed to overcome the
problems created by enclosure resonance. The
CADENZA is neutral in tone and sets an exceedingly high standard of overall performance. If
anyone can get speakers to tell the truth. KEF can.

CADENZA
Size

24x14x12 in
61x36x30 cm

Input

25 Walls

Impedance

8ohms

Freq. Range

35-30,000 Hz

Dividing Freq.
Price

45 & 3,500 Hz
£ 38.0.0.

MADE AS ONLY

CM>

KNOWS HOW

tee
klA
xilfr I

Write foi acopy of ' High Fidelity Loudspeakers'

KEF Electronics Ltd • Tovil • Maidstone

Kent • Tel: Maidstone 57258
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Your ears reach peak sensitivity
around 2-5 kHz.

That's why Tripletone amplifiers
have amiddle tone control.
Most amplifiers have tone controls incorporated
so that the bass and treble response can be varied
to suit programme material, room acoustics.
loudspeaker characteristics, etc.
But Tripletone are amongst the few amplifiers
to have acontrol for balancing the middle
frequencies relative to extreme bass and treble.
There is abig advantage in being able to control
the middle frequency response, especially that
between 2-5 kHz at which human hearing is most
sensitive, because the subjective effect of
attenuating the middle frequencies is quite
different from that obtained by boosting both bass
and treble on normal tone control, as tone controls
nearly always operate around IkHz, and normally
it is the 2-5 kHz region which needs attenuating,
leaving the rest of the response curve as flat as
possible.
A percentage of programme material contains
severe coloration around this range, especially if
artificial reverberation is used, and this results in a
'peak' which can be best kept under control by

using amid-`requency cut facility of the type
incorporated in rripletone amplifiers.
But the middle tone control is only one of the
features that place Tripletone amplifiers way
ahead of all others for value.
The Tripletone 8+8 Mk II, recommended retail
price £ 9.98. is acompletely integrated solid state
stereo amplifier with pre- amplifiers and twin
power amplifier,. There is atop cut, low pass filter
which can be selected while the amplifier is in any
mode of operation by pressing the combined
push-button indicator light. Boost as well as rut
is provided on al1 three of the separate treble.
middle and bass controls, which can be varied
independently on each channel if desired.
The Ceramic disc input is matched via aFET
integrated circuit which gives atrue 2 Mohm
impedance at all frequencies. This enables full
advantage to be taken of the high quality modern
Ceramic cartridges, eliminating the disadvantages
associated with low loading this type of cartridge.

Tripletone 8+8 Mk. II Stereo Amplifiers
Prices from £29.98 to £ 35.88
Write for full catalogue on Amplifiers and
matching Tuners and Speakers.

Tripletone Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Factory No. 1, 138 Kingston Road, London, S.W.I9.
865

Kingston Hifi promise

•
•

Free Replacement for equipment
Enormous savings on complete
found faulty immediately after
systems,here are some examples:
purchase. Full credit given against
The Leak 70 in teak case
any stock item if not satisfied
and GL75, base and cover, with
within 7days.
Goldring G800E
Cash discounts on all leading
cartridge and
makes of equipment. We carry
two Wharfedale
alarge stocK in our fully equipped
Dovedale Ill
showroom with comparison
speakers are
facilities,
listed at£230.82.
By return mail order on stock Our cash price £183.50 complete.
items. All equipment is insured
ASystem comprising the
during transit.
Armstrong 521,
Easy terms
Thixens TU150
available on all
AB/I I
and cover,
equipment fitted with Shure
M55E
cartridge,
complete with two Wharfedale
Super Linton Speakers normal ly
retails at £173.26.0urcash price
£144.00 complete.
Or save almost £100 on this
Pioneer
System:
SX990
tuner amp.,
PL12 AC
turntable, AT- 21X cartridge & two
CS66 speakers. List Price £ 364.84.
Our cash price £265 . 50.
•k ,\AN\ \ \ '
\

Open Monday to Friday 10am-7pm
Saturday 10am-5pm

Kingston HiFi Centre- as good as its promise

43, High Street, Kingston - on -Thames Surrey. Tel: 01-549 3194 (3lines)

This is superb equipment
When you see Ferrograph Tape Recorders or Amplifiers, you can be
sure that you have found the very best equipment that is available. That
is why it is used by major broadcasting stations throughout the world,
in the sonar rooms of nuclear submarines,and in many other places where
only the best is good enough.
Ferrog raph.
Superb not only when you buy it, but still superb years afterwards.
And we back this claim with athree-year guarantee.

Ferrograph Tape Recorders:
Mono or stereo with reproduction
as good as from disc or VHF radio.
Fool- proof deck operation. Simple to
operate. Variable speed spooling for
easy editing and tape protection:
separate volume and tone controls on
each track: track transfer by means
of a switch.
Ferrograph Amplifiers:
Special features include separate
tone and volume controls on each
channel to adjust for room acoustics:
field effect transistors for low noise
and distortion: push-button filters for
old 78 rpm records or archive tapes:
stereo phones output socket on front
panel. for use with all types of pickups and FM stereo tuners.

HN3
Series Seven Stereo machine
F307 stereo amplifier
Please send me a leaflet on Ferrograph tape recorders or Ferrograph amplifiers or
Telephone 01-205 2241 Telex 27774
NAME

ADDRESS
International Distributors:
Elpa Marketing Industries Inc — New York/Leroya
Industries PTY —Subiaco Western Australia!
Cineco, Champs Elysees, Paris/Atlas Sound
Co—Singapore/Hi Fi Installations ( PTY) Ltd—
South Africa/Record Rendezvous— Amsterdam/
Henry Wells and Co KG — Danhausergasse 3
Vienna/S. Hoyem — Copenhagen/Harry
Thellmod — Stockholm/Electrex — Zurich/The
Radio People— Kowloon.
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FERROGRAPH SOUNDS GOOD

The Ferrograph Company Limited. The Hyde. Edgware Road. Colindale. London NW9.
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GORDON HOUSE

FOR SCOTLAND'S BEST VALUE IN PACKAGE DEALS
NIKKO CLASS ' A' DEALER
STOCKISTS OF LEAK, SANYO, WHARFEDALE,
SHURE,
GOLDRING,
GOODMANS,
ROGERS, THORENS.
METROSOUND ST20
or
NIKKO TRM30
SP25 Mk. III
BASE AND COVER
NEAT V70
PAIR TELETON SEI602's
ALL LEADS

£84 .
50

IN STOCK
AKAI 4000, £109
ARENA MR15 UNIT, £I25
PAIR MAGISTERS, £89
SANSUI 300 TUNER AMP, £I05

LATEST TELETON SAQ 206E
GARRARD SP25 MK. Ill
NEAT N70 MAGNETIC
PAIR KELETRON KN823
BASE, COVER, LEADS

SAVE
El5

£69 .
50

SHARP STEREO CASSETTE DECK, £57
SANSUI PHONES, £6-95

SAVE
El 5

Cameras exchanged
for hi-fi phone for
immediate quote.

PAIR DENTONS
ADD ES
MP.60 DECK
ADD £3
NIVICO
SANSUI A101
I5 WATTS P.C.
SP25 MK. III
NEAT V70 MAGNETIC
PAIR MINISTER'S
OR LEAK 200's

£99 .
50

NIVICO 104E AMP.
DEDUCT £13

104E AMP. WITH

SEA CONTROL £65
SP25 MK. III, BASE, COVER £I7 95

SANSUI AU555
GOLDRING GL75P
SHURE M55E
PAIR DUETTE AR740

GL75P WITH COVER £43-50
PAIR WHARFEDALE DENTONS £33-95
SANSUI AUI01

£149-50

AMP £34-95

s`gE

OTHER CASE PRICES ON REQUEST

SAVE
£I8

A Iitems carriage 50p, personal callers terms arranged.
deposit or no deposit at recommended retail price.
9 CANDLERIGGS, GLASGOW, C.I. ( one minute from Glasgow cross).
Good parking in our area. Telephone: 041-552 4508 ( open all day Sat. 1p.m. Tues.).

SAVE Eh ON THESE GUARANTEED SYSTEMS
ARMSTRONG 521 SYSTEM
The generous 25 watts per channel hi-fi amplifier,
reported by every authority a the best value for
money, is the heart of this excellent system:
Armstrong 521 ..
£56-00
SAVE
Garrard AP76 Deck
£28-88
G800 Cartridge ..
£I3-00
De Luxe plinth /
C10-50
Pair
of
Melton
HI-FI CENTRE
£65-00
speakers
PRICE
£2-00
Plugs and cables ..
Total if bought
separately .. £ I75.38

£25.39

LEAK 70 SYSTEM
Probably the best known name in hi-fi, the Leak
70 gives 35 watts per channel with no audible dis
tortion:
Leak 70 amplifier
£75-00
SAVE
Thorens 150 AB .. £54-39
Goldring 0800E
£I8-50
Wharfedale Done.
dales ..
£85-00
Plugs and cables ..
£2-00
HI- F1 CENTRE I
Total if bought
PRICE
separately
£234-89

£30.89

£204.00

£149•99

+FREE PAIR OF HEADPHONES VALUE
£3 25.
Post £300 extra

We now have our new comparator
in action, giving over 2400 possible
Hi Fi system for instant comparison.
Make sure that you are getting the
best possible value for money by
hearing the system of your choice
compared instantly with another.
Surely the only way to buy hi fi!

10-12 NEWMARKET
VICTORIA RD, CHELMSFORD
Tel: CHELMSFORD 57593

+FREE
a 25.

PAIR OF

HEADPHONES VALUE

Post £3-00 extra

ARMSTRONG 526 SYSTEM
The excellent Armstrong 521 coupled with an
FM/AM/LW tuner in one impressive unit, plus the
Sonab deck finished in matt black and Ditton 15
speakers make a beautiful looking/performing
system:
Armstrong 526 ..
£I04-71
SAVE
Sonab deck fitted
with Shure M75MB
£67-95
Ditton 15 Speakers
£64-00
Plugs and cables
£2-00
HI-FI CENTRE
Total if bought
PRICE
separately ..
£238-66

£30•66

£208•00

+FREE PAIR OF HEADPHONES VALUE
a 25.
Post £3-00 extra

o 18 months free guarantee parts

TAPE DECKS IN STOCK
AKAI • TANDBERG
REVOX • FERROGRAPH

TRIO
SONY

TOP DISCOUNTS AVAII.ABlE

F-lioei Centre
(CHELMSFORD)

868

LTD.

and labour with every complete
system.

e

Free delivery and installation
within 30 miles.

o

Generous discounts on complete systems, even if you
require H.P.

MEMBER OF THE
HIGH FIDELITY
DEALERS ASSOCIATION

reat
News
The Trio KA2002 is now only £39.50
We know it's almost unbelievable in this time of rising prices but it's not the
first time we've reversed the trend—and now we've done it again!
Now at only £ 39.50 you can use the foremost amplifier in it's class in a
really top quality stereo system costing under £ 100—and if that's not great
news we don't know what i&
Output: 17
17 watts ( continuous into 8 ohms RMS based). Harmonic distortion: 0.2% ( at — 3dB rated output). Frequency response:
main input 17 -- 50kHz. Input sensitivity: Two phono 2mV, tuner 150mV, tape 150mV. main input 100mV Output impedance:4 to 16 ohms.
Semi conductors: 22 transistors, 10 diodes, 2 thermistors. Size: 13in ( w)x4:-in ( h)x91 in(d). Note: Teak sleeve as illustrated £ 3.75 extra.
See your franchised Trio dealer (there are over 200 throughout the U.K.) for an early demonstration of this outstanding amplifier and the many
other exciting models in the 1971 Trio range.

exclusive United Kingdom distributors

b.h.morris and co(radio) limited
84.88 Nelson Street , London E '1 2DY. TEL: 01.790

A Z

A

(

#

ff

Whether you want aKit or the
complete job

Brought to you for your
listening enjoyment from the

oimomegur

THESE ARE TODAYS

TOP TURNTABLES

COLLECTION
.
ee
B.D.1 TURNTABLE KIT
1
.D°
Z

0

-

—T.

B.D.2
Integrated turntable and
pick-up assembly
designed as the
8.0.1 but
also
featuring
the
latest
S.A.U.2
arm, with
new head shell
and lateral
adjustment. This
superb turntable is available as achassis or mounted
on ateak plinth.

The B.D.1, well known for its superb performance and quality two
speed working through aflexible belt drive system is now available
in kit form. Construction is simplicity itself with no
soldering required. Now it's so easy to own the
best.
Price lost and illustrated literature on request to
Rec. Retail Price £ 13.28

A. R. SUGDEN 8£ Co. ( Engineers) Ltd.,
Market Street, Brighouse HD6 1DX, Yorkshire.

Rec Retail Price £31 31

Tel.: 2142

"HEAV EN LY"
The sublime use of the term heavenly,
was referred to in a technical review
of the " GEMINI", describing the
purity of reproduction A sound entirely free from unnatural artificial
colouration that is all too often
experienced with conventional loudspeaker principles.
Now a galaxy of heavenly sound is
brought to you by the trio that heads
our range of six variations in size and
style.
Available in : Teak, Walnut, or other
finishes to special order.

Mil Ma Mt
•

MI 1MM ZI

GEMINI

JUNO

Handling 25 watts.
Frequency Response
20 Hz-20 KHZ.
Impedances, 4, 8 or
16 ohms.

Handling 25 watts.
FrequencyResponse
40 Hz-20 KHZ.
Impedances 4, 8 or
16 ohms.

Handling 12 watts.
Handling 24 watts
peak.
FrequencyResponse
40 Hz-20 KHZ.
Impedances 4, 8 or
16 ohms.

£42 .60

t55 -2.0

SEND FOR DETAILED LITERATURE

JORDAN/VATTS

NAME
111

JUPITER

ADDRESS

É
BB

£26.70

LOUDSPEAKERS

Benlovv Works, Silverdale Road Hayes, Middx. Tel: 01-573 6928
870

38 EDGWARE ROAD * LONDON W.2
Telephone: 01-723 3071

DOM cENTII

22 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH STREET, WATFORD
Telephone: 92 26602

SPEAKERS ( Priced in Prs.)
BOWERS & WILKINS DM1 • •
BOWERS & WILKINS DM3 . •
CELESTION Ditton 15 . •
CELESTION Ditton 25 .. . •
GOODMANS Minister ..
GOODMANS Mezzo Ill ..
GOODMANS Magnum KII . •
GOODMANS Magister..
RICHARD ALLAN Super
Sarabande .. .. • •
RICHARD ALLAN Pavane
RICHARD ALLAN Chaconne • •
RICHARD ALLAN Minette • •
WHARFEDALE Dovedale III ..
WHARFEDALE Melton .. • .
WHARFEDALE Super Linton
WHARFEDALE Denton .. . •
WHARFEDALE Triton
WHARFEDALE Aston
KEF Celeste
KEF Concord ..
KEF Concerto ..
KEF Chorale ..
KEF Cadenza
KEF K2 Baffle ..
QUAD Electrostatic
LEAK Sandwich 200
LEAK Sandwich 300
LEAK Sandwich 600
YAMAHA NSIO
YAMAHA NSIS
YAMAHA 1
,
1520
LOWTHER Acousta & PM6
Other units available, prices on
request.

List
Price
Cp

Ou,
Price
Cp

6+00
126.00
6+00

51.50
104.00
49.50
104e0
39.95
52.75
69-50
95-50

126.00
50-00
68-00
8&00
125-00
12100
70-50
4130
32.34
8+00
65-00
49.90
39.90
59.90
49.90

60.00

90.00
117.00
70.90
85.00
50-00
13/00
49.40
65.00
99.10
79.00
130.00
190-oci
105-00

98.00
57-00
36.90
28.50
63.90
54.75
41-20
31.50
48-65
4200
48-50
72-00
94.00
58.50
68.00
40.00
107-00
41.15
53.55
78.10
59.00
90 00
150 00
86-00

SPEAKER UNITS
(Priced in Pairs)
RICHARD ALLAN Twin
RICHARD ALLAN Triple
RICHARD ALLAN Super
WHARFEDALE Unit 3 ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 4 ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 5 ..

21-94
40.70
48-00
26-00
36-00
52-00

17-20
34.90
40-40
21.85
29.25
43.50

69-00
46.16
49.96
36-00
79-04
26.25
39.35
39.00
51.11
16.44
26-25

58.50
39 85
42.85
30.30
67.35
21-95
32.95
31.50
42 45
12 25
21 00

45.45
37-75

36.85
31 75

TURNTABLES
PHILIPS GA202
THORENS TDISOA Mk II
THORENS TDISOAB Mk II ..
THORENS TDISO Motor only ..
THORENS TD125
GOLDRING GL69
GOLDRING GL69PC
GOLDRING GL75
GOLDRING GUS PC ..
GARRARD SP25 Mk Ill ..
GARRARD AP76
GARRARD SL72B
GARRARD SL9513
GARRARD 401
GARRARD SP25 Mk III P/C G8éé
Cartridge
BSR McDonald MP60
BSR McDonald MP60 PC
BSR McDonald MP6I0 .
GOLDRING 705P-I-G850.Cartridge - • •
YAMAHA YP70 P/C and G8éé
Cartridge

30-10

35.50
15/5
25.57

24.es

20.00

27 50
12 25
19.95
15-95

26 00

21-75

75.00

59-95

WE GUARANTEE
That all goods are NEW and boxed with full
maker's guarantee.
That all discounts are genuine and are based
on prices prevailing at the time the advertisement was compiled and that all items listed
are in stock at that time.
Because of the 4 to 5 weeks interval before
publication of the advert we reserve the right
to revise prices ( according to trade variations)
without prior notice. Every endeavour is made
to ensure correct quotations. E. & O.E.

OPEN MONDAY to SATURDAY 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

HEADSETS STEREO

AKA1 ASE9
PIONEER SE30
PIONEER SE2P
YAMAHA NS ..
TELETON SH30IP

AMPLIFIERS

ARMSTRONG 521
DULC1 207M
TELETON GAI01
SINCLAIR 2000 .
TRIPLETONE 8+8 Cased
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus Chassis
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus Cased
LEAK Stereo 70 Chassis ..
LEAK Stereo 70 Cased ..
ROGERS Ravensbrook Series 11 ..
ROGERS Ravensbourne Cased ..
METROSOUND ST20 ..
SINCLAIR Project 60, 2x Z30,
1Stereo 60, IX PZS
QUAD 33/303 ..
SINCLAIR 3000 ..
NIKKO TRM30
NIKKO TRMS0
NIKKO TRM 40 ..
ROTEL 12051 ..

List
Price
L P

Our
Pr , se
L P

6-50
1160
6-75
1160
5-00

5-50
10-50
5.50
9.45
315

56•oo

46.00
19-95
26-45
24-00
29-95
45.25
52.00
56-65
60-80
40-50
52.45
28-50

23.90

18.95
79.50
39-95
28-50
46.40
38.75
42.00

30.00
37.50
30-45
3517
5610
6150
69.00
75-00
5100
6+00
36-00

98-cio

45-00
3515
58-00
4610
4910

TUNERS
ARMSTRONG 523 AM/FM
ARMSTRONG 524
DULCI FMI 75
LEAK Stereofetic Chassis
LEAK Stereofetic Cased .
ROGERS Ravensbourne F
.
1.1 ..
GOODMANS Stereomax FM/AM
ROTEL 120ST
SINCLAIR FM Chassis ..
TELETON GT101
QUAD FM new model ..
TRIPLETONE FM ..
LOWTHER TV Tuner ..

53-75
41.89
3+41

66.50

7150
61.89
8152
49.90
25-00
4510
74-00
3918
48-45

45.45
35-45
28-50
57.25
62.25
52-50
71.45
02.00
19-95
38-00
63.90
32-50
39 45

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
ARMSTRONG 525 ( FM) ..
ARMSTRONG 526 (FM/AM) ..
ARMSTRONG M8 Decoder ..
YAMAHA AA70 FIVAM
TELETON TFS50 FM/AM
TELETON F2000 AM/FM

91.89
104.71
9.50
140.00
75.50
51-00

77-00
88-00
7.85
114.00
59.85
37.10

EXTRA SPECIAL
PEAK SOUND. ENGLEFIELD 840 STEREO AMP.
20 x20 W
RMS.
Syrs MAKERS GUARANTEE.
LIST £45. OUR PRICE 834-50.

POSTAGE, PACKING AND INSURANCE
Due to high costs please add the following
amounts to cover part cost:Styli .. .. ..
7p
Cartridges .. ..
12p
Headsets and Pickups
40p
Turntables . .
60p
Amps and Tuner Amps .
70p
Tape Decks and Recorders
7Sp
Speakers per pair .
El 25
Cassette Recorders
50p

hOURD GENTRC
871

CARTRIDGES
GOLDRING G800 H ..
GOLDRING G800..
GOLDRING G800 E ..
GOLDRING 800 Super E
SHURE M44E
SHURE 55E
SHURE 75E1 Mk 11
SHURE 75E Mk II ..
SHURE 75 G Hi Track ..
SHURE 75-6
SHURE VIS 11 Improved ..
PICKERING AM3E Dustomatic
AUDIO TECHNICA AT33
AUDIO TECHNICA AT21
ORTOFON MISE
ORTOFON SLISE with Module..
EMPIRE 1000ZE • .
EMPIRE 996VE
EMPIRE 8I38VE • •
EMPIRE 888E
EMPIRE 909X
EMPIRE 808E ..
EMPIRE 90EE/X ..
GOLDRING G850 special offer,
un boxed

List
Price
C p

Our
Price
E p

10.69
13-00
18.85

1197
19.46
2111
17.61
16-67
40/6
20.54
10.69
8.70
29-60
36.65
63-00
44.50
27.60
1610
9.00
1185
9.95

7SO
8-50
13 35
19 25
9.95
10 75
15 45
16 45
13-25
13 00
30-95
14.50
8 25
700
22 50
30-40
52 80
37-30
23.15
13-75
7.50
10.80
7 50

6-50

4-75

310
+65
+65
10.50

9-26
16.67

3-00
3-10
3.10
7.60
12.25
7.00
7.75
9-30
10.85
7-00
7-75
14.00

26.00
12.05

REPLACEMENT
STYLUS
GOLDRING G850
GOLDRING G800
GOLDRING G800 H
GOLDRING G800 E
GOLDRING Super E
SHURE N44 E ..
SHURE NS5 E ..
SHURE N75 EJ 11 ..
SHURE N75 E 11 ..
SHURE N75 6 ..
SHURE N75 G ..
SHURE VIS II ..

16.10
8.34
9.26
11.12
1197

8.34

YAMAHA
MC 50 Transcription Deck. Mag.
pickup, Stereo Tuner FM/AM.
Dark Teak. Smoked Acetate Lid
MC 50A as MC 50 plus 8track cartridge. Tape playback unit ..
MC SOB as MC 50 plus Philips type
cassette tape rec./Play unit ..

17+77

137-00

199.77

154-00

20+77

172 00

TAPE DECKS
AKAI 4000D
RE VOX 1104 ..
20+75
TELETON F+ BSIOD
6150
Tape Decks: Tandberg Range from stock.
Request.

71.85
179-75
49-95
Prices by

PICKUP ARMS
SME 3009 Mk Il
SME 3012 ..
LENCO L75
LENCO L69

34.47
36-71
1132
9-29

27 35
29 45
10-25
7-00

47-50
3910

39.50
32 SO

29.50
39.90

2210
29-95

TAPE CASSETTE
RECORDERS
TELETON 530H ..
TELETON 130 - .
Both with AM/FM Radio
TELETON IC 110
GRUNDIG 200 ..

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
PLEASE NOTE WE SELL ONLY CARTRIDGES IN
MANUFACTURERS BOXES WITH GUARANTEE.
WE DO NOT SELL IN PLAIN OR NON- MAKERS
BOXES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

115 KINGSWAY, W.C.2

01-405 0446

857 HIGH RD., FINCHLEY, N.I2

01-445 3319

48 LONDON WALL, E.C.2

01-628 0537

SENSATIONAL STEREO OFFERS!
The famous NuSound Stereo System "695" has proved to be the
most popular Hi-Fi Stereo System available. The selected equipment
has been expertly matched by the NuSound team.
The System comprises the very latest TELETON SAQ206
STEREO AMPLIFIER incorporating silicon transistors,
scratch filter, loudness control, stereo headphone socket etc.
giving total output of 12 watts. Frequency range 30-20,000 Hz.
Beautifully styled and housed in attractive wooden cabinet.
The GARRARD SP25 Mk III 4- speed single record player in
deluxe teak plinth with high quality perspex cover is fitted
with the NM77 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE.
This top quality high compliance cartridge with 0.7 mil diamond
stylus, frequency response 20-20,000 Hz, is capable of truly
superlative performance and on test produced results equal
to cartridges costing over £ 15. The excellent results produced
by the combination of the Teleton amplifier and the NM77
cartridge are fed into two ALLARD SS3 HI- Fl SPEAKER
ENCLOSURES housing a perfectly matched 3- way speaker
system capable of handling the full output of the Teleton 206.
Each enclosure ( 10"x 171" high) is teak finished on all sides
and has an attractive padded black cloth front that combines
elegant appearance with excellent Hi-Fi reproduction.

SYSTEM " Till"
As System " 695" but using the Allard Super
Deltone Speakers (total price £ 110.40). Save £33•40.

SYSTEM PRICE £77.00
Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms.

SYSTEM " TI 13"
As System " 695" but using the Decca Deram
Luxury Console Speakers ( total price £ 108-90).
Save £28-90.

SYSTEM PRICE

SYSTEM " 695"

SYSTEM PRICE

Teleton 206 .. £32.50
Garrard SP25 £ 16-45
Base/Cover .. £8.971
NM77 cartridge £9-971
SSTs ( 2) .. £34.00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3.00

£69.50

£104.90

moo

DECCA DERAMS
LUXURY CONSOLE LOUD-SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
13" X8" high flux density elliptical bass speaker, crossover
network and 3" treble speaker. Excellent bass response.
Frequency range 40-18.000 Hz.
Extremely attractive
consule cabinet (25" high x 131" wide x8" deep) beautifully
finished in teak with padded cloth fronts and elegant
silver trim.

Carr. LI 75 Cash or Terms.

SAVE £ 540

Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms

LEAK STEREO 30+

ARMSTRONG 521

SYSTEM " A232"

SYSTEM " A444"

SYSTEM " L435"

SYSTEM " L446"

SYSTEM " 61446"

SYSTEM " Q435"

Armstrong 521 £56.00
Garrard AP76 £28.88
Base/Cover .. £9.971
Goldring GBOOE £ 18 86
De'tones ( 2) .. £39.50
Leads/Plugs etc. £3.00

Armstrong 521 £56 00
Goldring GL75 £39.00
Base/Cover .. £9.971
G800 Super E .. £26.00
MeIcons ( 2) .. £65.00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3.00

Stereo 30 Plus £62.50
Goldring GL75 £39.00
Base/Cover . £9.974
Goldring G800E £ 18.86
Dovedales (2) .. £85.00
Leads/plugs etc. £3.00

Stereo 30 Plus £62.50
Goldring GL75 £39.00
Base/Cover .. £9.971
G800 Super E .. £26.00
Leak 600 (2) .. £99.00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3.00

Quad 33/303 .. £98.00
Goldring GL75 £39.00
Base/Cover .. £9-971
G800 Super E .. £26 00
Leak 600 ( 2) .. £99.00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3-00

Quad 33/303 £98.00
Goldring GL75 £ 39-00
Base/Cover £9-974
Goldring G800E £ 18-86
Dovedales (2) .. £85-00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3-00

Total .. £ 156214

Total .. £ 198.971

SYSTEM
PRICE

£125.50

SYSTEM
PRICE

£ 168.00

Total
SYSTEM
PRICE

..

Total

£218.331

£187-00

SYSTEM
PRICE

£207.50

Carr. £2.50. Cash or Tern,

Carr. £2-50. Casi or Terms

Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms

Carr £2-50. Cash or Terms

SAVE £ 30.714

SAVE £30.974

SAVE £31.334

SAVE £ 11.974

TOSHIBA SOFIA
STEREO SYSTEM

Price

£19.25
OUR PRICE

£72.45
Carr. & Ins. £1.75
Cash or Terms

£236-50

£216-00

Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms

Carr ,£2.50. Cash or Terms

SAVE £38.474

SAVE £37.834

TUNER/AMPLIFIER
SYSTEM

NUSOUND HAVE
DONE IT AGAIN
WITH ANOTHER
MONEY SAVING
PURCHASE.
Retail

SYSTEM
PRICE

Total .. £251834
SYSTEM
PRICE

NU SOUND
DUETTE
STEREO

MODEL FS2500

Rec.

Total .. £274.97.1.

£239.474

SYSTEM "DI21"
SAT.260 £ 75 93
SP25
£ 16 45
Base/Cover
£897,
NM77
£9 97,
SS3's (2) .. £35.00
Leads/Plugs etc £3.00

The FS2500 is a fully transistorised stereo system giving
reception on AM 530-1605 KHz and FM 88-108 MHz.
Stereo multiplex decoder is built in enabling stereo FM
broadcasts to be received with perfect clarity. Precision
two speed turntable with lightweight pick up arm fitted
stereo ceramic cartridge with long life diamond stylus.
Beautifully designed ampafier unit with Volume, Balance,
Tone, Tuning and Selector Controls, stereo indicator light
and stereo headphone socket. Complete with attractive
matching speaker systems.

/IIIISI7U171/

Total
SYSTEM
PRICE
Cal, £ 250

£ 149.33

Cash or Terms

SAVE £33.33

•24 OXFORD ST ., W.I.
(25 yd. Tottenham Cc. Rd. Tube)

e87/100

PIONEER MARKET,
ILFORD. ( 1min. Ilford B'dway)

872

Tel.: 01-580 4438

ILFORD LANE,
Tel.: 01-478 2291

e82

The heart of this system is the top quality Duette
SAT.260 Stereo Tuner Amplifier giving outstanding
performances on AM, FM, FM Stereo Radio and stereo/
mono record reproduction. Covering FM 88-108 Mc/s
and AM 535-1605 Kcis and incorporating stereo
decoder and stereo tuning meter for crystal clear FM
Stereo Reception. Providing 24 watts power output
which when combined with the world famous G
d
SP25 record unit, NM77 stereo cartridge, and apair of
Allard SS3 speakers make a truly Hi Fi Stereo Radio/
Record Playing system to be proud of and available at
afantastically low price!
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.

Tel.: 01-242 7401

0 228 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2.
Tel.: 01-247 2609
(Opp. Liverpool Sc. Stn). Closed Sat. Open Sun. ( 10-2)

e242/4 PENTONVILLE RD., N.I. Tel.: 01-837 8200
•36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST., S.E.13. Tel.: 01-852 2399

UP TO 33 3/
3%OFF FROM NUSOUND
What finer make can we offer than the world famous SANSUI!
The top quality SANSU1 AU.101 Stereo Amplifier has a
specification to make any hi-fi enthusiast's mouth water!!
This superb 50 watt amplifier (36 watts rms), employing all
silicon low noise transistors for minimum distortion, exceptional
signal to noise ratio and wide dynamic range. Power amplifier
section
uses semi- complementary Darlington
ITL-OTL
design ensuring maximum power transistor protection and
minimum output distortion of less than 0.8%. Frequency
response 35-20,000 Hz. A host of other features include tape
monitoring, loudness control, speaker muting switch, etc.. etc.,
usually only found in amplifiers twice the price!! Coupled with
the latest GARRARD SP25 Mk III fitted with top quality
GOLDRING G800 STEREO CARTRIDGE together with
the SUPER DELTONE SPEAKERS you have asystem that
at under £95 is truly outstanding both in value and performance.

SYSTEM "S123"
SYSTEM PRICE

SYSTEM "945"

SUPER DELTONES
A high quality Bookshelf speaker combining small dimensions ( 18" high • 10" wide
94" deep) with excellent
overall performance.
Fitted with 13" • 8" high flux
density bass speaker, 3" treble speaker, crossover network
and acoustic wadding.
Beautifully made and finished in teak with attractive padded
black Vynair fronts.

Sansui AU.101 £40.00
G
d SP25 £ 16.45 £ 9
Base/Cover .. £8.974
Goldring G800 £ 13.00
Deltones (2) .. £39.50
Leads/Plugs etc. £3.00 Carr. £2 SO. Cash or Terms

4.50

Total

SAVE £2644

£ 120.924

As System "945" but using the Decca Deram Luxury
Console Speakers.

SYSTEM PRICE £ 7.50

Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms.

SYSTEM "S234"
Comprises Sansui AU.I01, G
d AP76, Goldring
G800E and Wharfedale Melton Speakers.
(Total price £ 165.714) Save £28.214.

SYSTEM PRICE £ 131-50
Carr

RONG

E2 50. Cash or Terms.

A COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEM
For Records,Tape& Radio Reproduction

TUNER AMPLIFIER STEREO SYSTEMS
hree
superb
1-it -FI
Stereo Systems using the
well known Armstrong
526 50 watts AM/FM
Stereo Tuner Amplifier.
Housed in handsome teak
case, this superb tuner
amplifier
incorporatmg
LW/MW/VHF/FM wavebands has every facility
needed for the perfect
reproduction of music etc. Features include speaker muting, loudness controls,
tape record/replay, stereo headphone socket etc., etc. Supplied as acomplete stereo
system with record player, base and cover, magnetic cartridge, speakers etc. All
three combinations detailed below show substantial savings only made possible by
the NuSound purchasing power!

SYSTEM " AT123"
526
£ 104.72
SP25
£ 16.45
Base/Cover .. £8.974
G800
£ 13.00
Derams (2) .. £38.00
Leads/Plugs etc. £300
Total
SYSTEM
PRICE

£184.144
£ 154 .50

Carr. £2.50. Cash or Terms

SAVE (29.64+

SYSTEM " AT234"
526
£ 104.72
AP76
( 28 88
Base/Cover ..
£997;
G800E . .£ 18 86
Meltons (2) ..
(65 00
Leads/Plugs etc.
£300
Total

.. £230-434

grg. £194.50
Carr £ 2SO. Cash or Terms.

SAVE £ 35-94

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
Available for pe'-sonal callers ( See below.)
Mail orders cash only.

FREE TRAVEL
If you reside more than 30 miles from
Central London we offer a unique
FREE TRAVEL FACILITY enabling
you to visit London and select aNuSound
System.
Send to Head Office for Free
Travel Voucher

Philips
with G

SYSTEM " AT445"
526
£ 104.72
Goldring GL75 £39.00
Base/Cover .. £9.974
G800 Super E
£26.0
Dovedales (2) .. £85.00
Leads/Plugs etc. £3.00
Total
SYSTEM
PRICE

Tuner Section
Incorporates 5 wavebands:— LW: 800-2000 metres;
MW I 213-580 metres; MW2:
185-214 metres; SW:
30.6-50.4 metres and VHF/1M 87.5-108 MHz. On FM 3
pre set selection controls each with separate tuning scale
and AFC ensure easy tuning and freedom from drift.
Built in FM multiplex decoder automatically switches from
mono to stereo reception and indicator lamp shows when
stereo is being received.

£267.694

£226.50

Carr . £2-50. Cash or Ternis

Stereo Amplifier section
Superb 20 watt Hi -Fi Stereo Amplifier with separate bass
and treble controls.
Overall response 35-20,000 Hz.
Signal to noise ratio better tun 47 dB. Crosstalk better
than 38 dB. Automatic phy,iological compensation for
low volume settings.

SAVE (41.194

CREATE YOUR
OWN SYSTEM

Stereo Cassette Recorder section
4 track stereo record and replay using popular Compact
Cassettes. Records direct from tuner, record player or
microphones with replay through 20 watt amplifier section.
Automatic recording level control. Safety interlock to
prevent accidental erasure of Musicassettes.

Any
amplifier,
turntable,
cartridge.
speakers etc., featured in our advertised
systems can be combined to create a
system to suit your individual requirements. Our sales staff will be pleased to
quote for your own money saving system.

To complete this amazing system we have selected the
popular GARRARD SP25 Record Unit with Stereo ceramic
cartridge and fitted into deluxe teak plinth with
transparent cover and a pair of superb ALLARD S53
HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEMS to reproduce the truly outstanding performance of this wonderful system.

"All prices correct at time of press out
subject to alteration without notice. E. & 0.E.

EXPRESS MAIL ORDERS

RH882 Stereo Cassette Recorder/Tuner
d Record Unit and Separate speakers.

RH882 Specifications

Amplifier

complete

FANTASTIC
LOW PRICE
OF ONLY

£149•1O
Carr. £2.50
Cash or Terms

Complete with
all
leads and
plugs, etc.
The finest value
for money- less
than you could
expect to pay
for a medium
priced
stereo
tape recorder.

All NuSound Stereo Systems are suppli ed rea dy to p l
ug i
n an d p l
ay,
complete with all connecting leads. If you are unable to visit any of
our showrooms order with con'idence by post from Head Office:

Dept. HFN MAY, MAGNATAPE HOUSE, 191/193 PLASHET ROAD, LONDON, E13.
BRITAIN'S
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LARGEST

SALCIAtISTS

Sinclair Project 60

the world's most advanced high fidelity modules
Sinclair

Project

60

presents

high

modest

mono

record

reproducer

and

circuitry that is tar in advance of any other

fidelity in such a way that it meets every

expand it to a sophisticated stereophonic

manufacturer

requirement

radio and record reproducing system of

extraordinarily

quality and value and now that the re-

fantastically good quality to hold its own

combination

markable

with any other equipment, no matter how

more

of

phase

performance,
lock

loop

design,

stereo

FM

in

the

world.

easy

to

of modules

complicated

Thus

it

assemble

is

any

using

nothing

the

simplest

than

tuner is available, it becomes the most

expensive. Project 60 is a unique high

of tools, and you certainly do not have

versatile of high fidelity systems. With

fidelity module system where compactness

to be experienced to build with complete

Project 60, it is possible to start with a

and ease of assembly are combined with

confidence.

The Units to use

together with

Cost of Units

A Simple battery
record player

System

Z.30

Crystal PU.. 12V battery
volume control

£4.48

B Mains powered record
player

Z.30. PZ.5

Crystal or ceramic P.U.
volume control etc.

C 20+20W. R.M.S. stereo 2x2.30s. Stereo 60,
amplifier for most needs PZ.5

£ 9.45
£23.90

D 20+20W. R.M.S. stereo 2xZ.30s, Stereo 60,
amplifier with high
PZ.6
performance spkrs.

High quality ceramic or
magnetic PU.. F.M. Tuner.
Tape Deck. etc.

£26.90

E 40+40W. R.M.S. deluxe stereo amplifier

2x2.50s, Stereo 60
PZ.8, mains trsf rmr

As for D

£34.88

F Outdoor PA. system

Z.50

Mic., up to 4P.A. speakers
controls. etc.

£5.48

G Indoor P.A.

Z.50. PZ.8, mains
transformer

Mic.. guitar, speakers, etc..
controls

£19.43

H High pass and low pass
filters

A.F.U.

C.DorE

£5.98

J Radio

Stereo F. Rel . Tuner

C. Dor E

£25.00
874

thing

48

page

manual

easy

and

you

can

house

assembly in an existing cabinet,

free
your

motor

plinth, free standing cabinet or virtually
any

Crystal, ceramic or mag.
PU.. most dynamic
speakers. F.M. tuner etc.

The

with Project 60 equipment makes every-

arrangement you

wish.

Once

you

have completed your assembly you will
have

superlatively

good

equipment

to

give you years of service and enjoyment.
You will have obtained superb value for
money because Project 60 is the bestselling
modular system in Europe and can therefore be produced at extremely competitive
prices and with excellent quality control.
Sinclair Radionics Ltd., London Road, St. Ives,
Huntingdonshire PE17 4HJ.
Tel: St. Ives ( 048 06) 4311

ffli1-1=1ffl1-1-

Sinclair Project 60
Z.30 & Z.50
power amplifiers

Stereo 60
pre-amp/control unit

Stereo FM Tuner

first in the world to use the
phase lock loop principle
Before production of this tuner, the phase lock
Designed for the Project 60 range but suitable
for use with any high quality power amplifier.
The Z.30 and Z.50 are of advanced design
using silicon epitaxial planar transistors to
achieve unsurpassed standards of performance.
Total harmonic distortion is an incredibly low
0.02% at full output and all lower outputs.
Whether you use Z.30 or Z.50 amplifiers in your
Project 60 system will depend on personal
preference, but they are the same size and may
be used with other units in the Project 60
range equally well.
SPECIFICATIONS (
Z50 units are interchangeable with Z.30s in all applications).
Power Outputs
Z.30 15 watts R.M.S. into 8 ohms using 35 volts:
20 watts R.M.S. irito 3 ohms using 30 volts.
Z.50 40 waits R.M S. into 3 ohms using 40 volts:
30 watts R.M.S. into 8 ohms, using 50 volts.
Frequency response: 30 to 300.000 Hz ± 1dB.
Distortion: 0.02% into 8 ohms.
Signal to noise ratio: better than 70c1f3 un weighted.
Input sensitivity: 250mV into 100 Kohms.
For speakers from 3to 15 ohms impedance.
Size 3x21x 1- in.
Z.30
Built tested and guaranteed with circuits and
instructions manual
£4.48

Again silicon epi -axial planar transistors are
used throughout, achieving a realy high
signal-to-noise ratio and excellent tracking
between channels. Input selection is by means
of push buttons and accurate equalisaticn is
provided for all the usual inputs.
SPECIFICATIONS
Input sensitivities: Radio-up to 3mV. Mag. pu.
3mV: correct to R.I.A.A. curvet 1dI3:20 to 25.000 Hz.
Ceramic p.u.-up to 3mV: Aux-up to 3mV.
Output : 250mV
Signa' to- noise ratio: better than 70dB.
Channel matching: within 1dB.
Tone controls: TREBLE + 15 to - 15c13 at
10KHz: BASS
15 to-15dB at 100Hz.
Front panel: brushed aluminium with black knobs
and controls.
Size: litlx tlx 4ins.
Built, tested
and guaranteed.

£9.98

Active Filter Unit

For use between Stereo 60 unit and two Z.30s
or Z.50s, and is easily mounted. It is unique in
that the cut-off frequencies are continuously variable, and as attenuation in the
rejected band is rapid ( 12dB/octave), there is
less loss of the wanted signal than has
previously been possible. Amplitude and

Designed specially for use with the Project
60 system of your choice.
Illustration shows PZ.5 to left and PZ.8 ( for use
with Z.50s) to the right. Use PZ.5 for normal
Z.30 assemblies and PZ.6 where a stablised
supply is essential.
PZ 530 volts unstabilised f4.98
PZ 635 volts stabilised £7.98
PZ 845 volts stabilised
maim transformer) £7.98
PZ 8mains transformer £5.98

Guarantee
If within 3 months of purchasing Project 60
modules directly from us, you are dissatisfied with
them, we will refund your money at once. Each
module is guaranteed to work pe fectly and should
any defect arise in normal use we will service it at
once and without any cost to you whatsoevei
provided that it is returned to us within 2 years of the
purchase date. There will be a small charge for
service thereafter. No charge for postage by
surface mail. Air-mail charged at cost.

results. Other original features include varicap
diode tuning, printed circuit coils, an I.C. in the
specially designed stereo decoder and squelch
circuit for silent tuning between stations.
Sensitivity is such that good reception becomes possible in difficult areas. Foreign
stations can be tuned in suitable conditions
arid often a few inches of wire are enough
for an aerial. In terms of a high fidelity this
tuner has a lower level of distortion than any
other tuner we know. Stereo broadcasts are
received automatically as the tuning control is
rotated, a panel indicator lighting up as the
stereo signal is tuned in. This tuner can also be
used to advantage with any other high fidelity
system.
SPECIFICATIONS:

Z.50
Built, tested and guaranteed with circuits and
instructions manual.
£5.48

Power Supply Units

loop principle was used for receiving signals
from space craft because of its vastly improved
signal to no se ratio over other systems. Now,
for the first time, the principle has been
applied to an FM tuner with fantastically good

phase distortion are negligible. The A.F.U. is
suitable for use w.th any other amplifier system.
Two stages of filtering are incorporatedrumble ( high pass) and scratch ( low pass).

Number of transistors: 16 plus 20 in I.C.
Tuning range: 87.5 to 108 MHz
Capture ratio:1.5dB
Sensitivity: 20/ for 30dB quieting: hay for full
limiting.
Squelch level: 20erV.
A.F.C. range: * 200 KHz
Signal to noise ratio: >65dB
Audio
frequency
response:
10Hz -15KHz
±-1dB)
Total harmonic distortion: 0.15% for 30%
modulation
Stereo decoder operating level: 2i.A/
Pilot tone suppression: 30dB
Cross talk:40dB
I.F. frequency: 10.7 MHz
Output voltage: 2x150mV R.M.S.
Aerial Impedance: 75 Ohms
Indicators: Mains on: Stereo on; tuning indicator
Operating voltage: 25-30VDC
Size: 3.6 x 1.6 x8.15 inches: 91.5 x40 x207 mm

E

Supply voltage - 15 to 35V. Current - 3mA.
H.F. cut-off (-3a13) variable from 28k Hz to
5kHz. L.F cut-off (- 3dB) variable from 25Hz
to 100Hz. Distortion at 1kHz ( 35V. supply)
0.02% at rated oJtp-it.
Built, tested
and guaranteed

To:

SINCLAIR

£5.98

RACIONICS

LTD

ow. Imrtora

A4C

Price: £ 25 built and tested. Post free

LONDON

ROAD

Please send

ST.

IVES

Name

Address

for which Ienclose cash/cheque/money order.
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HUNTINGDONSHIRE

PE17

4HJ

Listening
to music in the home
When we listen we become engrossed in the
music and, with good equipment, we can often
obtain the same satisfaction that we would enjoy
in the concert hall. Of course, there are
differences between the real and the reproduced.
Many of these we recognise as such; we come
to terms with them and they do not intrude.
More serious perhaps are the distortions which
we do not consciously notice but which are
nevertheless continuously producing a
contradiction between the actual and the
imagined. They produce listening fatigue, a
condition detrimental to the true objective. These
distortions have little to do with the popular
conceptions of HI-FI or LO -FI sound; on the
other hand they have much to do with good or
bad engineering.

QUAD
for the closest approach to
the original sound

Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dept HFN
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Tel ( 0480) 2561.

ORA° is aRegistered Trade Mark.
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Hungary, the land of Liszt and Bartok,
Lehar and Kodaly, Hummel and Dohnanyi,
has produced a steady stream of
performing musicians to inject vital
energies into the world's musical
arteries. Here, the Philharmonia
Hungarica, musicians who
left their homeland during the 1956
uprising, are under the
guidance of fellow- countryman Antal
Dorati during the Decca recording
sessions for Haydn's Symphonies No.
49-56. Venue is the modern church of
St. Boniface at Marl in West Germany, a
building with pleasing acoustics
resembling those of the Maltings. These
recordings are reviewed by Peter
Branscombe in this issue.
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with the letter ' s', and for those who have
never studied another language this particular
fricative sound has an inbuilt and quite
automatic ' feel' of plurality. It is the selfevident way of distinguishing severalness from
oneness. Self-evident, that is, to someone
trapped in the assumptions of a particular
language culture, in habits interrupted only
rarely by isolated words like hippopotami.
Likewise, opera is generally performed on a
stage beneath aproscenium arch, and orchestral
music on a platform, the audience for both
being arranged in seats or boxes in front of the
performers. Because of this well-established
convention there is a tendency among music
lovers to regard the traditional seating configurations as self-evidently ' correct '—as
natural, in fact, as the plural ' s' seems to a
naïve Englishman. But whereas most of the
latter would admit the existence and validity of
other tongues and agree that languages do
change and evolve ( while perhaps still preferring
bureaus to bureaux), musical people are inclined
not even to consider the possibility of demographic upheavals in concert-hall or operahouse. ' Centuries of experience have produced
aperfect arrangement, so why change things?';
'Ilike to sit in comfort with the performers out
in front—don't upset this with outlandish new
ideas'; and so on.
Analogous things have been said in the sphere
of music reproduction—in relation to artificial
balances achieved by multi-miking and, more
recently, with concern for the ways in which
four channels may be used to ' distort' the
traditional spatial sound picture. Debates on
the best way to record sound-only opera have
rumbled along for years: x says that voices
should be brought closer as we cannot see the
singers, while y opines that they must remain
back with or even behind the orchestra. There
have been parallel tensions between hi-fi
purists who prefer simple Blumlein type
microphone arrangements and music critics
who have generally responded favourably to
the rather more analytically clear balance
achieved in commercial recordings. In the
meantime, high fidelity has become progressively less concerned with accurate reproduction of original concert- hall sounds and
more a matter of faithfulness to the balance

dictated—in his wisdom or folly—by the recording Producer. Now comes quadraphony,
with a potential to by-pass Producers by
recapturing the original atmosphere so realistically that ' imposed' balances are redundant; but
also offering fresh spatial possibilities for presenting of music in hitherto unconsidered ways.
These thoughts are prompted by two news
items in this issue ( page 879), concerned
respectively with a production of The Magic
Flute '
in-the-round' and discussions on the
aesthetics of quadraphony following an AES
lecture. The experiment with Mozart—albeit
in a small theatre—was in our judgement a
great success and showed clearly that at least
one type of opera is not forever dependent on a
conventional stage. Some of Benjamin Britten's
works for church performance are similarly
conceived in flexible spatial terms, and one
critic remarked of The Prodigal Son that its
recording really demanded four channels for a
proper effect—an effect dependent not just on
reverberation from the rear and sides, but on the
actual voices of similarly placed performers.
Now Britten is joined by at least one viable
piece of potentially quadraphonic Mozart, and
no doubt other fresh creations by living
composers and adaptations of established
works will follow.
The trend may even include purely instrumental music, for we must remember that only
2¡ lifetimes have passed since concert music
came out of the aristocratic salons into
rectangular halls housing substantial audiences.
It is largely an accident of architecture, social
life and musical organisation that we sit in rows
facing an orchestral platform, and as most
music heard in the 1970s will come from
loudspeakers in domestic rooms, it is arguable
that all three factors have changed so radically
as to justify an entirely new attitude to the
placing of sound sources. It has been reported
with horror that in gimmicky attempts to
exploit four-channel recordings, some American
companies may even offer string quartets split
totally between the four loudspeakers. But
such an approach may actually enhance
appreciation of Beethoven's profundities or
Haydn's humour, so let us not be too sure that
tradition has all the right answers, that there
cannot be a plurality of plurals in a multilingual world. Contents List inside front cover

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those for publication in our
correspondence sections being addressed to the Editor, and those carrying technical or musical queries, or
asking for advice on installation matters, marked for the attention of Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. ' Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our Readers' Problems feature at a
later date. We cannot guarantee a reply to letters without S.A.E.s enclosed.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about manufacturers ' products
when these details are available from the maker, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences
of any advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear and
concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and on
no account contain matter for the attention of other departments. Very particularly, please do not
send any money unless in response to a specific request from these offices or for purchase of advertised
Link House items such as the Audio Annual or Audio Talk. We regret that technical and editorial
queries cannot be answered by telephone.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound recording and reproduction
will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate. We are happy to advise would-be authors on matters of style,
length, etc.
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Don't buy Hi -Fi until you've compared UPL prices! Your
money can go much further than you'd think. You make big
savings on ahuge choice of all the latest models, all the best
equipment. Amplifiers, tuners, turntables, arms, cartridges,
loudspeakers, tape recorders, complete systems, accessories —
everything. Leak, Armstrong, Garrard, Shure,
Goodmans, Wharfedale, Ferrograph and many other
leading makes. There are magnificent facilities to
hear and test them all at the Unilet Centre, easy
parking too. Or order by mail. Send now for the
free UPL catalogue, and see how much you can
save! Simply fill in this coupon or ring.

r-

I To: UPL, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey.
Please send me yaur free Hi -Fi catalogue.
Name
Address
,
( HFN5
M'

you pay less with IR
Unilet Products Ltd., Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Telephone: 01-942 9567
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audio and record news
AES VISIT COMMAND STUDIOS
in Piccadilly were hosts to
the British Section of the Audio Engineering
Society on March 9th, the visit being primarily
for a lecture on the design of their quadraphonic recording equipment by the manager,
John Mosely. Previously occupied by the
BBC, the building was converted about a year
ago, so as to be as flexible as possible in operation, with 4-channel working as a standard
facility plus all the usual features such as noise
reduction, addition of reverberation, etc. How
this was achieved was described in detail with
the help of numerous block and circuit diagrams and the lecture was rounded off with
some 4-channel demonstrations, using four
speakers in the largest studio.
Light, choral and ' pop' items were played
and provoked lengthy discussion, particularly
about whether quadraphony should be used
for recreation of ambience or creation of new
musical effects. Other topics raised covered
the most desirable recording/replay formats,
whether the rear sounds should be of discrete
or random distribution, and the relationship
of the listener to the sound image, including
whether a single central image should result if
all speakers were fed with an identical signal.
Mr. Mosely indicated some dissatisfaction
with current results, but was investigating a
system which was expected to offer superior
performance.
Following the lecture, guided tours of the
building were given, covering the studios,
control rooms, editing and disc cutting facilities.
Apart from the neat and logical layout of the
equipment, visitors were impressed by the
universal lack of exposed interconnections and
general air of tidiness.
COMMAND STUDIOS

OPERA

various types of underworld; screens around
the orchestra became blocks of landscape—
with moving clouds projected above these and
right around the theatre as appropriate; a
couple of palm trees gave an Egyptian touch;
Papageno had a ladder from which to spy for
birds through some rather modern binoculars;
and lighting transported the scene between
night and day—with moving fire and water
effects in the ' cave'.
Both text and production emphasized the
comic element in this sublime Mozartian
pantomine, which was played, sung and acted
with such vitality and beauty that one could
only be completely bowled over. One RAM
lecturer declared it to be the best opera
production he had seen there during 20 years
of association with the Academy.
The extent to which success depended on
the ' arena' presentation is of course debatable,
though in this small theatre the resulting
closer contact between performers and audience

was helped visually by many slides illustrating
vibration-curves and instrument structure, and
aurally by recorded examples. The sonic aspect
was aided also by percussion students, who
demcnstrated on actual drums, cymbals and
other items.
The meeting was chaired by HFN/RR Editor
John Crabbe, who a month later gave a talk
of his own to students at the Royal Academy
of Music entitled ' Sound Alive—the qualities
of music on gramophone records', with
Arthur Jacobs in the chair. The various ways
in which acoustical ambience affects the quality
of musical sound were illustrated with taped
excerpts from commercial discs, in the belief
and hope that music students will in future
regard sound reproduction as one of their
serious concerns. The question of balance in
recorded opera was also discussed, particularly
with reference to the apparent nearness or
distance of singers. Unknown to J. C. as he
spoke, the Academy was even then preparing

Philips recording
session at Westminster Cathedral in
February. Several
Mozart Masses were
taped, with various
soloists and the LSO
Chorus and Orchestra
under Colin Davis.

IN THE ROUND

and possibly crucial event in
the history of opera took place at the Royal
Academy of Music in March: The Magic Flute
was presented ' in-the-round' by students. This
enthusiastic production, with four performances and two different castings on alternate
nights, employed an English version of the
libretto by W. H. Auden and Chester Kallman.
The event was thus doubly unique, involving
the first use of Auden's text in a UK production and the first performance in London
(possibly in the world?) of Mozart's masterpiece on a central ' stage' almost surrounded
by spectators.
The Academy's regular small theatre was
adapted specially for the occasion, with the
orchestra up on the stage instead of in the pit,
the central ' seating' area cleared for singers
and dramatic action, and the audience accommodated on tiered seating looking down
from the remaining three sides of the theatre.
Passageways through the audience gave access
to three exit doors, which were used for various
comings and goings. The doors themselves,
suitably labelled, became the three entrances to
Sarastro's Temple in the third scene. The pit
area beneath the orchestra served as acave and
A STIMULATING
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did seem to add significantly to everyone's
involvement. It has been said on several
occasions with rather peremptory finality that
opera in-the-round cannot possibly succeed.
Well, if this was failure we must start looking
forward to a few more disasters!
From the hi-fi point of view such changes in
the traditional modes of presenting music are
very suggestive—especially as we are now
moving into the age of quadraphony. Some
possibilities and implications are discussed
in the Editorial on page 877.
L.C.M. AND R.A.M. LECTURES
INSTRUMENTS and their acoustics
were discussed by Dr. W. H. George at a
BKSTS meeting held jointly with students
at the London College of Music on February
17th. Dr. George, aphysicist and an authority
on musical acoustics, outlined the modes of
sound generation in various percussion instruments—with special emphasis on the complexity and variability to be found in apparently
simple vibrations and their generation. He
PERCUSSION
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for a performance of opera ' in-the- round', as
reported above, thus helping to shatter the
notion that singers must necessarily be set
back with or behind the orchestra—and
underlining the need for a constant dialogue
between technicians and musicians.
APAE EXHIBITION
like success, and despite an
obvious and sincere feeling by the APAE that
their's is asmall and not very significant show,
with amateur organisers behind it, the standard
of presentation and especially the press facilities offered are quite excellent. This doesn't
account for the apparent popularity of the
show amongst exhibitors of course. Apparently
the second APAE Sound Exhibition to be held
at Camden Town hall was a sell-out and the
organisers are seriously thinking of a much
larger venue, the Bloomsbury Centre, for next
year's. This popularity is rather odd, for there
never were alot of visitors to APAE shows, and
this year, no doubt thanks to the postal strike,
fewer people than ever showed up. Amongst
NOTHING SUCCEEDS

At lastma chance to build genuine
hi-fi around tape cassettes...
By now, you will have read quite alot about
the new Dolby- processed, music cassettes
('Hi -Fi News' has talked about them
several times.)
And you will know that the range of
outstanding recordings available in this form
is steadily increasing.
What you will want to examine is whether
you are justified in incorporating a Dolby
System cassette deck, such as Bell & Howell's
Design 1700, in your existing disc- based hi-fi
system. You may even be considering starting
ahi-fi system based on music cassettes.
You will want to know the facts.
You will want to know the quality of
reproduction possible ... the range of
facilities the playing and recording equipment
offers ... the reliability of the engineering
... the availability of recordings ... and
advances in the technical quality of the
tapes.
Clearly, you must decide for yourself. Below,
we have tried to set out objectively what we
see as the current state of the art. We also
tell you how to find out where you can hear
Dolbyised cassettes played through the
Bell & Howell Design 1700.
What Dolby does

Record and replay sound level

Loud
component
of input

Loud output

\IVAN\ AMA
Quiet output
r\AAAN

Quiet
highfrequency
component
of input

Noise output
'nth Dolby

Jr .----,
Input to
tape deck

Input
Signal
processed by recorded
Dolby circuit on tape

Output
processed by
Dolby circuit

The Dolby System reduces the annoying
background noise or ' hiss' introduced in
tape recording. It does so electronically and
automatically. When the sounds are being
recorded, they are processed by the Dolby
circuit, which amplifies the low-level,
high- frequency sounds. When the tape is
played back, the signal again goes through
the Dolby circuit, which, in amirror- image
fashion, depresses the low-level,
high- frequency sounds. As it does so, it
depresses the hiss — and allows the original
signal to be faithfully reproduced from
the tape.

Dolby alone is not enough
Reducing the tape hiss removes one of the
major quality limitations of tape cassettes. But
that isn't enough. To make tape cassettes
into atrue high-fidelity medium, it is
necessary to reduce wow and flutter, and to
extend the frequency range. Up to now,

there has been little point in doing this
because of the noise limitation. But with
Dolby, it becomes worthwhile to apply
sophisticated electronics and precision
engineering to cassette recorders to improve
other aspects of their performance.
Bell & Howell have done just this with their
new Design 1700 stereo cassette deck.
Just how good is Bell & Howell's Design
1700?
Judge from the results below. Any
improvement on these figures is unlikely
to be audible.
Total harmonic distortion at OVU: 2.5%
Signal-to-noise ratio: 50 dB ( below OVU)
Frequency range: 20-15,000 Hz
Wow and flutter: 0.2%
Crosstalk: better than — 35 dB at 1 kHz
What Dolby cassettes mean to music in
the home
Mejor record companies are now issuing
Dolbyised music cassettes — cassettes which
have had Dolby processing applied during
recording. When played on aDolbyised tape
unit, such as the Bell & Howell Design 1700,
these provide very high quality sound from
the compact, convenient cassette format.
And of course you can
record your own
Dolbyised cassettes —
from live FM stereo
broadcasts, from
microphones, or from
your friends' tapes, building apermanent
library of high-fidelity recordings at very
reasonable cost.

What about chromium dioxide tape?
You (nay have heard of anew kind of
magnetic tape, available shortly, which is
coated with chromium dioxide to give a
greater high- frequency
sensitivity. It is essential
when recording on this
new tape to use a
recorder which has been
adjusted for it. Bell &
Howell's Design 1700
has asingle convenient
switch to change the
adjustment to suit
chromium dioxide
(Cr0 2)tape.
(Recordings on Cr0 2
tape made on the
Design 1700 can be
played back
satisfactorily on any
cassette recordar.) There is also aswitch to
switch out the Dolby circuit, when you wish
to play anon-Dolbyised cassette.

STD

Cr02

The Bell & Howell Design 1700
Bell & Howell's Design 1700 is astereo
cassette tape deck. It is designed to fit into
ahigh-fidelity system — alongside, or
replacing, aturntable. It plugs into your
amplifier or receiver. It has no power
amplifiers of its own.

a

e
The Design 1700 records and plays with the
Dolby System, in mono or stereo.
It costs about Ell 06
For literature on the Design 1700, or for a
list of selected dealers — any of whom will be
happy to arrange ademonstration —
simply post the coupon to:

Bell & Howell A- V Ltd
Alperton House.
eel"
Bridgewater Road, Wembley,
The availability of pre-recorded
Middx, HAO 1EG
cassettes means that acassette ---_,me,P— ,
topentet
e. etoStee
\
Telephone: 01-902 8812
tape deck can effectively \ we;ser
eti Se ‘e ee‘ 9
esreplace both aconventional \ el" Aeges'molbe
Dolby is a trademark of
tape deck and aturntable
Dolby Laboratories Inc.
within ahi-fi set-up.
Please send me full details of the Bell &
Howell Design 1700 cassette tape deck,
End the clicks and pops
and alist of dealers.
Tape cassettes are less vulnerable
D Plea:* send me details of other Bell &
than records to scratches, dirt and
Howell audio products.
damage. They don't need careful
cleaning. Using them eliminates
turntable rumble and acoustic feedback,
and their greater channel separation
gives abetter stereo image.
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Name
Address

BELL Ei HOWELL

HFN 1700,
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those that did, though, were BBC Radio
London who did several transmissions from
the exhibition, plus most of the well-known
names in P.A. A number of lectures had been
organised, too, including a most interesting
contribution from Mr. Kuehn of Bruel and
Kjoer who recounted a number of amusing
'incidents' involving their famous measuring
gear and some equally famous advertisements.
The P.A. at the exhibition was pretty good,
too, although it would have been appreciated
if one of the more public of the exhibitors
could have quietened down during the lectures.
From the point of view of design the P.A.
equipment offered is conservative, though
often no more so than the current massproduced stuff purporting to be ' hi-fi'. Some
of the tintinabulous tin horns are a bit of a
joke too, these days, but all-in-all P.A. gets
better and if the APAE can keep up this standard of exhibiting, and continues to raise the
standards of traders and makers alike, then
they can count themselves among the more
useful ' professional organisations'.

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS AT THE BKSTS

FESTIVAL AWARD
FROM MID-DAY to ten past one on the first day

of the Festival International du Son (see
page 882) the annual presentations of the
Academie Charles Cros were made. The
awards are made to record companies for
records released in the previous year that are of
outstanding artistic and technical merit. The
Grand Prix du Disque is one of these awards
where everyone seems to get something ( just to
avoid ill feeling?) and apart from the many
continental companies to receive commendations there were a number of prizes given to
British and American companies.
Both
Decca and EMI did well, the former receiving
awards for SXL6386 (Claudio Abado conducting the New Philharmonia Orchestra in
Brahm's Rena/do) and SET468 with SET468A
(Ernest Ansermet conducting the Suisse
Romande in the complete Firebird music by
Stravinsky). EMI received awards for four
records: a Chopin recital on ASD2577,
Messiaen's Vingt Regards on SLS793/2, Janet
Baker singing arias by Scarlatti and Monteverdi
on ASD2615 and Verdi's The Force of Destiny
on SAN260-3. RCA received an award for
their record of ' Rarely heard masterpieces of
the French Repertoir' on SB6834.

DEVELOPMENTS IN HIGH QUALITY audio ampli-

fiers were the subject of a lecture given to the
BKSTS on March 17th by John Linsley Hood,
who is well known as the designer of anumber
of circuits suitable for home construction.
Beginning with the pre-war period, he covered
the important trends that had since occurred
to permit higher output powers and increased
efficiency, together with much lower distortion
and noise. These included the use of push-pull
output, properly controlled negative feedback
and various forms of distributed load systems,
leading to the evolution of transistorised
circuits that can now yield considerably
improved measured performance over their
valved counterparts. However, despite the
insignificant steady-state distortion figures and
wide power- bandwidth that are now relatively
easily obtained, the speaker was not convinced
that these alone lead to satisfactory listening
quality. In fact, behaviour under transient
conditions driving loudspeakers of complex
impedance characteristics was sometimes noticably inferior compared with older designs
having only modest measured performance.
Mr. Linsley Hood described a new amplifier
circuit that he has evolved, using a combination of techniques and refinements to give
up to 75 W continuous at well under 0.01%
total harmonic distortion, together with a
non-oscillatory transient response under all
likely load conditions. It also features a
direct-coupled output and on demonstration
via KEF Concerto loudspeakers certainly
sounded excellent, though as pointed out by
the chairman, Frank Jones of HEN, without the
insertion of an output coupling capacitor
under otherwise unchanged conditions, it
was impossible to judge whether this (or
indeed any) aspect of the circuit offered any
audible improvement. This led to anumber of
questions on subtleties of design and the
meeting closed with the general feeling that
although amplifier performance was now
exceptionally good from atraditional measurement viewpoint, it should not be automatically
assumed that circuits would always be audibly
impeccable when handling music waveforms.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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WOLFGANG GROOVY MOZART

people, ever in search for
newer and more profound musical experience,
will be slipping on their Dr. Martin's and
hurrying round to their friendly neighbourhood
record dealers in kilo-heards. And what will
they be getting for their 50- penny pieces?
Something heavy ? Bubblegum ? No— Mozart's
40th symphony in fact. Spain, a country well
known for the sensitivity of its population, has
discovered that Mozart is worthy of a place
in the top 10, and EMI are expecting it to do
well here too. You don't get the whole thing;
well there isn't really room on a single,
especially when the B side is taken up with the

Hullabaloo Of The Butterflies, but a snippet
from the first movement is a step in the right
direction. The treatment remains faithful to
the original, the only change being the use of a
guitar in front of the orchestra. Harold Franz,
the producer, ought to get some kind of a
medal.
PINS APART
LAST MONTH'S article by A. Brainsby describing

a high quality magnetic pickup preamplifier
contained a small textual error. It was stated
that pins 1and 3on a DIN plug are 90° apart,
and that the earth and — 50 V lines used these
two pins. In fact the reference should have
been to pins 2and 3, which are shown correctly
in the circuit diagram.
APRS EXHIBITION
THIS MONTH sees the second APRS exhibition

of equipment suitable for use in professional
and semi-professional recording studios, etc.
The exhibition, to be held at the Horticultural
Hall, Westminster, is open on the 28th and
29th of May to engineers and others with a
professional interest, and tickets are available
from The Secretary, APRS, 3 Strathrae
Gardens, London, NW3 4PA. A full preview
and report will appear, respectively, in the
June and August issues of Studio Sound.

SENSITIVE YOUNG
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lecture in the AES programme on Modern
Developments in Cassette Recorders. To be
held at the Mechanical Engineering Department of Imperial College, at 7.15 p.m. on
Tuesday May 11th, the lecture will cover the
design and development of the best modern
domestic machinery and will include a number
of demonstrations on high quality ancillary
equipment.
MAY STUDIO SOUND

of studio monitor loudspeakers
appears in the May issue of our sister journal
Studio Sound, currently on sale. A recently
introduced monthly column, ' Studio Diary',
details the month-by-month activities of UK
and overseas studios. The Spendor stereo
amplifier is reviewed and the Sound 71 (APAE)
Exhibition reported.
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.1. N. EYRES OF Dolby Labs will give the next
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A BASEMENT IN TOOTING
LAST MONTH'S Editorial made passing reference

to an imaginary audio retailer-cum-manufacturer operating from a ' basement in Tooting'.
We intended to cast no particular aspersions
and chose Tooting almost by putting a pin in
the map; but it so happens that R.E. W. have a
shop there and were a little perturbed by the
implications. We assure Messrs R.E.W. and
their many customers that no connection was
intended, even though they do happen to use a
basement (for video equipment) in addition to
their excellent shop!
WILLMEX AND STAX PRODUCTS
APOLOGY,
this time to Messrs
Willmex Ltd. In the course of Frank Jones'
review last month of the P.W.B. Audio
electrostatic headset connector, it was stated
that Stax equipment is now ' handled by Unilet'.
This is incorrect; the firm in question is
Wilhnex.
(continued on page 899)
ANOTHER

WINNERS
I. R. P. Collett, 26 Norbury Road, Ipswich, IP4
4RQ.
2. D. V. Ford, 46 Wellington Avenue, Westcliffon-Sea, Essex, SSO 9XB.
3. S. F. Bramham, 14 Cedar House, Treeford
Close, Solihull, Warks.
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N icily cold
I
Seine than

Top: Queue outside the Palais d'Orsay.
Middle: Celestion ' Chamade' enclosure,
driven by a CX 1512 coaxial unit. Below:
B et W Model 70 loudspeaker in its dem
room setting.

weather (
much colder by the
by the Thames!) the 13th
Festival International du Son opened on March
4th at the Palais d'Orsay in Paris. For the
past two years this grand old hotel/disusedrailway-station has been threatened with
destruction, but in the French tradition of
well-timed procrastination it was reprieved by
order of the Minister for Cultural Affairs—
just in time for Monsieur Marc Boissinot,
Commissaire Général, to organise another
Festival on well-tried lines as reported by us in
previous years. The Minister, M. Duhamel,
opened the Show and also attended the proclamation and prize-giving for the Grand
Prix du Disque presented by Academie Charles
Cros. Details of latter are given in our news
section on page 881.
The entrance fee of 6 Francs (45p) entitled
visitors to: see and hear all or any of the
demonstrations and exhibits mounted in
support of over 120 audio and musical brand
names; to attend various lectures on technical
subjects; to witness aDiaporama display; join
the audiences for concerts of serious and
popular music; observe the French radio and
television authority (O.R.T.F.) in action in
various on-the-spot studios; and take a trip
up and down the Seine on a large boat—with
wine and ' live' music included, the latter from
a wind band housed in the prow. Foreign
visitors were allowed into the show free of
charge on showing their passports. A comprehensive catalogue cost an extra 3F, and a
stereo disc had been produced (28F) as in
previous years, comprising some setting-up
bands and aselection of musical excerpts from
recordings in the Char/in catalogue—of rather
variable quality.
Truly an international show, the exhibitors'
list included most hi-fi/audio names wellknown on the world market—from all over
Europe, and of course from Japan and the
U.S.A. There were anumber of small French
manufacturers not normally seen in the U.K.,
while Britain was represented by 26 names:
Alba, Audix, Brenell, B & W, Cambridge,
Celestion, Connoisseur,
Dynatron,
EMI,
Fidelity, Ferrograph, Garrard, Goodmans,
KEF, Kellar, Leak, Metrosound, Millbank,
Peak-Sound, Quad, Radford, Richard Allan,
Sinclair, SME, Transcriptors and Wharfedale.
Raymond Cooke of KEF had draped his
demonstration rooms with curtaining, only to
discover an inspection party on its way around
the hotel testing such materials for fireproof
properties. This was in accordance with new
regulations following the French dance-hall fire
tragedy of some months ago, and necessitated
complete replacement of materials at short
notice. Needless to say, the inspector was
followed by acontractor with all the facilities
to do a quick job at about £ 100 per room!
Whether because of the curtains we don't

know, but KEF were certainly producing some
fine sounds.
Quad (
not to be called Acoustical in Paris,
as the Dutch firm of Accoustical also has a
French agent) had been persuaded by their
Paris man to supply a new white version of
the ELS—perhaps to catch the French eye for
unusual appearances. Alas, some modern
white chairs and other items to suit the setting
didn't materialise ( or hadn't when we last
looked in), so it was acase of ancient Edwardian
gilt with modern Huntingdon brilliant white—
in fact pure white, in the ( sonically) uncoloured
Quad tradition.
Celestion had a display of drive units as
used in their present-day loudspeakers, with a
vintage 1926 model to illustrate progress—
and the persistance of one firm with a long
audio tradition. They also had the Chamade,
a ' joke' loudspeaker ( see photo) driven by a
CX1512 concentric unit.
The impressively bi-lingual Charles Rich,
agent for Dynatron, Transcriptors, Audix and
EMI-Sound, had a number of loudspeaker
systems based on EMI speaker kits, and in the
more flamboyant and noisy of his dem
rooms offered a ' total-effect' audio/visual
cocktail from a sort of discotheque control
desk: loud pop, multiple flashing coloured
lights, and ashower of bubbles from the ceiling!
Some other exhibitors employed moving light
displays to enhance their impact, though there
seemed to be fewer than last year.
Metrosound were showing a full range of
disc and tape accessories in addition to the
ST20 amplifier, while Brenell had their Type
19 professional tape deck—with some other
new items—and Alba had various amplifiers.
Other British participators either had nothing
not already known in the U.K. or were showing
items best covered in more detail in our Sonex
report next month—though of course we may
have missed some things through language
difficulties. One feature worthy of note was the
abysmally poor sound quality and pathetic
presentation evident in the Leak room. A
number of British visitors remarked on this,
and we could only offer the excuse that it was
quite as bad last year! We suggest that some
administrative cog in the Rank machine takes
alook at the overseas agencies.
In the main, exhibitors, products and sound
qualities throughout the Palais d'Orsay were
similar to those noted last year (see May 1970
report), with the usual French emphasis on
loud and gimmicky recordings reproduced via
peaky loudspeakers—but with occasional oases
of relaxed music, as for instance in the Elipson
and B & W rooms. We noted adistinct trend
away from tape as a sound source, with discs
dominating by a very large margin. Also, the
French seem in the main neither to have heard
of or, if they have, to understand fully the
Dolby-B system as applied to cassettes. For
instance, the agent handling the Kellar devices
really had little idea how they worked or what
they did! Possibly the future of tape, cassettes,
video, etc, is at present too uncertain in French
estimation to be worth promotion at an exhibition. Video tape recorders were also less in

1report from the
Palais d'Orsay in Paris
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evidence than last year. Despite this, a large
and keenly interested audience containing, at
9.30 on a Friday morning, afair sprinkling of
engineers, attended the Festival's opening
lecture by Sir Francis McLean of the EVR
Partnership. Sir Francis outlined the principles
of electronic video recording in what many will
regard as one ploy in a big forthcoming commercial battle between EVR and Philips/Sony.
The future guise of domestic video is at stake.
Other points of interest on exhibitors:
Siare, aloudspeaker firm, had astrobe display
to produce an apparently slow but deep cone
movement by means of a visual beat effect;
but no attempt was made to explain what was
happening, so that visitors looked astounded
when we held an English finger-nail against the
apparently slow moving cone to produce a
rapid buzz. Audiotec impressed us: with some
of the finest sounds yet heard from a French
loudspeaker ( most of which are rather appalling
by British standards), with the general quality
of their other products—including some
excellent electrostatic headphones, and with
the ruler-straight B & K response graphs taken
from their electronic items. Esart had some
spherical loudspeakers and a 250+ 250 W
transistor amplifier which was almost too
heavy to lift; we remarked that one would
never need the full power of the latter domestically unless driving quite exceptionally
inefficient loudspeakers—' Ah, but we have
some suitably inefficient speakers, come this
way'. The French firm Link (
nothing to do
with Link House) had an excellently thoughtout belt-driven turntable, with some cunning
damping and suspension.
The Belgian firm of Servo-Sound have now
perfected the feedback speaker/amplifier system
that failed to impress us two years ago; this
time we really were impressed. Employing
negative output impedance of the amplifier to
oppose and cancel the resistive component in a
moving-coil loudspeaker's impedance, thus
achieving total magnetic damping and control
of the coil motion, this version of a oncepopular system is based on new circuit ideas
evolved by Professor T. S. Korn of Brussels
University. The system can never become
unstable (a fault with earlier applications of
the idea), and by combining the resultant
practical elimination of the main cone resonance
with electrical correction of response at the
bottom end, it is possible to achieve quite
remarkably good bass from a very small
enclosure.
As the system depends on amplifier circuitry
to match a particular speaker load, it cannot
be offered as separate components. It therefore
comprises two speakers with built-in power
amplifiers and a matching control unit. There
are plans afoot to make these available in the
UK later this year, with an expected total
retail price of under £200.
Finally, the redoubtable O.R.T.F., but for
whose noble efforts the Festival du Son would
be a much less interesting and worthwhile
event. Not only are they always there in a
big way, but they manage to be so much less
formal and more flexible than would the BBC
in similar circumstances. Incidentally, O.R.T.F.
were supported in various ways by seven other
European broadcasting authorities—but guess
which major authority was absent! The
France Musique programme not only used the
Palais d'Orsay as its base from March 4th to
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Top: Studio ' console' assembled by
Charles Rich to demonstrate Transcriptor
arms, EMI speakers and other items.
Mid- left: Part of the KEF dem set-up.
Above: Orchestra tuning up on board ship
for atrip along the Seine. Left: A busy
moment at the reception desk. Bottomleft: Musical slant to Paine Marconi
display. Below: Relaxing in the Upson
room.
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cDUETTE
for lovers
ofpure 8ound

Duette offer a full range of stereo
systems, comprising top quality units,
carefully matched to give outstand . g
performance. Here are two examp:
DUETTE SYSTEM 4
This system features the Duette AT-460
AM FM stereo_tuner amplifier4ith 12 watts
RMS per channel output, frequency response
20-25,000 Hz, built-in multiplex and
sensitivity FM 2mV for 20 dB quieting. Two
Duette ARS-740 speakers are provided with
frequency range 50-18,000 Hz and handling
capacity 25 watts RMS. The turntable is the
BSR C137 shown below. All units finished in
Canadian Nut.
£165.58 complete.

DUETTE SYSTEM 2
Comprises Ductte SA- 400 stereo amplifier with 6
watts RMS per channel
output and 30-20,000
Hz frequency
response, two Duette
ARS-815 speakers with
frequency range 60-18,000
Hz, and BSR C137 turntable
complete with stereo
cartridge, in plinth with
tinted perspex cover.
All units finished
in Canadian Nui.
£78.87 complete.

Write for free leaflet containing full details of the complete range of Duette Audio Equipment and Silver Radios.
Sole U.K. Distributors: J. J. SILBER LTD., 11 Northburgh Street, London, EC1V OAU

9th, but made sure that listeners were very
much aware of this when announcing each
fresh programme.
On the Friday evening there was a two-part
concert in the Grand Salon, comprising a
lieder recital in the first half and a chamber
orchestral programme in the second—all live,
with stereo crossed- pair mikes trundled into
position before our eyes ( they seem to use
crossed-pairs for everything). But a large gap
had been left between the two parts of the concert so that any prominent musicians who
happened to be in Paris with an hour to spare
could be whisked along for interviews and to
give brief recitals. They managed to fill the
gap. On Saturday the same Salon was used
for a pop concert in good rowdy style—and
so on with recitals and concerts of one sort or
another throughout the Festival. Also on a
musical point, the Show includes acompetition
for anew composition—with handsome prizes.
L'O.R.T.F. had a special presentation of
television with stereophonic sound ( on video/
audio tape) and an experimental demonstration
of what we call quadraphony and they called
tetraphonie. The latter involved playing, to a
small audience, several four-channel recordings
made with various microphone arrangements
and replayed via corresponding alternative
loudspeaker layouts. Despite the word ' tetraphonie', a true regular tetrahedral version was
not included and the engineers in charge
seemed surprised and grateful to learn of this
approach, which has been discussed from time
to time in our sister publication Studio Sound.
Unfortunately members of the audience were
told in advance, at each stage, which configurations were involved, thus breaking a
simple basic rule of psychoacoustics by
predisposing subjects to listen selectively in
certain ways. Results as recorded on the
'voting' sheets were thus suspect, though we
tried hard to remain impartial and preferred
the two simplest arrangements involving a
pair of speakers to the front and another pair
to the rear—playing recordings made with
corresponding microphone layouts.
The stereo with television was interesting
but, as we commented to the organisers, likely
to create intense dissatisfaction with the conventional small TV screen stuck in the middle
of a wide and impressive stereo sound-stage.
With a straight shot of the orchestra ( playing,
in this case, Stravinsky's Ebony Concerto) the
contrast in size between visual and aural
images was slightly ridiculous, while panned
shots or zooms on to particular performers
without associated sonic close-ups were
irritating. We were not alone in feeling this
way, as at least one demonstration led to some
fairly heated French arguments about the
asthetics of sound and vision. But at least the
O.R.T.F. people had tried hard and were
willing to argue in public.
Despite its minor faults, the whole Festival
du Son is an example of people trying hard to
create a worthwhile and entertaining event.
Festival is indeed the right word, and as it
need not cost very much to stay in Paris for a
few days (some travel firms now do packagedeals of rail/hovercraft/rail with bed-andbreakfast for three days at £ 15), we recommend a visit to next year's show. The postal
strike prevented publication of advance details
this year, but we hope to be more helpful in
1972 (if the Palais d'Orsay is still there!).
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Below: Test instruments set up in the
Scheider room. Bottom-right: Setting
for the l'O.R.T.F, demonstration of
tetraphonie and TV with stereo sound.
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SEE THE SENSATIONAL NEW SONY KV132 OUB

Television

AT LIND-AIR
AUDIO SHOWROOMS

Sensational new British standard 13" UHF portable colour TV using
the TRINITRON system, the industry's latest development in colour
TV design. Sharper focus, greater brightness, all solid state circuitry
for greater reliability and durability. Covers UHF channels 21-68,
BBCI, BBC2, ITV colour and black and white programmes. Full
range of controls plus socket for earpiece supplied for private listening. Beautiful teak finish cabinet size I9e," • 13fr • 15f1". Weight
39Ibs. AC Mains 240v.
( Parabolic aerial as illustrated available as optional extra.)

PRia£199-75

LOW COSTSTEREO!

steelefeee,
STERIO
Selected

to

suit

any

SAVE MIER

.••ved- ,
re-

quirement and offered at
great savings.
LIND-AIR LA26 STEREO AMPLIFIER

A fantastic stereo amplifier made exclusively
for Lind-Air Audio. Represents considerable advance in solid state stereo amplifiers.
Inputs for gram and radio tuner and provision for direct tape recording. Beautiful
teak case with attractive front panel, featuring bass, treble, balance and volume controls, also on/off and stereo/mono switch.
Output 5 watts per channel.

LIND • AIR PRICE £ 22

Car:. & Ins. 50p. ( MODEL LA26P Magnetic
ca ,tridge input. £24. Carr. & Ins. 50o.)

SAVE OVER £7

SAVE over £26

SAVE over £ 16
Duette 616 Stereo amplifier, G
d 2025
with base and cover and a pair of Lind-Air
General Purpose Speakers.
Total Rec. Price £61.75

Carr. & Ins. £2

Carr. & Ins. a

SAVE over £29

SAVE over £ 18

Nikko TRM 40IC Stereo Amplifier, Garrard
SP25 Ill, base and cover, AT66 Magnetic
Cartridge, pair of Wharfedale Super Linton
Speakers, leads and plugs.
Total Rec. Price £ 128•20

Lind- Air LA.26 Stereo Amplifier, Garrard
3000 with base, pair of Lind-Air General
Purpose Speakers, leads and plugs.
Total Rec. Price £64.35

LIND-AIR PRICE £46

LIND-AIR PRICE £64

Duette SA400 Stereo Amplifier, Garrard
SP25 Ill, base and cover, ADC 220X magnetic stereo cartridge, pair of Wharfedale
Denton Speakers, leads and plugs.
Total Rec. Price £ 104.35

LIND-AIR PRICE £25.50

LIND-AIR PRICE £79

Carr. & Ins. SOp

,•

• ..7.9

Sansui 2000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier, G
d
SP25 Ill, base and cover, ADC 220X Magnetic Cartridge, pair of Goodmans Minister
Speakers, leads and plugs.
Total Rec. Price C169.84

LIND-AIR PRICE £ 139

Goodmans Maxamp 30 Stereo Amplifier,
Good mans Stereomax Tuner, G
dSL72B,
base and cover, ADC 220X Magnetic Cartridge, pair of KEF Cadenza Speakers, leads
and plugs.
Total Rec. Price £260-7I

LIND-AIR PRICE £88

LIND-AIR PRICE £ 199

Carr. & Ins. £2

Carr. & Ins. £ 2

SANSUI 200 AM/FM
MULTIPLEX STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIER
Offered by Lind-Air Audio, at aspecial low
price—limited number available. The 200
incorporates all of Sansui's sophisticated
audio know-how, and Lind-Air Audio make
it now possible for you to move up into the
world of professional stereo. Solid state
17 watts ( IHF) music power. Fully tunable
over Medium wave and VHF/FM Stereo.
Inputs for gram and tape, etc. and a wealth
of outstanding Sansui features—details on
request.
Rec. Retail Price £89.99

LIND-AIR PRICE £ 128

SAVE over £60

Teleton F2000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier,
Garrard SP25 Ill, base and cover, Sonotone
9TAHC Ceramic Cartridge, pair of Wharfedale Denton Speakers, leads and plugs.
Total Rec. Price £ I18.67

o

Armstrong 521 Stereo Amplifier, G
d
AP76, base and cover, ADC 220XE Magnetic
Cartridge, pair of KEF Celeste Speakers,
leads and plugs.
Total Rec. Price £ 152.35

Carr. & Ins. £ 2

SAVE over £30

MW OVER £38

GOODMANS AUDIO SUITE
MAXAMP 30 STEREO
AMPLIFIER AND MATCHING STEREOMAX TUNER

•

The ideal combination for really superb stereo.
Maxamp 30 provides 15 watts rms per channel and
the stereomax covers FM and MW wavebands. All
silicon transistor circuitry for reliability and
highest performance. Matching units size 54" x
104" X 74",
Rec. Price £ 137.52

LIND-AIR PRICE £75.60

LIND-AIR PRICE £99

P & P 50p

Carr, & Ins. LI

18-19, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1. Tel: 01-580 2255
25, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1. Tel: 01-580 7679
53, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1. Tel: 01-637 1601
94-96, UPPER PARLIAMENT STREET, NOTTINGHAM. Tel: 40403 ( STD 0602)
149, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4. Tel: 01-353 1419
7)

AKAI 17101 Stereo Tape Recorder
3 speeds. Output 4 watts per channel.
Stereo recording and playback. List £89.00
LINO -AIR PRICE £ 72.45
Carr. & Ins
I.75

LIND-AIR PRICE £72-45

Carr. & Ins. CI -75

SAVE OVER E1
Size only
8" X 5" x2f.
Sockets for
mike, remote
control, ear(
r.,
phone and AC
adaptor. Built in
6
speaker Complete with
microphone, and pouch and tape cassette.
Runs off four HP11 Batteries ( not supplied).
Rec. Price £ 19 75
LINO-AIR PRICE £ 16•98 P & P 30p

SAVE OVER MI
SANTO M88D
CASSETTE RECORDER
Piano style push buttons.
Fast forward
and rewind. Sockets
for mike, remote control, auxiliary, earphone, AC adaptor
and DIN connector.
Built in speaker. Size
5" x9" st 2j". Complete with mike, earphone, tape cassette, carrying case and
shoulder strap. Runs off five HPI 1batteries
(not supplied).
Rec. Price £28-25
LINO-AIR PRICE £24 & P30p

SW OVER £1

SANYO 10F892 PORTABLE FM/AM RADIO

7transistor plus one integrated circuit for excellent
FM
reception.
Covers FM 88-108 MHz;
AM 540-1605 MHz. Slide
rule tuning dial, rotatable
telescopic aerial. Complete with case and earphone. Size 3-ex 4¡" x
Hr. ( Batteries 4x HP7
not supplied.) Rec. Price
L10-35.
P & P 30p.

LIND-AIR PRICE £9.25

LIND-AIR AUDIO
Open: Tottenham Court Road 9-6 Mon to Sat ( Thurs until
Fri, 9-1 Sat: Nottingham 9-6 Mon to Sat ( Weds until 7.30)

s

SANYO M48M
CASSETTE RECORDER

SAVE over £30

SAVE over £25

Carr. & Ins £ 2

SAVE OVER

LIND-AIR PRICE £99

Carr. & Ins. £2

Carr. & Ins. £ 2

All transistor with output of 6 watts rms
per channel. Inputs for Tuner, Magnetic,
Crystal and Aux. Frequency response 3020,000 c/s.
Bass, Treble,
Balance and
Volume controls plus Tape monitor, Scratch
filter, Loudness and Stereo/Mono switches.
Socket for Stereo Headphones. Speaker
impedance 4-16 ohms. Size 134" x 101" x 4".
Rec. Price £ 2.974

li

AKAI 4000D Stereo Tape Deck

SAVE over £24

Teleton F2000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier,
Garrard 3000 with base and cover, pair of
Lind-Air General Purpose Speakers, leads
and plugs.
Total Rec. Price £ 88-85

o

The ideal stereo tape deck for use with
existing hi-fi stereo system
List £I39.954

Carr. & Ins. £ 2

SAVE over £24

DU ETTE SA.400 Stereo
Amplifier

LIND-AIR PRICE £90

LIND-AIR PRICE £45

Carr .& Ins. £ 2

eakl)
• •-

Sinclair 3000 Stereo Amplifier, Garrard
SP25 Ill, base and cover, Shure M3D Magnetic Cartridge, pair of Wharfedale Denton
Speakers, leads and plugs.
Total Rec. Price LI 16-38

AKAI
STEREO
TAPE RECORDERS
AT
SPECIAL
LIND-AIR
PRICES

Fleet

Street

6

9-6

Mon

All mail orders and
Dept HFN 5

enquiries to:

53 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.1.
Telephone: 01-637 1601

Far left: the finished speaker. Left: with grille
cloth removed. Below: as part oía complete
stereo system.

Edwin Form describes
ahigh quality loudspeaker
for home construction
T is generally advised that the budget for a
I
stereo system be divided into three roughly
equal sums, one each for the record player,
amplifier and loudspeakers. Thus £ 150 allows
£100 to provide the. signal and £50 to turn it
into sound. However, the prospective buyer
who follows equipment reviews and the
wealth of advertising in HFN/RR, and spends
his MO very carefully, can obtain an electrical
signal quality barely surpassed by even the
most expensive equipment, particularly since
the abolition of Resale Price Maintenance. It
is sad, therefore, that loudspeakers capable
of doing full justice to such performance are
just not available for £50 per pair. Most
buyers seem to settle for good quality bookshelf models, but for many the decision is
dictated simply by finance rather than considerations of space. With these thoughts in
mind the design described here is an attempt
to approach as closely as possible to the
performance of a £60 loudspeaker for £25.
The main characteristics of recent designs
in the £60 class can be summarised as follows:
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Please send me full information on the
SHURE V-15 Type II. ( Improved)
HF
Name
Address

...even in the price

P
A

SHURE V-15 Type TI
(Unproved) SUPER—TRACK
w.th bi—radial elliptical
sty:us ( 0.0002' x 0.0007')
—15 ° tracking — unigLe
"flip-action" built—in stylus guard.

Shure Electronics Ltd.

L-J 1=1 E

L84 Blackfriars Rd., London SE1. Tel: 01-928 3424
888

-

(i) Very smooth uncoloured mid-range
with no tendency to over-emphasise any
particular part of the spectrum.
(ii) Top response extending beyond audibility, with brilliant transient attack and
good damping, reflected in a lack of
sibilance. The treble radiation covers a
fairly wide angle evenly.
(iii) Good sound source integration, avoiding disconcerting movements with frequency which tend to draw attention to
the speaker, particularly when coupled
with high frequency beaming.
(iv) Firm bass with a good downward
extension, lacking the plummy character
of some earlier large reproducers. It is
not unknown for such speakers to be
accused of lack of bass by ' pop' fans,
who usually leave the room for air
when treated to a whiff of organ pedal.
The expedient adopted in achieving ( i) by
many manufacturers is to use a special midrange unit, but the author felt that for £25,
three- unit systems would place unacceptable
quality limits on each drive unit. The major
problem therefore was to decide which of the
two units should be given the lion's share of
the middle. By setting the crossover around
1kHz a fine upper mid-range performance
was possible using either the KEF T15 or
Celestion HF 1300 mid/high frequency units,
but in order to radiate effectively at midfrequencies, these have diaphragms rather
large for really outstanding extreme treble
performance. This is reflected in an increased
tendency to sizzle voice sibilants and some
beaming of the top-end when compared with a
purpose-designed tweeter such as the KEF
T27. On the other hand, with the crossover at
3-5-4 kHz the T27 could be used, thus ensuring
good performance ( ii); but then a very sophisticated bass/midrange driver becomes necessary, having a peak-free response to at least
one octave beyond this.
This dilemma was effectively settled at the
writer's first acquaintance with one of the EMI
range of elliptical loudspeakers, the 14 x9in.,
14A/770C. Sensibly flat to about 8kHz and
falling fairly rapidly thereaftér, this speaker is
large enough for effective bass performance
and has a rather superior cone of glass fibre
laminated material with good acoustic opacity,
promising an easy solution to the problem of
cabinet reflections passing through the cone.
The centre of the cone is an aluminium ellipse
largely responsible for the smooth mid-range
response and the unit has plenty of magnet;
the magnetic circuit including the end-plates
and pole piece weighs around eight pounds.
After deciding to use the EMI with the T27,
the job of blending their excellent qualities
without marring them at the crossover was
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The superlative...

The MS 077 (£ 29.00)— smallest of the range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspeaker systems.

...in the diminutive.
Just as stature is not of height alone, nor grandeur solely of size, so quality is
open to all who seek after it in the lights of their respective circumstances.
For those whose pursuit of excellence in sound reproduction must yet recognise
limitations of space or of means, we are happy to offer in our new MS 077 model
a loudspeaker system affording truly ' multum in parvo'. If your standards lean
towards the idealistic, insist on hearing it—any authoritative Dealer will be
proud to give you a demonstration.

Mordaunt-Short Ltd

The

Courtyard

Heath

Road

Petersfield Hants. Tel. CS.T.D. 07301 4761

r
F7se

send me details of the full range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspe7:71
systems and the name and address of the stockists nearest to:
Name

Address
HFN5
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1

C5
begun by first wiring up to a KEF DN9 network. It was obvious as the system radiated
the first bars of a familiar recording that
improvement would be difficult. The addition
of a 50 ohm potentiometer across the tweeter
was enough to tame its efficiency, allowing a
good balance in any surroundings. More
careful examination of the crossover performance failed to reveal any serious drawbacks; in particular, injecting successive
'spikes' of frequencies around and within the
crossover area showed no tendency for the
apparent sound-source to jump about ( performance factor ( iii)) provided the listener was
more than three feet from the speaker and the
phasing marks on crossover and loudspeaker
units were adhered to. All-in-all the results
with this simple ( and cheap) little network
were amajor stroke of luck.
The cabinet employed is a sealed box of
in, high density chipboard with external
dimensions 33 x 16 x101 in., giving an internal
volume of about 24 cu. ft.
An exploded
diagram gives the general layout in fig. I, with
dimensional and other details in fig. 2. The
method of jointing can be decided by the
constructor, but simple butt joints are sufficient,
provided these are generously glued with agood
woodworking adhesive (e.g. Evostik Resin W)
and pinned with a 14 in. oval brad every 2in.
of joint length. The joints should be reinforced with 1in, square softwood strips glued
and pinned along their entire length, while the
front and back panels sit on 1in, square
softwood frames. The back panel should be
flush with the sides but the front panel needs
to be set back jin. from the front to accommodate a decorative grille. Softwood 1in.
quartering cross-members are glued and pinned
from side-to-side at two points, and a 6in.
wide piece of jin. chipboard is cut to wedge
firmly from front to back and glued and pinned
in place.
The simplest way to make the enclosure is
to assemble it first as a complete structure.
The positions of the cross-members should be
carefully marked inside and out so that they
can be hit with the pins when these are driven
in from outside. Then fill all gaps with plastic
wood or exterior grade Polyfilla and leave to
dry out thoroughly (over-night). Next, the
position of the drive units on the front panel
should be marked and the baffle holes cut.
The units are mounted on the front surface
of the front panel, with the T27 aperture
rebated so that the fixing flange is flush with
the panel. The EMI aperture is cut so that the
chassis members just enter the gap but the
entire back surface of the fixing flange butts
against the panel. A thin felt gasket should be
glued all round the aperture to ensure a good
seal. The positions of all fixing screws should
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PERFORMANCE DETAILS
Power handling capacity
Frequency range
Crossover frequency
Impedance ( nominal)
System resonance (approx.)

22 watts RMS
30 Hz-20 kHz
4kHz
8ohms
40 Hz

COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS (per speaker)
Drive units, etc.
Bass/mid range unit ( 14 x9in. elliptical)
(Available from EMI Sound Products Ltd., Blyth Road, Hayes, Middlesex)
Tweeter unit
Crossover network
Input sockets
50 ohm potentiometer (5watt wirewound)
Wood
Chipboard, tin. high density:
314 x104 in. sides
16 x104 in. top and bottom
314 x144 in. back and front
6x8! in. back-to-front cross- member
Chipboard, 4in.:
311 x14j in. grille frame
Softwood:
1in. quartering ( for reinforcing all joints plus two side-to- side cross- members)

EMI type 14A 770C
KEF type 127
KEF type DN9

two
two
two
one

oft
oft
oft
off

one off
20 ft. ( approx.)

Sundries
Wood glue ( Evostik Resin W or equivalent)
Cotton wool (one pound)
Wire, solder, fixing screws, 1+ in. oval brads, etc.

be marked and pilot holes drilled, as chipboard does not take kindly to woodscrews.
Finally, vacuum-clean the interior thoroughly.
After veneering or otherwise finishing the
enclosure and drilling holes for the input
sockets and the threaded boss of the treble
control potentiometer, the components should
be assembled as follows.
With the drive units and input sockets outside the enclosure and the crossover network
and potentiometer (connected as in fig. 3)
inside, wire up through the various apertures.
Insert the input sockets and the treble control
into their respective holes with a little wood
glue to form a seal. ( If at a later date it is
necessary to remove them, it will be found easy
to twist them free as Resin W does not adhere
to metal or plastic.) The crossover unit and
wiring should then be securely fixed to the
cross-members with insulating tape.
It is then necessary to fit the enclosures with
absorbent lagging and the author personally
favours ordinary cotton wool. The cabinets
need a one pound packet each. Unroll the
wool and leave it in awarm place for an hour
to swell after being crushed in the packet.
Then staple it in place as shown in fig. 4,
leaving no loose folds near the rear of the bass
unit or these could foul the cone and be
audible. Lastly, insert the loudspeaker units
and screw down, preferably using Pozidrive
screws as one slip here could knock the budget
for six.
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The decorative grille is a piece of 4in.
chipboard cut tin. smaller than the front
panel on both dimensions; the centre of the
sheet is cut out to leave a 14 in. frame and a
suitable cloth ( Vynair or Tygan) is stretched
over and stapled from behind. The panel can
be fixed in place using Velcro dress fastener, or
dowels may be glued in holes drilled in the
front panel and corresponding holes drilled
in the grille frame, giving a push fixing. Any
looseness of the cloth should be cured by
cautious application of heat from an electric
fire, when the cloth will shrink.
A few quick checks, then set the treble
potentiometers for best balance on known
recordings, and sit back and listen. The
results may well amaze! The overall sound is
crisp and remarkably uncoloured; bass performance is very good and organ pedal notes
most convincing. The transient response is
truly excellent and the stereo image equals
anything heard by this writer. No doubt
side- by-side comparisons with commercial
systems in the £60 class would reveal differences,
but the sheer realism with some of the better
recordings, particularly those with a ` stagey'
setting, would indicate that the difference
cannot be great. The complete speaker's
technical specification may be summarised as
in the Table, and details of components and
materials are given in the parts list. Photographs show the finished versions, one with
the grille cover removed.

Why? . . . because people like you enjoy assembling Heathkit Hi -Fi. You
too can join the millions of satisfied Heathkit builders who have discovered
the way to build better products than they could buy . . . have fun . . . and
enjoy substantial savings in the process. No special skills required to assemble Heathkits . simply follow the wonderful step-by-step construction
manual. Your first step is to send for the free Heathkit Catalogue and discover
the unique satisfaction you get from building the best.

- - -

3

Schlumbarger Company

Please send me FREE catalogue.

HEATHKIT SHOWROOMS
London Heathkit Centre, 233 Tottenham Court Road.

NAME

Open Monday to Saturday, 9 am-6 pm. Phone 01-636 7349

ADDRESS

Birmingham Heathkit Centre, 17-18 St. Martins House, Bull
Ring.
Open Tuesday to Saturday, 9am-6 pm. Phone 021-643 4386

HEATH ( Gloucester) LTD, GLOUCESTER, GL2 6EE.

Gloucester factory Showroom, Bristol Road, Gloucester.

03/5/71

Open Monday to Saturday, 9am- 5 pm.
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ON'T get me wrong—used properly the
comparator is a useful device, enabling
the dealer to demonstrate different sets of
equipment easily and without having to waste
time connecting up. The dealer gains in time
(and therefore money) saved and the customer
can gain in being able to have a quick comparison between different combinations of
equipment.
For those who have not yet met it, the
'comparator' is a central deck that enables
the dealer to connect different signal sources
via various amplifiers to different sets of
speakers, easily and quickly.
It would seem at first glance that both the
dealer and the customer gain and that there is
no disadvantage. I will explain why I say
'beware' by describing how Iwould set about
selling an inferior speaker using this device,
assuming my conscience would let me.
The unsuspecting customer would arrive and
ask to hear a speaker of excellent repute.
'Certainly sir', I would say, ' but first you
ought to hear the Music Master' (
or whatever
other exotic name I might give it). ' This
speaker represents the best value for money
available today and has many advantages over
the one you have asked to hear.' Iwould not,
of course, explain that the main advantage I
had in mind was that it gave me more profit
on the sale than the reputable speaker would—
despite its lower price, for it is produced in my
back shed.
Iwould then play the customer two or three
minutes of music at a fairly high volume while
extolling the merits of the Music Master. Then
a short listen to the speaker he had asked to
hear played at a lower volume and back to the
Music Master for another comparison.
Iwould then suggest that the customer might
like to compare some of the other excellent
speakers in the showroom with the Music
Master so that he could hear its remarkable
quality in comparison.
Again, the other
speakers would all be played at alower volume
and for short periods only, while each time I
returned to the Music Master we would linger
and 'enjoy' its ' smooth, clear response'.
It would, of course, be easy to ensure that
the Music Master was played at a higher level
than all the others, as being an inferior speaker
it would not be so heavily damped and would
therefore give more sound output from the
same setting of the volume control—a possible
exception here being horn-loaded speakers,
which Iwould not have in stock!
Another precaution Icould take would be
to ensure that there were faults on the programme material that would show up on all
the good speakers, but would not be reproduced by the Music Master.
It would not, for instance, reproduce much
surface noise or tape hiss. Why should it?
Tweeters are expensive and would not therefore be added to this speaker. Neither would
it reproduce rumble. To do this a certain
amount of bass response is needed, and again
the Music Master has no pretensions in this
direction either ( or rather it has the pretensions
but not the ability).
The unfortunate customer then finds that he
is subjected to short periods of listening to
various decent speakers when he can hear all
the hiss, rumble and other noises alternated
with longer periods of listening to the Music
Master without these distractions. Before long
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Beware the
Comparator
or whatever
other name
the çieaer
has tor it.
by John Shuttleworth

he begins to use the Music Master as the
standard by which to judge the other models
and thinks a speaker ' good' only in so far as
it sounds like the Music Master.
When the customer hears that it only costs
about two-thirds the price of the other decent
893

speakers around he is delighted at being able
to buy the ` best' speaker so cheaply and goes
happily on his way with a pair of Music
Masters to use with his stereo system.
The chances are that he will remain happy
with the speakers for some time, as they have
some advantages. As Ihave mentioned, they
are not very critical, and poor programme
material can sound quite pleasant on them.
He would not need a very expensive record
deck as he does not hear the rumble, and even
acheap transistor amplifier wouldn't sound too
nasty as the hiss would be less noticeable.
The customer would, however, have paid far
more for the speakers than they were worth
and would be led to believe that he was getting
'hi-fi' on the cheap. Variations on this method
can be used to sell any item of equipment in
the hi-fi chain and this is why Isay beware of
the comparator.
What is one's defence against this sort of
salesmanship? First, the customer should if
possible listen to real live music to get some
standards by which to judge. When he gets to
the show- room he should insist that each item
to be demonstrated has the same length of
time, and he must not allow the salesman to
keep switching back to any particular item. If
a poor disc is being used he should ask for a
better signal source to be found. Where
possible a customer should take a disc or tape
of his own as this can be a help. Itreat any
evasive tactics by the salesman with the gravest
suspicion and am not prepared to be fobbed
off with lame excuses.
Ivisited ashowroom some time ago to hear
some ' remarkable new speaker enclosures'
which were very expensive and claimed to be
the best on the market. I took along some
tapes of music Iknew well and asked for these
to be played. There was only one tape machine
in the showroom and it was unable to cope
with the tapes Ihad taken, so Ihad to be content to listen to reproduction from disc.
The new speaker was compared with a number of others in the showroom, using the
method described earlier, and after a few
minutes of this I began to feel that my first
unfavourable impression may have been wrong.
To make sure, Iasked if we could have acomparison with the Quad electrostatics standing
at the side. The salesman regretted that this
was not possible as ` the leads for the Quad had
been lost'. Ileft in disgust.
Ihad occasion to visit the same showroom
again recently with a group of people interested in hi-fi, and this time another speaker
was given the same sort of demonstration.
This was asmaller, cheaper model than on the
previous occasion, but again after a few
minutes of ` the treatment' l began to think,
as did the rest of us, that it was quite a good
little speaker. Once more Iasked for a comparison with the Quads, but was told it ' would
take too long to connect them up'.
The sad thing about this visit is that Iam
pretty sure that the salesman has convinced
himself, by his demonstrations, that the
speaker he is trying to sell really is better than
the reputable speaker he is comparing it with.
He certainly seemed to speak with sincerity and
conviction, and I am sure that many of the
group there really believed what he said.
So, as Isaid at the beginning, whether you
are adealer or acustomer, Beware of the Comparator.

MERROW SOUND of Guildford offer you

DISCOUNTS
Demonstration

MORO!

Fast efficient
Post Free
"MAIL ORDER
SERVICE

S UK! or...TD..„..=11

Rooms P,det?
Service Dept. on
Premises Pgge
Merrow
Cash Price

Merrow
Cash Price

AMPLIFIERS
*Armstrong 521 Teak Cased .. £45.75
Bang & Olufsen Beolab 5000 .. £ 148.00
*Cambridge Audio P40
£70.00
*Ferrograph F307
£50.00
'Leak Stereo 30+ Chassis .. £46.00
Leak Stereo 30+ Teak Cased .. £50.50
'Leak Stereo 70 Chassis .. [55-75
Leak Stereo 70 Teak Cased .. £60-00
Leak Twin Case (Teak) .. £ 10.25
•Metrosound ST 20
..
£30.00
*Quad 33 Control Unit .. £39.00
*Quad 303 Power Amplifier .. £49-00
"Rogers Ravensbrook Mk II Cased £41-50
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk II Chassis £
36-25
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased .. £50-50
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis .. £47•50
*Sony TA1010
£59•75
Sony TA I144
..
£94-75
*Sugden Ail Cased ( Class A) .. £55-50
Sugden A51
£63-00
Sugden C51
[41-50
..
£57-50
'Trio KA 4002

'Sony STR 122 .. . £52.50
*Sony STR 222L
..
£87.75
*Sony STR 6040 .. .. £82.50
'Tandberg Huldra 9
..
£ 125-00
*Wharfedale 100.1
£ 115-00
*Bang & Olufsen Beograin IOW.. £46.90
°Bang & Olufsen Beograrn 1500.. £87-75
'Bang & Olufsen Beogram 1800.. £63-50
*MR McDonald MP60 Plinth and
Lid
..
.
£21•75
BSR McDonald MP60 Chassis .. £ 13-50
BSR McDonald 610 Plinth and Lid C16•00
BSR McDonald 610 Chassis .. [ 17.50
Dual 1219
£50.00
Dual 1219 Shure .
1:191 .
L59-50
Dual 1209
£
35.75
G
d401
..
£32-00
•Gd AP76
£24.S0
G
d SL72B
..
G
d SL75B
..
£33-00
G
£42-00
Goldring GL75 with Plinth and
Cover
..
£43-50
•Goldring GL75 Chassis .. • . £32-50
Goldring GL69/II with Plinth and
Cover
..
£33.00
Goldring GL69/Il Chassis .. [22-50
•Sonab
£67.95
•Thorens TD150AB Plinth and
Cover
..
.
£46.50
Thorens TDI50A Mark II Motor
and Arm
£39.50
Thorens TD125
£65.50
Philips GA202;11 Electronic .. £55 00

TUNERS
Armstrong M8 Decoder £8.00
Armstrong 524 FM
..
£33.00
Armstrong 523 AM/FM
£44.00
Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 5000/11[107.75
'Leak Stereofetic FM Teak Case.. £6200
Leak Stereofetic Chassis .. £56.50
Quad FM Ill Stereo .. £6900
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis .. £39-75
Rogers Ravensbrook Cased .. £43-00
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis .. £52.00
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased .. £5600
`Sony ST8OF
..
£49.50
'Sony ST 5100
..
£99.75
Sony ST 5600
..
[63.75
*Sony ST 5000F .. £ 112-00
Sugden FM
[
64-50
Trio KT 1000
..
£40.00
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525 FM
..
£77.50
°Armstrong 526 AM/FM
£87.00
Armstrong M8 Decoder ( required
for stereo) .. £8.00
*Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 1000 £ 104.75
°Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 1200 £ 109.75
'Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 1600 £ 126-50
•Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 3000 £ 143.50
•Dynatron HFC9I ( including GL75
Unit and Cartridge) .. £ 179-50

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
Decca Mark IV 4RC
[ 14-85
Decca Deram
£4.75
*Goldring G850 ------¿S-00
Goldring G800
£7.50
*Goldring G800E
£ 1200
Goldring G800 Super E .. £ 19.75
*Ortofon SL I
5E wth transformers £28.75
'Shure M3DM
£5.75
Shure M31 E
.
£9.75
'Shure M44-7
£9•00
*Shure M55/E
..
£ 10-75
'Shure M75E11 .. £ 16-50
'Shure M75E11 .. £ 16-50
Shure M75 6
..
£ 12-50
'Shure VI5'11 Improved .. £30-25
REPLACEMENT STYLI
Goldring G850
.

£3-50

Merrow
Cash Price
Goldring 0800 ..
Goldring G800E
Goldring GBOOSE
Shure N75E.1/11
Shure N75E/II
Shure N75/611
Shure N55/E
Shure N3I/E
Shure VNI5/11
PICK-UP ARMS
•Goldring Lenco L75
Goldring Lenco L69
'SME 3009 and SI Shell
SME 3012 and SI Shell
CABINET SPEAKERS
•Bowers & Wilkins DM I
'Bowers & Wilkins DM3
•Celestion Ditton 120 ..
•Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Goodmans Maxim
*Goodmans Minister ( Pair)
*Goodmans Magnum Kill
"Goodcnans Mezzo
'KEF Chorale ..
•KEF Cadenza ..
'KEF Concerto .. . •
'KEF Cresta ( Pair)
'Leak Sandwich 200 ( Pair) • .
*Leak Sandwich 300 ( Pair) • •
'Leak Sandwich 600 ( Each) . •
Lowther Acousta Cabinet ..
Lowther Acousta with PM6
Lowther Acousta with P147 • •
*Quad Electrostatic
"Sonab 0A4
Sonab OAS
"Tannoy Ill LZ
Tannoy Lancaster Gold 12 Teak
Tannoy Lancaster Gold 15' Teak
'Wharfedale Triton ( Pair) ..
'Wharfedale Denton ( Pair) ..
'Wharfedale Super Linton ( Pair)
*Wharfedale Melton ..
'Wharfedale Dovedale III
*Spendor BC'

£3-50
£8.50
£12•75
£10-50
£10.50
[6-75
£7-75
£7.75
£13.50
£10-50
£7•50
£27.97
£29.75
[26.50
£53-00
£40-00
£25-50
£17•00
£42-00
£35-00
[26-25
£30-50

net»

£47-00
£45-00
£42-00
[55-50
£41-50
[25-50
£45-50
£57-50
£57-50
£45-00
[58-00
£33-75
£46-50
£52-00

Merrow
Cash Price
Wharfedale Uno 5 Kit
£20.25
Wharfedale Super 8RS/DD Chas. £7•50
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD Chas.[11•75
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 4000
£ 10200
'Akai 4000D
[7100
*Akai 1710L
[67.50
•Tandberg 1800 Stereo Deck .. £62.75
'Tandberg 304IX
Ferrograph 704
..
[ 179.50
'Sony TC 366
..
£ 110-00
Sony TC 252D ( Stereo Deck) .. £72.75
Sony TC 252 (Stereo) ( Also TC
252W)
[9915
Sony TC 266 ( Stereo Deck) .. £85•75
Sony TC 127 . .. £69.75
Revox 1102
..
£ 180-00
HEADPHONES
•Beyer DT 100 • •• • £ 11.75
"Beyer DT 485 . •• • £ 30.00
'Beyer DT 480 .... £26.00
'Koss PRO 4A • •. • £ 19.50
*Koss K6
...
•
£ 10.50
*Koss KO 727B • .
• • £ 14.50
°Koss PRO 4AA.
• L24.00
•Koss ESP6 ( Electrostatic). • £ 39-50
'Koss ESP9•
•
£ 60.00
.
£8•40
'Trio HSI•
'Trio HS2.
•
[6.75
MAGNETIC TAPE
B.A.S.F. OH or Dynarange 5" .. £ 1.25
51"
LI.57
£2.25
White Box 5" 3 Boxes• . £2.25
51" 3 Boxes• . £2-75
7" 3 Boxes
£3•75
COLOUR TELEVISION
Bang & Olufsen 26 inch .. £ 128
Bang & Olufsen 22 inch .. £359
Tandberg 22 inch ..

elm

£33-00
£42.50
£27-00
£32•75
£59-00

Installed and Guaranteed up to 25
miles from Guildford.
*FIRST CLASS SERVICE
•FULL FREE LABOUR
GUARANTEE
•FULLY EXPERIENCED
COLOUR ENGINEERS
'COLOUR RENTAL
SERVICE

SPEAKER UNITS AND KITS
Lowther PM6 Dr;ve Unit .. £20.00
Lowther PM6 Drive Unit Mark II £22-00
Tannoy 15- Monitor Gold Chassis [37-50
Tannoy Ill LZ Monitor GoidChas. £27.00
Wharfedale Unit 3 Kit .. £ 10.75
Wharfedale Unit 4 Kit .. £ 14.50

MAIN AGENTS FOR BANG & OLUFSEN, KEF, QUAD, SONY, and TANDBERG
ITEMS MARKED • are always on demonstration with comparator facilities. ( Subject onlytoavailability.)

All prices are correct at time of going to press
but are subject to alteration without notice.
ALL ITEMS NEW AND GUARANTEED

PERSONAL SHOPPERS

SERVICE

EASY TERMS

Merchandise is offered at the above prices for cash and carry purchases.
Barclay Card facilities are available. Cheques can be accepted if backed by
Bank cheque card. We are equipped with quiet, comfortable demonstration
rooms, simulating a home environment, first class facilities for switched
comparisons between different makes of equipment, and our sales staff are
fully qualified service engineers who know their subject. We are open
9.30 to 1p.m. and 2 to 5.30 p.m. daily including Saturday, close at 1p.m.
Wednesday.
LATE NIGHT OPENING
LARGE CAR PARK
FRIDAY 7.30 to 9.30 p.m. ( till the end of May)
IN REAR

We
have
a
fully equipped
Service
Department and
top flight engineers.
All
repairs are
carried out on
the premises.

For personal shoppers at above
prices. Credit Sale facilities are
readily available. Payments can
be extended up to 2 years and a
deposit of one-third is required.
Prior arrangement is necessary.
Barclay Card facilities are also
available. Full details on request.

MAIL ORDER
All stocks offered are available on
prompt despatch mail order. Cash
with order or Barclay Card
facilities (details on request).
PRICES QUOTED CARRIAGE
PAID ( U.K. only).

IVIERROIP/ SOUND of Guildford

Dept. NMERROW SOUND LTD., 205 EPSOM ROAD, MERROW, GUILDFORD, SURREY. Tel.: 0483 64171
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An investigation of obscure aircraft effects on TV
(and possibly VHF/FM) reception by Adrian Hope

THIS may or may not be Part 1of atwo-part
1 ' problem
and answer' article. So far
only the problem and some pointers in the
direction of a possible answer exist, so only
Part 1has been written. Unfortunately Ihave a
nasty feeling that a complete answer doesn't
exist and that Part 2may thus never appear.
In some respects the whole question of
environmental pollution is getting to be a
colossal bore. Up to apoint public interest in
something that has been swept under the carpet
since at least early in the 19th Century ( Ihave
come across reasonably reliable evidence that
as long ago as 1829 it was impossible to grow
ferns and mosses in the E.I area of London, due
to factory smoke) is valuable in getting a
problem talked about. But there comes atime
when the whole thing ' goes over the top', the
public lose interest and the problem goes back
under the carpet.
The present and future effects on our bodies
of aircraft noise and exhaust fumes is well worn,
but what isn't so well worn is the effect of
aircraft on VHF and UHF reception. And that
is the problem referred to above.
Although for reasons which should soon
become clear the present article is concerned
primarily with interference affecting TV
reception on the UHF bands, Ithink it is of
relevance to HEN/RR readers for at least two
reasons. Firstly, Ilike to think that if anyone in
Britain is going to view TV selectively on good
and well-adjusted equipment it is most likely to
be readers of a journal like this. Secondly,
although the interference effects are most
widely experienced ( and are providing most
surprises) on UHF TV reception, it is virtually
certain that comparable and related effects are
felt but not always recognised on VHF/FM
radio reception—indeed, the redoubtable Austin
Uden has commented on related FM reception
problems from time to time. And of course
they have always been experienced on VHF/TV
reception—especially in fringe areas. So, even
if you do not own aTV set, please bear with me
long enough to see that what is happening now
on the UHF bands suggests that, if present
trends continue, the time could come when all
VHF and UHF reception will have to be received
via piped direct connection, i.e. in the same way
that signals are piped into a few areas where
there is a no- reception pocket due to natural
terrain, etc.
As a brief recap, let's remember that—to
simplify things very considerably—the longer
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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radio waves ( i.e. LW and MW) tend to
propagate along the ground and travel direct
over fairly long distances because they are able
to acertain extent to get past the horizon by
diffraction around the Earth's curve. No FM
or TV transmissions take place on these
wavelengths so they are of no relevance to the
present case.
At shorter wavelengths ( in the SW range)
long-range propagation is mostly by means of
reflection from the upper layers of the Earth's
atmosphere (the ionosphere) and this is a
region in which most ham radio operates. Once
again there is no TV or FM radio programming
in this range.
Next on the scale in the direction of shorter
wavelength and higher frequency are the VHF
and UHF bands respectively, and it is in these
that FM radio and TV signals are transmitted.
After that come the microwave frequencies used
for communication links and radar transmission, but, we're again not here concerned
with those ( although there are indications that
in the future even these wavelengths will be used
for entertainment transmissions.).
The main characteristic of waves in the
VHF/UHF bands is that they propagate only
in straight lines. In other words, reception
relies on something approaching aline-of-sight
between the transmitter and receiver aerials.
In general, this line-of-sight factor becomes
more important as one moves from VHF
through UHF to microwave, and an example of
how positive this factor can be in the UHF
bands was given to me by aPost Office engineer.
One viewer's aerial had its line-of-sight to the
transmitter broken by an overhead railway line.
As a train went past, reception would be
practically switched on and off by the passing
train, with flashes of picture obtained corresponding to thegaps between coaches. Although
he didn't particularly want to, that viewer
could estimate the number of coaches on any
passing train merely by looking at his TV.
An instance of line-of-sight reliance in the
microwave bands comes from Australia. There,
so the story goes, a microwave link reached
across the barren desert and worked beautifully
until an enterprising speculator bought up a
small strip of land in between and built atower
which had only one purpose—to block the lineof-sight. The tower owner then offered his land
for sale to the company operating the link!
Fortunately, VHF/FM radio reception is not
quite so dependent on straight line propagation
895

as UHF. But, as anyone who has struggled to
erect an FM aerial on a pole will know, it is
legitimate in the interests of generalisation to
bracket VHF and UHF together as wavelengths
that normally only propagate reliably over
relatively short distances and along relatively
straight line paths.
My involvement in this subject started early
in 1971 when acolleague's letter was published
in The Evening Standard, asking UHF/TV
viewers to pool information regarding apersistent form of interference that took the form of a
flicker, i.e. the whole picture darkening and
lightening in an erratic manner. This flicker
was often so strong that the set line- or framehold would be disturbed and the picture tear
sideways or roll vertically. The letter likened
this interference to the familiar type of Doppler
effect obtained when an aircraft passes closely
over a VHF receiver, but explained that the
interference was erratic in nature, occurred
much more frequently on UHF than VHF, and
usually when there were no aircraft in earshot.
The letter also confirmed that the sets and
outdoor aerial involved had been extensively
checked.
It transpired that a large number of readers
replied to that letter, and apart from the
occasional obviously nutty exception the
general rule was one of sensibly written
descriptions of similar faults experienced under
similar circumstances. Itoo suffered from this
interference and called in the Post Office. Their
engineers are understandably initially wary of
all complaints because they find that only about
50% of the reported troubles aren't attributable
to set or aerial faults. What's more, the average
viewer is his own worst enemy in this respect
because as often as not he clouds the issues with
red herrings, doesn't log the interference and
weather patterns accurately, and takes an
offensive rather than grateful line of approach.
Not surprisingly, by the law of cussedness, the
P.O. men usually arrived when my picture was
perfect, but on one occasion the interference
turned up in all its glory and the engineers
expressed surprise at its nature. More specifically, this was aflicker or flutter which appeared
far too often and erratically to tie in with familiar
aircraft flicker. There was also none of the
characteristic rise and fall in amplitude and
frequency ( Doppler effect) that we usually
associate with aircraft reflection interference.
By this time Iwas heavily involved in the
whole thing and especially interested because

i
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MAIL ORDER SPECIIIISTS

GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN
Carriage, Packing and Insurance ( U.K.) FREE U
NORTH LONDON'S
SALES AND SERVICE

• GUARANTEED

CARTRIDGES & PICK-UP ARMS
Acos 104 Stereo Lartricige
B. & O. SPI Stereo Cartridge ..
B. & O. SPI4 Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP8 Stereo Cartridge ..
B. & O. SPIO Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SPI2 Stereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SCU- IStereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SAU-2 P.U. arm ..
Decca Mk. 4 RC Stereo Cartridge ..
Decca Mk. 4 C4E Stereo Cartridge ..
Decca Super 4 SC4E Stereo Cartridge
Decca Deram New Type Trans. cart. ..
Decca International Pick-up Arm ..
Deccalift inc. Transformer
Goldring 850 Stereo Cartridge
Goldring 800 Stereo Cartridge
Goldring 800H Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring 800E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Goldring 800 Super E Stereo Cartridge
Goldring CS90 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring L69 P.U. Arm
Goldring L75 P.U. Arm
Goldring CS91 E Elliptical Stereo Cart.
Ortofon SLISE Stereo Cartridge ..
Ortofon MISE Stereo Cartridge ..
S.M.E. 3009/11 Arm with shell ..
S.M.E. 3009/11 HE Arm with shell ..
S.M.E. 3012/11 Arm with shell
S.M.E. 3012/11 HE Arm with shell ..
Shure M55- EStereo Cart. ( Elliptical) ..
Shure M44-5 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M44- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical) ..
Shure V15/11 Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical) ..
Shure V15/11-7 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M75E/2 Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M75-6 Type II Stereo Cartridge
Shure M44-7 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M32E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical) ..
Transcriptors Fluid Pick-up Arm ..
Transcriptors Stylus Scales
Watts Manual Parastat
Watts Hi-Fi Parastat Mk. IV
Watts Dust Bug

£4 52
10.4
£6 90 - 16.56
£9.75 - 23.40
£13.90 - 33.12
£10.90 - 26.16
£16-40
39.36
£6.15 - 11.96
£14.27 - 27 72
£17.00 • 33.03
£22.50 - 43.61
£32.00 - 62.17
£5-25 - 10.08
£26.50 - 51.48
E9-10 - 17.95
£6.50 - 12.60
£13.00 - 25.20
£10.69
-20.70
£18.85
-36.42
£26-00 - 43.20
£5.20 - 9.96
£9.91 - 19.20
£13.12 • 26.40
£780 $ 15.00
£29.65
S57.60
957.60
£29-65
£34.47 $ 66.48
£35.90
S69.24
£36.71
970.80
£38.15 $73.56
£12-97
s25.20
£11.11 - 21.60
£12.05 - 23.40
£40.76 > 79.20
E38.91
$75.60
£21.31
941.40
£16.68
S32.40
£10-19 $ 19.80
£11.12 $21.60
£22.30
S43.20
£3.70
S8.88
£2.40 $5.70
95.80
£2.26
£1.24 $ 3.00

DIAMOND STYLI
Shure N44- E
co 34
Goldring CS90
Shure N44-7
E6-49
Goldring CS9I E
Shure N55- E
£9.26
Decca Deram
Shure N75-6 .. £- 34
Deram Elliptical
Shure VN ISE .. £ 16-67
B & O SPI/SP2
Sonotone 9TAHC .. £ 1.66
B & O SP6/SP7
OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE
Service for Ortolan and Decca.

•.
••
•.
•.
•.

£1.73
£4.03
£1.43
£2.53
[4.50
£4.75

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525 FM TuneriArnp.
Armstrong 526 AM/FM Tuner/Amp. ..
B. & O. 900K Mk. II ..
Good mans 3000 FM Stereo T/Amp.
Philips RH78I Stereo T/Amp.
Tandberg 1071 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp.
Wharfedale 100-1 Stereo T/Amp. .

£91 89
£104 71
£79.90
£77 73
£74 98
£8950
£14900

$ 176.40
S202.00
s152.61
- 147.51
- 146.23
- 172.28
- 286.00

TAPE RECORDERS S. DECKS
b. & 0. 1800/2 Stereo Tape Deck ..
B. & 0. 2400 Stereo Tape Recorder ..
Brenell Mk. V Series 3 Recorder ..
Brenell ST400 Stereo Recorder
Ferrograph 7I3M Mono Recorder ..
Ferrograph 704 Stereo Recorder ..
Ferrograph 724 Stereo Recorder ..
Philips 4404 Stereo Recorder ..
Revoie A77/1104 Mk. II Stereo Recorder
Revoie A77/I 124 Mk. II Stereo Recorder
Revoie A77/I224 Mk. II Stereo Recorder
Revox A77/1104 Mk. II High Speed ..
Sanyo MR801 Stereo Recoder
Tandberg 1541 Mono Recorder
Tandberg 3041X Stereo Tape Unit ..
Tandberg 124IX Stereo Recorder ..
Tandberg 6041 Stereo Tape Unit

£192 00
£219.50
£116.77
£145.00
£188.50
£207-35
£242-54
£95-00
£204.75
£236.25
£246.75
£255•15
£69.95
£82.00
£99.90
£154.00
£193.50

-.369.99
S421.35
S224.16
,278.40
-360.00
-396.00
s463.00
S184.80
S360.00
$412.80
$439-20
$444.00
$153.50
s153.60
, 182.40
-273.60
-333.60

HI-FI INSTALLATIONS

A selection from our extensive stocks
EASY TERMS SEND MINIMUM

1/
3 DEPOSIT
U.K. customers please enclose S.A.E. with all enquiries.
HiFi Equipment taken in Part Exchange

TUNERS
Armstrong M8 MPX Stereo Decoder ..
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner ..
Armstrong 524 Transistor FM Tuner ..
Goodmans Stereo AM/FM MPX Tuner
Leak Stereofetic FM Tuner Chassis ..
Leak Stereofetic FM Tuner Case ..
Quad FM Stereo Tuner
Quad FM3 Stereo Tuner
Quad AM3 ( L/M/S) Tuner
Quad AM3 ( S/S/M) Tuner
Revox A76 Multiplex Tuner ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner Case ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Decoder

£9.50
£53.76
£4 I.88
£82.52
£66.50
£72.50
£51.00
£64.00
£48.45
£48-45
£162-75
£51-26
£45.01
£61-89
£66.89
£14.50

$26.80
$103.20
$79.20
$156.60
5127.92
5139.20
$96.00
$139.20
S91.20
991.20
'100.00
'
328.40
$86.40
$118,80
-128.40
-34.80

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521 Stereo Transistor Amp. £56-00
Cambridge Audio P40 Transistor Amp. £75.00
Cambridge Audio P50 Transistor Amp. £88.00
Ferrograph F307 Mk. II Stereo Amplifier £55,00
Goodmans Maxamp Trans. Stereo Amp. £54-00
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. Chassis .. £56.50
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. in Case .. £62.50
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. Chassis £69-00
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. in Case £75.00
Metrosound ST20 Stereo Amplifier .. £36.00
Quad 33 Stereo Control Unit .. £43.00
Quad 303 Stereo Power Amplifier ..
£ 5.00
Radford SCA30 Trans. Stereo Amp. .. £ 106-00
Revoie ASO Stereo Amplifier .. £ 106.05
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk. Il Amp. Chassis £47.50
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk. II Amp. in Case £52 50
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. Chassis .. £59.50
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. in Case .. £64.00
Rotel 100 Stereo Amplifier .. £45.50
Shure Stereo Pick-up/Tape/Amp ( Mains) £ 14-00
Sugden A2I Stereo Amplifier .. £65.00
Sugden A21/C51
..
£ 125 00

-134.40
-180.00
s2 11.20
SI41.60
sI29.60
S135.50
s150.00
s165.60
'180.00
$86.40
s103.20
s132.00
s254.40
s245.52
, 105•60
-117.60
-142.80
'153.60
'109.20
-156.00
-300.00

PORTABLE RADIOS Es T.V.
New Type Beolit 600 Mk. II L/M/VHF
Beolit 1000 L/M/S/VHF
Grundig Music Boy 210E Lii.i/S/V14
Hacker Herald FM only
Hacker Hunter L M VHF
Hacker Helmsman LW MW/35W..
Hacker Sovereign LW MW VHF ..
Roberts 600 LW MW VHF
Roberts 707 L M
VHF
"
Sanyo 10T120 UE Mains/Batt. TV
Tandberg TP4-1YV L M / S/VHF .

£37-90
£69-90
£31-96
£33.50
£38-00
£38.00
£48-00
£27.50
£36-50
£70.90
£41-00

$134.85
$62.10
465,10
S73.85
$73.85
$93.29
$53.45
$79.92
$136.92
579,95

EXPORT
INFORMATION
Shipping quotes supplied free on request or send .1
,1 Bill
to include specified leaflets.

All equipment is carefully packed, insured and
shipped promptly at minimum cost
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
Export prices listed are in U.S. Dollars but
payment may be made in any currency, calculated at the official rate of exchange, by bank
transfer, certified check or money order.
PERSONAL

EXPORT

C.C.Goodlwin(salesild
7, THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD
WOOD GREEN, LONDON N22 6DU
Tel: 01-888 0077

S AFELy

HI-FI

e CASH

AND

IDUIC %(1;(

CENTRE •
OR H.P. TERMS

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
bowers & Wilkins Model 70 .
Bowers & Wilkins DM3 Monitor
Bowers & Wilkins DM I
Celestion Ditton 15
Celestion Ditton 25
Goodmans Magnum- K2 System
Goodmans Minister Speaker System ..
Goodman, Magister Speaker System ..
Goodmans Maxim Mini System
Goodmans Mezzo III Speaker System ..
I.M.F. Transmission Line Studio System
K.E.F. Concord Speaker System . •
K.E.F. Chorale Speaker System
K.E.F. Cadenza Speaker System
K.E.F. Concerto Speaker System • •
Leak 200 Speaker System ( Pair)
Leak 300 Speaker System ( Pair) ..
Leak 600 Speaker System ..
Lowther PM6 in Acousta Enclosure ..
Quad Electrostatic Speaker System ..
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 15' D/C
Wharfedale Aston System ( Pair) ..
Wharfedale Triton System ( Pair) ..
Wharfedale Melton System ..
Wharfedale Denton System ( Pair) ..
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill System ..
Wharfedale Super Linton System ( Pair)
Wharfedale Rosedale System

£139 50
£63 00
¿32-00
¿29-00
£59 85
£44 00
¿25-00
¿62-50
£20-39
£34.00
£71.40
£43 50
¿34-83
£38.00
£53 50
¿49-90
£65 00
E49 SO
E46 50
£66-00
¿63-25
¿49-90
£59 90
E32 50
£39 90
E42 50
¿49-90
£65 00

-334.80
-151.20
-76.80
-69.60
-143.64
-105.60
-48.12
$150.00
S38.93
S81.60
5171.36
5104.40
S67.20
S91.20
5128.40
5118.00
$156.00
$117.60
S111.60
$158.40
-95.80
-143.75
-78.00
-76.61
-102.00
-95.81
-156.00

SPEAKER CHASSIS
r.,uodmans Axiette 8 ..
£8 10
Goodmans Axiom 10 ..
£9.60
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10
£10.23
Jordan- Watts Module ..
£12.00
K.E.F. T.15 Tweeter ..
£6.00
K.E.F. T.27 Tweeter ..
£5.00
K.E.F. BI 10 LF/MID
E8-63
K.E.F. 8220 .
.. £9.33
K.E.F. B139 Drive Unit ..
£12.50
K.E.F. Crossover networks
from £ 1.75
Kefkit 2 Concord
.. £24.00
Kefkit 3 Concerto ..
.. £36.00
Kefkit 4 Cresta
.. £ 18.66
Lowther PM6 Drive Unit ..
£21.50
Lowther PM7 Drive Unit ..
£33.00
Tannoy Monitor 12" D/C Gold Chassis
£36•50
Tannoy Monitor 15" D/C Gold Chassis
£43.25
Tannoy Ill LZ Monitor D/C Gold Chassis
£31.00
Wharfedale Unit 3 Speaker Kit
[13-00
Wharfedale Unit 4 Speaker Kit
£18.00
Wharfedale Unit 5 Speaker Kit
£26-00
Wharfedale Super 8/RS/DD
£8.50
WFarfedale Super 10/RS/DD
£14 00

`I
9.04
-23-00
-24.56
-31.20
-14.00
-12.00
-19.42
-21.40
-30.00
$57.00
$84.40
$36.00
S51.60
$79,20

>24.96
-43.20
-62.40
-20.40
-26.88

TURNTABLES
Garrard SP25 Mk. Ill ( less cart.)
BSR McDonald MP60 Single Play
BSR McDonald 610 Auto Play .. • .
Dual 1219 Auto Transcription Unit • •
Dual 1209 Auto Transcription Unit • •
Garrard SL72B Auto ( less cart.) • .
Garrard AP76 Transcription Unit • .
Garrard 401 Transcription Motor • •
G
d SL95B Auto Transcription ..
Garrard SL75I3 Auto Transcription ..
Goldring 705 with 850 cartridge ..
Goldring Lenco GL69/2 Trans. Motor ..
Goldring Lenco GL7S Trans. Unit ..
Goldring Lenco GL75P Trans. on plinth
Philips GA202 Trans. Unit
S.M.E. 2000 Plinth & Cover ..
Thorens TDI50A Mk. 11 Motor/Arm ..
Thorens TD150AB/11 Motor/arm/plinth
Thorens TDI25 Trans. Turntable ..
Transcriptors Hydraulic Ref. T/T w. arm
Transcriptors Saturn T/T with arm ..
PLINTHS AVAILABLE FOR MOST OF

£16 32
£15•68
£19.88
£60.40
£42-61
£32.86
£28-67
£37.77
£49.64
£38.90
£1911
£26.62
£39.00
£47.67
£69.00

-31.70
-30.50
-38.64
-105 60
-76.80
-57.60
-52.80
-73.40
-84.00
>69.60
$38.40
$51.60
$65.60
$92.40
$132.78
$82.68
£46.16
587.60
£49.96
594.80
£79.04 S150.00
£98.10 S190.08
£57-60 S111.60
ABOVE UNITS

CABINETS Equipment and Records

FACILITIES

VISIT

WORD WIDE
EXPORTERS

Full " RECORD HOUSING" range available

0 U R SHOWROOMS
H E BROADWAY
4-100 VOS

HIGH ROAD
RAILW.,•
131‘11)c.1

NORTH
LONDON'S
CENTHI

WOOD GREEN
WOOD GREEN
,u1Ile STATION I I

HOURS OF BUSINESS: Monday to Saturday 9-6 p.m. Thursday 9-1 p.m.

the facts to hand suggested that agreat number
of people suffer from similar interference
problems and have wasted large quantities of
time and money on checking probably perfect
equipment. Iwas also puzzled that something
so widespread did not have a generally
acknowledged cause. That, however, turns out
not to be so surprising because once one gets
deeply into the subject one realises that there
are literally hundreds of possible causes of such
interference, some peculiar to straight line
propagation wavelengths, and that quite often
the same effect can be caused by numerous
entirely different faults.
Flicker such as reported can be caused
equally well by: aloose connection anywhere on
the aerial line; a loose connection at the aerial
itself; an aerial free to move in the wind; an
aerial with asemi-short-circuit that changes its
resistance in wet weather; or an aerial positioned
near another object which moves even very
slightly in the wind ( e.g. trees, flagpoles, other
aerials). On the set itself the cause can be a
loose aerial input connection, and a hundred
and one other faulty components. Confusing
the issue is the fact that the flicker itself triggers
frame- or line- hold disturbances, depending on
which of the two synchronisation circuits is
most liable to disturbance.
Add to that the possibility of atower crane in
use in the area; any home or factory using
unsuppressed equipment; an amateur radio
enthusiast or service transmitter close by,
possibly with unsuppressed harmonics; any
over-ground source of transport near the line
of sight; a hospital using high voltage equipment; building work or even the temporary
erection of scaffolding round a building for
outside painting.
In other words, the list of possible causes of
even one form of interference effect is a mile
long and the only way to tie down one's own
particular cause and get Post Office help is to
log the effect carefully, noting the time when it
occurs, the wavelength, the weather condition
and any other unusual circumstance. This I
did with the flicker mentioned above and
eventually found that only one common thread
ran through the whole mass of data collected.
This was that at the times when the interference
was noticed London Airport were operating
particular traffic patterns.
As is fairly well known, all aircraft must land
and take-off into the wind and thus all airports
have several ' traffic patterns' which they
operate depending on how the wind is blowing.
London Airport, for instance, operate either a
Westerly or an Easterly pattern. In the former
case the planes are taking off into the West and
landing from the East, and vice versa in the
latter case. The Airport reckons that 70% of
the time they are using the Westerly pattern and
30% of the time the Easterly. For an odd 2or
3% of the year, when the wind is in unusual
direction or when another runway is out of
service, they operate on a subsidiary runway.
By plotting the landing and take-off routes
and bearing in mind the minimum heights laid
down for the aircraft, it transpired that it was
only when the Easterly traffic pattern or the
subsidiary traffic pattern was in operation that
planes could regularly be flying low over the
area affected, and the log showed that this tied
in pretty well exactly with the interference
experienced. In other words almost certainly
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the source of my particular form of interference
is aircraft. So far so bad.
But out of this comes much more. If UHF
reception really is so badly affected by distant
aircraft reflections and if the effect is a flutter
which is not similar to VHF/TV flutter and can
be mistaken for any number of domestic faults,
how many domestic pounds have gone down the
drain in trying to track non-existent faults?
Why is the problem not more widely recognised
or, if recognised, why not publicised? Is the
problem recent or just increasing?
In the latter connection it is almost impossible
to be sure whether things have really got worse
over the last few years or whether it is merely
that the problem has been noticed more as
people have gone over on to UHF reception
and fitted roof aerials. Without doubt this
flutter problem is relatively far less significant
when a set-top aerial is used, but then the
picture is usually so abominable anyway—and
quite likely to be equally disturbed by the
opening of adoor, yawning of acat or flushing
of a cistern— that as likely as not aircraft
flutter just gets lost in the overall snow scene.
What may be arelevant factor is the fact that
it is only over the past year or so that large
planes like the 747 have been in regular use. My
logging shows that 747s certainly aren't the only
offenders but they may well be the worst. There
are even suggestions that craft such as 747s
constitute such large airborne reflectors that
they may be responsible for deflecting and
disturbing the ILS beams on which they rely for
landing. Clearly, larger planes mean larger
reflective surfaces and they probably also mean
multiple reflection paths ( rather than pointsource reflection as from asmall craft) and thus
highly complex phase patterns at the receiver
aerial, i.e. erratic flicker effects. There is also
the possibility of simultaneous interference
from more than one plane or even complicated
reflection paths, e.g. transmitter-to- plane-totower-crane-to- receiver, as well as transmitterto- plane-to- receiver. It could be a crucial
factor also that at any substantial distance from
the transmitter, a domestic aerial is liable to
pick up a stronger signal reflected from an
aircraft than by direct paths! It thus follows
that if—as seems inevitable— both aircraft size
and air traffic are going to increase rather than
decrease, we have a very real problem on our
hands for the future.
The Post Office are guarded about making
positive pronouncements and although they
acknowledge that aircraft are almost certainly
the basic cause of my local problem they
maintain that the effects may be aggravated by
inadequacies in my aerial. All I can do is
reluctantly acknowledge the latter possibility
(I paid heavily to have it fitted) and argue that
we are still left with aircraft as the root cause of
whatever effèct follows. And some reading that
I've been doing suggests that Iam not alone in
this.
Firstly, there are some interesting reports on
reflection effects—from the sea in this case, not
aircraft—published by E. Sofaer of the BBC
Research Department in an lEE paper entitled
Phase- Coherent Back-Scatter of Radio waves at
the Surface of the Sea (
Vol. 105, Part B No. 22,
July 1958). There is also an article on the same
subject by James P. Grant in Wireless World,
March 1957. And much more up to date and
even more detailed is aseries of three articles by
The Rev. P. W. Sollom which appeared in the
897

journal of the Radio Society of Great Britain
(Radio Communication) issues December 1970
and January/February of this year. These
articles are virtually ' required reading' for
anyone with radio or TV interference problems.
They are nothing short of a lesson in diligent
research into the problem of aircraft interference, the author describing the audible
equivalent of flicker or flutter as a ' steam train'
effect. His research suggests that these effects
are obtainable from aircraft which are out of
sight and earshot, and he also suggests the
possibility of two aircraft unwittingly acting in
'collusion' to produce curious effects.
So really the crux of all this is that without
doubt the interference we are talking about can
be produced by aircraft well out of earshot and
can appear in various unfamiliar forms. Thus
anyone with a problem along the lines discussed will need the help of London Airport or
his local airport to tie interference patterns with
traffic patterns. Usually the airport staff are
very helpful, so for Heaven's sake please don't
anyone phone them with abuse. This will help
no one and will hinder us all in the long run. On
the same lines, Ihave found the ITA Engineering Division similarly helpful and, as I said
earlier, the Post Office engineers concerned with
interference problems will diligently help
anyone track down a genuine problem to the
best of their ability. In my case they even
erected a second aerial system of their own to
run for awhile independently alongside my own.
Incidentally, if you have checked all the air
traffic movements local to you and have found
that any interference is unlikely to be caused by
aircraft, it is worth remembering another
possible source that is hard to track down. This
is co-channel interference caused by a receiver
picking up signals from a closely related or
similar frequency transmitted by a supposedly
out-of- range source. ( See also Gordon King's
article last month on Spurious Responses.)
This may be a weather-dependent effect and
although it is relatively uncommon and
particularly hard to nail down as a cause of
interference, do remember that the whole theory
of nationwide UHF coverage relies on the
country being divided into individual pockets
which are separated either by natural barriers,
such as ranges of hills, or by transmission
polarisation and/or wavelength differences.
Bearing in mind that freak reception over longer
than average distances can often occur—as
reported frequently by Austin Uden on the FM
bands—that natural hill ranges are hardly
100% perfect barriers, and that reflection can
alter polarisation, it is obviously possible that
co-channel interference and odd related
problems can occur. Usually, however, the
effect on TV is distinctive patterning rather than
aflutter.
Although my involvement and the content of
this article have been concerned mainly with the
UHF/TV side of things, if Iam reading the
signs correctly the problem will sooner or later
affect more and more people on all services.
Certainly it is likely to be more noticeable as
people go over to UFH/TV reception, i.e. from
VHF 405 to UHF 625 monochrome or colour.
1have no magic answers ( short of flying kites
high enough to bring the wretched aircraft
down), and what I've written is intended to
direct afew thoughts along lines that may save
a few installations from being unnecessarily
pulled apart yet again. Perhaps readers will

HI-fl ateN5IBLE PRICEe!
cPoNeIDER THE
FOLLOVVING EXAMPLE-5
AMPLIFIERS

TUNERS

TUNER/AMPS

ARMSTRONG
521,
£47.50,
LEAK
STEREO 30+ ( cased), £50.50. LEAK 70
(cased), £60.58. METROSOUND ST20,
£28.70.
PHILIPS
RH
580,
£23-20.
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK MARK 11
(cased), £42.50.

ARMSTRONG
523,
£45.40.
LEAK
STEREOFETIC ( chassis), £54-50. LEAK
STEREOFETIC ( cased), £60.00. PHILIPS
RH690,
£39.50.
ROGERS
RAVENSBROOK ( cased), £43.60. ROTEL 120ST,
£4420.

ARMSTRONG
525,
£78.10.
ARMSTRONG 526, £88.50. KORTING 400T,
£68-90. PIONEER SX440, £98.30. ROTEL
130, £71-00.
SHARP STA II
0, £72.00.
TELETON F2000, £40-00.

RECORD DECKS

CARTRIDGES

GARRARD 2025TC+9TAHC, £11.60.
GARRARD SP25 MARK III, £13.00.
GARRARD AP76, £23.80. GARRARD
401, £30.80. GOLDRING GL75P+cover,
£42.50. THORENS TDI50 ABIl+cover,
£46.20.

AUDIO TECHNICA AT66 SERIES, £5.10.
DECCA
DERAM
CERAMIC,
£460.
GOLDRING
G800,
£10.00.
SHURE
M44-7, £815. SHURE M55E, £10.40.
SHURE M75E II, £17-30.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
CELESTION
DITTON
IS,
£53.00.
GOODMANS MAGNUM K2, £72.00.
LEAK SANDWICH 600, £80.00. METROSOUND
HFS20,
£33.00.
ROGERS
RAVENSBROOK,
£40.00.
WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTONS, £41.50.

A & M 2001 SUPER DE LUXE: LEAK STEREO 30+, GOLDRING GL75P + Cover, SHURE M44-7
& 2 WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTONS, NORMAL PRICE £ 170.09. OUR PRICE £142.65. A & M 2000
KIT A: SINCLAIR STEREO 60+ 2x Z30+ PZ.5. GARRARD SP25 III Base & Cover G800 & UNIT 3
KITS, NORMAL PRICE £93-86. OUR PRICE £73.05. A & M SUPER SYSTEM 1001: ARMSTRONG
526 Tuner/Amp., including decoder, THORENS TDI50 Mk 11 + cover, SHURE M55E & 2CELESTION
DITTON I5's: NORMAL PRICE £ 247.14. OUR PRICE £206.40.

SYSTEMS
HEADPHONES

DIAMOND STYLI

AKAI ASE 9S, £5.30. BEST SH650, £3.30. ROTEL RH600, £470.
AKAI ASE20, £7.88. ROTEL RH7I 1, £8-10.

FOR G800H, £4.10. FOR G800, £410. FOR G800E, £9.25. FOR
SHURE M3D, £4-60. FOR SHURE M44-7, £5.35. FOR SHURE
M55E, £7.85. FOR SHURE M75E, £1I . 00.

SPEAKER CHASSIS
GOODMANS AXIETTE 8, £6.80. GOODMANS TWIN AXIETTE,
£7.65. WHARFEDALE SUPER 8, £7.20. WHARFEDALE KITS
UNIT 3, £10.80. UNIT 4, £15-20. UNIT 5, £22-00.

RECORD ACCESSORIES
DUSTBUG, £1.00. LENCO STYLUS BALANCE, £0.85. LENCO
CLEAN £2.70.

COMPLETE ORDER FORM BELOW:
r•••••••mtmummimmimmummummunnumiummummal
g Please supply/send quotation for the undermentioned equipment and/or details.

of hi-fi & records at discount
AMPLIFIER
DIAMOND STYLI

TUNER/AMP.

80p each postage paid

CARTRIDGES

Acos GP59
Acos GP9I, 2, 3, 4 & 6

TUNER
RECORD DECK
SPEAKERS

ALSO

Goldring 600

NAME

Goldring CS80
Goldring CS90

ADDRESS

BSR Cl

Goldring Mx I8. 2

BSR TC8

Philips AG3010

BSR-i-3M & H

Philips AG 3066

Collaro Studio 0
Garrard GC2
Garrard GC8

DIAMOND STYLI
80p each postage paid

All Prices Post Paid

I enclose remittance
of £
Cheque/MO/P.O./Cash

Ronette DC284
Sonotone 9TA
Sonotone 9TAHC

ffslimimmummummummummummummimiaminummwmmaimum
Reference:
HFN

5

M SUPPLIES
37 Hermitage Road, Hitchin, Herts.

Telephone
0462 2468

have some well-documented experiences to
report. If so, let me have them.
Is there any hope or is it on the cards that
sooner or later piped services will be the norm?
Iwould say that there probably is some hope,
but to get things moving in the right direction
will require a far more responsible and interested line of approach to the problem from at
least ITV, the BBC and the main body of
British aerial manufacturers. For astart, it will
entail their recognising that there is aproblem
in the first place!
To save anyone wasted time Ican say that in
looking for something in the way of asolution I
pursued numerous wild geese. The most
hopeful for a time looked like attenuation of
the received signal with an Egen stepped
attenuator. This followed the curious discovery
that interference may be worse on the channel
with the highest signal strength. But Ihad no
success whatsoever with this.
The only success followed from a test-run
with the alternative aerial fitted by the Post
Office. This was of German origin and was
strapped to the roof near my ordinary multielement array. The P.O. aerial had aseparate
down-line and for aweek Iran two sets side by
side, one on the original aerial and one on the
P.O. aerial. The latter gave flicker-free pictures
while the other aerial and set produced the
usual problems while aircraft were in the area.
As acheck, the aerials and set connections were
swapped during interference periods to ensure

that it was not the set at fault. Both sets showed
equally bad flicker when fed with the original
aerial.
The aerial fitted by the Post Office is of the V
or corner reflector type, with the receiving
elements shielded and sheltered within the
sides of an open V-shaped reflector. The result
is that the aerial reception pattern is very narrow
and directional—rather like the polar pattern of
a gun mike—and reflection signals only get
picked up if they come within the narrow
effective opening. The result seems to be that
most, if not all, unwanted reflection signals can
be excluded.
At first sight this looks like the magic answer,
but one must have reservations. Firstly, the
Post Office site aerials with a signal strength
meter, whereas the average fitter lines up his
aerial with the rest of those in the street and
leaves it at that. (With the result, incidentally,
that in one street seventy aerials were all
wrongly aligned following incorrect positioning
of the first aerial erected in that street.) There
are also too many other possible variables
involved (different type of down-line, absence
of diplexing, etc) to enable one categorically to
recommend the use of any aerial as being the
infallible cure. More to the point, aerials of
this particular German type are virtually
unknown in this country*.
•The model in question is the EZ 26 manufactured by
Wilhelm Sihn and marketed in this country by Teleprompter UK Ltd. of 93 Crawford Street, WI. The retail
cost at the time of writing is £4-72.

HUNTS AND TIPS
BY HARRY LEEMING

STEREO HEADPHONES

Before parting with your hard earned cash
for apair of expensive headphones, check that
you are psychologically compatible! Some
people find that whilst they can appreciate the
high quality sound of good headphones during
a short demonstration they cannot tolerate
them for any length of time at home. Victims
of claustrophobia seem to be particularly
unfortunate in this direction so, if possible,
try listening for half an hour or so before
buying. If you are unable to arrange this with
some friend try your dealer at aquiet time, or
make some ' on approval' arrangement with
him.
CONNECTING STEREO PHONES

Headphones are normally designed to require
only asmall fraction of awatt to produce full
volume and hence must not be wired directly
across the speaker output terminals of an
amplifier. By the same token, they will also
reveal the residual power-amplifier ' hiss',
normally inaudible via loudspeakers. A simple
attenuator circuit will provide good results
with almost any phones and the cost of the
components amounts to pence.
A ' pi' network is employed, comprising a
resistor in parallel with the source, another in
parallel with the load, and a third in series
across the top, with the bottom ' earthy' sides
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commoned. The first (across the amplifier LS
terminals) should equal the nominal loudspeaker load; the second (across the earpiece)
should preferably be equal to less than half the
earpiece impedance; and the third ( linking LS
'live' to earpiece 'live') should be chosen to
give the same order of signal loudness as do
loudspeakers at agiven volume control setting.
This last resistor will normally have avalue of
several hundred ohms.
DEMAGNETISING TAPE RECORDER HEADS

When servicing a tape recorder, head
demagnetising tends to be left as afinal action

AUDIO NEWS continued

In the meantime, are we not entitled to
wonder why there is no real information
available on the problem and why advice is not
automatically given to dealers and viewers in
the areas of air traffic? Could not ITV or the
BBC publish guidance in their weekly publications or mention the problem in their test
programmes? Iwould not go so far as to say
that there is aconspiracy of silence on this, but
Iwould lay good money on the fact that any
publicity given to the exposed tip of the problem
would reveal amass of submerged discontent as
viewers realised what it was they had been
suffering from, and wasting their money on, for
the past few years.
Perhaps, if Isay that until the problem is
finally licked Ican see no justification for even
considering the purchase or rental of a UHF
colour set, that may stir a few thoughts on
aerial design from the colour manufacturers.
Perhaps also Ican stir the BBC by wondering
how much of arebate on my receiver licence I
should be entitled to. Let me see now, London
Airport use my airspace 331% of the year, and
331% of the licence fee Ipresently pay to the
BBC is...
And, perhaps Ican stir the ITV television
companies by reminding them all that if I
cannot watch their programmes, Ialso cannot
watch their detergent commercials.
Finally, if grants are available for soundproofing homes against aircraft noise, can Inot
get agrant for aerial modifications?

more often on the lines of ' Well it can't do any
harm', than to improve the performance of the
machine. This approach can waste considerable
time, for it is amazing just how many queer
faults, including low record level, hiss, and
even instability, have in the end turned out
to be nothing more than magnetised heads.

SIMPLE SERIES ATTENUATORS

A simple way to reduce a signal that is too
strong, say from aradio tuner to an amplifier,
is to connect a resistor in series with the
centre core of the screened audio interconnecting lead; this works in conjunction with
the following input impedance to form a
simple attenuator. However, this can cause
high frequency loss, as a resistor fitted at the
source end of the cable will form a low-pass
filter in conjunction with the cable capacitance.
Any such resistor should always be fitted at
the end of a cable which is remote from the
source.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

is
the title of a new quarterly publication issued
by Trade and Technical Press Ltd., Crown
House, Morden, Surrey. Intended to be of
interest to manufacturers,
builders and
designers, the journal is devoted to the control
and reduction of noise.
NOISE CONTROL AND VIBRATION REDUCTION

RECORD RECITALS
EMI HAVE told us of the following record
recitals to be held during May.
Further
details are available from the organisers.
May 6th.
8th.
18th.
19th.

Heston G.S.
Harrow G.S.
Wells, Bishop's Palace
Seaford, the Book and Music Centre

Record Recitals are also held regularly at
EMI House, and details and tickets can be
obtained from Miss K. McSwiney, EMI
Records Ltd., 415 Grosvenor Place, London
S.W.1.
899

DYNATRON AUDIO NEWS is the not startingly
original title of a ' news sheet' issued by Dynatron describing their range of audio products.
Available free of charge from Dynatron
dealers, the news sheet, in its second edition,
includes acomplete price guide to Dynatron's
range.
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.free from the limitations of ordinary
loudspeakers. Free to bring you a new kind of
listening pleasure.
Write for brochures

B&W
Littleharnpton
Tel. 66830

electronics

Road • Worthing •

Sussex

Crams ' Monex Worthing
Model 70 conténe,:tat

(3) Compliance Mass and Resonance
mechanical and acoustical resonances
ALLinvolve
mass or equivalent mass and a
restoring force or compliance. The restoring
force commonly arises due to stress (usually
compression or extension) in an elastic material
but may also be due to magnetic or gravitational fields (as in a simple pendulum for
instance). Mechanical and acoustical resonant
systems encountered in audio contexts generally
consist of amass able to move against acompliance, and the higher the mass or compliance
the lower the frequency of resonance. The
lower the mass and compliance ( i.e. the greater

the stiffness—the reciprocal of compliance) the
higher the frequency of resonance, hence the
desirability of reduced tip-mass in gramophone
pickups, for example.
A simple resonant circuit would comprise a
compact weight mounted at the end of alight
spring. As the system oscillates, so energy is
transferred cyclically between spring and weight:
it is all in the spring at maximum extension or
compression, and all in the weight at maximum
velocity (mid-stroke). In more complex systems
both mass and compliance may be distributed,
and both may comprise many elements and be

subject to resistive damping—often frequency
and temperature dependent.
In audio applications mechanical resonances
occur particularly in loudspeakers and pickups,
and it is often useful to know the resonant
frequency likely to arise from a given combination of mass and compliance. The general
equation is: f = 1/[27r Omen where f is the
frequency in Hertz (cycles per second), m the
effective mass (inertia) in grams, and c the
compliance in centimetres per dyne. Practical
compliances are measured in compliance units
(c.u.) microcentimetres per dyne ( 10 -6 cm/
dyne).
The chart gives resonant frequencies for a
wide range of compliances and masses. If, for
example, the cone/coil mass of a speaker unit
is 5gm and its free-air resonance is 50 Hz, the
5gm line meets the 50 Hz diagonal at a
compliance of 2x10 -6 cm/dyne (2c.u.). Likewise with a pickup whose effective arm mass
(at the head) is 13 gm, employing a cartridge
with a stylus compliance of 20 c.u., giving a
resonance at 10 Hz.
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PavalLe
For the discriminating
enthusiast, the Richard Allan
Pavane is a fre,e-standing,
3- speaker, system of quite
unusual distinction.
It provides the sort of high
quality reproduction one
normally expects from
loudspeakers costing far more.
25" x151-" x12" deep the Pavane
at £32.0.0 is probably the finest
value on the market today —
typical of the superb
high-fidelity equipment
manufactured by...

BRADFORD ROAD, GOMERSAL,
CLECKHEATON, YORKSHIRE
Telephone: Cleckheaion 2442
Direct Dealer Distribution

Specialists in Sound
CREDIT SALES
All equipment over £25 may be purchased
through ' Paybonds', the No Deposit Personal
Loan Plan with up to 24 months to pay.
RECORDS, STEREO L.P.'s
for the Hi Fi man guaranteed
unplayed.

e

Choose your new
system in the
comfort of our
demonstration
lounge

eYou will

receive our
courteous attention
whether you intend
spending £ 5 or £ 500

HIRSCHMANN COMBINED
MONO/STEREO FM AM AERIALS

eWe are accredited

dealers for ALL the
best high fidelity
equipment

—the only FM/AM aerials available
in the UK—can be obtained only through

EVERY PIECE OF
EQUIPMENT

Audio Workshops Ltd.

\Ife Pr

COVERED BY
THE HFDA
GUARANTEE
NO PARKING PROBLEMS: OUR OWN
LARGE CAR PARK AT REAR OF SHOP

29 High Street, Robertsbridge, Sussex
Tel.: Ticehurst 503 ( STD 05807 503) or Robertsbridge 580

KEN RCIDSE

Shown above: GEMA 5 for long-distance reception. Free leaflet on
request describing this and other FM/AM aerials, including GEMA 3
for local/medium distance reception. For full catalogue of Hirschmann
aerials and accessories, including the famous U6 and other FM aerials,
and UHF colour TV aerials, please send 9p in stamps.

ALIDIO

LTD

283 FLEET ROAD, FLEET, HANTS.
Telephone Fleet 5053
Next door to " Fine Fare"
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A MONTHLY REPORT
BY ANGUS McKENZIE

most interesting relay of the last few
THE
weeks was undoubtedly Wagner's Gotterdammerung conducted by Reginald Goodall
and sung in English from the London Coliseum
on March 6th. Readers may be interested in
many of the problems that the BBC had in
such a major undertaking.
The general orchestral sound was picked up
on a stereo C24 condenser mic with its polar
diagram set at one position off figure of 8',
and four 4038 ribbon microphones strengthened
the first and second violins, and the cellos and
basses—with slight bass and treble boost being
applied to the latter, with a small degree of
bass boost on the violin mics. Almost no
correction was added to the stereo C24 mic.
Along the footlights the BBC used six 4136
cardioid condenser mics pointing straight towards the back of the stage ( all these having
windshields and being physically parallel to one
another, and pointing approximately 45°
upwards). The outputs were pan-potted from
Heft to fright, allowing a complete spread
across almost the entire width of the sound
stage, reconstituting the positions occupied
by the singers. This technique was necessary to
cut out as much orchestra as possible from the
mics picking up the singers, and because the
mics themselves were quite a distance away
from the singers little or no spaced-mic'
sound was audible. The effect of perspective
came over particularly well allowing the singers
to sound more distant when they were at the
back of the stage, as one would actually hear
them at the Coliseum. The balance between
voices and orchestra was very skillfully
managed allowing the listeners to hear most of
the words reasonably clearly, and yet not
bringing the singers too far forward which
would have been disasterous in this type of
music.
Since the opening of the London Coliseum
for opera Ihave frequently reported hum and
this in the past has been mainly due to inductance particularly in the stereo C24, from the
thyristor controlled stage lighting dimmers. In
the last few months the BBC have made
strenuous efforts to cut out this interferance,
so Iwas surprised to notice, slightly in act I,
very obviously in act Ill—especially the
beginning—a medium frequency hum, which
also concerned quite a number of other
listeners. Upon enquiry, the BBC pointed out,
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with some amusement, that this was caused by
acoustic hum present in the opera house itself,
and came from the large electric motor which
rotated the blue plastic hosepipes representing
the river Rhine! Do we really have to live
with such aural distortion for the sake of a
marginal increase in realism?
The vocal performances were in general very
good, but Ifound the strings lacking in both
brilliance and precision. Is it possible that the
BBC had to make the rather difficult decision
of not bringing the violins closer for fear that
their apparent lack of ensemble might have
been more noticeable? To be fair, the orchestra
has to work extremely hard for 5. hours,
and they had not played Gotterdammerung for
10 days whilst in the meantime doing other
difficult operas.
Because of space the BBC have only room
for two small Goodmans Maxim speakers in
their control room at the Coliseum, and it is
therefore a considerable achievement to have
obtained such a remarkable sound, balanced
on small speakers. As a listener Ifound the
relay most enjoyable and Itrust that we may
hear broadcasts of the remainder of the Ring
from the same source.
By now readers will have realised that the
BBC have taken action, after continual
criticism, and are broadcasting the Saturday
classical record review in stereo from a new
stereo equipped studio. Although Imissed the
first I understand that the programme was
very successful.
During the last few days the BBC have had
to re-bias many of their tape recorders to anew
British make of tape which appears to have
very promising characteristics as far as noise
level and quality are concerned. At the same
time they are continuing to re-equip their
outside broadcast department with new stereo
tape machines which is yet again proof of
their keenness to expand the stereo service.
Ido wish, however, that the recent Continental
tour of the BBC Symphony Orchestra could
have been taped in situ in stereo and the tapes
sent by air for transmission the following
evening. The mono landlines were often
particularly good and upon enquiry I
was told that Dolby noise reduction systems
were in use, the BBC engineers touring with
the orchestra sending the entire programme to
London Dolby processed, with de-processing
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not done until the signal reached the terminal
equipment in the Broadcasting House control
room. The measured noise level on the line,
with the noise reduction system, was between
—62 and — 64 dB, considerably quieter than
most landlines provided by the Post Office in
this country. Is there not a moral here somewhere?
In recent months a new stereo condenser
microphone prototype made by Pearl has been
used on anumber of broadcasts, and engineers
have told me that they are well satisfied with
the sound although at first they had trouble
with the polar diagram varying slightly. It is
claimed to have a particularly flat response,
especially at the treble frequency end whereas
the C 24 has arise of afew dB between 6and
10 kHz, falling off again above 12 kHz or so.
Particularly noticeable has been the excellent
sound of strings on this mic, and Ihope that the
BBC will purchase some more for general use,
even though they are rather costly.
Finally I must correct a slight misunderstanding about Radio 3 stereo continuity. It
has been decided that the new stereo continuity suites, although they will be tested
under Radio 3 conditions randomly, will be
put into service on the other networks. It
therefore appears that we may still have to
put up with the variable' noise levels of the
present suite for some months, the installation
of new continuity equipment permanently for
Radio 3 having been rather delayed from the
original estimates. Interested readers therefore
should listen carefully to the noise levels at
about the time that this article appears in print;
I for one shall be most interested to see if
there is any improvement in noise levels
noticed, particularly in the North of England.

BBC STEREO FOR MAY
May 2nd: Bach. QEH. London Bach Orchestra and
Soloists.
3rd: Lunchtime concert
Smiths Square.

from

St.

John's

4th:

Eiger and Berlioz. BBC SO. Colin Davis.
Maida Vale. Invitation concert. Leicester
schools chorus and orchestra. Goehr.

8th:

Rozhdestvensky.
BBC SO.
music from Brighton Pavilion.

Russian

8th: Parallel. Wagner. Covent Garden relay.
9th: Cardillac. Hindemith. Cologne radio recording. Verdi and Brahma. Rozhdestvensky. BBC SO.
10th:

Lunchtime concert from St. John's
Smith Square.
English Renaissance
Choral Music. Clerkes of Oxenford.

12th:

Rozhdestvensky. BBC SO. RFH. Russian Music.

18th: Cardiff University Ensemble. Recital.
17th:

Lunchtime concert from St. John's Smith
Square.

18th:

Essex University Hall. Schoenberg and
Schubert concert.

22nd: Krenek conducts
Maida Vale.

Krenek.

BBC

SO.

23rd: Rubbra 70th Birthday Concert. Tilford
Bach Festival Choir and Orchestra.
24th:

Britten conducts Bach. ECO with Peter
Pears.

29th: Strauss.
chester.

Studio recording from Man-

31st: La Fille de Madame Angot. Lecocq. Studio
production.

EXPECT THE UINEXPECTED
THE NEW MIRACORD 770 II

The MIRACORD 770 H is the finest record playing instrument ELAC ever developed. It shares all
the exclusive features of the top-rated MIRACORD 50 H, however offers the following luxuries.
— Variable speed control with digital stroboscopic speed indicator.
An illuminated indicator always visible on the rim of the turntable, gives you adigital readout of the
exact speed and you can adjust turntable speed over a6% range with the variable speed control.
— Adjustable head for setting optimum stylus tracking angle.
You set asmall lever at the top front edge of the cartridge insert for the number of records being played
and are sure of acorrect tracking angle, whether you use the 770 H for single play or as achanger.
There are still more luxury features on this state-of-the-art automatic turntable — the ones already
familiar to proud owners of the 50 H:
The Papst hysteresis synchronous motor, the exclusive feather-touch push button control, the stylus
overhang adjustment for optimum tracking, the calibrated anti-skating control, the silicone-damped
piston for gentle cueing, the dynamically balanced tone arm, tracking as low as 4gram, the full-size
12-inch heavy non-ferrous casting turntable platter.
Now ELAC has 4MIRACORD Automatic Turntables Available: Model 770 H — 50 H — 630 — 610

LIAI

ELECTROACUSTIC GmbH
D 23 KIEL GERMANY
WESTRING 425-429

ELAC AGENTS: U.K.: Unilet Products Ltd., Compton House, 35 High Street, Malden Road, New Malden, Surrey. CANADA:
White Electronics 3041 Universal Drive, Mississauga, Ont. 625-5404. AUSTRALIA: Magna Techtronics (Pty.) Aust. Ltd.,
Crows Nest N.S.W. 2065. NEW ZEALAND: Teevee Radio Ltd., Teerad House, 13 Maidstone Street, Auckland. HONGKONG:
The Radio People Ltd., 25 Chatham Road, Kowloon, Hongkong. THAILAND: Central Trading Co. Ltd., 677-683 Wang
Burapha, Bangkok. PHILIPPINES: C & C Commercial, Suite 809, Rosario, Manila. SOUTH AFRICA: Glens ( Pty.) Ltd.,
6Miller Street, Cor. 8th Street, New Doomfontein, Johannesburg.
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VDU

from an Audio logbook

distributed a lighter weight disc (about
115 grams) but they regard the bottom limit as
100 grams.
Weight and thickness of disc records is, of
course, ahangover from the days of the thick,
heavy shellac composition 78s, and over the
years discs have become lighter, from the early
LPs at about 190 grams to the more recent
releases around 130 to 160 grams.
of warpage that plague the
vinyl pressing and affect its performance are
`
pinch', ` dish' and ' saddle'. Pinch warpage
results from improper removal from the stamping press. If the disc is still warm it can easily
be twisted at the edge by the operator, so
causing apermanent set at the edge. The cure
is, of course, to take more care in the initial
handling or take the pressing out at a lower
temperature. ' Dish' warpage means that the
record is shaped like a shallow bowl but, if
played on a turntable by itself, it will usually
play well. If two such discs are placed on a
changer, slippage may result. This defect is
usually due to small differences in the press
die and stamper thickness tolerances from
outer to inner diameter. ' Saddle' warpage
refers to a disc actually bowed along one
diameter. This effect is almost always due to
improper storage or to distorted paper components in record packaging. This form of
warping can cause record slippage as well as a
cyclic wow in pitch. Pinch warping is probably
the most annoying, as it can cause alightweight
pickup head to leave the record completely or,
when less violent, can cause awobble effect.
I have no statistics on hand that indicate
the extent of this warpage problem among
records sold to the public, but Ido know that
record concentricity, dimensional control,
and the problem of ' cereal sound' are under
constant serveillance by the best record
companies. Complacency is not, however,
called for, as the truly good record pressings
around show that defects and limitations are
not inherent in the product, but may result
from adequate control and, perhaps, decreased
processing time for economic reasons.
One physical limitation is connected with the
rapid fall-off in high-frequency response and
increase in distortion with recording diameters
below about 64 in., so that running in close
to the label to fill aside is undesirable, although
variable pitch and depth control usually take
care of this requirement. Tape, of course,
avoids this ' end of side' distortion, but that's
another story!
THE THREE KINDS

by Donald Aldous

FROM MY FILES I see that, three years ago,
according to the Federal Council for Science
and Technology (in the USA), unwanted
sounds are doubling every decade. Any
student of acoustics will know that hearing loss
can and does result from prolonged exposure
to high-level noise, say, from 90 dB upwards.
Those most at risk are workers in industries
where really loud noises are a sustained part
of the environment; for example, in metal
stamping and forging, aviation and, need Isay.
discothèques?
Some press-cuttings from America have
intrigued me and inspired my previous note.
Dr. Samuel Rosen, Professor Emeritus of ear
surgery at New York City's Mt. Sinai Hospital
School of Medicine, has been comparing the
hearing of the Mobaan, a people living in the
African Sudan, with that of residents in
Düsseldorf, Cairo, and New York City. The
Mobaan live in a virtually noise-free atmosphere, broken only by a goat bleat, their own
singing or an occasional thunderclap. Up to
the age of 30, the hearing acuity of all groups
was similar, but after that age a slow decline
set in with the city dwellers, until at, say,
75 years of age, 53% of Mobaans could hear
14 kHz, but in our society only 5%!
Other tests in the University of Tennessee
have shown that after 88 hours of rock-androll music, at alevel comparable to that heard
in adiscothèque, the cells in aguinea pig's ear
were permanently damaged, and two doctors
from the University of Wisconsin have found
that amouse exposed to a103 dB bell goes into
audigenic convulsions when it hears the same
sound again! Iwonder what it would cost to
set up a hi-fi home in the African Sudan?
CONCERT ORGAN at Alexandra Palace,
one of the 19th century masterpieces of Henry
Willis, once described by Sir Malcolm Sargent
as the ' finest concert hall organ in Europe', is
to be preserved for Britain. The Greater
London Council, instead of accepting an offer
of £750 from a dealer planning to ship it to
the USA, has sold it for £500 to Mr. John
Allen, of Brook Road, Merstham, Surrey, and
Mr. Henry Willis IV, a great grandson of the
builder. This news, inadequately publicized,
will rejoice the hearts of lovers of this noble
sound source, like Rex Baldock and friends.
THE
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record is an outstanding
example of mass production plastic technology
—I wrote this in my survey of the manufacturing techniques used today in the disc record
industry, published in the 1970 Audio Annual.
In subsequent months the most common
complaint mentioned to me by readers and
audiophiles generally refers to what I have
called ' cereal sound', or intrusive snap,
crackle and pop noises on pressings, allied to
residual tape noise and extraneous hum
signals or low-frequency noise components.
Ido not propose to restart correspondence—
and I'm sure the Editor will not encourage it—
on this well-aired topic, as by now the factors
involved (which include the degree of quality
control, decreased pressing times, types of raw
material, and the inevitable economic considerations for the whole operation) are well
known—and Ihave not mentioned the reproducing end of the chain—but I do want to
touch on a new grade of thin disc called
Dynaflex, by RCA, and at the same time
mention another trouble worrying some record
collectors—namely, warpage.
Rex Isom of RCA presented a paper last
year to the AES on this type of pressing, which
is lighter and thinner than most conventional
discs in the following proportions: 0-03 in.
against 0-05 in. of the standard, and about
90 grams weight against around 135 grams.
Among the design objectives of Chief
Engineer Isom was to obtain a better quality
surface sound and to eliminate the presence
of microscopic blisters. Conventional pressing
techniques, he explains, trap within the PVC
compound hydrochloric gas, which later
escapes to erupt as minute blisters on the disc
surface. He also points out that ordinary
pressings have a laminated structure, with
striations invisible to the naked eye but
detectable by the ear. In his research to
achieve these aims, Isom claims—because of
a more solid moulded product—that the final
thinner record has better wearing properties
and reduced warpage.
Other major record companies around the
world are naturally keeping an eye on all such
developments, but—so far as Ican discover—
British manufacturers have their reservations
as yet and are keeping to existing methods and
materials.
In the USA, Columbia have
THE MODERN STEREO LP
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possessions in my library
is a collection of bound volumes of The
Wireless World, started by me as aschoolboy.
The first volume is dated Jan-June 1929, when
the WW was in its 16th year of publication.
I see a note on the ` Kusha' pickup arm
(designed for cases where electrical reproduction of records is preferred to the usual method!)
and the ` Neophone' loudspeaker (a balanced
armature design, with 12 in. cone, selling for
£3 I7s. 6d. in oak cabinet). The paper cost, I
think, 4d. and was aweekly, edited by Mr. Hugh
Pocock. Happily still with us, Mr. Pocock
has contributed to the recent 60th celebratory
anniversary issue of the WW and Radio
Review. All of us at HEN/RR and Link House
send them our congratulations on this sterling
achievement. We'd certainly like to emulate it!
ONE OF THE PROUDEST

OUR READERS WRITE ...
. . . about aBBC (Celtic) twilight
From: I'. H. Henry, 97 Voss Park, Boverton,
(,lamorgan.
DEAR SIR, Not every HiFi News & Record
Review reader is aware that, in Wales (where
everyone speaks fluent English and the vast
majority know no Welsh) the amount of
licence money spent by BBC-Wales in nightly
promoting the Celtic tongue by suppressing
BBC- I (TV) exceeds many times the cost of
providing stereo radio.
If your correspondent Mr. D. S. Graham of
Llanelli will only forsake letters to BBCLondon in favour of a protest march on BBCWales, he will not lack supporters from the
vast majority along the route who prefer good
music to mediocre television. The address ( of
BBC-Wales) is Llandaff, Cardiff. In this way
we should all also achieve the double boon of
BBC- I TV and considerable saving to the
British taxpayer.
Yours faithfully

. .. about ashort, sharp lesson
From: C. Bennett, 514 Allerton Road, Liverpool,
LI8 9UY.
DEAR SIR, We read a lot about seeking expert
advice before plunging headlong into the hi-fi
sphere. The term ' expert' in this case is agross
misnomer. Let me explain.
Recently Ipurchased aGoldring GL75 deck
with Shure cartridge, a Rotel RA310 amplifier

and apair of Wharfedale Melton speakers. My
local dealer, the expert', fitted the cartridge to
the head and adjusted the tone arm, proudly
declaring:
I've set it to track at U gms,
which is about average for this cartridge'.
Once at home the tone arm was found to be
skating. On return to the ' expert' his comment,
not unexpected: ' Seems all right to me'.
Unsatisfied, I returned home and closely
studied the Goldring handbook together with
the short notes supplied by Shure. Idiscovered
the cartridge, as set up by this ' expert' was in
fact tracking at 6-7 gms, as opposed to
Shure's recommended 1-2 gms.
Also, the
wrong anti-bias weight had been fitted. Two
minutes work sorted this one out. It seems my
local dealer was so ' expert' that he did not need
to refer to Goldring's instructions!
Three days later the amplifier developed an
intermittent fault causing gross distortion on
the right channel, discovered and isolated by
judicial testing. My ' expert' had to wait and
listen for the distortion to start and refused to
call at my home to hear the trouble. His
advice: ' There's nothing wrong with it,
nothing at all.' Luckily the British agents were
helpful, their advice: Return it please.'
Iknow who the experts are now and when
the time comes to update my equipment Inow
know where not to shop. A hard and short
lesson, this all happened within days of buying
my equipment.
Yours faithfully

THE LOWEST
PRICES OF ALL!
FANTASTIC OFFER
Compare our prices! If you see any of these tapes advertised
at keener prices than ours, we will supply you at prices Sp per
reel less than our competitor.*
(N.B. All tapes are supplied in factory sealed library boxes, not in ' round- pack'.
do not confuse products.)

ORDER FORM
Qty Reti'd

Item

Competitor's Price"

Leda Price

Mall order only. Offer does not apply overseas. Please supply the tapes 1have ordered. 1enclose
Cheque for L •
p ( inc. 20p Post & Packing).
Name

.about car- FM via Philips

From: Ron Sherwood, Philips Electrical
Limited, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue.
London, WC2H 8AS.
DEAR SIR, Iwas interested to read your reply to
W. F. of Liverpool ( page 551, March) concerning FM/VHF car radio reception and was a
little disappointed that you do not seem to be
aware of the efforts that Philips are making in
this country to push FM radio for car use.
Not only have our tests convinced us that
VHF reception in cars is quite excellent once
the car has been fully suppressed, but we have
also been marketing arange of radios from £31
to £ 100, all with the FM band, for some time.
We have made available to the trade arange of
FM suppression packs to enable them to
overcome specific problems.
Yours faithfully

BASF
Our Price

PHILIPS
Our Price

SCOTCH
Our Price

Standard
5"
600'
51"
900'
7"
1,200'

£0-79
£1-02
£1-27

£0-94
£1.27
El -45

£0-79
£1 -05
£1-30

Long Play
3"
210'
5"
900'
51"
1.200'
71,800'

£0.37
£1-12
£1-32
£1-87

£0-40
£I -05
£1-35
£1-90

£0-35
£1-05
£1 - 30
£1-87

Double Play
300
51,200
5.1'
1,800
2.400'

£0-45
£1-30
El - 86
£2.31

£0-54
£1-45
£2-07
£2-92

£0-62
£1-57
£110
£2-91

Con, pact
Cassettes
C.60
C.90
C.120

£0-45
£0•62
£0.94

£0-52
£0-72
£1-05

£0-56
£0-75
£1 - 05

SCOTCH
DYNARANGE
Our Price

Total

Total less Sp per reel

*Name of competitor .

Please

. . . about slipping feet
From: R. J. Duck, 177 Preston Road, Lytham,
Lanes, FY8 SAY.
DEAR SIR, Will makers of audio equipment please
take note. Most are fitting a type of hard
plastic foot to their plinths and cabinets; these
tend to slip on most types of surface and on my
equipment have all been replaced by rubber
ones. Two things which make this worse are
the fitting of ' Push-buttons' to the front panels
and the fact that transistorised equipment is
much lighter; therefore abetter grip is required.
Yours faithfully

P.O.!

Standard
5)"

Address

600
900'
1,200'

Long Play
'Please note:
This offer is made in good faith at the time of going to press but
we reserve the right to withdraw it wholly, or in part, at any
time without notice.
Dpt. HS, 17 LEIGH PARK ROAD, LEIGH- ON-SEA,
ESSEX
London Office: 01-226 7004 ( 24 hrs).
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5)"

900'
1,200'
1,800'

Double Play
1,200'
5)"
1,800'

BASF LH
Our Price

£0.97
£1.32
£1-62
£1.25
£1 - 60
£2-00

£1-22
£1-37
£2-02

(1.80
£2.35
£3.35

£1.37
£2-02
£2.50
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Constructional Details of
a5W design for those with
efficient loudspeakers

by Sir John Holder
battle between protagonists of Class A
THE
and Class B continues. However, a point
which definitely emerges is that agood Class A
design tends to be easier for ahome constructor
to set up, being more tolerant of indifferent
lay-out and lead length. Solid state devices
which are required to switch on or off every
half-cycle, while carrying afairly heavy current,
are apt to develop undesirable side-effects
which cause them to destroy themselves in afew
micro-seconds, so that an even faster acting
protective device has to be provided—but a
good Class A amplifier can be immune from
trouble of this sort.
In March 1970, Wireless World published a
design for an ultra-low distortion' 10 W Class
A amplifier by L. Nelson-Jones, which proved
to be simple and easy to set up, and the following is based on this design.
By definition, the efficiency of a Class A
amplifier cannot exceed 50%. This means
that a 10 W per channel stereo amplifier must
dissipate at least 40 W in the form of heat.
Providing for this increases the cost and bulk,
as compared with a Class B amplifier where
the standing dissipation amounts to afraction
of a Watt. It also means that it would be
dangerous to use the Class A amplifier in a
closed cupboard.
However, if the amplifier can be scaled down
to amaximum output of say 5W per channel,
the total heating even when incidentals such as
transformer iron are taken into consideration,
is little more than that of the average mediumpower Class B amplifier—the bulk etc. also
becoming comparable.
Many people consider that it takes 10 W
or more to drive a good quality I.B. loudspeaker—which has an efficiency of only a
few percent or less. However, for many years
it has been known that ahorn can be used as a
kind of acoustic transformer to match the
impedance of a vibrating diaphragm to that
of the surrounding air, thus raising the efficiency
to as high as 50%. However, for the reproduction of bass notes the horn has to be larger
than is normally practical for domestic use.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Happily, Voigt demonstrated the use of tapered
pipe-loading which retains many of the
advantages of the horn, including a lightweight cone, but occupies less space and from
time to time HiFi News has published excellent
examples of this type of enclosure, suitable for
home construction, notably the Decca Corner
Horn by Ralph West and the Paralines by Rex
Baldock. For those who require aready-made
enclosure, there is the A.C.E. by E. Michelsen
Custom Cabinets and 5W is sufficient to drive
any of these examples.

amplifier earthy rail and that the negative end
of the output transistor chain, the loudspeaker
return connection and the negative of the D.C.
supply all come together at a common point
on the output end of the negative amplifier
rail. Fig. 2shows the scheme diagrammatically.
The lay-out is shown in the photograph and
the large capacitor in the power supply is
mounted on top of the chassis close to the
transformer. The output capacitors are bolted
to the rear side wall of the chassis, and positioned horizontally.

Scaling down the Nelson-Jones amplifier
made it possible to use two output transistors
per heat-sink, insulated therefrom by mica
washers. One or two other changes were also
made for the benefit of the home constructor—
including a less elaborate voltage regulator,
and fig. 1shows the circuit which is intended
for use with 15 nspeakers.
In order to confine heavy currents to the
output stages it is essential that the input cable
screen be connected at the input end of the

Tedious measuring can be avoided if the
various components are arranged on top of
the chassis and the position of the holes
marked by inserting a pencil through the
holding down lugs etc.
No part of the output components or connections should be within a distance of 14 in.
from any part of the input circuitry.
The prototype amplifiers were built on an
open-ended chassis measuring 8x6x2in. All
external connecting sockets, etc. are mounted
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WHAT IS A REFERENCE STANDARD

MEW

The development of loudspeakers would be very
much simplified if atrue reference standard of sound
reproduction were available.

Years ago the axial

frequency response characteristic was used as a
standard for comparison but this was found to have
considerable pitfalls. It has been stated that agood
loudspeaker has a sensibly flat frequency response
characteristic but aloudspeaker with aflat frequency
response is not necessarily agood loudspeaker. This
is very true as the static frequency response can be
considerably different from the dynamic response
i.e. the response to transients. Transient distortion
exists in all loudspeaker systems in varying degrees
and it can be demonstrated that the lower the
transient distortion the more lifelike the sound.
During the last few years Radford have concentrated
particularly on eliminating transient distortion from
drive units and arealism of reproduction is obtained
not

previously

possible.

The two loudspeakers

shown here can be considered as reference standards
for their size.

The TRI STAR 50 is probably the

smallest size wide range high power loudspeaker
system available to- day.

It uses a closed back type

mid range unit as it operates in the same enclosure
as the base driver.

The MONITOR uses an open

back type mid range unit and is therefore contained
in aseparate enclosure from the bass driver.

Both

loudspeakers have a frequency response ± 4 dB
from 60 Hz to 20 KHz which is just about as flat as
can be obtained from present techniques.

TRI -STAR 50 A sealed enclosure for
shelf mounting having three units. Mid
range driver is a pressure type with
enclosed back. Provides high performance
with small size. Power handling capacity
50 watts. Matching impedance 8-16 ohms.
Size:
21 x 12x 9 in. ( 53 x 32 x 23 cm.)
Weight: 35 I
bs. ( 16 Kg.) Price: £42.50.

MONITOR For shelf and floor mounting
on a suitable stand.
Uses three drive
units. Sealed enclosure for bass driver.
Open back type mid range driver fitted in
separate
enclosure.
Power
handling
capacity 50 watts. Matching impedance
8-16 ohms. Size: 30 x 12 x 104- in. ( 76 x
30¡. x 264 x cm.) Weight: 43 I
bs. ( 19-1 Kg.)
Price £60.00.

Electronics is a more precise science than acoustics and standards can more readily be established from specific data. The performance standards of the SC.24 pre- amplifier and SPA.50 power amplifier have performance characteristics not equalled by any other
amplifier system at the present time. Many people with sensitive hearing believe they can hear the difference between good quality
amplifiers having a high specification.

The SC.24, SPA.50 combination has been designed to provide a high standard of listening

performance as well as a high specification. Among the subtle factors to achieve this are the elimination of cross- over distortion by
complementary symmetry output and an extraordinary overload capacity of all the sections comprising the amplifier system with
virtually zero hum and noise.
Radford aim to make all its products areference standard for all others. Write for aleaflet describing the above products or better
still visit afranchised Radford dealer for ademonstration and study the quality of workmanship.

PRE- AMPLIFIER CONTROL UNIT TYPE SC.24 A comprehensive stereo unit providing considerable facilities and flexibility. Output sufficient to drive any power amplifier.
Mains operated. Size: 16.} x 4.}x 9} in. ( 41#x14x24 cm.) Weight: 17 lbs. ( 7-7 Kg.)
Price: teem

POWER AMPLIFIER TYPE SPA.50 A dual channel power
amplifier with power output exceeding 50 watts r.m.s. continuous per channel. Size: 104 x 44 x 13 in. ( 27 x 114 x 33 cm.)
WeIght: 22 lbs. ( 9.9 Kg.) Price: £85.00.

RADFORD AUDIO LTD., BRISTOL BS3 2HZ
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along the front of the chassis. In the photograph it will be seen that the input phono
sockets are at the extreme left, with awanderplug socket close alongside for apositive supply
lead to apreamplifier. These could, of course,
be incorporated in a DIN socket if desired.
Sockets for the loud-speaker leads are centrally
placed with VR2 positioned below.
The circuit is shown in fig. 1. All components except TRs 4 and 6 and C4 are
accommodated on printed circuit boards.
Fig. 3 shows the lay-out; the rear ( R.H.
channel) board should be mounted upsidedown, so as to bring the input to the left hand
end of the chassis.
The tails of heavy components should be
bent over sharply at right angles and fixed to
the P.C. copper, using a fair area of solder.
Transistor tails should be bent over after
inserting in the board and fixed in such away
that the holes are clear of solder. This makes
it easier to remove a transistor for testing
without damaging it or the copper.
If access to the output or D.C. supply
terminals is required after the boards have
been mounted on the chassis, the input leads
should be disconnected and the left hand
holding-down bolt removed, whereupon the
heat sink and amplifier can be swung outwards.
A regulated supply makes it easy for the
constructor to ensure that the H.T. voltage
is always correct. At the same time it prevents
ripple from reaching the amplifiers, and both
these requirements are important in aClass A
design. Fig. 4 shows the circuit.
All components except CIO, C13, TRH
and VR2 are mounted on a P.C. board. The
board is mounted inside the chassis belov,
the transformer. C13 is mounted horizontally,
adjacent to the board.
TRI Iis mounted on aheat sink, positioned
mid-way between the two amplifiers. Two
6B.A. steel bolts are used for fixing both the
transformer and the regulator board, the other
two corners being fixed independently.
The action of the regulator is as follows:—
TR9 compares afraction of the output voltage
with the Zener voltage. The inverted result is
amplified and used to turn TRI Iharder on or
off as required, thus holding the output voltage
constant. Before switching-on initially, set
VR2 to zero resistance because too high a
voltage may damage the Zener.
It is as well to test the power supply into a
dummy load before connecting it to the
amplifiers. A portion of the wire from an old
240 V 1000 W domestic heater makes a
suitable load. Check that the positive lead is,
in fact, positive. If not, it means that the
rectifiers have been connected the wrong way
round.
Adjust VR2 until the output voltage is
exactly 28. It should remain very close to this
figure over the output range of 11 A down
to ' output open-circuited'. After switching on
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FIG. 2

LAYOUT OF 5W CLASS A AMPLIFIER
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the voltage will rise slightly as the device
'
warms-up'. It will then remain steady.
During the test run, care must be taken not
to short-circuit the regulator output, since
TRI 1will be destroyed instantly. Evidence of
the destruction of TRI Iwill be that the voltage
at C13 will rise very nearly to that of CIO
regardless of the setting of VR2.
It is desirable to control the current taken

by the output transistors as well as the voltage.
1f it is too high, they will become overheated—
and if too low, the amplifiers will not be able
to handle the specified power output.
TR8 and TR7 sense the drop across RI1 and
act as afeed-back regulator in asimilar manner
to that of the voltage regulator, thus maintaining the current through R11 at A, or slightly
more.

AMPLIFIER COMPONENTS LIST (
one channel)
Resistors
R1
100 K
R4 3.3 K
R7 1-5 K
R10 1K
R2 100 K
R5 220
R8 820
R11
1
R3 10 K
R6 820
R9 470
R12 820
AH 5', carbon film , W except R11 which is 1W wirewound 10%,. Values in ohms
Capacitors
Cl
0.22 n.F
C3 250 HF 40 V elec.
C5 0.22 µF
C2 10 uF 64 V elec.
C4 2000 /IF 50 V elec.
C6 47 /IF 6 V tantalum
All miniature foil Mullard ( or equivalent) unless specified

C7
C8

Transistors and diodes
TR1
2N3702
TR4 2N3055•
TR2 BC107
TR5 40362
TR3 40361•
TR6 2N3055
•Should preferably be matched with TRs 5 and 6 respectively

R13
R14
R15

10
4.7 K
2.2

250 trF 25 V elec.
0.1 ir.F

TR7 2N3702
TR8 BC168
D1 and 2 0A202

Miscellaneous
Heat sink, finned 4 >< 4¡ in. Silicon grease and power device mounting sets. PCB WJH310

POWER SUPPLY COMPONENTS (
stereo unit)
Resistors
R16 4.7 K
R18 470 K
R20 220
VR2 500 w w
R17 2.2 K
R19 is K
R21
AOT ( 270 for Twin- Twenty)
All 5% carbon film
w unless stated. Values in ohms
Capacitors
C9
01 µF
C11 0.1 µF
C10 500 le 50 V 4.3 A surge ( Daly)
C12 220 µF 10 V elec.
All miniature foil ( Mullard or equivalent) unless specified
Transistors and diodes
TR9
BC 107
TRIO 40362
Miscell
Heatsink etc. as above.
Cooling clip for TRW
PCB WJH 311.

TR11
ZD1

C13

1000-1250 uF 50 V elec.

2N3055
22 V, 5%, 400 mW Zener

IN5054

Transformer MT3AT (0-20 V)
750 mA quick blow fuse and holder
Connecting wire etc.

All components except PCBs available from:
Electrovalue, 28 St. Jude's Road, Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey.
PCBs and all components except transformer available from:
Walsall Timing & Developments Ltd., Walsall Wood, Staffordshire.
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System 3000 High Fidelity Amplifier
The Sinclair System 3000 amplifier is an entirely
new design offering a performance which is
matched by the products of only two or three
other companies in the world and by none at less
than twice the price. Total harmonic distortion is
less than 0.04% at full output at lkHz and is less
than 0.1% at all power levels and frequencies in
the audio spectrum. The output power is 17 Watts
per channel R.M.S. continuous sine wave with

both channels operating. The circuit features a
stabilised power supply with automatic overload
protection making the System 3000 amplifier
virtually indestructible.
The amplifier incorporates every feature ever
likely to be required, including the usual tone,
volume and balance controls, two pickup inputs,
radio and tape inputs, tape output, scratch filter,
speaker muting switch, headphones socket and
switched mains outlet.

The circuit uses silicon transistors exclusively and
the output transistors are chosen to be especially
robust. The amplifier case is black anodised
aluminium superbly finished and extremely robust.
Recommended retail price £45
Sinclair Radionics Limited, London Road, St. Ives,
Huntingdonshire PE17 4HJ
Tel. ( 04806)4311

JULWL IJuLl
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After checking the construction carefully
the amplifiers may be connected to the supply
and VR Iadjusted so that the voltage at the
centre output terminal is exactly half the supply
voltage. During this test the amplifier input
should be shorted. Alternatively, if a scope is
available, apply a slightly overloading input
to the amplifier and adjust VR1 to give
symmetrical output clipping. If it is impossible

FIG. 5 LAYOUT

1969, is eminently suitable— R21 should be
chosen to suit the voltage and current required
by the preamplifier, and 270 ohms is the correct
value for the Williamson unit.
Thanks are due to Mr. Nelson-Jones for
much helpful advice and for his interesting
footnote, also to Mr. Peter Levesley of Wallsall
Timing & Developments, Ltd., for designing
the printed circuit boards.

amplifier.*
My own personal experience
indicates that in most cases 5W will be
enough even with I.B.s, unless one is using
some of the recent ' mini' speakers, which
generally speaking are not good enough to
suit the excellent quality of these Class A
amplifiers.
Many units to my original design have been
built now and most have given their builders
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to adjust the sit-point correctly within the
range of VR I , it indicates that there is at least
one faulty transistor, in which case less
anguish will be caused in the long run if all the
transistors are removed and tested individually.
For full output, each amplifier requires
about 600 mV, the input impedance being
about 50 K. The control unit described by
Reginald Williamson in HiFi News, March

The voltage regulator is afree adaptation of a
small germanium transistor regulator, published in The Radio Constructor Feb. 1965.
NOTE

Sir John and Ihave corresponded on the
subject of my original design for some time,
and he is, like me, fully convinced of the real
practical, and audible advantages of aClass A

great satisfaction. The few who have come to
grief have either had agood transistor destruction session or have experienced HF instability
due to layout problems, especially on opencircuit load conditions. Sir John's addition
of a series RC across the output, is in this
respect an improvement, and should make the
design far more tolerant of layout changes.
Most pre-amplifier designs will work with
this amplifier but it is important to use only a
really good design if the good quality of this
power amplifier is not to be degraded. In this
respect Iwould recommend the unit referred
to by Sir John above, and my own recently
published design (Wireless World July 1970,
pp. 312-315). For my own design R2I of the
power unit should be 33-47 ohms and a
capacitor of 1000 p.F or more should decouple
this output to the preamp. to the OV line.
Iwish all readers success with making this
amplifier, and to Sir John, my thanks for
letting me read through his manuscript, and
allow me to comment in this manner.
L. Nelson Jones

• We would remind readers that, to our knowledge, no
rigorous tests on the merits of Class-A amplifiers have been
conducted, and that some very fine Class-B designs have
negligibly low measured distortion.—Ed.
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Try mixing it with the Sony TC-366

•••

Sony's new 4-track, 2-channel
tape deck for stereo/mono
recording and playback.

Superb finish on the outside and SONY expertise on
the inside — this model is for the enthusiast who
knows what he's doing: allows simultaneous mixing from two separate microphone and auxiliary
recording controls, and there's a professional threehead system for tape/source monitoring. When
SPECIFICATION
System 4- track stereo/mono recording
and playback.
Power requirements AC 100, 110,
117, 125,220 or 240 V, 50 or 60 Hz.
Power consumption AC 30 watts.
Tape speed 71 ips ( 19
ips
(9.5 cm/s), 1 ips ( 4-8 cm/s).
Reel capacity 7in. ( 18 cm) or smaller.
Frequency response 20 - 25,000 Hz
at 71 ips; 30 - 20,000 Hz ,1-3 dB at
ips ; 30 - 17,000 Hz at 3j ips;
30 9,000 Hz at 1¡ ips.
Signal-to-noise ratio Better than
52 dB ( normal), 55 dB ( SLH).
Wow and flutter Less than 0.09%
at 7,1 ips; less than 0-17% at 3 ips.
Harmonic distortion Less than
1.2% at normal recording level.
Level indication Two VU meters.
Fast forward and rewind time
Within 1min, 40 sec ( 1,200 ft. tape).
Inputs Microphone input,
sensitivity - 72 dB ( 0.19 mV),
impedance 600 ohms, auxiliary input,
sensitivity - 22 bB ( 0-06 V),
impedance approx. 100k ohms.
Outputs Line output, output level
(0-775 V), impedance 100k ohms,
headphone impedance 8ohms.
Dimensions 16* in. ( w) x
81->-4-in. ( h) x141-1 in. ( d).
Weight 22 lb. 8oz.
Accessories Empty reel R-7A,
connecting cord RK-74 ( 2), head
cleaning ribbon, reel caps, dust
protector, non-skid pad ( 1set),
motor pulley, " SLH" sample tape.
Recommended optional
accessories Telephone pick-up
TP-4S, microphone ECM- 21,
F98 or equivalent ( 600 ohms),
stereo headphone DR- 4A, DR - 5A,
microphone mixer MX- 6S,
rec/PB connector cable RC- 2,
magnetic connecting cord RK-66.

cm/s), n

SONY
RESEARCH MAKES tHE DIFFERENCE

SONY

(U.K.) LTD

Pyrene

House,

Sunbury Cross,
Sunbury- on-Thames, Middlesex

the tape breaks or ends, amechanical shut off device
will automatically stop the tape and return the
lever to neutral position.
Model TC-366 for the man who is something more
than an enthusiast.
Recommended retail price £ 110.0.0

FM DIARY

BY AUSTiN UDEN

LOCAL WHAT ?
the so-termed TV/radio staffs and
W HILST
communications reporters on national
newspapers have continued to churn out their
misleading, inaccurate stories about local radio,
the vagaries of its reception, and the high cost of
VHF sets, 12 more BBC stations have come on
the air since last September bringing the total
now to 20 plus one relay. And every day finds
more people expressly enquiring about suitable
radios to receive them on. Even without aVHF
receiver, local stations can still be heard in some
areas through wire relay services like Rediffusion,
a facility of which newspaper columnists seem
equally ignorant.
If no-one were listening to them, as is often
implied, why do people respond to broadcast
invitations and telephone the station's number
to converse ' live' about the very topic being
aired? Within minutes, staff are often under
considerable pressure to cope with the flow of
incoming calls. Of course people are listening
to local radio; anyone writing to the contrary is
fooling only himself. A more enlightened
attitude exists among local journalists who
have already found they and their newspapers
can work well together alongside a BBC
station providing acomplementary community
service.
Obviously the response to ' dial-in' programmes gives no true indication of audience
size for not everyone listening will have atelephone, nor necessarily be so moved as to leave
the comfort of his home to participate from the
nearest public callbox.
Only rigorously
conducted surveys will help ascertain audience
figures.
More important than mere numbers though,
is the service local radio provides by making us
aware of other people and happenings in the
neighbourhood: allowing us to hear directly
from his own lips the other man airing his
opinions, asking questions, making suggestions,
relating experiences, and telling of other's
needs. Others perhaps, far less well placed than
we who have the stereo hi-fi, indulge in camera
swapping or some other whim today's materialistic, technological world makes possible.
But no, the foregoing emphatically does not
preface apersonal, wholehearted conversion to
and glowing account about local radio solely
because of its ` do-gooding' activities. Far from
it. Some hard things have to be said over what
is patently wrong with asystem which operates
unfairly by excluding almost as large asegment
of the potential listening audience as it
serves.
Ican best illustrate this by describing the
situation in south-east England where up until
April last year, we had anightly news magazine,
South-East. It went out over the FM and most
AM Radio 4transmitters in the region, although
the actual news catchment area extended beyond
the officially designated BBC regional boundary,
taking in Brighton and Worthing in the south,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Swindon in the west and Ipswich in the north.
A vast area to cover in the time available. And
yet, whether it was an off-shore rescue drama,
commuter travel problems, Milton Keynes, the
car assembly workers, the third London airport,
or the new Thompson evening papers, the
South-East news team were there covering the
main stories and giving anews round-up aided
by the unattended studio facilities connecting
them with London where the programme was
usually assembled. Like similar programmes
in the other English radio regions, South-East
built up a hard core of regular listeners who
came to know well the reporters' voices, the
nightly visit to Scotland Yard, and Fred
Streeter's weekly gardening spot.
Six months after the last programme,
Radio London opened to be followed by Oxford
and Medway. Three local stations for the
moment then in the old south-east region. So
how does the new set-up compare with the old?
Well, for listeners within 15-20 miles of London,
Chatham or Oxford, these stations undoubtedly
do provide abetter, more immediate coverage
of news, sport and information than a short
regional magazine programme could possibly
manage.
But there is little or nothing to interest the
population beyond these editorial zones, i.e. for
people living in areas shown shaded on the map
and outwards to the shading limits representing
the BBC's predicted 48 dB (0.25 mV/m) fieldstrength contour for satisfactory reception. All
a listener can hear by way of ' local' items in
such areas is occasional road traffic information,
sports results and, possibly, ` What's On'
events where supplied by an enterprising
secretary-organisor. As my map clearly shows,
then, the editorial coverage of the stations just
does not match the real transmission range.
Radio London is no more concerned with
activities in Tunbridge Wells, Watford or High
Wycombe, than Radio Oxford is in Swindon or
Aylesbury, or Radio Medway in Southend.
That towns like Watford and Aylesbury happen
to border and be inside respectively London and
Oxford's primary (
60 dB) transmission contours,
is regarded as an unavoidable technical accident.
So what? All the more reason why, where there
is good reception, a local station should serve
and not merely ` reach' neighbouring populations by giving them ' air' time too. The five
minute south-east news spots, are prepared
incidentally as were Radio 4's power-cut reports
last December by Radio London staff (!)—no
wonder they sounded so alike—are totally
inadequate for so densely crowded and mobile
apopulation.
With no prospect of reintroducing aregional
magazine programme, however, the need to
extend local radio editorial coverage to more
nearly match transmission range is a pressing
one. How might it be done? The ideal method
would be to establish in towns bordering the
913

service areas, simple unattended studios with
equalised landline connections to the studio
centre. The BBC already have unattended
studios up and down the country connected to
the nearest regional control point for network
broadcasting purposes which could fulfill this
dual role with little modification and be most
useful to a local radio station. Indeed, BBC
Radio Solent have taken over two such existing
studios connecting with their Southampton HQ
in South-Western House, and in all, have some
six studios within their transmission area
including ones at Winchester, Portsmouth,
Poole, Newport and Sandown on the Isle of
Wight; more than London, Oxford and Medway
have between them! With so many OB points,
Radio Solent must be the best equipped ' maxilocal' so far on the air!
Where extra studios are not available,
roving reporters might serve, equipped with
tape recorders collecting items in the outer
service areas than returning to the station
studio centre to prepare a news round-up for
broadcasting in evening bulletins. To insert
on-the-spot ' live' news items at adistance, the
lofi telephone is obligatory because, generally,
the radio car's UHF link hasn't the operating
range.
As regular FM Diary readers will know, the
BBC have plans for more local stations,
including some in the south-east. According to
page 6 of Broadcasting in the Seventies, the
(forty) stations in all would ' reach' 90 per cent
of the population of England. ' Reach' please
note, not '
serve'. If built, they would clearly
perpetuate the same swindle discussed earlier,
of leaving thousands of listeners within clear
reception range but out in the editorial cold
because they happened to be beyond the 20mile ' magic circle'. Is this really fair? By what
right and reasoning do the British Broadcasting
Corporation hierarchy dare to draw rings on a
map of our Kingdom enclosing a population
centre of plus one hundred thousand, decide it
is a community and thus deserves a radio
station? On this basis, we can expect Reading
in Berkshire to have a station but not Eastbourne, Sussex.
In fact, Robert Gunnell, Station Manager of
Radio Brighton, informed our Editor in aletter
more than a year ago that Eastbourne would
likely come within range of atransmitter sited
at Heathfield ... radiating Radio Brighton's
programmes! ( Presumably, if the good people
of Eastbourne reproduced their kind faster than
the national average, they would then shortly be
eligible for a station?) But perhaps the BBC
would argue against it on some other grounds.
The aside at least illustrates the planning
absurdities.
Having listened to most of the existing 20
stations directly, (or indirectly on tapes), Ihave
been disappointed by their common uniformity
of programming structure and mediocre output.
In theory, they are supposed to reflect the
interests and aspirations, etc, of the community
served and so all be different. Rather, they
seem to reflect the thinking of the full-time staff
running them, some of whom are very much
long-standing ' old-boy' BBC types, overzealously guarding their newly found little
empires and not quite able to rid their systems
of less welcome philosophies and queer notions
picked up along the way. These are guaranteed
to have the most pro-BBC of listeners wanting
to scream and switch off.

FROM THE NOVA 88....
TO THE AWESOME DIMENSIONS
OF THE 11111 PARAGON....

‘1111. SPEAKERS PROVIDE AWHOLE
SPECTRUM OF INCOMPARABLE SOUND
JBL Speakers have been proven in professional applications all over
the world for the past 50 years. Their domestic speakers are elegant,
solid and flawlessly finished, making use of exactly the same high
quality components as in their professional range. A complete family
of speakers to complement any decor .... Athena ... Viscount ... Lancer.
the gracious Olympus ... the new ultra modern Aquarius range ... each
speaker critically engineered and carefully designed to take its part
in the JBL range of performance speakers.
Collectively, they offer what has been characterised by discerning
music listeners as the incomparable "JBL Sound".
Exclusive U.K. distributor

FELDON AUDIO LTD
126 GT PORTLAND ST. LONDON W1N 5PH let. 01-580 4314 Telex 28668

Certainly the stations managed locally,
whilst maintaining desirable standards of
broadcasting professionalism without network
radio's rigid formality, still let the network
production mind come across all too often. To
give specific examples: On network radio there
are such programmes as Woman's Hour,
Listen With Mother, and there used to be a
Children's Hour, but never to the best of my
researches has there ever been a Man's Hour
radio programme. Local radio stations are
following much the same pattern. An abundance of women's ' chat' programmes, at least
one spot for toddlers, no programmes for
older children timed between 5 and 6p.m.,
although Radio Bristol does turn out some good
material for the younger element, and nothing
resembling a Man's Hour.
Put these points to BBC local radio stations
and their replies (typical) run thus: ' We use our
mid-morning and afternoon periods with
programmes for women and younger children
as they account for a large proportion of those
at home then and able to listen'. (Agreed). ' We
take note of all our listeners' suggestions, but
cannot agree a demand exists for children's
programmes timed between 5and 6p.m., which
we believe is when listeners want to hear their
news in depth'. (Too early I would have
though with so few handy VHF sets in bus
queues! Interestingly, Radio London has moved
its evening bulletin now to alater time.) ' We do
broadcast many programmes of interest to men.
We cover local football/cricket matches and
broadcast comprehensive sports reports and
results. We have regular programmes on
motoring, gardening and angling'. Hardly a
very comprehensive range of interests is it,
neglecting that no station understood what I
meant by a Man's Hour.
With the increased leisure time we now have,
should not local radio be stimulating new
interests? Where are the hobbies magazines?
When has your local station put amodel maker,
a stamp collector or amateur photographer on
the air giving tips? (A German network station
has a five minute weekly spot on new stamps,
incidentally). What BBC local radio needs more
than money are staff with far more initiative
and imagination. Disappointing, too, is the
reliance placed on canned music. Whenever I
have heard Radio London recently, it has been
broadcasting tracks from pop albums. Don't
people sing and play musical instruments
(non-electronic) nowadays? Why has no
station formed childrens choirs and the like?
The ' sounds of the seventies' are to be heard on
the European continent, but one can still hear,
for example, Dutch children on Hilversum
radio singing everything from English folk songs
to stage musical numbers.
And if you want to know why the ' locals'
broadcast little of an evening, the answer is
'
because everyone is watching television'. Are
they indeed: Well, Ian Trethowan MD of
Radio and others have written thus and said so
over the air. And the BBC are always right as
everyone knows! So if you thought you heard
listeners ringing in to Radio London after ten at
night it must have been a dream. These
defects of local radio are so patently obvious to
listeners, one wonders whether the local
advisory council ' figure-heads' whose names
appear on pp. 163-166 of the 1971 BBC
Handbook have actually heard BBC local radio.
Perhaps they haven't got VHF sets? I have a
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hunch some of them will see this month's
Diary though!
Since Ilast drew attention to the Corporation's mounting defecit and expressed concern
over possible cut-backs in network radio, fully
confirmed by Lord Hill by the way in the 1971
Handbook, Mr. Chataway, Minister of Posts
and Telecommunications, had announced the
licence fee increases. It will be recalled that
under the last Government, this would have
been increased as of April 1st this year, by 50p
to £6.50 for monochrome television and the
radio-only licence abolished. After a close
review of the situation, the present Government concluded that the increase should be to
£7 with effect from July this year (£ 12 for
colour TV). On the same day ( 15th February),
Mr. Chataway, in answer to the Member for
Bromley, Mr. Hunt, said the BBC hoped to
extend the area covered by the existing transmissions of stereophonic broadcasting ( as
detailed last month, page 647).

I hope next month to include some maps
showing the present stereo coverage situation,
and my personal assessment of how it could
look in some three years from now, based on
the Minister's statement. Not all the relay
stations can be shown and of those that will be,
some doubts about their rebroadcasting stereo
satisfactorily must remain pending an official
statement by BBC engineers. Further, it must
be remembered that only apart of the increased
fee, when the BBC receive it, will be going
towards stereo developments which involve
establishing an entirely new system of conveying all the radio programmes to the various
transmitters as well as installing encoding
equipment.
The increase is by no means enough and with
as many pressures inside as outside the BBC,
the situation needs watching closely. Financial
and other factors could so easily set back the
work ayear or more. So keep writing!

FM Diary was prepared before Mr. Chataway's statement concerning the future of local radio and
the establishment of commercial radio. We do not think Austin Uden's views are affected by this
statement but comment may appear in a Inture ' Diary'—Ed.

LOCAL RADIO COVERAGE IN S.E. ENGLAND
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balancing anc

I N this article we will briefly consider the
required counterbalancing range and then
wander on to the pros and cons of different
means of tracking weight adjustment, finishing
with the subject of bias compensation.
The cartridge acceptance range of a pickup
arm depends upon its counterbalancing range,
which can be defined as the range of weights
added to the head which can be counterbalanced by the counterweight. If, with the
counterweight set closest to the pivot, the arm
can be balanced by placing a weight of xgms
on the head end, and needs aweight of ygms to
balance it with the counterweight furthest from
the pivot, then the counterbalancing range could
be quoted as x to ygms. This will mean that
the counterweight is capable of counterbalancing 'loads' between x and ygms.
Arms having a separate sliding weight or a
spring with which to set tracking weight after
balancing will accept any cartridge whose
weight lies within the counterbalancing range—
the effective ' load' of a cartridge will in this
case be its weight. It is therefore simple to
calculate what counterbalancing range will be
required for auniversal arm of this type as one
simply has to estimate the range of cartridge
weights to cater for and choose the weight and
movement of the counterweight to give the
same counterbalancing range.
It is not quite so simple with an arm in
which tracking weight is set by shifting the
counterweight alittle forward from its balance
position. In this case the effective load of the
cartridge will be its weight (wt) minus its
recommended tracking weight (t/wt) and we
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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now need to choose the counterbalancing range
to cater for the estimated range of cartridge
(weight minus tracking force).
That seems to be all there is to say on this
particular subject, but Icannot refrain from
having the following little moan: Why don't all
manufacturers of the latter type of arm quote
the acceptance range in terms of the counterbalancing or cartridge (wt—t/wt) range instead
of the vague and sometimes quite meaningless
terms they often use? Provided all cartridge
manufacturers co-operated by quoting the
actual weight as well as the (not too optimistic!)
recommended tracking force for their products,
we would then be able to work out without
difficulty whether the arm of our choice would
accept the cartridge of our choice.
It will be remembered that spring loaded
pickups were rejected for home construction
because of the complications involved and the
fact that under normal playing conditions they
will offer little or no advantage over gravity
loaded pickups.
We will therefore only
consider different ways of gravity loading a
pickup to provide the downward tracking force.
The simplest way, of course, is just to shift
the counterweight a little forward from its
balance position. It is, however, not easy to
calibrate the movement of the counterweight
in terms of tracking force and some means of
measuring the tracking weight (e.g. with asmall
balance) is therefore needed. A neat way
round this snag (unashamedly pinched from the
Connoisseur SAU-1 arm) is to add an appropriate weight to the rear end of the pickup before
balancing and then remove it after balancing.
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When the weight is removed the pickup will be
unbalanced the required amount towards the
head end. Ilatched on to this idea immediately
on reading the review of the SAU-1 some years
ago and have used it ever since, preferring it to
any other. Inoticed Mr. Driver also prefers the
idea (July ' 68 HFN).
The weight m to be added to the rear end of
the arm can be worked out from m = Wild.
Where W is the required tracking weight, 1is
the stylus—pivot distance, and dis the distance
behind the pivot at which the weight mis added.
It is best to make up aset of weights corresponding to playing weights of 2, 1, 4, 4, and 4 gm, so
that tracking force can be set in 4 gm increments
up to nearly 4gms.
The above way of setting tracking weight has
the drawback of not permitting quick changes
and if this happens to be desired then an
adjuster weight on a calibrated slide is the
answer. Everyone will be conversant with this
idea as it has been used for many years with the
well-known SME arm, but there are one or two
pitfalls into which the unwary constructor might
fall and it would perhaps be helpful to point
out ways of avoiding them. First, it is wise to
interpose a damping compliance somewhere
between the weight and the arm, otherwise the
resonance of the weight on its slide (usually a
thin rod) might produce a troublesome 'tone
arm' resonance. The slide on the SME arm for
instance is fixed to the decoupled' counterweight, thus avoiding possible trouble.
The second tip is to try to arrange for the
adjuster weight never to be far from the pivot at
any setting, otherwise an unnecessarily large
increase in inertia might result.
A third pitfall concerns mainly unipivot
arms. To enable aquick change with these it is
undesirable for an alteration of tracking weight
to disturb torsional balance, so the slide should
be arranged parallel with the stylus-pivot axis.
Incidentally, inertia is bound to be a little
greater using the last method of tracking weight
adjustment because the counterweight will be
set a little further away from the pivot. The
actual increase over that using the first method
will be small, though, provided the second tip
given above is heeded.
As mentioned earlier, I prefer the first
method myself, not only because of its simplicity
but also because the weights added to the rear
of the arm, when removed, can be used to ' load'
a specially designed bias compensator which
will then automatically provide the compensating force required.
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LEVER TYPE

BIAS COMPENSATOR

THREAD TO PICKUP ADJUST LENGTH SO THAT
SECTION y OF LEVER IS VERTICAL WHEN
S IS J. IN ( 10cm) FROM CENTRE OF TURNTABLE

LEVER PIVOTING AXIS PARALLEL WITH PICKUP

0 WILL OEPENO UPON
REQUIRED VARIATION IN
TORQUE A110 CAN BE
OBTAINED FROM THE TABLE

STOP

(a)

(b)

FRONT VIEWS OF ALTERNATIVE
LEVER ARRANGEMENTS

Until afew years ago we all had the theory
and practice of bias compensation comfortably
sorted out blissfully setting our compensators
to stop our spherical tipped pickups swinging
across arotating blank disc. Then along came
the elliptical stylus together with Percy Wilson
and A. R. Rangabe and their respective
partners to muck up things! ( See P. W.'s
articles in Feb. and Apr. '67 HFN and letter
from A. R. and colleagues in June '67 HFN).
Later, Mr. Deane (Oct '69) suggested that we
require a greater compensating force at the
inner grooves than at the outer, which was the
reverse of what had previously been accepted.
Then John Wright made avaliant attempt to
clear up the matter by a series of carefully
controlled experiments (see Oct., Nov. and
Dec. ' 69 HFN). Amongst other things he
showed that the most important aim of compensation is to permit the highest modulation
levels to be tracked at minimum tracking weight
and to achieve this at each point across a
record we should ideally apply acompensating
force just sufficient to cancel the largest sideforce ever likely to be experienced at each point.
The vexed question is, of course, what will be
the largest side-force experienced at each point ?
John Wright's work with unmodulated
grooves seemed to open the way to atheoretical
assessment of the effect of modulation on stylus
drag, whereas previously, as Mr. Deane
pointed out, there were so many unknowns
that an analysis was virtually impossible. My
own assessment revealed two main points:(1) Modulation would cause the drag to
increase, the drag increase being largely due to
the mechanical resistance of the stylus assembly.
So here for astart we see that drag and hence
side-thrust would be dependent upon a factor
which varies from pickup to pickup!
(2) The drag (with modulation) should
increase towards the inner grooves as Mr. Deane
predicted.
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It was rather gratifying to find point ( 1)
corroborated by the excellent work of Messrs.
Rangabe and Snell ( Feb. ' 70 HFN), but to date
no evidence has appeared to support point ( 2).
However, Rangabe & Snell showed that large
variations in record friction occur which would
cause the side-thrust not only to vary from disc
to disc but to vary unpredictably across agiven
record as well. It is apparent, therefore, that
trying to estimate the maximum side-thrust
likely to be experienced at each point across any
record is a hopeless task and the perfectionist
must perforce rely on experiment to arrive at
the best compensating torque to suit his own
pickup on his own collection of records.
Before continuing it would perhaps be useful
to point out that the torque produced by the
frictional drag on the stylus will be independent
of arm length. This may not be generally
realized.
Assuming that all pickups are
designed and set up to minimise tracking
distortion, the torque produced will be the
product of the drag and the linear offset of the
head. Since the latter is the same for pickups of
all lengths it follows that a given drag will
produce the same torque with all pickups. I
find it more convenient, therefore, to think in
terms of torque rather than side-thrust ( which
will vary roughly inversely with arm length).
Ihave believed for some time that we could
perhaps avoid alot of head scratching by trying
to arrive at a compensating torque, expressed
in terms of tracking weight W, which would
provide adequate compensation with the
majority of pickups. After brooding for some
time over the various sources of drag variations,
Iwill play ahunch and suggest that atorque of
2 W gm.ins. ( 5W gm.cms.) at 51 in. ( 15 cms.)
tracking radius, increasing by 40% to 2.8 W
gm.ins. ( 7 W gm.cms.) at 21 in. ( 5-7 cms.)
radius, would be about right. Unfortunately a
compensating torque of this order would, when
the pickup was lowered on to the outer
919

PLAN VIEW OF PICKUP ANO COMPENSATOR WHEN
S IS LIN FROM CENTRE OF TURNTABLE

unrecorded part of a record, cause it to skate
outwards off the record unless caught in time
by the run-in groove. However, if we play LPs
only, this snag could easily be overcome by
providing a stop to prevent the compensator
coming into action before the pickup was safely
on its way into the outer grooves. Things
would get a little complicated, though, if we
also wish to play 7in. records as well as the odd
10 incher!
We could avoid the complications of stops
simply by reducing the compensating torque
until its was just sufficient to hold the pickup
stationary on the outer unrecorded part of the
smallest record we intend to play; and since we
obviously will not get anywhere near ideal
compensation now, we may as well simplify
things further and stipulate that the previously
quoted increase in torque could be anywhere
between 0and 40%! Although this last scheme
might appear to be a big step backwards, it is
the one Iwould go for. Quite frankly, Ido not
think that the small reduction in tracking weight
which more accurate compensation would allow
is worth the extra trouble and strife involved.
No doubt perfectionists will disagree!
Having discussed the problem of compensation in general terms, let us now take alook at
different ways of providing a compensating
torque. Various schemes have been devized,
the most popular being the well-known
thread-and-weight system. Now, an important
requirement for acompensator is that it should
not introduce undue friction to oppose
movements of the pickup, and on testing this
idea many years ago ( 2lb breaking strain nylon
line sliding over a highly polished sewing
needle) I found that in my case friction
amounted to between
and j the compensating force. Lower friction could no doubt
be achieved but, with all due respects to our
dear Editor who invented the darned scheme
(!), Ihave been suspicious of it ever since.
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SIDE VIEWS OF TWO LEVERS SHAPED TO MINIMISE FRICTION
DIFFERENT MEANS OF SETTING COMPENSATING TORQUE
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•The variations given are approximate and assume
an S- P length of 9in., but will be accurate enough
for arm lengths between 8in. and 10 in.
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However, the idea is so popular and so
beautifully simple that it would be worthwhile
showing how to arrive at a compensator to
meet your own requirements (The following
procedure was deduced from Mr. Cockerell's
article in Aug. '69 HFN.)
Referring to fig. 1:
(1) Draw two lines XIX' and X0X, at an
angle Ointersecting at a point P. The angle O
should equal the angle through which the
pickup moves in its travels between the outer
and inner grooves of an LP. The point P will
represent the pickup's pivoting centre and XiXi
and X,X 0the respective positions of the pickup
at the inner and outer grooves.
(2) Decide on the mass m to be hung on the
thread.
(3) Decide on the compensating torque
required at the outer grooves (T0) and the
inner grooves (Ti).
(4) Draw two circles centred on P of radius.
and
ri= Ti/m.
r
o = To/m
(5) Select the distance from the pivot at
which the thread is to be connected to the arm
and draw an arc of this radius to intersect Xi-Xi
at Niand X„-X„ at N0.
(6) Draw a line through Ni to touch the
circle of radius riand another line through N,
to touch the circle of radius r
o.
(7) The point H at which these lines intersect
is the position at which the ' eye' for the thread
must be located in relation to the arm.
(Incidentally, whilst carrying out any
calculations never mix your units. For instance,
in calculations in which torque is given in
gm.ins. all weights should be stated in grams
and all distances in inches. The sooner we
change to metric measure the better for then
the risk of mixing units will disappear.)
Friction could be reduced by supporting the
thread on a pulley, and the larger the pulleyHIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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diameter/axle-diameter ratio the lower will be
the friction. Taking this line of thought to its
logical conclusion, we would arrive at the lever
type compensator illustrated in fig 2, where the
compensating weight is hung from one leg of a
lever, the other leg being connected via athread
to the pickup. With the aid of figs 2and 3, the
Table and the following notes it should not be
difficult to work out a simple but adequate
lever type compensator.
First choose a suitable point on the pickup
at which to attach the thread and measure its
distance y from the pivot. The upright leg of
the lever should be made equal in length to this
distance (see fig. 2a and b).
The angle Ocan be estimated from the Table
after the required variation in compensating
torque has been decided upon.
Fig. 3illustrates two different ways of adjusting torque: in fig. 3a, it is set by sliding the
weight m along the lever, whereas fig. 3b shows
the arrangement for setting the torque by
changing m.
The stop indicated in fig. 2a is for use when
the larger compensating torque suggested
earlier is used and its position should be such
that the upright leg leaves the stop just before
the pickup has run into the outer grooves of
the record.
There are methods of compensation which
are inherently frictionless and the magnetic
compensator is one. Iam not sure that this
method will appeal to the home constructor,
though, because it must be included in the
pickup and would result in some practical
complications. There is another, however,
which—like the two schemes just described—
performs externally and is the type Ihave used
for several years. It is based on a sort of
torsion balance principle and consists of a
weight hung from ahorizontal bar (or ' lever')
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suspended by two spaced threads. When the
lever is rotated, arestoring torque is produced
which can be applied via athread to apickup to
provide bias compensation. The arm shown in
the first article of this series (January) is
equipped with such acompensator, which can
be seen on the near side of the arm.
Unfortunately the work needed to arrive at a
suitable ' torsion' compensator is not at all
straight-forward and the average home constructor would find it much easier to work out
his own lever type or thread-and-weight
system or adapt an already worked out torsion
compensator to suit his own needs. Details of a
torsion compensator will eventually appear with
constructional details for a pickup arm, and I
will try to remember to include instructions as
to how it may be used with other arms.
Apart from its being frictionless, the torsion
compensator requires little free space beneath
it because the loading weight does not fall very
far during operation. It could therefore be used
in situations where there is insufficient vertical
'drop' for the previously described systems.
The only snag that Ihave found (after it had
been worked out!) is that a movement of the
player can set the device swinging at afrequency
around 2Hz. It is difficult to estimate theoretically how this would affect the torque applied to
the arm, but practical tests indicated that
movements of + I in, result in torque variations of less than 10%, which is quite negligible.
There will of course be small deflections of the
stylus occurring at the frequency of swing,
giving rise to a very low frequency signal.
However, such signals will be comparatively
small in amplitude and will be efficiently
filtered out in the pre-amplifier. Ihave never
noticed any distortion or other trouble which
could be attributed to aswinging compensator
—and my floor is as shaky as they come!
To end with, here are two further tips
concerning compensators. To avoid having to
re-adjust its height, fix the compensator to the
pivot assembly of the pickup so that it is raised
and lowered with it. Lastly, it is important to
attach a compensator to a unipivot arm at a
point in the ' horizontal' plane containing the
stylus-pivot axis, and preferably at a point on
this axis, so as to avoid disturbing torsional
balance. Iwould remind constructors that the
SP axis will normally slope upwards from the
stylus tip towards and beyond the pivoting
point, as will the ' horizontal' plane in which it
lies—so apoint at the same height as the pivot
will not necessarily lie in this plane.

ii ...

you, the greedy old customer, always out
for the last penny off, are the victim ..."
"... in fact, with so much low grade sound
reproduction now commonplace, its
performance seemed surprisingly acceptable ...
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Both these quotes are taken from the March issue of Hi Fi News and, as we see it, they
sum up the present situation in the world of sound.
The reasons? Well, we all want something for nothing, but at the same time we are
usually unable to accept that we only get what we pay for.
If you want ' massive discounts' plus ' a . . . . bonus' plus ' the finest after sales service'
etc., etc., then do not bother to come to us. Quite possibly you may want units
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famous nameplates and veneered cabinets, but without doubt, they generally sound
best in their unopened cardboard cartons! We also have a couple of ' sacred cows'
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So what exactly do we offer? Our business is based on mutual trust and confidence.
On discount sales we offer fair prices with an equally fair after sales service. On sales
sold at the R.R.P. we supply two years' free after sales service which includes the cost
of parts and labour. As always, there are conditions, and these are that the faulty unit
must be returned to us in the manufacturer's carton and that the unit must not have
obviously been misused.
Bearing the above in mind, we should also state that we try as far as possible to offer
only equipment which genuinely attempts to recreate the original sound. For your
guidance we offer record playing systems from £92 to £629 and no matter as to
what price level you are interested in, the pre- sales service is exactly the same. You
may, if you wish, listen to anything we offer in our reasonably well equipped demonstration room.
Still interested? So choose, and if you have read this far, then why not contact:
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Approved and authorised dealers for: ADC, ARMSTRONG, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO,
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I would say that my musical
OVERALL
tastes are catholic with strong protestant

precipitately on, draining the force of drama
too soon. In this Imust disagree with our own
C. B. and agree with those who feel Solti here
short-changes Mahler. The point? Iturned
then to the old long-deleted Delta version by
Charles Adler. It struck home; was full- bore
Mahler, I felt. But the sound? Not ' H':
No—just C/D probably, mono only. But it
still made for me more Mahler. Everything
opted for the Decca, but Delta had it in the end.
I contradict myself? Very well then, like
Walt Whitman said, I contradict myself. I
am large: Icontain multitudes. In any case, a
critic who cannot, or will not, contradict
himself is no use to man, beast, or ' womens
lib'.
Can you obtain full enjoyment from a
record where the sound is C2 or definitely
'H'? A dicey question. A great performance,
certainly. Yet how much is great performance
of music rooted in the particular sound
produced? Obviously some. Did Toscanini
spend all those hours and all that patience
getting just the right orchestral blend and
balance so that an ' H' could bug it? We've
been here before, like Isay; but we have to
come back once in awhile, to remind ourselves
where we are and what we are up to.
Who are records made for anyway? The
hi-fi buffs? Maybe. But what about all the
rest? Whose name heads them? Do they even
know what good sound is, the big majority?
Maybe not. Is that why some critics are so
goddamned cockeyed—can't twiddle knobs?
Could be. My grandfather, bless his late
military soul, could seldom change even an
electric light bulb without suffering a shock
or an explosion. Electronically, he was a nit.

But he had perfect pitch. He couldn't tell a
bass trombone from a piccolo; but he had
perfect pitch and so was the scourge of the
regimental band. He would advance upon
them at practice, the sight causing all knees to
tremble, and say to the bandmaster—' That
man's out of tune', indicating some anonymous
wight blowing down a pipe in the middle of
the mass. ' Idon't think you'll find he is, Sir',
the bandmaster would say. But he was. Yet
grandfather would have been scared out of
his wits by hi-fi. Give him agramophone and
he would propel the needle into his thumb
with impeccable accuracy and acute military
efficiency.
Is that part of the trouble? Is that why
certain wily birds affect to treat the whole
matter of decent reproduction with a kind of
suspicious disdain? Could be. They simply
can't get the hang of it.
Even so, the principle remains: the best
records will sound best on any reproducer.
You can't cut corners and grab cake by trying
to fit dim records to dim reproducers. Iused to
think it might be done; once or twice had ago
at working it out. It doesn't work out. Super
hi-fi ( true hi-fi: music-cum-sound) discs like
Decca's Rosenkavalier or HMV's Mahler 5
(JB) sound good anywhere. Cs and Ds sound
C and D anywhere. You can't win or lose.
It's all in the book.
What has this to do with musical taste?
Quite a lot. For those of us who do much
listening at home and have no patience with
the goony idea that records are second best
substitutes for the ' real thing' ( do read Henry
James) like picture postcards of aunty on the
beach last August, the quality of reproduced
sound does matter—both ways. Unless we
know how to cope, and have the brains to get
to the vitals, we inevitably lose the past and
get bogged by the present. We may even
come to like best not only the artists but the
musical works also that are best recorded.
And you can't say worse than that. Or we
may so nonchalantly dismiss quality of sound
we make the big give-away that we have
ultimately no taste at all.
Grandfather,
basically, had no taste, only ears. But how
can you have taste if you don't first have ears?
A pretty dodgem.

THE
OTHER D
c\SIDE

evening devoted to each of the following
composers: Webern, Stravinsky, Penderecki,
Messiaen and Schoenberg.
It appears that the situation is desperate, as
the followers of the popular composers have
left, if not in their thousands, at least in sufficient
numbers to convince the committee that they
have aproblem on their hands.
It seems apity that there cannot be moderation in all things, for although Iknow there are
a great many people who say that they know
what they like, they really mean that they like
what they know; and Irealise that although
it would probably be unwise to cancel the
remaining modern music recitals, from the
tone of my correspondent's remarks I have
the impression that he is strongly on the side
of the old guard instead of using his not
inconsiderable influence to bring the two
sides together.
Ido not think anyone will disagree when I
say that one of the main functions of agramophone society is to enable members to hear a
variety of music which normally they world
not. In fact in the constitution of many

societies the stated aim is to ' further the
knowledge and appreciation of music'. This
can only be done by being adventurous, and
although the BBC, God bless 'em, do a really
marvellous job in broadcasting new and unfamiliar music, it is all too easy to switch cff
anything that doesn't immediately appeal.
It does seem to me that these two new
committee members have stirred up, if not a
hornet's nest, some pretty angry bees, but
surely they would not have been elected if there
had not been some support for them in the
first place. Perhaps the chairman if he is
strong and unbiased can call his committee
together and get both sides to recognise that
although there must be progress it should not
be a headlong rush. Modern music was what
Beethoven wrote in his day and as we know
it wasn't always at that time ahowling success.
By all means give these people a fair crack
of the whip; one, two or three evenings devoted
to twentieth century music may be all that this
group can assimilate, but for heaven's sake
don't overdo it. Too much paté-de-foie could
upset anyone.

u

BURNETT JAMES

PICKING IT UP
1

leanings. If, as Oscar Wilde said, only the
auctioneer needs to appreciate all schools of
art, Istill think a narrow exclusiveness much
worse. I hate bigotry and dogmatism, yet I
will stand no nonsense. Iwas not born on the
banks of the Limpopo and my proboscis will
only be tweaked out so far. Ican take most
things ( relatively speaking), but when I can
no longer take, the protestant comes out of
hiding and unleashes broadsides. I imagine
I am not alone in finding plenty of targets
around, one way and another. But the aim
needs to be sure. Shoot with arifle not with a
shotgun, an old friend of mine, who died
recently, used to tell me. Sound advice.
So Ibrought agun or two last year against
those who prattle gaily about ' artistic merit'
and never mind the quality, especially in
older recordings. The other way round too,
of course—never mind the music but listen
to the sound—needs leading over a minefield.
Both make a total nonsense of what we are
here to talk ( and read) about.
I was trying it on the cat the other day,
Mahler 6. The new Solti/Decca. Superb
sound, sonically. If that seems a dogbite—in
what other way is sound superb except ' sonically'?—then so be it. ' Sonic' sound may not
be superb musical sound. It may not, in
sundry ways, answer to the aesthetic desiderata;
reproduce the orchestration accurately; even
make sense of the structure if important
themes or motifs are submerged, others
exaggerated. All right; we have ears, must
compromise somewhere. Yes; but not everywhere. Solti in Mahler 6Ithought rushes too

GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY NOTES BY K. LLOYD

I HEARD RECENTLY from the secretary of a
gramophone society who is considerably
perturbed by a decrease in attendance and a
consequent dearth of new members. I took
the trouble to get into touch with him and
found that at their last Annual General Meeting
there were introduced into the committee two
members who were, to quote my correspondent, ' modern fanatics' and it appears that
these two gentlemen are good debaters and had
convinced the remainder of the committee,
against their better judgment, that it would
be agood thing to have during the season one
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HERTS HiFi

166

St.

Buy it with your

e KIT

SYSTEMS, LOUDSPEAKER
KITS ( P/P on request)
Peak
Sound
Englefield mono
tuner ( P/P £0.75)
£31.50
Peak Sound Englefield amplifier
(PO,
' £0•75)
£33.50
Sugden BDI kit ( P/P £0•75)
£12.00
Wharfedale Unit 3 ..
£10.70
Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
£14.25
Wharfedale Unit 5
£20.60
KEF KK2
£20.25
KEF KK3
£30.00
KEF KK4
£14.25
Peak Sound Baxandall ES10-15 .
£12.00
KEF 727
£4.25
KEF TIS
£5.25
KEF B110
£7.50
KEF B200
£8.00
KEF B139
£9-50
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12 "
£30.50
Tannoy Monitor Gold IS
£36-75
Peerless 3-25 ..
£13.25
Peerless 20-2 ..
£11-00
Peerless 20-3
£16-00
£10-75
Peerless 3-15 .
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD
£11-95
Wharfedale Super 8 TS/DD
£7.50
Wharfedale r Bronze RS/DD
£4.50

SINCLAIR PROJECT 60
£18•50 ( P/P 50p)

••
••
•
••

MULLARD UNILEX KIT
£1 I - 50 ( P/P 50p)
(i xEP9002, IX EP90001, 2x EP9000)
Booklet 35p post free
Recommended loudspeakers ( P/P 50p)
Celestion PS8-9470 r, IS ohm,
£I•98 per pair
Celestion PS12-TC1789, 12"
£15.00 per Parr
Spear control panel £3.25 (
P/P 15p)

• LOUDSPEAKER

Leak Stereo 30 plus chassis
Leak Stereo 30 plus cased
Leak Stereo 70 chassis ..
Leak Stereo 70 cased ..
Metrosound ST20
Quad 33 & 303
Revox ASO
Rogers Ravensbourne cased
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis
Rotel RA 840 ..
Rotel RA 310 ..
Rotel RA 610 ..
Teleton A1OS
Teleton SAQ 203E
Teleton SAQ 206
Teleton SAQ SOIS
Sinclair Neoteric 60
Sinclair 2000 ..
Sinclair 2000 Mk 2
.•
Sinclair 3000 ..
Philips RH580
Rogers Ravensbrook Series 2 ch
Rogers Ravensbrook Series 2 tk

e COMPLETE

AMPLIFIERS IP P 75p)
Amstrad 8000
£19 95
Armstrong 521
£44 SO
Cambridge P40
£68-85
Cambridge P50
£74-80
Goodmans Maxamp
£44.00
Ferrograph F307 Mk 2
£47.00
Philips, BASF and EMI Cassettes.
C60, 55p; C90, 75p; CI20,
Reel
£1.05.
Feet

300

600

900

44p
48p
-

£1.00
£0.76
£0•90
£0.92
£0.80
£0.98

£ 1-30
£ 1•01
£ 1.23
£ 1•23
£ 1.05
£ 1.30

e STEREO

• TUNER- AMPLIFIERS (
P/P £ 1-001
Akai AA 6300 .. .. [105.00
.. £ 5.50
Armstrong 525 ..
£86.50
Armstrong 526 ..
Goodmans 3000 .. .. [6615
Goodmans Module 80 ...
on quotation
£63.00
Rotel 130
£75.00
Rotel FAX 330A..
£65•00
Rotel RX 200
£26-95
Teleton GR 24
£26.50
Teleton CR IOT
£33.50
Teleton F2000
£41.50
Teleton F2300
£36•50
Teleton R4200 ..
£44.50
Teleton R4300 LW
£55•50
Teleton TFS 50 ..
£89.00
Teleton CR55 ..
£79.50
Teleton 7AT20
£81.00
Teleton 7AT1
£118.00
Teleton IOATI .
£65.00
Teleton TFS50AL.
.. Special £ 110.00
Wharfedale 100-1

(1 x PZS, 2x Z30, Stereo 60 pre- amp)
P/P
PjP
Z30 £3.65
12p
PZ8 transformer
Z50 £4.45
12p
£4.95
12p
PZ5 £3.98
12p
Stereo 60
PZ6 £6•45
12p
£7.75 22p
PZ8 £4.95
12p
Q16 £7.75 35p
AFU £5.00
12p

STEREO
(P, P £200)
Decca 603/4 ..
Decca 1203/4
.
Decca Compact
Decca 3000 ..
Decca 3001
Ekco ZUS
Ekco ZU6
Fidelity UAI
Fidelity UA2
Goodmans 3000 suite
GEC 2805
GEC 2807
HMV Hi Fi system ..
Hacker GAR1000SRD/L1000
Marconi Unit 3 ..
Marconi Unit 4 ..
Metrosound 10-10
Philips GF417
Philips GF823
Philips GF824
Philips RF833
Philips RF834
Teleton CMS300
Teleton 2S6OF
Nocturne 73 ..
Ultra 6405

BASF
BASF round pack
BASF low noise
EMI
PHILIPS
SCOTCH ..
SCOTCH Dynarange
(Pl.* 12p for first LS of tape.)

(
PiP 75p)
Leak Stereofetic cased .. £60.60
Leak Stereofetic chassis £54.25
Armstrong 523
..
£44•00
Armstrong 524
£33.00
Armstrong M8 decoder .. £8.00
Quad FM3 ...
on quotation
Revox A76
£ 140.00
Rogers Ravensbrook cased .. £42•90
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis .. £37.50
Rogers Ravensbourne cased .. £56.00
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis .. £52.00
Rotel RT320
£44.50
Teleton STQ 20IX
£29.50
Teleton STC) 204X
£39.75
Teleton CT 101
..
£34.50

M¡u"

BARCLAYCARD

RECORDERS ( P/P £ 1.25)
Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4 from stock
on demonstration with substantial
discounts.
Ferrograph 702/4
£ 171.00
Ferrograph 722/4
£200.95
Akai XV
..
£ 160.00
Akai 1800SD
£ 166.00
Akai X360
£320.00
Akai X360DS
£243.00
Akai 4000D
£69-00
Akai 4000
£98.00
Akai 1720
£78•50
Akai 1710L
£69•50
Akai X50001./W
£ 135.00
Akai MIOL
£ 198.00
Akai 2000SD
£255.00
Ferguson-Marconi
3245-4245 .. £33.00
3246-4246 .. £36•50
3247-4247
£38.75
3248-4248
£43.20
Pye 9106
..
£49.00
Pye 9123
..
£49-50
Pye 9137
..
£83.00
Philips 4302
£ 30.50
Philips 4307
£ 39.50
Philips 4308
£49.95
Philips 4404
£69.25
Philips 4408
£ 111-00
Philips 4500
..
£ 104.00
Tandberg 304IX 404IX, 602IX and 1800
with substantial discounts.
Teleton FX13510D
£47.95
Teleton 999 .. .. £77.00
Uher 714
..
..
£47.50
Uher AI21 Mixer .. £41.25
Uher 4000L . .. £ 125.00
Uher 4200/4400 .. £ 159.00

ROAD

eTUNERS

Open 8.30-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut
1 Wed. Paybonds Credit Scheme.
Cheques with £ 30 cheque cards only
accepted for counter sales.

e TAPE

ALBANS

WATFORD WD2 4AS

STANDARD PLAY
1200

SYSTEMS

(P/P on request)
B & W DMI
B & W DM3
Cambridge Audio R40 • •
Cambridge Audio RSO . •
Celestion 120 ..
Celestion Ditton 15 . •
Celestion Ditton 25 • •
Decca Deram
Good mans Maxim
Goodmans Marimba • .
Goodmans Mambo
Goodmans Mezzo 3 ..
Goodmans Magnum K2..
Goodmans Minister
Goodmans Magister
KEF Cresta II ..
KEF Chorale ..
KEF Cadenza ..
KEF Concerto ..
KEF Celeste ..
Leak 200 ..
Leak 300 ..
Leak 600 ..
Peak Sound Baxandall
Quad Electrostatic
Metrosound HFS 10
Metrosound HFS 20
Tannoy IT Lancaster
Tannoy Ill LZ
Wharfedale Denton
Wharfedale Aston
Wharfedale Melton ..
Wharfedale Super Linton
Wharfedale Triton ..
Wharfedale Dovedale 3..
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
Rogers Wafer ..
Rogers Ravensbrook, pair

£45-00
£49-75
£55.00
£60.25
£28.50
£85.00
£84.25
£51.50
£47.50
£55.00
£32.00
£53.00
£20.00
£19.95
£20.00
£34.50
£46 •00
£23.50
£25•50
£34.50
£23.50
£38•50
£43.75

SYSTEMS
£59.00
£79.00
£112.00
£159.00
£139.00
£130.00
£63.00
£80.00
£37.50
£115.00
£66.00
£99.50
£160-00
£185.00
£71•50
£62.00
£65.00
£82.00
£39.95
£55-90
£55.90
£73.95
£62.00
£54.50
£47.50
£69.50

£25-50
£53.00
£55•00
£84•50
£19•35
£25-50
£50.90
£14.95
£15.90
£19•25
£18.50
£25.95
£32.50
£21.50
£48-75
£21-75
£28-50
£33.50
£45.50
£23.00
£19•50
£25-50
£38.40
£17.00
£54.50
£11-90
£14.95
£49.00
£33.50
£16•20
£21•12
£25•20
£20•75
£25.00
£31•75
£51.00
£17-00
£39.90

e

8 TRACK STEREO ( P/P [1.25)
Teleton STP 800•.
£ 39.50
Akai CR80 .. .. £75.00
Akai CR80121 .. • • £75.00
Metrosound SS30
•
£80.50
Metrosound M448
•
£43•00

e STEREO

HEADPHONES
AKG K60
..
..
£ 11.50
AKG K180 -.
on quotation
Akai ASE20
..
£7.25
Akai ASE9S
..
£550
Rotel RH600 ..
C4-50

LONG PLAY
3"
„
210 450
900
1200
1800

£ 1.55
44p 88p £ 1.25
£ 118
34p 68p £ 1.01
£ 1.45
L1.50
43p 63p £ 1•23
£ 1•40
40p 68p £ 1.03
£ 1.33
3Sp 55p £ 1.05
£ 1.66 - - £ 1•27

£ 1•43
E1-12
£ 1-65
£ 1.53
£ 1-30
£ 1 - 33
£ 1.61

924

DOUBLE PLAY
„
"
5/"
300
600
1200
1800

£2-05
54p £ 1.00 £ 1.40
£ 1-74
43p £0-76 £ 1.18
£2-35 - - £2-10
£2-10
63p £ 1.08 £ 1.80
£ 1.83
53p £0-95 £ 1•48
£ 1•90
64p £0.95 [ 1.58
£2•26
70p £ 1.13 £ 1.80

£2.02
£ 1-74
£3.00
£2.40
£2-13
£2•10
£2.36

TEL. WATFORD 34644

Rotel RH7I 1
.
£750
Teleton SH30IP & 307P . £4.20
Midland SI1700 ......£3 15

e TURNTABLES

AND ARMS
(P/P 75p)
£11.95
BSR MP 60 chassis .. . •
£20.60
BSR MP 60, plinth and cover
£11.30
BSR 310 ..
£13.95
BSR 510
£16.45
BSR 610 ..
£12.00
Garrard SP 25 Mk 3 ..
£19.50
G
d AP75 ( Remainder)
£22•25
G
d AP 76 ..
£16•50
G
d SL 65B ..
£7.00
Garrard 5100 and GCM3I
£29.50
G
d 401 ..
£22•50
Goldring 705 complete ..
£22.25
Goldring GL 69/2 chassis
£32-25
Goldring GL 69/2 P and C
£32.50
Goldring GL 75 chassis ..
£43•25
Goldring GL 75 P and C
£31.50
Thorens TO ISO Mk 2 Chassis ..
£41•95
Thorens TD 150A Mk 2.. ..
£44.95
Thorens TD 150AB Mk 2 ..
£69•95
Thorens TO 125
.. £ 106.50
Thorens TO 125AB ..
.. £57.00
Philips GA 202 ..
on request
Sugden BDI, BD2, kits ...
..
£34.50
SME 2000 plinth system
£27.00
SME 3009 and 52..
£30-00
SME 3012 and S2..
£7.75
Lenco L69
£10.75
Lenco L75
£12•75
Sugden SAU2
£16.15
Audio Technica AT1005 Mk 2 ..

e CARTRIDGES

( P/P 25p)
Audio Technica AT66.7
Audio Technica AT2 IS ..
Audio Technica AT2 I
X ..
Audio Technica L2 Lift ..
Audio Technica VN3.5
Audio Technica VM8.7
Audio Technica AT33S
Audio Technica AT355
Audio Technica AT3SX
ADC 10E..
B & O SPI
B & O SP6
B & 0 SPIO
B & 0 SPI4
Decca Deram
Decca Deram Eliptical
Decca 4RC
Decca C4E
Decca SC4E
Empire 1000ZEX
Empire 999VEX
Empire 999TEX
Empire 999SEX
Empire 999EX
Empire 90EE
Empire 999E
Empire 808E
Empire 909X
Goldring G800 and G8111111H
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800 Super E
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring CS90
Goldring CS9I E
Ortofon MISE
Ortofon SLIM
Ortofon 2x 15k transf.
Orbit NM22
Shure M3DM
Shure M3IE
Shure M32E
Shure M44.7 and .5
Shure M44E
Shure MSSE
Shure M75E1T2
Shure M75.6T2
Shure M80ED19
Shure M75GT2
Shure M9 IE
Shure M92E
Shure M93E
Shure VI5/2 Imp.
Shure M7SE . •
Sonotone 9TAHC also " G"
Teleton NM33 .•

£5•12
£7.25
£12-75
£2.50
£11.50
£7.95
£8•90
£16.25
£20•75
£30.00
£5-50
£6-90
£8•75
£6.90
£4.95
£5.30
£13.50
£19•00
£26•25
£53-00
£37.50
£23.25
£18.00
£14.00
£8.25
£10.00
£9-95
£7-50
£7-50
£13.25
£19-25
£4-50
£4-25
£6-50
£24.25
£24.25
£5.35
£3.75
£5.75
£9.90
£9-00
£8.15
£9.90
£10.90
£61.00
£11.50
£17.50
£12.00
£16.25
£11.50
£14.25
£30.00
£17.00
£2.12
£3.75

TRIPLE PLAY
2400

450

£2-45
85p
£2.18 £4.65 £3.30
98p
£ 1.98
65p
£2.83
93p
£3.34 -

900
£ 1.20
£ 1•63
£ 1.53
£ 1.50
-

24 .
60

3600

£2-00 £245

1800

£3.05

£2-80 £2-50
-

of that recording, made with the Israel Philharmonic as long ago as 1958, is still striking.

ARTHUR JACOBS

preserving. The Beatles still
hold the record for the number of LPs sold:
56 million. And who comes second? Few
would guess. ( I asked Henry Pleasants, a
writer equally knowledgeable in the ' pop' and
'serious' field, and he hazarded Elvis Presley.)
The answer is Mantovani with over 43 million.
Working as I do in a musical world where
the pull is in one of three directions—' old
classical', straight avant-garde, or pop—I
stand in evident danger of underestimating the
strength of the middleman's light music.
A STATISTIC WORTH

The things Ihear
the music world, live and recorded
SLIM, beautiful
A dark
hair, who

19-year-old with long
looked more like a
potential Miss World than a candidate for
musical honours, was the soloist with the
London Symphony Orchestra late in February
at the Festival Hall. Sylvia Marcovici ( pronounced Markovich) from Rumania, already
the victor of the Enescu competition for
violinists, chose to make her London debut
with the rarely-heard Glazunov concerto—a
lightweight work, maybe, but sufficient to
demonstrate abeautiful tone and an outstanding technical and artistic gift.
Have you signed her up yet ?' Iasked one of
London's major record company executives
whom Ispotted in the interval. He shrugged
his shoulders: What—with the Glazunov?'
I none the less prophesy that, within a few
months, either he will have Miss Marcovici
under contract or he will be sorry he didn't.
Last July I reported in Record Review the
London debut of the Korean girl violinist,
Kyung Wha Chung (also with the London
Symphony), whose Decca contract followed
almost immediately.
Miss Marcovici's concert was conducted
by Edward Downes, whose increased availability should be a benefit to both concerts and
recordings. For long a staff conductor at
Covent Garden, he resigned when it became
clear that not he but Colin Davis would succeed
Georg Solti as musical director. On this
occasion he followed the concerto with a
magnificent performance of Shostakovich's
'Leningrad' Symphony ( No. 7)—a work
which is having awell-deserved reconsideration
these days, thanks also to the fine EMI recording by the USSR Symphony Orchestra under
Svetlanov.
Some 80 minutes long. with a march- like

theme in the first movement which is repeated
in a cumulative fashion inevitably recalling
Ravel's Bolero, the symphony originally
appeared ( 1942) bearing a political ' meaning'
related to the defence of Russia against the
Nazi invasion. Does the ' meaning' really
belong to the piece? Current western fashion
in musical thinking is to deny any such particular attribute in music. But if the composer
intended such a meaning (and the same thing
applies in, say, asymphonic poem by Richard
Strauss) then it is not so easy to deny a link
between the composer's intention and what he
actually produced.
that Solti's departure from
Covent Garden, and his new contracts with
the Chicago and Paris orchestras, will mean
we shall see him much less in London. As a
guest conductor of both opera and concerts, he
will be surely as much in demand as ever. He
has now achieved aripely poised style (perhaps
a little less ' forced' than before) shown
equally by the Covent Garden Onegin, which I
praised last month, and by Decca's excellent
new Magic Flute, on which Iconcur with the
enthusiasm shown by my colleague Cedric
Wallis (page 312, February).
Decca's new World of . . .' disc devoted to
Solti (SPA 127) and culled from various
previous issues is therefore timely.
The
inclusion of the Adagietto from Mahler's
Fifth testifies not only to the conductor but
to the present pulling-power of Mahler. Some
of the other items are, Ifeel, not really typical
of Solti's best work today—those ' showpiece'
performances of the Russian and Ludmila
overture and the waltz from the Tchaikovsky
Serenade!—but Iwas happy to renew acquaintance with his Boutique Fantasque. The quality

the quotation from Bach's
'Great G minor' fugue in the score of Catch
My Soul, the rock version of Othello which I
greatly enjoyed at the Prince of Wales Theatre?
Curiously, it is the same fugue that Sullivan
quoted in The Mikado.

and these were little lin, single-sided Berliner
discs, all recorded in April 1901. Ihave only
one of these—' The Jewel of Asia' (Berliner
3229)—and this is, of course, acreator's record.
It shows a voice of lovely quality which has
been trained with scrupulous care, and the
singer's amusing little shrieks on ' The beautiful
queen of the Geisha' are delightfully managed.
At the end she executes a trill in the best
Marchesi manner, and the little record is a
delightful souvenir of one of the great ladies
of the British stage, who forsook musical
comedy for ' straight' plays at acomparatively
early age, because, we are told, she refused to
appear in a George Edwarde's production
which required her to show her legs! Naturally
the record is extremely rare, and it is really
impossible to give it an exact value as so few
copies have ever changed hands.
Henry Lytton was a prolific recorder for
HMV in the twenties, when he was the leading
comedian with the D'Oyly Carte opera corn-

pany. By that time he had little voice, but in
the leading Gilbert and Sullivan comic roles
he was inimitable, and his name is still a byword with the company. He had more voice
when he was ayoung man, and many readers
may be surprised to know that he created the
'straight' baritone role of Essex in Merrie
England. Fortunately, he also recorded the
well known ' Yeomen of England' in July 1902
on G&T 2-2654. For its date the recording is
surprisingly clear and forward, and Lytton's
diction, as always, was exemplary. The voice
however appears to have been rather lightweight even in those days and there have been
better versions made of the song, but of course,
Lytton's disc is important because he was the
first person to sing the role. Copies of the
record are again very rare, and as in the case
of the Tempest Berliner it would be very
difficult to fix aprice. Ihave never seen in any
list acopy offered for sale but it would certainly
command ahigh price to specialist collectors.

I CANNOT THINK

HISTORICALLY
REIM )
1
John Freestone
Marie Tempest was born in London in 1884
and was trained as an operatic soprano, but
she found her true métier in the musical
comedies of the day, and was the original
Mimosa San in The Geisha when it was first
produced at Daly's Theatre, under the management of George Edwardes in 1896. Marie
Tempest made only a few published records.
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Grace Bumbry's Salome
has been better than ever this season—the
voice more settled in the role, and the characterisation rightly showing not just depravity
but a sort of youthful, don't-care depravity.
(Salome is, after all, a teenager.) The New
Zealand baritone Donald McIntyre, who
numbers Jochanaan among his most impressive portrayals, and who was Boulez's choice
for Golaud in the CBS Pelléas et Mélisande, is
surely due for further important opera recordings.
After the stormy Strauss of Salome, well
conducted by Jerzy Semkow, how insipid
was La Sonnambula—I mean the work itself,
though the conducting of Carlo Felice Cillario
only served to make it duller and plainer than
ever. Not even the reappearance of Renata
Scotto, charmingly though she sang, was quite
enough to redeem the occasion. Iwas interested
to see asimilarly lukewarm reaction even from
some of my colleagues who in general are more
enthusiastic than Iabout this whole period of
opera—the period of which the words bel
canto are uttered with hushed, religious awe.
For avacant and relaxing evening, Bellini no
doubt soothes like the plush seats of the
Royal Opera House, but stimulates no mental
energy in me.
AT COVENT GARDEN,
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ANYONE ELSE NOTICE

SMITHS FOR SERVICE & TOP DISCOUNT
AMPLIFIERS
ARENA F2I0 .. .. ..
ARMSTRONG 521 .. ..
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P40 ..
CORAL 550 .. .. ..
DULCI 207 .. .. ..
DULCI 207M .. .. ..
FERROGRAPH F307 Series 2
GOODMANS Maxamp ..
LEAK Stereo 30 plus chassis..
LEAK Stereo 30 plus teak ..
LEAK Stereo 70 chassis
LEAK Stereo 70 teak
LUX SQ707 ..
LUX SQ 505 ..
LUX SQ 1220 ..
LINEAR LT 66
L.L. NOVA AMP .. ..
METROSOUND ST20 ..
NIKKO TRM 30 .. ..
NIKKO TRM 401C ..
NIKKO TRM 50
..
NIKKO TRM 1200 .. ..
PHILIPS RH 580 .. ..
ROGERS Ravensbrook ..
ROGERS Ravensbrook Teak..
ROGERS Ravensbourne Teak
ROTEL 100 .. .. ..
J. E. SUGDEN A2I Mk. 2
SANSUI AU 222 .. ..
SANSUI AU 555 .. ..
SANSUI AU 777 .. ..
SINCLAIR 2000 .. ..
SINCLAIR project 60 with PZ5
TELETON SAQ 203E ..
TELETON GA 101
.. ..

Rec. Retail
Price
£36.75
£56-00
£75-00
£59.00
£25.00
£30.00
£56.00
£5+00
£56.90
£62.00
£69.00
£75-00
£59.50
£97-50
£124.50
£18.90
£30.45
£36-00
£36.00
£46.50
£59.97
£95.00
£26.00
£52.50
£49.00
£59.50
£4+00
£59.50
£62.88
£80.48
£117.00
£30-45

Discount
Price
£29.50
£47-00
£66 50
£48 00
£17•00
£21•50
£47 00
£39 50
£46'50
£52•00
£57 00
£6200
£49•50
£79•50
£104 50
LIS SO
£22 50
£29 00
£29•97
£39.50
£50.97
£79.00
£19•97
£42•50
£3950
£48'50
£3750
£49 50
£47'50
£65•00
£82•50
£2375
£20 50
£28.35
£20 00
£ 38.25 £ 29 00

FM TUNERS
ARENA F211 . . ..
ARMSTRONG 523 ..
ARMSTRONG 524 .. ..
ARMSTRONG M8 Dec. ..
DULCI FMT7 ..
..
DULCI FMT7S ..
GOODMANS Stereomax ..
GRUNDIG R.T. 40M .. ..
LEAK Stereofetic Chassis ..
LEAK teak ..
.. ..
L.L. NOVA Tuner .. ..
NIKKO Fam I2F
.. ..
PHILIPS RH690 .. ..
ROGERS
Ravensbrook
PET
Teak .. .. ..
ROGERS Ravensbourne FÈ -i"
Teak
SANSUI
..
ili555
SANSUI TU777
..
TELETON GT101
..

£44.10
£52.45
£40-23
£9-50
£22-05
£31.00
£82-50
£126.46
£66.50
£72.50
£40.45
£68.41
£39.00

£36•75
£44•87
£34•87
£7•75
£17•97
£22•25
£51 00
£104•50
£5400
£62-00
£32•50
£59•50
£33 00

L51.50

£4450

£61.89
£77-46
£95.30
£ 51 - 60

£52-63
£67•50
£82.50
£ 36.00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
ARENA T 1500F
ARENA T 2600
ARENA T 2700
ARENA T 9000
ARMSTRONG 525
ARMSTRONG 526
GOODMANS 3000 ..
GRUNDIG RTV 400 ..
LUX SQ 555 .. ..
NIKKO STA 301
NIKKO ST 501
..
NIKKO ST 701 .. ..
PIONEER KX330 ..
PIONEER SX70
..
SANSUI 200 .. ..
SANSUI 350 .. .. ..
SANSUI 800 .. .. ..
SANYO DC60E
..
ROTEL 130 .. .. ..
PHILIPS RH78I .. ..
PHILIPS RH69I
..
TELETON CRIOT

£72.45
£104.45
£97.65
£303.45
£91.89
£10+72
£77.74
£172.15
£187-50
£99.50
£121.90
£136.20
£78.62
£160.43
£89.50
£129.55
£148.00
£99.00
£79.50
£7+97
£83.00
£39.50

£62 75
£139•50
£82•50
£255 0
£77•50
£89 50
£67 50
£145 00
£149 50
£84•50
£102•50
£112 50
£63 50
£12950
£69 50
£105 00
£120-00
£84'50
£6800
£63'50
£71 SO
£3200

TELETON F2000
TELETON MX990 ..
TELETON R8000 ..
TELETON TFS50
WHARFEDALE WTIO6-1

Rec. Reta il

Di scount

Price
£51.95
£64.60
£69.50
£75.50
£149.00

Price
£39.50
£49.50
£52.50
£54.50
£123.50

£32.55
£78-75
£18-90
£32-00
£63.00
£139.00
£32.00
£59.85
£20.77
£2+02
£40.10
£65.00
£86.39
£30.90
£44.90
£34.83
£49.90
£65.00
£49.00
£22.18
L53.50
£45.50
£36.75
£57.75
£36.00
£37.80
£9.90
£49.90
£32.50
£42.50
£69.50
£57.00
£13.00
£18.00
£26.00
£59-90

£27 . 75
£65-50
£14.75
£26.50
£49.50
£117.50
£26-00
£45-00
£1675
£19-75
£32.50
£45•00
£72•50
£23•50
£38•50
£29•50
£41 50
£52 00
£37 00
£1800
£45.00
£37.50
£29•50
£45'00
£29 00
£32•50
£33 00
£42 00
£26 00
£31 55
£56 SO
£47 SO
£10 00
£14•00
£21'00
£49•00

SPEAKERS
ARENA HT20 ..
ARENA HT26 ..
ARENA HT27 ..
B & W DMI ..
B & W DM3 ..
B & W DM70 .. ..
CELESTION Dicton 15
CELESTION Ditton 25 .
GOODMANS Maxim.. .
GOODMANS Marimba
GOODMANS Magnum K2 ..
GOODMANS Magister ..
GRUNDIG System 412 ..
GOODMANS Mezzo III .
GOODMANS Minister per pair
KEF Chorale ..
LEAK 200 per pair .. ..
LEAK 300 per pair ..
LEAK 600 each
..
KEF Cresta ..
KEF Concerto .. .. ..
LOWTHER Acousta PM6 ..
MORDAUNT SHORT MS 100
MORDAUNT SHORT MS 600
PHILIPS RH48I per pair ..
SANYO SX-X per pair
WHARFEDALE Denton ..
WHARFEDALE Super Linton
WHARFEDALE Melton ..
WHARFEDALE Dovedale III
WHARFEDALE Airedale ..
WHARFEDALE Rosedale ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 3
WHARFEDALE Unit 4 ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 5
..
WHARFEDALE Triton per pair

PLAYING DECKS
AKAI JPT500 .. .. ..
GARRARD 401
..
GARRARD 51_9513 .. ..
GARRARD 51_75B .. ..
GARRARD SL6.58 .. ..
GARRARD SP25 Mk 3 ..
GARRARD AP75
GARRARD AP76 .. ..
GOLDRING GL69 ,.
GOLDRING GL69D ..
GOLDRING GL75 .. ..
GOLDRING GL75P .. ..
GOODMANS 3025 .. ..
PIONEER PLI2 AC . ..
THORENS TD150 A 14 II ..
THORENS TDI50 AB II ..
THORENS TD125 .. ..
THORENS TDI25 AB

£36-77 £ 29 50
£38.00
£31 00
£45.45
£37'50
£35.61
£28.50
£19.32
£15 50
£15.80
LI 150
£23.80
£17•75
£26.50
£21-50
£26.60
£22•00
£35.60
£33 00
£36.41
£32•50
£46.93
£3950
£37.74
£31•50
£50.90
£41.40
£40.16
£39•00
£40.96
£42•00
£75.88
£62•50
£120-20
£95•00

STEREO CARTRIDGES
AUDIO TECHNICA AT66 ..
AUDIO TECHNICA AT2IS ..
AUDIO TECHNICA AT2I X
ADC 560
..
ADC 10E Mk II
GOLDRING G850
..
GOLDRING G800 ..
GOLDRING G800E .. ..
GOLDRING G800 S/E
GOLDRING CS90
.. ..
GOLDRING CS9IE
..
NEAT V70 .
NEAT V70E

£6.23
£8.72
£15-50
£16-33
£46.21
£6.50
£13.00
£18-85
£26.00
£5.20
£7.80
£5.23
£7.76

£550
£7•50
£13-00
£13•50
£36.50
£5•50
£8•50
£15 50
d
£1950
£4.37
£6.50
£4•37
£6•63

Rec. Retail

Price
£19.29
£13.87
£10.73
£8.40
£7.41
£5.56
£12-97
£9.26
£12.05
£8.34
£10.19
£6.43
£12.55
£10-19
£12.97
LI 1.62
£16.67
£8.34
£19.45
£11.12
£40.76
L16.67
£21.31

PICKERING VIS/AME2
PICKERING VIS AM2
PICKERING V15 AC2
PICKERING V115 AC2
SHURE M3D M
SHURE N3D ..
SHURE M3IE ..
SHURE N3IE ..
SHURE M32E ..
SHURE N32E.
SHURE M44 7 ..
.
SHURE N44 7 ..
SHURE M44E ..
SHURE N44E ..
SHURE M55E ..
SHURE N5SE ..
SHURE M75/6 ..
SHURE N75/6 ..
SHURE 1175 EJ
SHURE N75 EJ
SHURE VIS II ..
SHURE VNI5E
SHURE M75E2..

Discount

Price
£16.50
£11 50
a 37
£6 87
£600
£4•25
£10 25
£7•25
£9•50
£6•50
£13•25
£S 13
£9 00
f8 13
£1050
£8•25
£13 00
£6 SO
£16 25
£8 63
£29 87
£14 50
£17 00

STEREO TAPE DECKS AND
RECORDERS
AKAI 1000D ..
AKAI 1710L ..
AKAI 1800 SD
GRUNDIG 1K147
GRUNDIG TK246
GRUNDIG TK248 ..
TELEFUNKEN 207 ..
TELEFUNKEN 204TS
REVOX 1104 ..
PHILIPS 4404 ..
PHILIPS 4407 ..
PHILIPS 4408 ..
SANYO MR 801

£89-50
£89-50
£199-00
£87.50
£128.88
£157.70
£11+00
£124-75
£204.75
£80.00
£103.77
£136.25
£69.00
£100.80

SANYO MR 939
SANYO MR 800 ..
TELETON FXB 570D
SHARP RD 712
UHER 4200L ..
UHER 4400L ..
FERROGRAPH 724/722
FERROGRAPH 702/704
FERROGRAPH 713 ..

£110.00
£89.00
£62-00
£75-00
£162-74
£162.74
£240-54
£207.35
£188.50

SANYO

MR 929

..

£72-50
£69.50
£16500
£7250
£109 00
£12000
£95•00
£10500
£177 50
£67•50
£87 00
£110 00
£5950
£86-00
£91 50
£75 00
£53'50
£6000
£130.00
£130.00
f199.50
£169•50
£157£10

TRANSCRIPTION ARMS
SME 3009 with S2 shell
SME 3012 with S2 shell
GOLDRING L75 ..
GOLDRING L69 ..
NEAT G30 B .. .. ..
AUDIO TECHNICA 80 1005
Mk II ..

£ 34.00 £ 27 00
£36.00
£29 00
£12-50
£997
£9.29
£8-25
£16-50
£1350
£19-95

£16 25

STEREO HEADPHONES
AKAI ASE9SE ..
KOSS PRO 44..
KOSS ELECTROSTATIC
SANSUI SS2 ..
SANSUI SS20 ..
TELETON SH30ID
SHARP HPI00..
PIONEER 5E56
PIONEER SE30
PIONEER SE20A

£6.80
£28.00
£69.50
£7.73
£16.50
£4.50
£5.87
£19.18
£12.97
£9.97

£5 50
£21 50
£54 50
£6•50
£13 00
£3 50
£430
£1500
£10•00
£7.00

GOLDRING GL75 with Goldring plinth and
hinged perspex cover ready fitted with Goldring
800E cartridge ready wired to 5 pin din or peono
plug. Rec. Retail price £67.99. Discount price
£54.00.
G OLDRING GL69 Mk 11 with Gold ri
ng pli nt han
hinged perspex cover ready fitted with Goldring 800
cartridge ready wired to 5 pin din or poso plug.
Rec. Retail price £ 50.59. Discount price £41-50.

All goods are in manufacturer's sealed cartons and are insured against loss or damage in transit. Carriage 50p for speakers and stereo tape recorders. 38p for amplifiers,
tuners, playing decks, tape decks. 25p for cartridges, headphones and
iption arms. We are a retail shop giving a retail shop service. Comparator demonstrations.
Over 1000 combinations to choose from. Send cash/cheque with order. Personal callers very welcome. 9.30 am-6 pm Monday to Saturday. Thursday 4- day closing.

Smith's Radio Service (Wolverhampton) lid•

Mail Order Department, 26 Victoria Street,
Wolverhampton, Staffs.
Tel.:
Wolv. 29246
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THE GREAT INTERPRETERS

w
-I

WILHELM FURTWANGLER
(1886-1954)
URTWÁNCiLER was a cathartic figure in
F
I modern music. Both for his admirers and

RECOMMENDED RECORDS:
1. BEETHOVEN: Symphony 4 ( VP0)—MFP2072
[B C: 121
2. BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5 ( BP0)—Heliodor
8801 [ C: 1
3. BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9 ( BP0)—Unicorn
UN100 1 [ C: 2]. ( 1951 Bayreuth version on HMV
A LP1286 7 [ B/C: 11 but (
d). VP0 Eroica and Pastora/ on Special Order Electrola [ B: 1] each.)
3. BRUCKNER: Symphony 7 ( BPO-1949) HMV
HMQ1169 [ B C:
4. TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6 ( BP0-1936)—
WRC SH107 [
H:1]
5. WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde ( Flagstad / Phil)
—HMV HOM1001 5 [ B/C:
6. WAGNER: Orchestra ( excerpts VP0)—HMV
XLP30082 [ B C: 1

THE BASIC
REPERTOIRE

PROKOFIEV
'CLASSICAL' SYMPHONY
DROKOFIEV wrote his Classical symphony
in 1917, partly as a self-counter to his own
ultra-modernisms of the previous years, partly
because he had been working on the music of
the Haydn/Mozart period, and partly to skin
the noses of academics who were always sniping
at him. It is a brilliant piece of work—witty,
satirical, elegant, perky; but it is not quite so
innocent as it seems. It is highly individual and
completely Prokofiev and Russian: it if is
pastische it is so only upon some prickly surface of the composer's impish fancy. Outwardly it is ' classical' enough; but inside it is a
kind of resolution or abstraction of all that
went into the young Prokofiev's creative being.
In the Classical Prokofiev put himself under a
microscope.
I
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for his detractors he performed the service of
at once purification and purgation. He either
drove out evil or kept it in himself and away
from others. He was so much an enigma, too,
that minds could never be made up whether
he was subjective or objective artist, primarily.
At sight he was the great subjective German
Romantic; yet there was much in him of intellectual objectivity. You could not take a Furtwângler performance for granted; you could
not even take it on trust. He seemed at times
trapped in some colossal web of nevety, both
as man and artist; yet he had something
behind the naive exterior which took him right
to the heart of great music.
Listening now to Furtwängler in Beethoven,
in Brahms, in Wagner, in Bruckner, one thing
becomes more and more certain—he was one
of the very few whose breadth and depth of
vision entitled him to claim comprehensive
understanding of music's profoundest masterpieces. Many could be neater, more dapper,
more obviously acceptable; but only one or
two could ever probe as deep or see as far. His
performances were sometimes apparently
chaotic; yet behind them was ruthless logic
and akind of precision that revealed itself only
in the end—and then you knew it was there
all the time, in the beginning and all through.
No great man was more rewarded with the
impertinences of criticism. ' Wayward conducting', ' eccentricities of tempo', ' only for his
most devoted admirers'—these and other

7. SCHUBERT : Unfinished Symphony MOZART
Symphony 40
Eine kleine ( VP0)—HMV XLP30104
[B C: 12]
8. BEETHOVEN: Fidelio ( Modl / VP0)—HMV
HC1M1109 10 [ C:1/2]

It is a popular little work, often played, frequently recorded. The problem is less to find
the best version in itself than to decide on
choice of coupling(s). If you want, reasonably
enough, Prokofiev with Prokofiev, you can
have it four ways at least. Best of all is probably the HMV Melodiya' by Rhozhdestvensky ( ASD2410) with Symphony 7 [
B: 1*];
admirably recorded and stylishly played is
Abbado and the LSO ( Decca SXL6469) with
Symphony 3 [
A: 1/2]; in company of Lieutenant Kije and the Three Oranges suite by
Ormandy and the Philadelphia (CBS72I85)
[B: 1/2]; and economically by the late Sir
Malcolm Sargent engagingly coupled with
Peter and the Wolf (
Decca SPA90) [
B: 2].
Leonard Bernstein puts the Classical, in an
interesting and unusual interpretation, with
Bizet's Symphony 1 and Dukas's Apprentice
(CBS6I071) [
B: 1/2]. Efrem Kurtz's coupling
of Prokofiev and Shostakovich First Symphonies (the Classical is Prokofiev I, of course)
is now on World Record Club (ST995)—a
good and intelligent coupling and crisp playing
though with a stylistic question or two left
927

crabbed phrases were arrogantly bandied
around for his records and his concert performances. Yet if Furtwângler can be dismissed in such terms there is little hope for
any of us, none for the art of music.
He made a good number of records; but his
importance for us is less as a recordings artist,
like von Karajan or Klemperer in his old age,
as in the influence he has exerted and continues
to exert over the minds of today's younger
musicians.
Barenboim, Mehta, Askenazy,
many others declare him as one point of their
personal inspiration, and through him perhaps
look to the instigation of a ' Romatic revival',
if it has not already come. Furtwängler was
never too sure about the processes of making
records: the element of spontaniety by which
he set much store need not be lost in recording;
but in so far as it led, and must lead, to a
different performance arising on every occasion,
the record contravened a basic principle of his
art.
Some of his records were taken from public
concerts or broadcasts, and therefore have the
true ' live' feeling, in his sense. But that is not
quite the point: every Furtwângler performance
came anew; it may have been prepared but it
could not be fixed. Others, of a different
nature and temperament, could prepare something like a ' definitive' version of their interpretation at a given time. It was never fixed
for all time, for that is not what interpretations
are about; but it could be pinned temporarily
as Furtwângler's could not. At least not so
easily. His records are testimonials to his
greatness on a single night. But certain greatness.
He was also a dedicated composer. His
music is not much heard, though sometimes
a work surfaces. He himself set typically high
value on that side of his talent.
Burnett James
unanswered [
B: 2].
Rafael Fruhbeck de
Burgos's couples his Classical with Stravinsky's
Rite—sound but not compelling, either work
or way [
B: 2]. Ansermet's civilised poise and
sophistication served the Classical well, though
the playing of the Suisse Romande was not
quite
pointed enough ( Decca SXL2292),
coupling Three Oranges, Borodin Steppes and
Glinks [
B: 2]. Ansermet did an earlier version
with the Paris Conservatoire, now on Ace of
Clubs ( ACL123), a deliciously dainty piece of
work [C: 1].
You used to be able to buy the Classical on
EP: it seems you can't now. A pity, because
it fitted perfectly; but the EP format seems to
have lost favour in the classical field, and we
are not really sorry or surprised.
Recommendations seem fairly clear, for
once—so long as you like Prokofiev.
Burnett James
1. Rozhdestvensky IMoscow Radio—HMV '
Melodiya' ASD2410 ( Symphony 7) [ 6:1.]
2. Abbada
LSO— Decca SXL6409 (Symphony 3)
[A: 1/21
3. Sargent
LSO— Decca SPA90 (
Peter) [
A: 2]
(Bargain)

L-OWTHER

towards perfection

We are proud to present the latest in our range of Acoustas
—The " AUDITORIUM"— using a new and unique design,
blending the rearward and forward dispersion of sound, giving
music with all its attendant spaciousness as one would expect to
hear in an auditorium.
LOWTHER, the greatest exponents of High Flux Drive Units
with Folded Horn Enclosures, again demonstrate that efficiency,
and method of distribution, are the leading factors in musical
appreciation.
Together with the release of an Integrated Class " A"
Amplifier; F.M. Band 2 Radio, and T.V. Sound Tuners, new
standards are now being established.
The Final Assessment of quality, however, is dependent on
your own ears—so why not let them be your judge!

LOWTHER, BROMLEY, KENT

New Classic 71 Compact for perfect anti-warp
storage —elegant styling
New Classic Anti- warp Storage System is specifically designed to prevent and overcome
che problem of unequal internal stresses common to all LP records.
JOHN BORWICK'S GRAMOPHONE REVIEW
'the warp has been considerably reduced and was now quite playable'—' On both
counts, therefore, as a neat means of storage and a curative for warped records,
the New Classic Compact' can be recommended'.

-with built-in press for
correcting badly warped LP's
*

"compact 200--worpfree

THE ONLY ANTI- WARP SYSTEM
WITH CORRECT EQUALISED
PRESSURE ( ::-. 28 oz p.s.i.)
ON Ito 100 or 200 LP's.

J. W. ( W) Co., 26 Rosoman St., London, E.C.I.
Telep:sone: 01-837 5920

! FREE

Name
Address

•

NEW 1971 Illus.

•

BROCHURE AND

•

FULL DETAILS

( HN

EASILY
ADJUSTABLE
FROM
I TO 100 OR 200 LPs
ALL RECORDS STORED
UPRIGHT
* PERFECTLY
FLAT
UNDER
LIGHT PRESSURE
* SMOOTH ACTION FLOATING
PRESSURE PADS ENSURE CONSTANT PRESSURE AND IMPOSSIBLE TO JAM UP' OR BIND
NO RODS OR BARS TO IMPEDE THE EASY REMOVAL 8,
REPLACEMENT OF RECORDS
4 EQUI-DISTANT CONICAL SPRINGS
ENSURE
CORRECT
DISTRIBUTION
OF PRESSURE OVER THE WHOLE
RECORD AREA
STORAGE
NOT
REDUCED
WHEN
PRESS IN ACTION
ALL
MODELS
ARE
BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED,
ELEGANT
CABINETS,
MADE BY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN IN
OUR OWN FACTORY AND HAND
RUBBED TO MATT FINISH
ALL MODELS DESPATCHED ON SATISFACTION
OR RETURN BASIS AND UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS
*

storage for 200 records.
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looking back
'by Peter Garrimond
A column of second thoughts, new discoveries and old favorites
only for achange, but for an interesting
NOTpoint
that they raise, Itake a backward

experience. Recording apart, it is also fascinating to find that the pop outlook incorporates
its own somewhat ' inverted snobbery'. It is
widely believed that being accurate and informative is a highbrow activity. To have wide
appeal you must give little or no information.
1 don't believe in this myself—but it is an
accepted convention. Thus, for example, on
the Tábor record, the first item is called
Hungarian gypsy dance and the composer is
given as Gomez. Expecting something wild
from the Hungarian hinterland, it suddenly
strikes you that you are listening to the good
old Brahms' Hungarian dance No. 6 in D.
It wouldn't do to have that said on the record
label would it? It might cut potential sales by
half!

glance at a couple of recent recordings that
have found their level not in the classical, nor
even in the light, but in the popular section of
the magazine. The two records come from the
Decca stable Mantovani Presents his Concert
Successes' (SKL5074) and ' The World of
Gypsy Romance' ( SPA117). What aroused
my interest in these discs in the first instance
was their recording quality. They reinforce
my belief that there are, very roughly speaking,
two different recording worlds each with their
own techniques. The ' pop' world where the
aim is generally to take you right up to the
sound source; the classical' where we stand
back and listen to the sound in concert-hall
perspective, generally from the mid-price seats.
CONTINENTAL RECORDING engineers are, on the
Iknow there are plenty of exceptions to this
whole, alittle nearer to the pop strata in their
generalisation but it is broadly true. Mantovani
thinking. They take us at least down to the
gets the full, staggering pop treatment, and
front stalls with fairly close, slightly larger
what an exciting sound it is. As he happens to
than life recordings which get cut back, in this
be playing, amongst the pop pieces, lighter
country, at the transfer to disc stage. Iwas
classics such as the Die Fledermaus overture,
thinking of the kind of recording we get from
Hora staccato (
virtuoso arrangement by
companies like Ariola in Germany, Erato in
Milner) and Capriccio italien— and gives them
France, whose products filter through from
cracking good straight performances, for
time to time on the World Record Club label.
Mantovani is afirst-rate conductor and not all
cascading strings—we have the opportunity
The EMI engineers don't tamper with them
too much and the results are remarkably
to hear such music in a pop-styled recording.
clear, bold sounds which have the initial
The effect is bold and demanding, exciting for
impact of new chromium plate but not perhaps
alimited time.
If you turn to a normal classical recording
the lasting qualities of solid silver.
after this it sounds rather pale and lacking
Three recent WRC releases, taken from the
in substance and you feel bound to wonder
Erato catalogue, also induce thoughts of how
why ( beyond a few ' Phase 4' and ' Studio 2'
lucky we have been in the past two or three
recordings) we can't have more self-assertion
years in the repertoire the record companies
in serious recording. The polite tradition?
have been offering. Way back in the mono
LP era we used to grumble with some justificaFear of offending some delicate sensitivities?
Idon't think it would be consistently desirable.
tion about the unending flood of Rach. 2s,
Tchaik. Is, Griegs and Mendelssohns. Now
A Brahms or Mahler symphony coming at you
with such impact would have the same numbing
these works take their place in the queue with
effect that you get from too much pop music.
a tremendously wide range of concerto
Longer works must be set back in perspective
repertoire. In January we had Weber's 1st
simply in order to avoid tiring the ear. But I Clarinet concerto, Bassoon concerto in F and
certainly think that a lot of chamber-music
a Horn concertino in E minor presented on
recordings could gain from acloser technique.
one bright disc (WRC ST1013). Weber, in
There is, quite apart from musical considerasuch works (to paraphrase Berlioz) displayed
tions, a physical thrill to be had from really
freshness and charm, instinct and beauty,
stunning hi-fi sound and this adds itself to the
mercurial fancy, naivety, gaiety, pensiveness,
purely musical impact whether you want it to or
passion and melancholy. If that sounds too
not. It is not merely a question of volume;
good to be true, try Weber in these works and,
rather of vibration. It is good to feel the
provided you don't demand anything too
bottom strings of the basses really rasping, the
profound, you should certainly enjoy his
bite of the trombones, the pluck of a guitar
elegance and charm to the full on an excellent
string, the impact on the head of the timpani.
recording.
It is still possible to be dented by sound in a
In March we had a fresh opportunity to
concert hall, when the whole orchestra really
sample Richard Strauss's Oboe concerto and
gets going, with far more physical impact than
his 2nd Horn concerto (WRC ST1030). In
even the finest hi-fi set-up can achieve.
this case the recording was a little too
Listen to Mantovani's strings for real impact
chromium-plated, the performances not of the
and to the impact of Laszlo Tabor and his
very highest order. But the record should
orchestra in the other record. A really exciting
make a few want to explore Strauss in this
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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vein. They might go back to what has long
been one of my favourite records which, with
Tuckwell as soloist, gives us both Strauss Horn
concertos together with a concerto by Franz
Strauss, father of Richard (Decca SXL6285).
A positive feast of lovely music and accomplished playing that no French horn addict
should miss! Back in December we reviewed
a record which needs no reservations. If you
sometimes think that there has been a bit too
much Vivaldi, then Vivaldi disproves the theory
everytime we search deeper. In this case a
record featuring that most recordable of
instruments, the mandolin, in one and two
mandolin concertos by Vivaldi, proved amost
unusual treat not least for the hi-fi enthusiast
who enjoys a lovely, clear spread of sound
across his listening- room wall (WRC ST1070).
also prompts
mention of the rather sad news that it will
cease to function as a Club issuing lists of
single LPs after the present programme, which
goes up to October, is concluded. The need
for such a Club is no longer as obvious as it
was and WRC activities after October will be
concentrated on various package deals on
behalf of the EMI organisation. From what
Ihear, this will include some very interesting
and enterprising, even historical, projects of
the kind we expect from this unpredictable
offshoot of EMI, so we can still expect good
service from WRC in the future from the same
adventurous backroom boys. The current
WRC catalogue, which contains so many
valuable items, will continue to be available
as long as there is a demand for the records
contained therein. It ought to be earnestly
perused by the collector. For example, the
only available complete recordings of three
wonderful operas are there and it would
obviously be advisable to get them now if
you want to make sure of them—Offenbach's
La Périchole (
xSOC147/8)—a fine French
performance; Humperdinck's Hansel & Gretel
SOC! 87/8)—sparkling version with Schwarzkopf; and Strauss's Capriccio (mSOC230/1/2)
Then there is Bliss's Checkmate ballet (ST52)
and the Handel/Beecham The Gods Go ABegging (
ST837), neither of which I should
like to be without; and a host of historical
items which Iwill try to mention in a future
'Looking Back' feature.
MENTION OF WORLD RECORD CLUB
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Tony Griffith, WRC recording manager for the last
ten years. With the news of the change of emphasis
at WRC, he returns to the main EMI organisation.
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RECORDS REVIEWED

Bizet: ' Carmen' excerpts
(Horne)
Grieg: ' Peer Gynt' etc ( Black)
Puccini: ' Tosca' highlights
The Romantic Rachmaninov
(Camarata)
Schumann: Symphonies 3 & 4
(Solti)
Sibelius /' Tchaikovsky: Violin
concertos ( Kyung-Wha Chung)
The World of Johann Strauss
(Boskovsky)
Tchaei
h
ko
ta)
vsky: Symphony 4
(m

(GENERAL CONTENTS LIST INSIDE FRONT COVER)
CLASSICAL:
ALAIN, J. S. BACH LE
BEGUE, etc
(Organ Magnificat: McPhee)
932
ALTENBURG, BA X, BEETHOVEN,
BLISS, etc
(Brass, Now and Then)
932
ANON, BEHREND, BESARD,
FINK, etc
(Guitar & Percussion:
Behrend)
932
APPENZELLER, BARBION,
BRUBIER, etc
(Court Music of the Renaissance)
932
J. S. BACH
Harpsichord works ( Richter)
933
Harpsichord works ( Malcolm)
933
J. S. BACH, DEBUSSY,
SIBELIUS, STRAUSS
(Stokowski Pops Concert)
933
BAX, ELGAR
Legend / Piano quintet
933
BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 1-9 ( Karajan)
933
Piano concertos , Violin concerto / etc. ( Kempff,
Oistrakh)
933
King Stephen
Ruins of
Athens
934
Violin concerto ' Romances
(Heifetz)
934
Piano sonatas 8, 13, 25, 27
(Heidsieck)
934
Piano
sonatas 8,
14, 23
(Frank)
934
BEETHOVEN, BRAHMS,
FRANCK, GRIEG, etc
(Boston Symphony Orchestra) 934
BEETHOVEN, CHOPIN,
DEBUSSY, LISZT, etc
(Traumerei: various pianists)
934
BELLINI, BOITO, CILEA,
DONIZETTI, etc
(Tenor Arias from Italian
Opera)
935
BIZET
Carmen L'Arlésienne—
suites
935
BIZET, LALO, MASSENET
(Chicago Symphohy Orchestra Martinon)
935
BIZET, BORODIN, GLINKA,
GLUCK, etc
(Georg Solti Conducts)
935
BIZET, GOUNOD, PUCCINI,
VERDI, etc
(Starlight Chorale)
935
BORODIN
(The Magic of Borodin:
Camarata)
935
BRAHMS
Symphony 2, Tragic ( Walter)
936
Symphony 3, Tragic ( Reiner)
936
Symphony 3
Haydn Variations ( Walter)
936
Symphony 4 Academic
(Walter)
936
BRAHMS, FRANCK
Violin sonatas ( Oistrakh)
936
BRUCKNER
Symphony 4 ( Mehta)
936
CARULLI, SCHUBERT
Guitar Trio á Quartet
936
CATALAN'
'La Wally'— highlights
937
DITTERSDORF, PEZEL,
ROSENMULLER
(XVIII Century Studentenmusik)
937
DONIZETTI, LEONCA VALLO,
MASCAGNI, etc
(Favourite Opera Arias)
937
DVORAK
Symphony 9 / Carnival
(Fiedler)
937
'Dumky' trio Terzetto
937
DVORAK, GOUNOD,
SCHUBERT
Serenade, Petite symphonie,
etc
937
ELGAR
Crown of India, Coronation
march, Imperial march, etc
938

TAPES:
948-52
Beethoven: ' Egmont' complete
(Szell)
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FAURE
Piano quartet / Berceuse,' etc
FLORENTINE FESTIVAL
Various works ( Beckett)
FRANCK, RACHMANINOV
Symphonic variations, Piano
concerto 2
GERSHWIN, GLAZUNOV,
SHOSTAKOVITCH, etc
(Fiedler's Choice)
GERSHWIN, MacDOWELL
Piano concertos ( Szidon)
GRANADOS, KREISLER,
PADEREWSKI, etc
(Homage to Fritz Kreisler:
Campoli)
GRIEG
Symphonic & Norwegian
dances
HAMMER, HUMMEL, NARDINI,
SCHUBERT
Violas sonatas ( Lukács)
HANDEL
Concerti grossi Op. 6: 1, 2,
4, 5
HASENOHRL, MOZART,
ROSSINI
(Berlin Philharmonic Octet)
HAYDN
Symphonies 49-56 ( Dorati)
Symphonies 26, 27, 45 ( Tátrai)
String quartets Op. 33: 1-3
(Weller)
HAYDN, MOZART, SCHUBERT
(Vocal Chamber Music from
Vienna)
HONEGGER, RAVEL
'Le Roi David', Shéhérazade,
etc
KODALY
Psalmus Hungaricus
Peacock
LISZT
Organ Music ( Chorzempa)
MAHLER
Symphony 4 ( Horenstein)
MASSENET
'Manon'—complete
MENDELSSOHN
String quartets, Op. 12 ,13
Organ sonatas 1-6, etc ( Dore)
MOZART
String quartet K516 Quintet
Violin sonatas in F &
Piano sonatas, etc ( Gilels)
'The Marriage of Figaro'
(Klemperer)
PA DEREWSKI
Piano concerto / Fantaisie
PROKOFIEV
Symphony 5 ( Martinon)
RACHMANINOV
Symphony 2 ( Boult)
Piano concertos 1-4, etc
(Rachmaninov)
RUBINSTEIN
Piano concerto 4, etc ( Ponti)
SCHUBERT
Symphonies 4 & 5 ( Kertesz)
SCHUTZ
Cantate Domino, etc
SCRIABIN
Etudes, Sonata 6, etc ( Rajna)
SIBELIUS
Symphony 5 Karelia ( Gibson)
SIBELIUS, TCHAIKOVSKY
Violin concerto
Sérénade
(Ricci)
STRAVINSKY
Rite of Spring / Apollon
(Ansermet)
Petrushka ( Leinsdorf)
Piano concerto
Capriccio
(Magaloff)
Songs ( Simmons, Gramm,
etc)
TIPPETT
'The Midsummer Marriage'
(Davis)
WAGNER
'Das Rheingold'—highlights

938
938

938

The Music Lovers'— soundtrack ( Previn)
'2001'— soundtrack
Your Hundred Best Tunes:
Top Ten
Edmundo Ros: Heading South
... of the Border
The Latin Splendour of Werner
Muller
Andy Williams: The Andy
Williams Show
101 Strings: ' Paint Your Wagon'
Eric Mercury: Electric Black
Man
Cleo Laine: Cleo's choice
Johnny Cash: The Johnny
Cash Show
Diana Ross & The Supremes:
T.C.B.
Sergio Mendes: Stillness
Louis Armstrong: Country á
Western
Leroy Holmes: For a Few Dollars
More
Ron Goodwin: Battle of Britain
—soundtrack
Jack Jones: In Person at the
Sands
Henry Mancini: Sample Mancini
Jim Reeves: On Stage
Brinsley Schwarz: Despite it all
Elton John: Tumbleweed
Connection
Sacha Distel: Close to You
Love: False Start
Dean Martin: My woman, my
wife
Booker T & the MGs: Melting
Pot
The Best of Charley Pride
Los Mayas
Great War Film Themes

938
938

939

939

939

939

939
939
940
940

940

940

940
941
941
941
941
943
943
943
943

LIGHT:
952-3
The World of Mechanical
Organs
Music of the Street Organ
Famous Overtures and Marches
All- Time Favourites
Marches and Overtures
Medley of Music arranged by
Carl Frei
Dance to the Mortier Organ
Medley— Come to the Fair
Marching with the Mammoth
Gavioli
Gavioli Showtime
Marching and Waltzing
Great Voices of the Century:
Jan Peerce
Great Voices of the Century:
Nellie Melba
Harry Mortimer Diamond
Jubilee Concert

943
943
944
944
944
944
944
945
945
945

TRADITIONAL:
953-4
The Great Australian Legend
Oak, Ash and Thorn ( Bellamy)
Revolution— The Dubliners
Nina and Frederick
Hungarian Songs by Erno
Kondor
Hungarian, Slovakian, Rumanian & Russian Melodies
Armenia: Popular Traditional
Music
Music from the Shrine of Ajmer
& Mundra
Black Music of South America
All Folk Together

945

945
947
947
947

947

POPULAR:
955-957
Feature Review: Bands that
Mattered ( Ambrose,
Fox,
Hylton, Stone)
Songs of Enchantment ( Terri)

947

931

Frank Sinatra: Greatest Hits,
Vol. 2
Frank Sinatra and Count Basie
Frank Sinatra: Close to You
Emilio Pericoli: Romantic Songs
of Italy
The World of Harry Roy
Burt Bacharach: Portrait in
Song
Strings for Pleasure: Best of
Bacharach
Johnny Mann: Cottonfields
Gunter Noris: Igot rhythm
Hits of Larry Adler
Judith Durham: Climb ev'ry
mountain
Sacha Distel: Close to You
Benny Goodman: Today
Benny Goodman: London Date
Paul Desmond: Bridge over
Troubled Waters
Henry Mancini Plays Marches
Moira Anderson: Sunday Songs
Nigel Brooks: Songs for Sunday
Fred Waring: To You With
Love
Sheila Southern: Jim Webb
Song Book
Walter Wanderley: Moondreams
Antonio Carlos Jobim: Tide
Rod McKuen: Live in London
STAGE & SCREEEN:
Acker Bilk: Great Themes from
Great Movies
Bernard Herrmann: Music from
Great Film Classics
Buddy Cole: Stardust
Freddie á the Dreamers: In
Disneyland
Jeanette MacDonald & Nelson
Eddy

957

CURRENT POPS:
959-960
Tony Joe White
Eric Burdon: The Black- Man's
Burdon
Ike á Tina Turner: Workin'
Together
Ed Evanko
The Dells: Oh What a Night
Shirley & Lee: Let the Good
Times Roll
Rick Nelson: Rick Sings Nelson
Bobby Lord's Country
California Brakemen: Country
Music
Sweet Slag: Tracking with
Close- Ups
Steeleye Span: Please to see
the King
Neil Diamond: Tap Root Manuscript
Dreams
Various: Buddah in Mind
John Lee Hooker: Hooker ' n'
Heat
MISCELLANY:
960-61
For Children:
Mickey and the Beanstalk
Animal Stories of Aesop
Wally Whyton Sings Woody
Guth rie
Basil Brush
Rolf Harris: Shamus O'Shaun,
etc
Trains:
Steam Railroading under
Thundering Skies
Engines on the Bundesbahn
Flamenco:
The Art of Flamenco
Classical Flamenco Guitar
Medical:
Natural Childbirth
Indian:
The Sitar of India
Ragas from Benares
Music from the Himalayas
STEREO, MONO and PROCESSED MONO. Any record reviewed
in this magazine may be assumed to
be stereophonic unless its number is
preceded by 'm ( monophonic) or 1
,
(processed mono). Every effort is
made to ensure accuracy, but manufacturers' labelling is sometimes misleading on this point.
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Basil Ashmore, Peter Aston, Peter Branscombe, Christopher Breunig, Bryan Corne, John Crabbe,
Kenneth Dommett, Colin Evans, John Freestone, Peter Gammond, Christopher Grier, A. K. Holland,
Barbara Holm quest, Peter Le Huray, Arthur Jacobs, Burnett James, Gareth Jefferson,
Robert Sherlaw Johnson, Wilfrid Metiers, Charles Osborne, Malcolm Rayment, Madeau Stewart,
Isla Tait, Cedric Wallis, Stephen Walsh

HR

::

RECORD WS. IINGS ::

RR

Record Ratings are designed to summarise
our critics' findings, but should preferably
be noted in conjunction with the full
reports—and taken as a guide only.
RECORDING
A

D
H

PERFORMANCE
Very Good
1
2
Good
Moderate
3
4
Poor
Historical
H (or 1, 2,
3, 4 as
(pre- LP)
appropriate)

Occasionally a record may be worthy of
special mention, taking it beyond the ' very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases a
star is added to the letter or figure as
appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2 or (exceptionally) A*: 1*.
1h- Fi News & Record Review
ORGAN MAGNIFICAT
ALAIN: ' Litanies'
J. S. BACH: Fugue in G
(à la gigue)
Chorale Prelude ' Liebster Jesu,
vvir sind hier' / LE BEGUE: Noël ' Puer nobis
nascitue , DANDRIEU: Noël ' Une Bergère
Jolie' / MESSIAEN: ' Desseins Eternels' ( La
Nativité du Seigneur)
MULET: Toccata ' Tu es
Petra' (
Esquisses Byzantines) / PACHELBEL:
Partita on ' Christus, der ist mein Leben'
VIERNE: ' Naiades' (
24 Pieces de Fantasia)
George McPhee (org) at Paisley Abbey
Decca SKL5076 (£2.19)
How do Decca explain the sleeve of a record
of the Walker organ in Paisley Abbey being
illustrated by a photograph of the pipework
of the Hill, Norman and Beard instrument in
the R.C.0.? After that, it's just as well that
there is on the reverse of the sleeve a full
specification of the organ and that the playing
and the recording are first-class.
George McPhee has, to judge from the
evident enjoyment with which he plays the
works recorded, been given a free hand in his
choice of programme: at least he spares us
some of the lesser, more insipid English
pieces so often played as a duty when organs
of this country are recorded, and no wonder,
with an instrument originally built by CavailléColl. Perhaps for this historic reason there
is much French music, ancient and modern
in his programme, but none in fact from the
most Cavaillé-Collish period. The playing
throughout, whether it be of German or French
pieces, is meticulous but not finicky and the
registration aptly chosen in all cases.
The sound is quite splendid. I know the
Abbey and met the new organ first when it
was being assembled at Walkers: it can have
been no easy task for the engineers to catch
the exact sound from an instrument of such
a size and so inconveniently placed from their
point of view in the building, but they have
succeeded magnificently. [ A: 2]
Isla Tait
BRASS NOW AND THEN
ALTENBURG: Concerto for seven trumpets and
timpani
BAX: Fanfare for the Wedding of
Princess Elizabeth, 1948 ' BEETHOVEN: Three
equali for four trombones / BLISS: Antiphonal
fanfare for three brass choirs ( 1969)
Flourish

for two brass orchestras ' Greetings to a City' /
BRITTEN: Fanfare for St Edmondsbury /
BULLOCK: Fanfare for the Coronation of
Queen Elizabeth II
HAAN: Fanfare for the
opening of the Bath Festival, June 1969
MOZART: Divertimento for 2flutes, 5trumpets,
and timpani, K 187 , SIMPSON: Canzona for
brass
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD274 (£1.89)
The Philip Jones Brass Ensemble is rapidly
becoming a recording star in its ( or their) own
right; almost to the world of brass what the
Academy is to strings. Some claim; but justified. Here we have one side of modern (' Now')
pieces, and the other of classical (' Then')
pieces—Altenburg, Beethoven, Mozart. Ihave
always relished the Altenburg, ever since
it appeared on an HMV ' Baroque Library' disc

by Edward Tarr ( stifl available). The Jones
version is lighter, brighter, less pomposo, in
both sound and playing: the contrast is illuminating. The Mozart was probably ( Einstein)
written for the Salzburg Riding School, and
has a suitably military ( cavalry) flavour. Of

the ' Now' pieces, all British, Bliss's Antiphonal Fanfare, written for the Investiture of
H.R.H. Prince Charles at Caernarvon Castle,
July 1st, 1969, set the disc off to a rousingly
sonorous start. Robert Simpson's Canzona
is the most musically substantial work, recalling Gabrieli in modern terms; Britten's St
Edmondsbury fanfare for largely solo deployment ( virtually a trumpet solo) is typically

resourceful, Arnold Bax's for the Royal wedding typically, if surprisingly, melodious.
Satisfying and varied fare.
The performances are ripe, as Bertie
Wooster might say; not to say fruity. Iam
not casting aspersions: brass should sound
ripe, and if fruity is only one word one might
employ it suits the context. Weedy whiny
brass playing is bum, whoever from. None of
it here. Or in the sound quality, also full and
ripe, speaking splendidly from the throats of
brass. [A: 11
Burnett James

GUITAR AND PERCUSSION
Works by Anon, Behrend, Besard, Fink, Gorzani,
Hashagen, Milan, Negri, Newsidler
Siegfried Behrend (gtr) ISiegfried Fink (percussion) I
Claudia Brodzinska-Behrend ( voice)
Deutsche Grammophon 2530034 (£2•40)
Siegfried Behrend is one of the most enterprising of contemporary guitarists, ready to
take on and in virtually anything, from the far
past to the avant garde present. It is of course
the major charge upon guitarists to expand
and enlarge the repertoire: all do it one way
or another. Behrend, being German and involved anyway in avant garde affairs, brings
all sorts of new things out of the hat.

Side 1contains old music, largely from the
lute repertoire: side 2 is devoted to three
modern works, one by Fink himself. This
latter is extremely interesting and pointful.
One of its particular fascinations is that
because the percussion includes vibraphone
and xylophone and the guitar is sometimes
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used in a percussive capacity, there is a continual interchange, even of actual roles, the
guitar being directly percussive, the percussion melodic. Klaus Hashagen's Pergiton IV
is also resourcefully and rewardingly experimental; again guitar and percussion interchange, though not in the same way because
melody instruments are not included in the
percussion. Behrend's wife, Claudia Brodzinska-Behrend, speaks the letters of the
word ' Pergiton' before each section ( each
being based on a single letter): she also has
the main part in Behrend's own Xenographie,
a work which explores the human voice ' in
depth', something in the line of Berio's Visage
or sundry other experiments, guitar and percussion here adding their part intelligently.
Side One's old music is apt, though not
to my mind one hundred per cent successful.
I particularly don't like the two Pavans of
Luis Milan played not as stately Spanish
dances but as jaunty, almost perky, exercises,
castanets clacking. But of course the addition of percussion to old dances is quite in
keeping: something and percussion was
perfectly familiar in the Middle Ages and

later—the norm rather than the exception.
Fink is a truly expert percussionist, and
though Behrend himself has not the most
magical of tones, his technique is admirable
and his musical intelligence remarkable. So
performance is top class; and since the
recording is also ( no problems involved
really) [ A: 1] is in complete order.
Burnett James
COURT MUSIC OF THE RENAISSANCE
Music by Appenzeller, Barbion, Brubier, Compère,
Corteccia, Courtois, Desprez, Di Lasso, Gasconge,
Isaac, Lurano, Mantua, Moderne, Mouton, Papa,
Sermisy, Willaert & Zwingli
Capella Antigua Munchen IKonrad Ruhland
Telefunken ' Das alte
Werk'
SAWT9561/2
(£4.78)

The music in this enterprising programme
all has one thing in common: each piece was
written for a specific occasion and in celebration of a particular historical event. In
modern times, composers commissioned to
write occasional works have not—though
there are some notable exceptions—often
produced music of lasting value. But during
the Renaissance and Baroque, when the
musician was almost entirely dependent on
the patronage of court, church or state, composers responded quite naturally to the
demand for occasional music; indeed, the
more important the occasion the greater
incentive to the composer to produce his
best work.
The music on this recording is all from the
late Renaissance; the works, which are presented chronologically, cover a period of
almost one hundred years, beginning with a
motet by Loyset Compère, probably written
in 1484, and ending with aLassus motet dating
from the 1550's and dedicated to the Emperor,
Charles V. The music itself needs little further recommendation. All of it is of interest,
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and some of it is very fine indeed. The performances, on the other hand, are very uneven. The singers are at their best when unaccompanied and when not divided into more
than four parts. They give, for example, a
nicely shaped and tolerably well in tune
account of Mouton's Quis dabit oculis nostris,
but when divided into five or more parts the
intonation suffers considerably. It suffers
even more when voices are used in conjunction with instruments, and some of the numbers performed by voices and trombones are
quite excruciating. Here, problems of intonation are always present, and the general
ensemble is often far from good. Just how
much the poor balance is attributable to the
recording is difficult to say, but the overall
sound seems faithful to the performers,
bringing out the coarse, slightly snarling,
quality of voices and wind while exposing the
weaknesses of balance and ensemble. [ B: 3]
Peter Aston
BACH HARPSICHORD WORKS
Italian concerto in F, BWV971 j1 Chromatic
fantasia and fugue in d, BWV903 I Toccata
and fugue in g, BWV915 Pastorale in F,
BWV590
Fantasie in e, BWV906
Karl Richter ( hpd)
DGG 2530035 (£2.40)

All people would do well to study the relationship between atype of harpsichord and atype
of music. Played on awhacking great modern
machine with a plummy sixteen foot, there is
nothing even remotely Latin left in this performance of the Italian Concerto. The first
movement has a billowy hugeness that, even
played at a reasonable level, is out of proportion to any but the most baronial living room.
Lack of singing tone on this instrument drives
Karl Richter to rush slow movements. The
only evidence there is that Richter is not some
superior form of automated musician comes
unexpectedly, when he slows down fractionally for no known reason. The Chromatic
Fantasia is somewhat of athoughtless toss- off
—at the start anyhow; after this Richter seems
to go quite mad in an attempt to produce the
loudest and fastest noise. This is a form of
megalomania which Ialways associate with
organists who have lived too long alone in
an organ loft. Any quieter passages sound
disproportionately soft and somehow detached from the main flow of the work. The
scale of all these works is distorted in this
manner. Few people, Ibelieve, listen to the
harpsichord with their heads firmly wedged
inside the lid, but this must be where the
microphone got stuck. I found the whole
recording almost unbearably crude in every
way, even though Richter does calm down
considerably in the performance of the Pastorale. None of these horrid things would
need to have been said if a suitable machine
had been used. [ C: 3]
Madeau Stewart
J. S. BACH: Chromatic fantasia and fugue in d,
BWV903
Italian concerto in F, BWV971
Toccata in D, BWV912
French suite 5 in G,
BWV816
GeDrge Malcolm ( hpd)
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' (£1.69).
Reissue:
formerly Decca SXL2259 ( Feb '61)

This recital seems to me to have worn better
as a stereo recording than as an example of
George Malcolm's art. There is much brilliant
playing here, particularly in the concerto and
the suite, but Ifound Mr Malcolm's tireless
search for colour and nuance rather vexing.
The Chromatic Fantasia may be thought to
demand this kind of treatment; Ican only say
that some of the changes of registration and
dynamics strike my ears as fussy in the
extreme. To hear playing of this kind in the
recital room is one thing, to be made aware
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at each playing of arecord of less than wholly
successful improvisatory touches is another.
The happiest features are the verve and
rhythmic impulse of some of the quicker
movements (the finale of the concerto, for
instance), and the characterization of most
of the dances from the suite—the courante,
loure and gigue particularly. [ B: 2]
Peter Branscombe
STOKOWSKI POPS CONCERT
J. S. BACH: Toccata and fugue in d /
DEBUSSY: Clair de Lune
Prelude à L'apres
midi d'un faune
SIBELIUS: The Swan of
Tuonela
Finlandia STRAUSS : Blue Danube
Waltz
The Stokowski Symphony Orchestra I Leopold
Stokowski
Music for Pleasure MFP2145 (
75p)

Stokowski, at one period, used to conduct an
unseen Philadelphia Orchestra, who sat
behind a curtain through which they could
see him while remaining unseen.
The
audience were then left to contemplate the
Maestro's hands (
without a baton) outlined
in a rosy spot, throughout the evening!
That aspect of Stokowski, half musician and
half showman, obviously still persists...
as this recording proves. His view of the
Toccata and Fugue has a theatrical quality
that is certainly impressive... but would
have sadly puzzled Bach. Sibelius's Swan
was magically interpreted by this very same
conductor on an old 78. In the present
version the ' cold draught of fresh spring
water' which Sibelius prescribed has been
changed into a very heady draught of port
and brandy. The old 78 Philadelphia version
of Finlandia was probably the best interpretation ever recorded! On this disc, apart
from some rather splendid blasts on the
trombones there is acurious lack of cohesion.
The rest, frankly, is horrible! Clair de lune
would make André Kostelanetz faint with
envy. L' après midi has become a swooning
imitation of Parsifal, at its most decadent.
The full
horror, however, emerges in
Stokowski's incredible view of The blue
Danube. Gone is the Viennese magic ... to
be replaced by aquasi- quick- step (àla Sousa),
military side- drums and all! The actual
recording, is magical... spacious and clear
as crystal. [ A: 3]
Basil Ashmore

BAX: Legend for viola and piano / ELGAR:
Piano quintet in a, Op. 84
Watson Forbes ( via) ILeonard Cassini (pno) IAeolian
String Quartet
Revolution RCB8 (
99p). Reissue: formerly Delta
SDEL18024 ( Nov '63)

This came out in 1963 but did not last long
due to the misfortunes of the old Delta
company and its enterprising chief. Yet,
apart from anything else, it deserves pioneering honours: no one in the early 1960s had
seriously thought of recording
Elgar's
chamber music commercially. Delta did all
three works, pretty successfully. Since then
of course we have had John Ogdon in the
Quintet, on H.M.V., in a recital that includes
also the rare Concerto Allegro as well as
some trifles for piano solo. The present
'fillup' of Bax is, though useful, probably less
attractive to Elgarians, but Baxists will cheer,
naturally. The performance is good in Elgar,
but Icannot in honesty say it is quite as good
as the Ogdon/Allegri, though there is not
enough in it to make a big fuss about: just
that Ogdon in particular has just that much
more quirky grasp of Elgar's sometime
decidedly quirky idiom in piano music. The
recording varies between the acceptable and
the uncomfortable, the latter coming from a
wiriness of string tone above mf and acertain
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lack of depth in the piano tone ditto. Careful
control can work not miracles but satisfactions, especially Ithink on less demanding
soundboxes. The Bax is well performed and
acceptably recorded. A question or two
abided, then; but a welcome return. [C: 2]
Burnett James
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1-9
Gunda/a Janowitz (sop) IHi/dc Rossel-Majdan (con) I
Waldemar Kmentt (ten) / Walter Berry (bass) IWiener
Singverein (CM: Reinhold Schmid) IBerlin Philharmonic Orchestra IHerbert von Karajan
Deutsche Grammophon ' Beethoven Edition'
2720 007 (£10.60 only to 30 Apr). Reissues: formerly
SKL102; SLPM138801/08

The first two albums in DGG's big bicentenary recording project comprised reissues,
and were not sent for review at the time.
Unfortunately they were on the way for review
in our March issue but were held in the postal
strike, and so readers have only avery limited
time to consider buying at this late stage.
However, experience tells that copies may be
around at the subscription price for a week
or so, at least in the London stores.
When I reviewed the Schmidt-Isserstedt
package from Decca Iconcluded that it constituted the recommendation for the general
collector, although the level of inspiration
was consistently lower than in some of these
Karajan readings. Klemperer's box comprises overture fillers as well as excerpts
from Egmont, and is still available, in poorer
sound than these two competitors, at £9.45.
Karajan's own early Philharmonia set is also
offered permanently by WRC at £5.98: all
stereo transcriptions except the eighth symphony, an experimental true stereo production. Excellent value there, and the performances— Karajan a mature artist then—valid
ones.
The DGG set was done 1962/3 at the Berlin
church of Jesus-Christe Dahlem. Listening
again to the new pressings—improved cuts,
with grooves spaced well away from the
labels Isee— Ifind they compare more than
favourably at best ( e.g. Pastoral; mvt 2) with
current DGG work there.
My own favourites here are 1, 2, 4, 5 and 8.
The Eroica and Choral symphonies are
magnificently played and directed but something essential is missing, and in 7 the
allegretto seems to me marginally too fast:
as Iwrote recently, the Decca/VPO reissue
hits afine speed, and the finale is spoiled in
the Berlin version by the opening chords.
The sixth is a version Iadmire periodically,
but most listeners find it distressingly glossy.
Karajan's fine intelligence is clear here—
indeed throughout— but abasic lack of attune ment to certain Beethoven essentials again
puts it in an odd category.
Excellent playing and a pretty consistent
feel make for aunified whole about this cycle;
it depends though upon your personal reaction to Karajan. [ A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano concertos 1-5'
Violin
concerto in D, Op. 61"
Triple concerto,
Op. 56—
Two Romances Op. 40 and Op.
50 ....
Wilhelm Kempff (pno) I Christian Ferras ( vin)*
Wolfgang Schneiderhan ( vIn)*** I Pierre Fournier
(vIc)'" I Gera Anda (pno)*** I David Oistrakh
(vIn)**** IBerlin Philharmonic Orchestra IFerdinand
Leitner* I Herbert von Karajan** l Berlin Radio
Symphony Orchestra I Ferenc Fricsay*** I Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra ISir Eugene Goossens****
Deutsche Grammophon ' Beethoven Edition'
2720 008 (£8.58 only to 30 Apr).

Excellent value at the subscription price, and
one of the least debatable of the packaged
sets.
Kempff's cycle remains the most

uniquely satisfying of the five or so complete
ones, and the only possible objection is that
he plays cadenzas of his own composition—
Ihasten to add these are a source of delight,
and especially notable are those for the finale
of 1in C, and the first mvt of 4 in G, both of
which focus on the very essence of the
music we have heard. Moreover, Kempff's
performances are very consistent in inspiration, and Ido not feel it likely that in concert
one would find him wholly more satisfying
than on these records.
The outlay for these discs alone would be
reasonable, so that arguably the string concertos come as a bonus. The Triple is fine:
Ilistened to it again with great pleasure, in
spite of the rival HMV with Karajan in my
mind; the Romances have not been surpassed; and the violin concerto with Ferras,
if not rivalling the Suk/HMV or Grumiaux/
Philips, is nevertheless aversion of considerable interest.
The new transfers are all cut with maximum
clearance from the labels, and the pressings
are to a high standard. Slight rumble here
and there, but no surface ticks or pre- echoes
detected. [' A: 1*/rest A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: ' King
Stephen'— incidental
music Op. 117 "'The Ruins of Athens'—
incidental music Op. 113
*Margit László ( sop) l * Sándor Nagy (bar) IChorus of
the Hungarian Radio and Television (CM. Ferenc
Sapszon) IBudapest Philharmonic Orchestra IGéza
Oberfrank
Hungaroton SLPX11474 (51.72)

Beethoven's two Kotzebue settings for the
1812 opening of the Pesth Theatre, appropriately with Budapest forces, and altogether
a more recommendable issue than the Turnabout coupling Ireviewed last November.
The orchestral playing sounds rather homespun, by sophisticated Western standards—
to which records have accustomed us—but
it satisfies, and the choral work is bright and
pleasing. It must be said though that the
King Stephen music is exceedingly dull, and
that for the Ruins Beecham's excerpts ( sung
in English) are unsurpassed for panache.
The old EMI recording compares favourably
with this new Hungaroton, where the engineering is diffuse, and tape hiss prominent;
my finished pressing had crackly surfaces
too. Incidentally, the final DGG Beethoven
Edition sampler— music from Prometheus
and the Ruins—was never sent in for review.
[C: 2]

Symphony 2 in D/Ruins of Athens music—RPO and
Chorus/Beecham—HMV HQS1154 ( 5140) [ C: 1]

Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Violin concerto in D, Op. 61*
Two Romances Op. 40 and Op. 50'
Sonata 9
in A, Op. 47 ' Kreutzer'***
Jascha Heifetz ( yin) IBrooks Smith ( prio) .
" I "NBC
Symphony Orchestra I * Arturo Toscanini I ** RCA
Symphony Orchestra I ** William Steinberg
RCA DPS2006A/B (52-98). Reissues: formerly
*HMV CSLP507 ( Jun '57); *** from RCA SB2146
(Jun '
62)

This is adifficult package to evaluate, as such.
It restores the Toscanini/NBC account of the
concerto, and for that alone is valuable (the
HMV transfer was both expensive and shortlived); the two violin Romances Ibelieve are
new here, but they were done in 1950. Both
these tapes have awiry hum running audibly;
the sonata is real stereo ( previously with the
Bach double violin concerto, Friedman, and
Sargent conducting).
In spite of the harsh, definitely historic
sound in Op. 61 ( a1940 recording, apparently)
Ithink this gives amoving idea of how Toscanini's great personal instrument sounded in
reality, and what extraordinary power his
reading must have had. The tempo for the

opening movement is predictably fast, but no
less expressive for that. Steinberg's accompaniment, by contrast, is efficient but somewhat brutal. In the sonata one speaks of
'accompaniment' with real justification for,
although Brooks Smith is ' with' Heifetz all
the way, he never asserts himself musically
and of course this makes nonsense of the
piece.
Ishould declare that Iam something of a
Heifetz 'fan' ( RCA should restore his Chicago/
Sibelius concerto, and the Prokofiev 2), before
going on to express disappointment with his
very decorative Beethoven style. Although
this does not harm the Romances, and his
fabulous technique allows a very fast presto
finale to the Kreutzer, which is exhilarating in
itself, he does also play these scores in avery
superficial way, as though they were from the
pen of some minor exercise composer! There
are inevitably touches of magic, inimitable
Heifetz tricks, but his way with the concerto
and most of the sonata is sadly superficial.
Toscanini has his chance for redress, but
hardly his pianist. After Menuhin and Kempff,
this Kreutzer makes depressing hearing.
[***C/H: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 8 in c, Op. 13
'Pathétique'
Piano sonata 13 in E,,Op. 27
Piano sonata 25 in G, op. 79
Piano sonata 27
in e, Op. 90
Eric Heidsieck ( pno)
World Record Club ST1041 ( 51 .48)

and this would seem consistent with Beethoven's use of graduated subdivisions of the
beat-2 to 3 to 4( cf. Appassionata, 2nd mvt).
There are frequent and arbitrary breaks in
the line, arbitrary values allotted to rests; a
failure to build up logical paragraphs: crucial
to the finale of Op. 57. There is acold manner
about the playing. Repeats are done except
the first section of Op. 13: odd! The finale of
the Moonlight is fast, but not agitato in
character.
Backhaus is the preferred alternative,
directly competitive, better engineered. Poor
transfers here, with pre- echo, and a washy
definition. Some Gould- like moans in Op. 57.
Notwithstanding this is an interesting issue
for piano specialists, who should sample
before buying. [ C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
BEETHOVEN: Leonora 3overture (a)/13R A H MS :
Academic festival overture, Op. 80 (
b)
FRANCK: Le chasseur maudit ( c)
GRIEG:
Last Spring ( d) / LISZT: Les Préludes (
e)
WAGNER: ' Lohengrin'— Prelude Act 3 (
f)
Boston Symphony Orchestra I (a) Erich Leinsdorf I
(b) Serge Koussevitsky I (c) Charles Munch I (d) Serge
Koussevitsky I (e) Pierre Monteux I (f) Karl Muck
RCA common. (
99p.).
Recorded ( a) 1963;
(b) 1940; ( c) 1962; ( d) 1947; (
e) 1952; (f) 1917. Items
b, d, e, fare mono recordings.

The great Boston Symphony through nearly
fifty years is honoured here, under conductors
especially associated with it. The Lohengrin
under the great Wagnerian Karl Muck comes
Artur Rubinstein tells astory against himself:
from the first recording sessions undertaken
sceptical, he disliked giving tuition to rich
by an American symphony orchestra, in
men's children; approached by the HeidOctober, 1917. Generously, Muck was insiecks—the champagne family—he politely
terned in the wake of the anti- German feeling
declined. Nevertheless Eric did become a
that spittled through America as well as Engconcert pianist. One or two of his recordings
land and France during the First World War.
have filtered in from the Pathé catalogue;
Koussevitsky, the autocrat who made the
recently he was seen on BBC 2with Tortelier
Boston great in the inter- war years, gives
in a sonata recital.
two typical readings, full of lyric intensity in
In this attractive programme he plays cleanthe Grieg, in the Brahms quite simply the
ly and thoughtfully, and observes most of the
finest performance Iremember, the energetic
repeats. But Idon't find him an instinctive
sobriety wholly Brahmsian.
Monteux's Les
Beethoven pianist— more suited to Mozart, I
Préludes and Munch's Chasseur Maudit are
thought—some of the expressive rubato
remarkable; especially the Frank, an ominous
comes out merely finicky, and the Pathétique
performance. The Beethoven under Leinsin particular is rather pallid. The contrast
dorf is good, too, though not special, as most
with Barenboim, who is a natural interpreter,
of the other items are. The huge Bostonian
is quite astonishing in Op. 27: 1, where Heidvirtuosity and power of response is perpetusieck's performance taken on its own sounds
ated through the years in the Koussevitsky
quite pleasing. In Op. 79 he seems to follow
and Munch in particular.
Tovey, who instructed us to look to the ' alla
The recordings obviously vary hugely, from
Tedesca' rather than the presto marking;
the historic to the up-to-date. Not quite so
Barenboim and Backhaus ( whom Iespecially
hugely as one would expect, though, in the
enjoy here) both take a much faster tempo,
middle. All Side 1—everything except Franck
and the brusquer accentuation is more
and Beethoven—is in mono, and the sound
memorable. Adequate sound. [
B: 3]
is curiously old-fashioned throughout, even
Christopher Breunig
Monteux's 1952 Liszt, indicating that real
advances were less than at the time we
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 8 in c, Op. 13
thought we imagined. Certainly between
'Pathétique'
Piano sonata 14 in ce, Op. 27: 2
Muck in 1917 and Koussevitsky in 1940 and
'Moonlight'
Piano sonata 23 in f, Op. 57
'Appassionata'
1947 there is less difference than most of us
Claud Frank (pno)
would automatically assume. A big differRCA VICS1596 (99p)
ence of course; but compared with today's
standard's, 1917 is nearer to 1947, than 1947
Iwas immediately alerted by these performis to 1971. Even 1952, in this context, is nearer
ances— Istress this first, since my later comto
'47 than to ' 71. I found the document
ments are probably over- critical. Frank, I
fascinating as part of American musical
believe, was aSchnabel pupil: certainly there
history, often thrilling as musical performis aSchnabelian snatch in the opening moveance, sound permitting. Rating makes no
ment of the Pathétique, although these are
real sense; but [
B/D/H: 1*/1/2].
by no means imitative readings in general.
Burnett James
Also, in America note this is scheduled as
yet another complete cycle of the 32.
There are some disagreeable things here:
TRAUMEREI:
THE
MOST
BEAUTIFUL
ROMANTIC PIANO WORKS
in the slow movement of the Pathétique
BEETHOVEN:
Für
Elise
in
a
(
a)
I CHOPIN:
Frank almost ignores the triplet marking for
Nocturne 2 in E>, Op. 9:2 (
b)
Prelude in 13,,
the lead-in semi- quavers at bar 8, where the
Op. 28: 15 (c)
Etude in E, Op. 11: 3' Tristesse'
theme is re- stated one octave higher; when
(b)
Barcarolle in fr., Op. 60 ( d) / DEBUSSY:
the triplet semi- quaver patterns reappear (37)
Claire de lune ( b) / LISZT: Liebestraume 3 in
Frank's tempo shifts, and the section is
AY, Op. 82 (
e) ISCHUMANN: Kinderszenen,
slower, less songlike and hopeful than normal.
Op. 15—Tráumerei (f)
Waldszenen, Op. 82—
The
prophet
bird
(f) / SCHUBERT: Impromptu in
Most pianists play it as a brighter interlude,
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B,, D935:3 ( a)
Moment musical in f, D780:3 (a)
(a) Wilhelm Kempff (pno) I (b) Tamàs Vàsàry (pno) I
(c) Géza Anda (pno) I (d) Martha Agerich (pno) I
(e) Stefan Askenase (pno) I (f) Christoph Eschenbach
(Poo)
Deutsche Grammophon 2545003 (
99p)

This is simply a sampler record on which
DGG show off the talents of six of their top
recording pianists, in a programme designed
to appeal to afairly wide section of the public.
There is really no need to go into detail. It is
an excellent programme of thoroughly enjoyable music, and you may be sure that DGG
have chosen nothing less than first-class to
demonstrate their piano library, which is well
detailed in a lavish 16- page booklet which
gives biographies and pictures of the six
chosen pianists and discographies of these
and six others. Recording quality of a high
standard throughout; a perfect gift record
for a pianistic friend. [
A: 1] Peter Gammond

TENOR ARIAS FROM ITALIAN OPERA
Excerpts from: BELLINI: ' I Puritani' BOITO:
'Mefistofole' /
CILEA: ' L'Arlésiana'
DONIZETTI : ' Don
Pasquale' /
PIETRI:
'Maristella, / PONCHIELLI: ' La Gioconda' /
PUCCINI: ' La Bohème' / ROSSINI: ' William
Tell' / VERDI: ' II Trovatore'
Luciano Pavarotti ( ten) I Vienna Opera Chorus and
Orchestra INicola Rescigno
Decca SXI-6498 (£2.49)

Pavarotti has improved enormously since he
first appeared on the scene. The honeyed
sound of his voice was always pleasing, but
he used not to have very many ideas about
the music he sang. It is true, however, that
`lo conosco un giardino' and Federico's
Lament still suit his style more closely than
'A te, o cara' or ' Ah si ben mio' (though he
produces areasonable trill in the latter). The
Verdi cabaletta ' Di quella pira' is belted out
with animal vigour, and is certainly exciting.
Pavarotti holds his final for an eternity, as
though determined to outstay the orchestra:
it's that kind of performance. But full marks
to Decca for recording the complete scene,
from the recitative ' Di quai tetra luce' to the
end, including both verses of ' Di quella pira'.
'Come e gentil' could be gentler, but ' Che
gelida ma nina' is splendidly projected,
though somewhat more like a public utterance than a conversation with a girl in a dark
room. ' Cielo e mar' ( without recitative) is
splendid. The Vienna chorus and orchestra,
and other singers from the Vienna Staatsoper
provide excellent support. [
A: 2]
Charles Osborne

BIZET: ' Carmen'—Suite 1 I '
L'Arlésienne'—
Suites 1 & 2
Philharmonia Orchestra IHerbert von Karajan
World Record Club ST1044 (£1.48).
Reissue

This much- recorded coupling (though not
always in the same proportions) is one of the
most satisfying Ihave come across. In the
first place it gives us the Ariésiénne suites in
their entirety and with all Karajan's tremendous authority and precision. The performance of both works is dazzlingly brilliant and
radiantly sunlit, as Bizet's music should be.
Indeed, at times, as in the Farandole and the
Carmen overture ( oddly enough reserved for
the end), the brilliance is alittle overpowering.
But there is in the main a fine perspective in
the recording and technically the performance
could scarcely be bettered. The wonderfully
controlled crescendi and the equally sustained beauty of the lyrical episodes have an
intensity and a clarity of texture of their own.
The whole recording is intensely ' present'.
One can perhaps feel that the percussion is
over- near and dominating, for instance, in
the Farandole finale where it is apt to obscure
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the counterpoint of the main theme, and
again in the Carmen overture which is noisy,
anyhow. This suite, so-called, consists solely
of the four preludes, four splendid anticipations of the cardinal mood of each act,
arranged in reverse order. A distinguished
feature is the excellence of the solo woodwind work. [
A: 1]
A. K. Holland

BIZET: L'Arlésienne suites 1 & 2 LALO: '
Le
Roi d'Ys'—overture J MASSENET:
Thais'—
Meditation
Chicago Symphony Orchestra / Jean Martinon
RCA ' Victrola'
VICS1358 (
99p).
Reissues:
formerly RCA S66741 ( Mar '68)

This reissue includes all eight numbers of
Bizet's two Arlésienne Suites, the only other
complete version being the old Beecham
one of 1959 and 1967. These, together with
Massenet's pretty Thais Méditation and
Lab's Roi d'Ys Overture make up an enticing
programme, more particularly because performance and reproduction are so good.
There is tremendous zest and precision
about the Chicago Symphony Orchestra's
playing; even if the strings are sometimes a
little hard, the sound quality is spacious and
authentic, and a nice balance has been
struck between concert hall conditions and
over- close immediacy. Listen to the limpid
violin solo of Stephen Staryck in the
'Meditation' and the radiant cello tone in the
Lalo, and consider whether the latter piece
(for all its Germanic overtones) is not grievously underrated by programme planners.
Martinon makes out a splendid case for it.
On nearly every ground therefore, not least
its economy price, this recording is highly
recommended. [
A: 1]
Christopher Grier

GEORG SOLTI CONDUCTS
BIZET: '
Carmen'—prelude / BORODIN: ' Prince
Igor'—Polovtsian Dances / GLINKA: ' Russian
and Ludmilla'—overture / GLUCK: ' Orfeo et
Euridice—Ballet of the blessed spirits / MAHLER:
Adagietto—from symphony 5 in c / ROSSINI: La
Boutique
Fantastique /
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Waltz—from Serenade for Strings
Various orchestras Georg So/ti
Decca SPA127 (
99p). Reissues: from SXL6263
(Feb '67); SET443/4 ( Jun ' 70); SET471/2 ( Feb '71);
SXL2007 ( SDD109) ( Oct '58); SXL2046 ( SDD205)
(Nov '59)

Typically forceful and dynamic Solti performances. Sometimes I think with this
conductor that the dynamism is overdone,
the music consequently pushed around, or
in plain language taken faster than it wants
to go. This brings excitement and often vivid
colorations; but it can also be a bit wearing.
On the other hand, Solti can be tender and
delicate, highly sensitive in shaping, and
elucidating, as in Gluck and Mahler. The
Borodin is vivid if a bittechni coloured, not
conveying the background of Russian melancholic fantasy; Russian is frankly rushed,
but Bizet is rejoicefully pointed and given the
real blood and sand. Rossini of course makes
it con spirito; and if Tchaikovsky sounds a
trifle exaggerated, it is very positive and
effective playing. The sound varies around
very good to fairly good: overall might be
[B/C: 1/2].
Burnett James

STARLIGHT CHORALE
BIZET: ' Carmen'— March and chorus GOUNOD
'Faust'—Waltz, chorus and Soldier's chorus /
PUCCINI : ' Madame Butterfly'—Humming Chorus
VERDI: Aida'—Triumphal chorus - '
II Trovatore'—Anvil chorus / WAGNER: ' Tannhauser'
—Pilgrim's
chorus
'
Lohengrin'— Wedding
chorus
The Roger Wagner Chorale I The Hollywood Bowl
Symphony Orchestra
Music for Pleasure MFP2144 (
99p)
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It is easy to feel superior to such apot-pourri
of pot-boilers as this, while forgetting that
countless people have come to love great
music via an initial enthusiasm for a few
well-known melodies. Selections of famous
overtures, famous arias or, as here, famous
choruses, can be cloying when heard one
after the other out of context, but Iimagine
that such a record as this is aimed primarily
at those who don't yet know the contexts
and who are happy and amazed to discover
where these particular 'tunes' originated.
Some will move on to discover whole operas
and perhaps a whole new world of music.
A common let- down with such recordings
on cheap labels is a combination of hack
performances and mediocre sound quality,
so it is pleasing to report that this is more
than a cut above average in both respects.
Performances are good, in Some items very
good, dragged down only by a somewhat
staid ' set- piece' approach which those
unfamiliar with the complete operas will not
notice. Inevitably, the Gounod Waltz Scene
pales into triviality when surrounded by
Verdi, Wagner and Bizet; but if this happens
to be any reader's favourite piece, please
forgive my snobbery!
Recording is clean, well spread and of wide
range, with ageneral balance favouring chorus
rather than orchestra—but this is after all
called Starlight Chorale.
The ' Starlight'
presumably comes from the famous Hollywood Bowl open-air concerts, featured
impressively in the sleeve photo. Assuming
that some surface noise on Side 1 was a
pressing fault, Ithink this deserves an A for
sound and at least 2for music; so [
A: 1/2].
John Crabbe

THE MAGIC OF BOROD1N
'Prince lgor'—overture
Dances of the Polovtsi
Nocturne
Potovtsian Dance— No. 8
In
the Steppes of Central Asia
Polovtsian
Dance—waltz allegro
String quartet in D—
excerpt
Polovtsian Dance—No. 17
Kingsway Symphony Orchestra ICamarata
Decca ' Phase 4' PFS4209 (£2.19)

Here we have a technical triumph ... and a
musical monstrosity! Decca's claim that
'Phase Four is the most exciting sound on
record' is not to be lightly challenged. Rarely
does one come across such spell- binding
recording technique. But, alas, when will
Decca bring great artists into the Phase
Four series? Stokowski ( who does use it)
may be vulgarly opulent on occasion, but he
has more than a trace of real musicianship
as well. Camarata, on the strength of this
'performance' is merely opulently vulgar.
One could recommend the disc as background music for some glossy, chi- chi
supermarket, which
music- lovers would
shun like the plague, but for anyone who
loves Borodin the offering is an insult. Like
those paper- backed novels listed as 'the
book of the film' this disc should have been
labelled ' The Basis of Kismet' since that is
the level at which it aims. The overall treatment is schmalzy to the point of nausea,
while the derangement of the Prince Igor
Dances is witless to the point of idiocy. Not
only are these cumulative pieces played in
the wrong order, they are actually separated
by sentimental intermissions of sickening
vulgarity. The rest is almost as bad, the
normally poetic Steppes of Central Asia
becoming unrecognisable in Camarata's
swooningly self-indulgent misinterpretation!
All that kept me listening to the syrupy end
was the glory of Phase Four's splendid
engineering feat, but that, like patriotism, is
not enough! [
A*: 3]
Basil Ashmore

BRAHMS: Symphony 2 in D, Op. 73 [ iTragic
Overture Op. 81
Columbia Symphony Orchestra lBruno Walter
CBS 61218 (£1.49). Reissue: formerly Philips
SABL182 ( Feb ' 61)—CBS SBRG72089 ( Sym): SABL
183 ( Feb '61)—SBRG72090 (w. Sym 3)

The Walter cycle of Brahms symphonies
seems to be coming in quick sequence.
No. 1presented a really fine performance not
too finely recorded by today's high standards,
though Ithink Iwas perhaps too hard on the
quality of sound in my March review. Anyway, No. 2sounds rather better, but of course
the demands are less severe than in the
striving No. 1 and the characteristics are
about the same. What Ifind uncomfortable
here too is the very ' close' acoustic which
constantly seems to exaggerate the string
harmonics at the expense of the fundamentals,
thus leading to that ' stringy' tone familiar
from early LPs and still not eradicated.
Otherwise blend and tone are acceptable,
and the correct volume setting does not put
too heavy a strain on ears and neighbours in
reasonably ' free' environments. The performance is again richly rewarding, a true
Walter-Brahms evocation, lyrical, humane,
warm, but never indulgent or sloppy. The
.technical and stylistic relationships to No. 1,
proving that though different each is a work
from the same hand and brain, are particularly well observed by Bruno Walter.
Nothing forced, exaggerated; and no loony
concession to the idea of Brahms's ' Pastoral',
thereby suggesting avapid dream and aimless
meandering. That from Brahms! [ C:1]
Burnett James

BRAHMS: Symphony 3 in F, op. 90
Tragic Overture, Op. 81
Chicago Symphony Orchestra IFritz Reiner
RCA Victrola VICS1117 (99p). Reissues: Symphony formerly RCA SB2007 ( Dec '58); Overture from
SB2059 ( Feb '60)

Competition in the Brahms Third is now so
acute that choice on any grounds becomes
progressively more difficult. Obviously we
were a bit nervous, so to say, in including it
in our ' Music on Record' Basic Library. No
matter. Reiner, whose version was an early
stereo entrant, gives yet another very good
reading—strong and purposeful in the outer
movements, warm and lyrical in the middle
ones. Maybe the contrast is alittle overdone,
the outer and inner movements not sounding
quite as though from the same performance.
But the playing is distinguished, the conductquite as though from the same performance.
But the playing is distinguished, the conducting convinced. It does not displace Sir Adrian
Boult as top runner, or Bruno Walter, also
reissued this month, as top performance with
less than top recording. The RCA sound is
good, much better than on the original SB
stereo. Also, the Tragic Overture, almost an
obligatory companion for the Third symphony, apparently and oddly, which was on
the original mono issue but removed from
the stereo, is now restored—and in another
good reading. This is now the cheapest
recommended Brahms Third in stereo, anyway. [ B: 2]
Burnett James

BRAHMS: Symphony 3 in F, Op. 90
Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a
Columbia Symphony Orchestra lBruno Walter
CBS 81219 (8,1.49). Reissue: Symphony formerly in
Philips SABL183, and CBS SBRG72090 ( Feb '61);
Variations in Philips SABL185, and CBS SBRG
72087 ( Feb '61)

Walter's Third has all that warmth of impulse
and generosity of spirit so typical of him at

his best—and he was invariably at his best in
Brahms. There is a splendid thrust to the
outer movements, an inimitable lyric sensitivity to the inner ones—and all four add up
to a truly integrated reading, thought and
feeling marvellously combined and conveyed,
tempo rubato perfectly judged ( which is not
quite achieved by Reiner, also reissued this
month. But neither makes the first movement
exposition repeat, which Ithink a pity. A
mark to Sir Adrian here). Iput Walter's performance right at the top, alongside Sir Adrian
and Sir John Barbirolli. The price is lower,
too, but the sound is way behind the two
HMVs. It seems to me better than that of
Nos. 1and 2, certainly much more comfortable
than No. 1. It can be made to sound reasonably pleasant, though it is a bit raw and lacks
the true Brahmsian fullness. The ' Haydn'
variations go well for Dr. Walter, though there
seems not quite the spark of fire that informs
the symphony, especially in the early pages;
but the later ones get going and the finale is
resplendent. A change here from the Tragic
Overture, and more appropriate, I think.
[B/C: 1*/2]
Burnett James

BRAHMS: Symphony 4 in e, Op. 98
7
Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80
Columbia Symphony Orchestra Bruno Walter
CBS 61211 (£1.49). Reissues: Symphony formerly
Philips SABL184 and CBS SBRG72091 ( Feb '61);
Overture from SABL182 and SBRG72089 ( Feb '61)

Again a marvellously ripe and wise Brahms
symphony performance from Dr Walter, to
complete the series reissued in the mid price
range. If fine records of the Third jockey for
attention, the same can hardly be said for
the Fourth. This to my mind easily tops the
list, being altogether charged with Dr Walter's
total sympathy with and understanding of
Brahms. It is a lyrical reading, of course, far
from the intellectual force of Klemperer,
whose Columbia version is the only real
alternative ( unless one allows the Toscanini
album of all four symphonies in rather
scraggy sounding mono recordings). Indeed,
I know of no integral set of Brahms symphonies more valuable, indeed essential,
than Walter's, and I think that whatever
individual recordings one may choose, these
should be included in toto. Even Toscanini's,
sound quality apart, does not reveal so much
of the inner Brahms. The sound here is
again acceptable, though lacking the full
Brahms weight and solidity of tone, the
strings in particular having the familiar
tendency to rawness and excessive transients.
A spirited account of the Academic Festival
Overture rounds off a splendid disc and a
memorable series. [
B/C: 1*] Burnett James

BRAHMS: Violin sonata 3 in d / FRANCK:
Violin sonata in A
David Oistrakh ( On) ISviatoslav Richter (pno)
HMV ' Melodiya' ASD2818 (£2.35)

My most treasured musical experience was
once hearing Schnabel and Huberman play
three sonatas, one of them this very work
by Brahms.
Though, by nature, drawn
towards rather different musical fare, the
profoundly sensitive yet highly authoritative
music- making of those two fine artists made
such a deep impression that I doubted
whether it could ever be repeated. After
thirty-five years the unimaginable has occurred and Ifind myself as stirred as in those
far-off days. Since Franck and Brahms are,
normally, not particular favourites of mine,
the impact of this recording is all the more
remarkable. Here, as with Schnabel and
936

Huberman, normal virtuoso playing has been
left behind. We hear, instead, the fruitful
marriage of two powerful interpretative
minds. Their performance is so poised, so
sensitive, so profoundly moving ( in the
deepest musical sense) that Ihave little doubt
it will come to be regarded as a towering
land- mark in
chamber- music
recording.
Captured at a live concert, with a highly
satisfying sense of space (and no intruding
audience coughs or shuffles, as in Western
public concerts) the ability to capture the
essential magic of a live performance, plus
the true sound of the actual instruments, is
proved here to be splendidly attainable. If
the music attracts you this is definitely the
evrsion to go for. If, in themselves, the
sonatas are not your favourites the record
is still to be highly recommended as a perfect
example of magisterial interpretation [ A* :1*]
Basil Ashmore

BRUCKNER: Symphony 4 in Et, ' Romantic'
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra IZubin Mehta
Decca SXL6489 (f..2.39)

This recording is of the 1878/80 version of
the symphony, and Zubin Mehta's interpretation is a little like Walter's, somewhat
dry and lacking in warmth with only occasional
glimpses of what Burnett James calls the
inner Brucknerian glow. Mehta takes the
nich zu schnell instruction in the first movement too literally for it is slow to the point
of being ponderous and the climax the
movement builds up to is quite an anticlimax! The andante is rich and expansive
and played very skilfully here by the orchestra. The sounds of horns, evocative of a hunt
moving nearer, begin the third movement but
the rather clever orchestration is not handled
well by Mehta; it leaves one with a feeling of
brashness rather than excitement.
The
lovely Lândler at the end of this movement
is again no more than competent, again
lacking in warmth. The gargantuan nature
of the last movement seems to suit Mehta's
temperament well; Ifind this the only really
satisfactory piece of interpretation in this
version. The sub-title ' Romantic' was only
added to the symphony as an afterthought
but it is an apt description. This approach
has neglected the romanticism and is therefore rather unsatisfactory as a whole. The
sound quality is not up to the standard of
Decca's British recordings, or even many of
their recent American ones. It is quite
smooth but somehow rather muddy and
confusing [ B: 3]
Gareth Jefferson

CARULLI: Trio for flute, viola and guitar in G,
Op. 24:1
SCHUBERT: Quartet for flute,
guitar, viola & cello in G, D96
Michel Debost (Ile) I Oscar Ghiglia (gtr) I Bruno
Pasquier (via) IPaul Bow?! (v/c)
World Record Club ST1040 (£1.48)

Here are two light and pretty works, an early
Schubert—and not entirely Schubert at that;
and a competent if not especially inspired
work by a little-known Neapolitan composer
Fernando Carulli ( 1770-1840). The Schubert
quartet was discovered in 1918 and published
in 1928 under Schubert's name ( Itake all
this information from an ideally informative
sleeve- note by colleague Burnett James).
The MS in Schubert's handwriting later turned
out to be an arrangement in which a cello
part and a second trio to the minuet had
been added by Schubert to a Trio for flute,
guitar and viola by Wenzel Matiegka ( 17731830), aCzech composer, who named it ' Nocturne' and wrote it in 1807. There were also
slight modifications to the viola part and a
slight rearrangement of the finale, variations
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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on a serenade by Friedrich Fleischmann
written in 1796—even this was once thought
to be by Haydn. Nobody seems absolutely
certain as to why Schubert took the trouble to
adapt this work when he could so easily have
written one himself; the assumption is that
he was, in fact, not too happy in writing for
the guitar and a work was wanted for this
particular combination.
For similar unobvious reasons, the players
on this recording produce a somewhat tentative performance of the Schubert; the impression given is that everyone is waiting for
everyone else to give a lead, the necessary
carefree atmosphere and rhythmic propulsion
are missing. The Carulli is better in this respect
but not entirely free of plodding. The recording is perfectly clear and reasonably wellbalanced; the flute, as usual, seems to win
and the Schubert contribution to the quartet,
the cello part, is least prominent. There is
no strong rival on LP at the moment. [
B: 1]
Peter Gammond
CATALANI: La Wally'—highlights
Renata Tebaidt ( sop) IJustino Diaz (bass) IPiero
Cappuccilli (bar) / Mario del Monaco (ten) I Lydia
Marimpietri (sop) I Stefania Malagù (m-sop)
L'Orchestre National de L'Opéra de Monte Carlo I
Fausto Cleva
Decca SET489 (£2.49)

churlish to complain about the shortcomings.
The Dittersdorf symphony makes a welcome reappearance, though the sound is
rather shallow (the important oboe solo in
the opening movement is favoured to the
near-total eclipse of the accompaniment).
The performance is otherwise perfectly
adequate—not so the sleeve- note, which is
ignorant of the fact that this programmatic
symphony ( one of twelve written in Vienna
in the mid- 1780s in which Dittersdorf pays
tribute to Ovid's Metamorphoses) reflects a
positive passion for the Classics made
popular. The programme may not be important, or its content obvious; it is, however,
surely not too much to expect sleeve and
note to perceive that it is a five movement
work ( not four), ending with a happy minuet.
[B/C: 2/3]
Peter Branscombe

FAVOURITE OPERA ARIAS
DONIZETTI:
Lucia di Lammermoor'—Ardon
grincensi
LEONCAVALLO: ' Pagliacci'—
Vestl la glubba
MASCAGNI: ' Cavalleria
Rusticana'—Voi lo sapete, o mamma / PUCCINI:
'La Bohème'—Che gelida manina . Si, Mi chiamano Mimi
'
Tosca'— E lucevan le stelle
Vissi d'arte / VERDI: ' Rigoletto'—Questa o
quella
La rà, la ra . . . Cortigiani, vil razza
Richard Tucker (ten) I Renato Capecchi (bar) I
Caterina Mancini (sop) I Gianni Poggi (ten) I
Antonietta Stella (sop) I Gianna d'Angelo (sop) I
Orchestra of the San Carlo Opera, Naples IFrancesco
Molinari-Pradelli IUgo Rápalo ITu/ho Sera fin
Fontana 'Special' 700 224 ( SFL14123) (990

This generous sampling comes from the
complete recording of the opera which I
reviewed nearly two years ago. The principal
items are Wally's nostalgic song ' Ebben! Ne
This operatic anthology offers nine brightly
andró sola e lontana'—much the best known
recorded passages from a handful of the
passage in the score—and the dramatic
most popular works in the Italian repertory
finales to the second, third and fourth acts of
and would provide a useful introduction to
the opera. It is an interesting and unusual
that branch of the lyric drama. Ifound all the
work, relying for its effect more on declamaitems on Side 1 very acceptable, particularly
tion than on sustained lyricism, but melodithe scenes from Rigoletto. On Side 2 the
ously scored. Renata Tebaldi deals eloquentsinging was less accomplished and in the
ly with the heroine's music, only the very
two scenes from La Bohème intonation was
topmost notes in her voice betraying the
not always beyond suspicion. The price of
unkindness of passing time. Mario del Monaco
99p seems a fairly steep rise from the predeclaims in his usual harsh manner—one
decimal Fontana figure of 14/6, but even at
would like to hear this not very sympathetic
this higher rating I would call the disc a
part sung by atenor who could infuse into it
reasonable bargain. [B: 3]
Cedric Wallis
a more mellow quality of voice. All the
smaller parts were musically delineated and
the chorus filled its important role very satisfactorily. The orchestra reacted with arobust
DVORAK: Symphony 9 in e, Op. 95 ' From the
sense of drama to the authority of Fausto
New World' [ ICarnival overture, Op. 92
Boston Symphony Orchestra IArthur Fiedler
Cleva's direction. The recording had an
RCA ' Victrola' VICS1598 (
990
admirable clarity of definition that brought
out the emotionalism of the score without
As we sit waiting for the conductors to fire
sentimentalising asimple story. Anyone who
off their latest salvos at us, we are much
hesitates to buy acomplete recording of what
inclined to predict what the outcome will be.
is after all a comparatively unknown opera
A new Solti-Mahler, a new Boult-Vaughan
would do well to venture on this single disc.
Williams, a new KlempererMozart—if only
[A: 2]
Cedric Wallis
there was a musical tote prepared to take our
bets on these musical races, we could make
quite alot of money, for we are so often right.
XVIII CENTURY STUDENTENMUSIK
If Ihad to predict what Fiedler and the Boston
DITTERSDORF: Symphony ' Die Rettung der
Symphony between them would make of the
Andromeda durch Perseus' / PEZEL: Delitiae
'New World' symphony, it would be just what
musicales'—suite
ROSENMULLER: Studentenmusik'—suite
this record brings. When the Czech PhilMainz Chamber Orchestra IGünter Kehr
harmonic play the symphony we are inclined
Vox 'Turnabout' TV34274S (99p)
to make light of the American connections
and to find it as Bohemian as any of the comWhat a silly title! Rosenmüller and Pezel are
poser's works. With the Boston in comboth inescapably 17th- century composers
mand it becomes incredibly ' New World'—
(they died 1684 and 1694 respectively), and
auto- suggestion maybe. Fiedler's contribuDittersdorf's symphony has no earthly contion is a mellow, romantic but well- controlled
nexion with student music- making.
The
baroque suites are groups of five and eight
reading, the famous largo, for example, made
into atrue Negro spiritual. Ifind the recorddances respectively, the Rosenmüller rather
ing a bit buzzy, thin at the top, nicely rounded
monotonous (though each of the movements
and full in the bass, not quite top grade. It
is in itself attractive), the Pezel with more
is a pleasant, sane performance that Irather
contrast. The performances, musical though
enjoyed. [
B: 2]
Peter Gammond
a bit heavy, are endowed with heavy sniffs at
the end of phrases—at times more audible
than the harpsichord continuo. The ending
of the Pezel is curiously abrupt. Since neither
DVORAK: '
Dumky' trio, Op. 90 n Terzetto,
of these interesting minor Leipzig masters is
Op. 74
Lamar Crowson (
pno) Eduard Dro/c ( v117) IJürgen
well represented in the catalogues it would be
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Paarmann ( vIn) / Stefan Passaggio ( via) / Georg
Donderer (v/c)
HMV HQS1239 (£1.60)

What adare- devil ' naive' Dvofák could be, on
occasion! On his own admission " To have
a fine idea is nothing. To make something
great out of it is difficult." To write tuneful
Slavonik Dumkas was easy enough for one
with Dvofák's gift of melody. To write six in
a row and turn such folk- style writing into
chamber- music of classic stature was clearly
the work of genius. A careful analysis is
provided with the excellent sleeve- note. Yet
inspiration such as this scarcely requires
analytical explanation. Recall Milton's " Lap
me in soft Lydian airs/In notes of many a
winding bout/Of linked sweetness long
drawn-out/Untwining all the chains that tie/
The hidden soul of harmony" and you will
find everything the poet asked for on this
record. Do you love the slow movement of
Schubert's valedictory String Quintet, or
those moving final moments of Dvofák's
Cello Concerto? If so, this music is for you!
The pianist is masterly, the cellist enchants.
Apart from an occasional slight sense of
strain in the higher registers, the violinist
makes a worthy partner. Dvofák's Terzetto,
hovering between Mendelssohn ( at his
brightest) and the rapt reverence of Beethoven's ' Heilige Gesang' shows the composer
in a more traditional but equally appealing
mood. Fiendishly difficult as any string trio
can be for the players, this performance combines authority with sweetness. The recording has a velvety, creamy sonority which enhances Dvofák's sensitive, poetic mood. A
disc to treasure. [
A: 1]
Basil Ashmore

Members of the Netherlands Wind Ensemble
DVORAK: Serenade in d, Op. 44
GOUNOD:
Petite symphonie in Bb / SCHUBERT: Minuet
and finale in F, 072
Netherlands Wind Ensemble IEdo de Waart
Philips 8500183 (£2.40)

A dedicated band- master about to enter
Heaven with a group of angels waiting to
reward his good deeds, might hope to hear
sounds such as these on his arrival! Rarely,
in this life, would he have enjoyed windplaying of such ravishing perfection, played
with such deceptive ease. If de Waart and
his players sound like angels, Dvofák's
Serenade is utterly angelic! Peaceful, warmhearted, brimming- over with happiness and
Milton's " native wood- notes wild" it is also
the beautifully constructed work of a master
craftsman. Gounod's piece, amiably conceived and skilfully scored though it is, resembles an attractive little box of scented
cachous. That enervating, sanctimonious
charm which so bedevilled (almost) everything he wrote—and had such a disastrous
effect on Bizet's Micaela—becomes almost
unbearable on a second hearing. His work
is ingenious, for all that. Schubert's schoolboy fragment is merely ingenuous. Attributed

to some unknown name it would hardly warrant a performance. Splendid players such
as these deserve only music of distinction.
Wagner's Funeral Oration for the burial of
Weber would have served them better. However, though Side 2 merely offers faultless
playing of ephemeral music ( with a space at
the end which could have been filled with
Beethoven's noble Equali for trombones)
Side 1 provides a thing of beauty and a joy
forever! The recording is so like an actual
performance one forgets it issues from a
mere machine. ( Could praise be higher?)
More, please, of this fine ensemble—soon!
[A: 1*]
Basil Ashmore
ELGAR: ' The Crown of India'—suite, op. 68
Coronation march, Op. 65' L7 Imperial march,
Op. 32 ' The Light of Life', Op. 29—Meditation'
'Caractacus', Op. 35—Introduction, Sc. 3
(Woodland Interlude)
Triumphal march, Sc. 4*
*Noel Rawsthorne (
org) Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra ICharles Groves
HMV ASD2672 (£2.35)

There is still a lot of Elgar to rediscover and
this LP continues the good work of restoration that EMI has carried out in previous
recordings. Michael Kennedy, in his sleevenote, staunchly defends Elgar's ceremonial
music—" not necessarily great but music by
a great composer and a great craftsman"—
which is afair enough estimate. The Imperial
march, not all pomp and swagger by any
means, is an interesting and moving piece
of music, the Coronation march slightly less
so. The rest of the record dips into three
works not at present represented in the
catalogue, by far the most interesting and
moving ( in fact, a small passage of Elgar at
his greatest) is the Woodland Interlude from
Caractacus, the piece that Elgar had relayed
to him from the EMI studios as it was being
recorded and he lay dying in 1934—and which
he asked to be repeated. It holds all his love
of the country landscape.
Spirited but well- controlled and nicely
balanced performances are given a good
sturdy recording of impeccable clarity; so
this disc should get a warm welcome from
the Elgar collector. [A: 11
Peter Gammond
FAURE: Piano quartet 1in c, Op. 15
Andante
in B7, Op. 75
Berceuse in D, Op. 16
Romance in A, Op. 69 ' Papillon', Op. 77
Yehudi Menuhin ( yin) IErnst Wallf7sch ( via) IMaurice
Gendron ( v/c) IJeremy Menuhin (pno)
HMV HQS1245 (£1.60)

This is an example of chamber music playing
at its best, a consort of like minds applying
their superior gifts to a programme of Fauré
with conspicuous pleasure and insight. The
results are extremely polished ( Jeremy
Menuhin more than holds his own in such
distinguished company), and they are characterised above all by their zest and freshness.
The 1st Piano Quartet receives a truly joyful
performance, one which can take in its stride
the darkling lyricism of the Adagio. Very few
are the ensembles capable of catching the
emotional idiom of Fauré so surely as these
instrumentalists. On the second side is a
selection of miscellaneous pieces, charmers
all of them and put across with maximum
elegance though some listeners may find the
moto perpetuo Papillon a bit tiresome. A note
with my review copy of this desirable issue
indicated that the pressings were not approved technically. Apart from a little difficulty in starting the second side at the right
place, Icould hear nothing to complain of.
Quite the contrary. The reproduction is excellent. [ A: 1]
Christopher Grier
A FLORENTINE FESTIVAL
Musica Reservata I Michael Morrow (dir) I John
Beckett
Argo ZRG802 (£.2.39)

The title of this recording gives afair indication of the nature of the music which all dates
from the 16th and early years of the 17th
centuries. The first side begins with a short
instrumental movement from Monteverdi's
Orfeo and is thereafter devoted to music
given at the nuptual celebrations of Ferdinand, Grand Duke of Tuscany, and Christina
of Lorraine in 1589; the second side consists
of miscellaneous dances, frottole and madrigals, most of which were written for private
entertainments.
By comparison with the
elaborateand often highly sophisticated music
on side 1, many of the latter pieces have an
irresistible immediacy and charm. This is
particularly true of the set of anonymous
dance songs which are given appropriately
uninhibited performances by the singers.
Nevertheless, it's the wedding music on the
first side which will have the widest appeal,
not least because of the lavish scale on
which it was conceived. Between the acts of
the play given at the wedding were six Intermezzi consisting of madrigals, symphonies,
songs and a ballet, and performed by an
ensemble of more than eighty singers and
instrumentalists. Included here are realisations by Michael Morrow of the second and
sixth, the former by Marenzio, the latter by
Malvezzi and Cavalieri. The magnificence of
the music is well brought out in these performances, which are both stylish and extremely colourful. The instrumentalists are
technically superb, and although the singers
(especially the boys) cannot match this excellence both with regard to tuning and rhythmic
incisiveness, it all adds up to an impressive
and illuminating experience. The sound
quality of the recording is generally good
(the instrumental bands in particular have
admirable brightness and clarity), but there
are some differences in the sound levels of
individual bands. [ B: 2]
Peter Aston

FRANCK: Symphonic variations / RACHMA NINO V : Piano concerto 2 in e, Op. 18
Gábor Gabos ( pep) Budapest Philharmonic Orchestra
/Miklós Lukács
Hungaroton HLX90021 (99p)
It is

hard to know how to categorise this
record. There is no problem about the music
itself, nor on the whole about the way it is
performed. True, you may query some of
Lukács' tempi, like the extremely leisurely
Adagio of the Rachmaninov concerto, the
exaggerated braking that goes on in the
slower section after the finale's big tune, and
even some rather plodding rhythm during the
first movement ( also during the César Franck).
Nevertheless, they are not major faults. Gàbor
Gabos is obviously a very good pianist, and
the engineers treat the solo instrument with
respect. It is effectively balanced against the
orchestra, and its timbre, both at top and
bottom, is faithfully captured. Then again,
the strings have just that silkiness and sheen
and strength that one would expect of the
Budapest Philharmonic, and the woodwind
too is praiseworthy. The basic trouble is the
recording. As well as a certain amount of
needle hiss, there is an unexpected amount
of tonal distortion and of quavering pitch—
like the sound track of an old French film—in
slow passages, like, for instance, the Rachmaninov Adagio. It is very unfair on the
performers, whose quality one can only judge
and enjoy intermittently rather than continuously. [ D: 3]
Christopher Grier

FIEDLER'S CHOICE
GERSHWIN: A symphonic picture of ' Porgy
and Bess' (arr. Russell Bennett) / GLAZUNOV:
Carnaval overture, Op. 45 / GOLD: Boston Pops
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march / SHOSTAKOVITCH: ' Hamlet'— incidental music, Op. 32
Boston Pops Orchestra IArthur Fiedler
RCA LSB4017 (£1.49)

From the odd drawing on the cover of a
gigantic Arthur Fiedler bestriding a miscellaneous panorama of halls, houses, churches,
presumably representing Boston, this record
could have been called ' Fiedler on the Roof'
—sorry, but Icouldn't resist that. The present
title is perfectly apt for the conductor has
chosen works by composers he has known
personally and admired in a long musical
career since he joined the Boston orchestra
as afiedler—I mean as aviolinist in 1915, and
as conductor later. Many times accompanying
Gershwin himself in the Rhapsody in blue and
other works, he obviously knows the Gershwin idiom well. The result here is a perfectly
jazz orientated version of the Porgy and Bess
music as few conductors could manage it.
It is a really first-rate performance. Glazunov
was a guest conductor of the Boston in 1930.
His Carnaval overture is gay and exuberant
and no doubt this is exactly how the young
musician remembered it. It is interesting to
hear if not especially memorable. The Gold
march is an unremarkable lollipop.
Already valuable for the Gershwin, this
disc becomes invaluable for its inclusion of
the otherwise unavailable incidental music to
Hamlet. The suggestion, on the sleeve, that
it was an unusual production ( 1932) is supported by the music which is in Shostakovitch's most endearing, tongue-in-cheek vein
—not at all what most of us would connect
with Hamlet. It is most enjoyable light but
sturdy music that is romped through with a
proper sense of devilry by the Boston Pops
and their irrepressible and charming conductor. [ A: 1*]
Peter Gammond

GERSHWIN: Piano concerto in F / MacDOWELL: Piano concerto 2 in d
Roberto Szidon ( pno) lLondon Philharmonic Orchestra
IEdward Downes
DGG 2530 055 (£2.40)

Neither George Gershwin nor Edward MacDowell were central figures in American
music, in the sense that Charles Ives was
and Duke Ellington is: the music of both was
essentially hybrid. MacDowell was a late
romantic whose musical idiom was rooted in
the European nineteenth century; Gershwin
mixed European ' straight' music elements
with the more superficial elements of American popular music. Both produced good
work, but neither was really relevant to the
evolution of a true American music. The
synthetic aspect in Gershwin was indeed a
reflection of the synthetic element in American social and emotional life at a certain
time and in a certain period. But it was still
synthetic, as MacDowell's was eclectic—
which is why Ives and Ellington, being nonsynthetic, are in a totally different class.
Homily over.
MacDowell's second concerto is more
resourceful than his first. It is based pianistically on the Liszt idiom, and where it sounds
American it takes the tone not from any
indigenous source but from Dvoták, in particular the New World symphony. It is attractive certainly, well written, containing some
individual aspects, and for those who dig
romantic piano concertos it will make adirect
appeal—and deserves to. Gershwin's concerto is better than the ubiquitous Rhapsody,
which is objectionably synthetic, but less
memorable as a composition that Porgy and
Bess, certainly Gershwin's most lasting work
outside his best songs ( it contains some of
his best songs). Whatever of that, Roberto
Szidon, who told me about these projects
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when Imet him in London in November, 1969,
plays both works with relish and conviction,
neither exaggerating the ' effects' in Gershwin
nor allowing MacDowell to meander. Ireckon
these to be the best performances of both
concertos Iknow, not only because of Szidon
but no less on account of stout-hearted playing by the LPO under Edward Downes, neither
of whom try to put one over on the late Paul
Whiteman. The recording on both sides is
admirable, too: clarity, balance, perspective,
tone, all in order; reproduction easy because
nothing is forced or put on the rack of excessive cleverness, atemptation in these circumstances. [ A: 1]
Burnett James
HOMAGE TO FRITZ KREISLER
GRANADOS: Danse espagnole ( arr. Kreisler) /
KREISLER: Praeludium and allegro ( in the style
Liebesleid
Liebesfreud
of Pugnani)
Polichinelle
Schiin Rosmarin
Caprice
viennois, Op. 2
Tambourin chinois, O P. 3
Rondino on atheme of Beethoven
La chasse
La gitana / PADEREWSKI: Minuet in G ( arr.
Kreisler) / TARTINI: Variations on a theme of
Corelli ( arr. Kreisler) / WIENIAWSKI: Caprices
in E, & a (arr. Kreisler)
Campoli ( On) IEric Gritton (pno)
Decca ' Eclipse' I. ECS587 ( 99p). Reissue: formerly Decca LXT5012 ('55)

There is no need to press the popular claims
of all these works by Kreisler, original, hoaxes
'in the style of' and honest arrangements
alike. They will never be out of the repertoire
of the palm courts nor be incapable of slipping into more serious concerts, for they
have the sturdy quality of being written or
arranged by someone who knew the violin
with absolute thoroughness as writer and
performer and they have an irrepressible
tunefulness. This has always been the best
recorded selection for, as I have noted in
print elsewhere, Campoli might justifiably be
seen as the spiritual heir to Kreisler ( acompliment to both, Ithink) amongst present-day
violinists, and plays all the pieces to perfection. He adds just the right spice of gypsy
fiddling which many, lacking his low- brow
experience of past years, often miss. The
processed stereo is of little consequence one
way or the other with only two instruments
involved and the recording is still quite
acceptable. Only a slight plumminess of
piano tone takes it down a grade, the violin
sound is excellent. [ 6:1]
Peter Gammond
GRIEG: Symphonic Dances
Norwegian
Dances
New Philharmonia Orchestra IMorton Gould
RCA LSB4019 (£1.49)

The record title is The Magic of Norway, which
might give pause for stoical philosophy, in
view of the names and subjects. In fact, there
is not much cause to quake: Ihave not seen
the sleeve but the musical presentation is
not gaudy, sub- Hollywood. Morton Gould
conducts the attractive Grieg music with
enthusiasm, and the New Philharmonia
respond. What is lacking is that orchestral
finesse Beecham or Monteux used to obtain
in such pieces and which is necessary in the
picturesque kind of music—more in the Norwegian than in the Symphonic Dances probably, but wanted in both. Big music can stand
rougher treatment than little music. Not that
Mr. Gould is rough or insensitive; it is just
that the ultimate polish is not there. Nor does
it quite seem to be in the recording, maybe
precisely because it is not in the playing: the
sound is reflected in the sound, so to say.
[B: 2]
Burnett James
HAMMER: Sonata 4for viola di gamba / HUMMEL: Sonata for viola and piano in Et), Op. 5
No. 3 , NARDINI: Sonata for viola and piano in
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f / SCHUBERT: Sonata for arpeggione and
piano in a
Pal Lukács ( via) Endre petri (pno)
Hungaroton LPX11459 (£1.72)

One day perhaps someone will resuscitate
the guitar- violoncello, or arpeggione, for
which Schubert wrote his charming sonata.
Meanwhile awelcome to aviola transcription
which seems to be the sole alternative to a
number of cello versions in the catalogue.
Messrs. Luk ics and Petri play it with warmth
and some delicacy, though there tends to be
too little dynamic contrast and rather too
much freedom in tempo. The other three
pieces have not until now been available in
the lists but all are welcome. F. X. Hammer
(or Marteau, as he liked to call himself) was
for some years a member of Haydn's orchestra, a cellist and composer; this viola da
gamba sonata is agreeable but undistinguished. The second of two well-filled sides
presents a sizeable and talkative Hummel
work, dating from 1798 when the composer
was twenty; and a shorter sonata by P.
Nardini of questionable authenticity, surely
alater arrangement, though the music is fine.
The piano tone is rather shallow, that of the
viola quite rich. There is rather alot of surface
noise, though not enough to alarm the prospective buyer of this interesting recital. [ C: 2]
Peter Branscombe

HANDEL: Concerti grossi, Op. 6-1 in G
2 in
F
4 in a
5 in D
Bath Festival Orchestra I Yehudi Menuhin
World Record Club ST1043 (£1.48). Reissue:
formerly HMV ASD604 ( Oct '64)

Ialways greatly enjoyed Menuhin's direction
of Handel's Op. 6 and I am glad World
Record Club have now completed the reissue
of the entire set (the other volumes are on
ST817 and ST944). There is nothing flashy
or spectacular about Menuhin's conceptions
(is there ever when he is about?), but a deep
understanding and great sensitivity. The
scholarship is worn lightly, but still worn, in
away that takes us to Handel in contemporary
terms. Of course the sheer proficiency and
polish of the playing is entirely modern:
Handel's own orchestras certainly sounded
rougher, less refined—you cannot put aside
two centuries of technical evolution in music
making. But that adds up to nothing that
matters. Once or twice one might think that
the speeds are on the quick side, especially in
the slow movements—but they may well not
be quicker than Handel heard them in his own
day: the nineteenth century and its legacy
accustomed us to slow speeds in slow movements, and a bit of swooning thrown in
because of it. There is abundant life and vitality
in these performances, a direct response to
Handel's music that gives immense joy. The
recording still sounds very good, with natural
string tone and balance when played at a
volume level to suit most rooms: it is not like
some, hypercritical. Only a trace of thinness
at the very top suggest engineering not of
this year's date and vintage. [ B: 1]
Burnett James

HASENOHRL: ' Till Eulenspiegel'— in another
manner ( Grotesque musicale after Richard Strauss)
/ MOZART: Ein musikalische Spass, K522 ( A
musical joke)" / ROSSINI: String sonatas:
1in G 0 6 in D
Berlin Philharmonic Octet I Manfred Klier ( hn)
Philips LY802 909 (£2.40)

If you enjoy the clear music- making of anything from four to seven instruments and
clear-textured music as written by Mozart,
Rossini and Richard Strauss, then you cannot help but like this very entertaining disc.
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The unknown quantity on it is the Strauss
item whose sub-title is very misleading, for
there is nothing ' grotesque' about this miniaturised version of Till. It was a mild musical
joke initiated by one Rudolf Effenberger who
promised a performance of the work at his
next domestic evening and then got his friend
Franz Hasendhrl to make this arrangement
for violin, clarinet, horn, bassoon, cello and
double- bass. Far from being grotesque, It
is a neatly distilled, chamber style performance beautifully handled by the Berlin players.
Every time Mozart's Musical joke appears
the reviewer feels obliged to point out that
most of Mozart's wrong notes go unnoticed
in this discordant age. But the Berlin rendering (two violins, viola, cello, double- bass,
two horns) is so earnestly straight that it
brings out most effectively Mozart's larger
jokes at the expense of composers who know
how to handle symphonic form but can fill it
out with nothing but clichés, and the musicians who accept such music. This demonstration of note- spinning comes most effectively after Strauss's inspired and piquant
score.
Finally, two of Rossini's ever delightful
string sonatas which we have here in their
unexpanded guise for two violins, cello and
double- bass. Again, as is the way of the
Berlin Philharmonic players, they are played
in serious but not heavy style, the music left
to speak for itself. If we get none of the ebullience of the St. Martin's approach we can
be quietly charmed instead.
Ifind this a most enjoyable record giving
an unusual juxtaposition of musical styles in
its programme, all of it most expertly played
and recorded in a clear, cool manner. [ A: 1]
Peter Gammond

Dorati with Erwin Ramor—leader of the Philharmonia
Hungarica
HAYDN: Symphonies 49 in f
50 in C
51 in
B,
52 in c
53 in D
54 in G
55 in E,
56 in C
Philharmoma Hungarica IAntal Dorati
Decca HDND19-22 (£4.20)

This excellent series continues with eight
works dating from Haydn's mid-thirties to
early forties. Of these, only no. 51 is likely to
fill a gap in the Haydn specialist's collection.
There is no other version of no. 56 at present
available, though only no. 49 is really well
known. It was sensible of Decca to begin by
issuing largely unfamiliar works, though so
admirable are the performances and every
aspect of the presentation that even financial
considerations are unlikely to dissuade
Haydn lovers from buying the Dorati sets of
even the best-known symphonies as they
appear.
The quality varies somewhat in these eight
symphonies—two of the nicknamed ones,
'L'Impériale' (53) and ' The Schoolmaster
(55), are not among the most distinguished
(it would have been well worth including on
an extra band at least the Cappriccio version'
of the three finales that survive, as well as the

Presto one; Robbins Landon, in his extensive
notes indeed seems to assume that the
Capriccio was to be used in the recording).
The work that thrilled me most on a first
hearing—to be followed by many more, Iam
sure—was no. 51 in B flat. Though lightly
scored (two oboes, two alto horns and
strings) it offers rare and fascinating sounds.
The first movement includes an unusual
opening flourish, astonishing effects of
dynamics, intimate violin exchanges and
other expressive and original touches. The
Adagio opens for all the world like a horn
concerto's slow movement, the lovely minuet
movement has two trios, the finale is a
strange rondo in twelve sections, each repeated, plus a coda—fine, witty, moving too.
Nos. 50, 52 and 56 also use braying high
horns ( excitingly played—brave sounds indeed). The minor key one has the passion
and power typical of Haydn at his revolutionary best, the major key ones far more than
the extrovert brilliance that sometimes characterises his use of C major. ( No. 50 seems to
continue its minuet six bars into the trio,
bizarre yet successful; the minuet of 56 is
unusually extended and endearing.) No. 54,
likely to be unfamiliar to most listeners, is
one of Haydn's longest symphonies, as fully
scored as any until his London visits, and
with slow movement ( his slowest ever: Adagio
assai) which, finely sustained in this performance, lasts eleven minutes without observance
of the repeats. What riches we have here!
The performances are of the high standard
the previous issues have led us to expect,
though there are here and there minor reservations to be made. Fast movements are
sometimes too fast for clear articulation (the
finale of 53 is asad scramble; clarity and tone
both go), one or two of the minuet movements
are very slow (that of 49—incidentally the only
one of the eight to have harpsichord continuo
—drags rather), occasionally there are blemishes in ensemble that might have merited a
retake. In general, the playing is superbly
airy yet firm, textures are clear and balance
excellent ( why, Iwonder, do we not hear the
timpani figure at bars 221-2 of the wonderfully sonorous first movement of 56?). The
surfaces are mildly rough on my review copies
of nos. 54 and 56, otherwise the sound is
beautifully rounded and full, yet lively and
translucent. One's gratitude to Dorati, his
orchestra and the Decca engineers knows
no bounds. [A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: Symphony 26 in d
Symphony 27
in G
Symphony 45 in ' Farewell'
Hungarian Chamber Orchestra I Jànos Sebestyén,
Zsuzsa Pertis (hpds) IVilmos Ural
Hungaroton LPX11458 (£1.72)

This issue will be welcomed particularly for
the inclusion of the little G major symphony
no. 27, a three- movement sinfonia (
much
earlier than its number suggests) that has
not been available for some years. Max
Goberman recorded it ( have CBS given up
issuing that memorable series over here?)
and there used to be an indifferent performance on Supraphon. Tatrai's reading is
spirited and clean-textured, with generous
repeats. The version does not tally throughout with the Landon edition— Idare say the
Hungarians are making good use of their
contemporary Haydn sources. The clarity of
no. 27 was the more welcome after aperformance of the ' Lamentation' in which such vital
detail as the wind chorales in the first two
tnovements had to be taken largely on trust.
The ' Farewell' is nicely done, with much
better balance between wind and strings and
very pleasing playing all round. It is, however,
for no. 27 that lreally recommend this record

—the other two works are available in a
number of alternative performances. [
B: 1]
Peter Branscombe

Argo record which, more properly, has the
music sung by a choir rather than a vocal
quartet. [
A: 2]
Kenneth Dommett

HAYDN: String quartet in b, Op. 33: 1 D String
quartet in E,, Op. 33: 2
String quartet in C,
Op. 33: 3
The Weller Quartet
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD278 (£1.69).
Reissue: formerly Decca SXL6182 ( Nov '65)

HONEGGER: ' Le Roi David' / RAVEL: Shéhérazade* D 2 Mélodies Hébraiques*
Marie-Lise de Montmollin IMichel Hamel ISuzanne
Dance IPauline Martin IStephane Aude! lChoeur
des Jeunes de L'Eglise Nationale Vaudoise IL'Orchestre
de la Suisse Romande IErnest Ansermet
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' GOS602/3 (£3.38).
Reissues: formerly Decca LXT5321-2,*LXT5031

So vivid is my memory of the impact this
record made on me in November 1965, when
it was first issued, that it came as a great
surprise to find it already being reissued on
the Ace of Diamonds label. Ihope its companion with the other three Opus 33 quartets
will soon follow. The Wellers are the ideal
ensemble for Haydn—alert, keenly perceptive
musicians all, with awit and wisdom unusual
in what was then so young a team. All four
players are quite excellent, yet Alfred Staar's
performance in the second violin part perhaps
deserves special commendation. Choice of
tempo, response to dynamic shading, simple,
unaffected insight and joy in corporate musicmaking—excellence in qualities like these is
rare indeed. Iurge all lovers of fine quartetplaying and of Haydn (that should cover practically everyone!) to buy this record without
delay. A hint of pre- echo in the slow movement of the Eflat work is the one tiny flaw in
what is also asuperbly engineered recording.
[A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

In English, King David has exerted afair hold
on British choral societies since its first
performance here in 1923. Because of its
genesis as incidental music for a play, its
musical form is unusual—the 27 musical
settings ( mostly of biblical texts) are in the
majority very brief, and the spoken interpolations are frequent. A recorded performance
in French of this ' symphonic psalm' therefore
requires an unusual response on the listener's
part. Worth it, Ithink— particularly for such
numbers as the ' festal song' for soprano
(Suzanne Danco), female chorus, woodwind,
harp, and celesta. A few other numbers
carry a little more savour of ' effPres music',
including the scene of the Witch of En-dor
(whose part is also aspoken one). The finale,
obviously indebted to Bach's treatment of
chorale melody in acomplex polyphonic web,
is a fitting crown to the work.
Ernest Ansermet, who had actually recommended the young Honegger for the commission in the first place, has left us this
admirable performance. It appeared in mono
VOCAL CHAMBER MUSIC FROM VIENNA
HAYDN: Die Harmonie in der Ehe
Abendlied
in 1957 on four sides, and now happily fits on
zu Gott
An den Vetter
Aus dem Dankliede
three in good stereo, with somewhat overzu Gott
Die Beredsamkeit
Betrachtung
prominent trumpets but otherwise agreeable
des Tedes j Alles hat seine Zeit
Der Greis /
sound in both voices and orchestras. Certain
MOZART: Luci care, K346
Ecco quel fiero
small deviations from the score ( perhaps
istante, K438
Mi lagnerri, K437
Se lontan,
Ansermet had the composer's sanction) may
K438 _ Duo Pupille, K439
Più non si trovano,
be noted. The fourth side, reissued from an
K549 / SCHUBERT: Hymne
An die Sonne
Gisele Prevet (sop) lGladys Felix (con) lRegis Oudot
even earlier date, displays the limped, flexible
(ten) IMichel Jarry (bar) ISylvaine Biller (pno)
voice of Danco in items of that French song
Vox ' Turnabout' TV34275S (99p)
repertory of which she was so distinguished
an exponent. Shéhérazade is a cycle of three
Mozart's five Notturni ( K436-439 and 346)
poems on the ' wondrous' orient ( a kind of
were written in 1783 for home consumption;
French equivalent to Walter de la Mare's
so was the Canzonetta K549 of three years
'crazed with spell of far Arabia'). Rightly
later. The Notturni and possibly the later
ranked high by Ravel's admirers, it is beautipiece have an accompaniment of bassetfully performed here.
The two ' Jewish
horns and clarinets in varying combinations
melodies' cannot be considered as anything
though to judge by the sleeve of the present
like so important in Ravel's work, and the
issue one might be forgiven for supposing
that they were accompanied by the piano. I second of them is slight indeed, but it is
thought so, but when Iput the record on I worth noting that this is the only recording
currently available. [
B: 11
Arthur Jacobs
was delighted to hear that everything was
just as Mozart ordered. Admittedly the anonymous wind players tend to get swamped by
KODALY: Psalmus Hungaricus L Peacock
the singers—two sopranos and bass, though
Variations
Brighton Festival Chorus IWandsworth School Boys'
only one soprano is named. The singing is
Choir lThe London Symphony Orchestra and Chorus I
nicely focussed and the performances well
¡st van Kertesz
scaled to the nature of the music. As far as
Decca SXL8497 (£2.39)
Iknow there are no alternative recordings of
It seems natural enough that the two major
these works using wind instruments, nor am
works by Kodaly which are perhaps bestIaware of any of the eight Haydn partsongs
known in this country should find their way
on Side One. These, part of a group of thirteen written during his stay in London, are a on to a single record, despite their very
different character. Kodaly probably has only
response to Haydn's discovery of the English
a small gramophone public in Britain. It
taste for glees, catches and the like, but they
could do with enlarging, even though Idoubt
were not published until 1803 when they
whether this almost overpoweringly Hunachieved a great and deserved success. All
garian composer, with his somewhat limited
are to German texts and have piano accomrange of musical gestures, could ever be
paniments. The treatment is very varied and
really popular outside Hungary. As these
ranges from the not too gentle irony of Die
two works show he never commanded the
Harmonie in der Ehe (
Wedded Bliss), especifertility of invention or imagination which
ally amusing in the light of Haydn's own
made Bartok the genius he was.
matrimonial failure, to the touching Der Greis
They are nevertheless grand enough in
(The Old Man). These are delightfully sung
their way. The Peacock Variations suffer, to
and make a useful addition to the Haydn
my ears, from the law of diminishing returns,
catalogue. The two Schubert pieces, one
since both rhythmically and harmonically the
from 1815, the other from 1816, are notable
theme has rather too strong a character not
examples of a genre of Schubert's work not
to dominate the whole spirit of what follows.
yet thoroughly explored by the gramophone
This is quite clearly shown in the performance
though there is an excellent collection on an
940
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of one of Kodaly's arrangements of the
original folksong which is sung by way of
prelude.
The Psalmus is perhaps more
deliberately repetitive, though you need to be
in a wailing mood to appreciate it, and if you
aren't it may well put you in one. The LSO
Chorus, singing in Hungarian, give a committed and reasonably authoritative performance, without quite catching the intense
fervour of a native choir; but the record
throws up an excellent Hungarian tenor,
Lajos Kozma, whose voice is essentially
lyrical but with the ability to take on a harsher
quality for dramatic purposes when necessary.
The recording is unobtrusively first-rate.
Every detail of Kodaly's elaborate scoring in
the variations can be heard, correctly
balanced, but with none of that aggressive
immediacy which might have been its fate in
an American recording. The Psalmus is
done with the same acoustic; it might
sound grander ( more hieratic) with more
resonance, though this would not serve
much other musical purpose. [ A: 1]
Stephen Walsh

Daniel Chorzempa
Ad Nos, Ad
LISZT: Fantasia and fugue in
Variations on Bach's
salutarem undam'
Cantata
Daniel Chorzempa (org)
Philips 6500 215 (£2.40)

Ifirst heard Daniel Chorzempa play when he
stood in for Fernando Germani at St. Paul's
Cathedral and memorized his recital programme—or such of it as he did not know
already—in a few days. It was a programme
of several major works of the French XIX
Century School including aVierne Symphony;
he played it without a moment's hesitation,
and that on an instrument which was strange
to him.
On this record he again plays music of the
romantic school, but on this occasion uses
the new Flentrop organ of the ' De Doelen'
Concert Hall in Rotterdam. The sound of
the record completely vindicates the claim
of the Organ Reform movement, that instruments designed according to their principles
are not mere backward looking imitations of
North German baroque organs but a new
versatile conception of organ building. Here
we have a modern tracker action instrument
with an apparently classical specification
and no more than 16 ft pipes coping, admittedly in the hands of a master, with some of
the most demanding romantic music ever
written. Iwrote in the hands of a master and
this is just what Ifelt. Chorzempa gives a
performance which is remarkable as much
for its assurance as its musicianship. This
performance on record is complemented by
extraordinarily fine work by the sound
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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engineers: the two works with their massive
build up of sound demand a resonance
which is lacking in, say, our own Festival
Hall; they have it here, although whether the
excellence of the sound is due to the acoustics
of the hall or to the skill of the engineers I
cannot tell. Whoever or whatever is responsible, it is magnificent sound and first rate
stereo. [A: 1]
Isla Tait
MAHLER: Symphony 4 in G
Margaret Price (sop) ILondon Philharmonic Orchestra IJascha Horenstein
Classics for Pleasure CFP159 (89p)

This seems to me by far the most important
of the Wills sponsored CFP productions to
date. It was done at Barking Town Hall at the
end of last year with John Boydon, and the
engineering is especially successful in dealing
with Mahler's very singular textures ( e.g.
note the always distinct observance of the
instructions to raise the bells of clarinets etc)
and dynamic range. His achievements of
concert- hall
perspectives
and
relative
dynamics are models for other balanceintoxicated producers!
Horenstein has, for me, reworked his
miracle as an interpreter of this composer by
completely revitalising my original feelings
for this score, and by extending my awareness
of it considerably. He works at an extremely
steady pace throughout ( if you lower the
pickup arbitrarily the tempos will sound
practically unmanagably slow to begin with),
and I understand he does not share the
common concept of the fourth as a slighter
symphony than its neighbours.
Indeed in this superb reading he enlarges
it both by forward reference ( in the slow
movement to the poignancy of the adagietto
from the fifth, rather than making it sound
like a fairy-tale land of illusion) and backward ( strengthening the Wunderhorn ties).
At the same time his shaping makes you
aware of the classical form of this symphony
as a whole.
Points of criticism are slight. For instance
Idon't think his tempo sufficiently accommodating for Margaret Price at the beginning
of her singing—elsewhere she is excellent—
although Mahler asks for ' discretion'. And
at section 24 of the first mvt. ( Philharmonia
edition) some dubious intonation has been
left in, just before the horn takes flight ( up to
the Langsam) he clashes with the strings,
then the violins are dubious in pitch. At 341
my score, possibly erroneously, asks for a
two- bar rit, before the final stringendo to
allegro. Of the eight or so conductors on
record Icompared none did this, but nor did
they double the rate of the string quavers
halfway as Horenstein does. Most anticipate
the stringendo ( even Klemperer), but Walter
(the old, deleted NYP version) and Szell
(CBS) offer the neatest musical solutions at
this point. My obsessive quibble no doubt
arises from the intonation around here!
There is one technical complaint too. The
stereo image pulls strongly to the left on both
sides, and even though my own excellent
Cambridge P50 can cope, Itrust CFP will not
spoil this issue by putting it out in this form.
After all, they have one of the outstanding
Mahler tapings from any source at their disposal; indeed Iurge all readers to have it—
the price is absurdly out of proportion here—
whatever alternatives they own. [ A: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
MASSENET: ' Manon'
Manon—Beverly Sills IPoussette—Michète Raynaud I
Javotte—Hélia T'Hezan I Rosette—Patricia Kern I
Chevalier des Greiux—Nicolai Gedda I Comte des
Grieux—Gabriel Bacquier Lescaut—Gérard Sousay I
Guillot de Morfontaine—Nico Gaste! IDe Brétigny—
Michel Trempont I L'Hotelier—Leslie Fyson I Am-
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brosian Opera Chorus ( CM: John McCarthy) INew
Philharmonia Orchestra Julius Rudel
HMV SLS800/4 (4 records) (£8.90). Special offer.

The last complete recording of Massenet's
enchanting Manon was first issued in 1956 and
disappeared from the list in 1965 so that anew
version is long overdue, and again it is HMV
who fill the gap with this Westminster recording, which is in several ways the antithesis
of the old Opéra Comique set with Victoria de
los Angeles as the Abbé Prévost's wayward
heroine and with Pierre Monteux bringing out
all the Gallic charm of the score.
Beverly Sills makes more of a character of
the fickle Manon, but her singing of the role
is not to be compared with that of Victoria de
los Angeles; momentary brilliance above the
stave does not compensate for a general
tendency to harshness and wobble. Most
of the charm of this recording comes from
Nicolai Gedda as Des Grieux—a trifle mature
perhaps, but very accomplished both in the
early love music and in the more strenuous
dramatics of the Saint Sulpice scene. Both
Gedda and Miss Sills deal very convincingly
with the French text, both spoken and sung.
Gérard Souzay is appropriately bluff and
breezy as Lescaut, and Gabriel Bacquier puts
over the Comte des Grieux with the right kind
of pompous resonance. The other parts are
well portrayed—the three light ladies deserve
a particular word of commendation for the
brittle gloss of their singing.
The recording is variable in quality—satisfactory in the quieter passages, but harsh and
noisy in dramatic scenes, where the singers
are often submerged by a loud blare of
orchestral sound that obscures the words
and sometimes even the vocal line itself.
Some of the big ensembles go for very little
dramatically owing to this insensitive balancing. On the other hand, Manon herself, when
singing quietly, is balanced as though athick
gauze were between her and the mike; the
men's voices do not appear to labour under
this handicap. So this is not, as you will
gather, the Manon to end all Manons; the
engineers might have been dealing with
Puccini's much cruder work rather than
Massenet's delicate masterpiece. The score
is presented in its entirety, with an appendix
to the last side consisting of the brilliant
Fabliau which the heroine may sing instead
of the Gavotte in the Cours la Reine scene.
[C: 2]
Cedric Wallis
MENDELSSOHN: String quartet in E, Op. 12
String quartet in a, Op. 13
La Salle Quartet
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 053 (£2.40)

This quartet's playing can definitely be called
magisterial since that word covers not merely
the complimentary ' masterly' but also the
less- complimentary ' dominatingly authoritative'. These players, like Karajan's conducting, combine technical mastery of the
highest order with an authorative domination
of the poor composer, whose subtle variations
of tempo are often ignored completely. Their
overall view of these delicious works is,
though technically impressive, too dragooned
for comfort. If, of course, you admire Karajan
uncritically this may not dismay you. If, on
the other hand, you prefer the sensitivity of a
Bruno Walter you will turn to Boskovsky's
account of Dvorak's Opus 81 on acurrent disc
and note . . . with relief . . . the way such
music can sound! Splendid works these, (and
representative of Mendelssohn at his best)
but a less Prussian approach would surely
make them more desirable.
Pleasantly
recorded apart from an occasional 'top edge'
to the violins. A blank space at the end of
side 1 might well have been filled- in with an
extra work. [A: 2]
Basil Ashmore
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MENDELSSOHN: Organ Sonata 1 in fOp. 651
Organ Sonata 2in c Op. 65 2
Organ Sonata
3 in A Op. 65/3
Organ Sonata 4 in Et , Op. 65/4
Philip Dore (org)
RCA ` Victrola' VICS1571 (99p)
MENDELSSOHN: Organ Sonata 5 in D Op.
65 5
Organ Sonata 6 in d Op. 65 6
Prelude
and Fugue 1 in c Op. 37 1
Prelude and Fugue
in G Op. 37 2
Prelude and Fugue 3 in d Op.
37/3
Philip Dore (org)
RCA Wietrola' VICS1572 (
99p)

'Collected works' are quite the thing just now,
and in boxes at that if there are sufficient
works to justify them. The whole corpus of
Mendelssohn's organ music is included in
these two records—the frequency with which
these comparatively few works are repeated
in mixed programmes gives the impression
that he wrote much more. These records
are, so far as Iknow, the first Mendelssohn
'Collected Organ Works', although one or
another of the sonatas is included in several
of the EMI Great Cathedral Organ Series.
Advantage has been taken of the fact that
there are two sleeves to play with to give
what Ialways look for, a complete specification of the instrument and as a bonus a
photograph of the console; the other sleeve
has informative notes on the music and the
circumstances of its composition.
The Preludes and Fugues although written
in Germany in 1837 are dedicated to the then
organist of St. Paul's; the instrument which
the composer would have in mind would be
the pre- Willis instrument in that cathedral.
This may account for the traditional early
XIXth century approach to the playing of the
Sonatas and other pieces adopted on these
records. The recordings are excellent, but
those responsible have been unable to
breathe much life into playing, which although
following faithfully the notes as written, does
seem to make a chore of Mendelssohn's
music. The new Ampleforth organ is a
splendid instrument but it is given hardly any
opportunity to show what it can do—we are
restricted to hearing a series of thick heavy
registrations. Mendelssohn need not sound
like this; almost all of the EMI Cathedral
Series show the very opposite. [A: 3]
Isla Tait

to lay back on the beat. This has the effect of
inducing a certain langorousness into the
music which it ought not to have. Not everyone, of course, will share my uncertainty at
the appropriateness of such apractice which,
in any case, is now almost endemic to this
quartet. While Iwould be inclined to mark
down the performance slightly on this account,
it is still a formidable achievement and the
recording quality superb throughout. Ishall
therefore just withhold the star rating, but
put it in yourselves by all means. [A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Sonata for piano and violin in F,
K377 n) Sonata for piano and violin in 13,, 1(378
Ingrid Haebler (pno) IHenrynk Szeryng ( vin)
Philips 6500 054 (£2.40)

Good recordings of the mature violin sonatas
of Mozart are still rare. Schneiderhan and
Seeman did agood set back in the fifties and
there have been isolated forays since by other
duos. It is still too early to tell how the
integral series recorded by Gemini will turn
out though it looks promising. Here, however,
are two remarkably good performances of two
sonatas that have never been over- recorded.
By now I expect readers will know that I
admire both players greatly. As far as Haebler
is concerned Ido appreciate that she can
sound nerveless on occasion and sometimes
merely pretty. But when on form as she is
here she is astylish and confident player who
makes a real contribution to the overall
success of these performances. Szeryng too
has been accused of coldness but for me he
is one of the least affected yet most committed
of violinists as his recent series of the violin
concertos demonstrated. Note for instance
how cleanly the opening of K377 is articulated
and how well the contrasting characters of
the two finales, one lively the other elegant,
are exposed. The balance between the two
players is exceptionally good with a close,
but not too close, acoustic. Isee by the sleeve
that there are at least two other recordings of
Mozart's violin sonatas by this pair ( one of
which was reviewed in April). Ihope Philips
will let us have more of them soon. [
A*: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: String quartet in g. K.516 , Quintet
for horn, violin, 2 violas and cello in Eb, 1(407
Gerd Seifert ( hm) IAmadeus Quartet
DOG 2530 021 (£2•40)

MOZART: Piano sonata in 13,, 1(281
Six
variations in F on ' Salve tu, Domine' 1(398
Fantasia for piano in d, K397
Piano sonata
in a, 1(310
Emil Gilels (pno)
DGG 2530 061 (£2.40)

This is the second instalment of what looks
like being a memorable series of the Mozart
string quintets. The inclusion of the Horn
Quintet in what is probably one of the finest
recorded versions available prompts the belief
that DGG are to give us the Clarinet Quintet
as well. To deal with the Horn Quintet first:
Seifert is principal horn of the Berlin Philharmonic and the possessor of a technical
command of his instrument which puts him
in the top echelon of the world's horn players.
The tricky problems of balance with the uniquely structured string quartet—one violin,
two violas and cello—have been skilfully met
by the engineers who have produced a
recording of top quality.
The string quintet is more demanding of
the players. Its tonality suggests deeper,
more serious matters than are dealt with in
the earlier work and Iam not convinced that
they are fully appreciated here. The Amadeus
(and here one must include Aronowitz who
has been their chosen second viola for longer
than I care to imagine) are noted (and
notorious in some quarters) for the mellifluity of their playing. Here, especially in the
urgent first movement and again in the carefully modulated Adagio, it threatens to
become bland with Brainin especially tending

Does one really want to hear Mozart's piano
sonatas, even the best ones, played with all
the repeats? Gilels obviously thinks so, but
Iam not so sure. Nor, to judge by the noises
off in this live recording made in the Salzburg
Mozarteum in January last year, do some
members of the audience. To be perfectly
honest Ifound my attention wandering as the
pianist threaded his way through the Andante
of K281, and Imust also confess to finding the
'amoroso' of this movement's title only
imperfectly realised in this coolly meticulous
performance. There is something impersonal
about all the performances on this record
which prevents me from liking them very
much though, paradoxically perhaps,
I
admire the intellectual power of the Russian
virtuoso's interpretation. Both the A minor
sonata and the D minor Fantasy are cases in
point. Both in their separate ways are the
products of some emotional disturbance,
controlled maybe, but real nevertheless.
Gilels seems to disregard any implicit motive
for the music, or to distrust it, and at once
disposes of one of its more important dimensions. The variations, a personal favourite,
are more successful largely because they
are more clearly intended as a public display
piece ending with a brilliant cadenza though
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they also end on a quieter more introspective
note. The recording was obviously dictated
by the demands of public concert programming: studio conditions might have
made adifference, though not to the technical
quality which is good. Idon't happen to care
for live recordings if they can be avoided
though. [
B: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: 'The Marriage of Figaro'
The Count—Gabriel Bacquier I The Countess—
Elisabeth Seklerstrom ISusan na—Reri Grist IFigaro
—Geraint Evans I Cherubino—Teresa Berganza I
Marcellina—Annelies Burmeister I Basilio—Werner
Hollweg IDon Curzio—W till Brokmeier IBartolo—
Michael Langdon I Antonio—Clifford Grant I Barbarina—Margaret Price IJohn Al/dis Choir (CM: John
Alldis) INew Philharmonia Orchestra IOtto Klemperer
HMV ' Angel' SAN283/4/5/6 (£10.00)

Iknow Iought to respond more positively to
this set than Ido, but the truth is that, for all
its many virtues, Ifind the whole thing dull.
Iam tempted to lay it all at Klemperer's door,
especially after the laborious tempo of the
overture—Beecham's egg would have been
well and truly hard-boiled if he had timed it
by this—but that would obviously be unfair.
Nor can Iwith justice blame the singers. As
a cast it is arguably one of the best ever
assembled for a recording of this opera with
Bacquier aconvincing Count and Siliderstriiim
surely one of the most beautiful Countesses
on record. Berganza is arguably a bit heavy
for Cherubino though she sings beautifully
as always, and Grist's Susanna, contrarily a
trifle lightweight. Of Geraint Evans' Figaro
there is little to be said beyond the fact that
it is the most consistently thought out performance in the recording in terms of dramatic
understanding. Here, possibly, is the nub of
the matter. Good as the parts are—and this
includes Klemperer's deliberate choice of
tempi which, in the finales to Acts 2and 4are
triumphantly vindicated—the whole lacks any
real theatrical feeling. Ihate to keep on about
Kleiber and Böhm, but this is precisely what
these two conductors do achieve, especially
the former, who despite an imperfectly
balanced cast, conjures up the magic of a
stage performance right from the word go.
The singers here stand up and sing but only
rarely appear to be affected by each other
except in the finales where Mozart's genius
impels them to become involved in adramatic
complex. The secondary roles, with good
performances by Hollweg, occasionally still
reedy, and Burmeister's excellent Marcellina,
keep up the vocal standard and EMI's beautifully luminous recording picks up all the
orchestral detail highlighted by Klemperer's
careful enunciation of the score. But when
it comes down to it this Figaro resolves itself
into a series of good—in the case of Siiderstritimand Evans great—individual performances that shine like bright points of light
against an unfocused background where
the darker aspects of Da Ponte's and Mozart's
masterpiece are gravely considered but
where its essential comedy has somehow
been overlooked. [B: 11
Kenneth Dommett
PADEREWSKI: Piano concerto in a, Op. 17 •
Fantaisie polonaise, Op. 19
Earl Wild ( pno)
London Symphony Orchestra I
Arthur Fiedler
RCA SB6843 (£2.40)

Having been present at these recording
sessions (and enjoyed talking to Arthur
Fiedler about this kind of music), I only
hoped that the final recordings would turn
out to be as enjoyable as it was hearing the
music live. The engineering has certainly
done all it could to help and there can be no
quibble about the excellent balance between
piano and orchestra and the rich orchestral
sound. In Earl Wild we have a pianist of

invincible, dominating rhythms. The adagio
contains some beautifully ethereal music
plus a violent climax and the finale has some
jolly music back in the home key. The
orchestra performs well at all times and Jean
Martinon gives a faithful and balanced
interpretation of the work. The symphony
poses fewer problems than many of Prokofiev's others, but nevertheless this seems as
good as any of the other versions I have
heard. The sound quality on the whole is
reasonable; it is rather dim and there is a
touch of high frequency distortion but an
amplifier with comprehensive tone controls
can correct this quite well with a little treble
lift plus some treble filtering at around 7kHz.
[B: 2]
Gareth Jefferson
RACHMANINOV: Symphony 2in e, Op. 27
London Philharmonic Orchestra ISir Adrian Boult
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS594 ( 99p). Reissue: formerly
RCA RB16026

Arthur Fiedler and Earl Wild at Barking Town Hail
sessions
staggeringly relaxed virtuosity, an ideal choice
for interpreting such music and Arthur
Fiedler, who is perhaps under- rated in this
country because of his long association with
the Pops' side of the Boston Philhatmonic
activities, proved himself to be a conductor
with a clear sense of what he wants and how
to obtain it. As he conducted the first
recording of the Piano concerto, Jesús
Maria Sanromá the soloist, in 1939 with
Paderewski himself at his elbow, we can feel
certain that the styling is very much as the
composer conceived it— and the style of
performance does bear this out very strongly.
So full marks to the recording, the performances and, in fact, to the idea of putting
such music on record. It is fascinating, as
well as in fashion, to enjoy Victorian and
Edwardian virtuoso music- making, and Iam
much addicted myself.
But I could not
honestly say lhat we discover any ' great'
maste ,piece riere. The concerto and the
fantaisie are both surprisingly well written,
with unexpectedly imaginative scoring ( in the
andante of the concerto for instance) but I
don't expect to listen to either with very
frequent compulsion. Paderewski went to
Saint-Saëns fo .• approval of the concerto in
1903 and, curiously, it was of Saint-Saèns
that Ithought when Iheard the opening bars,
Saint-Saëns when not as inspired as in his
2nd, with a touch of Chopin and Liszt, as
heard in their concertos.
An amiable,
enjoyable work, immediately forgettable. It
will be bought by those interested in probing
into musical byways, those with a sense of
period. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 5in 13,
Paris Conservatoire Orchestra , Jean Mart/non
Decca ' Eclipse ECS593 ( 99p). Reissue: formerly
RCA SB2034 ( Jun '
59)
Prokofiev's fiftn symphony is his best known
one after the first. It was composed in 1944
and is alarge work, scored for abig orchestra
with a considerable percussion section.
Although encouraged by Soviet philosophy
to write lyrically we find Prokofiev constantly
breaking away from lyricism with violent
changes of tonality and characteristically

It iS all too easy to charge Rachmaninov with
being over- romantic, full of self-pity and
drooping with fatalistic melancholy. These
elements do emerge in his music when it is
handled by self-indulgent prima donna conductors.
Take
his
Second
Symphony,
however, and give it to the admirable Sir
Adrian to handle, and a very different picture
emerges. Gone is all trace of sub-Tchaikovskyan posturing. We are left, certainly, with
a highly romantic symphonic work, but it is
symphonic and shapely and redolent with
dignity and self-restraint. The work is clearly
charged with tragic overtones, for the composer was obsessed with fate. But, unlike
Tchaikovsky's ' Pathetic' Symphony,
this
tragedy is not obsessional.
The main
themes are intensely virile. The Scherzo and
the Finale are joyously assertive . . . the
latter, in fact, showing much of the ebullience
of a Broadway Musical of the Thirties! This
may not be the kind of music one wants to
hear repeatedly . . . unless one has an exceptionally sweet tooth . . . but Sir Adrian's
flawless account of an extremely attractive
late romantic symphony is something to
enjoy when in-the- mood.
The recording
tends to sound slightly on the darkish and
sepulchral side, but this fits well enough
with the dark and velvety orchestration.
Here is a real bargain which is unlikely to be
surpassed at the price. Sir Adrian, once
again, has served us, and his composer,
faithfully and well. [B: 1]
Basil Ashmore
RACHMANINOV : Piano concerto 1in f Op. 1*
Piano concerto 2in c, Op. 18**
Piano concerto 3 in d, Op. 30*
Piano concerto 4 in g,
Op. 40*
Rhapsody on atheme of Paganini"*
Prelude in c, Op. 3: 2
Polka de W.R.
Prelude in f, Op. 32: 6 Etude in
Op. 33: 7
Sergei Rachmaninov ( pno) IPhiladelphia Orchestra I
*Eugene Ormandy I ** Leopold Stokowski
RCA
LSB4011/2/3 (£4.47). Reissues: formerly
HMV CSLP509/517/520 (' 56-'57); etc.; and from 78s
Rachmaninov died nearly thirty years ago and
so by a simple process of arithmetic the
minimal age of the originals of these re- issues
can be worked out. Some of them go back in
fact to the late 1920s, though readers may be
reassured that the recordings have been
stereo reprocessed. In other words, RCA has
done its best to adjust them to the standards
of the day. No one would pretend that the
result is always a thing of beauty, but it
could be a joy for ever. It depends what you
want. If it is marvellous performance and
magnificent reproduction, there are quite a
number of first rate modern versions of the
concertos to choose between. If however
you are interested in how the Master wanted
his music to be played, then you will ignore
the hiss, the occasional distortions and
omissions and concentrate whole-heartedly
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and especially whole-headedly on his performances. In his case, the complaint that
the composer is not the best advocate of his
own music falls flat. Iwould regard these
reissues therefore as a source of interpretative
reference,
invaluable though
not
necessarily inviolable. ( Will the same be
said of Stravinsky's conducting of his own
music?).
On matters of pace, volume,
phrasing, rubato, colour and so on, the whole
armoury of the pianist's art, everything
Rachmaninov does is worth studying but
there are two general characteristics that are
especially noteworthy in all his performances,
including those of the piano pieces. The first
is his restraint, or perhaps it should be his
sense of artistic proportion, for an example
of which I would cite the C sharp minor
Prelude. His playing of it is a posthumous
corrective, almost a snub, to very many
subsequent ' renditions'. The second and
allied feature is his lack of sentimentality.
Sentiment and emotion and expression, yes,
by all means, but evidently there was nothing
flabby about his famous brand of nostalgia,
and in that connection listen in particular to
the 2nd and 3rd concertos. For his mixture of
panache and precision, no better example
could be given than his version of the
Paganini Rhapsody. As regards reproduction, the least adequate of these records is
the second one, consisting of the 3rd concerto and some of the solo pieces. These
sound their age, and much of the orchestral
texture in the concerto is sadly blurred. The
others are not too bad, though in the 2nd
concerto Ifound the surface noise almost too
intrusive and there was a certain amount of
booming. Under the circumstances, it is
meaningless to give marks in the normal way
to this set. [
H: H]
Christopher Grier
RUBINSTEIN: Piano concerto 4in d
Melody
in Fop. 3 No. 1 Rêve Angléque
Romance
in E.,
Polka Bohème
Great Etude in C
Valse in F Valse caprice in E,
Michael Ponti ( pno) I Philharmonia Hungarica I
Othmar Maga
Vox Candide' STGBY642 (£ 1-69)
Seekers after buried musical treasure might
well expect to find something of especial
interest in the work of this once- famous
Rival- to- Liszt. Interest, unfortunately, evaporates with familiarity since Rubinstein . . . for
all his skill ... lacked any real musical
personality.
Like some well-bred, birdbrained hostess he entertains his hearers
with an effortless flow of superficial smalltalk. It seems hard to speak unkindly of an
elegantly written concerto that strives so
hard to please. It is even harder to find anything positive to say in its favour. The salonpieces are equally charming . . . and faceless.
Any of a dozen minor Romantic pianistcomposers might have turned them out. The
pianist on this recording is splendidly romantic and stylish, with fire in his belly and ice in
his brain. Passionate in bravura passages
and poetic in lyrical moments he reminds one
more than a little of de Pachmann, whose
records ... despite current changes of
fashion ... provide a great example of
keyboard bel canto. This recording is as
sweet as a nut, with the piano in decent
perspective and an overall acoustic that
suits romantic music to perfection. A pity it
has to serve a meal of pleasant ( high-class)
candy-tloss. Raft's concerto would have been
more rewarding. [
A: 1]
Basil Ashmore
SCHUBERT: Symphony 4in c, D417 ' Tragic'
Symphony 5in 13,, 0485
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra I¡st van Kertesz
Decca SXL6483 (£2.39)
The overall impression from this recording
of two of Schubert's most amiable works is
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that Istvan Kertesz and the Vienna Philharmonic have struck up amost amicable friendship and partnership. I may be wrong, of
course—speaking without confirmation, but
I would imagine these to have been most
happy and enjoyable recording sessions.
The conductor has asked for and received
the finest quality of controlled yet sensuous
sound of which this marvellous orchestra is
capable. The Vienna Philharmonic can
become very gothic if given the right encouragement, but here they have struck a lilting
and light vein of Viennese grace and beauty
which is absolutely right for the Schubert on
this record. It is a natural understanding of
Viennese players for Viennese music and it
needs no further recommendation than that.
Having said all this Iproceed, in reviewerlike manner, to add one small quibble—a
quibble which Ihasten to add is entirely a
personal one and may find no echo in the
bosoms of our readers. Ihave a bee in my
bonnet about speeds and, to my mind, the
speeds of the opening and closing movements in both cases here are just slightly too
fast. The effect is that those beautifully
balanced phrases sound as if they are having
their composure slightly ruffled. The only
conductor, for some time, who has found
exactly the right speed for the opening of the
5th, for example is Karl Boehm with the
Berlin Philharmonic ( DGG 139162).
But
because this is a very personal reaction and
because the playing is otherwise so perfect—
the andantes are exquisitely done and the
minuets just right— Iwill not give this less
than [ A: 1].
Peter Gammond
CANTATE DOMINO
SCHUTZ: Double choir motets ' Herr unser
Herrscher' D ' Ach Herr, straf mich nicht'
'Unser Herr Jesus' E Cantate Domino ' Ich
heu mich des' D Wie lieblich' D Deutsches
Magnificat
Heinrich Schütz Choir IRoger Norrington (dir) I
Symphoniae Sacrae Chamber Ensemble
Argo ZRG686 (£2.39)
Not surprisingly, Schütz is most fully represented in the catalogues by his more modestly
scored works. Listeners who know the oratorios and Passions, smaller motets and
madrigals only will exult in the glories of the
music assembled on this thrilling new disc.
Not that there is anything ostentatious about
it, either in music or performance, but three
of the psalm settings included are in Schütz's
most colourful and expressive vein. The
Venetian influence is most obviously felt in
Cantate Domino, but as Derek McCullock
points out in his excellent sleevenote,
Gabrieli exerted a lifelong influence on his
most famous pupil, and all the works here
recorded are for the spatially separated
double choirs that St Mark's had made
famous. There is however amazing variety
in the works we have here. Unser Herr Jesus
Christus— a wonderful recent discovery—is
adeeply moving acapella setting of the words
of the Institution, Psalm 122 is light and full
of gladness; and the final setting of the
Magnificat, done when Schütz was in his
eighty-sixth year, is one of the most noble yet
vigorous of all. It is here done unaccompanied.
The performances are very fine. Roger
Norrington favours rather fast-moving tempi,
just occasionally endangering the clear
enunciation of the words by which the
composer set so much store yet never ( lest
it be with the strident buzz to the instrumental
choir in Ach Herr) emulating the Battaglia di
Mosche (
battle of flies!) that he was at pains
to avoid. The choral tone is clean yet full (a
little more beef would have been welcome in
the opening phrases of Cantate Domino),
and the instrumental forces play with
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sonorous verve. It would have been nice to
have more variety between the instrumental
choirs, but it may be felt that such careful and
effective stereo separation achieves contrast
enough. Itook the advice of the sleevenote
and sat between widely spaced speaker units;
it was very exciting. The recording ( done in
St John's, Smith Square) is ample, rounded
and resonant; just twice I sensed the
dangerous proximity of distortion. All told
this is a magnificent achievement, though it
might be felt that twenty-two minutes' music
per side is less than generous. [ A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
SCRIAB1N: Etudes, Op. 8: 1-12
Op. 62
Poème tragique, Op. 34
Thomas Raina (pno)
Gemini 1015 (99p.)

Sonata 6,

Part genius, part charlatan and part lunatic,
Scriabin poses a problem for normal musiclovers. ( It is on-the-cards, of course, that his
brand of theatrical mysticism may eventually
attract the same kind of audience who
currently find emotional release in the equally
self-indulgent neuroses of Mahler!)
His
skill as a pianist was legendary, yet he despised practise and boasted of being ' unable
to read even a Kuhlau Sonatina at sight.' He
apparently possessed a flair for expressive
improvisation, and
improvisation clearly
inspired this set of etudes. Busoni was harsh
when he dismissed them as ' une indigestion
de Chopin', but one sees what he meant.
Taken in small doses they exude an illusive
appeal. Hear them en bloc and indigestion
makes itself apparent. The so-called Tragic
Poem reveals no sense of tragedy whatever,
sounding rather like some ( early) night- piece
of Bartok. The whirring of tiny nocturnal
wings is overwhelming and was surely in the
composer's mind when he ' longed to fragment myself into millions of tiny moths and
infinite caresses' adding, significantly ' The
caresses of mice are very bad. They have
another significance altogether.' For the
dedicated Scriabinist the 6th Sonata must
provide The Real Thing, since it reveals the
composers Messiah Complex in full glory.
Having discarded adevoted wife with complex
cruelty and arrogance he had just settled
down to a session of erotic delights with a
young pupil, a study of Marx's Das Kapital
and a sequence of sermons preached from
boats in deliberate imitation of Christ. His
intention 'to destroy the world through music'
began with this sonata. The ingredients of
his late Orchestral Ecstasies are all here, in
embryo. One finds the same incantational
hypnosis, mystic trumpet- calls and perfumed
emotionalism. ' How wonderful it would be'
he gloated 'to torture the entire world with
millions of eagles! To peck at it and then
burn it with the bitings of snakes!' His
ultimate intention was 'finally to suffocate in
Ecstasy' while his music ' destroyed the
world'.
Koussevitsky, of course, wryly
observed that ' if the musical holocaust
should fail to materialise the composer will
undoubtedly go home to an excellent lunch'.
All of which makes it seem easy to dismiss
this diminutive, dandified Rasputin without
further thought. And yet . . . and yet . . .
something of genuine
musical
interest
emerges! The ' Poem' provides much of that
Sense of Adventure to be found in late Liszt,
together with aclear anticipation of Debussy's
snimmering impressionism. The Sonata, for
all its Philosophic Hokum, is brief and to the
point (almost epigrammatic when contrasted
with the late orchestral works) The etudes
are easily forgotten. The rest nags at the
memory and demands further attention.
Like the asylum paintings of Nijinsky they
may be . . . as Rimsky-Korsakov insisted . . .
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the work of a maniac, but they are strangely
compelling. This fascinating recital offers
a pianist who combines polished panache
with an overall sense of exotic colour which
such music demands. It seems reasonably
well recorded, though Ifind it hard to be
certain since my review copy suffers from
incessant surface crackle. Recommended,
otherwise, for all who like to wander- off-thebeaten-track, from time to time. The dedicated Scriabinist, naturally, will find it all
Ecstatic! [ B: 1]
Basil Ashmore
SIBELIUS: Symphony 5in E:r, Op. 82
Karelia
suite, Op. 11
London Symphony Orchestra IAlexander Gibson
Decca SPA122 (99p). Reissue: formerly RCA
SB2068 ( Apr '60)
All Gibson's Sibelius recordings that have
come my way are of high quality, and this one
of the Fifth Symphony, which has already
been through a number of editions, is no
exception. As usual, the reading is unidiosyncratic, perhaps sometimes to a fault ( in
the first movement Sibelius's detailed tempo
changes are not all observed; the finale
could stand more pace and brilliance). But
it is finely wrought as a whole. The allimportant transition in the first movement is
impressively, spaciously handled, and there
is grandeur—of an undemonstrative kind—in
the finale's latter stages. The slow movement, taken at agood crisp tempo, is desentimentalised to the point of losing some of its
eloquence. But this, in my view, is a good
fault.
The LSO play as well as they are allowed to
(Gibson not being one to encourage display
for its own sake). The recording has kept its
definition and character, though it never had
great breadth. The fill- up, abright account of
Karelia, will of course help solve problems of
selection with a symphony that has generally
done well on record. [ B: 1]
Stephen Walsh
SIBELIUS: Violin concerto in d, Op. 47 / TCHAIKOVSKY : Sérénade mélancolique, Op. 26 LI
'Souvenir d'un lieu cher' —scherzo
Ruggiero Ricci ( yin) ILondon Symphony Orchestra
Oivin Fjeldstad
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD276 (£1.69). Reissue: formerly Decca SXL2077 ( Apr ' 59)
Ricci is ideally suited to this concerto with
its unusual mixture of extravagant bravura
and true Sibelian ruggedness ( Inearly said
austerity, but that particular quality is for once
lacking). His performance is outstandingly
good: technically effortless, warmly expressive and full of fire and urgency. It becomes,
on balance, just about the best cheap- label
version of the concerto.
Reservations are few. The merest suggestion of uncertain intonation early on underlines Ricci's normal excellence in this department.
Fjeldstad accompanies adequately
(though there are some insensitive things,
notably at the very start of the Adagio), and
the 12 year- old recording has good stereo
presence, if occasionally indifferent balance.
Some brass sforzandos assault the ear much
as the proverbial chair hurled from the 3D
screen used to assault the eye. [ B: 1]
Stephen Walsh
STRAVINSKY: ' The Rite of Spring' O ' Apollon Musagete'
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande IErnest Ansermet
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD243 (£1.49). Reissue formerly Decca SXL2042 ( Mar '58)
This performance of the Rite of Spring is a
rag- bag of athing with few pieces of silk and
velvet amid the shoddy. It must be admitted
that the sound quality doesn't help, varying
as it does between mediocre and poor. The
Rite is a work that demands a good deal
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more bite than Ansermet seems able to
muster. Anyone who has heard Boulez, or
even Sir Eugene Goossens, conduct this
work, could hardly fail to find this gentle
approach not at all in keeping with the
atavistic nature of Stravinsky's score. The
ballet is divided into two parts, The adoration
of the Earth and The Sacrifice and for some
reason Ansermet copes more adequately
with the latter. The introduction to The
Sacrifice I find strangely exciting in this
performance. Perhaps because this is the
most mysterious music in the score. When
it comes to the exciting, brutal, earthy bits,
Glorification of the Victim, Evocation of the
Ancestors etc., the tempi and dynamics are
quite insipid—the crucial finale, The Victim,
particularly so. The performance of Apollon
Musagete is far more consistent and generally
more pleasing. The violin solo is played by
Michel Schwalbe quite competently and the
string section orchestra is well behaved. If
this is the work that you want to add to your
collection this performance should satisfy
you if the dim sound doesn't worry you too
much. The Rite of Spring is not really
recommendable. [
C: 4]
Gareth Jefferson
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka-1911 version
Thomas Rama ( pno) INew Philharmonia Orchestra I
Erich Leinsdorf
Decca ' Phase 4' PFS4207 (£2.19). Cassette—
Dacca ' Dolby System' PFC4207 (£2.49)

Phase Four clearly has much to offer in early
Stravinsky, where definition of solo strands
within a large orchestral texture plays such a
vital role ( it would be interesting to hear
what the technique would make of Mahler).
On the whole the results are convincing in
this Petrushka. A few artificialities bothered
me; thus, the contrast between stressed and
unstressed trumpets in the dance of the
nursemaids with the coachmen and stableboys is heavily exaggerated. In the first
tableau, balance is generally a bit faked, with
individual instruments suddenly shooting
out of the texture in a rather disconcerting
way. In the central tableaux the clarity of
detail is impressive, though the sound as a
whole is not unusually brilliant. No superficial gloss.
Leinsdorf gives a workmanlike account of
the score without quite getting it to take off.
He too is at his best in the dramatic central
tableaux,
catching
well
that
peculiarly
Petrushkian atmosphere of sinister whimsicality. In the outer sections Ifind his tempi
rather on the slow side, and generally he is
not mercurial enough. He tends to ignore
marked stringendi, for instance, in the unequal
quaver barrings. Sometimes Ifeel that this
has upset the orchestra, whose ensemble
wavers slightly at such moments. But in the
main it's a good strong performance, finely
played, and the critical recording is a decisive
point in its favour. [
A: 2]. Cassette [
13 : 2].
Stephen Walsh
STRAVINSKY: Concerto for piano and wind
instruments
Capriccio for Piano and Orchestra
Nikita Magaloff (pno) ! L'Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande IErnest Ansermet
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD242 (£1.69)

This is amuch older (1956) recording than the
month's other AnsermetStravinsky reissue,
of Pulcinella, and generally less satisfactory.
Iconfess that Ifind Magaloff a very pokerfaced performer, accomplished enough, but
lacking that sense of grotesque fun which is
so vital an ingredient of both these works.
He steers his way coolly through the difficult
music, but leaves no real trace of his passage.
The piano is dully recorded, though oddly
enough the orchestral sound, notably in the
concerto, is rather strident and tends to
overlay that of the solo instrument. There is
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also some distortion in the tutti sections. Of
course the age of the recording excuses
such faults. But I can't bring myself to
recommend the reissue, even with this allowance made. [
B: 3]
Stephen Walsh
STRAVINSKY SONGS
'Le faune et la bergere 'Two songs by Paul
Verlaine'
Two poems by Balmont"Three
Japanese Lyrics'
Trois petits chansons'
'Pribaotki' ' Tilimbom'
' Berceuses du
chat'
Four Russian songs'
Three songs
from William Shakespeare'
Mary Simmons (m-sop) I Donald Gramm (bar) I
Evelyn Lear (sop) ICathy Berberian (m-sop) IAdrienne
Albert (m-sop) ICBS Symphony Orchestra IColumbia
Orchestra IIgor Stravinsky IRobert Craft
CBS S72881 (
L2•40)

The sleeve material for this record hasn't
reached me, but so far as I can judge it
contains all Stravinsky's songs with orchestral or mixed instrumental accompaniment
(many of them exist also in versions with
piano, though all the arrangements are the
composer's, sometimes involving recomposition). On the disc they are arranged
chronologically, from the very early Faun and
Shepherdess, which is almost unadulterated
Tchaikovsky, to the Shakespeare songs of
1954, which are protoserial. And in between
we get a fascinating glimpse of Stravinsky's
mind as it developed, through the early
influence of Debussy (the Verlaine songs, so
reminiscent of Pelléas) to Stravinsky's own
self-discovery in Russian folk music; the
gradual refining of his harmonic and coloristic ear; and not least his developing sense of
word- accentuation, which he himself has
admitted was of vital importance in freeing
his music from the regular stress of the barline.
None of these songs are particularly
familiar, which is a great pity since they
contain a lot of sincerely fresh and charming
music. I'm glad that the instrumental arrangements are used. Stravinsky's piano accompaninaents always seem rather dry and
prickly, but his instrumentation, whether for
full orchestra or chamber ensemble is
unfailingly inventive and would make a study
in itself. Vocally, it's true, the songs are
mostly pretty insubstantial. Cathy Berberian,
with her marvellously rich chest- voice, makes
something of the Berceuses, with their
miaowing clarinets, and also of Pribaoutki
(which by the way Stravinsky has said he
prefers sung by a man, though he happily
conducts this performance; another of his
stated preferences, original- language performance, is however observed throughout
the record).
The other singers are rather mixed in
quality. Evelyn Lear sings with her usual
intelligence, but Donald Gramm makes heavy
weather of the Verlaine songs, and Mary
Simmons even heavier weather of Faun and
Shepherdess. On the other hand Adrienne
Albert sounds enchantingly vivacious and
breezy in the quite taxing Russian Songs
(No. 38A in Eric Walter White's register).
But the real joy of the record lies in its instrumental noises, which give the CBS engineers
a chance to shine in the matter of balance.
The sound is in fact clear and critical, but
with acurious lapse in Faun and Shepherdess,
which sounds like an older recording than
the others. [
A: 2]
Stephen Walsh
TIPPETT: 'The Midsummer Marriage'
Alberto Remedios (ten) IJoan Carlyle (sop) IRaimond
Herines (bar) I Stuart Burrows (ten) IHelen Watts
(con) I Stafford Dean (bass) I Elizabeth Bainbridge
(m-sop) IDavid Whelan ( bar) IChorus and Orchestra
of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden I Colin
Davis
Philips 6703027 (3 records) (£7•20)

It was high time the operas of Tippett began
to be represented on disc, and a splendid
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Colin Davis and Sir Michael Tippet

start has now been made with The Midsummer Marriage, recorded with a Covent Garden
cast concurrently with stage performances
of the opera. It is, incidentally, because this
is a recording based on a particular stage
production that it is not quite complete. The
cuts made at Covent Garden are observed
here as well: they concern chiefly the ritual
dances in Act II, and some passages in
Act Ill. The advantages of using singers,
conductor and orchestra who have rehearsed
and worked together for several weeks before
coming to the recording studio are obvious
and enormous. The result is a splendid
achievement.
I have not the space here to attempt a
musical assessment of this work, or to
contribute to the argument about Tippett's
insistence on providing his own libretti
(which a friend of mine cruelly describes as
'the philosophy of Jung expressed in the
language of the youth hostel'). I would
merely suggest that, though one can have a
view about libretto and about music, finally
an opera has to be considered as a whole.
(So, for that matter, has a song. What point
is there in having an opinion of the poem of
'An die Musik'?) If Tippett's words, divorced
from music, are muddled, it is also true
that some of the music he writes for voices
is meaningless without the words.
Alberto Remedios does not seem to me
very suitably cast as Mark, and, perhaps for
that reason, he rarely manages to make his
music sound spontaneous. All the other
singers, though their diction is not always
ideally clear, are first-rate, especially Raimund
Herinex, a strong, accurate and musical King
Fisher, and Helen Watts as Sosostris. Colin
Davis conducts the work with love and understanding, and is rewarded with fine, spacious
recording. This may not be an easy work for
those who have not experienced it on the
stage to get to know. The libretto included
should be very useful to new listeners.
[A: 1]
Charles Osborne
WAGNER: ' Das Rheingold'—highlights
George London (ten) I Kirsten Flagstad (sop)
Set
Svanholm (ten) Ietc IVienna Philharmonic Orchestra I
Georg So/ti
Decca SET482 (49/11). Reissue from complete set
on Decca SET282/3/4 ( Mar '59)

Solti's Rheingold needs no further commendation from me at this stage of its life.
The recording sounds as splendid as ever,
and the excerpts offered on this single disc
are well-chosen. Alberich ( Gustav Neidlinger) is heard stealing the Rheinmaiden's
gold, then after the orchestral interlude
between scenes one and two, we have part
of the Wotan-Fricka exchange ( George
London and Flagstad). Side one also contains the abduction of Freia, and part of the
Nibelheim scene. Side 2 is devoted to the
final scene, commencing with Alberich's
curse, and then beginning again with Erda's
warning. Highly recommended. [
A: 1]
Charles Osborne

and she produces a very attractive tone. A
good quality recording makes this a useful
coupling. [ A: 1]
Peter Gammond
THE WORLD OF JOHANN STRAUSS
J. STRAUSS II: Blue Danube waltz
Roses
from the South waltz
Auf der Jagd (
The hunt)
polka
A Thousand and One Nights waltz
Tales from the Vienna Woods waltz
Egyptian
march
Vienna Blood waltz
Perpetuum
mobile
Voices of Spring waltz / JOHANN &
JOSEF STRAUSS: Pizzicato polka
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra lWill Boskovsky
Decca CSP10 (£1.49). Disc: SPA10

CASSETTE RELEASES REVIEWED
CLASSICAL
BEETHOVEN: ' Egmont'—complete
incidental
music
Pilar Lorengar (sop) IVienna Philharmonic Orchestra I
George Szell
Decca ' Dolby System' SCX6465 (£2.60). Disc:
SXL6465 ( Oct ' 70)

The whole of the Egmont incidental music
has not been given due attention on record
and this centenary year recording was very
welcome. A fine performance from Szell who
disciplines the Vienna Philharmonic into a
powerful, moving, propulsive performance
immediately apparent from the strength in
the overture. Perhaps this will be the first
time of hearing it all for many; Szell's clear
exposition will make a truly memorable first
time. The songs, beautifully interpreted by
Pilar Lorengar will come as something really
fresh and beautiful to many. Decca, with
great thoroughness, give us anarration which,
unfortunately for most of us, is in German and
possibly a waste of time. The recording is
superb, theatrical and immensely alive, with
some dramatic stereo effects as in the approach of the Spanish Guards at the end.
[A*: 1*]
Peter Gammond

PUCCINI: ' Tosca'— highlights
Birgit Nilsson ( sop) IFranco Corelli (ten) IDietrich
Fischer-Dieskau (bar) lChorus and Orchestra of the
Accademia Nazionale de Santa Cecilia, Rome ILorin
Maazel
Decca ' Dolby System' CET451 (£2.60). Disc:
SET451 ( Mar ' 71)

Highlights taken from the complete Tosca of
June 1967. Seven lengthy excerpts, sometimes
cut off in a rather disquieting way. Great
singing from Nilsson, devilish Scarpa from
Fischer-Dieskau, warm, spacious handling
from Maazel. Rich recording giving a good
sense of actual stage presence and clear
definition. [ A: 1]
Peter Gammond
THE ROMANTIC RACHMANINOV
RACHMANINOV: Rhapsody on a theme of
Paganini, Op. 43
Preludes in g & c
Excerpts
from The Bells, Op. 35
Piano concerto 2
Symphony 2
Kings way Symphony Orchestra ICamarata
Decca PFC4150 (£2.49). Disc: PFS4150

Noisy, over- romanticised, woolly performances aimed at a cinema trained audience,
rather than anyone with musical taste. The
credit ' arranged Camarata' is also off-putting.
Excellent present for tone-deaf maiden aunts.
Unclear recording. [B: 3]
Peter Gammond

BIZET: ' Carmen'—excerpts
Marilyn Horne (m-sop) IRoyal Philharmonic Chorus &
Orchestra IHenry Lewis
Decca ' Dolby System' PFC4204 (£2.49). Disc:
PFS4204 (Jan '71)

SCHUMANN: Symphony 3in E,, Op. 97 ' Rhenish'
Symphony 4 in d, Op. 120
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra IGeorg Solti
Decca ' Dolby System' SXC6356 (£2.60). Disc:
SXL6356 ( Nov '68)

A vehicle for Marilyn Home's splendidly
musical singing rather than a balanced
Carmen highlights disc, it naturally gives
attention to the heroine's songs. Nevertheless, with good support from the rest of the
cast in their brief appearances, chorus and
orchestra under Henry Lewis (we failed to
credit him in our record review), it proves to
be a satisfying and entertaining experience.
The recording is very good indeed, very clear
and with realistic stereo presence and should
please the most particular hi-fi cassetteer.
[A*: 1]
Peter Gammond

These are difficult symphonies to bring alive
and Solti does not entirely succeed. There is
acertain amount of merely ploughing through
them, a lack of shape. Better to look for a
more elegant interpretation from someone
like Szell who tries harder. The Vienna Philharmonic is in one of its heavy moods and
the recording is thick. This is not a tape I
could recommend to draw anyone to the
Schumann symphonies. [
C: 2]
Peter Gammond

GRIEG: ' Peer Gynt'—excerpts
,Lyric suite
Norwegian dance 2
London Symphony Orchestra IStanley Black
Decca ' Dolby System' PFC4206 (£2.49). Disc:
PFS4206 ( Mar ' 71)

Big- boned, slowish, rather sentimentalised
performances aimed at a wide audience who
might not appreciate anything more subtle or
wiry. The sort of performance that makes us
sure that Grieg was not suited to Ibsen.
Playing, within the idiom, fine; and a very
effective, contrived recording. [
A: 2]
Peter Gammond

SIBELIUS: Violin concerto in d, Op. 47 / TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin concerto in D, Op. 35
Kyung-Wha Chung ( vin) ILondon Symphony Orchestra
IAndré Previn
Decca ' Dolby System' SXC6493 (£2.60). Disc
SXL6493 ( Nov '70)

It is the delicate little nuances in phrasing
now and then that hint at the identity of the
violinist as being of the feminine gender,
rather than any lack of strength or agility.
With excellent accompaniments from Previn
and the LSO she managed to keep the old
Tchaikovsky warhorse alive and prancing,
but is not perhaps quite so entirely at home
in the Sibelius where a sort of cold weightiness is demanded. Her agility is remarkable
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All the old Boskovsky magic in these assorted
Johann Strauss items taken from various
discs issued in the past few years; Ihardly
need say more than that. In keeping up a
good average recorded sound Decca seem
to have lost some of the impact of the originals
and Ithink the disc is marginally better. There
is a sort of muffled quality to this tape which
is not too bad to listen to but just keeps it out
of the top bracket. [B: 1]
Peter Gammond
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 in f, Op. 36
Los Angeles Philharmonic IZubm Mehla
Decca SXC6323 (£2.60). Disc: SXL6323 ( Jan '
68)

A very straightforward, sinuous account of
the symphony, keeping it taut and vital
throughout; no pulling about or phoney
sentimentality; strong rhythms. The Los
Angeles orchestra play with great dash and
accuracy and the recording is of Decca's
highest standards without any of their occasional tendency to shrillness. Lovely bass
sounds. [ A: 1]
Peter Gammond
LIGHT
THE MUSIC LOVERS'
TCHAIKOVSKY: Excerpts from 6th symphony;
Piano concerto 1 in bi,; 1812 overture; ' Eugene
Onegin'; ' Romeo and Juliet': String quartet 3; etc
London Symphony Orchestra IAndré Previn
United Artists L.9047 (£2•40)

André Previn has, on the other hand, assumed a mantle of vulgarity and has conducted these excerpts from Tchaikovsky's
sex life as if thoroughly aware of the crude
sensationalism it is to accompany. As they
have unerringly picked all the most obvious
bits of Tchaikovsky musical indulgence anyway, those most in need of restraint and
taste, the result is not for ' music lovers' in
the finer sense. [
13: 3]
Peter Gammond
'2001': A SPACE ODYSSEY— soundtrack
R. STRAUSS: Also sprach Zarathustra—excerpts / LIGETI: Requiem for soprano, mezzo
soprano, choirs & orchestra
Lux aeterna
Atmospheres / J. STRAUSS: The blue Danube
/KHACHATURIAN: Gayaneh—ballet suite
Berlin Philharmonic I Karl Böhm I Bavarian Radio
Symphony Orchestra lFrancis Travis ISchola Cantorum, Stuttgart IClytus Gottwald IBerlin Philharmonic I
Herbert von Karajan I Leningrad Philharmonic I
Gennadi Rozhdestvensky Ietc
MGM 3110 018 (£2.40)

Although the forces employed for this soundtrack are the very best and the performances
of a very high standard, including the most
stunning opening to Zarathustra on record,
the resulting hotchpotch of music, a weird
variety of ' classics' intertwining with oohing
and aahing soundtrack music, will make an
odd programme other than to those devoted
to the film. Good sound throughout. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
THE WORLD OF ' YOUR HUNDRED BEST
TUNES': THE TOP TEN
Finlandia (
Sibelius); '
Cavalleria Rusticana'—intermezzo (
Leoncavallo); '
Casanova'— Nuns' chorus
(J. Strauss Il); Jesu, joy of man's desiring (
Bach);
Pastoral symphony—excerpt (
Beethoven); '
Nabucco'
—Chorus of Hebrew slaves (Verdi); Enigma variations—Nimrod (
Elgar); '
Der Obersteiger'—Dont' be
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cross (
Zeller); Violin concerto—excerpt (
Bruch);
Moonlight sonata—excerpt (
Beethoven)
Decca ' Dolby System' CSP112 (£1.49). Disc:
SPA112 ( Feb ' 71)

Interesting selection of top tunes, here listed
in the order of merit given on the sleevematter for your interest, in a tape that will
certainly give pleasure to many. The performances by the best of Decca's artists would
merit ' classical' analysis; the tape is only in
the ' light' section by virtue of its popular
approach. This is an ideal tape to give to
anyone, young or old, just making an approach
to ' serious' music. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
POPULAR
EDMUNDO ROS: HEADING SOUTH ... OF
THE BORDER
Heading South; Mrs. Robinson; Light my fire;
What now my love; Forbidden games; United we
stand; Up, up and away; My cherie amour; Iwas
Kaiser Bill's batman; The skaters' waltz; I'll never
fall in love again; Hey, Jude
Edmundo Ros and his Orchestra
Decca ' Dolby System' PFC4193 (£2.49). Disc
PFS4193

The Ros band in lively form in this varied
selection of today's and yesterday's standards ... the significance of the album's title
escapes me, I'm afraid, not being used to
these enigmatic with- it witticisms. Excellent
percussion, as one would expect, which
comes up vividly and with great impact in
this Dolbyed recording. Even those who
don't normally dance will find their toes
twitching. [
A*: 1]
Peter Gammond
THE
LATIN
SPLENDOUR
OF
WERNER
MULLER
Delicado; Light my fire; The girl from Ipanema;
Perfidia; Eso es el amor; Mambo jambo; Mas que
nada; El cumbanchero; Solamente; Una vez;
Cumana; Amor, amor; A banda
Decca ' Dolby System' PFC4199 (£2.49). Disc:
PFS4199 ( Dec ' 70)

Just about as hackneyed a selection of Latin
tunes as you could gather together under the
collective title, and somewhat untypical
Werner Muller who appears to be heading
the brass section of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra. Nevertheless all done with great
zest and good taste and given an impressive
recording, albeit a rather meagre ration of
tape. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond
ANDY WILLIAMS: ' THE ANDY WILLIAMS
SHOW'
Opening; (They long to be) Close to you; Musical
Bridge 1; Joanne; Never my love; Musical bridge 2;
Make it with you; El Condor pasa; Station break;
Snowbrid; Musical bridge 3; Leaving on ajet plane;
What are you doing the rest of your life?; Musical
bridge 4; Spanish Harlem; Hello, young lovers;
Closing
CBS 40-64127 (£2.49)

Williams' penchant for, getting with it, musically speaking, isn't always successful. True,
he is one of the comparatively few singers of
his generation who can please both the kids
and the mums and dads with what might be
described as a youthful approach to his art.
But as Andy's recent- past TV shows have
demonstrated, often most embarrassingly,
his I'm-with-the- kids bit can be as synthetic
as last year's publicist's written- word hype.
This set—complete with musical bridges,
audience applause and produced as a nonstop affair—isn't bad. But, on the other hand,
it isn't exactly exciting or memorable either.
Odd- song- out Hello young lovers, yets a
modern rock- beat— but not even a touch of
modernity can rescue this piece of RodgersHammerstein twee-ness. Spanish and El
Condor are okay; Bacharach's Close to you,
and Peter, Paul & Mary's hit, Jet plane suit the
Williams style quite nicely. But apart from a
beautifully delivered What are you doing?
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(what a marvellous song is this Michel
Legrand-Alan & Marilyn Bergman composition!), there isn't much to make you want to
play this cassette too often. Slight tape hiss
apart, sound quality doesn't raise too many
complaints from me. [
B: 3]
Stan Britt
101 STRINGS: ' PAINT YOUR WAGON'
I'm on my way; Istill see Eliza; The first thing you
know; They call the wind Maria; A million miles
away behind the door; Italk to the trees; The gospel
of no name city; The best things in life are dirty;
Wand'rin' star; Gold fever
Marble Arch ZCMA 1187 (£1.50)

A pleasant, well- played selection of tunes
from the film version of ' Paint Your Wagon'.
The score includes five numbers which the
ubiquitous Andre Previn wrote, together
with Alan Jay Lerner, for the film—First
thing, Million miles, Best things, Gold fever
and Gospel—and which were added to other
Lerner- Frederick Loewe titles ( viz. / talk, I'm
on my way, etc.) from the original stage production. Gospel is probably the nicest arrangement/performance on this cassette.
Sound is pretty reasonable. [
B: 3]
Stan Britt
ERIC MERCURY: ' ELECTRIC BLACK MAN'
Long way down; Everybody has the right to love;
Tears, no laughter; Life style; Earthless; Night lady;
Again ' n' again; Hurdy Gurdy man; You bring me to
my knees; Enter my love; Electric black man
Ampex 30060-C (£2.49)

Your actual Black Soul again. Nothing spectacular, nothing too dull. Mercury, who
apparently numbers Richie Havens, Blood,
Sweat & Tears, Steve Stills and ( once) Jimi
Hendrix amongst his admirers gives forth
with the kind of Negro R&B music which has
been heard so often, in so many ways, during
the past 15 years. Mercury's rhythm section
isn't a bad one at all. And the strings and/or
big band arrangements which occur from
time to time aren't at all bad. Mercury himself
emotes in a fairly potent, Wilson Pickett- like
manner. Electric, Long Way Down (
with some
nice blue-grass fiddle to mix in with the R&B
setting), Night and Tears are probably the
best of the bunch. This isn't at all a bad set.
it's just that there's already a plethora of this
kind of cassette available—and this one hasn't
that extra something to make it a standout,
indispensable item. [
B: 3]
Stan Britt
CLEO LAINE: ' CLEO'S CHOICE'
Something's gotta give; April in Paris; Hand me
down love; Unforgettable; Young at heart; They
were right; He needs me; Summer is a'comin' in;
Teach me tonight; Too late now; All of you; I'll
remember April
Marble Arch ZCMA 1185 (£1.50)

It's a pity about the poor quality of reproduction on this otherwise admirable collection of
songs, sung with her usual impeccable skill,
taste and imagination by Britain's greatest
female jazz/pop artist. Still, if you play your
cassettes through your fi -hi system, just
remember to switch on your tape filter attachment, take off more top than usual and add a
little extra bass. Then, sit back and listen to
some 1958- vintage Cleo Laine that will help
you forget about any technical inadequacies
from the recording standpoint. The arrangements are generally of the ' very good' variety,
the songs—with the exception perhaps of Too
late—are good, solid standard material, and
the singing is, without being Cleo's very best,
always excellent. Particularly fine tracks are
Alec Wilder's Summer, Ellington's Hand me
down, husband John Dankworth's They were
right and, in particular, the final number, I'll
Remember April, which has the added bonus
of a groovy small-group arrangement featuring JD's alto- saxophone. At the budget
price of thirty bob, and despite sound- quality
reservations, this is amust. [D:1] Stan Britt
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JOHNNY CASH: ' THE JOHNNY CASH
SHOW'
Sunday morning coming down; Come along and
ride this train ( Medley): Six days on the road/There
ain't no easy run/The sailor on aconcrete sea; These
Hands; I'm gonna try to be that way; Come along
and ride this train ( Medley): Mississippi Delta land/
Detroit city/Uncloudy day/No setting sun/Mississippi
Delta land; Here was a man ( Dialogue)
CBS 40-64089 (£2.49)

Recorded ' live' at the famed Grand Ole Opry
House, Nashville—a kind of Country &
Western Covent Garden—this set constitutes
what might be called atypical in- person programme by Cash. It's not the finest recording he's made, but if you're at all inclined
towards the C&W sounds, then this would
make afine buy. Mind you, not all the material
is particularly distinguished—some of the
psuedo-religious things ( including Cash's
own Here was aman) might be pretty hard to
take if this kind of song is not for you. But
the absolute sincerity of the man overrides
any off-putting factors. The two 'travellin'
man' medleys are projected in that easy-going
Cash manner and No setting—with the assistance of a solo female voice which could be
that of Cash's singing wife, June Carter—is
particularly effective. The Tennessee Three
and Bill Walker's Orchestra provide instrumental accompaniment and the background
vocal work is handled by the Statler Brothers
and the Carter family. Sound reproduction
isn't all it might be—the sound is often very
boxy, with afair amount of tape hiss present
—but for all that, this cassette can be recommended to those who usually find the combination of Cash ' n' Country an irresistible
one. [ C: 2]
Stan Britt
DIANA ROSS AND THE SUPREMES, WITH
THE TEMPTATIONS: ' T.C.B.'
T.C.B.; Stop! In the name of love; You keep me
hangin' on; Get ready; The way you do the things
you do; Medley/A taste of honey/Eleanor Rigby;
Medley/Do you know the way to San Jose?/Mrs..
Robinson; Respect; Somehwere; Ain't too proud
to beg; Hello, young lovers; For once in my life; I'm
losing you; With a song in my heart; Without a
song; Medley/Come see about me/My world is
empty without you/Baby love /I hear a symphony;
The impossible dream
Tamla Motown TC-STML1110 (£2.50)

Tamla seem to really believe in the cassette
idea, for virtually the whole Supremes' crop
is now available in mini-tape form. T.C.B.
demonstrates their night-club appeal; from
a TV spectacular that also featured the
Temps., who provide some kind of stimulant
to the Supremes' more sedate approach.
[C: 2]
Fred Dellar
SERGIO MENDES AND BRASIL '66: ' STILLNESS'
Stillness; Righteous life; Chelsea morning; Cancao
do nosso amor; Viramundo; Lost in paradise; For
what it's worth; Sometimes in winter; Celebration of
the sunrise; Stillness
A & M ZCAM2009 (£2.50)

Without entirely relinquishing his trademarks, Mendes moves very much into the
forward area with this release. The use of the
beautiful Sometimes in Winter—the only nonD. C. Thomas vocal in B.S.T.'s repertoire?—
is an intelligent move. So too is the Latinised
version of the Buffalo Springfield's For what
it's worth standard. In all; quite the best
Mendes for some time—and the most imaginative. [
B: 1]
Fred Debar
LOUIS
ARMSTRONG: ' COUNTRY
AND
WESTERN ARMSTRONG'
Miller's cave; Almost persuaded; Running bear;
Get together; You can have her; Crystal chandeliers;
The easy part's over; Black Cloud; Why did Mrs.
Murphy leave town?; Wolverton Mountain; Ramblin'
Rose; Crazy arms
Ampex 30067-C (£2.49)
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Someone at Avco is fast becoming adept at
saddling Louis with non- compatible material.
True, he managed to make a set of Walt
Disney spawned songs fairly acceptable.
And that was an unlikely project if you like,
but, lumbering Armstrong with the task of
turning this little lot into a winner was a
dastardly act. If you wish to form your own
possé and string up the perpetrator of this
foul deed then I'll deputise you here and now!
[B: 4]
Fred DeIlar
LEROY HOLMES: ' FOR A FEW DOLLARS
MORE'
For a few dollars more; The vice of killing; Viva
Maria; Goodbye Colonel; A fistful of dollars; Tom
Jones; Sixty seconds to what?; Finale; Theme from
'Zorba the Greek'; Topkapi; Theme from ' The
Train'
Liberty K0086 (£2.49)

A selection of generally undistinguished film
themes, mainly by Continental composers;
Morricone, Theodorakis, Jarre, etc. Holmes'
orchestral arrangements are lack- lustre and
far removed from his best work. [B: 3]
Fred be/lar
RON GOODWIN: ' BATTLE OF BRITAIN'
SOUNTRACK
Battle of Britain theme; Luftwaffe march; The lull
before the storm; Work and play; Death and destruction; Briefing the Luftwaffe; Prelude to battle;
Victory assured; Defeat; Hitler's headquarters;
Return to base; Threat; Civilian tragedy; Offensive
build-up; Attack; Personal tragedy; Battle in the
air; Absent friends; Battle of Britain theme; End
title
United Artists K9046 (£2.49)

Harry Saltzman has always believed in making
music part of his films' attractions, right from
his initial Look back in anger. The Bond films
produced a string of memorable themes and,
in Battle of Britain, Ron Goodwin has maintained the Saltzman reputation for films that
can be listened to. Most of the score is
suitably martial and my preference for the
Luftwaffe's theme again raises the ' Why
should the Devil have all the best tunes?'
thought. Sir William Walton's beautifully
descriptive Battle in the air, which garnishes
the film's best sequence, is yet another
reason why this soundtrack can stand on its
own undercarriage. [A: 2]
Fred Dellar
JACK JONES: ' IN PERSON AT THE SANDS,
LAS VEGAS'
Ihad a dream; Get together; Lollipops and roses/
Wives and lovers medley; Oh! how much Ilove you;
Spinning wheel; God bless the child; Brother
where are you?; The more Isee you; You made me
love you; Something; Games people play; Everything is beautiful; Ihad a dream
RCA PK1621 (£.2.49)

I'll give Jack Jones full marks for entertainment value. He rarely rehashes the same old
material, is all ready to employ contemporary
creations— his useage of John Sebastian's
tender / had a dream being a case in point—
and when he does tend to a well-worn song,
he stamps his own image upon it. It doesn't
always work well, his attempt to rephrase
The more Isee you being abrave and interesting exercise but failing in the final analysis to
compare with Dick Haymes' less complex
yet definitive version. Something is also a
part failure for the same reasons. On the
other hand, Beautiful swings more handsomely than Ray Stevens' original and Get
together receives a zestful outing. Nothing
happens then that is less than professional,
and Jones, unassuming, yet winning, personality is well- served by this beautifully
engineered ' live' recording. [
A: 1]
Fred Dear
HENRY MANCINI: ' SAMPLE MANCINI'
'Senor' Peter Gunn; Moon river; House of the rising
sun; Speedy Gonzales; Hawaiian Wedding song;
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By the time Iget to Phoenix; Seventy-six trombones;
Raindrops keep fallin' on my head; How soon; Two
for the road; A shot in the dark; The magnificent
seven
RCA PK11503 (£2.49)

Mancini is not the greatest composer, nor is
he the finest arranger. But he always turns
in a polished, professional performance in
both spheres.
Sometimes, too, he can
provide delightful surprises—as on the
intriguing arrangement here of House of the
rising sun, with senusous bass-flutes contrasting beautifully with horns. Peter Gunn
becomes a trifle Latinised as tenorist Plas
Johnson appears with that velvet rasp tone
which Mancini has utilised so many times
before ( he crops up on Rising sun, too). One
supposes it must be Mancini, the pianist, on
an elegant arrangement of Jim Webb's
Phoenix, and that inviting, pianissimo harmonica, plus the Mancini chorus, highlights
the mushy Moon river. Mancini finds something fresh to say with 76 trombones—the
way he's scored for his trombone section,
you'd think there were almost that number
present! But not even Hank can make me
change my unfavourable opinion about the
dreaded Hawaiian wedding song. For the
about-to- be- converted, ' Sample Mancini' is a
good buy. But for those already aware of
Mancini's capabilities, there isn't much new
here. Nice, hiss- free reproduction, too, with
particularly good stereo much in evidence. [A :1]
Stan Britt
JIM REEVES: ' ON STAGE'
Medley: Mexican Joe/Yonder comes a sucker;
Medley: Dialogue for four walls/I missed me/Tennessee waltz/I really don't want to know/He'll have
to go; Medley: Walking the floor over you/There
stands the glass/One by one/Guess things happen
that way/I want to be with you always; Wildwood
flower; The blizzard; Your old love letters; Am I
losing you?; Bimbo; Stand at your window; Danny
boy
RCA PK1383 (£2.49)

Perhaps some day someone will tell me what
all the fuss was about. Imean, Jim Reeves
wasn't a great singer by any stretch of the
imagination, neither was he a great guitarist
or songwriter. But he still has alegion of fans
who will certainly make this cassette into a
huge seller. To each his very own, I'm always
insisting, but I'm afraid I've never managed
to appreciate the sickly sentiments which
Revees imparted, so prolifically, with that
bland, smooth-as-a-hoss'-saddle voice. Sincerity, they say, was one of his most endearing
attributes. Mebbe. I'm not convinced. And
this live recording also throws a rather different light upon the Reeves character
generally: laughing at his own poor jokes and
attempts at imitating other C&W stars; quite
obviously very certain of his own abilities—
almost to the point, it seems, of arrogance.
Far removed from the shy, retiring Gentleman
Jim we heard so much about when he was
alive. Really, Ican recommend this only to
accredited Reeves-ites and those who appreciate this kind of thing ( exemplified vividly on
Your old love letters, Iwant to be and Danny
boy. Tape sound is average-to- good. Because Jim Reeves isn't exactly my bag, but
allowing for the fact that this must be considered one of his better albums, the rating is
a compromise. [
B: 2]
Stan Britt
BRINSLEY SCHWARZ: DESPITE IT ALL'
Country girl; Piece of home; The slow one; Love
song; Funk angel; Ebury Down; Starship; Old Jarrow
Liberty K0224 (f..2.50)

Despite it all, indeed! It's awonder that poor
old Schwarz are still operating after all they've
been through. With their kind of publicity
they had to end up either as a Top of the Pops
group—all smiles for the audience and
assembly- line music—or candidates for the
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nearest scrapheap. Somehow they've survived and their music shows a weariness
born of trying and succeeding—the smile
of a marathon runner crossing the finishing
line. It's strangely mature, perhaps because
the band had to grow up quickly. Whatever
the reason B.S. are—despite it all—a sadly
underrated band. [
A: 2]
Fred Dellar
ELTON JOHN: ' TUMBLEWEED
CONNECTION'
Ballad of a well-known gun; Come down in time;
Country comfort; Son of my father; My father's gun;
Where to now St. Peter?; Love song; Amorena;
Talking old soldiers; Burn down the mission
DJM ZCDJL 410 (£2.50)

It's quite astounding how American this
British production sounds. That this once
Bunter- like lad can emerge with such a
thoroughly funky cis says much for Paul
Buckmaster's arrangements and Gus Dudgeon's master- minding. Not that Iwish to
denegrate John's own ability. He sells his
songs like a high- commission salesman and
gift wraps each article with blues- sodden
piano in such a manner that each track
becomes a highly viable commodity. [
A: 1]
Fred De/lar
SACHA DISTEL: CLOSE TO YOU"
Close to you; My cherie amour; What are you doing
the rest of your life?; Mr. Everything; Gypsy girl;
To wait for love; It's nice being with you again;
She's a woman; Julie; In my quiet world; Yesterday
Iheard the rain; As time goes by
Warner Bros. ZCW3014 (£2.60)

Distel would seem to have great faith in the
songwriting ability of Jimmy Wisner judging
by his inclusion of three Wisner songs on
this attractively produced tape. Just in case
the cusomers have the same reliance in
Wisner's capacity for producing the goods,
Distel has also played safe by adding songs
by Bacharach, Stevie Wonder, Clive Westlake
and Michel Legrand. It all adds up to amiable
fare really—a little like Dean Martin on vin
ordinaire [
A: 2]
Fred Dellar
LOVE: ' FALSE START'
The everlasting first; Fly; Gimme a little break;
Stand out; Keep on shining; Anytime; Slick Dick;
Love is coming; Feel Daddy, feel good; Ride that
vibration
Harvest TC-S HVI L787 (£2.50)

Archetypal West Coast music stemming
from the Haight-Ashbury era. It's a little
heavier now, perhaps achieving a middle age
spread since music moved out of the halls
onto the wide open spaces. On the other
hand, Arthur Lee and his cohorts still retain
a youthful freshness and a sense of humour
that keeps heads nodding in appreciation.
Jimi Hendrix guests on Everlasting first and
Standout is a live track, recorded at London's
Waltham Forest Technical College. [
B: 1]
Fred Dellar
DEAN MARTIN: ' MY WOMAN, MY WOMAN,
MY WIFE'
My woman, my woman, my wife; Together again;
Here we go again; Make the world go around; The
tip of my fingers; Detroit City; Once a day; Heart
over mind; Turn the world around the other way; It
keeps right on a hurtin'
Warner- Reprise CRP387 (£2.6o)

Since Rio Bravo and The sons of Katie Elder,
Dino has pushed open so many swing doors
in Hollywood- constructed Western bars that
some of the atmosphere had to rub off on
his recording career. Thus now we are
offered interminable numbers of country
songs, smoothly sung. So smoothly in fact,
that the whole Dean Martin output has, of
late, become something of a bore. Oh for
one rousing chorus of Oh, dem golden slippers
with garters a flashin'—but that wouldn't
really be Dean Martin, would it? [
B: 3]
Fred De/lar

BOOKER T. AND THE M.G.'s: MELTING POT'
Melting pot; Back home; Chicken pox; Fuquawi;
Kinda easy like; Hi ride; L.A. jazz song; Sunny
Monday
Stax 3115 009 (£2•40)

This is the Booker T. I like best; kicking
around self-made riffs and never straying too
far from the blues. It's been ten years since I
first heard the then sixteen-year- old organist
chugging moodily through his Green onions
monster. There has been but one change in
personnel since then, Don Dunn coming in
for bassist Steinberg. Even he has been
with the outfit for over eight years now and
the degree of empathy within the band is
amazing. One or two unusual things happen
on Melting Pot, the Peppet Singers add some
soul-Coniff on occasion and Steve Cropper
provides an acoustic guitar solo—something
of a rarity for him. Apart from this it's the
mixture as before, and as welcome as ever.
The recording quality is, by the way, superlative for a 1¡ ips tape. [ A: 1]
Fred De/lar

THE BEST OF CHARLEY PRIDE
Just between you and me; Kaw-liga; Does my ring
hurt your finger; Gone, on the other hand; The day
the world stood still; The snakes crawl at night;
The easy part's over; All Ihave to offer you; Iknow
one; Before Imet you; Too hard to say I'm sorry;
Let the chips fall
RCA PK1505 (£2.49)

Although it's unusual to find a coloured
vocalist working successfully within the confines of country music, it is, perhaps, pertinent to point out that the first recording in
the C.&W. category was made by a negro
performer. Pride certainly lacks nothing in
confidence and delivery, this cassette doing
nothing to detract from his growing reputation. On this form he establishes his claim as
a major influence within this category of
music. [ A: 2]
Fred De/lar

LOS MAYAS
I'm in the mood for love; Stranger in paradise;
Tenderly; Plaisir d'amour; Body and soul; You go
to my head; Love me, please love me; Misty; A
white shade of pale; Erotiko; Stardust; Romeo &
Juliet
Ampex C-30072 (£2.49)

Superb recording quality is the most recommendable ingredient of this cassette. Idon't
know who or what Los Mayas is, but simply
this is atypical example of quiet, restful, wellplayed, background music. A guitarist plays
very simply in a Spansih-tinged style—just
the melody line, no improvisations, flamencotype or otherwise. For shattered nerves, or
if you've want absolutely undemanding music
that won't overtax your listening powers,
then this is almost medicinal. But for concentrated listening, this is a resistable,
beautiful bore. [ A: 3]
Stan Brat
'GREAT WAR FILM THEMES'
'Hannibal Brooks'— March (FRANCIS LAI); ' Eattle
of Britain'—Theme and End Title ( RON GOODWIN);
The Bridge at Remagen'—(BERNSTEIN, Cond. by
LEROY HOLMES); ' Cast A Giant Shadow—Prologue ( BERNSTEIN); ' The Great Escape'—Main
Title (BERNSTEIN);'Play Dirty'—Main Title ( MICHEL
LEGRAND); ' Is Paris Burning?'—(JARRE; theme
played by FERRANTE & TEICHER); ' The Guns of
Navarone'—Title theme ( DMITRI TIOMKIN; played
by AL CAIOLA & His Orch.); 633 Squadron'—Main
title ( GOODWIN); 'Triple Cross'—Main title ( GARVARENTZ; conducted by ROLAND SHAW);
'Judgement at Nuremberg'—Overture, inc. ' Wenn
Die Soldaten', ' Wenn Wur Marschieren' ( Cond. by
ERNEST GOLD, arr. Heyer); ' The Devil's Brigade'—
Theme ( ALEX NORTH; Cond. by LEROY HOLMES);
'The Train'—Main title ( MAURICE JARRE)
United Artists K0227 (£2.49)
'THE THOMAS CROWN AFFAIR': Original
Motion Picture Score
Theme from " The Thomas Crown Affair" ( The
windmills of your mind), sung by NOEL HARRISON;
The chess game; Cash and carry; Playing the field;
Room service; His eyes, her eyes; Theme from
"The Thomas Crown Affair"; His eyes, her eyes;
MUSIC OF THE STREET ORGAN
Popular songs and musical pieces on the Draaiorgel
"De Sik"
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS-R2075 (99p)
FAMOUS OVERTURES AND MARCHES
Overtures: ' Light Cavalry' (Suppé);
Masaniello'
(Auber); ' Excelsior' (Balfe); various marches, on the
Mammoth Gavioli Fair Organ
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS2078 (99p)
ALL-TIME FAVOURITES
Popular songs of the 1920s and 30s on the Mammc:h
Marenghi Fair Organ
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS2077 (99p)

Peter Gammond
A SPATE OF

MECHANICAL ORGANS

MARCHES AND OVERTURES
Overtures: 'Raymond' ( Thomas); 'Poet and Peasant
(Suppé); ' The Barber of Seville' (Rossini); various
marches, on the Mammoth Marenghi Fair Organ
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS2078 (99P)
MEDLEY OF MUSIC ARRANGED BY CARL
FREI
Various instrumental pieces c. 1910 on the Carl Frei
Concert Organ
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS2080 (99p)
DANCE TO THE MORTIER ORGAN
Dutch and American dance tunes 1930s and 40s mainly,
on the 112-key Mortier Dance Organ
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS2081 (99p)
MEDLEY—COME TO THE FAIR
Popular songs c. 1940-1960s on the Carousel Van Der
Becke
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS2082 (99p)
MARCHING WITH THE MAMMOTH GAVIOLI
Well-known marches 19th and 20th century on the
Mammoth Gavioli Fair Organ
Docca ' Eclipse' ECS2083 (99p)

Dutch barrel organ

THE WORLD OF MECHANICAL ORGANS
Selection which includes most of the organs separately
represented below
Decca SPA115 (99p)

GAVIOLI SHOWTIME
Popular songs from 1920s to 'Mary Poppins' on the
Mammoth Gavioli Fair Organ
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS2084 (99p)
MARCHING AND WALTZING
Various items, mainly 19th century on the Van der
Beeck Organ
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS2085 (99p)
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A man's castle; The Boston wrangler; The crowning
touch
United Artists K9028 (£2.49)

Two contrasting soundtrack cassettes. Film
music is, by its very nature, only fragmentary
and rarely makes for compulsive listening in
the gramophone record/tape medium. So,
whilst not all the ' War Themes' music can
be said to be the best to come from screen
soundtracks, it's a very well- compiled set
with more contrast in writing for films of this
subject than one might imagine. The ' Hannibal Brooks' piece, for instance, is a rather
jaunty, jolly piece ( which makes anice change
as is the title tune from ' The Great Escape', a
catchy Elmer Bernstein piece. More sombre
and grim is the Overture to ' Nuremburg',
followed by the high-stepping Germanic feel
of ' Wenn die . . .', etc. The remainder are
what you'd expect to hear from war films of
different species [ B: 2]. ' The Thomas
Crown Affair', starring Steve McQueen and
Faye Dunaway, was a fine film. And that
excellent composer/arranger, Michel Legrand,
provided the movie with an appropriately
skilful score. ' Windmills'—which like ' His
eyes, her eyes', has lyrics by Marilyn & Alan
Bergman—won an Oscar award and has been
recorded by innumerable artists.
Noel
Harrison's voice isn't one of my favourite
sounds ( it's a pity they couldn't have employed Mel Tormé to sing this thoughtful
lyric and engaging melody line over the
credits), but he makes a brave stab at projecting it. ' Windmills' and ' His eyes, her
eyes' are repeated— but thanks to Legrand,
the ' pairs' are scored differently. ' Chess
game' superbly recaptures a marvellous
scene in the film where McQueen and Dunaway make love to each other with their eyes.
A fine score for cassette- buyers who are
interested in film music. Reproduction is up
to Liberty's very best, thus [
A: 1] Stan Brat
A veritable feast for the collector of the joyous
sounds of the mechanical and fairground
organ; most of the discs are re- issues, of
course, but now at 99p per item may be within
reach of the pocket of the impecunious collector who hesitated at buying so many
tempting records at the full- price. Very
sensibly the list is headed by a ' World Of'
selection which acts as a useful sampler to
the other LPs, each devoted to one instrument. By buying this you can decide, more
or less, which sound pleases you most before
plunging further. Isay, more or less, because
the one organ that Iimmediately chose as my
favourite from ' The World of Mechanical
Organs', the Hooghuys 101 Key Showman's
Organ, does not have an LP to itself at the
moment. Ilike it for its smooth, mellow, rich
tone ( incorrectly described as ' nasal' on the
sleeve- note which also allows, however, that
it is distinct from all the other organs). The
fact that it belonged to the Becquart family
reminds me that the Carousel Becquart was
always one of my firm favourites, also not
represented so far.
However, from what we have, and the
selection is generous, I would next pick
Carousel Van der Beck, the Carl Frei Concert
Organ, the 112 Key Mortier Dance Organ, and
the Draaiorgel ' De Sik' records in that order
as the ones Ifound most pleasing. The two
Mammoth organs, Marenghi and Gavioli, I
find least attractive because of their rather
gruff, cumbersome sounds which take a lot
of the lightness out of the music. But tastes
will differ very much. The Gavioli, my least
favourite, seems to be a very popular instrument. It is the lighter tones of the Hooghuys
and Van der Beck instruments that Iparticularly enjoy.
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Many of these have been used in fairgrounds
at one time or another; some, as their names
suggest, were intended for dance halls, some
like the ' De Sik' perambulated the streets of
Dutch cities. They are all allied in sound
and nature. Not the least interesting aspect
of collecting mechanical organ music is the
access it gives to a musical repertoire of forgotten popular items. This is not entirely the
case amongst these 11 LPs as there is agood
deal of modern music but the researcher into
19th century oddities will find particular
interest in RCS2075, 2076, 2078, 2080 and 2085.
The recording standard throughout is
first-rate, so Iwill give an A rating there, but
it would be impossible to think of any other
kind of rating that could be given. I will
merely record my thanks to Decca and producer/enthusiast Ray Ware for making so
much delightfully inconsequential musicmaking available. [A]
HISTORICAL VOICES
GREAT VOICES OF THE CENTURY: JAN
PEERCE
Mcicushla; L'amour, toujours l'amour; Because;
take you home again, Kathleen; Softly, as in a
morning sunrise; At dawning; Thine alone; Song
of songs; Morning; I'm falling in love with someone;
Ilove you too much
Jan Peerce ( ten) Ivarious accompaniments
Ember GVC2 (99p). Reissues from 78s
GREAT VOICES OF THE CENTURY: NELLIE
MELBA
Excerpts from ' Hamlet' (
Thomas); '
Romeo and

T
RADITIONAL
Madeau Stewart

My long absence from this column has been
due to sulks, gloom and the postal strike.
First there weren't enough worthwhile discs
to review for this column, then there weren't
any discs at all. Now there is a downpour
and this month Iam only able to cover half
of them. Iapologise to the companies and
the artists.
THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN LEGEND
Waltzing Matilda; Jim Jones at Botany Bay; The
wild colonial boy; The streets of Forbes; The holdup at Eugowra Rocks; The flash stockman; Five
miles from Gundagai; The lime-juice tub; Euabalong
ball; The banks of the Condamine; Click go the
shears; Flash Jack from Gundagai; The road to
Gundagai; Hard tack; On the road with Liddy
Sung by A. L. Lloyd, Martyn WyndhamReade and
Trevor Lucas with Alf Edwards (concertina), Al
Jeffery (banjo), Dave Pegg (bass), Andy Seagroatt
(mandoline), Dave Swarbrick (fiddle)
Topic 12 TS203 (5210)
At a dignified nineteenth century Viennese
pace, A. L. Lloyd opens the proceedings with
Waltzing Matilda, and then seems to half
vanish into an acoustic fog for the next song.
The blurr never quite lifts again. The performances of the whole group are pleasant and
Trevor Lucas doesn't seem to make any
effort to adopt the Australian accent. Martyn
Wyndham -Reade has a fairly convincing go
at the ugly vowel sounds, while I'd trust my
youngest and fairest daughter with the sort
of swagman A. L. Lloyd sings about so
sweetly. The selection of songs is designed
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Juliet' (
Gounod); '
La Bohème' (
Puccini); '
Faust'
(Gounod); '
Le Roi d'Ys' (
Cato); and various songs
including Home, sweet home and Loi here the
gentle lark
Nellie Melba (sop) Ivarious accompaniments
Ember GVC3 (99p). Reissues from 78s
This excellent series, given the blessing of
our ' historical' expert John Freestone on the
sleeves, seems to be performing a gallant
task in keeping samplers of the works of
various golden voices of the past available
in carefully re- mastered versions which allow
us to hear them as well as we could possibly
expect. Whether we can still make clear
judgments on these singers of the distant
past or equate what we hear on record to
what we are told of their real glories—that is
another matter. As you listen your ears
adjust to the wavering sounds of the early
1900s, where everything sounds out of tune,
and you try to forget the plaintive accompaniments and to concentrate on what the voice
is doing. Ifind, for instance, that one can
best judge Melba on a recording like Lo! here
the gentle lark where she measures her voice
against the flute obligato with wonderful
accuracy and flexibility, but Iam sure that we
can still get no real measure of the tonal
quality or the power of the voice from these
discs. What we do get most interestingly is
a comparative view of interpretative ideas,
then and now.
Jan Peerce is not quite so historical or distorted as these tracks of him singing popular
ballads were apparently private acetates taken
from broadcasts. He has afine, ringing voice
to give—and does indeed give—a panorama
of Australia's history. The texts (which are
given fully with excellent notes in a booklet)
describe hard living, and one line runs ' He
works hard and he drinks hard and goes to
hell as last'. This is the type of many who
worked in a country elsewhere described as
'a long agony of scrub and wire fence'. These
performances have an excess of middle class
comfort about them. [
B: 2]
OAK. ASH AND THORN
A collection of songs by Rudyard Kipling, set and performed in the traditional idiom by Peter Bellamy
with Royston Wood, Heather Wood, Barry Dransfield
and Robin Dransfield
Argo ZFB11 (£1.69)
Young and talented Peter Bellamy justifies
my confidence in him with this original and
imaginative recording. The texts chosen are
from Kipling's Rewards and Fairies and Puck
of Pock's Hill. This is anew departure for any
singer of traditional music and the measure
of success can be judged by the fact that
music, style and text are so sensitively
married that one cannot imagine them being
set in any other manner. Producer Frederick
Woods has done a good job too for the
recording sound is clean, clear and lively and
everyone has entered into the spirit of the
venture. Touches of pre- echo here and there
are to be regretted. Some of the tunes
Bellamy uses are traditional—that of ' The
Gallant Frigate Amphitrite' is used for King
Henry VII and the Shipwrights. For the title
song, Oak, ash and thorn Bellamy has invented
his own wassail-type song which is most
successful. It is encouraging to see Argo
making good use of Bellamy. [
A: 1]
REVOLUTION—THE DUBLINERS
Alabama 58; The Captains and the Kings; School
days over; Se' fath mo Bhuartha; Scorn not his
simplicity; For what died the sons of Roisin; Joe
Hill; Ojos Negros; The button pusher; The bonny
boy; The battle of the Somme and Freedom come
all ye; Biddy Mulligan; The pea bog soldiers
Columbia SCX6423 (£1.69)
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of an unforced quality rather than the detestable nasal cutting- edge of some tenors, and
one is reminded of the very high regard
Toscanini had for this artist, using him in
many broadcasts and recordings.
Two
valuable discs for the collector of voices of
the past. [H: H]

BRASS
HARRY MORTIMER DIAMOND JUBILEE
CONCERT
Opening fanfare (
Hespe); Men o' brass (
Scull);
'Masaniello' overture (
Auber); Three jolly sailormen
(Siebert); A Victorian rhapsody (
Jacob); Deep harmony (
Parker); Semper Sousa (
Seymour); When the
Saints go marching in (
Langford); Grandfather's
clock (
Doughty); Espana (
Waldteufel); A hunting
medley (
Mortimer); March brilliant (
Hume); Hymns
of praise (
Seymour)
Men O' Brass (combined bands of Foden's Fairey
Morris) IHarry Mortimer. Recorded: King's Hall,
Belle Vue, Manchester. Producer: Brian Culverhouse
HMV CSD3691 (£215)
It is of course Harry Mortimer whose Diamond
Jubilee we are celebrating. When I spoke
with him recently he seemed as lively as a
man of forty and it seems incredible that he
could have been in action so long. Anyway
here is a very lively concert by the combined
Men O' Brass, very well recorded for apublic
venue, instrumental timbres well caught but
just abit too resonant to be given top rating.
You may judge the wide variety of music
chosen for this celebrated occasion from the
titles listed. [
B: 1]
Sleeve pictures are funny things. Perhaps
one shouldn't be tempted to decode a symbolism that was never there. But what is this
troupe doing lounging on the grass- grown
steps of some noble but neglected doorway?
Is this a sign of revolt? Their performance
is anything but cracked and peeling; it is
well glazed and glossy. Apart from the trad
Sa' lath mo Bhuartha in which the text is
spoken against a sad tune on a whistle, and
strong declamation of the words of For what
died the Sons of Ro/sin, the arrangements
and performances are typical of many of the
better known groups who have hitched themselves to the ' folk' music wagon and rumble
past the TV cameras with a cheery tune. In
the one song in which the backing and singing
are simpler, the performance carries less conviction. The fiddle piece, The Battle of the
Somme is a bore and The Peat bog soldiers
brings the mild revolution to a gloomy conclusion. [
A: 3]
NINA AND FREDERICK
Nine hundred miles; Gin and coconut water; Jacob's
ladder; My home town; Billy Boy; Bel mir bist du
Schón; Man, man is for awoman made; It's been a
long, long time; You can't get to Heaven on roller
skates; Let's put out the light
With Jorn Grauengaard Orchestra
Music for Pleasure MFP1401 (75p)
Of course Ihave heard these singers, but I
have never listened to them. Their glittering
sophistication in the performance of a wide
variety of popular songs is admirable but at
the same time it reduces all the songs to the
level of ephemeral trivia. Billy Boy, accompanied by the orchestra, has a vapid charm
while Nine hundred miles is much overdressed
in musical gimmicky. In the performance of
light pop numbers their performance must be
set against that of celebrated performers in
that particular field. Bel mir bist du Schón
seemed too cool while Let's put out the light
flags and flops before the light has been
extinguished. Iam willing to hear more of
these two, but Idon't think they are worth
listening to. [
C: 3]
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HUNGARIAN SONGS BY ERNO KONDOR
Sung by Karoly So/ti, Vera Jako, Imre Bojtor, Katahn
Urban and Jozsef Szabo. Sandor Deki Lakatos and
his Gipsy Orchestra
Qualiton LPX10120 (£1.72)
HUNGARIAN, SLOVAKIAN, RUMANIAN &
RUSSIAN MELODIES
Janos Nemeth ( cymba/om) accompanied by Gipsy
Orchestra
QuaMon LPX10119 (£1.72)

Qualiton's outchurnings of zigeuner music is
getting just akette tiring. The music consists
of one stream of immutable clichés and the
fact that Ican't understand one word of any
of the songs does not predispose me to
pleasure. Only the titles are translated and
they do not encourage interest. Mischiveous
(sic) tower-clock, House and garden, The old
gipsy for example, sung by fatty, palpitating
voices. And the recording quality is poor.
The cymbalom is notoriously difficult to record, but one would have thought that this
firm would at least have achieved a respectable balance. Well, it hasn't. Moreover
Janos Nemeth is rather atimid performer, and
his spirit glows but fitfully like a burning log
under a rain storm. [
C:3]

ARMENIA: POPULAR TRADITIONAL MUSIC
Work, epic and dance songs. Recorded by Armenian
Radio under the direction of Robert Ataiain. Produced
by Charles Dure//e of ORTF
Ocora sOCR 50 (
Import)

de l'ORTF, 116 avenue de President Kennedy,
Paris XVI, Bureau 4538.
MUSIC FROM THE SHRINES OF AJMER AND
MUNDRA
Classical and Popular Naubat Shahnai; Kacchi Kafi;
Bagpipe solo. Recordings by John Levy
Tangent NI TGM105 (£1.44)

The fine drumming on this recording should
make it attractive to awide range of musicians.
It should also entice those who protest an
interest in Indian music away from the exaggerated popularity of the sitar. This music
preserves a functional dignity and vitality.
The principal tracks are devoted to music
that is played over gateways to mark the hours.
As most of the musicians who perform this
music are, writes Mr. Levy, over 60 years of
age, it looks as though the tradition of classical naubat shahnai may die with them, for
they have no successors. This is therefore
an unique document. This music is played
on drums and oboe. Unfortunately the sound
of the exquisite oboe playing is somewhat
distant and the superb drum sound masks it,
but otherwise these field recordings are of
the highest technical quality. A rare form of
Muslim devotional song—accompanied by
drums, sarangi ( a form of fiddle) and oboe,
adds to the special value of this disc, and
for the first time too we have the opportunity to hear the mashak—the Indian bagpipe.
The sound of this, although the pitch is higher
is astonishingly similar to that of the Scottish
pipes. Popular naubat shahnai is used for
weddings and other auspicious occasions.
The same instruments are used, but naturally
devotional intensity is absent and is replaced
by a sort of profane jollity. The mass of
essential information needed to reach an
understanding of this music is admirably
condensed in the notes. [
A: '
I]

dance) and atrance dance from the festival of
Oxalá in which the women become possessed with the spirits of African gods. None of
this music has been published over here before, and Idoubt that anyone has ever even
recorded that of Guapi—an isolated black
community on the Pacific seaboard. The
loud, harsh voices, the tireless drums, the
rattles—all suggest Africa, but yet another
dimension—which must be heard rather than
defined in words, suggests powerful other
influences. The instruments and the rhythmic figures make the music of Colombia ard
Ecuador easier to identify, but Americi n
Indian, Portuguese and Spanish elements
have left their traces. A particularly interesting recording for all collectors of traditional
music. It is impoosible to give a rating for
this type of field recording in which musicological interest vastly outweighs the importance of technical refinements.
ALL FOLK TOGETHER
Four strong winds; Travelling through the rain;
Sally, free and easy; Fiona and Shane; The tailor's
breeches; Star of Munster; The jute mill song;
Santiano; Pretty Saro; Golden river; Come by the
hills; Hohnny Cope
The Islanders IThe Livingstones IThe Ian McCalman
Folk Group IAnne Byrne I The Lowland Folk Four /
Eddie and Finbar Fury
EMI 'Talisman' STAL 5013 (£1.15)

This music is performed by professional
musicians playing in the traditional style.
The performances are somewhat self-conscious and the male singers in particular
sound over- rehearsed. This criticism is, I
am aware, ungrateful, for the disc provides
us with our first opportunity to hear Armenian
music. The selection suggests that this is
characterised by ayearning, plangent quality,
somewhat oriental and, even in the more
vigorous dances, emotionally restrained.
The instrumental sounds— particularly the
doudouk type of oboe—are warm and langourous, but the women's voices have aroughness
that befits songs that should really be sung
in the open air. A Mother's Complaint, accompanied by the doudouk, is particularly fine,
whilst Moonlight is a good example of an
over-opera-ised performance of a simple
song. The percussion, bright and clean,
supports with formal patterns but in the
Dance of the Village Karni it becomes frenetic
and in this same piece can be heard the cutting edge of the zourna type oboes. Ocora
recordings are available from ORTF, Maison

David Lewiston must already be known for
his recordings of Javanese, Balinese and
Peruvian music—all on the Nonesuch label.
His travels in South America have resulted
in yet another valuable and well- produced
disc. Sacred and profane, black and white,
New and Old World are all interlapped to
produce a music whose provenance even an
expert would find it difficult to identify with
certainty. From Brazil there is some highly
formal and somewhat sinister music for a
combat, followed by a true samba (
a ritual

Peculiar to this disc is ( heavy sigh) the
sameness of sound ( heavier sigh) between
one group and another. For those who wish
to be tremendously " avec" the neo folk sound
over the last ten years, this is eminently suitable. Solo singers and harmonious groups
of singers have no distinguishable accent.
Nor do they indulge in posh pronunciations.
Their sympathy for great lyrics is not noticeable. In style they lack distinction and
originality. The backing is sonic wallpaper of
the non- washable range. With one exception: Eddie and Finbar Fury on drum and
uillean pipes give a super- wild blast to Star
of Munster and a right kinky run through
Pretty Saro. Anne Byrne sings sweet and
high without much style. The performances
of the traditional tunes slop over into sentimentality. Idon't care what is done to the
composed songs by Dempsey, Tyson and
Tawney as long as they are not made
pulverisingly boring. Sally, free and easy
(pronounced "freeyandeesie") is barbiturate
to the brain. The juxtaposition of American,
Irish and English songs all tipped out in a
rain of soluble solids does not produce true
trad music. Nor even good music.

BANDS THAT MATTERED
Four new (
mono) records in Decca's Eclipse
series (
at 99p) are generically and aptly titled
THE BANDS THAT MATTER'. Ambrose

(ECM2044). Roy Fox (
2045), Jack Hylton
(2046) and Lew Stone (
2047) were, after all,
the biggest names in British dance music of
the 30s, and these records serve a dual purpose in reminding us of their great ability
and providing a nostalgic recap of 56 of the
popular songs of the era, many of which are
today's evergreens. I'd hate to have to
recommend any one record above the others.
Readers interested in the subject will find
them all equally appealing. But the best
combination of good basic material and
immaculate performance may well come from
Lew Stone with Ambrose aclose second. Or
vice versa. Idon't mind. Both ( ranging from
1935-9) are reasonably prolific in instrumentals for those who don't care for singers,
though Iimagine few will find fault with Al
Bowlly and Sam Browne, who were as good
as they come. The Ambrose band was always slick and musicianly and as swinging
as any English band could be at that time, but
Ifeel Stone was just that bit hotter on the
instrumentals. Roy Fox's forte was commercial dance music rather than swing, less

vital than the others but no less precise and
supremely melodic, with Denny Dennis
handling the male vocals in mature style with
less of the Crosby influence which was to
come later than these ( 1932-5) recordings.
For this series Decca have selected Jack
Hylton's ' quality' recordings of 1932-3 rather
than his showband novelties, which for my
money makes this the best Hylton reissue to
date. Most of the vocals are by Pat O'Malley,
who now does Disney soundtracks and plays
aged Irishmen in Hollywood movies and TV
series. Though not the most stylish of
singers he was a cut above the others of
period.
Space problems forbid any more detailed
analysis of these four records, but for anyone
interested in the development of British
dance music at what was probably its peak
period these are invaluable documents as
well as nostalgic souvenirs.
Splendidly
remastered without extraneous effects, they
are a credit to all concerned.
For ' POPS REMEMBERS' (
Coral CPS60
(99p)) Paul Whiteman reassembled as
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BLACK MUSIC OF SOUTH AMERICA
In praise of Oxalà and other gods, recorded in Colombia
Ecuador and Brazil by David Lewiston
Nonesuch H-70236 (£1,49)
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many of his old sidemen as were still active
by 1954 and recreated his 1920's arrangements,
complete with some expendable whistling.
This set has been around twice before, on
Coral LVC10019 and Ace of Hearts AH113
which may limit the appeal of this further
reissue. Musically it appealed to me not at
all, but this razz-a-ma-tazz was before even
my time. I was more interested in Glenn
Miller's ' THE VINTAGE YEARS' ( Hallmark
SHM691 (79p)) though this again, with slight
variations, is making athird appearance ( previously Philips BBR8092 and Columbia
33SX1462). These are the 1935 Columbia and
1937 Brunswick sessions with a latterday
Modernaires track inexplicably added. ' MUSIC
MADE FAMOUS
BY GLENN
MILLER'
(Valiant VS125 ( 99p)), previously on Warner
WM8114, was acomparatively recent reunion
of Ray Eberle and the Mods with the Tex
Beneke Orchestra, a fine, crisply performed
and sharply recorded new look at old Miller
scores, many of which stand up remarkably
well in a modern setting and certainly swing
more than the old studio recordings.
The Songs
Ambrose: We're tops on Saturday night; Lullaby of
Broadway; B'wanga; You've got me crying again;
Hullabaloo; Object of my affection; Hick stomp;
You are my lucky star; Ah sweet mystery of life;
Limehouse blues; South American Joe; War
dance of the wooden Indians; Swinganola; The
show is over.
Roy Fox: Londonola; Build a little home; June in
January; May I; Lovable; Jungle drums; Goodnight
Vienna; Living in clover; Corrine Corrina; Japanese
sandman; Everything Ihave is yours; Drowsy blues;
What a perfect combination; Goodnight lovely
little lady.
Jack Hylton: Wear a great big smile; Love is the
sweetest thing; Honeymoon hotel; We just couldn't
say goodbye; Paradise; Mad about the boy; You're
an old smoothie; By awaterfall; Waltzing in adream;
Moonstruck; Can't we meet again; Younger generation; This is the rhythm for me; Auf wiedersehn
my dear.
Lew Stone: Look what I've got; Glory of love; With
my eyes wide open I'm dreaming; Canadian Pacific;
I've got beginner's luck; Lazy rhythm; As long as I
live; Mama Iwanna make rhythm; Dinner and dance;
Louisiana hayride; Sing me a swing song; Down
and out blues; Plastered in Paris; Let's put out the
lights.
Paul Whiteman: Whispering; You're driving me
crazy; Avalon; One Ilove: Mississippi mud; Japanese sandman; Everybody's doin' it; Charleston;
Black bottom; Three o'clock in the morning; Chicago
On me oh my.
Glenn Miller: In a little Spanish town; Solo hop;
My fine feathered friend; Margie; Silhouetted in the
moonlight; Every day's a holiday; Sweet stranger;
Don't wake up my heart; Why'd ya make me fall in
love; Moonlight on the Ganges.
Tex Beneke: Tuxedo Junction; Along the Santa
Fe trail; Kalamazoo; Sunrise serenade; Elmer's
tune; Sun Valley jump; Ida; Sweet Eloise; Rhapsody
in blue; Don't sit under the apple tree; St. Louis
blues; Blue champagne
SONGS OF ENCHANTMENT
BRAHMS: Lullaby / MUSSORGSKY: Evening
prayer / HUMPERDINCK: ' Hansel & Gretel'—
Prayer / DVORAK: Songs my mother taught me
/ SEGAL/DANZIG: Scarlet ribbons / TRAD:
Riddle song; Aupres de ma blonde; Birds
courting song; Mr Froggie went a- courting;
Circle of four rounds; Fiddle-de-dee; The fox;
Cancion de Cuna; All through the night
Salli Terri (s), w. Laurindo Almeida ( gtr), Hollywood
String Quartet et al
World Record Club ST1048 (£1.48)

What a delightful record! Folk music as it
should be but seldom is, sung and played with
authority, musicianship, sensitivity and an
immense feeling for the mood and meaning
of a song. Miss Terri is an accomplished
performer who sounds as if she would be
equally at home in night club or salon, at the

Met or on Broadway. Mid- Western frolics
come as easily to her as the near- operatic
demands of Moussorgsky, while the plaintive
Riddle song is handled with an almost naive
simplicity that gives not the slightest impression of condescension. Although Almeida
shares top billing his guitar is hardly prominent, the main accompanying work being
handled by either the string quartet or discreet
woodwinds. [A: 11
FRANK SINATRA
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2: Yesterday; Blue lace; Born
free; For once in my life; Call me irresponsible;
Love's been good to me; Mrs. Robinson + 5others
Reprise RSLP1032 (£2.15)

What makes Bacharach so great? Compare
these two LP's and see for yourself. A triple
threat as composer- arranger- pianist, Burt
Bacharach has an interpretative skill that
makes all his own performances definitive.
Corny at times, but dramatically effective
(his own tortured vocal in House is not ahome
fits the stark scoring better than any academic singing) and dynamically precise, his
own immaculate arrangements and performance contrast with the sloppy, drab settings
of the Palm Court+ Pop on the budget release.
Though the BB tracks are all reissues, sold
at an inflated price for auseless album folder,
it must earn A*: 1*. The cover version, B: 3.

And Count Basie: Pennies from Heaven; Please
be kind; Tender trap; etc
Formerly Reprise R1008
Valiant VS144 (
99p)

JOHNNY MANN SINGERS: COTTONFIELDS
Greenfields; Shenandoah; Three bells; Blue tail
fly; Tom Dooley; Michael; + 6others
Sunset SLS50175 (
99p)

Close To You: Love locked out; P.S. Ilove you;
Blame it on my youth; etc
Formerly Capitol LCT6130
Music For Pleasure iMFP1415 (
79p)

Slick and polished performances from a
group that lavishes musicianship but not
stylisation even on unsophisticated material
like this, though not at the expense of the
folk element, which is preserved and enhanced by fine choral singing. [
A: 1]

Sinatra oldies ( with which it seems we will
have to make do from now on) are always
worth hearing again, especially the first one
he did with Basie. It dispensed with any idea
that Frank is a jazz singer, but he is a fine
rhythm singer especially at relaxed tempi
such as Basie gives him. The MFP is the LP
he did years ago with the Hollywood String
Quartet, each track a gem of quiet, sensitive
singing, but the album as a whole limited
by the nature of the accompaniments. The
full price release hits collectors who have the
'My Way' and ' Cycles' albums, but others
will find it invaluable. But who on earth
picked Shadow of your smile, done ' live' before
Frank had learned it properly? This apart,
give ' em all A: 1.
EMILIO PERICOLI: ' ROMANTIC SONGS OF
ITALY'
Fascination; Innamorata; My love forgive me;
Chapel of San Remo; No arms can ever hold you;
My world; + 6others
Valiant VS126 (
99p)

Italy has produced its quota of modern pops,
and its contemporary music is far removed
from 0 sole mio. Pericoli is a good singer;
maybe atouch of the Tino Rossis to maintain
the romantic Continental image, but on the
whole an admirable programme of the
superior kind of 'today' songs. [
A: 2]
THE WORLD OF HARRY ROY
Leicester Square Rag; Mysterious rag; Park Lane
blues; Ifound a new baby; Manny Bong; Piccadilly
rag + 6others
Decca SPA141 (
99p)

Although not one of the Bands That Mattered,
the late Harry Roy's was always interesting
for the way it never quite managed to blend
the worlds of neo jazz and sheer corn. Zippy,
if somewhat square swing arrangements
were brought down by the twin- piano act; a
Darktown strutters' ball that condensed the
whole history of jazz in 3 minutes suffered
from Roy's ' singing'. But these 1944-50 recordings are good dance music of the period,
with a nicely mellow Guilty proving how the
band could play when it tried. [
B: 2]
BURT BACHARACH ORCHESTRA:
PORTRAIT IN SONG'
Promises promises; Allie; Any day now; Raindrops
keep fallin'; What the world needs now; Reach out
for me; Way to San Jose; + 7others
A & M A MLS2010 (£2.40)
STRINGS FOR PLEASURE: ' BEST OF
BACHARACH'
Look of love; House is not a home; Wives and
lovers; Way to San Jose; 24 hours from Yulsa;
Raindrops keep fallin'; + 5others
Music for Pleasure MFP1431 (
79p)
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GUNTER NORIS: IGOT RHYTHM'
Summertime; Swanee; Embraceable you; ' Swonderful; Man Ilove; Lady be good; But not for me; Igot
rhythm; + 6others
World Record Club ST1038 (£1.48)

The best Gershwin album for years. Noris,
a German, is the sort of pianist Peter Nero
should be ... academic yet swinging, melodic,
witty, discreet, and with a great talent for
fusing traditional popular music with modern
idioms in the best possible taste.
Pop
rhythms, when used, underline rather than
dominate the ensemble and seem entirely
right in the context; while some of the songs
seem to have been written for the bossa nova.
Excellent string writing is never merely lush
and perfectly integrated with the soloist.
Let's just give it A*: 1* and let you find out
for yourself.
HITS OF LARRY ADLER
Genevieve themes; Hora staccato; Someone to
watch over me; Bach goes to town; Le Grisbi;
Rififi; Malaguena; Body & soul*; Lover come back";
Melancholy baby*: I got rhythm*. (* w. Hot Club
Quintet)
Music For Pleasure mMFP14011 (
79p)

Not hits, but fine recordings revealing the
range of Adler's talent, and skill at adapting
different idioms to his unorthodox instrument.
Collectors will be interested in the 1938 session with Reinhardt & co., a unique pooling
of ideas, any comparative failure being due
to the limitations of the harmonica as a jazz
voice rather than to any lack of sympathy on
Adler's part. [
A/H: 1]
JUDITH DURHAM: ' CLIMB EV'RY MOUNTAIN'
Do you believe; There he is; Kaleidoscope; I'm old
fashioned; Skyline pigeon; Ferris wheel; Climb ev'ry
mountain; + 5others
A & M AMLS2011 (£2.15)

A sweet little singer of sweet little songs,
more at home in some settings than others
(the title tune was a mistake, for a start). At
least she sounds less like a Salvation Army
lass than she did with the Seekers. But really
any attempt at serious criticism can only be
as nondescript as the album itself. [A: 2]
SACHA DISTEL: ' CLOSE TO YOU'
My chene amour; In my quiet world; Gypsy girl;
She's awoman; Yesterday Iheard the rain; As time
goes by; Mr. Everything; Julie; + 4others
Warner WS3014 (£2.25)

Distel may not be the world's greatest singer,
but he's one of the most likeable, with charm
and warmth. What are you doing the rest of
your life and Bacharach's Close to you and
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Wait for love are my favourite songs of the
moment, and Sacha is just the right singer
for them. In fact the whole record is a perfect
mating of performer and material. A: 1 . . .
what else?
BENNY GOODMAN & HIS ORCHESTRA
Today: If Ihad you; Stealin' apples; Body & soul;
Don't be that way; String of pearls; Sing sing sing;
Roll ' em; Blue skies; Poor butterfly; Sweet Georgia
Brown; + 9 others
Decca DDS-3 (
double album £2.59)
London Date: Yesterday; That my love; Liza;
On a clear day; Italk to the trees; This guy's in love;
Iwill wait for you; + 4 others
Philips 6308023 (£2.15)

'Today' was recorded live in Stockholm by
the band of British session men that Goodman was fronting some months ago. He
believed in giving his concert audiences a
touch of nostalgia, with reworkings of all the
old favourites, faultlessly performed as the
musicians got into the swing of things. There
were one or two innovations like Bill McGuffie's own Dear Dave, a satire on Brubeck's
Take five, and aflag waving trumpet feature on
Willow weep for me that breathes some life
and vitality into the show. Back in the studio
B.G. concentrated on Wally Stott and Peter
Knight arrangements of more recent material;
if the result is not vintage Goodman it is at
least rhythmical and fairly modern in style,
and shows Benny's flair for training and inspiring even a pick-up band like this. It was
good to hear again even a minimal amount
of jazz from Kenny Baker and George Chisholm in the cod- Dixieland Octopus's garden.
[A: 2]
PAUL DESMOND: ' BRIDGE OVER TROUBLE
WATER'
El Condor Pasa; Feelin' groovy; Mrs Robinson;
Scarborough Fair; Cecilia; For Emily; + 3 others
A & M AMLS 2005 (£2.15)

Paul Simon's pop songs aren't jazz material,
nor is Desmond the most forceful jazz alto,
but the combination comes off better than
you'd expect. Strictly in a non-jazz vein, of
course, abetted by Herbie Hancock's electric
piano and wispy sounds from a somewhat
nebulous string section. Once or twice, at
up tempi, you think something might happen,
but it never does. [ B: 3]

HENRY MANCINI PLAYS MARCHES
National emblem; American patrol; Our director;
Marines hymn; Colonel Bogey; Anchors aweigh;
Billboard march; + 5 others
Valiant VS121 (
99p)

A straight- forward programme of marches
played as written, and just how Mancini got
involved is one for the book. But it's a long
way from any conventional military band performance, with spot-on, inspired playing ( by
top session men?) and an impel!ing matching
tempo. Not my scene but Ifound it irresistible. [ A: 1]
MOIRA ANDERSON: ' SUNDAY SONGS'
I'll walk with God; Sweet by and by; Blessed assurance; What a friend; It is no secret; Old rugged
cross; Whispering hope; + 5 others
Decca SKL5073 (£2.15)
NIGEL BROOKS SINGERS: ' SONGS FOR
SUNDAY'
Riding on a donkey; Mary Mary; Holy Child; Easter
carol; Bells of Christmas; + 7 other original
compositions
Rex RPS ii RPL102 (£2.15)

Miss Anderson sings the old hymns and
religiosos
in conventional
manner with
straightlaced choral and
organ
backing,
about which there is nothing more to be
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said. The Brooks Singers, less conventional
use specially written material (
Donkey comes
on like a Broadway chorus) performed academically enough to satisfy the most hide
bound, with well- trained voices and splendid
vocal discipline. A: 2 and A: 1 respectively.

FRED
WARING PENNSYLVANIANS: ' TO
YOU WITH LOVE'
Easy to love; Nearness of you; Embraceable you;
All of you; All the things you are; Very thought of
you; + 5 others
Valiant VS127 (
99p)

Waring got this choir business tied up long
ago, and even today no-one can touch his
group for warmth, tone, precision, blend and
everything that goes to make a great performance. Allied to the sort of programming
that seems to have gone out of fashion today
what can one do but give it A: 1?

SHEILA SOUTHERN: ' JIM WEBB SONG
BOOK'
Up, up and away; Carpet man; Honey come back;
Wichita lineman; Magic garden; Galveston; Didn't
we; + 5 others
Marble Arch MALS1352 (
750

Having someone like Sinatra sing Webb
songs is ( if you'll pardon the cliché) like
using a steamhammer to crack a walnut.
Miss S. however, is an expert walnut- cracker,
and approaches the songs on their own level,
singing them with talent, warmth and understanding. [ A: 1]

WALTER WANDERLEY EUMIR DEODATO:
'
MOON DR EA MS'
Penha; 5.30 plane; Moondreams; Soulful strut;
Jackie all; Asa branca; + 4 others
Mayfair AMLB1014 (
99p)
ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM EU MIR DEODATA
'TIDE'
Girl from Ipanema; Carinhoso; Tema jazz; Sue Ann;
Remember; Tide; Takatanga; Caribe; Rockanalia
A & M AM LS2003 (£2.15)

Some of the most attractive Latin-American
sounds of recent years come from the A & M
labels. Producer Creed Taylor has avaluable
property in conductor- arranger Eumir Deodato, whose work with both Jobim and
Wanderley consolidates his position as a
master of the idiom. Jobim has progressed
from the marvellous bossa nova songs that
made his name and here works as pianist and
guitarist in a semi- jazz context provided by
Deodato. The new themes, like all Jobim
compositions, can only improve with time
and repeated hearings. The same fusion of
jazz, latin and good commercial music
occurs behind Wanderley's well controlled
organ playing, aquartet of girl singers adding
a nice tuneful note, along with the same
splendid woodwind and string playing that
we have already heard on the Jobim. Both
[A: 1]
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Arthur Jackson
ACKER
BILK: ' GREAT
THEMES
FROM
GREAT MOVIES'
Non dimenticar; La ronde; Firestar; Never on Sunday; La strada; Good life; More; Billy Liar + 4others
Formerly Columbia 33SX1780iSCX3576
Marble Arch MALS1353 (
75p)

Bilk's warm- toned clarinet blends its throbbing vibrato as smoothly as ever with Leon
Young's fulsome strings. The ideal treatment
for these lush romantic themes '. . . From
Great European Movies', as it was originally
called. [ A: 1]
BERNARD HERRMANN & L.P.O.: ' MUSIC
FROM GREAT FILM CLASSICS'
Jane Eyre; Snows of Kilimanjaro; Citizen Kane;
Devil & Daniel Webster; Magnificent Ambersons
Decca PFS4213 (£2.15)

In his previous recording Herrmann revised
his work for Hitchcock films. This time he
emphasises his earlier music for that other
genius of the screen, Orson Welles, with
inter alia a suite of themes from ' Kane', surely
one of the finest films ever made. The music
seems to reflect the personality of Welles
himself as expressed through the film; it's
nteresting to note one tiny segment with a
snatch of a motif repeated by Herrmanu 20
years later in Psycho. The various themes
from ' Jane Eyre' are welded into acontinuous
suite combining romantic appeal with aperiod
flavour, and the record winds to a rumbustuous close with virile and attractive variations
on American folk songs, used as Oscar
winning themes in ' The Devil & Daniel Webster'. [ A: 1]
BUDDY COLE, HIS PIANO & ORCHESTRA:
'STARDUST'
Stardust; Laura; Body & soul; Tenderly; Begin the
beguine; Over the rainbow + 4 others
Formerly Warner WM4022 ,
'WS8022
Valiant VS123 (
99P)

This was previously known as ' The Most
Recorded Songs Of All Time', but even these
hackneyed film tunes can stand one more
performance of this calibre, alternating magnificent string writing with rhapsodic and/or
tastefully swinging piano. A prize example
of the genre still worth A: 1.
FREDDIE & THE DREAMERS: ' IN
LAND'

DISNEY-

Ugly bug ball; Winnie the Pooh; Chim chim cheree;
Heigh-ho; + 8 others
Formerly Columbia SX1SCX6069
World Record Club ST1050 (£1.48)

ROD McKUEN: ' LIVE IN LONDON'
Overture; Tom de Peter's casa; Adagio for harp
and strings—Arthur Greenslade Orcjestra
21
songs and 6 poems—Rod McKuen
Warner WSD3007 (Double album £3.75)

Light-hearted stuff a million miles away from
the Hit Parade which was once ( can you
believe it?) Freddie's spiritual home. Unrateable.

Direct from the London Palladium, a live
recording of what must be the greatest nonevent in musical history. Mind, there is a
certain masochistic satisfaction in hearing
McKuen utter his own deathless prose ( like
it's so nice when it stops!). Still, 69 minutes
of song and patter and 14 of poetry is carrying
it a bit far. The orchestral interludes are nice
and worth B: 2. The ' singer', who carries
his own built-in surface noise, well warrants
H: H.

JEANETTE MACDONALD & NELSON EDDY
Vilia; Songs my mother taught me; One kiss;
Zigeuner; Giannina mia; Breeze & I—MacDonald;
Rosalie; While my lady sleeps; Stouthearted men—
Eddy; Wanting you—Duet
RCA Camden \ICDM1069 (
790)
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Ialways felt these two should be heard and
not seen, and that Miss M. was a much better
singer when performing solo. Those of like
mind will enjoy these solo efforts; the only
duet, as it happens, was one of their best.
[H: 2]
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ED EVANKO
Let her go; Young girl; Airport love theme; May I
hang around?; Sweet Caroline; The windmills of
your mind; Honey come back; Let me go to her;
Temma Harbour; Face of a clown; Everything is
beautiful
MCA MUPS424 (£2.14)

Judging by the sleeve photographs, Canadian
singer Evanko is a trendy hunk of manhood
who should cultivate whole hordes of female
admirers. Vocally, he's hardly as attractive.
He displays a kind of stilted stage- musical
style that lacks any real feeling and, consequently, has produced a record that has all
the vitality of a wet lettuce. [ B: 3]

Fred Dellar
TONY JOE WHITE
They caught the Devil and put him in jail in Eudorai
Arkansas; The change; My kind of woman; The
daddy; Black Panther Swamps; Five summers for
Jimmy; A night in the life of aswamp fox; Travelling
Bone; Ijust walked away; Copper kettle; Voodoo
village
Warner Bros WS1900 (£2.15)

The change in label hasn't meant achange in
direction for T.J.'s music. We therefore
receive our usual ration of southern- fried
vocals and chooglin' guitar sounds, with the
additional bonus of having the Memphis
Horns of some tracks. If you possess most
of T.J.'s Monument output, you may wish to
give this a miss. Less fortunate beings may
care to sample this goodly example of swamprock and thus, in time, become rather addicted
to Tony Joe Whiteus, a somewhat catching
complaint with not too unpleasant side- effect.
:2]
ERIC BURDON AND WAR:
THE BLACKMAN'S BURDON'
Black on black in black; Paint it black; Laurel and
Hardy; Pintelo Negro 11; P.C.3; Black Bird; Paint it
black III; Spirit; Beautiful new born child; Nights in
white satin; The bird and the squirrel; Nuts, seeds
and life; Out of nowhere; Nights in white satin;
Sun- moon; Pretty colours; Gun; Jimbo; Bare back
ride; Home cooking; They can't take away our music
Liberty LDS 84003/4 (£3.45 double- album)

Although this issue in no way emulates the
success of the Declares War set, Burden and
War still manage to provide more moments
of interest than most. Now, their source of
inspiration would seem to stem more from
the Congo than the Mississippi, enjoining
such bands as Osibisa and Spear in establishing an audience for Afro- pop. It's worth
noting that E.M.I. distributed copies of this
album do not contain the now infamous P.C.3.
track with its ' Queen's knickers' reference.
[B: 2]
IKE AND TINA TURNER: ' WORKIN' TOGETHER'
Workin' together; Get you when Iwant you; Get
back; The way you love me; You can have it; Game
of love; Funkier than aMosquita's tweeter; 0oh poo
pah doo; Proud Mary; Goodbye, so long; Let it be
Liberty LBS83455 (
5199f)

Ike and Tina would appear to be the most
one-sided double act since Laurel stood
behind Hardy. We know that Ike is somewhere
in the wings, guitar in hand, probably playing
some pretty potent phrases—if we only had
time to listen. The trouble is that Tina's a
tigress, an emotive singer who is so overwhelming in attack that even the slightest
theme receives an onslaught of almost Pearl
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Harbour dimension. Here, she takes the
McCartney- Lennon Get Back and John
Fogerty's twice-time winner, Proud Mary, and
instills them with a new identity turning both
of them into superlative pieces of pop. It's
powerful fare, and easily the best pop album
involving the Turners since their liaison with
Phil Spector. [ A: 1]
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THE DELLS: ' OH WHAT A NIGHT'
On what night; It's not unusual; My baby just cares
for me; Every day Ihave the blues; Igot a woman;
Jeepers creepers; Stay in my corner; Let's do it
over; What do we prove?; Witchcraft; Don't dream
of anybody but me
Joy JOYS186 (
51.30)

This 1965 Vee-Jay recording hardly compares
with the Dells' current output. Oh what a
night and Stay in my corner illustrate their
early R. & B. efforts, but, generally, the
album is very much in a swing vein with the
vocal group producing some smooth sounds
on such items as the Basie hits, Everyday,
and Li/ Darling, (
listed here as Don't dream of
anybody) also Cy Coleman's memorable
Witchcraft replete with aquote from the Nutty
Squirrels' hit of the time. Nothing valid here,
Ifear. [ C: 2]

SHIRLEY AND LEE: ' LET THE GOOD TIMES
ROLL'
Bewildered; Good for nothing baby; Everybody need
somebody; Lover's mistake; Your day is coming;
I'll never be free; Shirley come back to me; After
last night; Two peas in a pod; Let's live it up; Ya
moves me; Let the good times roll
Jay Boy JSX2005 (£1.00)

More early R. & B. (this one stems from 1960)
from a vocal twosome who enjoyed a huge
hit with the title number. Shirley's babyvoiced soul is an acquired taste though, and
Idislike the practice of labelling such recordings ' Stereo' when this designation is not
really correct. [B: 3]
RICK NELSON: ' RICK NELSON SINGS'
We've got a long way to go; California; Anytime;
Down along the Bayou Country; Sweet Mary; Look
at Mary; The reason why; Mr Dolphin; How long;
My woman
MCA MUPS422 (£2.19)

Remember Rick? He used to be Ricky. He
made records in the late 50's and they were
terribly cute.
Supposedly zingy, but, in
reality, containing the manufactured, sickening, cleanliness of a tooth- paste advertisement. He was interchangeable too. You
could replace him with Paul Anka, Tommy
Sands, Frankie Avalon or half a dozen others
and not only would it sound right but the
visual image would be virtually the same too.
Now he's Rick Nelson, the songs he sings
are written by Rick Nelson and he's also
discovered a piano style of his own that is
worth hearing. He's still not entirely his own
man, for this album owes much to The Band
and Dylan's Nashville exploits. He also
receives some superlative accompaniment
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(actually it's far more than accompaniment)
from the Stone Canyon Band, a quartet who
have much to offer in their own right. All the
same he's come a long way in the past few
years and finally produced a recording that
Iwish to keep. Incidentally, some Dixieland
musicians, plus a dog, appear to jam on My
woman: all are unlisted on the sleeve, probably due to dog's inability to bark on the beat!
[A: 1]

BOBBY LORD'S COUNTRY
Life can have meaning; Picking white gold out behind the barn; Don't shed any tears; Cry cry darling;
I'm going home next summer; That room in the
corner of the house; Trail of tears; I'll go on alone;
The precious jewel; A man needs a woman; Take
the bucket to the well
London ZGE109 (
99p)

Lord is a new name to British country enthusiasts. On the other side of the Atlantic
he has already established a reputation and,
indeed, is the host on a T.V. show that is
beamed by more than sixty stations. On the
evidence of this recording, he would appear
to possess a strong and powerful voice that,
at times, reminds one of Don Gibson. Perhaps the songs lack originality, and Icould
have well done without the surfeit of female
voices that bedeck most of these tracks; on
the other hand Lord's country has more
than its fair share of virtues. is 2]

:

CALIFORNIA BRAKEMEN: ' THE COUNTRY
MUSIC WORLD OF THE CALIFORNIA BRAKE
MEN'
Iwanna see Nashville; Silver wings; Dang me; High
on a hilltop; There you go; Hungry eyes; Will you
visit me on Sundays?; Trouble on my mind; Mama
tried; Hobo Bill's last ride; The waltz you saved for
me; Iwashed my hands in muddy water; The arms
of love; The sunny side of my life
M. & M. SLME1001 (
51.69)

Some more sons of Erin, who produce passable C. & W. Hobo Bill is an above average
track but, generally, the vocals on this set are
pretty inadequate. [B: 3]
SWEET SLAG: ' TRACKING WITH CLOSEUPS'
Specific; Milk train; Rain again; Patience; Twisted
trip woman; World of ice; Babyi Ar
President PTLS1042 (£2.15)

Any band led by a guitarist named Kerensky
would appear to have a head start in revolutionary matters. Sweet Slag then, had to
be anti-establishment, defiant, and cock- a,
snoot. It's an ugly world they live in and they
reflect its mutilation in the black mirror of
their music. Paul Jolly's deformed saxophone playing usually leads the way, hacking
at the barricades in desperation, Mick Kerensky flag- carrying at his side. Behind them,
yet with them, is Jack O'Neill, abassist of outstanding ability, and Al Chambers, adrummer
of no compromise. Together they play music
which is often unlikeable and as depressing
as the huge pile of refuse featured on the
sleeve. Nevertheless, Slag rivet one's attention on their work and hold a strange attraction that will endear them to many. [B: 2]
STEELEYE SPAN: ' PLEASE TO SEE THE
KING'
The Blacksmith; Cold, haily, windy night; Bryan
O'Lynn—The hag with the money; Prince Charlie
Stuart; Boys of Bedlam; False knight of the road;
The lark in the morning; Female drummer; The
king; Lovely on the water
B. & C. CAS1029 (
52.15)

Another offshoot from Fairport Convention,
Steeleye Span offer strictly traditional songs
and jigs in a style that will appeal to folk
enthusiasts but will probably be too clinical
for the broader market. [ A: 2]

NEIL DIAMOND: ' TAP ROOT MANUSCRIPT'
Cracklin' Rosie; Free life; Coldwater morning;
Done too soon; He ain't heavy, he's my brother;
The African trilogy; Childsong; I am the Lion;
Madrigal; Soolaimon; Missa; African Suite; Childsong reprise
UNI UNLS117 (£2.19)

A brilliant and adventurous album from the
young songwriter. His African Trilogy, which
fills the second side of this LP, is a suite
which succeeds in being eminently intelligent
listening without being in the least pretentious, something of a rarity in these days of
meaningful suites and high- budgeted pop
operas. The other side of the record features
Diamond in his usual role of providing gritty
renderings of his own songs, plus his interpretation of the Hollies' monster hit. The
inclusion of Crack/in' Rosie should induce
many people to buy this album. The inclusion
of the ingenious Done too soon, a roster of
the dear departed which includes ' Jesus
Christ and Fanny Brice, Wolfgang Mozart
and Humphrey Bogart', will ensure that they
save for Neil's next production. Incidentally,
the sound is as fine as the music. [ A: 1]
DREAMS
Devil lady; 15 miles to Provo; The Maryanne; HoIli
be home; Try me; Dream suite; New York
CBS 64203 (£2•19)

Yet another in the unending stream of brassladen, jazz rock, bands from CBS. Dreams
may be a little looser than most, leaving

FOR CHILDREN
read

VARIOUS ARTISTS: BUDDAH IN MIND'
Summer in the City—Lovin' Spoonful; Remember
then— Sha Na Na;
Green tambourine—Lemon
Pipers; How Ifeel—Up with People; Remember—
Shangri-Lahs; Both sides now— The Tpkens; 0-o- h
child-5 Stairsteps; Down by theriver—Brooklyn
Bridge; Tuning my guitar—Melanie; Check out your
mind— The Impressions; To my Father's house—
Edwin Hawkins Singers; Curried soul—Moe Koffman;
Give it up—Curtis; Jug band music—Lovin' Spoonful; Yellow brick road—Captain Beefheart; Bad news
—Johnny Winter
Buddah 99 2349 008 (99p)

These samplers currently offer some of the
best value for money bargains on the market.
This one contains sixteen tracks, most of
them well worth investigating, ranging from
the throwback rock and roll of Sha Na Na
to the contemporary jazz-rock sounds of
Brooklyn Bridge. Sound quality varies greatly
throughout and my rating is therefore a
general one. [ B: 1]
CANNED HEAT AND JOHN LEE HOOKER:
'HOOKER ' N' HEAT'
Messin' with the Hook; The feeling s gone; Send

wrote these versions? Sterling Holloway,
with his fruity American voice and his tense
and wonderfully controlled delivery, does
them full justice, but Ithink his material is
excellent too. Well, little English children,
this is your sour Aunt Mary telling you to
enjoy this one as much as you will undoubtedly enjoy the others. Don't be put off by those
coy little American children who make one or
two brief interruptions, just listen to Mr.
Holloway, who is a recording artist of a very
high calibre and of a sort that we don't seem
to produce over here. ( Ithink we are a bit too
refeened.)

Humour, Sound- effects,
Animals, Reportage, test
discs, etc.

MICKEY AND THE BEANSTALK
Katie Boyle
Disneyland ST 3974 (£ 1.62)

room for the soloists to move around, on the
other hand, they provide little that we haven't
heard before. A couple of years ago I'd have
raved about a band like this. Today Iexpect
something beyond the first-class musician
ship that Dreams undoubtedly provide. [
B:
2]

by

This record is something different again. It
is full length and it is accompanied by abook,
but not a book that fits the spoken text. Side
1 has Katie Boyle reading the story most
delightfully, with the voices of Mickey, Donald
and Goofie, a woefully banal singing harp
and a moronic giant, coming in at the right
places. Side 2 consists of a most curious
hotch-potch of songs about Mickey and Co.,
but also a gem and a semi-precious stone
that Inever thought to meet again: the semiprecious is Donald reciting, and the precious
is Clara Cluck singing Opera—as funny as
when Ifirst heard it. But why the gusts of
inhuman studio laughter here and there?
Any team bearing the name of Disney can
do better than that.
The book, as Ihave said, does not contain
the spoken text; it is brightly coloured ( of
course), better printed than a great many
children's books of the ' comic' variety, but
insecurely fastened into the record folder.
ANIMAL STORIES OF AESOP narrated by
Sterling Holloway
Androcles and the Lion; The Ant and the Dove Frog
and the Ox; Lion and the Goat; The Fox and the Grapes
Disneyland Castle Series DO 1221 (75p)

This is my favourite of the Disneyland offerings reviewed here. Iwonder who actually

WALLY WHYTON sings Children's Songs by
Woody Guthrie
Marble Arch MALS1371 (750
BASIL BRUSH.
Written by
musical direction by Bert Hayes
EMI ' Starline' SRS5051 (£1.15)

George

Martin;

ROLF HARRIS: Shamus O'Sean the Leprechaun
and other songs
Music for Pleasure aMFP1433 (750

Three for the children, and not really the
brightest and best that the industry can provide; all acceptable to the young listener, but
none particularly memorable. Some of the
songs on the first one would probably never
have seen the light of the recording studio if
it hadn't been for the author's name; even the
considerable charm of Wally Whyton is not
enough to make them other than dim. Of one
or two, it can be said, as one of my own
children put it, ' If that song was about anything, it would be quite anice little song.' One
song Ireally liked, because it is the cry of the
beleaguered parent, and I can remember
what it was like: it is called Why Oh Why:
Now why won't you answer my question
Tell me why o why
Because Idon't know the answers
Goodbye goodbye goodbye.
Rolf Harris's many fans don't need me or
anyone else to tell them what this disc is like:
as the sleeve note says, it is ' All very Rolf
Harris'. His exchanges with the Leprechaun
occupy Side 2; Side 1 contains some of the
most boring and most tasteless songs Ihave
ever heard offered to children.
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me your pillow; Sittin' here thinkin'; Meet me in
the bottom; Allmonia blues; Drifter; You talk too
much; Burning hell; Bottle up and go; The world
today; Igot my eyes on you; Whiskey and wimmen;
Just you and me; Let's make it; Peavine; Boogie
Chillen No. 2
Liberty LSP103/4 (£2.63) ( Double-album)

Ostensibly Heat's tribute to John Lee, Hooker
'In' Heat turned out to be Alan Wilson's last
recording and his most impressive one. The
first nine tracks are all Hooker's but it's on
the rest of the set, where he's joined by
members of Heat, that Wilson's dedication to
the blues becomes apparent. On piano,
guitar or harmonica ( Hooker calls Wilson ' the
greatest harmonica player ever') he catches
John Lee stride for stride until they merge
like hues of some blue-toned rainbow. The
blues demonstrated on this album are mildly
abrasive, and the quality of the sound that
emits from the veteran's ancient Epiphone
guitar and Silvertone amplifier is athrowback
to the days of blues 78's. Not everything is
yesteryear though as Hooker proves on The
world today, aseven minute treatise identifying
himself with the campus revolution. My only
real criticism is of the liner notes which in it
is claimed that Hooker inventcd the boogie
'just thirty years ago'. All of which must
come as something of a surprise to those
collectors who possess Pinetop Smith's
recording of Boogie Woogie—recorded in
1928! [ B: 2]
Basil Brush is also, Iunderstand, a great
favourite, and Iliked him better, though the
disc is a curious mish-mash of new and
tarted-up songs, jokes and stores, mostly
written by George Martin and punctuated
by Basil's rather daunting laugh. Who is
this fellow Brush, anyway? Imean, Iknow
he's a fox and all that, but where does the
fellow come from? Awful lot of words on the
sleeve, awful lot of name-dropping, from
David Nixon to The Admiralty, but it tells a
gel nothing, simply nothing at all.
Mary Postgate
TRAINS
STEAM RAILROADING UNDER THUNDERING SKIES.
The Bonhomie and Hattiesburg
Southern No. 300, Mikado 2-8-2 in a thunderstorm
and 250 Baldwin 2-6-2
Argo ZTR112 (E2•10)

The sleeve picture and the description of the
items certainly gives an impression of a
'Dynamic Sound Drama of Thunder, Lightning
and Rain' in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, recorded in February 1961. Its sound recording
of adevastating thunderstorm, with torrential
rain, lightning crackles and earth- shaking
thunder is of an admirable realism, despite
its age, and in fact Iused this disc in one of
the BBC's ' Sound' programmes Itook part
in some years ago.
My train knowledgeable friend Eric Shepherd liked the chime whistles—examples of
the ' Whippoorwill Whistle' style of the famous
Casey Jones—and the train bells, but rather
felt that these sounds of nature unleashed
rather overshadows the ' steam railroad'
aspects, likely to be of more interest to the
steam loco purist. Exciting sounds, of interest
to the hi-fi enthusiast with a system able to
show off the quality, but not outstanding,
although different, from a purely railway
point of view. [ A]
Donald Aldous
ENGINES ON THE BUNDESBAHN.
Steam
locomotives, of eight different classes, heard at
work on the Deutsche Bundesbahn in the spring,
summer and autumn of 1970
Argo ZTR129 (
f2.10)

Having only a minimal knowledge of German
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Railways, Icannot offer my detailed appreciation of this new LP, but Ican say that Ifind
its content is most enjoyable.
Any steam loco enthusiast will be struck
by the fact that all the featured engines
sound to be well ' on top' of their tasks, with
no labouring or stalling, despite very steep
inclines. There is certainly a variety here—
trains working hard, trains coasting freely
downhill, light local trains bustling about,
and even—ugh!—an occasional rumble from
a deisel.
Side 1 offers plenty of local colour, with a
dog ( band 1) and melodious chapel bell ( band
3), and the two trains at different levels in the
valley ( band 2) make a most attractive sequence. Iparticularly liked the loco bell and
hissing cylinder drain cocks ( band 1), with
the clarity of welded rails and absence of
'diddly-da' Reggie Gardiner noises apparent
on band 2.
Side 2 has equally diverse material, from
loco pumps and the quickly controlled slip
on band 1, to the beautifully even exhaust beat
on band 2, with the note of the 3- cylinder
2-10-0 near the end contrasting strongly with
the others. A fascinating record, which left
me with an impression of crisp German
efficiency. Brian Stephenson's colour sleeve
cover, of an 03 Class Pacific engine, in the
Moselle Valley is excellent. [
A]
Eric Shepherd
FLAMENCO
THE ART OF FLAMENCO
Plaza del Potro ( Alegrias)
Fiesta en Sevilla
(Sevillanas)
Taconeos con gracia (
Alegrias)
Estoy loco por Saber (
Tientos) Li Mi Cailia
(Cañas)
Andalucia Cubana (
Guajiras) _
Recuerdo al Maestro (
Rondeñas) E Sevillanas
nuevas
Aires Festeros (
Bulerias)
Paco Peña (gtr) IBarillito ( cantor) IMarga Garcia d
Faiquillo de Córdoba (dancers)
CBS 84167 (£1.50)

Paco is not only one of the world's leading
flamenco guitarists, but also a great propagandist for the art of flamenco. And of course
that art is essentially song and dance as well
as guitar; in its full exposition a combination
of all three. That is what we have here—the
whole of flamenco. When Iwrote a piece on
flamenco on records in August 1969, I
lamented that though there were many outstanding discs of flamenco guitar, including
an earlier one by Paco, there was hardly anything covering the full gamut. Since then
there have been one or two; but this is the
best. Barillito is a real flamenco singer, with
the characteristic reedy voice and darkly
passionate utterance. You don't of course,
on a record, get more than the rhythmic feet
of the dancers—the visual element, also important, with the gestures, the preenings and
posturings and advances and withdrawals,
all so absolutely Spanish and meaningful, is
lost. But the rhythms count for much, and
that we have in abundance. Not all the flamenco forms are represented: no Soleares, for
example, a foundation form; but what is
covers much ground and is wonderfully purveyed. If you want to know about flamenco,
Paco and his colleagues give it to you, on a
disc that is brilliant and thrilling, passionately
convinced and deeply moving; and very
expertly engineered, though you cannot in
this case say much about the engineering
except that it conveys what it has to convey.
rA: 1.]
Burnett James
CLASSICAL FLAMENCO GUITAR
Mosaico gaditano
Brisas del genii
Danza
Mora
Fandangos por Solea
Calvel gaditano
Sevillianos
Recuerdo a Sevilla
Seguidillas gitanos
Alegria del Alonso
De
Triana
Mario Escudero (gtr); w. Alberto Velez (gtr) IAnita
Ramos (castanets) I ' El Pill' (cantaor)
World Record Club FST1028 (£1.48)
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This is odd. The label give P.1965, yet it is
'Electronically reprocessed for stereo'.
I
cannot find out when it was actually made,
but it can hardly have been 1965 for then it
would have been in stereo anyway. The
original is from Everest, and whether it was a
duff recording in the first place or has been
hashed in the reprocessing, the sound is
generally unpleasant, with the guitars sounding like mandolines and the whole giving the
impression it was made in the bathroom.
The ' echo' is repulsive. Perhaps it was
made in a cave, or meant to sound as if it
was, on the principle that flamenco often
happens in places of that description. But
if you want to go on to hear Escuerdo and his
colleagues ( Anita Ramos is Mrs), Ihave to
report that the playing is technically brilliant
but over-fussy to my ears. It does seem to
represent Escuerdo's style in flamenco, for
Ihave a Brunswick record of him, issued here
about twelve years ago, in proper stereo and
much better sounding, where the same
thing happens. Most pieces are taken very
fast and some are ripped apart almost. ' El
Phi' is a very good flamenco singer; perhaps
the best tracks are the two which feature him.
It is all undeniably exciting in its own way, but
Iam not convinced that is the true flamenco
way. Go to Paco Peña or Sabicas for that.
WRC have a much better flamenco guitar
LP by Luis Maravilla in their catalogue. This
sounds too much like exhibitionist Dixieland
instead of restrained but deeply meaningful
New Orleans. Also, again we have aflamenco
record disfigured by a bum sleeve note,
partly ungramatical and often misleading.
For one thing, flamenco guitar technique is
not at all the same as classical guitar technique, and Escuerdo could not play Bach and
Scarlatti to save his life—not this way.
Sorry, but [D: 31.
Burnett James
MEDICAL
NATURAL CHILDBIRTH— A documentary record of the birth of a baby delivered by Dr. Grantly
Dick Read
Argo )IPLP1140 (
El .69)

Playing this record recreated for me the birth
of my own children, but it is difficult to know
who would actually gain from its content:
grobably not a woman pregnant for the first
time. It is a re- issue of a disc first available
when the idea that a woman should manage
her own labour—a thesis expounded by Dr.
Dick Read—was discredited by most of the
medical profession. Dr. Read's principles
were not generally accepted m the U.K. as
early as the sleeve note implies; but today
his methods are widely accepted and courses
in the exercises employed during natural
childbirth are available, often through local
authority ante- natal clinics.
This record is not a substitute for such
instruction, but simply allows one to listen
to the breathing and sounds made by a
woman giving birth to achild, and to the small
conversations she has with her medical
attendants. It conveys very accurately the
cycle of effort- relaxation- effort which is the
very basis of labour, and as might be expected,
the precise moment of birth is quite moving.
However, the whole of the first side and 50%
of the second demonstrate little more than
that childbirth need not be accompanied by
B: 3]
Gwen Crabbe
panic and alarm. [
INDIAN
THE
Raga
Raga
Argo

SITAR OF INDIA
Ahira Bhairava
Raga Suddha Saranga
Bhuparanjani
ZFB48 (
El .69)

RAGAS FROM BENARES
Sahnai I Surbahar
Sarangi and Tabla
and Tabla
Argo ZFB44 (
El . 69)
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Sitar

MUSIC FROM THE HIMALAYAS
Chholia u Khere ka nach
Shrikhand natti '
Bhamnu-and-Dohay IShad-ritu varnan - Tibetan
dance drama Ci Lama Chhopa
Khampti mask
dance
Khampti ballad L Dimacha Kachari
Ben
Kachari ballad n Tingteila
Phanungri lament
Maran Mahon 11 Lumaola
Argo ZFB40 (
El .69)

Iam not sure that it is fair to deal with these
three records together as they do not have
an awful lot in common except that they are
all from India and all recorded by the same
Indian. Ihave not yet had a chance to hear
the other records in the Living Tradition series
currently being re- issued by Argo, but if
they are as good as these three they will
make a very valuable set for those interested
in the ethnic music of Eurasia. The first
record, The Sitar of India, shows the sitar as
the chief instrument in three ragas from
Jodhpur, Delhi and Benares, but we also
hear the sarod, the tabla, and the tamboura.
Very useful sleeve notes are provided by
Deben Bhattacharya, the producer, and these
include details of the instrumentation—a
welcome change since most of the records
released of Indian classical music contain
the minimum of information. It is difficult to
elaborate on the nature of the raga in a few
words but briefly araga is atone row in which
the notes are selected from a number of
intervals from certain scales, the selection of
notes and the order in which they are played
determining the colour or character of the
raga. The subleties that differentiate a morning raga from an evening raga often escape
the western ear but repeated listening to a
varied selection of the genres will make these
differences apparent in time. This record
provides one example each of a morning,
mid- day and evening raga, the second beihg
played by five sitars. In Ragas from Benares
we hear ragas played by a number of less
familiar instruments such as sahnai, a woodwind instrument, and the surbahar, an unusual
instrument like a souped- up sitar. Istrongly
recommend this record for those who like
Indian classical music but who are only
familiar with it in its sitar/raga guise. Again
the sleeve notes are most impressive and
interesting. Finally, Music from the Himalayas is of less sophisticated music, much
nearer to the earth, than that of the previous
two records. This is real ethnic music with
ahistory but not aclassical tradition to refine
it. There are devotional pieces, dances, paens
and much spontaneous gaity. There are seventeen pieces in all, from various parts of the
Hmalayas including music from Tibet performed by Tibetan refugees. The music of the
Mongolian races of the Himalayas Ifind a
little monotonous, since melody and ornamentation are so subordinate to repetitive
phrases of rhythm and tone. It is hard to say
if this results from the life-styles and preoccupations imposed
by
Buddhism or
whether Buddhism and Buddhist music reflect
the temperament of the ethnic group. In any
event agood deal of pleasure is to be derived
from the many charming songs and melodies
of the Indo-European ( Ayrian) races. The
recordings are excellent with very stable
stereo and the minimum of unwanted background effects ( always a problem with field
recordings). The few that do intrude, like
the odd crow or audience cough only help
to make the records utterly convincing.
Judged by studio standards perhaps the
record only deserves a B rating because the
frequency range is somewhat restricted, but
these recordings were made out of doors on
very simple equipment with, I believe, a
crossed pair of microphones. Really, excellent, all three. [B: 1]
Gareth Jefferson

Hampstead High Fidelity
the Professionals for
Cabinets, Hi Fi Equipment
and Classical Records.

the world of
television
sound
at the
touch of a
button
The quality of television sound equals and in many eases surpasses
that f•om the V.H.F. F.M. broadcasts on Radios 2, 3and 4. This situation has
existed since television commenced in this and other countries. D _re enfirely

A

to tlie economics of receiver design, the sound section in televisiol sets has
been sadly neglected.

the Hampstead Cabinet
the Heath Cabinet

With the introduction of the Television Sound Monitor an exciting era
of h,gh quality sound is available for home and professional use. The Sound
Monitor is an independent tuner requiring an aerial input plus mains supply.
The sound outputs can be fed directly into any High Fidelity amplifier
and:or tape recorder.

einstant press button
station selection.

eVan- cap diode tuning.
eCompletely transistorised.
eLow impedance outputs.
eTuning meter.
eAvailable in attractive

•Manufactured in three
models— VHFILJ HF — UHF
only— VHF only.

eCapable of reproducing high
quality sound from any
television system in the
world ... A.M. or F. M.

eSpecial 300 ohm aerial input

veneered Teak cabinet or

(with Balun transformers)

chassis only.

for export models.

MOTION ELECTRONICS
Motion Electronics Limited
Atidlestead Farm, Tonbricige Road
East Peckham, Kent.
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

'New Products' is in no sense a review, or a technical report, of the goods mentioned, and any performance
figures and descriptions quoted are taken from manufacturers' literature and published in good faith. None
of the products has been examined unless specifically stated, but brief descriptions obviously based upon
samples do not preclude a full technical review at a later date.

STEREO SIMULATOR

for those without access
to a stereophonic broadcast service, or with a
large collection of mono records which they
play on stereo equipment, Kampel Electronics
stereo source simulator is an active transistorised device intended to be inserted between
the pre- and power-amplifiers of a stereo
system, or in the DIN tape facilities of an
integrated equipment. The facilities of the
amplifier with which it is used are not affected
by the device, which is powered by a 9V
battery and can easily be switched out. Distortion is negligible and the noise-figure is
excellent. Input impedance is very high,
whilst the output impedance is sufficiently low
to improve the noise figure with some amplifiers.
The simulator works by the well tried method
of assuming programme material such as a
symphony orchestra and inserting afrequency
dividing network into the forward signal path.
In practice the effect of such simulation can
range from the ludicrous to the suprisingly
effective, and although it cannot recreate the
ambience of a good stereo recording there is
little doubt that on certain types of material
the effect of this simulator is pleasing, never
ludicrous and may well be judged worthwhile.
At £ 10.00 the simulator is not cheap, but the
sample we have tried is beautifully made and
carefully designed and may well prove acceptable to those who have stereo amplifiers and
perforce must make do with mono signals of a
predominantly symphonic nature.
Manufacturer: Kampel Electronics Ltd., 18
Grange Road, Bournemouth, BI-16 3NY.
DESIGNED BASICALLY

TANDBERG TAPE RECORDER

the new Tandberg range of
tape units and recorders is £69.75 for the
Series 1800 stereo unit, a four track machine
accommodating 5t in. spools and operating at
31 L's only.
Signal-to-noise ratio at 5%
distortion is claimed to be 55 dB and wow and
flutter are given as 0.14%, with a frequency
range of 40 Hz- 12 kHz + 2dB. Weighing
only 14 lb, the 1800 has a teak cabinet and
measures 131x61x 11 in.
Distributors: Parnell Tandberg Ltd., 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds, LS3 DIR.
LOWEST PRICE IN

ELIZABETHAN PLAYER

stereo record player has been
introduced by Elizabethan. Intended as a
transportable unit of reasonable quality it is
known as the 50T and employs two detachable
loudspeakers. Record deck is aGarrard 5200
and the all-transistor amplifier is claimed to
produce 7W ' music power' per channel.
Slider variable controls are fitted and the price
of the record player is £ 59.
Manufacturer: Elizabethan Audio Products,
Crow Lane, Romford, Essex.
AN INEXPENSIVE

PLASTIC EQUIPMENT
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LEADING HI-FI OFFERS!

g

UNIT 59
Usual
Teleton 206 Amp. ..
C29
G
d SP25 Mk 3 ..
C16
Base/Cover
Cfl
Goldring 850
Pennine 314 Speakers ( pair) £23
Leads/Plugs ......
LI

Rec. Ret. Price
0 0 E29-00
18 0 £ 16.90
19 6 £8-97
10 0 £6•50
0 0 £ 3.00
15 0
CI.75

£82

2 6 £86•13

OUR PRICE
COMPLETE

E59.00

plus LI 75 carr.

NEW MODEL
TELETON 206 AMP.
(Replaces203 & A150)

£21.00
plus 50p carr.

PENNINE 909 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT STEREO AMP
LIFIER MODULE COMPLETELY BUILT AND TESTED
The PENNINE Stereo Amplifier is acomplete uni
capable of delivering 18 watts peak, total, using the
latest integrated circuit amplifiers. This power
packed unit incorporates the full range of tone
controls, balance and volume as well as a bridge
rectifier and smoothing circuit.
SPECIFICATION
Overall dimensions: 6" X 5I" X 21*
Minimum operating load: 7-5 Ohms.
Total 0/P Power: 18 W Peak at Vcc 2Iv 7.5 Ohms.
Distortion: 0.4% at 9 W 400 Hz
Noise level: - 75 dB at IM Ohm Source Impedance
Response: 20-20 kHz at - 3 dB Level
Bass range: - 12-+ 14 dB at 20 Hz
Treble range: - 12-1-14 dB at 10 kHz
I/P Sensitivity 150 mV
Ideal for plinth mounting
£10.97

plus 50p carr.

WE ARE SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
EQUIPMENT

OF

PENNINE

CARTRIDGES
SONOTONE 9TA-HC ( Diamond) £2•13
GOLDRING G850
£
447
GOLDRING G800
£7•50
Plus 13p P. & P. on each
REPLACEMENT SONOTONE DIAMOND
STYLUS-75p plus 7p P. & P.
E.M.I. SET 450 MATCHED
SPEAKER
p
0i.U
.R
37 p
P Rl CE
•
carr. (50£
p3
carr. Tor 2 or free
ordered with enclosure).
k ‘1
?2 1
1,j , POWER
ishen
OhE
mR
s.HANDLING 10 watts-8 or
"I

SPECIALLY DESIGNED BASS CONE FOR HIGH
TRAVEL AND FREEDOM OF DISTORTION.
This speaker system offers superb value. Thousands sold to enthusiasts building their own
budget audio units. Send S.A.E. for full specification.
E.M.I.
SET 850 MATCHED SPEAKER
OUR PRICE 53-97 plus 37p carr. (50p carr. for
2 or free when ordered with enclosure).
•Kit comprises-6-5" diameter bass speaker
coupled by a cross-over network to a separate
3125 diameter high frequency unit. It is designed
for asmall enclosure of approx. 14'X le xr.
•The 6-5' diameter bass unit uses a light fabric
cone surround of ' Uniroll' construction for high
cone travel.
•The high frequency speaker uses a ceramic
magnet with acone of critical weight and curvature
to enable reproduction of frequencies to 20 kHz.

AC MODULE RANGE

cabinets and loudspeakers
are featured in the extended range of products
from AC Modules. Included are multicoloured
plinths for players in the Garrard, BSR and
other similar ranges, and loudspeaker cabinets
suitable for many drive units but specifically
intended for the range of KEF kits. These,
incidentally, are acoustically similar to wooden
cabinets, the plastic simply forming a smart
and fairly durable protective and decorative
coating. Prices for the AC modules start at
£10.75 for the plinths and £ 13.33 for the
speaker cabinets, and further details are
available from the makers who are also
interested in receiving retail and manufacturer's
enquiries.
Manufacturer:
AC Modules, 10 Parade
Mews, Norwood Road, London SE27

.THIS MONTH'S

BEAUTIFUL
ENCLOSURE (Teak
finish), designed for the E.M.1. Set 450,
complete with acoustic wadding and all
necessary speaker fixing screws and
terminals.—f.4.75 plus 37p P. & P.
GARRARD SP25 Mk 3 with
SON. 9TA-HC—C13.137
with GOLDRING G850—E16•50
with SPECIAL STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
(Dia. stylus/I 5° tracking angle)
(send S.A.E. for full spec.)—E15-37
2025TC (Stereo Cartridge)—£9.137
Plus carr. 50p each.
Base/Cover for SP25 & 2025TC-01.75 plus 37p
P. & P.
Enquiries welcome—
send Sp in stomps

W. T. SANDIFORD
AC Modules Plastic clad loudspeaker
cabinet
963

642 CHORLEY OLD
BOLTON, LANCS.
Telephone: Bolton 44585.

ROAD,
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lou,' Iii-Fi Dealer
LONDON AREA

h141 specialists

OPEN UNTIL 7 p.m.

temple foRtune, n.w.ii
tel. 01-455 4618/9

FRANCIS
OF STREATHAM

THE WELL-KNOWN, WELL- STOCKED SHOP FOR

* TAPE RECORDERS
* HI-FI

EXTRA FOR CREDIT SOWN SERVICE DEPT.
Please note our ONLY ADDRESS
169-173, STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
Phone - STR. 046610192. Open at! day Sat.: Ip.m. Weds.

Your

[
continued]
1:stabhshed 1910

LONDON AREA

H. L. SMITH

LUTON

BEDS.

D. P. HOBBS Ltd.
11, KING STREET

& CO. LTD.
287-9 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W.2
Tel: 01-723

Dealer

BEDFORDSHIRE [ continued]

Te/: LUTON 20907

Comprehensive stock of equipment
by all leading makers.

5 ashBourele parabe,

*NO

Dealer

LONDON AREA

autmo house le.

sales G SERVICE

Your

5891

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment, cabinets, etc. Service agents for AKA1 Tape Recorders

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON.
ADDiscombe 1231/2040

All leading makes of HI-FI equipment stocked
including Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Teleton,
Rogers, Ferrograph, Trio, etc. We specialise
in the repair of all makes of HI-FI equipment.

GRIFFIN BROS.
OF

LEIGHTON BUZZARD
invite you to visit their new
SOUND STUDIO
LEAK, QUAD, ARMSTRONG, SANYO, NATIONAL,
TANDBERG, WHARFEDALE, etc.

II HIGH ST., LEIGHTON BUZZARD
Phone: 2305-3409
BERKSHIRE

h. INGSTON UPON THAMES

AVEN

For ARMSTRONG • LEAK • QUAD • GOODMANS
WHARFEDALE • ROGERS
FERROGRAPH
GARRARD
Cabinets by
RECORD
FURNITURE

196-198 South Ealing Rd.
London
W5. 01-560 0194

HOUSING •

DESIGN

ItISITON
It 111110 LTD
48-50 Surbiton Road,
Kingston upon Thames

KIN 5549

AUDIOCRAFT
89/90 High Street, Eton
WINDSOR
Tel: Windsor 64106

For the finest selection of
Hi Fi and tape equipment
plus apersonal service.

AND
8 Sunbury Cross Centre
Sunbury-on-Thames
Middlesex.
Sunbury 88963

i- Fi Ltd.

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE
(SHEEN) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS,
ACCESSORIES, HI- F1 EQUIPMENT
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP—
SALES & SERVICE

5Ciind HEFIRTAK RECORDING SKIMIST
d
izystee

SONY • BANG OLUFSEN
ARMSTRONG • LEAK. KOSS
REM( AKAI . TRIO
PIONEER- QUAD

Hirepurchaseand credit facilities
also part exchange

Open 9a.m.-6 p.m.—Closed Wednesdays
Plenty of Car Parking Space

49 KING STREET, MAIDENHEAD

3 IL 4 STATION PARADE,
Telephone: 01-876 0985
SHEEN LANE,
LONDON, S.W.14.
Opposite Mortlake Station (
S.R.)

Tel. Maidenhead 32796
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

NORTH LONDON . . .

o

TELERADIO ELECTRONICS

Musteraft

Hi Fi at Maximum Discounts
Credit Facilitie§ & Service

Street
Hounslow Middlesex
HOUnslow 4640
63 High

325/7 Fore St., Edmonton,
London N.9. 01-807 3719

The pick of the world's

HI—FI & TAPE AT REW's

NEW WEST END CENTRE
CHARING

CROSS

IIUGIIES

Hi- Fi a
S
no
d
eri

7 HIGH STREET

Ipitotsgraphic
s

Tel: 30/38-9

Specialising in
BANG & OLUFSEN, Fl•:RROGRAPII. ROGF:RS,
ARMSTRONG.
GOODMANS, TANDBERG,
QUAD, LEAK, SONY.
Photographic Equipment accepted in Part Exchange
for

BEDFORDSHIRE

LONDON

122

HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

ROAD,

Phone: 01 836 3365

Head Office and Mail Order:266 -8Upper Tooting Road,

S.W.17.
01-672 8267 or BAL 9175

W.I

uTo
COVENTRY RADIO LTD.
ESTABLISHED 46 YEARS (( 925)

See and hear the best and latest in Hi Fi
equipment at our Luton showrooms and
demonstration room.
Send for information on your requirements

189'191 Dunstable Road. Luton
Telephone: LUTON 28201

964

M. W. KEEN LTD.
Tape Recorders
Hi-Fi Equipment
All leading makes
PAUL'S ROW
HIGH WYCOMBE

phone
25691

equipment
reviews
T is rather long since HiFi News has had
I anything from the Leak stable to review so
it is very gratifying to be sent their latest integrated amplifier, the Stereo 70. On first removing it from its case the impression is of the
familiar Leak look: silver and dark grey with
matching control knobs and push buttons.
The chassis is mounted in an attractive teak
case which is open at the back, has ventilation
slots at the top and bottom, and is held by
a single wing nut; cabinet mounting would
be very easy. The case is 134in. wide and fits
easily on to a bookshelf. Rotary knobs on the
front panel consist of an input selector, bass,
treble balance and volume controls with seven
push-buttons for ' mono left', ' mono right',
`tape monitor', ' low-pass filter', ' remote loudspeaker', ' main loudspeaker' and ' mains onoff'. The front panel is completed by a DIN
record/replay socket and aheadphone jack and
all other inputs and outputs (except the ' tape
DIN') are mounted on the rear panel. The
input sockets are ' phono' types whilst the
loudspeaker outputs are fitted with two pairs
of two-pin non-reversible plugs since this amplifier has the useful facility of switchable main
and remote speakers. There are also two flatpin mains outlet sockets. Two of the inputs,
'Pickup 2' and ' Tuner 2' have dual sensitivities, switchable by small slider switches, and
the two pickups input sockets are therefore
able to accommodate nominal input sensitivities of 2, 10 and 30mV.
Internally the amplifier is well constructed
and neat, and though rather cramped by the
highest standards the four main printed circuit
boards are easily removable for replacement
or servicing. All the transistors, naturally, are
silicon and there are five in each pre-amp
section, four on the power-amp board and
two quasi-complementary power transistors
mounted on asmall heat sink, making a total
of eleven transistors per channel. The power
amplifier is conventional, employing a pair of
diodes to control the bias, p-n-pin-p-n drivers
and the familiar 2N3055 n-p-n output transistors. The pre-amp is a little more unusual
in that it employs a DC triple at the frontend instead of the usual pair of transistors. All
the inputs are attenuated and fed to the first
transistor which operates at asurprisingly low
4V (the rail being 35V). This is followed by a
further direct coupled pair of transistors, the
latter being an emitter follower working
into a Baxandall type tone control circuit.
Frequency selective negative feedback equalisation is also taken from this point back to the
emitter of the first transistor. The tone control
is followed by a grounded emitter transistor
and then another emitter follower. There is a
passive, switched low-pass filter at this point
which rolls off at I2dB per octave, the — 3dB
point being just over 5kHz, and finally the
balance and volume controls, the former fading
either channel down to zero. The tape record
output available on the back panel is nominally
I
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LEAK STEREO 70 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
BSR McDONALD MP60 PLAYER UNIT
TRIO KA4002 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Equipment reviews printed in HFN/RR are copyrighted and may not be reproduced in whole or
in part without the Editor's written permission.

400 mV and this has been reduced 20dB ( x116)
at the DIN socket on the front panel. This is a
good idea as it caters for a larger number of
tape-recorders though it would be useful to
have the facility switchable.
Performance figures were generally very
good. Distortion was at the limit of measurability using Sugden THD measuring equipment and was typically in the region of 00 5%.
Measurements made at lkHz using avery pure
filtered source gave a distortion reading of
0.015% and this was predominantly second
harmonic. Distortion did not increase at low
powers but mains harmonics were detectable
at several frequencies. There was no tendency
for distortion to rise at high frequencies and
LEAK STEREO 70
201

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
High quality integrated stereo amplifier. Power
output: 35 W Into 8ohm load, both channels
driven. Harmonic distortion: 01% for all levels
up to 25 W at 1kHz into 8ohms. Intermodulation
distortion: less than 0.5% for all levels up to
35 W into 8ohms. Damping factor: 40 at 1kHz
into 15 ohms, 20 at 1kHz into 8ohms. Crosstalk:
—50 dB up to 1kHz, — 30 dB at 10 kHz. Hum and
noise: 66 dB below 30 W on ' Tuner' and ' Replay',
56 dB below 30 W with other inputs. Overload
distortion: less than 0•1% for inputs up to 20 dB
above stated sensitivities from 30 Hz to 15 kHz.
Treble filter: 12 dB roll off with turnover frequency
at 6kHz. Tone controls: Bass ± 16 dB at 50 Hz,
Treble ± 16 dB at 14 kHz. Outputs: tape and
headphones plus main and remote loudspeakers.
Power
requirements:
110-250 V,
40-60 Hz.
Price: £71.50. Manufacturer: H. J. Leak and
Co. Ltd., Bradford Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorks.

between 40Hz and 20kHz was extremely
accurate, being just I
dB down at its worst
point (i.e. within + 4dB overall). Channel
balance was very close, outputs being well
within 1dB of each other, and the crosstalk
between left- and right-channels was good,
being — 56dB at 1k Hz, and — 38dB at
10kHz. Hum and noise figures were much
better than specified, the best figure being

TONE CONTROL RESPONSES
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even at 20kHz it measured only 0.06% at
100mW. After filtering out the fundamental at
higher frequencies crossover distortion was
visible on the 'scope and it was possible to
correlate this with the cut-off frequency of the
3055s. Using ' faster' output transistors could
improve this, and more careful setting of the
bias would doubtless also help to reduce this
effect. The bias setting is very critical in many
Class-B designs, particularly those employing
non-complementary output transistors; however, lack of time prevented much experimentation in this direction. RIA A equalisation

LEAK
STEREO
70

965

1000

I2

-2
-3

+3
2K

5K

10K

20K

— 77dB below 35W into an for the ' Tuner 2'
(low sensitivity) input. Less good, on paper a
least, are the overload figures at the inputs.
For example, the specified sensitivity for
Pickup 1is 2mV (measured at 1.9mV) and it
overloaded at 34mV. This represents amargin
of 25dB which could be alot higher especially
as the overloading was asymmetrical. Considering the high rail voltage available and the
use of three transistors at the low-signal stages,
it would seem that more careful attention
should have been paid to the design of the
front-end. The amplifier did not overload

roar
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Dealer
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agieggJ011ie

I& 2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE

PLYMOUTH
Listen at leisure to the best, mostly
British names in hi-fi equipment, with
special concern for the record listener.
Full demonstration facilities.

/lag

Tel: 54237

Also at

CHELTENHAM &

SOUTHAMPTON

EXCLUSIVELY AUDIO, ALL MAKES SUPPLIED
600 Car Park directly above. Sat's open till 6
24 St.MichaersSq.Precinct,Ctiester

\l'ird

MAIN BANG & OLUFSEN-SONY CENTRE
Also every other better make.
*Extensive Displays * Evening Dems. by appointment * Best outside London eNew Hi -Fi Studio and
Workshop
Ilexpert Staff
11Comparator Dems.
'part Exchange.
the hi-fi centre— the complete hi-fi service
Green Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1LW.
For personal attention. ring Wilmslo IV 24766 or 22112
and ask for Mr. Bird. Closed Wednesday 1pro.

S

Tel. 21568

PETER RUSSELL'S HOT RECORD
STORE LTD.
hi-fi attic: 58 new george street (69511)

DENBIGHSHIRE

CHESHIRE

the hi-fi centre...

Dealer

DEVONSHIRE [ continued]

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS
!!!1 11

Your

Charlesworths
HI—FI CENTRES

112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075
AND 28 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56342
For all leading makes of Audio equipment.
*Spacious demonstration studio. * Easy Parking.

DION
UiUDII

WREXHAM
NORTH WALES HI- Fl SPECIALISTS
Stockists: Bang & Olufsen, Bryan,
Pioneer, Quad, Leak, Akai,
Ferrograph, Revox, Tandberg,
Goodmans, Lowther, Thorens,
Garrard, Lenco. Etc.,
HI- Fl CENTRE & CAMERA SHOP
CENTRAL ARCADE, HOPE ST.,
WREXHAM. Tel: 4827

CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

DERBYSHIRE

ESSEX

0

164 Sidbvell Street, [..t.e 75048
Bun Illow

THE MIDLANDS HI-FI SPECIALISTS

Ceterre

BUCKLAND'S OF DERBY
90 ft. Frontage-3 Floors of Sound
Recording Studios
Manufacturers' Hi -Fi Recitals on Friday
Evenings

41/49 London Road, Derby.
Tel. 48425/6/7

NEW CHELMSFORD SHOWROOM
Now open for the best in Hi Fidelity sound
equipment with generous discounts.
Comparator operated studio. Home
demonstrations by appointment.
Victoria Road, Chelmsford, (opp. car
park). Tel: Chelmsford 57593

DEVONSHIRE

VIDEO AND HI- Fl STUDIO
Hire or Buy
* Cameras
* Monitors
* Video Tape Recorders
* Ampex
* Ikegami
* G.E.C.
* Loewe Opta
FULL SERVICE OFFERED

l Listen to
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

the

Best

Bryan
Truvox
Leak
Goodmans
Goldring
Thorens
Eagle
ETC.

Holiday Bros. (A.V.) Ltd.

ESSEX HiFi CENTRE

HI-FI IN PLYMOUTH

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
84 CORNWALL ST.
Oiler

Tel: 63319

more than a selection—A SERVICE

210 LONDON ROAD, HADLEIGH
Phone Southend 558339
MEMBERS OF THE HIGH FIDELITY
DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Main Dealers: B & 0,
TANDBERG, QUAD etc.

AND

61 b S""

Heath
Stockport

THE COMPLETE RANGE OF

HI-FI STEREO
47 WASHWAY ROAD, SALE, CHESHIRE
(Tel.: 061-973 5377)

(
opposite Sale Locarno)

Complete specialists in Hi -Fi equipment. All reputable
Hi -Fi equipment at the right prices—with atwo year
free service guarantee.
Probably the best selection of classical gramophone
records in Cheshire.
Free Hi-Fi brochure sent on request to residents within
30 mile radius of Sale.

›).

SWIFT
OF
WILMSLOW

I.F
ND UNIT AUDIO
Quad. Grundig, Leak, Rogers. Korting. Dual, Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Thorens, Goldring, Garrard. Philips, Shure,
Trio. Dynatron, Toshiba, SME etc.
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
Wilmslow 26213

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped

Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

EXETER

HOWARD'S (Exeter) LTD
90 SIDWELL STREET
Telephone: 58518
QUAD - LEAK - TANDBERG - HACKER
966

TRIO
SPECIAL NO DEPOSIT LOANS
LISO UPWARDS
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

ee- scv_e_r-..pee >xs-

e

ireù

Chew & Osborne Ltd
148 High Street
Epping, Essex

Tel: 4242

using the Pickup 2 ( 10mV) input but this is
LEAK STEREO 70 SQUARE- WAVE PERFORMANCE

rather insensitive for many low output magmetic cartridges.

Since all other inputs are

potted down to the same point, they all overloaded at 25dB too.
Power available into

an

ru

at lkHz was very

slightly less than the specified 35W. With both
channels

driven

the

first

signs

of clipping

occurred at 34-5W, and the power at other
frequencies, and into

1611, was slightly less.

Measurements of power into 4n were virtually
impossible owing to persistent fuse blowing,

n

and this is worth bearing in mind if use of 8
speakers

on ' remote'

at

the

same time as

a

'main' is considered. The Leak 70 is obviously
not made with the Continent in mind where
«2 speakers are common.

The characteristics

of the tone controls are good, and the curve
for the low-pass filter is also satisfactory, the
slight rise at 3kHz being insignificant. It seems
a great pity, though, that a company that built
its reputation on ' varislope' low-pass filters
should have abandoned this most useful feature
in favour of a relatively inflexible all-or-nothing
fixed-frequency, fixed-slope facility.

The tone

controls are not calibrated in any way, except
for a dot on the front panel marking the centre

d

points of the treble, bass and balance control.
The frequency responses and low-pass filter
curves were taken with the tone controls in the

a

12 o'clock position; so too were the oscillograms of the square waves.

The shape of the

10kHz square wave into 80 in parallel with
2F might

be

better,

though

the

10kHz Into 80

amplifier

d 10kHz into 80+2µF

should be capable of driving a full range electrostatic speaker.

1kHz into 80
1kHz Into 80+212F

e Asymmetrical clipping of 1kHz sine- wave

The heat sink is rather small

(Square-wave levels -3dB ref full power)

and got hot enough to burn the fingers during
prolonged sine-wave testing, but this is a theoretical deficiency that should not give rise to
trouble in practice.

On one occasion during

e

the early stages of rather heavy testing, the
Class-A drivers suddenly ran away, causing a

would have helped to eliminate mains har-

on and off by means of the mains button. It is

dramatic plume of smoke to emerge from the

monics

probably better practice to integrate the on-off

amplifier. Replacing the power-amp boards
was easily accomplished and the Stereo 70

frequencies.

behaved impeccably for the rest of its sojourn

well and gave no trouble at all.

on the test-bench.

The designers should give

which

were

detectable

at

several

switch with the volume control, however, as

In use the Stereo 70 performed extremely

leaving it in one position for too long can

The controls

cause it to become noisy, although this did not

were smooth and silent and thoughtfully laid

actually happen. The ' sound' of the Stereo 70

the thermal stability of this stage some atten-

out.

The wide range of the balance control

was clear and effortless and it was decided that

tion, though, as it could easily be improved. A

would be useful if it was desired to use the

it would be interesting to make a direct com-

regulated power supply would have been a

amplifier

parison with another top-quality amplifier, the

worthwhile refinement on an amplifier costing

vities and it is useful to be able to leave the

Quad 303.

over £70, since, apart from anything else, it

volume control at a preferred setting, switching

involved in the comparison of amplifier sound

with

speakers

of differing

PERFORMANCE
Power output at 1kHz, both channels driven continuously
8ohm load
..
.•
•
•
•
•
Half power bandwidth half power output for constant Input
8ohm load
Input sensitivities ( ref. full power) and maximum inputs, at 1kHz
Pickup 1
Pickup 2 (low sensitivity)
Pickup 2 ( high sensitivity)
Tuner 1
Tuner 2 ( low sensitivity) ..
Tuner 2 ( high sensitivity) ..
Tape replay
Signal-to-noise ratio ref. full power into 8ohms, inputs short circuited. unweighted
Pickup 1
Pickup 2 (low sensitivity) ..
Pickup 2 (high sensitivity)
Tuner 1
Tuner 2 ( low sensitivity)
Tuner 2 ( high sensitivity) ..
Tape replay ..
Damping factor
Into 8ohms ..
Channel balance
Crosstalk
At 1kHz, Tuner 1input ..
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sensiti-

There are a number of problems

COMMENT
34.5 W
..

20 Hz-30 kHz

1.9
33
10
25
340
94
530

mV,
mV,
mV,
mV,
mV,
mV,
mV

34 mV
600 mV
180 mV
470 mV
5.8 V
1.65 V

64
51
51
80
77
76
81

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

20
±.1 dB
56 dB

Virtually meets specification ( see text)
Good.
25 dB overload margin could be better especially
in view of design. See text for detailed comment.

)

Verygood figures, although the degraded performance on the PU2 inputs is due to attenuation
of signal, a poor design point.

Very accurate.
Within spec. for Tuner input but higher for PU.
Still satisfactory.
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HERTFORDSHIRE

GLAMORGAN

ESSEX ( continued)
WALES

ILFORD AUDIO CENTRE

Leading Hi -Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

1.GOUGH& CO [TO, CARDIFF

You are cordially invited to visit our demonstration
showroom—where you can sit, listen and compare
equipment at leisure without any obligation.
Evening showroom demonstrations arranged.

Designers of the " Gough Loudspeaker Cabinet"

Credit facilities—after sales service.

Stockists of Quad. Leak, Armstrong, S & 0, Record
Housing. etc., etc.

335 Green Lane, Seven Kings,
Ilford.

*

Tel: 01-599 1826. No parking restrictions.

Demonstration rooms available *

148-154 NORTH ROAD

Dealer

Telephone 28473

WATFORD
High Fidelity Centre

at RADIOLUX Ltd.
36 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH ST.
WATFORD (
opposite the Pond)
WATFORD 29734, 41029
IF IFS GOOD — WE STOCK IT!
Demonstrations in our Stereo Theatre. Also home
demonstrations with no obligation.

HAMPSHIRE

KENT

KENT

High Fidelity

For all your Hi Fi Requirements
consult

GRAVESEND HI-FI CENTRE

Specialists

ROMFORD

BENNETT

SOUND & VISION SERVICES LTD.

Hi Fi Specialists—All leading makes stocked
Sales & Service — Cash or Terms

Hamilton ElectroniesrSouthampton)Ltd
35 London Road. Southampton Phone 98622 3Llnes

SUPPLIES

NATIONAL RADIO

Telephone: 01-508 2715

SHOWROOM
SPARES and
REPAIRS

12 SMART'S LANE,
LOUGHTON,
ESSEX

E"

1925

3145-3060

Visit our Hi -Fi Showroom and Demonstration Room.
All leading makes stocked, including Tandberg, Armstrong, Leak, Quad, B & 0, Rogers, Truvox,
Ferrograph,
GKD,
Record
Housing,
Goldring,
Thorens, KEF, Goodmans, Hacker, Grundig, etc.

KENT

FORRESTER'S

(Loughton) CO. LTD.
BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

BROWN

2 MILTON ROAD, GRAVESEND.

78, Brentwood Rd., Romford, Essex
Romford 41644

SOUND

&

SUPPLIES LTD.
70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Fisher,
Rogers, Ampex, Tandberg,
Revox, etc.

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD.
59-61 High Street, Tunbridge Wells
Telephone: 3015112

—KENT & S.E. LONDON—
FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

ESSEX
STUART BARKER invites you to see his stock at

UNIQUE RADIO

t

\ 6 THE FACADE
HIGH ROAD
GOODMAYES

B& O- S

Migzoolley AUDIO
12 BARCATE STREET
SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547

HI-FI AND PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
INCORPORATING ESSEX SOUND SERVICES

Also at
CAMBRIDGE & CHELTENHAM

01-590-8277

NY- ROG ERS-A RE NA- etc.

HERMLYN Hi Fi
64 HIGH STREET
ORPINGTON
Tel: MM33101

Ltd.

230 HIGH STREET
ELTHAM S.E.9
Tel: 01-850 9548

TAPE RECORDERS— RECORDS

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

BRISTOL!

South East London and Kent

KEN RIME

THE STEREO CENTRE ARE THE
SPECIALISTS

283 FLEET RD., FLEET.

RADFORD

Tel. 5053

Specialists in
Sound

*

MAIN APPOINTED AGENTS FOR

WOO 2369

\kr11.

• BANG & OLUFSEN
e TANDBERG

UNBEATABLE PERSONAL SERVICE
UNIQUE ' STEREO CENTRE GUARANTEE'
OPENING HOURS
MONDAY and SATURDAY 9a.m.-6 p.m.
TUESDAY to FRIDAY 9.15 a.m.-7.30 p.m.

THE STEREO CENTRE [TO,

309 Gloucester Road, Bristol I3s7 8PE
Tel. 421395
(Watch for the DANISH flag opposite QUALITY MOTORS)

THE CENTRE Of SOUND
153 Plumsteacl Road, London, S.E.18

SOLE BRISTOL AGENTS FOR

*

ALIZIO

a

Comparator demonstrations of most leading makes

•

Open Thursdays and Fridays until 8 pm

•

Easy parking

•

Approved agents for: Arena, Armstrong, Cambridge,
Dynatron, KEF, Nikko, Quad, Sonab, Sony, Trio

Humpshire Audio Ltd
8 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford

Tel: 2827

Hi Fi specialists since 1946

Specialists in custom built loudspeaker
cabinets and equipment cabinets.
The Real High Fidelity Experts

The Sound Studio Ltd.
33-35 Camden Road.
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Tel: Tunbridge Wells 32153.
Late closing Monday & Friday 8 p.m

e

e,, Arena, Trio, Tandberg, Armstrong, 8
4g
91
,Akai,

W. Revox,
Lowther, Leak, Clued. Rogers, Nikko etc.

Specialists in Hi Fi Stereo for
Tunbridge Wells and miles around.

quality and it is probably true to say that a
large scale, scientifically controlled experiment
designed to do this has yet to be conducted.
In order to eliminate as many of the variables
as possible only the power amplifiers were
compared, using the same source and in mono.
After carefully balancing the volumes it was
found possible to hear a slight difference
between the two amplifiers. Although difficult
to assess just what the difference was, most
people picked it out and they generally thought
the Quad slightly preferable. This does not
mean that the Quad is necessarily better,
though it is intrinsically a more linear design.
In any event the differences are minute and
may, indeed, be attributable to other causes not
allowed for in the comparison. Certainly the
Leak Stereo 70 sounds very good and untiring;
it is well constructed, the ' innards' are easily
accessible for servicing, the circuit looks reliable, and the attractive design will fit well into
the living room. At £71.50 it is not cheap, but
one or two quite small modifications would
make this very good amplifier an excellent
amplifier—though it would necessarily add to
the price.
Gareth Jefferson

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Inexpensive four speed transcription quality turntable. Speeds: 161, 33+, 45 and 78 r.p.m. Stability: No change for — 16% in supply. Wow: Less
than 0.2%. Flutter: 0.06%. Rumble: —35 dB
(DIN). Drive: Pulley and idler. Motor: 4-pole
induction. PICKUP ARM—Alloy with double ball
race bearing system. Playing weight: Built-In
calibration. Bias compensation: Variable calibrated spring system. Lowering device: Viscous
damped. Other features: Automatic or manual
starting is possible with automatic lift-off at the
end of discs. Price: £15.00. Plinth and cover,
£7.61.
Manufacturer: BSR Ltd., Monarch
Works, Cradley Heath, Warley, Worcestershire.

THE whirlwind series of whistle-stop demonstrations—called ' dealer seminars'—led by
the BSR sales team Garth Wooldridge, Bob
Wells and Richard Jones, to launch the new
MacDonald turntables in the UK last year, is
worthy of mention for its enthusiasm and
slick presentation. Shortly after this introduction, BSR kindly let us have one of the MP60
players for appraisal, and this model has been
in use for some months.
The McDonald MP60 is a single record
turntable with automatic facilities or manual
control with lowering device. The alloy pickup
arm is fully balanced with adjustable antiskating and stylus pressure facilities. A slide-in
interior to the shell is provided for mounting
the cartridge, and four fixed speeds- 16f, 334,
45 and 78 r.p.m., are available; three record
sizes can be selected for automatic operation.
The unit plate, measuring 134 x114in., on
which the drive motor and parts are mounted,
is of pressed steel finished matt black. The
pickup is mounted on aplastic platform, which
rests on the unit plate, and this also carries the
control markings for the speed, record size,
cueing and starting levers. Most parts of the
turntable mechanism are of pressed steel, a
few are nylon, and the automatic-drive cogwheel is anon-ferrous casting.
The four-pole induction motor is mounted
to the unit plate on resilient bushes, and the
drive transmitted to the platter, via a stepped
pulley and arubber idler wheel. This platter is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BSR McDONALD
MP60
PLAYER
UNIT

a dynamically balanced diecasting with a
pressed steel centre shaped to form a ring,
which the idler engages with to drive the 11 in.
assembly, which weighs a little over 31b. and
is covered with asmart black rubber mat.
The arm is of the counter-balanced spring
playing weight type consisting of alight square
section tube on which the head shell is mounted
at the optimum angle to provide low tracking
error. An easily and precisely adjustable
weight behind the pivots enables balance to be
obtained, and the pivots for vertical movement
are set parallel to the tracking line, which
avoids vertical misalignment of the cartridge
due to the slope of the arm. The cartridge
shell is offset at 33° to the arm shaft and has a
slide-in interior—with standard ¡ in, fixing
holes—that makes cartridge fitting a simple
operation.
The cartridge fitted for our tests was the
Audio-Technica AT66 which—using the screw
centres provided—gave a tracking error of 1°
at 24in. from the spindle centre. Obviously
when employing the same fixing positions, the
tracking will vary with different stylus centres,
but the BSR appears non-standard in its provisions and adjustment would be desirable.
Adjusting the arm for use is simply explained
in the excellent instruction booklet (which,
969

incidentally, contains information on all the
McDonald models). Bias or side-thrust adjustment (anti-skating) and stylus pressures—for
the AT66 set at less than 2grams—are set by
plainly marked knob and dial. In fact, all
functions are clearly legended, with the sidethrust compensation wheel even having separate
scales for spherical or elliptical styli.
On our test samples of the MP60 connecting
leads from the unit to an amplifier were not
supplied, and so it is necessary to solder a
couple of leads (with phono plug terminations)
to the easily accessible tag strip under the
motor plate. However, a completed unit is
available with plinth.
Two different modes of operation permit the
user to play arecord completely automatically
or by a smooth, controlled viscous lift—lower
device, which works on any section of the disc.
In both functions, the arm returns automatically at the end of aside and neatly clips itself
in the rest, with the motor at the same time
switching off. But the height adjustment is a
little finicky, and the lift raises the arm rather
more than necessary even at minimum setting.
In practice, we found the MP60 player a
delight to handle, although on a second
specimen some rather loud hum was experienced at first. On examination, we found no
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BOLTON

SPECIALISTS IN ALL ASPECTS
OF SOUND
All leading makes supplied

DARTFORD

349 High St.,
CHATHAM

COMPARATOR

Tel:
Dartford 20002

DEMONSTRATIONS

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

e

WOODS 8( PORTER Ltd
23 West Hill, I

Dealer

icedbd

203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093

Tel:
Medway 42688

BOLTON

Your

Dealer

LANCASHIRE ( continued)

ST. HELENS

Harold Stott
Limited
Audio Engineers
Stockists of all leading makes of Hi-fl
equipment.
Appointed sole agents for:
Revox, KEF, B & 0, Quad, Sanyo, Sony,
Sansui, Dynatron, Hacker, Tandberg, Armstrong, B. & W., etc.

LANCASHIRE

LIVERPOOL'S LEADING

1Ii -Fi

MANCHESTER

SPECIALISTS

Tape Recorders

LANCASHIRE HI-FI

Beaver Radio
OF WHITECHAPEL

STEREO EQUIPMENT and RECORDS

The Specialists

248 WILMSLOW ROAD

051-709 9898

MANCHESTER 14
WIGAN

PRESTON

SHOWROOM and COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATION THEATRE

ELECTRA CENTRE

Warrington
Electric
ESTABLISHED 1919

most leading makes

B. & O., Sony, Leak, Quad, etc.

Closed Wednesday

8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston
Telephone 55603

H. PLUMB • SON

GODLEYS

MANCHESTER'S

DICCONSDN ST

SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4

WIGAN 44442

AND
EQUIPMENT
WITH
COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATIONS

LEAK • WHARF DALE • RADFORD
QUAD•GOODMANS•B&O, ETC.

57159, BRIDGE ST, WARRINGTON 30444
LEICESTERSHIRE

audio
sound

Sony, B & 0, Tannoy, Quad, Leak, Trio, Goodmans, Rogers, Wharfedale, Tandberg, SME,
Shure, Thorens, Armstrong, Garrard, B & W,
Mordaunt-Short, Sansui, Richard Allan, Goldring, ADC, Audio-Technica, Ortofon.

Comparator Demonstrations of

AUDIO UNITS

for sound advice
38 Waterloo Street Leicester
Telephone 26319

FINEST HI-FI DEMONSTRATION
STUDIO

Telephone: 061-834 9432
Agents for Ampex, Aka,, Ferrograph, Tand berg, Brenell,
B & 0, Vortexion, Truvox, Sony, Leak, Quad, Armstrong. Clarke & Smith, Lowther, Fisher. Goodmans.
Wharfedale, Garrard, Goldring, Dual, Decca. Record
Housing, Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc.
Any combination of leading amplifiers and speakers
demonstrated without the slightest obligation.

ire4

'SYSTEMS' TESTED, WIRED AND
ASSEMBLED

Ite eet
te

20% OFF MOST LEADING MAKES

le1 151.9%

CREDIT
WHY BUY ' DISCOUNT ONLY'?

.Compatetberiecomparabte

ROYD PATON & CO LTD

'

Tel.: 061-834 0563/4510
Evenings after 7.30 p.m.

?:Y'h
BLACKBURN
TEL:

59595

HARKER & HOWARTH
(Music) Ltd. of BOLTON
For all leading makes of
1-IiFi Equipment
Goodwin St., Folds Bd., Bolton
also 7 The Arcade.

Tel: 26623/4

LEICMR

Ralli Building, Stanley Street,
off Bridge St., Manchester M3 SFH

HOLDINGS
F% STREET
3EL) THURS

fr

Tr

Tel.: 061-427 2584
26 63508

061-748 9506

THE STEREO CENTRE
HI-FI OF OUTSTANDING EXCELLENCE
Special Agents for: Armstrong, B & 0, B & W,
Chilton, Dynatron, Ferrograph, Hacker, PWB,
Sony, Stax, Tandberg.
HFDA Member

Car Park at Rear

Closed Tuesday

J. SMITH & SON

184 THE ROCK, BURY
970

061-764 1242

D
LEICESTER
S
ESIGN

TEREO

150, NARBOROUGH ROAD Te1.59322

COMMENT

PERFORMANCE
Turntable diameter ..
Turntable spindle diameter ..
Turntable inertia ..
Speed ( no load) at 33/ rpm
Speed with Dustbug at 33/ rpm ..
Vertical motion at turntable edge ..
Play in main bearing at turntable edge ..
Rumble ref. 5cm/sec. unweighted, RIAA corrected
Pickup arm effective length ..
Friction at stylus ..
Playing weight calibration ..
Wow and flutter

11 in.
0.2734 in.
50 lb./in. 2
-2%1
-6%,J
0.015 in. total
0175 in. total
-38 dB
74 in.
600 mgm typical
10% heavy approx.
<01 %

to the facts of economic life, indeed the ' mechanics' of the unit are equal to some of the very
best so-called ' transcription autochangers'
available here, in many respects, but the main
weakness is the pickup arm. To our knowledge
it is the only really light arm on aplayer in this
category and in many respects it is just right.
However, no doubt owing to its origins—the
design is common to the automatic 610—there
is an unnecessary and uncorrected ' downhill'
profile that effectively shortens the already
rather short arm. The automatic lift-off facility
costs ahigh price in terms of stiffness which at
the end of aside—where it may matter most—
approaches atotal of 1gm: over ten times the
value seen in the best transcription arms. If
we were to use this turntable in an installation
the little metal ' arrowhead' in the automatic
mechanism (part of part No. 99—there are 210
bits in all!) would be removed and ne'er replaced.
The only other major reservation concerns

connection between the motor and unit plate
and earth; the addition of these links, however, completely cured the trouble. Mechanical
noise was slight, just an uneven swishing sound
from the main bearing, and it was necessary to
listen directly over the unit to detect this—it is
pretty quiet for acheap motor though.
Our various tests records revealed no significant wow or flutter and no intrusive rumble
was detected at normal operating levels.
Measurements showed a combined wow and
flutter figure of around 0-08 %—at 33* r.p.m.
—on the first sample and slightly inferior to
this on the second model; this performance falls within the specification, and is very
good for a complete player in this price
range.
Not surprisingly, while we have covered the
basic points of design of the MP60 and found
no serious fault, the unit does make concessions to what is after all a remarkably low
price. Some of these are sensible adjustments
KA4002 integrated amplifier is arecent
THE
addition to the Trio range. Although in

KA4002
r- 1

AMPLIFIER

0

01111===1113MIZIMINII
selected by afascia switch. Phono sockets are
also included for tape replay and recording,
with DIN socket duplication at a lower signal
level. The replay circuits are brought into
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the speed stability with load. The unit won't
really ' pull' aDust-Bug load and although not
a very serious matter in a turntable of this
price, alittle attention in this department would
not go amiss if the fault is typical.
The more technical reader will gather from
our table of results that the MP60 is not likely
to set the world on fire from an engineering
point of view—indeed, in anumber of respects
it obviously ' gets away with it' mechanically.
However, when one bears in mind its quite
remarkably low price then its performance
really does become very creditable. If they're
all as good as those we have examined, and
BSR are no beginners in the quantity stakes,
then we can't think of aturntable in this price
range we would prefer. If you can run to a
Connoisseur BD1 and arm, well, we still think
that's even better value, but many people can't,
and for them the MP60 is by no means abad
turntable and can be recommended.
Donald Aldous

STEREO

MAX

-20

Visible but not serious.
Typical of ball race thrust bearings.
Excellent for this class of unit.
Rather short, not aligned for minimum distortion.
See text. Rather high and approaching 1gm at
automatic lift-off.
Good

TRIO

15
101.--...

See text. Requires some attention by makers.

_

the low-to-medium price category, its output
power is adequate for driving relatively
insensitive speakers in small rooms and it also
possesses features found in amplifiers costing
more than £57.50. All transistors are silicon,
and the amplifier is designed to yield 18 W per
channel, with both channels driven, at aTH])
not exceeding 0.5%. My tests, in fact, proved
that the THD was well below that value.
Headphone listening is provided by astereo
jack socket on the fascia which is controlled
by an output switch catering for two pairs of
speakers; either or both pairs can be driven
via A and B terminals at the rear.
RCA phono inputs are available for two
magnetic pickup sources, for two auxiliary
sources and for a radio tuner, each being
TRIO KA 4002

Slightly undersize.
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971

10K

20K

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Medium priced stereo Integrated amplifier. Power
output: Both channels at 4ohms, 21 W per
channel. At 8ohms 18 W per channel. Harmonic
distortion: 0.5% at rated output and 01% at
-3 dB ref. rated output. Intermodulation distortion: 0.5% at rated output and 0.2% ref. - 3dB
rated output.
Frequency response: 15 Hz50 kHz ± 1.5 dB ( main input) and 20 Hz-40 kHz
11.5 dB (aux. Input). Power bandwidth: 18 Hz30 kHz. Input sensitivities: Phono 1 (
2.5 mV,
50 K); Phono 2 (2.5 mV, 50 K); Tuner (
150 mV,
100 K); Aux 1/2 and Tape (
150 mV, 100 K); Main
input 100 mV. Recording output: Phono sockets
—150 mV; DIN socket-30 mV. Hum and noise
ref. rated output: Phono 1/2, — 60 dB; Tuner, Aux
1/2 and Tape —70 dB. Damping Factor at 8ohms:
50. Load impedance: 4-16 ohms. Tone controls: ± 10 dB at 100 Hz ( Bass) and ± 10 dB at
10 kHz (Treble). Filters: - 10 dB at 50 Hz ( highpass) and - 8dB at 10 kHz ( Low-pass). Price:
£57.50. Dimensions: 14 x4+ x94 in. 124 lb. Distributor: B. H. Morris and Co. [ Radio] Ltd.,
84-88 Nelson St., London EC1 2DY.
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LINCOLN III-FI CENTRE
A large selection of the best
HiFi equipment always in stock.

STOKE-ON-TRENT

no71

Visit

NIUSIdiOVERS

«MERA I
HORPE
[DIVISION

HANLEY'S NEW HiFi CENTRE
31 Pall Mall (opp. Theatre Royal)

7 PELHAM STREET

NOTTINGHAM 45955

271a High Street, Tel.: 20265 Lincoln

Phone: 25194

MIDDLESEX

THE RECORDERIE
10 Buckingham Parade, Stanmore, Middlesex.
Phone: 01-954 2940
3 Rowland Place, Green Lane. Northwood,
Middlesex. Phone: Northwood 24882
THELMA and ALAN HILL established THE RE.
CORDERIE in 1961. They continue to offer in both
their shops: A COMPREHENSIVE range of CLASSICAL and POPULAR RECORDS. AN EXTENSIVE
selection of QUALITY HI-FI EQUIPMENT always
on demonstration in the HI- Fl SHOWROOM. Fully
qualified staff offer friendly and courteous service.

\krmile

NICK
DAKIN

A%

HI-FI SPECIALIST
ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE.
CLASSICAL RECORD DEPT.

Both shops open Tuesday-Saturday, 9am-6pm.

45 Radford Road, Nottingham
NG7 SDR
Telephone: 73862

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

OXFORDSHIRE

PETERBOROUGH

Tel.

5644

Specialist IliFi dealers under the direction of
Mr.

LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

S. Bowdler, Grad., I.T.E.R.

A
Grains

SIX

SOUTH

t

SALES—SERVICE DEPOT for:
Ampex, B. & O., Brenell. Ferrograph,
Grundig, Sony, TrUVOX, Philips, Leak.
Quad, etc.

55360

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

NOTTINGHAM
\:).NP.\ 111 -FI CENTRE
A large selection of the
best Hi Fi equipment
always in stock
156 Alfrelon Rd.

Tel. 76919 Nottingham

of the finest
in stock.

Of 30

PARADE

OXFORD

Telephone

Tele 42761

SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON

All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

15, LONG CAUSEWAY

6 MOUNT PLEASANT BILSTON.
Est 1922

MILL WARDS

HORNS

CAMPKINS

Highly qualified service & advice.
12Months'Guarantee on all goods.
Call and see us Today!

SURREY
HENLEY-ON-THAMES AND READING

DISTRICT

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.
Appomted Agent for

Tel. 4163

Tandberg - Fisher - Revox - Radford
Bang & Olufsen - Sony
Armstrong, Ferrograph, Leak, Quad,
Rogers, Goodman, K.E.F., Wharfedale etc.
Cabinets and

complete

installations to order

FARNHAM

SURREY

* Stockists of all good Hi Fi apparatus.
* Comparative demonstrations.
* We offer a real after sales service.
* Easiest of terms.
* No parking problems.

Lloyd 8c Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

SHROPSHIRE

Mansfield

Tel : 26315

SYD. BOOTH, QUEEN ST

•
Comparator Demonstrations of
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations — Day or
Evenings by Appointment
Service Always

SHREWSBURY'S NEW SOUND CENTRE

Ferrog raph-Leak-Akai-Rogers-Good mans etc
HEAR THEM IN OUR DEMONSTRATION STUDIO

Hi Fi Ltd.
13, WYLE COP.
Tel. 55166

(facing the famous Lion Hotel)

Surrey
Sound Equipment Ltd.
Purley
^

the sound service to
South East England!

PN

3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE, PURLEY, CR2 213G
Tel:01-6 68 4800

SOMERSET

PETER ANS ON
ELECTRONICS
Wide ronge of equipment demonstrated under ideal conditions. Agents for: B & 0, Thorens, Shure, Goodmans,
Sony, Roberts, Hacker, Tandberg. Leak, Quad, Revox,
Resto, Ferrograph, B 8i W, Maudant-Short, Lowther,
Wharfedale, CaIrec, SME, Koss, Goldring.
EXPERT REPAIRS AND SERVICING
165

Telephone: 89374
ARKWRIGHT STREET, NOTTINGHAM

AKAI

GRAYS
ERA
\,
!—H"

SALES
SERVICE
REPAIRS

TAUNTON 2986
Also HUSBANDS OF BRISTOL 24068

For Your Hi Fi Needs
WEST ELECTRICS
150 HIGH ROAD, BYFLEET
Phone: BYFLEET 41874
ALL LEADING MAKES OF EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIED
HOME DEMS. ARRANGED
FREE DELIVERY IN SURREY

operation by a monitor-type press- key. Also
included is ajack socket on the fascia which
facilitates tape dubbing from one recorder to
another.
Bass, treble, balance and volume controls
are fitted with pointers, and numbers marked
on the panel allow for easy control resetting.
The balance control neutral is indicated by a
click position, and click positions are also
adopted on the bass and treble controls, with
each click corresponding roughly to a lift or
cut of 2dB at 100 Hz and 10 kHz.
The usual inadequate high- and low-pass
filters are also fitted—see curves. Once again—
why bother?
Sockets corresponding to the control section
outputs and the power amplifier inputs are
normally linked by arear switch; but separate
operation of the two sections is possible by
manipulating the switch after removing a
blocking plate.
The rear also carries two power outlets
(flat-pin), one switched and the other direct
from the mains input (unfused), a good
earthing terminal close to the source input
sockets, substantial terminals for the two
speaker pairs, a mains voltage selector switch,
a 2A fuse and an RCA phonotype socket
delivering an in-phase mix of the left- and
right-channels at a level of about 1V. This
can be used to drive a mono amplifier and a
separate speaker, either as amono extension or
to fill any holes in the sound-stage.
Internally, construction is of a high order,
being based on S.R.B.P. printed circuit boards.
Components appear to be of a good quality,
and servicing problems should be minimal.
The power amplifier sections are the usual
quasi-complementary with an n-p-nlp-n-p pair
driving an n-p-n pair. Each power amplifier
section incorporates six transistors, and three
transistors constitute an automatic overload
protection circuit which removes the drive
intermittently in the event of an overload fault
or short-circuit to the speakers.

TRIO KA 4002
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PERFORMANCE
Power output capacity at 1kHz, both channels driven
Into 4ohms ..
20 W
Into 8ohms ..
18 W
Into 16 ohms ..
12 W
Power output capacity at LE and HF
At 40 Hz and 4ohms
11 W
At 40 Hz and 8ohms
13 W
At 40 Hz and 16 ohms
10 W
At 10 kHz and 4ohms
20 W
At 10 kHz and 8ohms ..
18 W
At 10 kHz and 16 ohms ..
12 W
Half power bandwidth constant input for half power ref. 1kHz
Into 8ohms ..
18 Hz--30 kHz
Total harmonic distortion including pre- and power-amplifiers
At 18 W and 1kHz, 016%. At 10 W and 40 Hz, 0.16%; 1kHz 012%; 10 kHz 0-12'/.. At 1W and
40 Hz 0.12%; 1kHz 0.06%, 10 kHz 0.12%. At 01 W and 40 Hz 0.12%; 1kHz 01`vo and 10 kHz
012%.
A high pass filter was used at 1and 10 kHz.
Signal-to-noise ratio ref: 18 W into 8ohms, unweighted
Aux 1and 2 ..
80 dB
Tuner ..
80 dB
Phono 1
66 dB
Phono 2
68 dB
80 dB
All taken with I/P short-circuit and volume control at maximum.
Inputs sensitivities for 18 W Into 80 loads, and overload point at 1kHz
Aux 1
190 mV, 1V
Aux 2 ..
178 mV, 1V
Tuner ..
180 mV, 1V
Phono 1
2.8 mV, 110 mV
Phono 2
2.8 mV, 110 mV
Tape monitor ..
178 mV, 1V
Tape recording output from specified input voltage
From phono sockets ..
145 mV
From DIN socket ..
30 mV
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COMMENT

1Specification met. This power is satisfactory for
most domestic applications using modern
loudspeakers. Note fall in power at LF.

Good and to specification.
Quite reasonable performance, especially for conventional quasi-complementary design. Good
for price.

Very satisfactory. The noise figures are excellent
and well up to modern standards.

All overload figures are
likely to give trouble.

satisfactory and un-

Satisfactory for all tape recorders.
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BIRMINGHAM

WEYBRIDGE AUDIO

C.H.

Phone: 44065
Hi Fi and Colour TV Specialists, Agents
for Bang & Olufsen, and all other leading
makes.

Dealer

WARWICKSHIRE

( continued)

SOLIHULL

For the best in equipment visit

32 BAKER STREET, WEYBRIDGE

Your

(HIGH FIDELITY)

14-1S Suffolk Street,
Ringway,
BIRMINGHAM BI 1LT
021-643 2998

LTD

12 Drury Lane,
SOLIHULL,
WARWICKSHIRE,
021-705 7999

Demonstrations by appointment

Birmingham's
Hi Fi Centre
Good discount with Service

KEN WHITTLE LIMITED
MALCOLM
WARD
SOUND
STUDIO

Leading stockist of
SONY - SANYO
FERROGRAPH
REVOX - NIVICO
TELEFUNKEN
NATIONAL - LEAK

CASH AND
CARRY HI-FI

Transcription service disc to + in.,
1 in. to + in., disc to cassette.
H.P. terms— Demonstration Studio,
96 High Street, Esher.
Tel.: 37 66436
SUSSEX

AUNIQUE HI-fl SERVICE
BOWERS

788 Stratford Road • Sparkhill
BIRMINGHAM 11 • 021-777 5964

37-39 York Rd.,
Kings Heath,
Birmingham, 14.

WILKINS

We check all equipment
taken into stock.
About 20% is rejected.
Let this be your Safeguard.

021-444 4182

Becket Buildings, Littlehampton Rd.
WORTHING Tel. 64141

Hi- Fi STUDIO
W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham 22C. 021-373 2645/6.
STEREO AUDIO SYSTEMS FROM £4095
STEREO HI-FI SYSTEMS FROM £ 10000
Always in stock: Quad, Leak, Bang R. Olufsen, Jordan
Watts, Tandberg, Revox, Ferrograph. Sanyo and other
leading makes.
H. F. D. A.
Members of the High Fidelity Dealers Association.

WORCESTERSHIRE

HI-FI

HIGH FIDELITY

LONG PLAY RECORDS
ROMPLETE A UDIODYSTEMS
LTD

EASTBOURNE
32 GROVE ROAD TEL 27362

Stereo Systems and Tape Recorders, Stereo
Radio. Quality Equipment for the connoisseur by
Bang and Olufsen, Sony, Tandberg, Ferrograph,
Quad, Trio, etc.
Demonstrations any time. Personal Service. Part
Exchanges. Full Service and Repair facilities with
90- day guarantee.
COVENTRY TAPE RECORDER SERVICES
172 Spon Street, Coventry
Telephone: Coventry 29668
and C.T.S. HIGH FIDELITY
3 Regent Grove, Leamington Spa
Telephone: 29265/6

MALVERN LINK
RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE
QUAD, LEAK, ROGERS, ARMSTRONG,
ARENA, HACKER, etc.
Specialist advice and demonstration facilities
154 Worcester

Road,

MALVERN 4433

YORKSHIRE

STEREO- CENTRE

NORMAN H. FIELD

SPORTS &. RADIO LTD.

High Fidelity and Tape Recorder Centres

25-29 ALDWICK ROAD

Vehicle & General House

BOGNOR REGIS 5331
AT

HI FI AUDIO
QUAD, AKAI, ARMSTRONG, TELETON,
KOSS, LEAK, SONY, DYNATRON, EAGLE,
HACKER, B & 0, B & W, PHILIPS.

For EVERYTHING in AUDIO

Hurst Street, Birmingham 5
Tel.: 021-622 2323/4
Demonstration Studios available anytime

WARWICKSHIRE

ELECTRONIC SERVICES
33 City Arcade
Coventry CV! 3HX
Your central HiFi supplier
Phone Coventry

24632

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5 •
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021-643 0867
021-692 1359

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE 21%5
YORKSHIRE'S LEADING VIDEO
and HI-FI SPECIALISTS
Main Dealers for
TANNOY, QUAD, SONY, FISHER,
TRIO,
SANSUI,
FERROGRAPH,
REVOX, AKAI, KEF, ETC.
BANG & OLUFSEN HI- Fl AND
COLOUR T.V.
COMPETITIVE PRICES
PART EXCHANGES

TERMS

Personal attention by Mr. R. G. Bishop

101 EGGLESALL ROAD

Each front-end has two transistors with
switched equalising for magnetic pickups, and
this is followed by another transistor stage
which feeds into the tone controls and filters.
In all cases my test figures were close to, if
not better than, those given in the manufacturer's specification, and the measured
performance is fully tabulated.
Some attention has undoubtedly been
directed towards keeping the distortion, hum
and noise at a low value, and the figures I
obtained indicate that the Japanese designers
have succeeded, bearing in mind the price
category and functional scope provided by the
amplifier, despite the conventional circuitry.
The damping factor, too, indicates the
application of liberal negative feedback; but,
as with most designs, the damping was found
to fall with decreasing frequency at the bass
end of the spectrum as the negative feedback is
diminished by the rising reactance of the coupling capacitor. Nevertheless, my measured
value of 15 at 40 Hz is reasonable.
I could detect no crossover kinks at any
power or frequency within the amplifier's
range, though signs are visible on the THD
residual of my oscillograms. The residual at
1kHz indicates relatively low-order odd harmonic distortion (multiple odd high order
harmonics integrate to yield a more ' square'
display), while the triangular display at
10 kHz signifies the presence of both odd and
even harmonics; the THD readout implies a
magnitude too low to be unduly obtrusive.
Square-wave testing resulted in perfect
stability into resistive loads, with excellent
transient response, and in mild overshoot
into a reactive load comprising 8 ohms in
parallel with 2 F.
This is a very pleasing amplifier, and
represents good value for money.
Gordon J. King

TRIO KA4002

AMPLIFIER SQUARE- WAVE & DISTORTION PERFORMANCE

1kHz iito 80

10kHz into 80

.mmi»

1kHz into 80 and 2uF

EXAMINED BY ' CROSSOVER'
For details of how to write to ' Crossover' please
refer to Page 877 .

SOUNDPROOFING A LISTENING ROOM

Dear Sir, Is it possible to soundproof a
room in asemi-detached building and make it
acoustically satisfactory for hi-fi equipment
listening? Are structural alterations necessary
to the building and can you give me any
indication of costs?
Yours fa ithfully, Miss E. D., Sutton-in-Ashfield.
Soundproofing is often quite a complicated
and costly exercise and each job is usually
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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80

and 2“F

„AI
Distortion waveform at 1kHz Into 80

READERS
PROBLEMS

10kHz into

different from the others, so that it is very
difficult, if not impossible, to suggest the likely
cost. It will also depend upon whether you are
primarily concerned with noise ingress or
egress. In general, soundproofing requires an
airtight barrier and the barrier must be fairly
heavy and solid. Ventilation problems have to
be borne in mind, too, so structural alterations
may be necessary. There are, however, other
locations when the solution is reasonably simple
and so not over expensive for domestic users.
It would be advisable to consult an acoustic
specialist on this problem, and we can supply
one or two names of experts in this field. You
might like to read ' Sound Insulation and Noise
Reduction', the British Standard Code of
Practice, chapter 3, (CP3), from the British
Standards Institution, which a good library
ought to have on its shelves. A simple book we
can recommend is Rupert Taylor's recent
Pelican, simply called ' Noise' (35p).
You
might also refer to the articles by Bill Goodson
in our November and December 1969 issues
entitled: ' Insulating the HiFi Room'.
975

Distortion waveform at 10kHz into 80

FM TUNER INSTABILITY

Dear Sir, Thank you for your letter making
various suggestions that might enable me to
locate the trouble in my mono only Quad FM
tuner, but so far Ihave had no success. One
point that might help you in your diagnosis is
that when my hand or ascrewdriver is brought
near to the double-triode valve I2AT7 the
noise stops; this only happens with the top
half of the valve, not the bottom. As you will
know, the first half of the 12AT7 is alow-noise
triode mixer, and the second half is a local
oscillator. I bought a new 12AT7, but the
noise problem was the same as with the old
valve.
Yours faithfully, A. R. R., Stroud Green,
London.
You have given agood clue when you say that a
screwdriver or hand brought near to the 12AT7
deletes the noise.
This almost certainly signifies that the trouble
you are experiencing is instability, which
happens when the circuits are running at

Your

Dealer

YORKSHIRE [ continued]

FIELDS

THE MUSIC CENTRE
Open weekdays 9-6.
Thursdays 9-12.30.
Fridays 9-8 ( October to March).
Comparator Demonstrations
Large Selection of Leading Makes

52, Hallgate, Doncaster
(opposite ODEON CINEMA)

Tel: 3160 & 3161

Your

Dealer

Your

DOMESTIC HARMONY
Your room may help a Hi-fi speaker to emit
sounds that are not as they should be: an acoustically shrill room coupled with the same problem
in many speakers can upset your Harmony (even
domestic). We can demonstrate speakers in our
'dem rooms, we know however that speakers
sound different in other rooms—so we offer with
every Hi-Fi equipment order, a Free speaker test
and installation in your room and we don't mind
travelling 60 miles to give you the best sound we
can.
The Hi-Fi Specialist of the North-West

J. W. GARNETT

Telephone: 3558

Settle, Yorkshire

Dealer

SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE [ continued]

[ continued]

GLASGOW
Scotland's Leading Tape Recorder. HiFi and Cassette
Recording Experts.

G. H. STEELE LTD.
YOUR MAIN BANG & OLUFSEN DEALER
Separate demonstration room containing the complete
8 & 0 range of HiFi and recording equipment.
Agents for: Armstrong, Leak, Quad, B & 0, Goldring.
G
d, Thorens, Goodmans. Wharfedale, Sansui,
Sonab, Dual, Sanyo, Philips, Sony, Revox, Tandberg,
Ferrograph, Akai, Uher.
CREDIT TERMS— PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. 041-332 7124

141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3

SCOTLAND

Geoffrey Barnard
Specialist in
HIGH-FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT
G. B. STUDIO,
PITT STREET,

EDINBURGH'S
SPECIALIST
Amplifiers, F.M.
Tuners, P/Ups,
Speakers, etc.

Hi Fi

Corner

1Haddington Place,
EDINBURGH
Phone: 031-556 7901
W. G. Graham,
Assoc. I.E.R.E.

Telephone No. 4572

Demonstrations and
Advice gladly given.

SHEFFIELD'S

GORDON HOUSE

BARNSLEY.

MAIN

DEALERS FOR

SONY
Plus all the latest hi-fi video equipment

Hodgsons

33 Et 35 Charles St.
Tel : 29218/9

FOR THE BEST IN HI-FI
We are stockists of leading British. European and
Japanese Hi-Fi and Stereo equipment. Exchanges,
H.P. and No Deposit terms, and cash discounts, free
installation in our area, personal service and
definitely the best value in Scotland.
CALL AND SEE US NOW AT
9 Candleriggs, Glasgow C.I
041-552 4508

.,

C\

Dealers for: QUAD, KEF, SUGDEN,
LEAK, ROGERS, TANDBERG, ROTEL,
\ ARENA, LOWTHER, PHILIPS, GOODMANS,
SINCLAIR.
WHARFEDALE,
GARRARD, PICKERING, ETC.

DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE,
TERMS, CASH DISCOUNTS
172 BASLOW ROAD, TOTLEY,
SHEFFIELD SI7 4DR

J. S. RA/USBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.
Large Stockists of all leading makes
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY
Large

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years
Car Park

HUDDERSFIELD
NEW

HiFi LOUNGE

Hear and see all the leading makes of HiFi
and Unit Audio equipment. Open to 7p.m. Fridais.
[AT]

SWIRES

IMPERIAL ARCADE
HUDDERSFIELD
TELEPHONE 25912

SCOTLAND

MŒWIrana
&W. LTD.

The best Hi -Fi and Stereo equipment. A comprehensive range of Gramophone Records, Public
Address and Background music systems installed.
Come in and see the range in our spacious new
showroom at:
98-110 Woodlands Road, Glasgow C.3.
Tel.: 041-332 0988

GLASGOW

Tel: 041-221 3562

M & MELECTRONICS 1.11.
551 SAUCH1EHALL ST.
AUDIO & ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS

The best in High Fidelity Equipment
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - CREDIT FACILITIES

Recording Studios

SHEFFIELD
OMICRON ELECTRONICS Tel.: 360295.
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

JAMES IMMMIMIll

For Hi Fi in

AKA/ • A.K.G. • ARMSTRONG
B b W • DECCA • EKCO
GARRARD • GOLDRING
GOODMANS • K.E.F. • KOSS
LEAK • L.N.B. • LOWTHER
MARCONI • ORTOFON
PEERLESS • PHILIPS
PYE • QUAD • RESLO
RE VOX «ROGERS
SHURE • S.M.E. • SIJGDEN
STAX • TANNOY • THORENS
WATTS • WHARFEDALE

Represented in
Scotland by the most
professional Hi Fi
dealer.
•Extremely competitive prices
•Guarantees • Comparator
facilities • Prompt dispatch
•Personal service • Installations
• Free technical advice.

96 LANGSIDE AVE., GLASGOW S.1. TEL: 041-6321529

VICTOR
MORRIS
We buy, sell and
exchange cameras,
projectors, hi-fi
and recorders

All leading makes including
Trio,Leak,Akai,Garrard,Philips,
Hacker, Sony, Tandberg, B.Et 0.,
Teleton, Wharf dale etc.
340 ARGYLE STREET,
041-221 8958
88 St.VINCENT STREET,
041-248 7974
GLASGOW C2.
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County Recording Service
No gimmicks, and not the cheapest, but the
best

in

Tape to Disc, Master Discs and

Pressings by full-time professional recording
engineers. Send your tape for cutting to the
people where quality comes first.
A.P.R.S. Members

•
•
•

•

LONDON ROAD, BINFIELD, BRACKNELL,
BERKS.

Tel. Bracknell 4935

DEALER PANEL
ADVERTISEMENT SPACE
costs as little as
£5.00 per month for a series
of 12 or £5-50 per month
for 6 insertions.
For further details of full
display advertising rates
Contact: Robin Wells,
Advertisement Manager,
Hi-fi News & Record
Review, Link House,
Dingwall Ave, Croydon
CR9 2TA
tel: 01-686 2599

maximum gain between stations. There is no
'standard' cure for this trouble, and its location
may call for detailed testing. There is astrong
possibility, though, that one or more small
decoupling capacitors have changed in value or
even open-circuited. It seems to me that the
tuner is well in need of agood overhaul; either
Quad or a good hi-fi dealer would handle this
for you. Incidentally, after replacing decouplers
it pays to run through the whole alignment
routine.

TRANSFORMER TAPPINGS

Dear Sir, On my old faithful Point One
Leak Stereo 60 amplifier, the output transformers are tapped for 4-8-16 ohms. My
loudspeaker system is 8 ohms, with separate
bass, mid-range and tweeters. These can be
separated into bass 8ohms and mid-range and
tweeters. Iassume that Iam using only half
the secondary winding of the transformers?
Would it be permissible or advantageous to
use one half for bass and the other half for
mid-range and tweeters? Would the centretap have to be separated and earthed?
Yours faithfully, G. D., Blackpool, Lancs.
Iam afraid the answer is ` No'. The 8 ohm
tapping employs about just over two-thirds of
the winding. It is the 4 ohm tapping that uses
half the windings. Strictly, it puts both halves
in parallel. Anyway there would be no advantage
if you could do as you describe.

DISC BACKGROUND NOISES

Dear Sir, Ihave recently acquired aGarrard
401 turntable, with SME 3009 II arm, aShure
M75E cartridge, a Leak Stereo 30 amplifier,
and two Wharfedale Super Linton speakers.
With a playing weight of 1gram Ican hear a
background sound in the quiet passages of
records, exactly similar to the noise heard,
which Iam told is normal, between bands? It
is a quiet low-pitched sound, but can be
disturbing once the ear has concentrated on it.
Yours faithfully, R. T. P., VVhitchurch, Cardiff.
From your letter lam not sure how serious
this background sound problem may be, as you
say that you have to concentrate on it! You
will appreciate that friction is taking place, and
if you sit close to the loudspeaker some background noise arising from stylus/groove friction,
amplifier noise residuals, recorded tape noise,
and other sources, may be present, and the best
advice in these circumstances is to forget it, as
nothing useful can be done about the problem.
There are, of course, contributory factors, for
example, dirty discs or ones that have received
excessive applications of one of the antistatic
preparations, linked with wrong tracking
weight. Iconsider your pressure is too low, and
advise an increase by at least 4 gram. These
Shure cartridges all give of their best results
when played at or about the maker's recommended maximum tracking weight, and this
condition also produces the least background
noise. Record surfaces are, of course, variable,
as you will know.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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OPTIMUM POSITIONS FOR ELS UNITS

Dear Sir, Having recently moved into anew
bungalow I seem to have acoustic problems
now that 1have set up my hi-fi system again.
My equipment consists of two Quad electrostatics, two 25 watt amplifiers, Garrard 301
turntable, SME 12 in. arm, with Ortofon
SL.15E cartridge, plus a Revox 736 recorder
and Leak Troughline stereo tuner.
All music quality is very muddled and on
testing with an audio oscillator 1find there is a
resonant peak at 150 Hz. This peak is some
17 dB higher than 1kHz figure, with smaller
peaks either side when measured with Sennheiser MD.421HN microphone and valve
voltmeter.
have a large odd-shaped room, with a
concrete floor, covered with carpet on felt
underlay over 80% of the floor surface. 1have
an L-shaped section, measuring 8ft. by 8ft.
10in., leading off from the window end of this
room—diagram enclosed. I have tried the
ELS units in the corners and on each side of
the fireplace, with very little improvement.
Have you any suggestions? Would membrane
absorbers, as described in Burell Hadden's
book be useful?
Yours _faithfully, C. C. L., Dymchurch, Kent.
Inotice from your diagram—not reproduced
here—that you have sited your Quad ELS units
rather close to the room corners.
Now,
theoretically anyway, these loudspeakers are
supposed to work right out in the open; certainly,
in practice, with 6 to loft, clear behind them.
This is not always possible but Iwould try them
at least experimentally brought well forward
from the corners. You might also try hanging
a piece of carpet felt over the back of the
speaker, and experiment with different thicknesses of material. I would have expected
excellent results at some spots within your
room, as your area is large and delightfully
irregular in shape. Whether or not the distaff
side of your household will permit drastic
rearrangements in the cause of acoustics, I
can't say! But it is always worth experimenting
as it would be apity to have to relinquish these
excellent loudspeakers. Idon't think the expense
of membrane absorbers is warranted.

AMPLIFIER/TUNER HUM

Dear Sir, Please can you help me with a
difficulty Iam experiencing with my Armstrong
426 tuner/amplifier. When switched to FM
there is apronounced hum present, which does
not occur either on AM or on any of the other
functions of the amplifier.
What 1find strange is that the hum level is
fairly low when tuned to Radio 2 (
although
too much for listening to speech), but when
tuned to Radio 3or Radio 4, there is so much
hum that reception is completely ruined. I
recognize that ordinary hum can develop in an
amplifier in many ways, but what I cannot
understand is how it can vary between stations?
My location is only about 7miles from the
Wrotham transmitter, and the signal is so
strong that cutting out the main aerial still
gives me good reception, but it does reduce the
hum trouble.
Yours faithfully, N. J., Gravesend, Kent,
977

Remove the aerial from the tuner and set the
volume control of the amplifier at ordinary
listening level. If you still have a loud hum,
then it is almost certainly caused by bad
smoothing in the tuner. However, Ifeel that
the hum occurs only when in tune with astation,
and aerial connected. If this is true, you are
suffering from modulation hum, and this could
be arising from poor tuner/amplifier earthing
or overloading at the first stage due to a very
strong aerial signal.
The latter might be
curable by using an aerial attenuator.

COUPLING CRYSTAL PU TO RADIO

Dear Sir, 1have had aCollaro Transcription
Studio P crystal pickup for some time, and
wish now to match it to an existing radio
receiver. The makers quote the pickup as
having an output voltage of 0.05 V (on LPs)
at an impedance of ' equivalent to 1800 pF'
and the input details of the receiver demand
35 millivolts at 50,000 ohms. Does this mean
that Ishall have to replace the system with a
new arm and cartridge? Minimum cost,
please, if necessary.
Yours faithfully, J. H. S., Exmouth, Devon.
If your radio receiver input is equalised—
which is not very likely—you could connect the
crystal cartridge directly into the 50 K and
still get reasonable results. If the input is 'flat',
however, there is nothing you can do with the
existing circuit to keep the input sensitivity
while increasing the impedance to a megohm
or so. In this case, your best plan would be to
fit a pre-amplifier (such as, the GoldringLenco unit VV7) and run either the Studio P at
low impedance or change to an inexpensive
magnetic, such as the Audio-Technica models.

MONO RECORD FUZZ

Dear Sir, 1have just finished assembling two
Wharfedale Unit 3 systems, and a Sinclair
Project 60 amplifier. The system has been
completed by a Garrard AP.75 with Goldring
800 cartridge. When playing stereo discs the
sound seems very satisfactory to me, but on
playing my mono records (previously played
on amono record player) Ifind that they have
suddenly developed scratchy, fuzzy background
noise. Have you any idea what would cause
this, and is the trouble curable?
Yours faithfully, P. N. E., Chessington, Surrey
Your problem is not remarkable, and indeed
happens commonly. The grooves of your disc
have probably been worn to some degree by the
mono record player and you will probably need
a mono stylus for the Goldring 800 to play
without excessive noise. However, lwould first
try treating the records as outlined in the
Watts's ' Guide to the Better Care of LP and
Stereo Records' (
48 pp. from G. E. Watts Ltd.,
Darby House, Sunbury-on- Thames, for 15p.).
Washing is probably the most effective, although
the most tedious method in these cases. Details
of the technique are givcn in this booklet, and
you will soon find out whether a mono stylus
assembly will be necessary, as lrather think it
may be. In any case, treatment of the discs, as
outlined, will certainly improve results, whatever
stylus is used to play them.

'PHASE 44 HIGH FIDELITY STEREO AMPLIFIER
If you are in the market
for anew Audio Amplifier
and your priorities include
quality of reproduction
allied to attractive styling
and realistic cost then the
'PHASE 44' is well worth your serious consideration
This latest addition to the range of FAL equipment has an
impressive technical specification. 20 WATTS R.M.S. per
channel into 8ohms. Push-button selection for DISC, RADIO,
TAPE, MONO/STEREO, FILTER, MAINS ON/OFF. Frequency
Response 10Hz-70kHz. Headphone and Reserve Power sockets
etc. All silicon transistors.
The ' Phase 44' warrants the best in ancillary equipment

Whilst appreciating
amplifier we are well
no need to hide the
will, we are sure, be

Recommended
Retail Price

£42.50

the importance of the functional aspects of the
aware that appearance is equally important. There is
Phase 44' in a cupboard. The natural Teak cabinet
happily approved by the lady of the house.

•Compare what we are offering with more expensive models.

Alternatively, you may be tempted by our ' PHASE 25', a Class ' A' design in which you have the best of
valve and transistor circuitry combined in a solid state unit. And who doesn't want the best of both
world's? List Price £56.

FUTURISTIC AIDS LTD.
HENCONNER

LANE,

LEEDS

13

Only material of proven reliability is used in FAL
amplifiers. S.a.e. please for brochure.
Manufacturers of good audio equipment at realistic prices.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
EM. STEREO
TUNER

Part two of this important constructional
project giving full details of alignment procedure and
an explanation of the semiconductor devices used. Also
details of amemory device for the Kernaugh map display
described in the last issue.
PLUS * Experimental miles- per- gallon meter for maximum
petrol economy. * Artificial vision: reports on
experiments using electronics to restore some degree
of vision for the blind. * Circuitry and constructional
hints for afive- channel stereo mixer.

Wireless World
All in the May issue
Out now 174p
978

SOUND MAKES SENSE AT
STUDIO 99
We, at STUDIO 99 are never impressed or overawed by Manufacturers'
specifications or claims. We are only impressed by good SOUND when we
hear it. We believe that this is the only criterion by which to judge equipment. And when good sound is allied to dependability of the product,
then we are REALLY impressed. We believe that this makes sense.
SOUND SENSE. We do not believe in speaking in superlatives or making
exaggerated claims. In our ever-changing world some things remain
constant. Like our after sales service. ( Free parts and Free labour for
12 months.) Like our philosophy of stocking only those products which at
any price level represent the finest value available. We do NOT sell or
stock glossy gimmicks.
We sell SOUND. Good SOUND. Dependable SOUND.

SOUND MAKES SENSE AT STUDIO 99

Whether you are interested in acomplete Stereo
System at £80 or £800, you can be sure that you
will not be allowed to waste asingle Penny (Old
or New). The most expensive is not necessarily
the best.
In your own interest, just COME
ALONG AND LISTEN

STUDIO 99 AND LOUDSPEAKERS

The loudspeaker is the most important part of any system.
That's why we have aunique selection so that you can compare
and select the speaker which is right for YOU. Among our range
you can listen to QUAD, RADFORD, KEF, WHARFEDALE,
GOODMANS, LEAK, B & W, TANNOY, B & 0, DITTON,
J.B.L., ROSE AND B.B.C. MONITOR SPEAKERS. As well
as our own unique ROYLES and SATURNS. But please, take
your time. Listen to what is best. You will hear it at Studio 99.

STUDIO 99 AND J.B.L.

J. B. Lansing have long been recognised as producers of America's
finest Speakers. Film and Sound Studios, Recording and Broadcasting Companies and High Fidelity enthusiasts throughout the
world use J.B.L. Speakers. STUDIO 99 is proud to add this
famous name to its range.

STUDIO 99 AND RADFORD

It makes sense. Sound sense

We are satisfied. More than satisfied. We are delighted. We
want to congratulate Mr. Arthur Radford on his new Amplifier.
The new Radford SC24/SPA50 will set a new standard in
Amplifiers for years to come.

STUDIO 99 AND B &

Advanced electronics allied to superb styling has established
B & 0 (Bang and Olufsen of Denmark) as leading Manufacturers
of complete matching High Fidelity systems, Tape recorders and
T.V. Sets. The Beomaster 3000 Tuner/Amplifier and the
Beovision 3200 and 2600 Colour T.V. sets represent the best in a
superb range on demonstration at STUDIO 99.

STUDIO 99 AND COLOUR TELEVISION

studio

Come and see the best and most dependable sets—all backed by
the STUDIO 99 ' Parts and Labour FREE' Guarantee. Sets
which have been specially selected and tested. Sets by B & 0,
TANDBERG and TELEFUNKEN, and now NEW SONY
COLOUR T.V. UNDER £200.

HI- FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT

Studio 99, 81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, London, N.W.6.
Tel.: 01-624 8855
PLEASE NOTE: Open 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Incl. Sat. CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY. Park outside. No meters. How to get there—nearest underground
stations: Swiss Cottage and Finchley Road. Buses: 2, 2A, 13, 113, 31.
979
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Amazing savings on leading makes at...
PHILIPS Mil AT AN ILEA PRICE!

toe

THIS SUPERB, SPECIALLY MATCHED AUDIO PLAN SYSTEM
YOURS FOR ONLY...

£59•A9.

youl
Ei
sal
ve

CASH PRICE

Another fantastic offer from R.E.VV.! A complete top
quality Hi -Fi system by leading manufacturers, Philips, at the
amazing low price of £59.95—£11 below list price! See what
you get: Philips RH580 Stereo Amplifier. A compact
all- transistor unit with power output 6watts rms per channel
and frequency
response 65-20,000 Hz ± 3dB.
Separate
controls for bass and treble. Inputs for Tape Recorder and
Tuner. Elegant push-button controls for P.O., Tape, Tuner,
On/Off. Philips GA105 Record Player. 3- speed single
player turntable with fingertip cueing control. At end of
record, arm automatically returns to rest and unit switches
off. Ceramic P.U. with diamond stylus. Lightweight adjustable tone arm. Transparent dust cover. 2 Philips RH48I
Speakers. Compact bookshelf reflex type enclosures with
dual cone 5" speakers.

£21-95
Down
and
12
monthly
payments of £ 3-50 ( total £ 63-95).

The

following

Package

SAVE £38
Goodmans Marimba
Package System
Goodrnans 3000 Stereo Tun/Amp
Goodmans 3025 Record Player including G800H Magnetic Cart. ..
2 Goodmans Marimba Speakers

Systems

available

Goodmans Maxamp
Package
System

INTEREST

Optional Good mans
Stereomax
AM/FM
Tuner Package Price
£69.50 (List £ 8250).
Goodmans Maxamp 30 Stereo Amp £54-00
Garrard AP76 Turntable ..
£26.25
Base and Cover ..
£9.25
Goldring G800 Cartridge ..
£13.00
2 Goodmans Marimba Speakers
£48-00

£77.73
£37.74
£48.00

Total Recommended Price £ 163 47

Total Recommended Price £ 150 50
--

R.E.W. Price £ 125.00

R.E.W.

£44.00 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 6.75 ( INTEREST
FREE).

on

SAVE £35

Price £ 115.50

£40.50 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 6.25 ( INTEREST
FREE).

FREE
e

TERMS
SAVE

•

£25
Sansui Package System
Sansui AU101 Amplifier ..
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill Turntable with Base and Cover
complete, wired with leads, fitted with G800H
Cartridge .. .
2 Goodmans Marimba Speakers
Total Recommended Price

£40 00

£35 00
£48-00
£123-00

R.E.W. Price £98.00
£3 20 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 5.40 ( INTEREST
FREE).

Goodmans Music
TOT. CT.
D.
ROAD TUBE .ee
OXFORD Sr.

FittE*W•
NEW OXFORD ST

AUDIO
VISUAL°

Goodmans 3000 Stereo Tuner/Amplifier
Goodmans 3025 Record Player including
G800H Magnetic Cartridge ..
2 Goodmans 3005 Speakers ..

WEST END SHOWROOMS

146 Charing Cross Rd., WC2 ref.:01-836 3365
HEADQUARTERS, SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER

6
.
6113

266-8 Upper Tooting Rd., London SW17
Tel.: 01-672 4471/2 and 9175
Please send me details of your
services without obligation
3
">qt,

e
AMPLE
PARKING>
PARKING
SPACE

/
Minns

NAME

£77-73
£37.74
£25.00

Total Recommended Price £ 140 47

R.E.W. Price £ 105.95
£36 95 DOWN and 12 monthly payments o 1[5 75
(INTEREST FREE).

Dual HS34
Package System

SAVE £29

Stereo Amplifier with 2x 6 watts rms output.
Dual 1212 auto/manual Record Player including
Shure M71 MB- D Magnetic Cartridge. Beautifully
finished cabinet and dust cover to house the above.
2 CL9 Speakers. Total Recommended Price
£133.50.

ADDRESS

R.E.W. Price £ 103.95

HOME
STORES

L36.15 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 5.65
(INTEREST FREE).

HFN
TOOTING BROADWAY TUBE

SAVE £34

Suite Package System

• um um

Rumen am

mum ma •

Add LISO for fitting of lends and plugs on all systems except Philips Audio Plan, Goodmans Music Suite and Dual H534.

The prices shown in this advertisement supersede all previous offers.

Prices are correct at time of going to press but are subject to alteration.

E. & 0.E.

AUDIO
VISUAI2

The NEW AUDIO CONTROLS
HEADPHONE CONTROL
MK II
Full individual control for two
pairs of stereo headphones and
switching for one pair of loudspeakers.

Fantastic Philips PRO 12 Offer.
COMPARE THE FEATURES — COMPARE
THE LIST PRICE—

Price (6.19.6

Gege

19U

AUDIO SWITCH MK Il

YOU SAVE £ECII1
PRO
1l
2

Switching for two pairs of loudspeakers and one pair of stereo
headphones.
Price (5.19.6
DE- LUXE AUDIO SWITCH
Switching for one pair of stereo
headphones and two pairs of loudspeakers with individual volume
control on pair '
B'.
Pi rce f7.10.0
TRI -CHANNEL

CONTROL

Suitable for use
with three pairs —
of
loudspeakers, separately
or
combined
with individual
volume
controls.
Price ( 15.15.0

LIST
PRICE £ 249 .50

„
CASH PRICE LIOU•50

MULTI CONTROL MK II
Full switching
and individual
volume control
for two pairs of
loudspeakers
and two pairs of
stereo
headphones.

£66•50
Down and
12
monthly
payments
of £ 11•50
Total
£204•50

Price

0.15.0

INPUT COMPARATOR
MK II

Most tape recorders have at least one good feature. And they're sold with the
emphasis on that one, to take your mind off the things they haven't got, or the things
they'd rather not talk about.

Selection of any of six turntables
into any of six stereo amplifiers.

Philips PRO 12 is different. It combines in one tape recorder all the features you can
usually only find separately in others. And they're all up to the sort of standard that
makes them leading selling points.

Price (12.15.0

To start with, there's the frequency response. It betters DIN standard 45511, which
gives the requirements for professional studio recorders. Even at its lowest tape speed
of 3¡ ips, the PRO 12 is at least the equal of many large studio recorders currently in
use at 15 ips. The sound quality of the PRO 12 is so good it could be used for immediate
broadcast purposes.

OUTPUT COMPARATOR
MK II
Selection of any
of six stereo
amplifiers into
any
of
nine
pairs of loudspeakers or one
pair of stereo
headphones.

The rest of the specifications are as you'd expect in a tape recorder of this quality:
low harmonic distortion, good signal-to-noise ratio, minimum wow and flutter, excellent
speed stability with the classic three- motor design.
The PRO 12 allows for twin- track stereo, twin- track mono and dual- track mono
on
inch tape.
It also has separate heads and separate amplifiers for both recording and playback
at either of its speeds, 31 or 7+ ips, and provides before and after tape ( A- BI monitoring
either visually or aurally.
A stroboscope for checking tape speeds is built in, and there are individual correction
filters at both speeds plus microphone, diode and line inputs for each channel.

Price

£19.0.0

Among the other things you can do with the PRO 12 are transcribe from one track
to the other, fade in, fade out, pause, cue, dub, and get echo effects.

Available from all leading HiFi Dealers

In fact the performance specification is so varied yet so exact that every machine is
tested individually as it is assembled, and then certified by the engineer whose signature
is on the test report that accompanies every PRO 12.

Sole U.K. and Export Distributors

HOWLAND-WEST LTD •
2 Park End, South Hill Park, London, N.W.3.
Telephone: 01-794 6666/6033

This is your opportunity to own aprofessional tape recorder
(used by leading Broadcasting Companies) at an amateur price
Visit either of our showrooms, or send off the coupon today.

Please send full details of Audio Controls
Name
Address
HFN 40AC
981

HENRY'S
RADIO
LTD
HIGH FIDELITY WITH MASSIVE DISCOUNTS
PLUS DEMONSTRATIONS & GUARANTEES ! ! !
EASY CREDIT TERMS
on purchases above
£30 for Callers

HENRY'S STOCK
AND SPECIALISE
IN ALL THESE
THINGS

eAMPLIFIERS
oTUNERS
• TUNER AMPS

eSPEAKERS
ePICK -UPS
eCARTRIDGES

• TURNTABLES

eHEADPHONES
eMICROPHONES
eCHASSIS SPEAKERS
•

CABINETS

oTAPE UNITS
oP.A.AND

DISCOTHE Q UES

FREE!
DEMONSTRATIONS
ADVICE-ALL YOU
NEED
I2- PAGE SYSTEMS
AND STOCK LIST
CALL IN AND
SEE

FOR

YOURSELF !

Al! prices correct at
time of press but
subject to alteration

ENGLANDS
LEADING
HIGH-FIDELITY
CENTRE
VAST RANGE
ALWAYS IN STOCK
PLUS ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
& P SOP)
Armstrong 521
£46 00
Ferrograph 307 Mk 11 .. £ 53 00
Henelec 5-5 .. £ 12.50
Leak 30
Chassis .. £ 45-00
Leak 30 . Cased
£ 50.50
Leak 70 Chassis £ 55-00
Leak 70 Cased ..
E60.50
Lux 503
£74 50
Lux 707
..
£50.00
Lux 507
£ 105•00
Metrosound ST20
£ 29-00
Metrosound 5530
£ 73-00
Nikko TRM 30 ..
E30.00
Nikko TRM 40 .. £ 40-00
Nikko TRM SOB .. £ 50.00
Nikko TRM 1200 .. £86.00
Pioneer SA500
£45.00
Pioneer SA700
£ 72.50
Pioneer SA900
£ 100.00
Pioneer SR202 .. £ 34.00
Quad 33/303 Price on application
Ravensbrook Mk II Chassis £ 42.00
Ravensbrook Mk 11 Cased £45.00
Ravensbourne Chassis £ 52.50
Ravensbourne Cased .. £58.00
£ 36.00
Rotel RA3I0
Rotel RA6I0
£55•00
SA.707 7 7 watt .. £23.00
Sinclair 2000 Mk. II .. £25.00
Sinclair 3000 .. £ 33.00
Sinclair Neoteric £46.00
Sugden A2I
1Prices on
Sugden CSI/A51 fapplication
Teleton 203E . • .. £20.00
Teleton 206
..
£22.00
PLINTHS & COVERS
(p & p 25p)
For 2025TC, 3000LM, SP25 Model
50, SL65B etc.
PI/T1
£3.98
De luxe BNI
£8.75
WBI/SPC1
£6.25
WB5/SPC4
£9-00
For AP76, SL72B, 758, 958, 8N4
Deluxe,
£8-75;
WB4/5PC4,
£9.50; P4/14, £5.90.
For BSR McDonald
£6.50 or
P6/76 £3.98.
For GL69 and GL75
Plinth/Cover £ 9.97
Goldring version . £ 12 50
For Dual 1219 P/C . £22.00
For Dual 1209 P/C . £ 16 00
UN- CUT DELUXE
PLINTHS/COVERS
HWI-18¡"x 164-"x
Ell 75
HW12-19"x23fx8r £ 14 90
HWI4-18rx 19rx £ 22 50
COMPACTS (p & p £1.25)
Decca 603
..
£62-50

FREE

£65 00
£56 00
£49 50

Metrosound 10-10
Teleton 2560F ..
Wyndsor 15505
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

I
P & P5013)
BW DMI
BW 70
BW
DM3

Prices on

application

Celestion Ditton 15 .. £27.00
Celestion Ditton 25 .. £ 51.00
D.112 10 Watt .. £9.50
Goodmans Mezzo Ill .. £28.00
Goodmans Magnum K2 £ 35 00
Goodmans Minister ( pr) £ 42 85
Goodmans Magister ..
£51.00
HW Narvik ..
£26.00
IMF ..
Price on application
KEF Teak or Walnut
£46.50
Cresta 11 ( pair) ..
£26 50
Celeste 11
£31 50
Chorale
£35 00
Cadenza
£39 50
Concord
£49 50
Concerto
£21 SO
KEF KK2 Kit ..
£32 50
KEF KK3 Kit ..
£15 90
KN500/KN654/3 ( pair)
£1875
KN700/KN824/3 ( pair)
£14 50
KNI000/KNI04/3
£4200
Leak 200 ( pair) ..
£59 00
Leak 300 ( pair) ..
£4200
Leak 600
£2240
Metrosound HF510 ( pair)
£1480
Metrosound HFS20
£5 98
Peerless 2-8 Kit
£1098
Peerless 20-2 Kit ..
£11 50
Peerless 3-15 Kit ..
£16 50
Peerless 20-3 Kit ..
£19 98
Peerless 4-30/12 Kit ..
£6000
Quad Electrostatic ..
Wharfedale Denton ( pr.) £33 50
£4285
Wharfedale Aston ( pr.)
Wharfedale Super Linton
£4285
(pair)
£2585
Wharfedale Melton ..
£35 00
Wharfedale Dove Ill ..
£53.00
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
£51 00
Wharfedale Triton ( pr.)
£1097
Wharfedale Unit 3 ..
£1397
Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
£2050
Wharfedale Unit 5 ..

TUNERS (p & p 50p)
Armstrong 523 MW/LW
;FM
£ 47 00
Armstrong 524 FM .. £ 38 00
Armstrong M8 Decoder £ 8 00
Leak Stereofetic Chassis £ 55.00
Leak Stereofetic Case £ 61 50
Lux 515
..
£ 96 00
Lux 717
..
£ 65 50
Nikko FAMIO
E42 50
Nikko FAM12
£ 60 00
Nikko FAM14
£ 83 00
Pioneer TX500 MW/
Stereo FM
..
£ 64.00
Pioneer TX900 MW/
Stereo FM
..
£ 125.00
Quad Stereo FM
II! p
on
Quad LW/MW/SW
l'IC.!s
ap p canon

Quad MW/SW/SW j

Ravensbrook Chassis .. £42.00
Ravensbrook Case .. £48.00
Rotel RT320
£46•00
Sinclair FM 2000 and 3000 £30-00
Teleton GT101 MW/
Stereo FM
..
£39-00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(p & p 50p)
Armstrong 525 ..
Armstrong 526..
Nikko STA301
Nikko STASOI
Pioneer KX330
Pioneer SX440
Pioneer LX440
Pioneer SX770
Pioneer SX990
Pioneer SXI500 TD
Rotel RX200
Tandberg hi-fi/FM ..
Tandberg Huldra MPX
Teleton CRIOT
Teleton F2000 ..
Teleton F2100 ..
Teleton F2300 ..
Teleton R4300L
Teleton TSF50
Teleton TSFSOL
Teleton CR55 ..
Wharfedale 100-1
STEREO

PICK-UP ARMS
In stock SME, Sugden, Neat,
Goldring, Audio Technica.
SPECIAL NEW ARM
takes all cartridges.
p & p 18p.

Model 271
Price £5.50

With any cartridge listed on right
only £5.00 (Plus Cartridge of
course!) Recommended purchase!

TAPE

£8000
£9000
£85 50
£110.00
£6700
£91 00
£9500
£13000
£155 00
£178.00
£69 50
£7200
£135-00
£26.00
£32 50
£4200
£42.00
£4500
£55 00
£57 00
£100.00
£125-00

MACHINES

I
P & P75 P/
£69 50
Akai 4000D ..
£72 50
Akai 1710L
£52 00
Teleton FX13510D .
£60 00
Teleton FXBSIOD Mk 11
£89 00
Tandberg 304IX
£165.00
Tandberg 404IX
£180.00
Tandberg 604IX
Ferrograph 704
Prices on
Revox 1104
application
Revox 1124
j

Range of Cassettes and 8
track equipment in stock.
Scotch and BASF Tape at
30% discount.
STEREO HEADPHONES
(p & p 20p)
£2.25
DH025
£4.95
DH035
£5•35
SE2P
£5•97
SE20 • .
£9.45
SE30 ( P)
£14.97
5E50 . •
£8 55
SP3XC
El 1.25
K6
£14.35
K0727B
£40•50
ESP6 or 7
£25•00
Pro 4AA
£6 25
ASE9S
£7 50
ASE20
£11.75
AKG 600 or 75 ohm
£4.85
RH 600 ..
£8.50
RH7Il
£4.00
HW3S
£11.50
HW8S
£12.75
HW775
Listen to our Headphones
on the new Comparator.
CARTRIDGES (p &
AT66-5 or 7 or L/C
AT2I-5 or 7 ..
AT2 IX ..
AT35
AT35X
ATVM3
ATVM8
CS90
CS9IE
G800H
G800 ..
GBOOE
G800SE
G850 ..
Deram
SCUI
AH/C
BSRC I ..
940 Diam.
GP91-5C-1, 2 or 3
M30- M
M3IE
M32E
M44-5 ..
M44-7 ..
M44- E
M44- C
M5SE .. • •
M75E Hand M75E.1
M75G 11
VI5 II ..

p12p)

£5-12
£7.30
£12.97
£16-50
£20.00
£12•50
£8.97
£4.50
£6.50
£7 12
£7•50
£11-97
£19•97
£5•12
£4 75
£5 25
£2-37
£2.97
£3.50
LI IS
£5•97
£9.45
£8 75
£8.50
£8•25
£9 97
£8.25
£10•50
£16 50
LII•97
£30 00

EMPIRE & A.D.C.
CARTRIDGES
Complete range in stock.

GARRARD - THORENS - McDONALD- GOLDRI NG - PIONEER - DUAL
COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK - SPECIAL PRICES WITH FULL GUARANTEE
JP SERIES (p & p 40p)
GARRARD (p & p 40p)
GOLDRI NG (p & p 40p * 50p)
McDONALD ( BSR)(p & p40p)
601
£39.981
SP25 Mk Ill • •
£11.75
GL69 11 .. . £ 23.00
MP60 .. .. ..
£11-75
T500 ( less arm). .. £ 34.00
SL65B .. • • £ 14-48 * GL69 II P/C .. .. £ 31-00
MP6I0 .. _ .. £ 14•48
AP76 .. . • £ 20.98
GL75 .. .. .. £ 32 00
DUAL (p & p 40p)
CARTRIDGES AND
SL72B .. .. £ 24•98 * GL75 P/C .. .. £42.00
1219 . .. ..
£58.75
PLINTHS, COVERS
SL75B
..
£ 27•98
G99 .. . • .. £ 22-00
I
219/(191MG-D .. £69-75
Select from the above lists to suit
SL95B .. .. .. £ 37.50
THORENS (p & p 40p *50p)
1209 .. .. ..
£40•50
your needs ( or let us advise you).
401 ( less arm) .. • • £ 30.00
TDI50A II .. .. £ 39.00
1209/M75 Mk 11.. ..
£56.00
CONNOISSEUR
*TDI50AB 11 .. ..
£42.00
PIONEER (p & p 50p)
SPECIAL LOW PRICES
BDI kit £11.98. BD2 • P/C £37.50.
TX II Cover .. ..
£4.00
PL I2AC
..
£39.98
£12.50
Garrard 2025TC with 9TAHC Diam.
..
..
£9.50
Garrard 3500 with KS40A ..
£18.50
Garrard 3000 with 9TAHC Diam.
Deccadec Deck with Deram Diam.
• • £22.50 Post 50p
SP25 Mk Ill mounted into Plinth with leads, G800 series Cartridge plus cover. Ready wired ( HL25PC)
• . £ 14-50 Post 50p
2025TC mounted into Plinth with leads. 9TAHC Cartridge plus cover. Ready wired ( HL2025TC)
. • £ 36 00 Post 60p
AP76 mounted into Plinth with leads. G800 Cartridge plus cover. Reacy wired ( HL76G800) ..
• . £ 37.00 Post 60p
GL69 Mk 11 mounted into Plinth with leads. G800 Cartridge plus cover. Ready wired ( HL69G800)
• . £ 39.00 Post 60p
GL75 mounted into Plinth with leads, less cartridge* plus cover. Ready wired ( HL75PC)
. • £ 18.50 Post 50p
MP60 mounted into McDonald Plinth with leads, less cartridge * plus cov er. Read y wired ( MP60PC)
(*Select the cartridge you require from the above lists extra.)
Complete Stock List
Ref. 16/17 on request.

CASSETTE MACHINES (Post 40p)
Crown CTR8750 Battery/Mains recorder.. ..
£25.50
Teleton Battery Recorder 1-18100.. ..
£17118
Philips N2202 Battery Portable .. ..
£25.00
Teleton Battery/Mains Recorder TCII0
..
£21.98
Philips N2602 Car Stereo Replay .. .. ..
£29-97
Teleton Battery/Mains Recorder with built -in MW -FM radio £37.50
Teleton MC7200 Car Stereo Replay plus speakers with mono record, £42.50.
8-TRACK MACHINES (Post 75p)
Akai CR8OD Record/Replay stereo • " • " £ 90.00
Nivico Stereo Record/Playback Deck ..
Akai CR80 Record/Replay stereo 6 - 6 watts , . £ 105 00
Pioneer 1-182 Stereo Playback Deck ..
Metrosound 448 4 • 4 watts output .. .. £ 49-00
Pioneer HR82 Record and Playback ..
Metrosound 5530 Combined stereo amplifier 10
10 watts £ 73-00
Pioneer TP83 Car Stereo complete with speakers
Nivico Stereo Playback Deck
..
£ 37.50
Teleton STP801 Stereo play plus speakers

982

£90.00
£47.50
£75-00
£39.50
£43.00

HENRY'S

tlefttiftlf I (0t1tMIP)1' kq1,1k;

ELECTRONICS
HIGH FIDELITY
CENTRE
SELECT FROM
1 00

Cei
REQ I
IIEST)

STEREO
SYSTEMS

All complete with all necessary leads etc.

I

354-356 EDGWARE RD, LONDON, W.2
SAVE
£ 31 -00
A 11/5. Amplifier,' SP25
Mk III or MP60, G800
series,
Plinth/Cover,
Pair Dentons plus leads.
Total Price £130-00

' Total

SYSTEM PRICE

SPECIAL OFFER!
Buy a complete system from those listed
and get an extra 10% OFF Headphones
and all types of Stereo Tape Machines listed
on facing page.

£99•00

Total Price £ 18+00

SYSTEM PRICE
£142 .00 PI' £
3.00
(Add £ 4.00 for S-' 72B,
£25.00 for GL75 with

£ 123 .00

SAVE
£ 14 .00
C3/9. Henelec 5-5 Stereo
Amplifier,
Gd
202.5TC
with
9TAHC
Diam, plus Plinth/C over .
Pair
E.M.I.
134" x84"
10 watt speakers with
twin tweeters, pair of
polished wood bookshelf
cabinets and all leads etc.
Total Price £ 49. 00

SYSTEM PRICE
£52 .00

A24/2, Pioneer KX330 or
Rotel RX200 or Leak
Stereo 70, GL69 II, G800,
HL69 Plinth/Cover, Deve
Ill's or Magnum K2 or
Kef Chorale or Leak 300
or Kef Cadenza.
£20!

C5/8
(illustrated above)
Teleton 203E, 5P25/G800 Series cartridge, Plinth/
Cover, Pair Dill 10 watt, 3way Speaker Systems
Total Price moo
Plus FREE pair stereo phones. I

I

SYSTEM PRICE £60 P/Pnoo

I

YOUR SYSTEM?
Special quotes on request

HENRY'S
RADIO LTD.
•354' HIGH FIDELITY CENTRE AND
DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
Tel: 01-402 5854
356' ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND
GENERAL EQUIPMENT
Tel: 01-402 4736
309' PA, DISCOTHEQUE EQUIPMENT,
ELECTRONIC ORGANS
Tel: 01-723 6963

•

303' MAIL ORDER DEPT. AND NEW
BARGAIN SHOP
Tel: 01-723 1008/9

(200
YARDS
HARROW
ROAD/MARYLEBONE
ROAD-EDGWARE ROAD JUNCTION-EDGWARE
ROAD TUBE STATION)
OPEN MON-SAT 9a.m.-6 p.m. THURS 9a.m.-1 p.m.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY 9a.m.-6 p.m.

P/P £2-00

(Add £ 4.00 for SL72B.)

G800E.)

SAVE

Price £ 157.00

£42 .00

A8/3. Rotel RA610 or
Teleton
TSF50, AP76,
GEK1V, BN4 Plinth/Cover,
Ditton 15's or Mettons
or Mezzo 11 or Celeste II.

SAVE

£24 .00

SYSTEM PRICE

PIP E2.00

(Add £ 6.00 for SL65B and
BN1 P/C.)

SAVE

Save up to £ 77
on recommended
prices

SAVE

A15/4. Amplifier,. AP76,
G800, HL4 Plinth/Cover,
Super
Lintons,
or
Ministers or Le ak 200' s.

Total Price £211-00

SYSTEM PRICE
£159 .00 P /Pne°
(Add £ 13.00 for GL75/
HL75 and G800E.
Add
£19.00 TDISOAB
plus
TX 11 plus M44E.)

SAVE
£28 -00
C11/8.
Teleton
12000
Tuner/Amp.,
Garrard
SP25 Mk Ill or MP60 •
Sonotone 9TAHC, Plinth/
Cover, pair DJI 2 3- way
speakers or KN700.
Total Price £ 7.00

SYSTEM PRICE
£69 .00

P/P C2-00

CI IB/8 with
9TAHC Diam.

2025TC/

£65 .00
i
P.
P £1-00
(Add £ 14.00 for Dentoes.)

£35.00
RX200.)

SAVE

p/p £ 1.50

£60.00

SAVE

stock-see list on oppo-

SAVE
£44 -00
A23/3. Lea 70
, AP76,
.
G800, HL4 Plinth/Cover.
Speakers as Al3/3
above:

ENGLAND'S MOST
RESPECTED DEALERS-CAR
PARK NEARBY AND EASY
LOADING

p,P E3-00

SAVE
£ 29 .00
B31 A/3. Nikko TRM40IC
or
Rot I RA610,
GL69 II, G800. HL69
Plinth/Cover, Meltons or
m ezzo Ill orDiner, 15,
to choice.
Total Price £ 161-00

SYSTEM PRICE
£132•00

P' I. £3.00

83ID/3 with SP25/G800
Series

THREE 1st CLASS
DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
£147 .00 Pr P 0-00
COVERING EVERY
PRICE RANGE
(Alternative ro StereoAND
REQUIREMENT - COMPARE
70. Tuner/A m plifiers ,
AND
DISCUSS WITHOUT
Pioneer
KX330
MW/
OBLIGATION
SVV'Stereo FM or Rote l

•

SAVE

SAVE

£25 -00

Total Price £100-00

SYSTEM PRICE
£75 .00

P/P £2-00

(Deduct £ 2-00 for Super
Lintons or Ministers.)

SAVE £52.00
AAI4/0. Quad 33 plus
303, Thorens TD150A8,
999EX or 660XE. Quad
Electrostatic Speakers.

Add £9.00 for Super
Lintons
or
Ministers.
C5A / 4-SL65B / AT66 ,
Super
Lintons ( Save
C26.00.)

Total Price £305.00

£86 .00

£253 -00

P/P £2-00

£24 .00

SYSTEM PRICE
£99 .00

SYSTEM PRICE

9)13

P/P £4-00

Pill £2.00

(With
GL69/G800
£107-00. P/P [2.00; also
GL75/G800E £ 119.00.
P/P C2•00.)
(Add £ 12.00 for Mezzo
Ill's or Meltons.)
SAVE

£25 .00

C9I/A4. Sinclair 2000
Mk. II, SP2S/G800 Series,
Plinth/Cover,
Super
Lintons or Mini ste rs .

SEPARATE HEADPHONE
COMPARATOR - TAPE,
MICROPHONE, STYLUS
AND CARTRIDGE BARS

•
FULL AFTER SALES
SERVICE AND GUARANTEE

•
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
IS FULLY GUARANTEED
FOR 12 MONTHS

•
"SECURICOR" DELIVERY
SERVICE IF REQUIRED

•

'/'

HENRY'S RADIO LID
.....---..-- .-

Total Pri
ce £ 114 00

SYSTEM PRICE
£89 .00

P P £ 2.00

C-£.-3vivie . L69/G1300,
£104 .00

PiP £100

•

SYSTEM PRICE

Total Price £ 123.00

£196 -00

site page.

Total Price £ 191.00

Total Price £256-00

(Alternative to PL I2AC,
SL75B with ATVM3 and
BN4 P/C deluxe.)

4

for TD1SOAB plus M44E
plus TXI I.)

B2/4. Nikko TRM30-1C
or
Metrosound
ST20,
SP25 or MP60, G800
series,
Deluxe Plinth/
Cover, Super Lintons or
Ministers or Leak 200.

SYSTEM PRICE

*CHOICE OF
6 AMPLIFIERS

ARMSTRONG 521
FERROGRAPH
F307/11
LEAK STEREO 30 Total Price £173-00
NIKKO
SYSTEM PRICETRM5OB
LU X 707
£ 13300
, £3-00
•
PA'
ROTEL 610
(Add [ 12-00 for GL75
Matching tuners in
plus G800E. Add L19•CCI

A25/ I. Leak ST70 or
Pioneer PL I2AC, G800E
or AT2I X, Plinth/Cover.
Kef
Concerto's
or
Magisters or Leak 600.

£116 .00
CS/5.
Teleton
203E,
G
d SP25 Mk. Ill.
G800
Series,
Plinth/
Cover, Pair Dentons.

£40 .00

A13/3. Amplifier,• GL69
II, G800, HL69 Plinth/
Cover, Meltons, Tritons,
Di cton 15' s or Mezzo III
plus leads.

P;P £ 1'
50

Either system add £ 11.00
for
Meltons
or
Kef
Celeste
II or deduct
C10.00 for Dentons.

SAVE

£49.00

AA/3/1. Quad 33 plus
303,
GL75,
G800SE,
Plinth/Cover KEF Concortos or Ma.gisters.
Total Price £272-00

SYSTEM PRICE
£223 .00

PIP £4-00

(Alternative to Quad,
Nikko TRM 1200.)

ELECTRONICS -AUDIO
CATALOGUE
Latest 6th impression, with
350 fully detailed an d i
llustraced pages. Contains High
Fidelity,
Electronic
Com',orients and Equipment.
Complete with SOp value
discount vouchers to use
with purchases.
Price 50p, Post Paid
ORDER NOW
SEND AWAY TODAY!

TAKE ALOOK AT OUR PRICES
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521
Cambridge Audio P.40
Cambridge Audio P.50
Ferrograph F307/11 ..
Korting A.500
Goodmans Maxamp
Leak 30 Chassis ..
Leak 30 Cased
Leak 70 Chassis
Leak 70 Cased
Lux 507
Lux 707 ..
Metrosound ST.20
Mullard Unilex ( complete) ..
Nikko TRM 30 1C
Nikko TRM 40 1C
Rogers Ravensbrook 11
Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbrook 11
Cased
Rogers Ravensbourne
Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased
Sinclair Project 60 ..
Sinclair Neoteric 60 ..
Sinclair 2000 ..
Sinclair 3000 ..
Teleton GA 101 ..
Tripletone 8+8/11 Chassis..
Tripletone 8+8 11 Cased ..

£44.00
£69410
£79.00
£48.00
£31.75
£41.50
£44.25
£50.75
£5150
£60.00
£98.00
£48-50
£28.00
£13.50
£29.50
£39.50
£38.00
£41.25
£47.75
£51.75
£19.00
£46.00
£23.00
£35.98
£28.50
£28.50
£30.38

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
£3100
AR 4X
£51.00
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pr.)
£39.00
Celestion Ditton 120 ( pr.)
£25.50
Dynaco A25/1I
£17.00
Goodmans Maxim ..
£25.50
Goodmans Mezzo Ill
£40110
Goodmans Minister ( pr.)
£37.00
Goodmans Marimba ( pr.)
£3150
Goodmans Magnum K2
£48-so
Goodmans Magister
£35-25
Goodmans Mambo ( pr.)
£19.00
Leak 200
£24.00
Leak 300
Leak 600
£37.00
LNB Paralab Super
£24.00
Peerless
On Application
Rogers Ravensbrook ( pr.) .. £39-50
Tannoy 3LZ
£35.00
Wharfedale Denton ( pr.) .. £32.25
Wharfedale Super Linton
(pr.)
..
£40.50
Wharfedale Melton .. £25.00
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill £3340
Wharfedale Rosedale
£48.85
Wharfedale Aston ( pr.) £39.85
Wharfedale Triton ( pr.) £47.85
IMF Studio ..
£66.00
Jordan Watts Module £10.15
KEF Cresta II ( pr.) ..
£41.00
KEF Chorale .. £2940

OUR PRICES ARE GOOD- WE TRY TO
GIVE HELPFUL, UNBIASED ADVICEbut the final choice is yours. You Buy
the Equipment- We don't SELL it.

KEF Celeste II
£23.00
KEF Cadenza .. .. £3640
KEF Concerto
£46.00
Howland- West Narvik 3 Spk.
System ( pr.)
.
£47.50
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AR ..
On Application
Armstrong 525
..
£7640
Armstrong 526 .. £84.00
Arena ..
On Application
Teleton TFS 50
..
£56.00
Wharfedale 100-1 .. £120.00
TUNERS
Armstrong 523 .. £45.00
Armstrong 524 .. £35.00
Korting T.500
£37.50
Leak Stereofetic Chassis .. £53.00
Leak Stereofetic Case ..
£60.50
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis £38.50
Rogers Ravensbrook Case .. £43.00
Rogers Ravensbourne
Chassis .. £50.00
Rogers Ravensbourne Case £54.00
ARMS
Audio Technica 1005 II
S.M.E. 3009 S.2 ..
Goldring Lenco L.75 ..
Transcriptors

••
.•
.•

£16.25
£27.00
£11.00
£17.50

TURNTABLES
Garrard SP25 Ill
Garrard AP76
Garrard 40 ..
Garrard SL95B
Transcriptors Saturn
Goldring GL69:11
Goldring GL69ill P/C
Goldring GL75 11 ..
Goldring GL75'II P/C
Thorens TD.125
Thorens TD.150 AB ..
Thorens TX.11
McDonald MP.60
McDonald Base & Cover ..
ATL base'cover for MP60,
SP25 III

£12.00
£23.00
£30.50
£40.00
£49.50
£21.88
£32.50
£32.75
£43.00
£63.50
£42.50
£4.00
£11.75
£7.00
£4.25

TAPE DECKS RECORDERS
Akai 4000D
£71.00
Tandberg 3000X
£87.00
Revox 1102,4 .. £172.00
SPECIAL Scotch 203 Low Noise
Dynarange 1800 ft.
Coll. £2.00
Del. £2.25
CARTRIDGES
Goldring G850
£4.50
Goldring G800
£7.50
ADC, Ortofon & Shure in stock.

CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE ON ALL ITEMS 75p. EXCEPT ARMS 35p. CARTS. 13p.
All disceunts are genuine and based on prices prevailing at time the advertisement was compiled and all items listed are in stock at thattime.
Write, phone or call

A. T. LABS

191 CHASE SIDE, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX.
Easy access from Al, Ml, A10.

Telephone: 01-363 7981

Direct trains from London

"The author here succeeds better than any others who have attempted the task."-EMG Monthly Letter
"Everything within the book is designed to assist the music lover to understand what equipment he
needs . . . how to choose it, and how best to install it."- Musical Opinion
"The two chapters dealing with choosing equipment and on installing a hi-fi system will alone save
the cost of the book for the new hi-fi owner."- BBC Record Review programme
"This book is recommended to all for its musical, technical and literary merits."- Practical Electronics
"An endlessly rewarding and fascinating book."- Hi -Fi News
"By far the most successful book of its kind that Ihave read . . . his treatment can only be described as
masterly."-Tape Recorder
"Should fi nd its way onto the shelves of all hi-fi enthusiasts."-World of Sound - South Africa
"The most up-to-date and comprehensive treatment on domestic hi-fi yet in print."- Audio Record
Review
"The author keeps to his theme while keeping his standards high . . . some good advice on choosing
equipment and a really sizeable section on installation."- Hi -Fi Sound

praise from all roun

REVISED
SECOND
EDITION NOW
AVAILABLE
£2.00 from booksellers or direct from the
Publishers ( post 10P)
BLANDFORD PRESS
167 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON

W.C.1.

"Mr. Crabbe manages to include more useful detail for the beginner and the advanced hobbyist than
we have found in any other book. Highly recommended."-The Stereophile - U.S.A.
"An excellent book . . . truly a handbook that will always prove a fruitful source of reference."- Do It
Yourself
"The reader has confidence in him; the author is not merely a theorist, he genuinely knows what he is
talking about."- Revue du Son - France
"A practical and helpful book."-The Times
"A well- written and comprehensive book . . . can be confidently recommended to the music lover who
seeks a greater understanding of modern high fidelity equipment."-The Radio Constructor
"There is much common sense here, combined with scientific accuracy, that will help readers spend
their money wisely, and get value for it."-Times Educational Supplement
"I can advise you to read this volume for both instruction and entertainment of the highest quality."Records and Recording
"Every facet of record reproduction has gone into this excellently written and illustrated book."- Record
Retailer
"Chapters 7 and 8 are really valuable guides to choosing and installing hi-fi equipment and will repay
close study by anyone about to venture on these notoriously hazardous operations."-The Gramophone
"A valuable, thorough and welcomely readable handbook."-The Scotsman
"Gives copious advice on practically any aspect of the topic you can imagine . . . should be a very
useful guide to anyone on the threshold of heavy expenditure. - The Musical Times
"One of the big helps . . . covers every aspect for beginners and experts."- Evening News
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After introducing the most
competitive amplifier and obtaining
the most spontaneous consumer
reaction at the recent
Sonex Exhibition
WHAT MORE CAN WE SAY ?

the incomparable
AMSTRAD STEREO 8000
A new concept in stereo equipment giving
maximum performance at minimum cost.
The superb quality of this new BRITISH MADE, elegantly styled low line
unit defies its low price. Finished in polished teak with afascia panel of
black and silver, it will blend with most home decors. Designed for the
enthusiast who requires perfection on alimited budget.
SPECIFICATIONS: 7watts per channel RMS (12 watts per channel peak
music power). Frequency response 35-20,000 Hz. Facilities for headphones, tape recorder, tuner, and magnetic, ceramic and crystal cartridge
inputs. Transistorised. Size 162. in. x7in. x31 in. Manufacturers" full
Guara ri tee.

Recommended Retail Price £ 25.95

)fE

/ee

AMSTRAD ELECTRONICS LIMITED

# Ce4

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES • G. W. SMITH ( Radio) LTD

e
9 5

e
s

eb

AVAILABLE AT
LASKY'S RADIO LTD • HENRY'S RADIO LTD
and most reputable Hi Fi Dealers

e

Ce e

7
7

Save on CASSETTE SA VP
,.,...„ PHILIPS m..EI.
TAPE RECORDERS

AUDIO

R*E@W® VISUAL')

-. almost delr

1.1111.111R

BIGGEST DISCOUNTS!

OUR PRICE
2

SAVE ON ALL THESE LEADING MAKES
L. prices in brackets OUR PRICES IN HEAVY TYPE
Please add 50p to cover postage à packing

BATTERY/MAINS

List

BATTERY
FERGUSON 3240 ..
GRUNDIG C200 ..
GRUNDIG C200SL
NATIONAL RQ204S
SANYO M48M
SANYO 1188
SENCOR
SONY TCI2 .
STANDARD T.115 ..
PYE 9109 ..
BUSH TP60
MIDLAND 12112 ..
PHILCO FORD 6026

ES

fLovV
NOISE)
or 1Ag

2Phile s C90

FREE!

vim

Tu £3.25

la C120 itoorTH up
CANCel ell thismoot

CROWN 350 .. £36-75
£33-70 HITACHI TRQ28I E £32-95
moo
£24.75 HITACHI TRQ220
Price

£39.95
£29-25
£31-00
£32-55
£29-95
£34-50
£35.29
£43-15
£26.25
£36-95
£29-95
£43-15
£49.15
£33-95
£34-65
List
Price
£26-50
£37-95
£39-95
£26-25
£19-95
.. £26-95
Special Offer
.. £ 19-75
.. £21-75
.. £28-35
£29-40
Special Offer
• £ 24•15

LIST PRICE

CASSE

Our

Price

HITACHI TRQ260
KB SL.51
NATIONAL RQ2235
CROWN CTR8750
BUSH TP70 ..
KB SL55
NATIONAL RQ203S
PHILIPS N2205 ..
NIVICO 1605 ..
TOSHIBA KT2OP
TOSHIBA KT2I0P
PYE 9115
SANYO 11508 ..
SANYO MR4I0
CROWN 320 ..

Philips6a2t2te02
Portable, complete
with case. mike,
etc. Brand new &
fully guaranteed

Latest

LATEST MODELS i
h
R
u
A
A=VL
LARGEST STOCKS 1W::7,6
0,„,

ram

£24.15
£24.75
£28.95
£2.9 40
£36 75
£21.95
£30.95
£24.65
£36.75
£42.95
£28.75
£27.30

Our
Price
£20-95
£28-95
£32:55
£22.35
£ 16.80
£21 95
£ 16 75
£ 17.25
£ 18.50
£24.15
£if.4•15
£ 14-95
£19.50

PYE 9115

GRUNDIG C200SL
Mains unit for Philips EL
and N2202, N6502 £4.50

RADIO RECORDERS BATTERY ONLY
List
Price
PHILIPS RR290
M/W L/W

Our
Price

STANDARD I
82FL
M/L FM ..

£34.00 £28.75

Our
Price

£42.75

£6.50

Our
Price
£54•50
£45•50
£48-95
£41-50
£37-95
£36.75

TELETON TCRI30 AM/
FM
HITACHI RCT 1202E
AM/FM
AW1A TPRIO1
HITACHI TRT270

Our
Price

List
Price

PHILIPS N2400 with spkrs £90-00 £76.50
w/out spkrs £68-00 £58.50
PHILIPS N240I with spkrs
cline° £87.95
w/out spkrs £81-00 £69.95
SANYO MR416 Batt/mains with
Radio
..
£89-50 £76.50
SANYO MR408 Batt/mains .. £64-25 £54.95
SANYO MR440G mains w/spkrs £84-75 £72.75
SANYO 414 with Radio .. £1213-00 £110.00

List
Price

Our
Price

£39-50

£31.50

£48.50
£61.75
£32.95

£4015
£43-95
£28.35

PHILIPS N2400

TOSHIBA 40ID
HITACHI TRQ242

List
Price
£68.25
£49.95

Our
Price
£57-95
£42.95

Low Noise
C60
C90
CI20

Philips
55p
75p
£1 05

Agfa
50p
70p
90p

Scotch
50p
69p
90p

E.M.I.
55p
75p
El 05

Cavendish
40p
60p
75p

CALLERS WELCOME

men

£82-52 £65.98
£37.75
28.00
£
£77-73
aeso

COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEMS
Dokorder MS 201-X
Sanyo DC 904
Philips Audio Plan System 'A' ..

£71-90 £ 150
£72.45
aeoo
£71.00 £59.95

LEAK HI- Fl
Leak Stereo 30 Plus (chassis model)
Leak Stereo 70 (chassis model) ..
Leak Stereofetic Tuner (chassis model)

£56-50
£69.00

HEADPHONES
Koss PRO-4A (
SAVE CS-00) ..
AKG KI20

£23.00 £ 17•98
aeo
E6-00

£66.50

£46.25
£o.65

£57.00

Ask for details stating require-

AUDIO
VISLJAI2

HEADQUARTERS SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER: DEPT.
266-8 UPPER TOOTING RD.. LONDON, S.W.I7.
Tel.: 01-672 4471,2 and 9175.
WEST END SHOWROOMS:
146 CHARING CROSS ROAD. LONDON, W.C.2. Telephone: 01-836 3365
(opposite Astoria Cinema).

Havel
45p
65p
85p

Please send me details of your services
without obligation.
Name
Address

CAVENDISH SALES erTra

Dept. HN5, 281, 13Whitechapel Road, London, E.1.

£54-00

£21.31 £ 15•75
il3-00
611-40
£18.82
£14-70
£26-00 £ 19•95
£19.41 £8410
£6-23 £4•98

RECW)

P & P 50p extra on all models

B.A.S.F.
55p
75p
£ 105

£33410

£44.65 £3I•50

Postage & Packing 75p per Item

TUNER AMPLIFIER WITH CASSETTE RECORD & PLAYBACK FACILITIES
List
Our
List
Our
Price
Price
Price
Price
CROWN CRC410FW Batt/
mains Radio Recorder £54-60 £43-95
.. £ 100.00 aseo
PHILIPS RR882

SAYE ON CASSETTES

£48-00

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
Shure M75E II
Goldring G800
Goldring G800E .
Goldring G800 Super E
ADC 40 Mk. 11 Arm..
Audio Technics AT66

H.P. or No Deposit Terms available.
ments.

List
Our
Price
Price
SANYO MR439G £54.75 £48.30
NIVICO CCR660U £71.70 £60.95
NATIONAL RS256US £65.00 £55.50

List Price

GOODMANS
SAVE CIS PER PAIR
Good mans Marimba slimline wall mounted speakers (
pair)
SAVE £13.15 PER PAIR
Goodmans Mambo bookshelf speakers (
pair)
Maxamp 30 Stereo Amplifier
Streomax AM/FM Stereo Tuner ..
Goodmans 3025 Turntable
Goodmans 3000 Tuner Amplifier ..

HITACHI KST 3400
with Radio .. £ 126.00 £ 108 00
HITACHI TRQ202.. £79-95 £67-95

STEREO TAPE BECKS

Cash Price
£249 50 £ 189.50
LI
88-50
£157 -50
£16.00
£125-00
£44-10 £24 75
£89.90
£73 00
£195.00
£159 -00
£330.00 £235 00
CI 24.90 £ 10490
CIS 75
£99.00 £85 00
£157-00
£129•00

HIGH QUALITY TAPE RECORDERS
Philips PRO 12 Stereo
Ferrograph 7I3P Mono
Ampex 1163 Stereo ..
Hitachi Belsona Mono
Akai 4000D Stereo
Akai M9 Stereo
Akai X-355 Stereo
Akai 401:10 Stereo
Sony TCI35 Mono
Altai 1720L Stereo
Tandberg 64X

3302

List
Price

BATTERY/MAINS RADIO RECORDERS
List
Price
NIVICO RC. M/L/S/W £63-22
NIVICO RC200 AM/2SW £53-25
PHILIPS RR392 .. £57.50
SANYO MR4 IIF
£49-95
PYE AM/FM 9000 .. £45-90
TELETON CTR530M £47.50

£29 95
£28-35
£24-15

HFN

The prices shown in this advertisement supersede all previous offers. Prices are
correct at time of going to press but are subject to alteration. E. & O. E.

Tel.: 01-247 2996

Adjacent to Whitechapel Underground Station.
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DISCOUNT HIGH FIDELITY CENTRE
OUTSTANDING BARGAINS
AMPLIFIERS

This Month's Special

SCOOP Sansui AU 101. 13 Watts
Rec. Retail Price £40-00. Wirecomp
Leak stereo 30 ( cased) 10 Watts
Rec. Retail Price £65.50. Wirecomp
Leak stereo 70 (cased) 35 Watts
Rec. Retail Price £ 75.00. Wirecomp

TOSHIBA FS.2500 stereo system.
AM ,FM
stereo receiver with integral record deck in
plinth and cover and two Speakers.
Rec.
Retail Price £89.50 Wirecomp Price £65.00.
SANYO CLOCK RADIO 10 FAT 406. Mains
operated. Wood cabinet. Rec. Retail Price
E36 95 Wirecomp Price £ l9 95.

SPEAKER BARGAINS
Super Lintons Only
Denton ..
Melton

Due to the space available we are unable to list every item that we
are handling. Below are listed some of the more popular models
we are offering at absolute top value prices.

£41.00 per pair
£32.00 per pair
£57.00 per pair

RECORD DECKS

BSR MP60 £12.25
or complete with Wirecomp plinth, cover
& magnetic cart. £19.95.
SP 25 MK Ill £11-95
or complete with Wirecomp plinth, cover
& magnetic cart. £1915.

per channel.
Price £37.50.
per channel.
Price £45.00.
per channel.
Price £62.00.

FEW ONLY
TOSHIBA SA 20 50 watt per channel
-eceiver. Still available List Price f189.00.
Wirecomp Price £ 101.00.
TOSHIBA SR 40 Transcription deck fitted
with the ultra slim IC cartridge. List Price
£87.00. Wirecomp Price £69.00.

GREAT REDUCTIONS
TOSHIBA SR 50 transcription deck fitted
in AKAI, DULCI, GOODMANS, LEAK, with the revolutionary Toshiba PhotoLINEAR,
METROSOU ND,
PHILIPS, Electronic cartridge. List Price £ 175.00.
ROGERS, SINCLAIR,
BSR, GARRARD, Wirecomp Price £ 115.00.
SHURE, AUDIO-TECHNICA -1- all the
great names in Hi -Fi and radio.
PRICES SHOWN ARE WIRECOMP'S TOP
We also have tremendous bargains in Portable ALL
DISCOUNT PRICES. EXCEPT where stated otherwise
T.V., Tape recorders and radios by all the well- all equipment is guaranteed brand new. Full demonknown manufacturers.
stration and service facilities available. FOR SPEEDY
MAIL ORDER SERVICE ADD 18p for post on
It is impossible to list all our hundreds of out- Cartridges,
Pick-up arms, Headphones, etc. 50p on
standing bargains. However, we list afew in each Amps, Tuners, Rec. Players, Small Speakers. 75p on
category. A visit will certainly be worth while and Receivers, Rec. Players with Base and Cover. £2.00 on
will save you E£Cs. Come along and see us Large Speakers.
now—Open 6 days a week.
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO ALTERATION

118 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON,W.2 Te1.01•723 9789
FIVE MINUTES FROM MARBLE ARCH UIGROUND BUSES 6,7,8,15,16,36,616.

STEER A SOUND COURSE
with

HELME!

Brim ham ' 71 Hi Fi loudspeaker
systems ... Helme cabinet
kits and Peerless Hi Fi
speaker kit systems for the
D- 1
Y man.
Whatever your choice the
result will be—
GENUINE HIGH FIDELITY SOUND
Helme Cabinet Kits

I

NIIMIMIMIMIIIMIIM
To: —

Peerless Hi -Fi Kit 20-2

P. F. & A. R.

HELME LTD.
"For Sound Supreme"

IiiMinaliiiiMMIMMIMMIBMMMIMEMMIMMIMMME
Please send me details of the following products:

P. F. & A. R.
HELME LTD.
(Dept. HN5)

Summerbridge
III Harrogate HG3 4DR
•
Yorkshire.
•

Name
Address

Tel.: DARLEY 279
(
S.T.D. 0423-72)
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THE TAPE SPECIALISTS
Tape
Length

Rec.
Price

Cash
Price

Rec.
Price

Cash
Price

210'

£0.57

£036

£0•55

£0.36

3" DP

300'

£0.72

£0 50

£O-73

£0.50

3' TP

450'

£1.04

£0 71

4" SP

300'

£O:75

£0.53

4" LP

450'

£1.13

£0.78

£0-95 £0.66

4" DP

600'

£1-31

£0.83

L

4" TP

900'

LI.70

£1.10

5" SP

600'

£1.31

£0.85

£1.30 £0.88

5" LP

900'

£1.71

£1.10

£1.45 £0.98

5" DP

1,200'

£1-96

£1.28

£1.95 £ 1.30

5" TP

1,800'

£2.81

£1.83

51" SP

900'

£1.72

£1.13

£I-71 £ 1.13

51" LP

1,200'

£I.97

£1.28

£I.82 [ 1.23

SI" DP

1,800'

£2.82

£1.83

£1S4 £ 1.84

Spool
Dia.

SCHOOLS:- We can supply education authorities upon receipt of an official order.

3" LP

STUDIOS:- Enquiries are invited from studios.
We supply professional tape on nab spools. We
also carry a full range of accessories, leader tape,
empty spools, splicing tape, etc.
P & P CHARGES:- Cassettes and Tapes up to
4- dia., 15p for all quantities. Tapes 5" and over
15p for one; 25p for two or three; 30p for four
or over.

Please supply ice with:-

Ienclose cheque/P.O. for
C

PHILIPS

BASF

All tapes supplied in maker's library cases and
fully guaranteed.

P&P u

ADDRESS

Spool
Dia.

51" TP

2,400'

£3.47

£2.25

1,200'

£1.98

£1.28

CI -98 £ 1.33

LP

1,800'

£2.83

£1.85

£2.58
£
£. 710

7" DP

2,400'

£3.48

£2.28

-98 £2.58

7" TP

3,600'

£4.33

£2.83

Tape
Length

3" DP
400'
4" DP
600'
5" SP
600'
5- LP
900'
5" DP
1,200'
5" TP
1,800'
5,I" SP
900'
5:" LP
1,200'
5.1" DP
1,800'
5;" TP
2,400'
7" SP
1,200'
7" LP
1,800'
7' DP
2,400'
7" TP
3,600'
84" LP
2,400'
104" LP
4,200'
C60
C90
CI20
Blank 8-Track
Cartridges40 mins.
80 wins.

£. 85

7" SP

7-

NAME

BASF LH
Rec.
Price

SCOTCH
DYNARANGE

Hi -Fi

Rec,
Price

Cash
Price

£0.96
£1.46
£1.28
£1.69
£2.39

£0.70
£1.05
£0.90
£1.20
£1.70

£1.72
£2-28
£3.16

£1.23
£1.60
£2.23

£2.15
£3.00
£4.45

£1.53
£2.10
£3.13

£4•22

£3.00

£0.88
£1.26
£1.68

£0.51
£0.68
£1.00

Cash
Price

£1.98
£2.16
£3-09

EI - 23
£I-43
£2.00

£2.17
£3.10
£3.82

£I-44
£2-03
£2.45

£3-1 I
£3.83
£4.76

£2.00
£2-45
£3.08

£6-95
£OS8
£1.26
£I.68

£4.49
£-54
[0.71
£1.03

£1.41 £ 1.00
£1.68 £ 1.20

AS

El

ii

LUJ

-

=

1

' D=I

1

MILL HOUSE-BROMHAM-BEDFORD Tel. OAKLEY 3389

R. HATHAWAY CRESSWELL
BIRMINGHAM '
S HI -FIDELITY CENTRE

167-169 BROMSGROVE STREET, BIRMINGHAM BS 6NX .Tel.: 021-692 1487
O ffer the following at cash discount prices
Rec. Price
p
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521 ..
Leak 30 plus chassis
Leak 30 plus case
Leak 70 chassis ..
Leak 70 case ..
Rotel RA3I0
Rotel RA6I0
Teleton SAQ 203

56
56
62
69
75
42
65
28

TUNERS
Armstrong 523
Armstrong 524 .
Armstrong M8 MPX
Leak Stereofetic chassis
Leak Stereofetic case ..
Rotel RT320
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525 FM only
Armstrong 526 AM/FM ..
Teleton F2000 ..
Wharfedale 100-1

00
50
50
00
00
50
00
75

53 76
41 88
9 50
66 50
72 50
54 50
91
104
51
149

TURNTABLES
BSR MP 60 ..
BSR MP 60 Package
BSR 510 .. ..
BSR6IO ..
Connoisseur BD2 Chassis .
Connoisseur BD2 complete on ',finch
Dual 1209+ M 75 Cartridge ..
Dual I219+M 91 • . ..
Garrard 2025TC/9TAHC
Garrard SL 658 .. ..
Garrard SP 25 Mk Ill ..

15
25
17
20
31
40
57
71
14
21
16

RHC
Cash Price
£ p
45
45
50
SS
60
34
53
20

00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00

45 00
35 00
800
55 00
60 00
46 00

89
71
95
00

78
89
39
131

00
00
SO
00

75
60
00
00
31
02
75
71
50
20
45

12
20
14
16
28
36
48
60
11
17
13

50
00
50
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
00

Rec, Price
£ p

G
d AP 76 ..
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75 P
Pioneer PL 12 AC
Thorens TD 150A
Thorens TD 150AB
Thorens TX 1Icover

28
39
47
49
46
49
04

89
00
67
93
16
96
43

SPEAKERS
Wharfedale Dentons ( pair) ..
Wharfedale Super Listons ( pair)
Wharfedale Melton ( each)
Wharfedale Dovedale ( each)
Wharfedale Unit 3 (each)
Wharfedale Unit 4 ( each)
Wharfedale Unit 5 ( each)
Leak 200 ( pair) ..
Leak 300 ( pair) ..

39
49
32
42
13
18
26
49
65

90
90
50
50
00
00
00
90
00

CARTRIDGES
Shure
M3D
M3IE
M32E
M445
M447
M44E
M55E
M75E .
VIS- Il
Goldring
800 ..
800/E ..
800 Super E
G 850 ..

988

RHC
Cash Price
L p
23 00
32 00
40 00
40 00
40 00
42 75
400

33
42
24
32
II
14
21
40
SO

00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00

741
2 044
1 114
1 11#
019
2 04#
297
21 31
40 76

S 45
10 00
900
850
8 SO
10 20
11 00
17 00
30 00

13 00
18 82
26 00
650

900
14 50
19 00
550

Rec. Price
p

RHC
Cash Price
L p

Empire
90 EE/X..
999 E/X..

975
16 50

850
14 00

PICKUP ARMS
S.M.E. 3009 Mk II c/w shell
S.M.E. 3012 Mk II c/w shell
Connoisseur SAU 2 ..

34 47
36 71
14 82

28 00
31 00
13 00

TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 1710L
Akai CR80 ST
Akai 4000 D ..
Ferrograph 713 ..
Ferrograph 722/724
Uher 4000
Uher 4200
Uher 4400
Uher 714 .

89
115
89
188
242
145
187
187
55

00
024
954
50
54
29
07
07
50

72
94
73
160
189
120
ISO
ISO
47

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

ACCESSORIES
Headphones
A.K.G. K60
A.K.G. K120 ..
A.K.G. K180 ..
Hosiden DHO2KS
Pioneer SE 30 ..
Pioneer SE 20 A ..

14 10
900
32 00
Special
12 60
775

II 00
600
25 00
2 98
10 00
600

Microphones
A.K.G. D9D
A.K.G. DI ID ..

750
10 00

600
800

MAIL ORDER SERVICE AVAILABLE
Send cash or PO/Cheques crossed made payable to R.
Hathaway Cresswell. Please add to cover packing and
carriage charges:- 75p for Amplifiers, Tuners, Tuner
Amplifiers, Turntables, Speakers. 30p for P.U. Arms,
Cartridges, Headphones, Microphones. £1.00 for Tape
Recorders.

Britain's most competitive prices
As the largest tape recorder specialists in Great Britain our showrooms are devoted
almost exclusively to displaying the widest range of tape and cassette recorders to be
seen almost anywhere in the world. Not only are our prices very competitive but we
have some of the finest demonstration facilities and expert staff ready and able to
assist you in selecting a tape or cassette recorder suitable for your individual requirements.

SANYO MR999
Stereo
Tape
Recorder.
3 speeds, 20 watts output,
Sound on Sound, Sound
with Sound, Bass & Treble
controls, 2VU meters etc.
Rec. Price £ 101-95
OUR r78.75
PRICE 5.•
Carriage £2.50
FEW ONLY!

PHILIPS

EL4307

3000X

4 track mono recorder. 7" spools.

TANDBERG

Complete with mike, tape etc.

Superb
stereo
tape
unit featuring unique
crossfield
recording
3speeds. 4tracks. 4
heads.
Sound
on
Sound
etc.
Rec.
Price £99-90.

OUR ' AA or
PRICE fkrMe . 7.7

Carriage fISO

o9.
so

e

4..

OUR t
PRICE
SANYO

Carriage £2 50

MR939

4track stereo recorder complete with

SANYO 410

speakers, mikes etc.

Mains battery portable cassette recorder. Complete with mike and cassette.

Rec. Retail fI13.95
OUR golair
7
PRICE •.•
7

OUR
PRICE

Carriage C2 SO

£29.50

Carriage £ 1.25

Many other special bargains available for personal callers
e HIRE

Open 6 day:, a week (9-1 Sacs.)
Inain from Holborn Tube

PURCHASE TERMS for Personal Callers

e EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE

UP TO 30% OFF HI-FI
We are able to supply any make of Hi -Fi Equipment at special prices.
Also available is a range of Hi -Fi Stereo
Systems incorporating equipment by Garrard, Goldring, Thorens, Leak, Quad, Rogers,
Armstrong, Wharfedale. Ferrograph, etc.
showing savings of up to 30% off listed prices.

APE RECORDER CENTRE
82 HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.1.

TELEPHONE:

01-242 7401

TRANSATLANTIC COMMENDATION
Is any U.S. hi-fi dealer following the
lead of British dealer Thomas
Heinitz in holding informal sessions
for prospective customers during
which they are introduced to new
recordings and offered basic instruction on the use of stereo equipment?
This question was posed recently
bytheAmericanquarterly,STEREO,
in
a regular feature entitled
"STEREO's Nasty Quarterly Quiz"
designed to encourage among its
readers a more sceptical attitude
towards advertising claims. It is
always gratifying to be cited as an
example to others, even if our weekly LIVE RECORD REVIEW (
2 to
4.30 every Saturday afternoon; now
in its 15th season!) does not, in
fact, include ' basic instruction on
the use of stereo equipment'. Such
instruction is gladly given at any
other time, and it is also a normal
part of our service when we visit
your home to instal equipment.
If periodicals, both here and
abroad, often single us out as 'something rather special' in the audio
field (recently we even appeared in
the fictitious preambles to a series
of competitions by the German
HI-FI STEREOPHONIE, as ad-

THERE'S MORE &
MORE & MORE
FOR EVERYONE!

1971

3.

The great new 1971 edition of Lasky's famous
Audio-Tronics catalogue is now available
—FREE on request. The
44 newspaper size pages
—many in full colour—
are packed with 1000's
of items from the largest
stocks in Great Britain of
everything for the Radio
and Hi-Fi enthusiast, Electronics Hobbyist. Serviceman
and Communications Ham.
Over half the pages are
devoted exclusively to every
aspect of Hi-fi ( including Lasky's
budget Stereo Systems and
Package Deals). Tape recording and Audio accessories and
introduces LASKY'S AUDIO
TRONICS CREDIT CARD
SCHEME offering holders one
months interest free credit up
to CO. Send your name and address and 15p for post and inclusion
on our igular mailing list.
LASKY'S RADIO LTD, ( Dept. HFN)
3- IS CAVELL STREET,
LONDON, El 2BN

Thomas Heinitz

visers and suppliers to one ' Sir
Truesound'!), it is because our
singular combination of long experience, technical expertise, deep
regard for musical values, fair dealing and acomprehensive after-sales
service is something of a rarity in
this day and age. We really do care
about your equipment long after
we have supplied it, for we want it
to continue giving you pleasure and
being a credit to us—whether it is
one of our fine Budget Stereo installations costing well under £ 100
or an ambitious, money-no-object
set-up!
If you cannot visit our Bayswater
studio, write for our Budget Stereo
literature—including details of our
Record Advisory Service and our
exclusive CQ Junior Bookshelf
Speakers (which you can try in your
home for 6weeks before you make
a final decision ft—but, for any
music lover interested in records
and/or equipment, there is no
pleasanter way of spending a
Saturday afternoon than by attending our LIVE RECORD REVIEW
and, afterwards, joining in the discussion and demonstration which
always follows these sessions.

MUSIC IN THE HOME

(HFDA Member)
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON

W2

TEL: 01 -229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon., Tues., Wed., Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7.
989

If you're aprofessional
you need this magazine
every month

Produced by professionals
for professionals,
STUDIO SOUND covers all
aspects of audio recording,
reproduction & transmission.
You get objective reviews
and reports, plus alively
forum for views and
information. In short,
STUDIO SOUND isan
essential working tool for
every professional and
offers much to interest and
benefit serious amateurs.
15p
monthly on the 14th
A LINK HOUSE GROUP PUBLICATION

Inter- Audio WI. Fantastic Scotch Dynarange Tape Offer

(All tapes in factory sealed library packs)

Singles
Fives
Qty. Read.
MRRP
5"
£0.87 £4.25
(
)
£ 1.28 each
5f" £ 1.17 £5.75
(
)
£ 1-71 each
7"
£ 1.47 £7.25
(
)
£2•17 each
Long Play
5"
£ 1.17 £5.62
(
)
£ 1.69 each
5k" £ 1.47 £7•25
)
)
£2.13 each
Scotch 203 D/Range
7"
£2.00 £9.62
)
)
£3.00 each
8e" £2.80 £ 13-50 ( ) £421 each
Double Play
3"
£0.70 £6.25
(
)
£0.96 each
Scotch 204
4"
£ 1.00 £4.87
(
)
£ 1.49 each
D/Range
5"
£ 1.62 £7.87
(
)
£2.39 each
5e" £2.12 £ 10.27 ( ) £3.15 each
7"
£2.97 £ 1427
(
)
£445 each
Scotch Dynarange Cassettes
Tens
C60
£0.52 £4.52
)
£0.87 each
C90
£0.70 £6.27
)
£ 1.25 each
CI20 £0.89 £8.55
)
£ 1.67 each

Single Play
Scotch 202 D/Range

Postage and Packing: Singles: 12p. 2-5: 29p. 10s: 34p.
Mail Order to: Tape Dept. Inter-Audio, 22 Wardour Street, WI. Tel.: 01-734 6847
All Tapes proven faulty will be replaced by return. You see what we've done with Tape, now ask for your HiFi Quotation.
Please use this advertisement os your order form utilizing the box below:
Name•
Address •
Cheque/Postal Order for: £

p

Carriage included in amount £

The adve-tisers confirm that the above prices were correct at time of publication but reserve the right to correct or amend any part of same.
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ARMSTRONG • TELETON • CONNOISSEUR • KOSS • APOLLO • SHURE • CELESTION
z ip=

0/

801464,

lev#

SM E • LOWTHER • SI NMI R• FERROGRAPH • STE - MA • THORENS • BRYAN • PH I
LI PS • KEF ETC
WHY PAY MORE PALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS
SUPERB PLINTHS AND COVERS (
as illustrated)

Suitable for Garrard AT60, SP25, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 5100, 2025, 1025, SL65B and B.S.R. McDonald range
Superbly finished plinth, ready cut for use ( fully assembled). Complete with tinted perspex cover. This unit i
finished in Teak polish and will blend in any home. £3.50 + 50p p. & p.
SUPERIOR PLINTHS AND COVERS for Garrard AP7S, AP76, SL72B, SL75B and SL95B, £4-95 -I- 60p p. & p.
(Recommended list price £ 10.00.)

A COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEM
FOR ONLY
£37.80 P & P £1.25
ITS PERFORMANCE CAN BE COMPARED WITH
EQUIPMENT COSTING AT LEAST £ 130
GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS AND
100% MADE IN ENGLAND
For full details and specifications, see March issue Page 478.

CARTRIDGES
GOLDRING G850
GOLDRING G800
GOLDRING G800E
GOLDRING G800 Super E
SONOTONE 9TAHC/D
SHURE M3d
SHURE M44/7 ..
SHURE M55
SHURE M75E
SHURE M44E

p.p.

121ri
£4.20
£6 99
El I00
£16.00
£1.75
£4 95
C7.20
£9 20
EIS 00
£8 50

SCOOP BUY
TURNTABLES
p.p. 60p
GARRARD 5100 with Cartridge .. £7.97
GARRARD 2025 TC with Sonotone 9TAHC
Diamond Cartridge ..
E8.50
GARRARD 3000 with Sorotone 9TA1-iC Dia£9.50
mond Cartridge
£10.97
GARRARD A70 MK 11
£10.97
GARRARD SP25 MK III
GARRARD SL65B
£12.75
GARRARD AP76
£19.97
GARRARD SL72B
£25.00
GARRARD SL75B
£27.97
GARRARD 401 ..
£27.50
£36-00
GARRARD SL95B
THORENS TD 125
£61.00
PICKUP ARMS
SHE 3009/52
SME 300I/S2
GOLDRING Lenco L75 ..
GOLDRING Lenco L69 ..

p.p. 35p
£25.50
£27.50
£9.99
£6.75

p.

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
M.L. SA707 with Scratch Filter .
METROSOUND ST20 ..
AMSTRAD 8000 ..
TELETON SAQ206
SINCLAIR 3000 ..
SINCLAIR 2000 .. . .
SINCLAIR PRO 60/2 Z3131PZ5 .
QUAD 303 & 33
..
ARMSTRONG 521 ( Teak cased)
SA NSU1 8( DUETTE now in stock
Spec al Prices on application
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
TELETON MX990 with Speakers
TELETON 128000 with Speakers
TELETON CR IOT with Speakers
TELETON TES50 .
TELETON 7AT II
TELETON CR55 .
TELETON IOAT I .
TELETON 7AT20
PHILIPS RH78I .
A.M.C. 7500 7x 7 VHF
ARMSTRONG 526
ARMSTRONG 525
ARMSTRONG ME Decoder
TUNERS
TELETON
TELETON
TELETON
SINCLAIR
SINCLAIR
SANSUI

GT101 ..
STQ20IX
STQ204X
2000 ..
PRO.60
& DUETTE now in stock

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
We are always available to advise on
the best system to suit your need and
pocket.

SOP
£19-00
£26.97
£20 97
£18-97
£34 00
£23.50
£15-97
£87.00
£43.50

R.R. 751,
£48.50
£47.50
£29.00
.. £ 5350
£81.00
£90.00
. £ 105.00
.. £ 78.00
.. £ 5400
.. £ 31 .00
.. £ 82 50
£74.00
£6.99
p.p. 50p
£32 97
£28.00
£38.97
£19.00
C20.50

SMC-I01 MOVING MAGNET
STEREO CARTRIDGE
Price .. £ 3.25

For complete specification on the above
see our March issue, page 478.
SPECIAL OFFERS
SPEAKERS
Wharfedale - Denton - Triton - Melton STE. MA.
Full range in stock at UP TO 50% DISCOUNT
FOR
PERSONAL
CALLERS
ONLY.

2 SHOWROOMS DEVOTED TO DEMONSTRATING SPECIALLY SELECTED SYSTEMS.

HEADPHONES
For 1 month only we offer 25% OFF list
price of all KOSS models.
Example:
PRO4AA. List price £ 28.

OUR PRICE £ 21 + 37P P. & P.
TAPE RECORDERS & TAPE DECKS p & p 75p.
Ferrograph 722
Ferrograph 742
Ferrograph 702/W 2 track tape deck
Ferrograph 704/W 4 track tape deck
Philips 4404 4 track Stereo Recorder
Philips 4407 4 track Stereo Recorder
Philips N4308
Philips 4302 Twin track auto
Philips 4307 4 track
Philips N4404 4 track stereo
Teleton FXB 510D 4 track stereo ..
Philips 4500 4 track stereo tape deck

£I95
£195
£172
£172
£72
£87
£49
£31
£38
£69
£46
£98

SAVE OVER 30% ON A COMPLETE
SYSTEM
GARRARD SP 26 MK III
PLINTH AND COVER
G800 CARTRIDGE ..
HL AUDIO SA707 ..
2 APOLLO 8 SPEAKERS

List Price
[16-45
£6-oo
£1100
£27.00
£27.50
£89-95

OUR PRICE £ 56.94 ± £2.50 p. & p.

WHY PAY MORE?-APOLLO 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS
The Systems are housed in handsome Slim- line Cabinets of Modern Design, finished in Polished Teak with
Padded Front Panel covered in ICI. Vynair Grille.
The APOLLO 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEMS are designed
and built on the Infinite Baffle Principle and are compler.ely
Airtight and fully padded to damp out any Panel Resonance.
Polished on all sides they can be used either vertically or
horizontally and are ideal for Shelf or Wall Mounting.
Below are just afew from the APOLLO comprehensive range
starting with:
APOLLO- 15 3- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
Impedance 8 ohms. Power Handling 15 watts. RMS ( 30 watts
peak). Frequency Range: 35 to 18,000 Hz. Colour: Teak.
Size 21 x 15 X74 in.
PRICE C18-50 each ( p. & p. £1.00).
THE APOLLO- 10 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM employs a
specially designed 10 in. Base Unit which has a high efficiency
Anisotropic Ferrite Magnet and two 4 in. Treble Units arid LC

OUR OWN CAR PARK ( at rear)
You have no parking problems when
you pay us a visit.

AUDIO SUPPLIES

MCI- 3 HIGH FIDELITY STEREO
MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE
Price ..
£6.00

VISIT OUR 3 STOREY
WAREHOUSE PACKED WITH HI-FI &
STEREO EQUIPMENT.
1000s OF
ITEMS ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO
SELECT FROM.

[

Crossover Network. Specification: Impedance
4-8 ohms ( 15-16 ohms to order).
Power
Handling 10 watts RMS ( 20 watts peak).
Frequency Range: 50 Hz to 18,000 Hz. Size
21 x 114 x9) in. Finish: Polished Teak.
OUR PRICE £ 13.47 each (
65p p. & p.).
APOLLO-8 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
As above but 7 watts RMS ( 14 watts peak).
FR.: 55 to 18,000 Hz. Size 20 x 12 x 8 in.
£10.12 each (
50p p. & p.).
APOLLO- 66 3- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
As above but 5 watts RMS ( 10 watts peak).
F.R.: 75 to 18,000 Hz. Size 141 x 8x 6 in.
PRICE £6.97 each (
374p p. & p.).

UNBEATABLE VALUE
The largest and best quality range of
stock at LOWEST POSS1ELE. PRICES
is usually available.

A LARGE STOCK OF HEADPHONES
FROM £ I•97 to £ 65 00. ONLY FOR
PERSONAL CALLERS.

Send Postal Orders, Money Orders, Cheques, etc. to AUDIO SUPPLIES ( Dept H.N.), 50 STAMFORD HILL,
LONDON, N.I6 ( The A.I0 . Tel.: 01-806 3611. Open 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to Saturdays. EASY TO FIND
50 yards from (B.R.) Stoke Newington Station. 67, 149, 24/, 76, 243 Buses pass our door.
NOTE Personal callers please note that cheques are only accepted if accompanied by a bank cheque card
(N OTE: NOT BARCLAYCARDS.) The prices shown are correct at the time of going to press.
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DRIVE-IN CAR PARK

HI-FI DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSES
Rec. Retail
Price
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
ALBA UA 700 .. £ 34.50
ARMSTRONG 521 .. £ 56.00
"DULCI 207 .. £26.00
DULCI 207M .. £ 32-00
FERROGRAPH F307 £ 59•00
GOODMANS Maxamp £ 54.00
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus £56-50
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus, in
teak case .. £62.50
LEAK Stereo 70 .. £69•00
LEAK Stereo 70, in teak
case
£75•00
'LINEAR LT66 .. £21-00
METROSOUND ST20 £ 36•00
PHILIPS RH 591 .. £79-00
PHILIPS RH 590 .. £52-00
PHILIPS RH 580 .. £29-00
PIONEER SA500 .. £62•10
PIONEER SA700 .. £98.00
PIONEER SA900 . £ 134•10
PIONEER Reverberation £45•50
ROGERS Ravensbourne £59.50
ROGERS Ravensbourne
(cased) .. • . £64.00
ROGERS Ravensbrook
Mk. II
£47•50
ROGERS Ravensbrook
(cased) Mk. II .. £52-50
'SINCLAIR 2000 . • £ 35.00
SINCLAIR PROJECT
60/2 x Z30/PZ5 . £23-90
SINCLAIR PROJECT
60/2 x Z50/PZ8/trans £34.86
SINCLAIR AFU
£ 5.95
SINCLAIR Neoteric £61-95
SINCLAIR 3000 .. £45.00
TELETON SAQ 206
(new release) .. £29.00
VOLTEX 100w. Stereo
Discotheque, 8electronically mixed inputs .. £ 185.00

Cornet
Price

£59.50
£17-00
£28.00
£61.50
£39.50
£23.00
£43.00
£70.00
£97-00
£33.00
£47.00
£50.00
£38.00
£42.00
£26.00
£17.00
£25.50
£4.95
£46.00
£36.00
£20.00

£139.00

£45 00
£35-00
£8.00
£22-00
£29.25
£49.95
£52.00
£59.00
£38.00
£75.50
£64.00
£125-00
£50.00
£40.00
£43-00
£34.00
£30.00

All above Tuners are complete with MPX
Stereo Decoder except where starred.
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AKAI AA 8500 £229.00
AKAI 6600 .. £ 142•53
ARENA R500
£82-00
ARENA 2400
£90-30
ARENA 2700
£ 105.00
ARENA T1500F £72.45
ARENA T9000 .. £ 303-45
ARMSTRONG M8 Decoder .. .. £9-50
ARMSTRONG 525 .. £91-89
ARMSTRONG 526 .. £ 104-71
GOODMANS Module
80, 35w. RMS .. £95-00
GOODMANS 3000 . £77•73
MIDLAND 19/542 .. £ 49•56
PHILIPS RH 790 .. £ 139•00

after- sales service
THROUGHOUT THE

£ 181 00
£112-00
£67.00
£72.00
£85.00
£60-00
£258-00
£8.00
£77-00
£87-00
£75.00
£53.00
£37.50
£112.00

U.K.

Pictured, Service Dept.
at Clough Rd, Hull
r also at Stockton, Leeds,
Wakefield, Doncaster,
Goole and Bridlington.

£49.50
£55-00

Starred items above take ceramic cartridges only. All others take both ceramic
and magnetic cartridges.
TUNERS
'ARMSTRONG 523
AM/FM ..
L53.76
'ARMSTRONG 524 FM £41.89
ARMSTRONG M8 Decoder
£9.50
"DULCI FMT.7 FM .. £26.00
DULC1 FMT.7S Stereo £ 35.00
GOODMANS Stereomax £82.52
LEAK Stereofetic Chass. £66-50
LEAK Stereofetic in teak
case
.
£72-50
PHILIPS RH 690 .. £ 47•00
PHILIPS RH 691 .. £89.00
PIONEER TX500 AM/FM £77.94
PIONEERTX900 AM/FM £ 153.69
ROGERS Ravensbourne
Chassis .. £61.89
ROGERS Ravensbrook £45.01
ROGERS Ravensbrook
(cased) .. £ 51.26
TELETON GT 101 .. £45.50
TELETON 20IX FM .. £ 36.00

COMET for

£26.00
£44.50
£17.50
£22-25
£48-00
£38.00
£44.75

Rec. Retail
Price
PIONEER SX770 AM/
FM
..
£ 160.43
PIONEER SX990 AM/FM £ 194•74
PIONEER 440 .. £ 111.10
•TELETON F2000 £ 51•50
TELETON 7 AT 20 .. £ 105-00
TELETON IOATI I
50w.
RMS
.
£ 160.00
TELETON TFS50 .. £82.50
TELETON TFS50 LA
MW/LW/VHF £87- SO
"TELETON R.8000 with
Speakers .. £63•25
TELETON CR55 .. £I20-00
WHARFEDALE 100-1 £ 149.00

Comet
Price
£126.00
£150.00
£89.00
£32.00
£80.00
£109.00
£56.00
£64.90
£50-00
£95-00
£119.00

Starred items above take ceramic cartridges only. All others take both ceramic
and magnetic cartridges.
All the above Tuners and Tuner/Amplifiers
include MPX Stereo Decoder with the
exception of Armstrong where decoder
is extra as listed.
PICKUP ARMS
GOLDRING Lenco L75
GOLDRING Lenco 169
SME 3009 with S2 Shell
SME 3012 with S2 Shell

£ 12.33
£9.29
£3447
£ 36-71

CARTRIDGES
GOLDRING 800 .. £ 13-00
GOLDRING 800H .. £ 10.69
GOLDRING 800E .. £ 18.86
GOLDRING 800
Super E
..
£26-01
"GOLDRING CS90
Stereo .. £ 5.20
"GOLDRING CS91/E £7.81
GOLDRING G850 • . £6•50
EMPIRE 100ZE/X • . £63.00
EMPIRE 999VE/X .. £44.50
EMPIRE 999TE/X • • £27.60
EMPIRE 999SE/X . • £21.00
EMPIRE 999E/X • . £ 16-50
EMPIRE 999/X
LI 1-50
EMPIRE 909E/X £ 12-85
EMPIRE 909X
£9.00
EMPIRE 90EE/X .. £975
ORBIT Magnetic NM22
Special Price
PICKERING VIS AC2
[8-40
ORTOFON SLI5E £29-65
ORTOFON 2x I
5K
Transformer £7.00
SHURE M3DM
£7.41
SHURE M3IE
£ 12.05
SHURE M32E
£ 11•10
SHURE M32-3
£10.20
SHURE M44-5 £ 1HO
SHURE M44-7 £ 10•20
SHURE M- 44C
£10.20
SHURE M44E
£I2-05
SHURE M55E
L12-95
SHURE M75G
£ 17.60
SHURE M75-6
' • £ 16-70
SHURE M7SEJ £ 19-45
SHURE M75E-95G • • £23.15
SHURE M75E .. £21.30
SHURE M75E/DI9 . • £23.15
SHURE VIS- 11• • £ 40•76
SHURE VIS -II- 7 •. £ 38•90

£10-50
£7-00
£28-00
£31-50
£7.50
£8.00
£11.25
£20.00
£425
£6.25
£525
£52.50
£36.00
£22.50
£17-50
£13-00
£925
£10-25
£7.50
£8.00
£2 90
£700
£23 75
£5.25
£5.25
£9 50
£8 75
£800
£8.50
£8.00
£800
£9.50
£10.25
£14.00
£13.00
£16.00
£18.00
£16.00
£19.00
£30.00
£29-00

Starred cartridges above are ceramic. All
others are magnetic.
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TURNTABLES
GARRARD AP76 turntable, complete with Goldring G800 Cartridge, base and cover. Special Price
£30.95.
GARRARD SP25 Mk III fully wired
with Goldring G800 Magnetic Cartridge. Complete with base, plinth
and cover. Special Price £21 98.
GARRARD 2025 fully wired with
Sonotone 9TAHC Cartridge complete with base and cover. Special
Price £ 15 50.
GOLDRING 705'P turntable, complete with Goldring G850 cartridge, base and cover. List Price
25.00. Special Price £ 15.95.
Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Pr:ce
DUAL 1219 transcription £60-40 £50.00
DUAL 1209 transcription £42-62
£35-00
GARRARD SP25 Mk Ill £ 16.45 £ 11.90
GARRARD SL65 B
L21.25
£15.90
GARRARD SL75B .. £ 39.20
£29.50
GARRARD SL9513 £ 50•01 £38.50
GARRARD 401 .. £38..07 £29.50
GARRARD SL72B
L33-11
£27.90
GARRARD 3500, with
GKS Cartridge £ 17-23
£12.90
Base and Cover to fit
GARRARD SP25, SL
55, S-658 ald 3500 Special Price £4.00
GARRARD 4813 .. £ 13 84
£10-97
GARRARD AP76 £28 88
£21.50
GOLDRING GL69 Mk. II £ 26.63
£22.50
GOLDRING GL69P
Mk. II
.
£ 35 14
£29.50
GOLDRING GL75 £ 36 41
£33-90
GOLDRING GL75P £46-94
£41.90
GOLDRING Covers for
69P and 75P . £421
£3.50
GOLDRING C99-plinth
and cover for G99 .. £ 11 45
£9.90
GOLDRING G99 .. £2600
£23.90
GOODMANS 3025 .. £ 37 74
£26.90
McDONALD MP60 £ 15 75
£12.25
McDONALD 610 ..
L20.00
£15-90
Base and Cover for
McDONALD MP60
and 610 .
Special Price £4-50
PHILIPS 228 . £20.00
£17-00
PHILIPS GA140 .. £ 31•50
£25-00
PHILIPS 202 Electronic £69•00
£57-50
PIONEER PL I2A with
base and cover .. £49•93
£37.95
THORENS TX25 cover £8.85
THORENS TDI25 . . £79-04
£64.95
TKORENS TDI50A
Mk. II
..
£46-16 £ 35.95
THORENS TD125AB £ 120-20 £100.00
THORENS TD I
50AB
Mk II
..
L49-96
£42-95
THORENS T>. IICover £ 4-43 £3.95

vet)

SPEAKERS
ARENA HT
£ 13•00
B & W Model 70
£ 139.50
B & VV DM3
£63-00
B & W DMI
£ 32•00
CELESTION Ditton 120 £24-00
CELESTION Ditton 15 £32•00
CELESTION Ditton 25 £65.00
GOODMANS Minister £ 25.00
GOODMANS Magister £62.50

£10.95
£115 00
£53-00
£25 50
£18 00
£25-50
£52-00
£21 20
£49 50

GOODMANS Maxim
GOODMANS Mezzo 3
GOODMANS Magnum

Rec. Retail
Price
£20.39
£34.00

£44•00
KEF Cresta
..
£22-17
KELETRON KN500 4
speaker system ( pair) £ 23.00
KELETRON KN700 4
speaker system ( pair) £27-50
KELETRON KNI000 4
speaker system .. £ 19-25
KELETRON KNI500 4
speaker system .. £24-75
KELETRON KN2000 4
speaker system
£28-75
£24.9S
LEAK 200 ..
LEAK 300 ..
£32-50
LEAK 600 ..
£49.50
LOWTHER Acousta
(with PM6)..
£45-50
LOWTHER Acousta
£53-00
(with PM7)
LOWTHER Ideal Baffle
£35-50
METROSOUND HFS
£39.00
20 ( pair) ..
METROSOUND F-IFS
£27-44
10 ( pair) .
PHILIPS RH48I
LI 1-00
PHILIPS R1-1482
£18•00
L8-98
SINCLAIR QI6
STE MA 275 3speaker
system .. £23•10
WHARFEDALE Speakers
£69.50
Airedale ..
£19.95
Denton ..
L24.95
Super Linton ..
£32.50
Melton ..
£42.50
Dovedale 3.. ..
Rosedale ..
£65-00
£59-90
Triton ( pair) ..
£13•00
Unit 3 Speaker Kit
£18.00
Unit 4 Speaker Kit
£26.00
Unit 5 Speaker Kit
CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GOODMANS Axiette 8 £8.10
GOODMANS Twinaxiette 8
.
£9.17
GOODMANS Axiom 10
L9.I6
GOODMANS Axiom 80 L28.31
GOODMANS Axiom 201 £ 14•45
GOODMANS Axiom 301 £20.70
GOODMANS Audiom 8P £ 5.55
GOODMANS Audiom 10P £6•05
GOODMANS Audiom 51 £ I3-05
GOODMANS Audiom 61 £ 18•95
GOODMANS I
2P .. £ 12.37
GOODMANS ISP .. £20.00
GOODMANS Audiom
I8P
£ 34.00
GOODMANS Twin
Axiom 10 .. £ 10.23
GOODMANS ARU
172
:
.
£4.50
GOODMANS Trebax
100
.
- 60
GOODMANS TrebaxSK/20XL
£9•70
GOODMANS Midax
L12-95
GOODMANS Attenuator £ 3.55
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/950/
5000
£9.75

Comet
Price
£16.75
£26.50
£33.00
£18.00
£17-95
£21.95
£14.95
£19.95
£21.95
£18.90
£23.95
06.90
£38.50
£46-00
£30.00
£25-95
£22-95
£9.25
£15-00
£8.00
£15 00
£56.00
£15•90
[20.50
£25.50
£32-50
£52-50
£46.90
£10.50
£14-25
£20.50

£6 50
£7.50
£7.75
[23.75
£10.95
£15-75
£4.25
£3.53
[9.75
£14.00
£10.00
£16.97
£26.97
[8.25
£3.50
£6.00
£7.50
£9.00
£2.50
£7.25

(OVER 1,520 sq. yds.)

OVER 1000 ITEMS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED WITH AFTER- SALES SERVICE
All items offered are brand new, latest models in manufacturers' sealed cartons
Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
CHASSIS SPEAKERS continued
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/950 £7.40
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/5000 £2.65
WHARFEDALE 8in.
Beonze/RS/DD .. £ 5.00
WHARFEDALE Super
El/RS. DD
£8.50
WHARFEDALE Super
10/RSIDD £ 14-00
WHARFEDALE WMTI
Matching Transformer £0.84

£5.75
£2-00

me
£7.00
£11.50
£0-75

HI-FI STEREO SYSTEMS (
complete)
ARENA MR 15 .. £ 145.00 £115.95
AL BA UA552.. £47.50
£35-95
AL BA UA662.. £62.97
£47.95
BUSH System 749/746/
£102.65
£82.65
DECCA Sound 603 ..
£72-50
£59-95
DECCA Sound 604 ..
£72 50
£60.95
DECCA Sound 1203 ..
£97-50
£79.95
DECCALIAN 5, complete with stand .. £65.50
£52.95
EKCO SRG 609 .. £88.50
£69-95
EKCO ZUS
£ 165.00 £135.00
FERGUSON 3122 .. £87.85
£69.95
FERGUSON 3424 .. £ 123.15
£99-95
FERGUSON 3245 .. £145-10 £114.00
FIDELITY Music Master
UA2
£46.00
£35.95
FIDELITY Music Master
L/AI
£98.00
£82.95
GOODMANS 3000 Suite £ 140.45
£92.95
H.M.V. 2416 .. £ 129-70 £104 95
H.M.V. 204/5/6 .. £202.85 £165.00
K.B. KA1250, complete
ith two 653 speakers £72.00
£59-95
K.B. KAI 250, complete
with two 651 speakers £83.00
£65.95
LEAK 30/GOLDRING/
WHARFEDALE .. £ 182.65 £142.95
LEAK 70/THORENS/
WHARFEDALE .. £218.72 £169 95
MARCONI Unit 4 .. £77.45
£66.95
MARCONI Unit 3 .. £86.00
£69.95
METROSOUND Stereo
1010
£77.32
£65.95
PHILIPS GF823 £51.50
£41.95
£56.95
PkilLIPS GF824 £69.50
PHILIPS GF833 £67.50
£55.95
PHILIPS GF834 .. £88.00
£73.95
PHILIPS 882 ( less L/S) £99.00
£78.50
PHILIPS GF417 .. £99.50
£82.95
QUAD/THORENS/
GOODMANS £ 372.76 £312.75
TELETON 2560F, with
Stereo Radio .. £75-00
£55.95
TELETON CMS400, with
Stereo Radio .. £ 102.50
£69.95
TELETON GRIOT 2025/
1003 with Stereo Radio £62-10
£45-95
TOSHIBA SP8507 .. £248.00 £ 175.00
uLTRA 6405 .. £79.75
£66.95
TAPE RECORDERS AND TAPE
DECKS
AXAI M I
OL
£245.05 £189.00

Rec. Retail
Price
AKAI X2000D £ 190-00
AKAI X5000 W/L £ 177.98
AKAI X330 .. £342.57
AKAI X- 330D .. £ 312.56
AKAI X-360
£380.08
AKAI X-360 D- deck .. £318.92
AKAI 1800SD .. £ 199.42
AKAI 1710L
£89.85
AKAI CR80 8-track
stereo recorder .. £ 115.03
AKAI CR8OD 8- track
stereo tape deck .. £95.00
AKAI 4000 4- track
Stereo ..
£I24.90
AKAI 4000 D 4- track
Stereo deck
£89.95
BUSH TP 60 Cassette
Tape Recorder .. £29.40
BUSH TP 70 Cassette
Battery/Mains Tape
Recorder .. £29.95
BUSH Discassette DC70 £21-95
FERGUSON 3252 .. £ 104.30
FERGUSON 3245 Twin
track
£ 38.00
FERGUSON 3246 4track .. £44.10
FERGUSON 3247 4track .. £49.65
FERGUSON i248 4track
£ 55.65
FERROGRAPH 722 .. £242.54
FERROGRAPH 724 .. £242.54
FERROGRAPH 702/W
2 track tape deck .. £207.35
FERROGRAPH 704/W
4 track tape deck .. £207-35
GRUNDIG C200L
Cassette .. . .
09-90
GRUNDIG TK 141 ( 4track)
£ 61.85
GRUNDIG TK 121
(Twin- track) £56.85
GRUNDIG TK 146 ( 4.
track Auto .. £68.14
GRUNDIG TK 149 4track
£57.63
MIDLAND TCI44 Cassette
£18.00
PHILIPS 2202
£29.90
PHILIPS 2205 Cassette
Tape Recorder ..
£43.15
PHILIPS 4404 4- track
stereo recorder .. £95.00
PHILIPS 4407 4-track
stereo recorder .. £ 110.00
PHILIPS 4302 Twin Track
Auto
..
£ 39-00
PHILIPS 4500 .
4:Track
Stereo Tape Deck .. £126.00
PHILIPS 4408 4-Track
Stereo . . £ 139.00
PHILIPS N4308 .. £60.50
PYE Cassette Recorder/
Radio ( Batt/Mains) £45.50
TELETON 511 Battery/
Mains Cassette .. £ 29.50

• .

Comet
Price

COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEMS

£159.95
£140-00
£269.00
£245.00
£284.00
£243.00
£167.00
£65.95
£99.95
£79-95
£99.95
£69.95

£24-95
£23-95
£16-95
£83-95
£29.95
£34.95
£39-95
£43-95
£20200
£202 00
£168.00
£168-00
£29.95
£49.95
£43.95
£53-95
£47 95
£13-95
£23-95
£34-95
£73.95
£89 95
£12.00
£98-95

COMPLETELY WIRED, MOUNTED AND READY FOR USE

Rec Retail
Price
TELETON FXB SIO D
4- track Stereo .. £67.50
TELETON TRC 130 cassette, with VHF/AM
radio. Battery/mains
twin motors .. £41.75
TELETON TCII0 cassette, battery/mains £27.75
TOSHIBA GT 840 S .. £ 110 00
TOSHIBA GT 601 vTwin
Track
.
£45.15
TOSHIBA 85(i SA .. £94.00

Cornet
Price
£52.00

£31.90

Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

GOODMANS AUDIO SUITE, Goodmans
Maxamp stereo amplifier, Goodmans
stereomax AM/FM Tuner with decoder.
Pair of Goodmans Magnum K2 speakers,
Garrard AP76 turntable in base,
complete with cover and Goldring
G800 Cartridge .. £257-13 £ 169.96

£20.00
£59.95

METROSOUND 448 8- track stereo
play-back unit complete with 2 HFS
10 Speakers .. £83.56
£70.95

£29.95
£59.95

TELETON Stereo 8- track tape Audio
system complete with speakers
£54.75
£48-00

BASES AND COVERS
GARRARD VVB IBase £ 3.86
£3.25
GARRARD VVB4 Base £5.69
£4.75
GARRARD SPC ICover £ 3.74
£3.00
GARRARD SPC 4Cover £4.44
£3.75
Special Offer of Base and Cover to fit.
GARRARD SP25, 51.55,
SL6S8 and 3500 .. Special Price £4.00
GOLDRING Plinth 75 £8.52
£7.00
GOLDRING Plinth 69 £13-52
£7.00
GOLDRING Covers for
69P and 75P
£4-21
£3.50
THORENS TX2S ( for
TDI25AB) £8.22
£6.50
THORENS TX' ICover £4.11
£3.75
Base and Cover for TD
125
..
£ 15-18
£12-50
SME Plinth System 2000 £ 39.20
£31.25
MOTORBOARDS only £4.95
£3.00
TEAK CASES
Leak 70/30 Amp. case £7.50
Leak Tuner case .. £7.50
Leak Double case for
amp. & tuner
LIOSO

£6.50
£6.50
[8.95

HEADPHONES
AKAI ......£650
£5.25
AKG K60
£ 13.50
£10.75
KOSS ESP-9 >Electrostatic
£6900
£53.50
KOSS ESP- 6Electrostatic £45.00
£36.00
KOSS PRO-4AA £28.00
£22.50
KOSS PRO- 4A
£23.00 £ 18.50
KOSS KO-727B
£ 16.50
£13.50
KOSS K-6 .
£12.50
£9.95
KOSS SP-3XC .. £9.50 £7-50
MIDLAND SH700
Special Price £ 395
SHRIRO
Special Price £4.00
TOSHIBA HR .80
£6.82 £ 482

GARRARD SP25 Mk. III mounted in
base, plinth and cuver with GOLDRING
G800 Cartridge. Teleton 203 or 206
Stereo Amplifier 12 watts RMS, and 2
KELETRON KNS00 Speakers, each
speaker is a4 speaker system
£88-83
£58-95
PIONEER PL 12 turntable, Goodmans
Maxamp, Shure M55E Cartridge,
2 Keletron KN700 speakers ( each
speaker cabinet contains 4 speakers)
£144.38 £185-00
GARRARD AP76 turntable complete
with Goldring G800 Cartridge, base and
cover, Rogers Ravensbrook Amplifier
in teak case and 2 Goodmans Minister
Speakers .. £ 142-41
£108-50
GOLDRING GL7SP mounted in teak
base with hinged perspex cover complete
with GOLDRING G800E Cartridge.
Leak Stereo 30 Plus Amplifier in Teak
case. 2 GOODMANS Mezzo 3Speakers
£200.50 £ 154.20
THORENS TD 150AB Mk 11 with TXI I
dust cover, SHURE MS5E Cartridge,
LEAK Stereo 70 Amplifier in Teak case.
2 Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Speakers
£226.87 £ 175.00
THORENS TD I
25AB Electronic Turntable complete with cover. SHURE V15-11
Cartridge, GOODMANS Maxamp,
GOODMANS Stereomax AM/FM Tuner.
2 GOODMANS Magister Speakers
£422-48 £309.00

£109.00
£47.50
£36.95
£17 50

Complete Price List FREE on request!
Open daily to
the public from
9-0 A.M. until
5.30
1-0
8-0
8-0
8-0
5-30

P.M. MON.
P.M. TUES.
P.M. WED.
P.M. THUR.
P.M. FRI.
P.M. SAT.

Customers are
welcome to call Ample car parking
facilities

Comer HIGH

FIDELITY
DISCOUNT WAREHOU S E S

(Dont Teesny, Porlrock lone, Teesside KTS18 2RH
HFN) Reservoir Rd., Clough Rd., 'lull HUB MD I
L' 440%7811
Armley Rd. (Artist St.), Leeds
2Ef T5e:2e 5
(Service Dept., New Road Side, Horsforth, Leeds)

All in- stock items delivered by

SECURICOR

Comet guarantees that all prices quoted are genuine. All items offered
available at these prices at the time this issue closed for press.
Add 75p for postage, packing and insurance on all orders ( Cartridges 20p)

(Add £ 1.50 only for Securicor delivery)

Make cheques, Money Orders payable to " COMET".

ALL GOODS FULLY INSURED AGAINST
LOSS OR DAMAGE WHILST IN TRANSIT

or, if Securicor delivery required, add £ 1.50 only

WITHIN 72 HOURS

Where the best
meets the best...

the results are positively outstanding!
To prove this point without a shadow of doubt, visit any of our branches during the month of May and
you will find TRIO, the " best" in high fidelity equipment, at the U.K.'s " Home of High Fidelity" —
LASKY'S. If you need any further convincing, the views of our five store managers, seen below, are
well worth listening to— but don't take what they say for granted, come and see and hear for yourself
—it will be a rewarding experience.
On the next page each of our managers chooses his own favourite TRIO " best buy" and tells you why.

3Eil,m11E3rnm

'TRIO

the High Fidelity managers choice
1 fil ii* 4. •
I

Ted Ostrowski (
far left) manager at 207
Edgware Road, W.2. "My choice is easy, the
TRIO KA4000 at £78 is definitely the finest
80 watt stereo amplifier currently available.
For performance, facilities and quality of
finish it is unbeatable. Just the way the
beautiful satin grain front panel is laid out
with all the controls just where you want
them makes the unit adelight to use."
TRIO KA4000 Package A

TRIO KA4000 (40+40W) stereo amplifier £78 00
2 GOODMANS Magnum K2 speaker
systems
..
£88 00
THORENS TD15ki AB File II turntable .. £49.96
THORENS TXII cover
£4.43
SHURE V15 Type II ( improved) cartridge £40-76
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE £261 15
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £222.00 Carr. £ 200

Martin Rendlick (
centre) manager at 42-45
Tottenham Court Road, W.I. "Whenever one
buys acombined tuner amplifier one usually
has to accept some compromise of performance- it is really a pleasure to me, to find
a unit that is pure no-compromise quality
throughout-the TRIO KR7070.
It's a
remarkable piece of sheer technological
brilliance. Of course at £320 one expects a
lot and with the KR7070 one is not disappointed. Probably the most remarkable
feature is the self seeking automatic tuning
on both AM and FM which can also be
remotely controlled. There are switched
magnetic inputs for 0.05, 0.5 and 2.5 MV
magnetic pick-up with ahost of other inputs
of course. Most important of all-the quality
of performance is beyond reproach."

TRIO KA4000 Package B

TRIO KR7070 Super Package

TRIO KA4000 (40+40 W) stereo amplifier £78 00
2 KEF Concord speaker systems .. £90-00
MICRO MR III turntable
£40.00
Base and cover for MICRO turntable .. £995
MICRO VF3100/ell cartridge ..
£13-50
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PIRCE £231.45
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £200.00 Carr. f2-00

TRIO KR7070 AM/CM stereo receiver £ 20.00
2 ARENA HT.21 speaker systems .. £315-00
THORENS TD.I25 electronic turntable
£79-0 41
MICRO MA- 100 dynamic balance pickup arm
..
£75.00
TRIO Supreme 20 photo electric cartridge £78.00
SME 2000 plinth and cover ..
£42.87
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
£909.91
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £ 95-00 Carr. free
Add awls to the above Package Price fyou
require aFERROGRAPH 702H stereo tape un talso.
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Panos Parrises (
far right) manager at 33
Tottenham Court Road, W.I. "The TRIO
KA2002 stereo amplifier is an outstanding
unit that ii my opinion at £ 39.50, is just
about the best there is in its price range.
You've just got to hear it and see it and feel
the positive click stepped controls to
appreciate its real quality, plus of course a
full range of control facilities, inputs for two
magnetic phono pickups, radio tuner, tape
and main channel input for auxiliary preamplifier. There's also the matching KT2001
AM/FM stereo tuner-which with
its
excellent performance and pleasing appearance makes amarvellous combination set-up."
TRIO KA2002 Package G
TRIO KA2002(17 + 17 W) stereo amplifier 09- SO
2 WHARFEDALE ' Denton'
speaker
systems .
£39.90
BSR McDonald MPE;0 4speed Single player £ 15-75
LASKY'S base and cover
eu75
AD76K magnetic cartridge ..
£4-50
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
£104.40
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £90 00 Carr. E2-00

TRIO KA2002 Package H
Peter Reed (
back left) manager at 152 /3
Fleet Street, E.C.4. "The TRIO KA4002 is an
excellent example of modern stereo engineering offering top quality at moderate
cost and is my choice as the ideal stereo
amplifier to use in complete systems around
the £ 150-£200 price range. There's the
usual Trio attention to fine detail both inside
and outside and they've considerately
provided an equally high matching stereo
tuner, the KT200I, which is an added
advantage."
TRIO KA4002 Package C

Gerry Leigh (
back right) manager at 109
Fleet Street, E.C.4. "My best choice in TRIO is
the KR2120 stereo receiver. It's not easy to
choose one mode! from this great range but
the KR2I 20 with IC and FET circuitry, fine
meter tuning, interstation muting and really
useful facilities like A and B speaker output
and two phono inputs-front panel headphone jack, and really superb finish of the
unit-and at under £ 100, well, it's more than
good value- it's tremendous."

£57•50
TRIO KA4002 ( 24+24 W) stereo amplifier
£85-00
2 KEF Cadenza' speaker systems
£50.01
GARRARD SL95B turntable
£5•95
LASKY'S base and cover • •
£10•19
SHURE M44/C magnetic cartridge
£20865
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £ 180.00 Corr. E2•00

TRIO KA4002 Package D

TRIO KA4002 ( 24+24 W) stereo amplifier £57.50
2 WHARFEDALE ' Super
Linton'
speaker systems
.
£49 90
GARRARD SP25 Mk Ill turntable . £ 16.44
LASKY'S base and cover • • • • £4.75
MICRO M2 100/e magnetic cartridge .. £ 11.00
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
£139.59
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £ 120.00 Carr. £2-00

TRIO KR2I20 Package E

TRIO KR2 120 ( 11+ 11W) stereo receiver £98 00
2 WHARFEDALE ' Super Linton' speaker
systems .. • • • • . .. £49 90
BSR McDonald MP60/TPD Ibase/cover .. £25 55
AD76K Magnetic cartridge .. ..
£4 50
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE £ 1/7.95
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £ 155.00 Car-. E2-00

TRIO KR2I20 Package F
TRIO KR2 120 ( 11+11 W) stereo receiver £98.00
2 WHARFEDALE ' Denton'
speaker
systems
90
. .£ 39
BSR McDonald 6I
0/TPD Ibase/cover .. £29.80
AD76K Magnetic cartridge
£4 50
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
£172.20
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £149 00 Carr.12 00

ALL TRIO MODELS ARE AVAILABLE SEPARATELY AT RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICES. All prices subject to alteration.

TRIO KA2002 ( l7 + 17 W) stereo amplifier £39-50
2 GOODMAdNS ' Minister'
speaker
£50.00
systems
£16-44
GARRARD SPIS Mk III turntable
£4.75
LASKY'S base and cover - •
£4•50
AD76K magnetic cartridge ..
E115.19
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £ 9.00 Carr. £2.00

TRIO KA2002 Package J

TR:0 KA2001 t17 + 17 W) stereoamplifier £39.50
2 GOODMANS ' Mezzo Ill' speaker
£68.00
systems
.
£49.96
THORENS TO 150 AB Mt 11 turntable
£4.43
THORENS TXII cover ...
£18.86
COLORING 800E magnetic cartridge
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
£180-75
LASKYS PACKAGE PRICE £ 155.00 Carr. E2-00
If TRIO KT2001 stereo tuner is required add £64-00
to packar,e price.

Other TRIO units available include: stereo amplifier,
KA6000 (58+58 W) £ 105.00.
Stereo
receivers,
KR4 140 AMJFM £139.00 and KR6I 60 AM/FM £185.00.
Stereo headphones HS- 101.40 and HS-2 a-75.
All our managers agree that most important of all, we
know that eve ,yTRIO unit we sell will perform to the
manufacturers' specification and that we can say with
every confidence that in buying TRIO you will make the
best possible investment towards guaranteed satisfaction and years of trouble free enjoyment. The above
packages are our recommended suggestions and we
can of course modify any package to suit your exact
requirements.
The complete TRIO range is available for you to see,
hear and compare in any of our branches during May.

207 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON. W.2 Tel: 01-723 3271

109 FLEET STREET. LONDON. E.C.q Tel: 01-353 5812

33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON. W.1 Tel: 01-636 2605

Open oil day Thursday. early closin91p.m. Saturday

Open oil day 90 m 6p n. Monday to Saturday

The Home al H,gh Fidelity

152/3 FLEET STREET. LONDON, E.C. £1Tel: 01-353 2833

‘12- 115 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON. W.1 Tel 01-580 2573

Open oil day
Thu,sdog
. eorly closing Ip.m Sokurday

Open oll cloy.90 m - 6p m Monday to Saturday

ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 3-15 CAVELL STREET,

LONDON, El 2BN Tel: 01-790 4821

FCAVE

5Bridge Street
Richmond Surrey
01 948 1441 till 8pm

TOP DISCOUNTS HI Fl

List
Price
AMPLIFIERS P & C 70p
Armstrong 521 .. £56.00
ARD 2000 .. .. £46.20
Cambridge P40 .. £81.00
Dual CV40 .. £ 73.50
Duet SA300
Leak 30 ( Ch) .. £56.50
Leak 70 ( Ch) .. £69.00
Lux SQ1220 .. £ 124.50
Lux SQ77T .. £66.37
Metrosound ST20 £36.00
Quad 303 + 33 .. £98.00
Philips GH925
Pioneer SA900 .. £ 133.83
Rogers Ft/bourne
(Ch) .. .. £ 59.50
Rogers Ribrook ( Ch) £47.50
Rotel RA310 .. £42.50
Rotel RA610 .. £65.00
Sinclair 2000 .. £35.00
Sinclair 3000 .. £45.00
Sansui AU222 £62.88
Sansui A U555 .. £86.34
Ferrograph F307 Mk 2 £59.00
Teleton SAQ203E £27.75
Radon 404 ..

Cash
Price

List
Price
TUNER AMPLIFIERS P &
Akai A A6600 .. £ 142.53
Akai AA6300 £ 128.85
Armstrong 525 .. £91.89
Armstrong 526 .. £ 104.71
Lux WL515 .. £ 108.26
Grundig RTV400 £ 173.70
Pioneer LX440 £ 116.49
Pioneer KX330 .. £78.69
Rotel FAX330A £95.25
Rotel FAX660A £ 129.00
Sansui 2000 .. £ 173.60
Sansui 350 .. £ 139.28
Wharfedale 100-1.. £ 149.00
Teleton CR1OT £39.75
Teleton CR1OT with
two matching loudspeakers. • £ 49.75
Teleton TFS50 £ 74-00
Teleton F2000 .. £51.00
Wien X-2312
Wien FMX1812

£44.25
£38.25
£70.88
£59.30
£33.95
£48.00
£55.58
£84.00
£48.19

£2900
£83.95
£19.95
£107.00
£49.25
£39.25
£35.95
£54.95
£26.25
£34.75
£53.50
£73.50
£46.95
£19.95
£16.95

Tuner

Amplifiers by Acoustic Research,
Sony, Tandberg, Goldring and many
more- Prices on application.

Tandberg,

and

from

many

£29.95
£62.95
£32.95
£59.50
£32.95

Goldring,

others

from

our enormous stocks are listed in
our

Sinclair and Mullard amplifier
modules- Prices on application.

new

money

saving

catalogue.

See centre panel.

CAVE'S
RECOMMENDED
SYSTEMS

FERROGRAPH

amplifiers

Cash
Price
C 100p
£125-80
£113.40
£72.50
£82.70
£75.15
£153.00
£97.25
£69.50
£79.50
£88.50
£135.00
£119.00
£109.00
£26.95

Ferrograph F307 Mk 2
Amplifier; Goldring GL69/
800 Turntable + cartridge;
Base &
Cover;
2
Leak Sandwich Walnut
Speakers.
List Price Cash
£202.61
Price

F307 SYSTEM

The Mk. 2 version of this outstanding
unit incorporates all the features of
Mk. 1plus greater power reserve, new
low noise, high gain pre- amplifier
transistors, and an improved distortion factor. It has input handling
capacity and matching suitable for
any cartridge.

List Price

£179.92

Total

FERROGRAPH SERIES SEVEN
The Series Seven offers more facilities
than ever previously available, and is designed to meet the greatest number of
needs of widely differing users. Look at
these features: 3 motors, 3 speeds, all
Silicon, with FET. 2 inputs per channel
with independent mixing, single lever deck
operation with pause- signal levels on record
and playback. Follow the professionals,
rely on Ferrograph.
Ferrograph 702 List £ 207.35

Cash £ 175.00

Ferrograph 722 List £242-54

Cash £ 199.50

Ferrograph 704 List £207.35

Cash £ 175-00

List £222.81.

Cave's Cash Price £ 171 45

(çête .

SYSTEMS
UNITS

AND

CAN

BE

List
Price
TUNERS P & C 70p
Armstrong 523 .. £ 53.76
Armstrong 524 .. £41.88
Decca T1000 .. £32.00
Decca T2000 .. £59-00
Leak Stereofetic ( Ch) £66.55
Leak Stereofetic ( C) £ 72.50
Lux WL515 .. £ 108-26
Grundig RT1000 £ 182.15
Quad FM .. £51.00
Rogers 1i/bourne ( C) £66.89
Rogers R'brook ( C) £51.26
Rotel ST120 .. £49-88
Rotel ST320 .. £54.00
Teleton GT101 .. £45.50
Sansui TU777 .. £ 102.48
Sansui TU555 £84.32
Sansui TU666 .. £95.35
Armstrong M8 decoder .. £9.50
Decca X70 Decoder £ 7.35

Cash
Price
£42.25
£33.00
£28.80
£52.95

£5400

£61.00
£75.15
£160.00
£46.00
£57.95
£44.00
£41.95
£45.95
£37.95
£90.00
£74.00
£84.00
£7.95
£6.95

DISCO SOUND DISCO EQUIPMENT P & C 100p
DJ101 Mixer pre amp £ 14.00
DJ70S Mixer amp £63.00
Disco Amp .. £85-00
DJ3OL Light unit .. £37.50
40 P A Amp .. £40.00
100 P'A Amp .. £49-50

Cash

Price

£131-90

£12.00
£53.50
£72.25
£32.00
£34.00
£35.00

Me,

AND

SHOWROOMS

List
Price
TURNTABLES P & C 75p
Macdonald MP60 £ 15.75
Macdonald 610 .. £20.00
Dual 1219,'Shure M91 £ 71.70
Dual 1209 .. £42.61
Garrard 401 .. £37.77
Garrard A P76 .. £28.67
Garrard SP25 Mk 3 £ 16.32
Garrard 2025TC/K40A£14.39
Garrard SL72B £32.86
Garrard SL95B £49.64
Goldring GL75 Mk 2 £39.00
Goldring GL75 Mk 2/
£52.00
Goldring GL75 P C
G800E
£ 70.81
Goldring GL69 Mk 2 £26.62
Goldring GL69 Mk 2/
P/C
..
£39.61
Goldring GL69 Mk 2
P/C/G800 .. £52.61
Goldring 705 PC £26.00
Thorens TD150A £46.16
Thorens TD150AB £49.96
TD150 Cover .. £4.43
Thorens TD125 £ 79.04
Thorens TD125AB £ 120.20
TD125 Cover .. £8.85
Pioneer PL12 A BC £50.00
Transcriptor Ref... £ 78.00
Transcriptor Saturn £57.60
Connoisseur BD1 £ 16.55
Connoisseur BD2
complete •. £40.02

Teleton F2000 T/Amplifier; Garrard 2025TC Turntable -1- Cartridge; Base &
Cover; 2 Keletron KN824
Speakers.
List Price Cash
£95.34
Price

INDIVIDUAL
HEARD

Cash
Price
£11.75
£16.75
£57.00
£36.00
£28.95
£23.50
£12.50
£9.50
£28.85
£43.50
£33.00
£43.00
£55.50
£22.35
£33.60
£40.95
£23.00
£40.75
£44.00
£4.25
£64.95
£106.60
£7.75
£43.50
£70.00
£51.50
£15.21
£36.78

Teleton
203
Amplifier;
Garrard SP25 Mk 3 Turntable; Base &
Cover;
Magnetic Cartridge LC66/
CC; 2Wharfedale Denton
Speakers.

£69.15

List Price Cash
£98.95

List £59-00. Cash £46.95.

Compare the price of this amazing
°Ken The top quality Goldring GL75
with the G800 cartridge, base and
cover and a pair of Leak Sandwich
speakers.
A truly excellent Hi -Fi
system which will give hours of
listening pleasure.

HI-FI

COMPARED AT OUR

2 EMI Richmond Speakers; Garrard AP76 Turntable;
Base & Cover;
Shure M44E Cartridge;
Armstrong 521 Amplifier.

£ Ic6 .
90

DEMONSTRATIONS
MANY

Price

£76.05

SUPER SOUND WITH
SONY HI-FI EQUIPMENT

TOP DISCOUNTS ON LUX
HI-FI EQUIPMENT

For twenty years Sony has been
breaking fresh ground in electronics
so that today the name stands for all
that belongs to tomorrow.

Behind every LUX amplifier is the
knowledge, experience and advanced
technology of a manufacturer who
supplies equipment to the Japanese
Radio Corporation. All LUX equipment is built to the highest standards,
and attention to detail at every point
in construction ensures that you get
top-quality sound and the highest
reliability.

Model STR 6040. Fully integrated
AM/FM Tuner Amplifier, 15 watts
per channel, FET, special filters in
tuner section to guarantee strong
station selection and a wide range of
controls.
Model TA1144. Thirty- watt Stereo
Amplifier. Combines excellent looks
with all Silicon circuitry, plus a wide
dynamic range and low harmonic
distortion for the best performance
at any sound level. Comprehensive
input, output facilities and front panel
controls.
(
Illustrated.)
Prices
on
application.

LUX Model 1220 Amplifier. The
zenith of LUX technology in solid
state circuitry, all Silicon transistors,
enormous range of inputs outputs
and control facilities. 100 Watts RMS
output. A really top- class unit. Also
ideal as a discotheque amp. (
Illustrated.) List £ 124-50. Cash £89.65.

áts

it makes SOUND SENSE, buy from CAVES

ALSO AT

IFTOP DISCOUNTS
List
Price

27 EDEN STREET, KINGSTON, SURREY

List
Price

Cash
Price

Cash
Price

TAPEREC ORDERS P&C 125p
Acoustic Research

On application

Leak Mini Teak .. £29.75 £22.50
Leak Mini Walnut £29/75 £21 ,50
Leak Sandwich Teak £45-50 £ 34.50
Leak Sandwich W. nut £45/50

£32.95

Tannoy IIILZ

£41.00

£34-85

Tannoy 15" Mk 2 .. £63.25

£52-50

Tannoy Richmond £59-00 £46.95
Wharfedale Denton £ 19.95 £ 15 75
Wharfedale Linton £25.95 £22 00
Wharfedale Aston £25.95 £22 ,00
Wharfedale Melton £32.50

£24.50

Goodmans Mezzo 2 £30/90

£22-50

Goodmans Minister £25.00

£21.00

Goodmans Magnum £44.00

£35.20

Goodmans Magister £62.50

£42-50

Kef Richmond

£26.00

£18.95

Kel Concerto

£53-50

£45.50

Kef Candeza

£38.00

£32-25

Ke Chorale

£34-81

£29-75

B&W DM3

£63.00

£55 00

B&W DM1

£32.00

£28.00

Keletron KN500

£11.50

£8.60

Keletron KN700

£13.75

£10-30

Keletron KN1000

£19.25

£14-45

Quad ELS ..

£66/00

£59-40

EMI Richmond

£34.00

£22.95

A kai
Akai
Akai
Akai

4000 ..
40000..
1710L
M1OL

.•
••
••
••

£124.90
£89-95
£89.00
£245/05

£99 95
£69 95
£69-95
£199.00

Tandberg-Special prices on application
Ferrograph 713 .. £188-50 £166-00
Ferrograph 702'4 .. £207.35 £175-00
Ferrograph 7224 .. £242.54 £199.0
Grundig TK121 • .
£54.78
£45-25
Grundig TK146 • •
£68.14
£54-25
£44.90
£36.50
Grundig TK124 • •
£49.95
£38-25
Grundig TK144 . •
£57/60
£44.25
Grundig TK140 . •
Revox-Special prices on application
£62-50
Teleton FXB510D
£29-90
Philips N2202
£68.00
Philips N2400
£81-00
Philips N2401
£39/00
Philips N4302
£60/50
Philips N4308 ..
£32.55
Crown CTR8750
£22.50
Midland Cassette..
Truvox R44..
.. £145.29
Uher 4000L
.. £ 187.07
Uher 4200 ..
.. £ 187.07
Uher 4400L

£46.95
£23.50
£60-50
£71-25
£29.95
£51-95
£24-95
£14-95
£39 50
£125 00
£160 00
£160 00

Telefunken-Special prices on application.

List
Cash
Price
Price
CARTRIDGES P&C 17f p

Stylus
Price

Audio Technica
AT66L ' C £6.23
AT21XE
£15.49
£24.29
AT35X
£13.04
ATVM3

£5 10
£12 49
£14-95

£3 00
£10 75
£12 95

£11-50

£8 50

Empire 808..
£9/00
£12/85
Empire 808E
Empire 888 .. £11-50
£16/50
Empire 888E

£7.55
£10.80
£9-65
£13.85

£5-00
£7.60
£6.55
£8-75

Acos GP92 D'S £2/47

£2-20

Acos GP93 D,S £ 109

£2-75

75p
75p

Goldring G800
Super E .. £26/00 £17-95
Goldring G800E £ 18.80 £12-50
Goldring G800 £ 13.00
£7.50
Goldring G850 £6.50
£4-50

£13-20
£8.25
£3-50
£3.50

V15 ( 2) £40.75
75E ( 2) £21-30
75EJ ( 2)£19/45
75G (2) £ 17/60

£30-00
£17-75

Shure 55E .. £ 12/95

£10.85
£9-75
£17-50
£18-00

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

Shure 44E ..
Shure 91E ..
Shure 92E ..
Shure 93E ..
S tone 9TAH

£ 12.05
£21.30
£20/30
£ 19.95
C£4-02

£16-30
£14-75

£14-00
£10-85
£9.30
£7•75
£7.75
£7-00

£15.00
£2 25

£0.75

£2.00

75p

Stone 9TAH/C
(S) .. £3/09

TAPE P&C 12;p

BASF LOW
NOISE

List
Price

Cash
Price

2or
more
Cash
Price

551"
7"
5"
75"
7"

£ 1.89
£2.17
£3.10
£2-15
£3.83
£3/09
£4.35

£1-40
£1-60
£2-30
£1-60
£2-85
£2-80
£3.50

Li- 25
£1-45
£2415
£1-45
£2-50
£2-05
£3-15

900' • •
1200' • .
1800' •.
1200' • •
2400' • •
1800' • •
3600' . •

BASF &
PHILIPS
List
CASS ETTESPrice
C30 ( Philips only)53p
C60
76p
C90
£1/02
C120.. .. £1/52

6or
more
Cash
Cash
Price
Price
50p
40p
65p
50p
90p
70p
£1-20 £1.00

All prices are each.
At Cave's we believe in discounts
with service and our demonstration
rooms are fully equipped for the cornparison of a vast range of Hi Fi &
Audio equipment. We operate a repair service and are happy to make
up leads etc. for customers.
Personal export, free of UK purchase
tax can be arranged for overseas
visitors and prices will be quoted on
request.
Prices quoted are correct at time of
going to press but are subject to
alteration without notice. E. & O. E.

DON'T RISK PAYING MORE THAN YOU NEED!
These lists represent only a small part of our enormous stock- hundreds more bargains
and unbeatable discounts can be found in our big new money saving Catalogue of units from
the world's top makers-get the most for your money. Send for a catalogue now and
compare our prices before you buy.

AKAI TAPE RECORDERS
UNBEATABLE DISCOUNTS
Prove for yourself the outstanding merits
of the Akai 4000D. Having all the essential
functional facilities it has many extras normally found on more expensive machines.
Our staff will be happy to give a demonstration.

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION
OF THE RICHMOND SERIES OF
QUALITY SPEAKERS. AVAILABLE ONLY FROM CAVES.

AKAI 1710L Tape Recorder. Attractively
styled 4- track stereo recorder.
Three
speeds are available, 2VU meters for level
adjustment, separate volume controls for
left and right channels, pause facility, line
and mic. inputs, sockets for extension loudspeakers. The Akai 1710L is certainly one
of the best tape recorder buys on the
market today.

Incorporating the 12" Monitor Gold
Unit in a base reflex enclosure. A
fine sounding unit in an enclosure to
grace any home.
Worth £59/00. Cash £46.95

AKAI 1710L: List £89.00. Cash £69-95.
AKAI 4000: List £12-1.90. Cash £ 9.95.

TANNOY RICHMOND

EMI RICHMOND
Incorporating EMI 13" x8" elliptical,
mounted in a very attractive cabinet.
A very natural sounding speaker
highly recommended. (
Illustrated below.)
Worth £34.00. Cash £22.95

KEF RICHMOND

I

Containing the same units as used
in the Kef Cresta to achieve an excellent response over a wide frequency
range.
Worth £26.00. Cash £19-95

F CAVE
Il Fl WITH
THE BEST
DISCOUNTS

DISCOUNTS WITH SERVICE

TOP DISCOUNTS ON RECORDS

UNBEATABLE VALUE AT

An enormous range of records of all
kinds from Pop to Classical can be
bought from our 27 Eden Street,
Kingston branch or by direct Mail
Order from the same address at discounts up to 15%. Send for complete
record lists.

CAVE'S
Our demonstration rooms are fully
equipped to enable you to listen to
hundreds of different Hi Fi combinations, to enable you to compare
the kind of sound you can from both
budget systems and more expensive
and sophisticated equipment. Our
experienced staff are enthusiastic
and happy to advise on the best combination of units to suit your own
particular requirements and your
pocket.
Cave's Mail Order service is available
to all customers in the U.K. and
abroad, and enquiries should be sent
to our

AUDIO ACCESSORIES
Discount prices are available on all
makes of Record Care Equipment and
Hi Fi and Audio Accessories.
Whilst every effort is made to keep to
prices quoted and absorb increases,
prices quoted in this advertisement
are subject to alteration without
notice. E. & O. E.

5 BRIDGE STREET, RICHMOND,
SURREY SHOP
or if Records are concerned. to

WE ARE PLEASED TO ARRANGE
PERSONAL EXPORT FREE OF U.K.

27 EDEN

STREET,

KINGSTON,

SURREY.

easy CONFIDENTIAL CREDIT terms

PURCHASE TAX FOR OVERSEAS
CUSTOMERS. ASK FOR DETAILS.

Top Dlicounti+Demonftration
AMPLIFIERS ( P & P 50p)
E
Acoustic- Research .. ..
140-00
ARD2000 .. .. .. ..
38-00
Armstrong 521 .. .
45-50
Cambridge Audio P40, P50
From stock
Decca A3000 .. .. ..
58-00
Dual CV20
..
39-00
Dual CV40 • • . . ..
61-00
Dual CV80 •
72-00
Ferrograph F307 Mk 2 .. ..
4eoo
Goldring ST3000.. ..
42-00
Grundig SVI40 .. ..
From stock
J.B.L. SA660 .. ..
180.00
Leak Stereo 70 Chassis .. ..
53-50
Leak Stereo 70 Teak .. ..
6000
Leak Stereo 30 • Chassis ..
44-50
Leak Stereo 30 • Teak .. ..
51-00
Lux SQ707 . ..
On request
Metrosound ST2O Teak ..
29-00
Nikko TRM30IC.. ..
30-00
Nikko TRM40IC .. ..
40.00
Nikko TRM50 ..
48.00
Nikko TRMI220 ..
78-00
Philips RH590 • .
40-00
Philips RH59I ..
57-00
Pioneer SA500 . • ..
42-00
Pioneer SA700 • • ..
67-00
Pioneer SC700 • •
On request
Pioneer 5F700 . •
On request
Pioneer SM700 . •
On request
Pioneer SA900 .. .. ..
95-00
Pioneer SR202 Reverb Amp. ..
35.00
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis 11
38-50
Rogers Ravensbrook Teak 11 ..
43-00
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis ..
4800
Rogers Ravensbourne Teak ..
52-50
Sacom A500 .. .. ..
23-00
Sansui AU I01 .. ..
34-00
Sansui AU222 ..
46-00
Sansui RA500 ..
38-00
65-00
Sansui AU555A .. ..
Sansui AU666 .. ..
75-00
Sansui AU777 .. .. ..
85-00
Sansui AU999 .. .. ..
11540
Sinclair 2000 metal .. ..
22-50
Sinclair Project 60 with filter ..
26-00
Sinclair 3000 black .. ..
36-00
Sugden A21/II .. .. ..
5400
Sugden A51/C51 . .. ..
97-00
Tripletone 8+ 8 Mk . . ..
30-00
HEADPHONES ( P & P 25p)
Akai ASE-9S ..
5-75
Akai ASE-20
......
7- SO
AKG K60 .
10-50
Beyer DT100 .. ..
12-00
Beyer DT109 .. .. ..
2000
Beyer DT485 .. ..
28-00
D. Clark . .
..
From stock
Howland-West HW4ST
7-00
Howland-West HW85 ..
9-50
Nivico STHIOE -----10-00
Pioneer SE2P -----4-50
Pioneer SE20A ..
7.00
Pioneer SE30 • •• •
10-00
Pioneer 5E50 . • • •• •
15-00
Sansui 5S2 • •• •
6-50
Sansui
5S20
• ..
Koss PRO
4A •
..
13-50
16-00
Koss PRO 4AA ... •
22-00
Koss ESP6..
36.00
Koss ESP9
55.50
LOUDSPEAKERS ( P .
8; P 50p)
Acoustic- Research AR4X ..
33-00
Acoustic- Research AR5 pine ..
9300
Acoustic-Research AR3A pine ..
132-00
B & W DMI Teak or Walnut ..
24-50

e
B & W DM IRosewood ..
26 50
B & W DM3 Teak or Walnut
50 00
B & W DM3 Rosewood ..
55 00
B & W Model 70 ..
120 00
Cambridge R50 ..
On request
Celestion Ditton 10 ..
18 00
Celestion Ditton 15
25 00
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
50 00
Decca Deram .. ..
14 50
Dynaco A25 Mk 2
25 50
Goodmans Maxim
17 50
Goodmans Marimba ..
18 SO
Goodmans Minister ( pair)
36 00
Goodmans Mezzo III .. ..
24 50
Goodmans Magnum K2 .. ..
33 00
Goodmans Magister .. ..
48 00
1MFTransmission Line Monitor From stock
IMF Transmission Li neStu di o From stoc k
J.B.L. Century L100 .. ..
new
J.B.L. Aquarius 1 .. ..
126.00
J.B.L. Aquarius 4 ..
78.00
KEF Cresta ( pair) ..
35.00
KEF Chorale ..
24-00
KEF Cadenza ..
32.50
KEF Concerto ..
42.50
Lowther PM6 in enclosure
38.00
Lowther PM7 in enclosure
46.00
Lowther PM6 unit ..
20-00
Lowther PM7 unit ..
27-00
Leak 600 .. .. ..
37.00
Leak 300 .. .. ..
26.00
Leak 200 .. .. ..
21-50
Metrosound HFSIO ..
12-00
Metrosound HFS20 .. ..
16-50
Mordaunt-Short M5077
From stock
Mordaunt-Short MS400
From stock
Mordaunt-Short MS700
From stock
Peerless 4-30/12 Kit
20-50
Peerless 50-2 Kit..
8.00
Peerless 120-4 Kit
29.00
Philips RH48I ..
9-50
Philips RH482
15-00
Philips RH49I ..
18-50
Philips RH497 ..
33-00
Pioneer CS53 ..
30 00
Pioneer C566 ..
36 00
Pioneer CS- E500....
49.00
Pioneer CS- E700 ..
57 00
Pioneer CS63DX ..
80.00
Sansui SL5 Teak or White
26-00
Sansui SL7 Teak or White
30-00
Sansui SP30
26 00
Sansui SP50 :: :: ..
35-00
Sansui SP300
..
67-00
Sonab V- I .
From stock
Sonab 0A-5
From stock
Sonab 0A-6 .. ..
From stock
Tannoy 12 - in Lancaster end
44-00
Tannoy IV in Lancaster end
SI 00
Tannoy Ill LZ in Teak enclosure
34-00
Tannoy 12' Monitor Gold Unit
30-00
Tannoy I
rMonitor Gold Unit ..
seoo
Wharfedale Dentons ( pair) ..
33.00
Wharfedale Super Lintons (pair)
39-50
Wharfedale Astons ( pair) White
4300
Wharfedale Tritons ( pair) ..
44-00
Wharfedale Melton .. ..
24-S0
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ..
32-00
Wharfedale Rosedale .. ..
50-00
Wharfedale Unit 3 .. ..
11.00
Wharfedale Unit 4 .. ..
15 00
Wharfedale Unit 5 ..
20 50
Rogers Ravensbrook ..
each
19 00
PICK-UP ARMS (P & P 23p)
Audio Technica AT1005/II ..
16 50
Decca International ....
22 00

Goldring L75 ..
10-50
Goldring L69 ..
7-00
Neat G30 . ..
9-50
Ortofon RS212 ..
24-00
SME 3009/S2 ..
27-50
SME 3012/S2 ..
29-00
Transcriptor Fluid ..
18-00
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 40000 ..
.•
72.50
Akai 4000
..•
.
98-00
Dual CTG28 .. . • • .
9eoo
Ferrograph 702/704 .. • •
170.00
Ferrograph 722/724 .. . •
soeoo
Ferrograph 702H/7041-1 .. • •
176.00
Philips N2202 . • • •• •
seso
Philips EL2400 • • ..• •
58 00
Philips EL240I • • ..
6eoo
Philips N4408 • . ..
loeoo
Philips N4407 • . ..
88-00
Philips N4308 . • ..
48-00
Philips N4500 • . ..
10500
Philips PROI2 • . .. ..
200-00
Pioneer T6600 .. .. ..
new
Revox 1102/1104 Series 2
On request
Revox 1122/1124 Series 2
On request
Revox 1108 .. ..
On request
Sanyo MRI20 .. ..
On request
Uher 714 .. .. ..
4600
Uher 4000C .. ..
118-00
Uher 4400
..
16040
TUNERS ( P & P 45p)
Armstrong 524 FM .. ..
36-00
Armstrong 523 AM/FM .. ..
45-00
Armstrong M8 Decoder ..
eoo
Grundig RTIO0 .. ..
From stock
Korting T500 .. .. ..
38-00
Leak Stereofetic Chassis ..
55-00
Leak Stereofetic Teak .. ..
61-50
Lux VL7OT .. ..
66.00
Lux WLI3
..
.
125-00
Nikko range ..
On request
Philips RH690 .. .. ..
seso
Philips RH691 .. .. .
67-00
Pioneer TX500 .. .. ..
seoo
Pioneer TX900 .. .. ..
Imo
Rogers Ravensbrook PET ..
39-50
Rogers Ravensbourne PET ..
49.00
Sansui TU555 .. .. ..
67-00
Sansui TU777 .. . • ..
8200
TUNER AMPLIFIERS ( P & P 63p)
Acoustic- Research .. ..
sseoo
Akai AA-6600 .. .. ..
mew
Armstrong 526 .. .. ..
87-00
Armstrong 525 .. ..
77-00
Dual CTI6 • • ..
90-00
Goodmans 3000 .. ..
6500
Korting 400T .. ..
67-00
Nikko range ..
On request
Philips RH78I ..
60.00
Philips RH790 ..
108-00
Pioneer KX330 ..
64 00
Pioneer SX440 ..
85-00
Pioneer LX440 ..
93-00
Pioneer SX770 ..
114.00
Pioneer SX990 ..
140-00
Pioneer SX1500 ..
170-00
Pioneer SX9000 .. ::
240-00
Rotel FAX330 ..
78-00
Rotel FAX550 ..
90-00
Sansui 200 ..
71-50
Sansui 300
..
..
87.00
Sansui 350
..
..
110-00
Sansui 800 .. .. ..
118-00
Sansui 2000 .. .. ..
128-00
Sansui 5000A .. .. • •
166.00
Sanyo DC60E .. ..
On request

EXPORT ORDERS TAKEN (PERSONAL) FREE OF UK TAX

Sonab R7000 ..
Froto stock
Teleton F2000 -----36-00
Toshiba SA-2600M ..
46-00
Wharfedale 100.1
118.00
TURNTABLES
BSR Macdonald MP60 .. ..
11-50
BSR Macdonald MP60 Base &
cover -- ----- 19-00
Dual 1219 with Shure
l
63-00
Dual 1219 Deck ..
52-00
Dual 1209 Deck ..
38.00
G
d SP25/3 ..
13-50
G
d AP76 ..
23-00
G
d SL72B .. ..
27 00
Garrard SL75B .. ..
30 00
G
d SL95B .. ..
38.00
Goldring GL69/2 Deck ..
21.50
Goldring GL69/2/P + lid
32-00
Goldring GL75 Deck ..
31-50
Goldring GL75/P + lid ---42-50
Philips GA202 .. .. ..
54-00
Pioneer PL II AC Base & cover..
38-00
Pioneer PL I
2AC Base & cover..
38-00
Pioneer PL3IC .. .. ..
85.00
Pioneer PL4IC .. .. ..
100.00
56-00
Sansui SRI050C .. ..
Sansui SR2050C .. .. ..
68-00
Sanyo TP-785 .. ..
From stock
SME2000 plinth system .. ..
34-00
Sonab MS75S .. ..
From stock
Thorens TDI50A/2 ..
39-00
Thorens TD150AB/2 ..
42-S0
Thorens TXII Cover .. ..
4-00
Thorens TD125 Deck .. ..
64.00
Transcriptors complete with arm
80.00
Transcriptors Saturn .. ..
50-00
CARTRIDGES ( Post free)
ADC 10E Mk 2 .. ..
32.00
Audio Technica AT2I X ..
12-00
Audio Technica AT66
5-00
B & 0 SPC6 ..
7-00
B & 0 WI ..
6.00
B & 0 SPIO ..
8.50
B & 0 SPI4 ..
8.00
B & 0 SP6 stylus
3.00
Decca 4RC
13-00
Decca H4E
18-00
Decca C4E .. ..
18.00
Decca SH4E .. ..
25-00
Goldring G850 cartridge
5-00
Goldring G800 cartridge
800
Goldring G1300E cartridge
12.50
Goldring G800SE cartridge
16-00
Goldring G800H cartridge
7-50
Goldring 850 stylus .
3-00
Goldring 800 stylus
300
Goldring 800E stylus ..
6-75
Goldring Super E stylus
11-00
Ortofon SL I5E .. ..
23-50
Ortofon 2+15K module
5.50
Ortofon MISE
23-50
Ortofon MFI5
15-25
Shure M3DM
6.00
Shure M44-5
8.00
Shure M44-7
8-00
Shure M44E
10-50
Shure M55E
11-00
Shure M75-6
12.50
Shure M75E1/2
15.00
Shure M75E/2
16-00
Shure M9IE
14 50
Shure VIS/2 improved ..
30-00
Shure N30 ..
4-50
Shure N44-5 ..
6-00
Shure N44-7 ..
5-50
Shure N44E ..
6-50

EXPORT SHIPMENTS BY: GONRAND FRERES, 32/38 LEMAN STREET, LONDON El

fouthern Audio
kruicei

Under the personal Direction of MR.JOSEPH PAO, BRIT.I. RE.,
POST GRAD. DIPLOMA IN
ELECTRONICS
(SOUTHAMPTON)

26, PRIORY CLOSE, WALTOPPON THAMES, SURREY.
(Near SRStation) Tel: Walton [98] 23205
All equipment guaranteed new and in makers' own boxes.
Finest after sales services. First year, parts and labour free.
Money credited within 7days if not satisfied Majority of
orders by return of post Callers welcomed by appointment.
Major brands supplied. Please ring or write for quote or
demonstration up to 9p.m. Easy terms available.

t

1
-4.1 • • • 1
,

STOCKISTS FOR B & 0 • SONY • TANDBERG • ARENA • EMI etc.

e PLAYER DECKS AN D PLINTHS
£11 75 P/P 50p
e B.S.R. MP60
£11 50 P/P 50p
eGarrard SP25 Mk Ill
£9 75 P/P 50p
o Garrard 3000
e Garrard 2025TC fitted
£10 00 P/P 50p
with 9TAHC head .
• Garrard 2025TC with
9TAHC
complete
with Teak Plinth and
Neutral
Tinted
Plastic Dust Cover

£13435 P/P 85p

e

SPECIAL OFFER

TEAK PLI NTHS

E.M.I. SPEAKER KITS
Kit model 450, 13 x8 bass plus two 2+
tweeters with X/over unit. Ready wired
10 watt 8 t, £ 350, P/P 25p.
Kit model 350, 13 x8 bass plus I3+ tweeter
with X/over unit. Ready wired 20 watt 8
£7.25, P/P 50p.
Send large s.a.e. for technical leaflets.
Suitable cabinets available to callers only.
9TA or 9TAHC

Plinth and cover ( ready cut) finished in teak
veneer with neutral tinted dust cover
suitable for B.S.R. MP60, UA70, MP6I0,
Garrard, SP25, AT60, SL65, Models 1000,
2000, 3000, 2025TC, etc.
Special Offer .. £ 3.75 P/P 50p
Plinth only
£2 50 P/P 30p
Size 141"x In" x
Cover only
LI 85 P/P 30p
Size 14+" x In" x4"

3e"

All SP25 Mk 11 motors can be supplied ready
wired with 6ft. mains cable and 6ft.
screened stereo cable, terminated with 5- pin
Din plug or 2 phono plugs at 53p each.

e DECCA DERAM STEREO HEADS £475
P/P 13p
eTELETON Stereo Headphones £3.48
P/P 23p
e PICKERING VI5AC2 STEREO HEADS
(List LI 070).
P/P 13p

Special

offer.

£5.63

AMPLIFIERS
Quad
303/33
Stereo
£79 25
Amplifier ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Series
£38 50
II (Chassis)
Rogers Ravensbrook Series
£40.50
11 ( Case)
Rogers
Ravensbourne
£50.00
Teak Case ..
Sinclair Model 2000 (Shelf£25 00
Mounting) ..
Sinclair Model 3000 ( ShelfMounting) ..
£34.50
£18.00
Sinclair Project 60 ( Kit) ..
£45.00
Leak Stereo 30 ( Chassis)..
Leak Stereo 30 ( in Teak
£50.00
Case) ..
£53 95
Leak Stereo 70 ( Chassis)
Leak Stereo 70 ( in Teak
Case) ..
£59.90
Metrosound ST20 Amplifier
(Teak) . .. £27.00
Teleton SAO 203E Amplifier
S/M " » ..
£19 95
Teleton SAO 206EAmplifier
S/M
£19.95
Amstrad
8000
Stereo
£18.25
Amplifier ..
Arena
Model
F.2I
£27.00
Amplifier .

P/P 95p

£2 .38

" I3P
TYPE 9TAHC (
List Price E4:10)
Post free if sent with other goods.
Sensitivity: 35 mV/cm/sec r.m.s. minimum
at 45t at 1,000 Hz, measured on Decca
SXL2057.
Replacement Diamond Styli, 75p.
Double Dia. Styli LP/Stereo, £1.10 each.

eORBIT NM 22 Stereo magnetic heads
List £6.30. Special offer £4.75 each.
e NM 33 Stereo magnetic head, £3.50
P P 13p.

A superbly made plirth finished in teak, and natu raltinted cove-. Ready-cut for SP25, AT60, LM3000,
MP60, MP610 etc. List Price £7. FANTASTIC VALUE
at £415 PP 38p. De.uxe version also available with
dark grey tinted perspex cover, 23p extra.

eTinted

Cover only ( 141" x 121"
£1.50 P/P 30p

e Plinth

P/P 75p
P/P 75p
P/P 50p
P/P 50p
P/P 25p
P/P 75p
P/P 75p
P/P 75p
P/P 75p
P/P 50p
P/P 50p
P/P 50p
P/P 50p
P/P 50p

Tuner
£5540 P/P 60p

4 ")

only £2.50 plus P/13 30p

SPECIAL NOTICE. All above plinths are finished
in oiled ta< veneer.

DE- LUXE TEAK PLI NTH & SMOKE TINTED COVER
Size 14+" x 14"x 7. A larger version of the model illustrated to allow
cover to be left in position whilst playing. Supplied ready cut for SP25
or BSR MP60. Price £5•75 P/P 50p.
Leak Stereofetic Tuner
(Teak Case) ..
Quad FM Tuner Mk II
(Latest Model)

£61.25 P/P 60p
£65.00 P P50p

P/P 75p

TUNERS
Leak Stereofetic
(Chassis)

Ceramic Cartridge
(Fitted diamond
styli)

Solent Mk II' 3- Speaker System
(6f"
Goodmans
Bass
Unit
2-3f" Tweeters)
Teak Finish ( at each) ..
LI 1.50 1
3/13 50p
Philips Mini Hi•Fi Speakers
-Teak-(9r x6r x4r)
(at each)
£ 3.95 P P20p

TUNER AMP LIFIERS
Teleton
F.2000
Tuner/
Amplifier
Tandberg 10-71 Tuner/
Amplifier ..
MPX Decoder Unit for
above ..
Arena T.1500F with MP.
X
.
Decoder

£32-50 P/P 75p
£59.00 P/P 75p
£7 00 Post Free
£59.00 P P75p

SPEAKER KITS & CABI NETS
Wharfedale Unit 3Speaker
Kit ..
£10.50 P/P 35p
Wharfedale Unit 4Speaker
Kit ..
£14.50 P/P 50p
E.M.I. Kit Type 350 ..
£7.25 P/P 50p
£3.25 P/P 25p
E.M.I. Kit Type 450 ..
Speaker Enclosure for 450
Kit ..
£8.50 Callers only
Speaker enclosure for 350
1100 Callers only
Kit .
Wharfedale Dentons ( pair)
£31.25 P/P 75p
Wharfedale Super Lintons
(pair) . .
£41 00 P/P £1.25

SHOP HOURS 9.30 a.m to 6p.m.

STEREO TAPE DECKS
Tandberg Model 3041 X
Stereo Tape Deck ..
£86 00
Tandberg 62X Stereo Tape
Deck
..
£ 125.00
Tandberg 64X Stereo Tape
Deck
.
£ 125 00
Sony TC.I 27 Stereo Tape
Deck ( Cassette Model) £60 00
Nivico Model 250 8-Track
Stereo Cassette Tape
Deck with Record &
Replay Preamps £85.00
Metrosound SS.30 Stereo
Amp. & 8-Track Cartridge
Player .. £66 00

P/P 95p
P/P 95p
P/P 95p
P/P 75p

P/P 50p

P P50p

SPECIAL PACKAGED- DEAL
OFFER
GatTard SP25 Mk Ill Player Urit wired with
Audio & Mains Cable, termirated with 5- pin
Din Plug, Goldring G800 Stereo- Magnetic
Ca-tridge with Dia Stylus fitted in Teak
Veneered Plinth with Smoke-Tinted Cover
£22.00 P/P 85p.

Closed all day Thursday

LEE ELECTRONICS 400 EDGWARE RD. W.2 Tel: 01-723 5521
9')9

FRAME
THIS
PRICE
LIST!!
ti_

I4,1
Retail
Price
L p
38.95

Garrard SL75B
Garrard 3000 with GKS Cartridge .. • .
16.66
Garrard 5100 with GKS Cartridge ...... 1189
Garrard 2025TC with Sonotone 9TAHC Cartridge
16-68
Garrard SP.25 Mk. III
16.45
Garrard AP. 76
28-88
Garrard SL65B
21.25
Garrard SL95B
53.27
Garrard 401..
38.07
Garrard SL728
32-77
Garrard 3500 with
Cartridge .. 17-23
Goldring 705/P ..
26-00
Goldring GL.69 Mk. 11
26.629
Goldring GL.69 P Mk. 11
35.14
Goldring GL.75
39-00
Goldring GL.75P
47.669
Goldring Covers for 69P
and 75P
4.33
McDonald MP60
15-75
McDonald 610 ..
20.00
Base to fit McDonald turntable ..
3.65
Cover to fit McDonald turntable ..
2.60
Philips 202 Electronic .. 69.00
Pioneer PL 11
57-90
Thorens TX.25 Cover ..
8-22
Thorens TD.I25 . .
75.889
Thorens TD.I50A Mk. II .. 43-63
Thorens TD.I25AB .. 120.149
Thorens TD.I50AB Mk. 11
47.43
Thorens TDTX IICover
4.11

Gk

Our
Price
Lp
28.50
11.95
8.95

3-75
12-20
15-90
3-25
2-25
57.45
39.00
6.50
61-95
33-00
100-00
40.95
3.75

STEREO
ANIPUFIERS
Armstrong 521
Ferrograph F307
Leak Stereo 30 Plus
Leak Stereo 30 Plus in teak
case
Leak Stereo .
70
Leak Stereo 70 in teak case
Metrosound ST20 ..
Pioneer SA500
Pioneer SA700
Pioneer SA900 ..
Pioneer Reverberation ..
Quad 33 Pre- amplifier ..
Quad 303 Main Amplifier ..
Rogers Ravensbourne
Rogers Ravensbourne
(cased) ..
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Ravensbrook ( cased)
Sinclair Project 60/2 x Z30/
PZ5
Sinclair Project 60/2 x Z50/
PZ8/Trans
Teleton 203E
Teleton 206

56.00
59-00
56.50

44.45
47-95
44-65

62.50
69.00
75.00
36.00
62-10
98.00
134.10
45.50
43.00
55.00
59.50

49-50
54.95
59.50
28.00
42.95
69-95
96-95
32-95
39-95
49.95
46.95

64.00
47.50
52.50

50-00
37-95
42.00

23-90

16.95

34.88
28.75
32-00

23-45
19.95
21.45

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
Akai 6600 .. ..
Armstrong 525 ..
Armstrong 526
Pioneer KX330 AM/FM/SW
Pioneer SX770 AM/FM ..
Pioneer SX990 AM/FM ..
Teleton 7AT 20 ..
Teleton IOATI I50w. RMS
Teleton TES50
Teleton R.800 with Speakers
Teleton CR55 , .

142.53
91.89
104.71
78-62
160-429
194.739
105.00
160-00
75.50
63.25
120.00

ADLIN

1I1-95
77-00
87.00
62-95
125.95
150.00
79.95
109.00
55.95
49.95
94.95

•HUGE CHOICE!
•FREE QUOTES & ADV/CE!
•FULL INSURANCE COVER!
•FULIY GUARANTEED!
•ORDER BY Pege OR LETTER
•PAY 8Y CREO/T TRANSFER! .

LTD.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER

(

CARTRIDGES

GOLDRING GL75
TURNTABLE WITH PLINTH
AND COVER

11.95
11.40
21-25
15.85
38-50
29-45
26-50
1295
23.90
22-45
29.25
33435
41-50

Plus 8 advantages!
•zowPkies!
•
EVERYTH/NO BRAND NEW

TRANS-

FITTED WITH GOLDRING 800 CART.
ONLY ONE
PER PERSON
LIST

PRICE

£65.00

TUNERS
Retail
Price
L p
Armstrong 523 AM/FM
53-76
Armstrong 524 FM .. 41.89
Leak Stereofetic Chassis .. 66-50
Leak Stereofetic in teak
case
.
.. 72-50
Pioneer TX5cio AM/FM .. 77.94
Pioneer TX900 AM/FM .. 153.69
Quad Stereo FM ..
51.00
Rogers Ravensbourne ( un cased) ..
61.89
Rogers Ravensbourne ( cased) 66.89
Rogers Ravensbrook (
un cased) ..
45.01
Rogers Ravensbrook ( cased) 51.26
Sinclair Project 60 ..
25-00
Teleton 20IXFM
36-00

B & W Model 70 .. .. 139-50
B & W DM3
63.00
B & W DM I
32-00
Celestion Ditton 120
24-00
Celestion Ditton 15
32.00
Celestion Ditton 25
65-00
Goodmans Minister
25-00
Goodmans Majesta
62.00
Goodmans Maxim
20-39
Goodmans Mezzo 3
34-00
Goodmans Magnum K2
44.00
KEF Celeste Mk. 11
29-00
KEF Concord
43.50
KEF Concerto
53.50
KEF Cresta 6375 ..
22-169
Leak 300 ( pair)
65-00
Leak 200 ( pair)
49-90
Leak 600 ------ 49-50
Wharfedale Speakers:
--69-50
Airedale --- Denton ( pair) ..• • 39-90
Super Linton ( pair) . • 49-90
Melton ( pair).. 65.00
Dovedale 3.
• 42-50
Rosedale .... 65.00
Triton ( pair) ---- 59-90
Unit 3 Speaker Kit . • 13.00
Unit 4 Speaker Kit .. 18-00
Unit 5 Speaker Kit . • 26-00

Our
Price
p
44.95
34.95
52-00
59-00
6195
124.95
47.95
49-95
54.95
40.00
43-00
20-95
29-95

114-75
52.95
25.50
18.00
23.75
48.25
20.55
49.45
16.65
26.25
31-95
22.95
33.95
42.95
18.25
47.95
36.80
36-90
55-95
31.80
40-95
51.00
32.45
52-95
46.90
10-50
14.25
20.25

PICK - UP - ARMS
Goldring Lenco L75
Gold ring Lenco L69
SME 3009 with S2 Shell
SME 3012 with 52 Shell
Audio Technica AT1005

LOW LOW PRICES!!

. 13-62
9-90
. 34-45
. 36-70
. 19-95

OUR PRICE

£49.90
75p P & P

TAPE RECORDERS
& TAPE DECKS
Retail
Price
L p
Akai MIOL
245-05
Akai X200D..
190-00
Akai X5000 W/L
177-98
.. 342-57
Akai X330D..
312-56
Akai X-360
380.08
Akai X-360 D- deck .. 318.92
Akai 1800SD
199-42
Akai 400 4- track Stereo
124-90
Akai 400 D 4- track Stereo
deck ------ 89-96
Akai 1710L 4- track Stereo
89-85
Ferrograph 722 ..
242-54
Ferrograph 724 ..
242-54
Grundig C200 Cassette .. 37-99
Grundig TK 141 ( 4- track)
59.24
Teleton FXB 510 D 4- track
Stereo ---- 62-50

Our
Price
p
189-50
159 95
139 50
269-00
244 95
283-95
242 95
166.95
99.95
69.95
66-90
198.50
198.50
29.95
49-95
47.95

Goldring 800 Cartridge
Goldring 800H ..
Goldring 800E ..
Goldring 800 Super E
Goldring CS90/Stereo
Goldring CS91/E
Goldring G850
Shure M3DM
Shure M31 E
Shure M32E
Shure M32.3
Shure M44.5
Shure M44.7
Shure M44C
Shure M4.4E
Shure M55E
Shure M75G
Shure M75.6
Shure M75E.1
Shure M75E-95G
Shure V15- I1
Shure V15.11.7
Shure M75E
Shure M75E/DI9
Audio Technica AT66

Retail
Price
L P
13-00
10-69
18-859
26-009
5-20
7-804
6-50
7-41
2-044
1.1 I
4
0.18
1-119
0-19
0.19
2-049
2-97
7-609
6.674
9.454
23-16
40-76
36-91
21-31
23.16
6-32

Our
Price
Lp
7.50
8-00
12-95
19.95
4-45
6-50
5-25
5•95
9-95
8-95
8-25
8.95
8.25
8.25
9-95
10-60
14-50
13-75
16-25
18-25
32.50
31-00
16-45
19.45
5-25

THIS IS ONLY A SMALL
SAMPLE OF OUR EXTENSIVE
RANGE.
PLEASE
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS!

Fully Insured!!
Delivery straight
to your door!!
How to Order

Teleton
Rotel:
R.H.600
R.H.711
Koss:
ESP- 9 Electrostatic
ESP- 6 .
PRO 4AA
PRO 4A
KO- 727 B
K6
SP- 3x C

5-00

125

5-50
9-90

315
7.45

69-00
45-00
28-00
23.00
16-50
12.50
9.50

53.45
35.95
22.50
18.50
13.50
9.95
7-50

Garrard WBI Base..
4-274
Garrard WB4 Base..
6-29
Garrard SPC ICover
4.16
Garrard SPC 4 Cover ..
4-879
Plinth & Cover for Garrard
SP.25 Mk. Ill and Cheaper
range.
Special price

3.50
5.40
3-45
4.25
3.75

Scandinavian plinth and cover
for Garrard AP76.
Special price 7-50

STYU

2 Telephone for Free advice and quotation
(without obligation).
If goods are to
your
satisfaction
place
your
order
immediately. Walk into ANY BANK in
the U.K. Complete a credit Transfer slip
in favour of Trans- Headlines Ltd., Midland Bank Ltd., Cathedral Square, Peterborough. Our Bank will automatically
inform us of the Transfer, and your goods
will be IMMEDIATELY DISPATCHED by
Road and/or Rail.
PLEASE
WRITE
CLEARLY
IN
BLOCK LETTERS, GIVING BOTH
NAME AND ADDRESS.

TRANS-

HEADLINES

Acos:

11.45
8-65
28.75
31.95
16.95

GP59
ST4
BSR,
ST9
GP65
TC8
GP9/I
GP73/I
Sonotone 2T
9TA
Garrard: GC2
9TAHC
GCB
65p. P. & P. 7¡p for any quantity.

I Send C.W.O.. making cheques. P.O., etc.,
payable to " Trans- Headlines Ltd."
Please add 75p P & P.

BRAND NEW!!
1000

Dept. N5
234 Oundle Road, Peterborough
Telephone:

Peterborough 61244

FULLY GUARANTEED!!

FRANCIS Of STREATHAM I

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN

TAPE and Ill- F1

*

Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P.
up to 18 months * Free Service during Guarantee period
* Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
* Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only

LONDON'S FOREMOST TANDBERG STOCKISTS
DECKS WITH PRE- AMPS
(Microphone extra)
Akai I Tr. Cartridge CR.800
Akai MOD Stereo
Revox 1102/4
Sanyo 801 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 3600 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 6300 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 2520 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 255 Stereo
Tandberg 3000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 6000X 3 sp. 24 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 205 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 203 Studio
Philips N.4505 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Philips Pro. 122 sp. 2 Tr. Stereo
Ferrograph 702/4

COMPLETE TAPE RECORDERS
•Akai 1710W Stereo
•Akai M.9 Stereo
*Akai 4000 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
5 Brenell Mk. 6
*Ferrograph 713
•Ferrograph 722/4
Grundig 141 4 Tr. Mono
Grundig TK.I21 2 Tr. Mono
Grundig 146 4 Tr. Mono Auto.
•Grundig TK 320 3 sp. 2'4 Tr. Stereo
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single Speed Mono
Philips 4308 2 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Philips Stereo Cassette 2401 Auto.
Philips Stereo Cassette 2400
Philips 4407 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
*Philips 4408 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo
•Revox 1222,4 Stereo Transistor

•Sony 630 3 sp. 2/4 Tr.
Sony 252 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
*Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr./2 sp./Mono
•Tandberg 4000 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 204 T.S.
•Telefunken M207 2sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 501 4 Tr.
Telefunken 203 Stereo/Mono 2sp. 4Tr.
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr.
*liner 714 4 Tr. Mono
Uher Royal de Luxe 4 Tr. 4 sp. St.
'Uher Varicord 263 Stereo

BATTERY PORTABLE & CASSETTE
Philips New Cassette N2202
Philips TT392 Cassette/AM/FM Radio
Philips RR290 Cassette/AM Radio
Tandberg Series 11-2
Ferguson Cassette 3240
Grundig Cassette C.200
Aiwa Cassette Batt./Mains
Philips 2205 Batt./Mains Cassette
Pye Cassette
Sharp 505 2 Tr./2 sp./BM
Sony TC800 B
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
•Uher 4000L 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
•Uher 4200/4400 24 Tr. 4 sp. Stereo
POWER PACKS, by Philips, Stella,
Telefunken and Uher
DOLBY CASSETTE RECORDERS
5 Wharfedale
• Kellar

e MICROPHONES

by

AKG, Grampian, Reslo, Acos, Telefunken, Beyer, Sennheiser, etc.

• Microphones extra

AMPEX TAPE
OFFERS

1111-11 11EI)T.
eAMPLIFIERS

(P— Polyester:
M—MylarA— Acetate,
Compact Cassettes C.60- 53p; C.90
—75p; C.120—£1.05 ( p,p 3p each).
7" D.P. 2400 ft. ( P)
£ 1.50
7 L.P. 1800 ft. ( P)
E105
88p
51" L.P. 1150 ft. ( M)
75p
51 L.P. 1150 ft. ( A)
63p
Sr Standard 850 ft. ( A)
88p
5" D.P. 1200 ft. ( P)
5 L.P. 900 ft. ( P)
63p
5" Standard 400 ft. ( P)
50p
3" reel polyester tape, 600 ( P)
25p
Postage on orders under £ 3 add 10p,
orders over £ 3 sent post paid U.K.
Bib and E.M.I.
transformers,
Erasers, etc.

•

Quad, Rogers, Arena, Philips,
Goodman. Nikko, Armstrong,
Leak, Tripletone, Tandberg,
Teleton

eTUNERS

Quad, Rogers, Leak, Armstrong,
Tripletone,
Arena.
Nikko, Goodman, Huldra.

e LOUDSPEAKERS

Quad, Rogers, Kef, Wharfedale,
Goodman,
Tannoy,
Lowther,
Leak,
Tandberg,
Arena, Celestion, Kelestron.

splicers, Matching
Defluxers,
Bulk

• MOTORS,

PICKUPS
GARRARD inc. S.P.25 Mk. III
Goldring
BSR
Connoisseur
Thorens
Audiotec
Shure
Neat
Sonotone
SME
Acos
Dual
Pickering

MIXERS by

Uher, Eagle, Telefunken, D.J., etc.
Stands, booms, fittings.
Pre-recorded tapes and cassettes, etc.
Tapes in all grades and lengths, and
cassettes by leading makers, etc.
HEADPHONES by AKG, Nikko,
Philips, Koss, Eagle, TTC, Beyer.

Diamond styli, Microlifts, Pressure
Gauges,
Cleaning,
Accessories,
Cabinets, etc.

Musicasettes by Decca, EMI, Polydor, Philips, etc. ALSO 8 Tr. prerecorded cartridges.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
01-769 0466: 01-769 0192
and Streatham Station
Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2 min. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

CARRIAGE £ 1.75

The Premier Stereo System " ONE" consists of an all transistor stereo amplifier. Garrard 20251/C auto/manual record
player unit fitted stereo/mono cartridge and mounted in teak finish plinth with perspex cover and two matching teak finish
loudspeaker systems. Absolutely complete and supplied ready to plug in and play. The 10 transistor Amplifier has an
output of 5 watts per channel with inputs for pick-up, tape and tuner, also tape output socket.
Controls: Bass, Treble, Volume, Balance, Selector, Power on/off, stereo/mono switch. Brushed aluminium front panel.
Black metal case with teakwood ends. Size 12 • 54 • 34 in. ( Amplifier available separately, £ 14•95. Carr. 40p.)

SPECIAL OFFER!

DISCOUNT OFFERS ! !

GARRARD SP25 Mk III
Single record player fitted Goldring
0850 Magnetic Stereo Cartridge complete in teak plinth with rigid perspex
cover. Total list price over £ 29.
PREMIER j'isp.on P. & P.
PRICE
"
•
50p
Also available GARRARD 2025TC
with Sonotone 9TAHC and base and
cover.
PREMIER £ 11.97 P. & P.
PRICE
•
50p

Rogers Ravensbrook II
Rogers Ravensbourne
Armstrong 521 ..
G
d AP76
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75/G800H
Pioneer PL I2AC Deck ..
8 track Stereo Car
Player complete with
speakers
P & P 50p extra each item

Rec.
Price
£52 50
£64 00
£56 00
£28-67
£36-4I
£47-10
£43-00

Premier
Price
£40
£50
£45
£20
£30
£36
£38

£26.25

PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM
"TWO"
As system " ONE" above, but
with Garrard SP25. Carr. LI 75.
PRICE £417

E.M.I. 13 x 8 in.
HI-FI SPEAKERS
Fitted two 24 in. tweeter
and crossover network.
Available with 8 or 15
ohm impedance. Handling capacity 10 watts.
Brand new.

PREMIER PRICE

£3.47

P. & P. 40p

PREMIER RADIO _LasiTL_EEL

1-

10 & 23, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1 TEL: 01-636 345112639
HEAD OFFICE & MAIL ORDER DEPT. 23,TOTTENHAM CT. RD. TEL:01-636 3451

TOTTENHAM COURT RD

[1117N71
.

CLEAR TONE HI-FI LTD
166 BLACKBURN

ROAD, BOLTON BLI 8DR LANCS. Tel

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
•Tripletone Gemini Mk II
•Metrosound ST20
*Rote' 310
•Korting A600 ..
• Ravensbrook Mk 11
'Armstrong 521 ..
•Leak 30 ..
°Leak 70 ..

Rec.
Retail
£23-50
£39.50
£42-50
£49.75
£52-50
£56.00
£62.50
£75-00

Our
Price
£ 18 50
£ 29 00
£ 35 00
£ 39 00
£ 41 00
£ 45 00
£ 49•00
£ 59 00

SPEAKERS
Wharfedale Triton/Pair
"Wharfedale Denton/Pair
•Goodmans Minister/Pair
Wharfedale Lintons/Pair
•Celestion Dicton 120/Pair
•Celestion Ditton 15/Pair
Wharfedale Unit 3/Pair
Wharfedale Unit 4/Pair
Wharfedale Unit 5/Pair

£59.90
£39.90
£50.00
£49-90
£48.00
£64.00
£26-00
£36-00
£52-00

£44.00
£33 00
£40.00
£40.00
£37 CIO
£47 00
£22.00
£30 00
£43.00

We offer

22636

HIGHEST DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

SPECIAL OFFERS
Plinth & Cover for MP60 or
SP25 Mk 3

PROVIDED you offer us your worthwhile Audio Equipment in part exchange

£4.00
Garrard, Gold rIng, EISR
SP25 Mk 3or MP60 fitted with
G850 or G800 wired phono/
Din plinth/cover.

-

WRITE FOR QUOTATION -

H. C. HARRIDGE LTD.

Our Pr-Ice £ 20.00 or £ 23.00

8 MOOR STREET

Garrard/SME 401 deck/SME
3009 Mk 2 52/PI spacer.

LONDON WIV SLJ
Telephone: 01-437 7108

£56.00
Goodman's Maxamp 30 and
Stereomax Tuner.
Rec. retail £ 140.00
Our Price £ 5-00

CARTRIDGES
•Sonotone 9TA/HC Dia.
•Goldring G850 Dia. ..
•Goldring G800 Dia.
•Share M5SE

. . £ 4.00 £ 200
. £ 6.50 £ 4 50
. £ 13.00 £ 7 50
. £ 13.00 £ 10 00

Mk

•

3 or MP60 wired
Phono/Din.

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE

£1100

L.P.'s from your own tapes. Master discs and pressings. Recording Studio.
Multi-channel facilities for transfer to 8 or 16 mm film tracks. Sound effects
library on discs.

BOLTON

TURNTABLES
•Garrard SP25 Mk 3
Garrard 401 ..
•B.S.R. MP60
•Goldring GL69 Mk 2
•G
d AP76
"Goldring GL75
Plinths and Covers Stocked.
ARMS
SME 3009 Mk 2/52 ..
Goldring L75 arm/shell
Goldring L69 arm/shell

SP25

£16.45
£38.00
£16.20
£26.60
£28-85
£39.00

£12
£30
£12
£21
£22
£31

50
00
50
00
50
00

.. £ 34.50 £ 27.50
£13-62 £ 10.50
L9 91 £8-00

..

Associated Company
EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LTD.
MEMORY TRAINING.
Are you the victim of "Iforgot" or " Idon't remember". Time, money and
success can be gained by the possessor of a good memory. A bad memory
brings about missed opportunities, lack of advancement and failure.
Our Psycho- tape No. ST/9 will develop your mental powers in such a way
that you will remember lists of words, telephone numbers, names, facts and
figures.
Send for particulars of this and 20 other tapes on self-improvement.
Distributors of the Cassette battery/mains Sleep-o-matic Unit. Pillow speakers.
Time clocks.
Publications:-" Sleep- learning. Its Theory. Application and Technique",
"Mental Power through Sleep- suggestion".
Brochures from:-

OPEN DAILY FROM
9.30
5.30
5.30
5.30
8.00
8.00
4.00

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

until
MON.
TUES.
WED.
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.

Lunch 1.30 to 2.30 p.m.
Except SATS.

All equipment guaranteed and in makers' sealed cartons. Credit available
on above prices to callers. Securicor delivery service £ I-00 extra if required.
Please state cable lengths when ordering. Call any time for personal
attention and service.
On demonstration. Carriage free. Export invited.

RECORDING SERVICE
21 Bishops Close, London, E.17

RAPID
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Double Play

14-15 Suffolk Street,
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/

Telephone: 021-643 2998
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5"

900
1200
7" 1800
8+" 2400

£1-69
£2.13
£3.00
£4.20

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

Ns

5" 1200 ft.
5-2-" 1800 ft.
7" 2400 ft.

, N,

C.60
C.90
C.I20

£1.25
£ 1-43
£2.00
£2-88

£ 2-39
£3.12
£4-44

£ 1-63
£2-13
£ 3.00
£0-50
£0-75

cut*

CARRIAGE. Orders below E2-5p; above [2- FREE.
SENT TO:

THE TAPE DISCOUNT HOUSE,
21 WARREN FIELDS,
VALENCIA ROAD,
STANMORE, MIDDLESEX

WELCOMED
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£0-77
CI - 03
£ 1-53

TERMS-CASH WITH ORDER.

OLD AND NEW CUSTOMERS
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Cassettes

Birmingham, BI ILT

e

5"
600 ft.
£ 1.28
£0.95 o
5-k" 900 ft.
£ 1.72
£ 1.30
7" 1200 ft.
£2-17
£ 1.50
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Recommended
Retail Price

e

R + TV complete smi
System £411

This superb stereo system is areal
price breakthrough. It comprises
the VISCOUNT F.E.T. Mk. 11
amplifier on which full details are
given below, the famous Garrard
SP25 ( including teak veneer base
and transparent cover) with magnetic cartridge and the very
successful DUO type 2 speakers.
Measuring 174 in. x 10j- in. X
62- in., the Duo type 2 speakers
are beautifully finished in teak
veneer with matching vynair grills.
They incorporate a 3ohm, 13 in.
x8 in. drive unit and parasitic
tweeter.
Max power handling
10 W. Price £13•50 per pair plus
£I-50 p. & p.
Complete stereo system £48 plus
£2 SO p. & p.

VISCOUNT F.E.T. Mk. I
£14.25 plus 50p p & p.

With VISCOUNT F.E.T. Mk. II
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER
or with Mk. 1amplifier and diamond cartridge or 2025 TC cartridge £43
plus £2•50 p. & p.

High fidelity transistor stereo amplifier
employing field effect transistors. With

this feature and accompanying guaranteed
specifications below, the Viscount F.E.T.
vastly surpasses amplifiers costing far
more.
Specification: Output per channel 10 watts
r.m.s. into 3 ohms. Frequency bandwidth 20 Hz to 20 kHz ± IdB
1watt.
Total distortion:
1kHz @ 9watts 0.5%.
Input sensitivities: CER. P.U. 100 mV into
3 meg ohms. Tuner 100 mV into 100 K
ohms. Tape 100 mV into 100 K ohms.
Overload factor: Better than 26 dB.
Signal to noise ratio: 70 dB on all inputs
(with vol. max.).
Controls: 6 position selector switch ( 3
pos. stereo and 3 pos. mono). Separate
Vol. controls for left and right channels.
Bass ± I
4dB @ 60 Hz. Treble ( with
D.P.S. on/off) ± I2 dB
10 kHz. Tape
recording output sockets on each
channel.
Size: 14" x 6" x ¡I" in simulated teak case.

e

BUILT AND TESTED

Mk. ll ( MAG. P.U.) £ 15.75
plus 50p p. & p.
Specification same as Mk I. but with the
following inputs. Mag. P.U. Tuner. Cer.
P.U. Spec. on Mag. P.U., 3 mV
IkHz
input impedance 47 K. Fully equalised to
within ± 1dB RIAA.
Signal to noise
ratio — 65 dB ( vol. max.).

RADIO & TV COMPONENTS (
Acton) LTD. 2IH HIGH STREET, ACT ON, LONDON, W36GN
All orders by post to our Acton branch

Also at 323 Edgware Road, London, W.2

r7 1

A
D
- ••&

Terms CWO

All enquiries SAE

SOLENT MK. III SPEAKER SYSTEMS

LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES
CABINETS

STOCK MODELS OR MADE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION
FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES

PLEASE
NOTE
OUR NEW
ADDRESS

A. DAVIES & CO.
(Cabinet Makers)
56 WELLESLEY ROAD
LONDON, N.W.5
01-485 5775

Open till 5.30 Saturday

This famous
Loudspeaker needs no
introduction. Fitted with
Goodman's Speakers as used in original
Sonotone Model, and now re- styled with removable Black Vynair Grille
and fitted with additional Tweeter.

PERSPEXTIVE
Sighed perplexed Peter Potter one day,
"My hi-fis in such disarray".
He affected a change

Technical Specification:

•••••••

From the ACM range
In PERSPEX! orange and grey.

And other colours. Plinths for the BSR
and Garrard range and speaker cabinets.
Private, Trade and Retail enquiries to:

SPECIAL OFFER

A. C. ( Modules) Ltd.
16 PARADE MEWS, WEST NORWOOD S.E.27

Small Attractive Size, 14 x 9x 8i in.
Goodman's 61 in. Bass, plus two 31 in. Tweeters
Choke/Condenser, Crossover System
Acoustically Lined with Dr. Bailey's Long-haired fibre wool
Impedance, 4 to 8 ohms, 10 W handling
Teak Finish with Black Vynair Grille
Response, 40 c/s to 20,000 c s

£11.50 each

( p.p. 50p) ON DEMONSTRATION

LEE ELECTRONICS

TEL.: 01-674 5326

1003

400 EDGWARE RD., W.2
Tel.: 01-723 5521 ( Closed Thurs.)

APPOINTED

MAIN

AGENTS for:

QUAD
SONY
TRIO
AKAI - SANSUI - KOSS
and all TOP QUALITY HI-FI equipment

THE CHOICE IS YOURS ...
UP TO
CASH

NEW ' ' flot)? SONY
132OUB COLOUR TV

200/ o

DISCOUNTS

* SIMPLE ADJUSTMENTS
* HIGHER RELIABILITY
* BRIGHTER SHARPER PICTURE

OR ...

RRP

INTEREST FREE H.P.

£. 199 .50 Inc p T

TOHFTfo
P
Rr
Hi•Pil ,a—me
liN
rase)M7Fi or visa versa

over 12 months new list priced equipment only

PLUS ! ! !
* TOP TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES

e4

4 4.4 4

4

r•

Pe
-

r.•
.

HI- Fl for HI-FI, CAMERAS for HI- Fl or vice versa
BEOMASTER 3000 TUNER/AMP
OR YOUR
BEOMASTER 1000 and
BEOMASTER 900
and
ARENA 2400
and

* EXPERT GUIDANCE
* AFTER SALES SERVICE

10# _pee.

* DEMONSTRATIONS
STOCKISTS FOR

QUAD 33/303 Amp FM TUNER..
OR YOUR
QUAD 22 Amps & Tuner
LEAD 30+ Cased
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE
OR LET US QUOTE YOU ...

LEAK - QUAD - ROGERS - ARMSTRONG - REVOX - FERROGRAPH TANDBERG - AKAI - PIONEER - NIKKO - DUAL - THORENS GARRARD - GOLDRING - SHURE - KEF - WHARFEDALE - BOWERS &
WILKINS - SONAB - ARENA - GOODMANS - ROTEL - Etc., Etc.

Quad Power Amps
£17 50
Quad 22 Preamps
£17.50
Quad FM2 Tuner
£17 50
Quad 22 with Amps
£49.50
Tandberg 64X
£89.50
(Pair) B & W 70 Spkr £199.50
Tandberg1241X Rec
£99 50

SPECIAL

AKAI

•

mumiumui
£149.00
and ..
and ..
and ..

£99 50
£110 50
£99 50

OFFER!

4000D

STEREO TAPE DECK RRP £89.95
CASH

PRICE

£ 69•95
Ring 01-876 1740

EQUIPMENT
Beomaster 1000
Beomaster 3000

£75 50
.. £99.50
. £ 95.50

over 12 months new list priced equipment only

Faced with the bewildering range of equipment from which to
choose, the wide price difference between the various models
available, buying HI- Fl can in the least be confusing.
Whilst in the final analysis it is the equipment which satisfies
YOU, the CUSTOMER, that really matters only with expert advice
and by comparison can the wisest choice be made.
All the expertise and knowledge of our Staff is at your disposal
to advise and help you select the equipment best suited to your
requirements and budget.
We pride ourselves on being HI- Fl ENTHUSIASTS FIRST and
SALESMEN SECOND however we offer no excuses for making a
profit.
HAND

£.142.00

INTEREST FREE H.P.

AUDIO PLANS FROM £69-50

SECOND

..

£59.50
£99.50

-1PUE4C•MICIMEWLX.23

SPECIAL OFFER
FERROGRAPH 722/724
STEREO TAPE RECORDER
NEW! CASH PRICE £189.50

AUDIO-VISUAL

11 WIMBLEDON ( STATION) BRIDGE

WIMBLEDON

459b UPPER RICHMOND ROAD WEST

SW19

EAST SHEEN, SW14

Telephone 01-946 8804
BARCLAYCARD ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Tel.: 01-876 1740

N.B. Interest Free H.P. does not apply to part exchanges
I(1114

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is Sp per word ( private), minimum
60p. Box Nos. 15p extra. Trade rates 9p per word, minimum 90p. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in JUNE 1971 issue must reach these offices by 5th MAY addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Photo- Staff Consultants Ltd.. are the leading agency for
Hi-Fi sales and technical staff. Experienced personnel
required for jobs in all areas of London and the country.
Phone or call PHOTO-STAFF 01-734 1918 (5 lines).
25 Oxford Street. W.I. No fees to staff.
The world's leading photographic retailers are now
establishing hi- ti centres at 110 branches throughout
Britain. Experienced salesmen have the chance to get in
on the ground floor and to quickly reach Managerial
status. Interested? Then please write to Mr. Fraser,
Dixons, 18-24 High Street. Edgware. Middlesex.

VACANCIES EXIST
due to factory expansion for young men with

Rodgers 11 Variable tuner, hardly used, £ 19; Garrard
4HF deck, £8; Connoisseur SCI Cartridge, £2-50. Tel.:
Hinckley 3213.

Copyright-Free Sound Effects Discs. 7in. EP's and
12 in. LP's. Catalogue from Rapid Recording Senices,
21 Bishops Close, London E.17.

Tandberg 64X Tape Deck, £85; Thorens TDI50AB
fitted with Shure M75E-2, £ 37; Unused Shure M55E
complete, £8; Two sets Stax SR3 Electrostatic Headphones with Stax SRD-5 Adaptor, £38. Lawrence, 20
Riber Crescent, Tupton, Chesterfield, Derbyshire.

A.D. HiFi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch. We will quote
if we are able to help. You will find our prices very competitive for the high quality. Visit our works and showrooms. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road, London
N.W.S. Tel.: 01-485 5775.

Goodmans Teak Reflex Enclosure. Axiom, Midas.
Trebax, would demonstrate. £20. Tel.: Weybridge 47112.
Wharfedale W12FRS Bass Speaker in cabinet, £ 8-50;
Koss SP3XC, Control Box, £7.50. Tel.: Knowles,
Staines 56772.

Magnetic Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works,
Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey

Dual HiFi Stereo set. CR40 Tuner/Amplifier. Two
CL70 Speakers. 1209 Deck plus base, cover, Shure M9I
MG-D Cartridge. Sony DR-SA Headphones. Ten
months old. £375-00, retail price new. Price £22000.
Tel.: Southampton 2723.
Quad Electrostatic—perfect condition, will demonstrate any record or tape—£40. Tel.: Harlow 29531, ext.
459 ( Mr. F. Owen).

FOR SALE— private
Two Tannoy 15 Speakers in Lancaster Enclosures. £40
each. Tel.: Cobham 4599 (Surrey).
Revox A77 1104 Mk. I. Mint condition, little used,
recent pengraphs chart. £ 130 o.n.o. Buyer collects.
Cooper. Tel.: 0788 2651 ( Warwickshire).
Quad 331303, £65. Ortofon SLI5E and module, £20.
Pair Goodmans full range speakers, Audiom 6I's,
Middax's etc., £65. Enclosures free to buyer. All mint
and superb. Tel.: Burnley 26801.
Revox A77 twin track suitcase model with amplifiers
and speakers, mint. Best offer accepted. Alfreton Tel.:
(Derybshire) 3142.
Tannoy 15 Monitor Gold complete with crossover and
switched control unit. In makers carton. As new £26.
Tel.: Deepcut 5265 evenings.
As new, Ferrograph Series 7 Tape Deck (704). Completely overhauled by Ferrograph February 1971. £ 150
o.n.o. Box No. 2154 ( Harrogate).
Pair Koss K6 ' Phones, £9, unused ADC 10E/11, £26.50.
Tel.: Bridge of Allan 2605 (Stirlingshire).
Complete hi-fi for sale Quad 33-303, SME 3009,
Garrard 401, Celestion—Speakers in a superb cabinet
worth £270, will accept best offer around £ 150. Mr. C.
Hill, 56 Brabner Close, Folkestone, Kent.

Ex-Bachelor selling pair Lowther Acousta's with
P.M.6. Units, latest type Neoprene roll rubber surrounds,
mini castors, perfect £ 55. Lord, 69 West Road, Bridgend,
Glam. Tel.: Bridgend 4849.
Tannoy Autograph Cabinets. Matching pair fitted with
D.C. Monitor Gold Units. Immaculate condition.
Hardly used. Bargain. £210 the pair. No offers. Goldsmith. Tel.: 01-789 3694.

Ir

Pair Dynastatic Mk II's, 2 years old, £60. Lewis, 25
Mount Road, Charltonbrook, Chapeltown, Nr. Sheffield.
Midas 750, Trebax, Wharfedale Super 3 crossovers
750 and 5000 all in sound but misused cabinet recently
robbed of it's I
runit, volume about 8Cu. ft., £ 12. Tel.:
day, 01-437 3801; evenings, 01-698 1939.
Shure M55E, with spare stylus, £ 12. J. C. Baird, 8
Swindon Street, Dalmuir, Dunbartonshire.
Thorens TD.150AV with plinth and cover—one
month old, £42-50. Homer, 17 Alexandra Avenue,
Lenzie, Lanarkshire, Scotland. Tel.: 041-776 3233.
Heath Amplifiers, stereo tuner, Thorens TD150,
Shure M55E in de-luxe modern cabinet, £60. Monitor
class 3-way speaker systems floor standing. £60 pair.
16 Westways, Hamilton Road, Ealing, W.5. Tel.: 01-567
1542.
Revox 77 model 1102 teak. Limited private use. Perfect performance, mint appearance, with carton and
manual, £ 140. Box No. 257 (Herts.).

Ampex tape recorder 1163 stereo 4 track new and unused £ 175, cost £241, also Tandberg 6X 2 track stereo
new and in original box, £ 110. Box No. 2156 (Lancs.).

Lowther PM6 Speakers Unit, £ 15. Equipment cabinet.
£5. Speaker cabinet 2Cu. ft., £2. Tel.: 01-657 2284
(Sanderstead).

Sony 777-4J Professional 1- track deck. Excellent condition. £ 130. Tel.: Gerrards Cross 84588.

Two Tannoy 15 in. Monitor Gold Loudspeaker Units
in rectangular Lancaster Enclosures. teak—£43 each and
Quad 300 FM Stereo Tuner, £35—all two years old.
Bruty, 55 Little Walden Road, Saffron Walden. Essex.

Heathkit ( U.S.A.) Pre-Amps, stereo amplifiers and
tuner, £ 50. 301 deck with Shure arm and M44/5, £30.
Acoustic Research Speakers (cost £ 180) £70—the lot,
£140. Tel.: Kenilworth ( Warks.) 56307.
Pair B. & W. DM.70's also Koss SP.3XC stereophones.
£7. Tel.: East Horsley (Surrey) 3982.
Two Quad Electrostatics, £ 30 each.
Cedar Road, Balby, Doncaster.

G. Shaw, 96

Sony 521 Sterecorder, perfect condition, cost £ 149,
sell £65 o.n.o. Tarran, Rack End, Standlake, Oxon.
Tel.: Standlake 419.

FOR SALE—trade
"Somerset" 10 and 30 watts output transformer. Transformer Equipment Limited, Railway Place, London
S.W.I9.

Surplus to requirements of Disco. Unopened Conno,seur BDI Kit, £ 12. HiFi News Mixer ( August 1968),
wired for two stereo cartridges and microphone. Tested
but unused, £ 18. P. Gregory, 2Southcourt Road, Linslade,
Bedfordshire.

ENGI NEERI NG

Tel. 01-876 7957

Absolutely the best cash or part exchange offers for
your unwanted stereo classical records from Spence, 23
Moorhouse Road, London, W2 5DH.

A better deal provided by a specialist HiFi Retail
Establishment of high reputation. Up to 25%, discount.
Leading makes.
Massive stocks.
Demonstrations.
guidance, installations service. Optimum performance
guaranteed. Write or phone. Callers welcome. Shop
hours, 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Half-day Thursday. Open all
day Saturday. Audio Services Ltd., 82 East Barnet Road,
New Barnet. Tel.: 6605.

Armstrong 526 with Decoder. Immaculate. Still under
guarantee. £85 o.n.o. Tel.: 01-947 1076 evenings.

experienre in the production of domestic and
industrial tape recordecs.
Apply to:

RECORDS WANTED
Bought for cash— unwanted classical stereo LP', in
perfect condition. Best prices paid. Send lists. Francis,
1Wordsworth Mansions, Queens Club Gardens, London
W.I4.

RECORDS FOR SALE
Classical LP's at bargain prices. Send for lists. Francis,
1Wordsworth Mansions, Queens Club Gardens, London
W.I4.

Quad 33/343, Garrard 401, SME 3012, Shure M75E11,
Plinth and Cover. 8 months old. £ 145. Tel.: 01-360
2536.

Four thousand (approx.) '78' records for sale as one lot.
Overwhelming majority in superb fibred state. Symphonies, Concertos, Chamber music, etc., some single
vocal and instrumental. £200. Inspection invited. Buyer
collects. Lubbock, 303 Whitehorse Lane, London S.E.25.
Tel.: 01-653 1695.

G
d 401: SME 3009; Shure M75E II; Goldring
800E; Cambridge P40; Pair KEF Chorales. All new,
unused, guarantees. £ 190 o.n.o. Write or call after 7p.m.
Tyrell, 89 Hangleton Road, Hove, BH3 7GH, Sussex.

Always a fine variety of new and slightly used classical
records including Operas, recent issues, etc. at approximately two thirds retail price. New list available now
from Spence, 23 Moorhouse Road, London, W2 5DH.
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SOUND BUYS inHi•Fi
UP TO25 0
4 OFF!

PLUS UNIQUE Ve. BONUS ON
ORDERS OVERM50
New comprehensive
list now available

PLANET
HiFi Centre
88 HIGH ST, EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX, HAS-7HE
Tel: Ii 952 3238.

Shure and Goldring Magnetic Cartridges. Guaranteed
new, post free. M3D, £4-97; M3I E, £9-00; M32E, £8-37.
M44/5, £7-00; M44/7, £7.25; M44/C, £7-25; M44/E,
£9-00; M55/E, £9-50; M75/62, £ 11-50; M75/G/2, £ 12-25,
M75/E.1/2, £ 14-50; M75E/2, £ 15-50; M75E/95G, £ 17-75
V15/2, £30-00; 850, £4-50; 800, £7-50; 800E, £ 11.75
800SE, £ 17-75. (Send shell for free fitting if required.
Second buys in Hi Fi list available on request. Planet
Hi Fi Centre, 88 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex
HAS 7HE. Tel.: 01-952 3238.

iriiIiu

PROJECT
60

OUR PRICE

£18 .50

(List price £23 90) post free
INCLUDES: Stereo 60, 2-Z30, PZ5. All fit
neatly into a player plinth. ALSO Z50
Amps £4-37 each ( list £547), 2000 Amp
£23-00 ( list £ 30-45).
Neoteric
Amp
£46-00 (list £61-95).

PLANET HI-FI CENTRE
88 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex
HA8 7HE 01-952-3238
See our advertisement on page 829

FOR SALE TRADE (continued)
Hi- 1
,ienthusiasts.
In our modern hi- ii department we
have in stock now all the leading makes— Wharfedale,
Super Linton and Denton Speakers: Leak Stereo 30,
30 Plus and 70 amplifiers: Leak Stereofetic Tuners,
Goodmans 3000 Music Suite, also DM Ispeakers. Full
Tandberg range. Also Quad, Rogers, Philips. Goldring,
Sinclair, etc. Gratispool, Maritneu Way, Birmingham,
and Queen Street, Glasgow.
Remarkable Bargains. Armstrong 521, £43-50: 523,
£42-50: 524, £ 33-15: 525, £ 72-70; 526, £82-85: M8, £ 7:
P/P Amps, Tuners. 75p; Tuner- Amps., £ 1; Mk 8, 15p.
UPL, Compton House. 35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey. Tel.: 01-942 9567.

RECORDAWAY
Unique Record Storage System
FROM STOCK
Details of UK and Worldwide mail order
UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. 01-942 9567.

DERWENT TWO UNIT
BAFFLES
(I2rx 24")
Based on the successful Opal
Mk. III (
see HiFi Sound, February
1970 and Records & Recording,
November 1970)
Fully Assembled
Main Unit: 13" x8" ( 15,000 Gauss)
Fane.
Choice of Treble Units and
Cross-Overs
Frequency Response: 30/17,00030/20,000 Hz.
Output: 15 watts.
Impedance: 8or 15 ohms.
Price: from £10•75
Further details in exchange for
stamp.
LOUDSPEAKER

SUNDRIES

DECORATIVE GRILLE FABRICS
Vynair and Tygan
Twenty-two patterns now available, from 15p per square foot.
ANY SIZE CUT—to your requirements.
BONDED ACETATE FIBRE
V thick, Superior Quality, 55p
per square yard (24" x54"). Roll
width
is 54" ANY LENGTH
CUT.

REFRESH

YOUR

EARS

by listening to WOOLLETT Speakers as demonstrated by Tom Joyce of Ramsgate. Audio
Specialists for over 35 years. Trust your ears—
they will do more than any ad. man. Personal
service.

TOM JOYCE
147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT

Bulk Erasers. Will erase up to 81 in. tapes includinj,
cassettes. £ 2-14 each, postage I3p. Clement Wain Ltd.
Newcastle, Staffordshire.
Microphones., headphones accessories discount. Write
for a quotation. Central Scotland Audio, 6a- 12a Canal
Street, Falkirk, Stirlingshire.
Fantastic special offer of new and guaranteed current
STC microphones. Model 4119 studio quality ribbon
cardioid with total luirmonic distortion under 0-I °z, at
100 dB spi. Each microphone complete with Tuchell
connector and 9 ft. lead in attractive case. List price, £ 29:
our price, £ 18 incl. Free registered post and packing.
c.w.o. Model 4113 ribbon cardioid complete with desk
stand, connector and lead, list price, £ 13-05: our price,
£8-40, post free, c.w.o. Main stockists for STC and
AKG microphones and accessories. Dept. HEN, Soundhouse, 91 Heath Street, London N.W.3.

AUDIO ADAPTOR

Balcombe,Sussex. Est. f960. Tel: Balcombe 295

•
•

Please send stamp for free catalogue.

NI.A.C., RIPLEY, SURREY

Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,
5p stamps.
ALL ITEMS ARE STILL POST FREE,
FOR THE TIME BEING.

IS INTERESTED IN YOU
You don't want to pay inflated prices.
yet you still want sound helpful advice.
WE CAN OFFER UP TO

20% CASH

DISCOUNT

PLUS 12 months' free service
FOR EXAMPLE:—
Quad F.M. Tuner
£45.00
Garrard SL75
£26.00
Wharfedale 100-1 TunerAmpli £I20.00
Wharfedale Tritons ..
£52.00
AS WITH ALL OUR EQUIPMENT
THESE
PRICES
INCLUDE
FREE
DELIVERY IN U.K.
Send large S.A.E. for lists to:—
N.

W. D. AUDIO

53-55 WAVERTREE ROAD,
LIVERPOOL 15

CUSTOM-BUILT HI—FI
Designed and planned to suit individual requirements. Equipment installed in purpose- made cabinets or your own furniture where possible. For
personal attention and complete aftersales service
consult:—
Mastersound Electronic Services
192 Osidge Lane, London N14 5DR
Tel.: 01-368 8891
( Ansaphone Service)

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

BUBWITH, SELBY,

Fabulous USA designs exclusive to UPL

YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)

We stock all those components and materials
required by the honte Hi -Fi constructor, including
speaker grille fabrics, BAF wadding, Peerless speaker
kits, Helme Cabinet Kits, cross- over networks,
inductors, etc. Special offers also available. Send
4x 3p stamps NOW for your copy of our new fully
illustrated catalogue ( catalogue cost refunded against
purchases over 50p). No callers please, mail-order
ONLY.

N. W. D. AUDIO

PURE WOOL FIBRES
For totally enclosed cabinets and
transmission line systems.
50p per lb. weight.

We supply everything for the Hi-fi enthusiast

Our associated Hi -Fi Company has been
in this field since 1925— and we were established in 1960 as one of Britain's first Mailorder Discount Agencies. Since then we
have become known for our prompt personal
service and impeccable after-sales attention
.the latter being of vital importance when
buying at a discount.
Only new unused Branded Equipment with
Manufacturers' Guarantees.
No Membership charges Hire purchase if required. All
enquiries and orders are dealt with on the
same day as received. Send for free brochure
(including full range of domestic appliances).
DISCOUNT" EMT 'V I

UNITS

Provide instant switching facilities
for all Hi-Fi Systems. Many models
available for connecting Phones and
Loudspeakers, 2 Tape Recorders. 3
Pick-ups, TV Sound to Amplifiers etc.,
and many other combinations.

Hi- Fi
VS 20%
DISCOUNT

ACOUSTONE
Send 10p for pattern card
UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567
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DEPT.
HN 5

4, PRINCES SQUARE,
HARROGATE, YORKS.
BASF Tape at the keenest prices from Avon Enterprises, Dept. A5SP, Fladburv, Pershore, WRIO 2QQ.
Sekit Loudspeaker Enclosure hits in high density chipboard for Goodmans. E.M.L. and Wharfedale Unit 3,
4 and 5, etc. Prices from £ 383. Also kits for Mullard
Unilex Project two and speaker enclosure. Full details
from: Sound Equipments, 106 Loudon Avenue, Coundon,
Coventry, CV6 11P.
Avon Enterprises— the finest tapes at the keenest prices
—send for price list to Dept. A5SP. Fladbury, Pershore,
WRIO 2QQ.
Remarkable Bargains.
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk 2
chassis. £ 36-80: cased, £41-75.
Matching FET4 FM
Tuner chassis, £ 36; cased, £41. P P 75p per unit. or
£1-50 by Securicor. UPL, Compton House, 35 High
Street, New Malden, Surrey. Tel.: 01-942 9567.
You know where you stand when you buy tapes from
Avon Enterprises, Dept. A5SP. Fladbury, Pershore,
W RI
0 2QQ.

B. K. ELECTRONICS
CALL, WRITE OR PHONE
For your—at least-20% discount quotations on
Celestion, 8.S.R., Metrosound, Thorens, Goldring,
Shure, Wharfedale, Nikko, S.M.E., 8 & W, Audio
Technica, Leak, Sinclair, Rogers, Goodmans, Philips,
Garrard, etc. Free advice if you need help.
EXAMPLES: Goldring GL75. £31.00. GL75/1. and
Cover, £41-75. Celestion Ditton 15, £24.50. B & W
DM3, £48.
Wharfedale Super Lintons, £39.95.
Tritons, f46.50. Dovedale Ill. £32.50. Dentons,
£33. Leak 200's, £39. 300's, £50.50. Stereo 30+
cased, E49.50; chassis, £44-50. Stereo 70, E59.30;
chassis, £54.50. Stereofetic cased, £60.50; chassis,
£54.50. Metrosound ST20, £26.35. S.M.E. 3009,
E26.50 (
inc. shell). Goldring L75, £ 10-50. Carriage
50p per boxed item(s) above.
CARTRIDGES: Shure M3DM, £5.50. M3IE, £8.
M32E, £8-20. M44-5, £7.20. M44-7, £7.20. M44- C,
£7.20. 6155-E, £9.50. M75- E II, £15.12. M75- E1,
£13.95.
Goldring G800, £6.75.
G800H, £6.95.
G800E, £10-87. G800SE, £15.62. G850, £4. Cartridges sent carriage FREE.
Sinclair Z30, £3.47. Z50, £4.30. Stereo 60, £7-85.
Filter, £4.60. PZ 5, £3.85. PZ 6, £6.10. PZ 8, £4.60.
Transformer, £4.60. Carriage FREE on above Sinclair
Project 60 units. Terms: Cash/cheque, etc., with
order. Late night openings— FRIDAYS 6.00 p.m
to 8.00 pm.. Hope to see or hear from you at —
B. K. ELECTRO N 1
CS, 21 Tudor Road, Westcliffon-Sea, Essex, SSO 7AD
Tel.: Southend-on-Sea 30134 and 521118.

FOR SALE TRADE (continued)
Remarkable Bargains. Ferrograph F307 Mk 2, £45.
Tape deck 702/704 P/W, £ 159. Complete recorder 722/724
P/W, £ 185. 15 ips machines also available. P/P amplifier
75p, decks/recorders, £ 3-50. UPL, Compton House,
35 High Street, New Malden. Surrey. Tel.: 01-942 9567.

UNIMIXER 4S
Versatile stereo/mono battery/mains mixing unit
with professional specifications for noise, distortion
and frequency response. Suitable for every Tape
Recorder. Recent reviews from leading hi-fi magazines available on request. Supplied direct from the
manufacturers, £45 (excluding freight).
SOU NDEX LTD.
18 Blenheim Rd, LondonW4 IES. Tel.: 01-995 1661

D.I.Y. SPEAKER COMPONENTS
including

Vynair,

Tygan,

Your tapes to disc. 7in. 45, £ 1•50; 10 in. LP, £ 3•50;
12 in. LP, £4-00. 4-day postal service. Masters and
Vinylite pressings. To professional quality. S.a.e. Photoleaflet. Deroy Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street, Camforth.
J & B Recordings. Tape to disc- latest high level disc
cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: MITcham
9952.
Warren Recordings ( A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc pressings.
Mobile, 59 Hendale Avenue, London N.W.4. Tel.: 01203 0306.
Pressing specialists, stereo or mono. Discs manufactured from your tapes. Mobile recording service. North
Surrey Recording Co., Pressing Dept., 14 Cannon Way,
Fetcham, Surrey.
Sound News Productions. Britain's
tape/disc/tape transfer service. Directs,
ings for private and for the trade. Fund
service for Societies, Choirs, Bands. 18
London, W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1149.

oldest full-time
transfers, pressraising advisory
Blenheim Road,

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demo's, masters,
any quantity. Studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter.
S.a.e. brochure. 1Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 01-0483 61684.

Wadding and

Chassis Speakers at discount. Samples and
catalogue 5p. Stubec Audio, 24 Gybbon
Rise, Staplehurst, Tonbridge, Kent.
Tame those dB's.... Plug in professional quality PET
compressor module, £ 15•50. For the ' slick operator' ...
'Voice over' module, £ 15-50. S.A.E. details, Cathedral
Sound HF, ' Fourway', Morris Lane, Helsel!, Lancs.,
L39 8SX.

recording and
transcription service

rnib

Vinyl pressings and acetate demodiscs. Limiting,
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted cutting levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet available.
ST. MICHAEL'S, SHINFIELD ROAD,
SHINFIELD GREEN, READING, BERKS.
TeL 0734 84487
Member A.P.R.S.

Stax SR3 Headphones complete with genuine SRD5
Connector £39•00 post free, c.w.o.; full refund if not delighted. Incredible performance-rave reviews on request. Main agents for L.N.8 and Peerless. Wentworth
Audio Consultants, 3 Kirklands, Cleckheaton, Yorks.
Tel.: 097-62 3756.

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES
ADC
10 En,
£27-00
E50 00
AUDIO TECH NUCA
AT66 5/7 LC/HC £4•95
AT66 S/A .. £300
DECCA
81100
SC4E/SH4E £25 00
4 RC ..
C4E
E17•50
Deram Ceramic £420
G OLDRI NG
G.850 ..
ceso
D.I 10 S/A £ 300
G 800 .
£ 4/0
D.I10 E
Eli 50
G.800 E
£114/0
D.110 SE
LI 100
G.800 SE
£ 16•50
C5-90/7 Ceramic EA 00
NEAT
V 60 MH
£7.00
V 60 MHE
£950
V 70 .
f.175
V 70 E ..
Eli 50
ORTOFON
M 15 ..
mesa
MF 15 E
£ 19 50
MF 15 .
814-50
SI 15 2x I5K £22 50
M 15 E
f.23•50
SL 15 E 2x 15K £28 00
SH U RE
M3D
£54/0
M75 E 11 • • EIS 25
£7•25
M75 El 11 • • £ 14 50
1144 5/7/C
1155E
£9.7.5
M75-6 11• • £ 12 50
N44-5 S/A
L5•00
M75 G 11 .. E12 50
N44-7/C S/A
E4.60
VIS 11 Imp •. £29 00
N55E S/A
C7-011
N75 E II • • El I00
S.M.E.
3009/5.2 .. £27.00
3009/5.2 HE .. necoo
SON OTO NE
9TA/HC Diamond Cartridge ..
£2-00
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE: ALL CARTRIDGES DESPATCHED BY RECORDED DELIVERY BY RETURN POST.
MAIL ORDER ONLY.
Send to:

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES
OXFORD STREET, LONDON WIA 3DA
Tel.: 01-366 5015

10-6 p.m. MON.-FRI.

STUDIO FACILITIES
Graham Clark Records. Tape to disc pressings. P.F.A.
House, I
82a, Station Road, Addlestone, Surrey. Tel.:
Weybridge 43367.

Wanted for cash. Tape Recorders, Hi -Fi equipment,
in any condition or part exchange for new B & O Arena,
Brenell, Ferrograph. Green & Cooper Ltd., 211 Kenton
Road, Kenton, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-907 9660.
HIGHEST CASH PRICES for Tape Recorders. 9.305. Immediate quotations. Tel.: 01-472 2185.
Immediate cash settlement (following favourable
Engineer's test report). Quad 22 with 2 amps.. £28-£32;
Rogers Cadet III/cased, £ 16-£20; Rogers HG88 ( Mks I
to III), £ 10-£20 (depending on model, etc.); Leak Stereo
70, £25-£30; Leak Stereo 30 ( including'Plus'), £ 16-£24;
Radford STA25 and SC22 ( Mks Ito Ill), £35-£45 (depending on model etc.); Goldring GL70 Deck, £9-£14;
Goldring G88 Deck, £8-£10; Garrard 4HF Deck, £3£6; Garrard 301 Deck (Strobe or non Strobe), £8-£10;
Garrard 401, £ 12-£14; Radford FMT2/MPX Tuner, £ 18£23; Leak Stereo Troughline Tuner, £ 18-£23; leak
Stereo 20 and Stereo Control, £ 15-£25 (depending on
model, etc.); Quad AM2 Tuner, £ 10-£14; SME 30C19/II
9 in., £ 12-£14; SME 3012/II 12 in., £ 13-£15; or for anything else worthwhile. Also top prices for LP recordsmust be immaculate. H. C. Harridge Ltd., 8 Moor
Street, London, WIV 5LJ.
Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and HiFi specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and HiFi equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road. London, W.2.
We are constantly seeking good ideas for products to
develop and market in the audio and gramophone
industries. If you have one, we should be delighted to
hear from you. Box No. 1000 ( London).
Pye ' Brahms' Speaker in mint condition. Jones, 51
Darby Road, Liverpool LI9 9BP Tel • 051-427 1191.

Spares for discontinued Tape Recorders and Projectors.
State requirements, or call at John King (Films) Ltd.,
15 Bond Street, Brighton. Tel.: 25042.
Stereo headphones. Quality at discount. 3p for lists.
Roberts-Brook (Sales), P.O. Box 2, Aldershot, Hants.

WANTED
Highest Cash Prices uttered good quality Stereo Tape
Recorders, Hi-Fi ejuipment and LP records. R.E.W.
(Earlsfield) Ltd., 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London
S.W.17. Tel.: 01-672 9175.

Goodmans Triaxiom Loudspeaker, 15 W, 15 ohms.
Tel.: 061-881 4402, reverse charges ( Manchester).

MISCELLANEOUS

Wharfedale W2 Speaker, good condition, state wood
finish, impedance, age, price. Tel.: Brighouse 2917 or
Box No. 2155 (Yorkshire).

B. Erwood ( Audio Engineer). Hi-tidelity equipment
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Will travel.
30 Vincent Road, Kingston, Surrey. Tel.: 01-546 6011.

Ferranti ribbon pickup heads, LP and 78. Watling,
32a Pleasant Valley, Saffron Walden. Tel.: 3028 evenings.

Repairs. Our modern service department equipped
with the latest test equipment including a wow and
flutter meter and multiplex stereo signal generator is
able to repair HiFi and Tape Recording equipment to
manufacturer's standards. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham
Court Road, London W.I. Tel.: 01-387 7467.

Wanted: Wharfedale Super 3Tweeter. Any condition.
Tel.: 05-560 0274 ( Isleworth).

Service of quality equipment-graphical data and
reports supplied.
H.F. Engineering, 3 Willowbank,
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex. Tel.: Sunbury 83232.
Are you stuck? Let us fix your hi-fi! We offer a comprehensive installation and repair service in the London
area-just telephone Mastersound Electronic Services,
01-368 8891 (24-hour Ansaphone) and we will master
your sound problems-fast.
Tape Recorder and HiFi repairs by specialists.
NuSound advertisement in this issue.

See

Forthcoming Attraction! Austin Uden's FM Data
Sheets. Practical down-to-earth guidance on getting the
best possible reception and listening enjoyment from
FM radio, local and distant, mono and stereo. Specially
prepared for those who find ' textbooks' expensive and
largely incomprehensible.
Watch the Hi-Fi/Stereo
columns of Exchange 8t Mart for first details.
British Piano Musuem. Automatic instruments demonstrated Thurs., Sets. and Suns., 2.30-6 p.m. MarchNov. inclusive. 20p. By the Gasholder, Brentford.
Tel.: 01-560 8108.
AUDIO ANNUAL 1971 is on sale now price 40p
(8/-). Features include: Cassettes and the future of commercial recording; Simulating concert halls in the lab;
Electronic music; and a valuable section of equipment
reviews reprinted from HiFi News and Studio Sound.
If you take sound reproduction and recording seriously,
do get the AUDIO ANNUAL 1971. From bookstalls
or post free from Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA.
Austin Uden's Quick-check Continental and BBC FM
Station List for Southern England is almost sold out!
Remaining copies of this fast-selling fourth edition offered
at 15p (3/-) each postage paid. First come, first served!
Postal orders/cheques payable please to A. H. Uden,
addressed do HiFi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.
Cornish hi-fi house. Spacious stone-built house beautifully placed 300 feet above sea level and less than a mile
from the coast near Mevagissey. Four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, ' family' living room, kitchen, entrance hall
and extensive lounge. Latter has elaborate built-in sound
and vision systems, described by Percy Wilson as being
as good as he had ever heard, with speakers housed in
disused chimneys-featuring also a ' central' chimney
giving unusual stereo presentation. All equipment and
associated aerials (in gabled roofs) included in purchase
price of £9,950 freehold. Superb setting, wonderful views,
excellent hi-fi. Write: Hibbs, Parc Franton, Pentewan,
near St. Austell, Cornwall. Tel.: Mevagissey 3417.
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Bozak Speaker. Tel.. 01-866 3189, J. Landau,

Quad AMI! European tuner. Tel.: Mitchell, 061-428
2503 ( M/C), evenings.
Pair Quad ELS; Pair K.E.F. B.139's; Pair Jordan
Watts Modules-8 or 15 volts. All considered in singles
-Lewis, 25 Mount Road, Charltonbrook, Chapeltown,
Nr. Sheffield.
Quad 11 amplifiers and control unti, stereo or mono,
good condition. Nicholas, 4 Homestead Way, Winscombe, Somerset.

STOP PRESS
FOR SALE- private
Quad FM Stereo. Recent, perfect, £35.
Street, Leicester. Tel.: 24164, before 7 p.m.

II Charles

Armstrong 525 T/Amp (Stereo FM). Only two months
old, personal reasons for sale, £70. Box No. 2159
(London).
Quad 22 and one amplifier, excellent condition, £ 30
o.n.o. Tel.: 01-894 2174.
Brenell Mk 5 Series 3tape recorder. Sony microphone
and tapes. Excellent condition. £50. Box No. 2160
(London).
"Connoisseurs Choice-Sansui 5,000-180 watt Stereo
Tuner Amplifier and 2 Tannoy 15 in. Lancaster Monitor
Gold Speakers. Superb sound and numerous facilitiesconverts any mono source to pseudo-stereo, also perfect
reproduction of TV sound. Brand new-under guarantee.
Cost price £354- accept £265. Genuine bargain. Can be
heard any evening, S.W. London. Tel.: 01-672 3859 after
7 p.m."
One Wharfedale Dovedale II loudspeaker, walnut finish,
good condition, £ 13. Box No. 2161 (Worcs.).
Quad 22 Control, amplifiers and FM Tuner, £60. SME
3009/1 with Decca Mk Il and adaptor, £22. Connoisseur
Craftsman III turntable, £ 16. Empire cartridge 999VE.
£25. Sony TTS 3000, £67. Box No. 2158 ( Devon).
"Enthusiast going abroad wishes to sell complete stereo
outfit comprising Trio 60 watts AM/FM tuner-amplifier,
Goldring GL75P turntable fitted Shure M55E. pair
Richard-Allan SC12 Mk II three-speaker systems all mint
condition, original cartons. Cost £230 first offer over
£150 secures. FREE brand new N55E replacement styli
cloth covers leads. Tel.: Myat 01-340 3591 evenings."
SME 3009 Mk Il Arm. £ 20; Garrard 301, £ 15; Revox
736 4-Track, £85; B & W DM3 Loudspeakers, £90 the
pair. II Fairview Road, Taplow. Weekends.

NEW FROM

Ste-ma

DENMARK

Loudspeakers

MAURITS ANDERSEN Copenhagen

Type 275 12 wa
RMS 50-18,003 Hz.
Imp. 8ohms. Teak £23-10

Type 300: 18 watt, RM5 53 20.000 Hz
Imp. 8eihrns. Teak £ 33 60

SSoollee United Kingdom D'stributors:

Type HI-FI 3: 30 watts RIMS 35-20,000 Hz.
Type HI- F14: 35 watts MIS 30-29,880 Hz
Imp. 8ohms. Teak or Rosewood.
Imp. 8ohms. Teak or Rosewood.
£44.10 R. R. Price.
£52.40 R. R. Price.

GROSVENOR ELECTRONICS LTD.
25 Roman Road, London, E.2.
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INCREASED ( 12 MONTHS)
GUARANTEE RESULTS IN
H.F.D.A. MEMBERS WITH

a
MI
a
a
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a
um
mu

member

THE HIGHEST STANDARDS

\hF(10

LONDON HAMPSTEAD HIGH FIDELITY, 91 Heath St., NW3 6SS.
THOMAS HEINTZ, 35 Moscow Rd., W.2.
HERMLYN HI Fl LTD.. 230-232 High St., Eltham. S.E.9.
LARGS OF HOLBORN. 76/77 High Holborn. WC1V 6NA.
STUDIO 99 LTD., 79/81 Fairfax Rd., N.W.8.
TELESONIC LTD., 92 Tottenham Court Rd., W.1.
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Buy your I-Ii Fi vvhere you see
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this sign - it's your guarantee
a
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eal -a nda good
deal more!
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The HFDA symbol, in a showroom or on printed matter,
signifies membership of the HIGH FIDELITY DEALERS
ASSOCIATION — formed by leading HiFi retailers to provide customers with arigid guarantee of value for money.
Every purchaser from an HFDA member will receive a
printed guarantee and undertaking on the part of the Dealer
which, subject to the conditions set out in it, will incorporate
the following benefits:—

1

2

a
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2

a

a
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A right for the buyer to receive afull credit for the price paid
by him against any other stock equipment if the buyer wishes
to change the unit originally supplied, within seven days of
delivery.
A minimum of 12 months service guarantee providing for
free labour in addition to the manufacturers component
guarantee. This will also be available to the purchaser if he
moves house and takes the equipment into the service area of
another member who is an agent for the make concerned.

4

Maintain facilities for the demonstration and comparison of
all HiFi equipment stocked, and fully qualified staff who
will offer sound and honest advice.

5

Provide aconsultancy service which will be free to you at all
times once you have purchased your equipment through that
HFDA member.

There is no extra charge whatever for the valuable facilities
that are yours when you buy HiFi equipment — whatever its
make, whatever its price — from amember of the High Fidelity
Dealers Association.

MEMBERS ARE DEALERS WITH STANDARDS THEY
TAKE PRIDE IN—AND
THEIR PRIDE IN THOSE STAND—

ARDs IS YOUR GUARANTEE OF VALUE FOR MONEY.
H.F.D.A., 19-21 Conway Street, Fitzroy Square,
London, MU' 6DY.
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CAMBS UNIVERSITY AUDIO, 1 & 2Peas Hill. Cambridge.
C.I. SOUND ENGINEERING LTD., 61 Bath St., Jersey.

3

CHESHIRE CHARLESWORTHS HI-FI SOUND CENTRE, 28 Hightown.

U
3

Crewe.
CHARLESOWRTHS HI-FI SOUND CENTRE. 112 Foregate St., Chester.
THE HI-FI CENTRE. Green Lane, Wilmslow.
CORNWALL HYDROVOLT LTD., 2Church St., Helston.

a
In
2

DEVON EXON AUDIO, 184 Sidwell St.. Exeter.

3
U

DORSET WILFRED SNOOK. 24A West St.. Bridport.
SUTTONS, Hardye Arcade, Dorchester.

111

ESSEX LE CONNOISSEUR SOUND SERVICES, 160 Heath Pk. Rd..
Gidea Park.
ESSEX HI-FI CENTRE, 210 London Rd., Hadleigh.
HI-FI CENTRE. 10/12 New Market, Victoria Rd., Chelmsford.
UNIQUE RADIO HI- Fl CENTRE, 5The Facade, High Rd., Goodmayes.
CLAMS ELECTROPHONIC. 45A Neath Rd., Briton Ferry, Neath.
HOLT HIGH FIDELITY, 8Portland St., Swansea.
TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRES LTD., Oxford Arcade, Cardiff.
CLOS TAPE RECORDER Er HI-FI CENTRES LTD.. 82 Stokes Croft,
Bristol 1.
HANTS EXPRESS RADIO. 105-107 Fawcett Rd.. Southsea.
HAMILTON ELECTRONICS LTD., 35 London Rd., Southampton.

a
a

1.
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•

a
a
2
2
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KEN ROSE AUDIO, 283 Fleet Rd., Fleet.
SUTTONS, 421 Shirley Rd., Southampton.

II
2

HERTS LONDON AUDIO, 32 London Rd., St. Albans.

1111

IN

RADIOLUX LTD., 36 Woodlands Parade, High St., Watford.

U

KENT CANTERBURY HI-FI CENTRE, 26 St. Dunstans St.. Canterbury.
THE SOUND STUDIO LTD., 33-35 Camden Rd., T'bridge Wells.

2
.1

LANCS BEAVER RADIO LTD., 20/22 Whitechapel, L'peol 1.
ELECTRA CENTRE, 8Victoria Bdgs., Fishergate, Preston.
GODLEY SPEARS LTD., 2-10 Shudehill, Manchester M4 2AL.
H.D. KIRK STEREOELECTRICS LTD., 203 St. Georges Rd., Bolton.

la
a

LANCS HI- FIDELITY LTD., 248 Wilmslow Rd., Manchester 14.

U

THE STEREO CENTRE, J. Smith F1 Son, 184 The Rock, Bury.
WAYFARERS RADIO, Barton Arcade, Lord St., Southport.
NORMAN WHITELEY, 4Deansgate, Blackpool.
LINCS FOTOSOUND, 19 Dolphin Lane, Boston.

Member dealers are also pledged to:-

a
a
al

A free replacement for any stock equipment found to be
faulty immediately after purchase.

BEDS CARLOW RADIO LTD., 6St. byes St., Bedford.
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a
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a
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III

MIDDX DAYTRONICS LTD., 119A High St., Teddington.
MUSICRAFT HI-FI CENTRE, 63 High St., Hounslow.
THE RECORDERIE, 10 Buckingham Parade. Stanmore.
THE RECORDERIE. 3Rowland Place, Green Lane, Northwood.

III

NORTHANTS AUDIOCRAFT, Abington Square, Northampton.

11.

NORTHUMBERLAND J. G. WINDOWS LTD., 1/7 Central Arcade,

2

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
NOTES PETER ANSON ELECTRONICS, 185 Arkwright St., Nottingham.
SYD. BOOTH, 9/11 Queen St., Mansfield.
OXON HO RN S,Six South

Parade, Summertown.

STAFFS HARTILLS (AUDIO & T.V.).
Mourn
8
,Bilston.
Pleasant.
« MAROS HOUSE OF HI- FL 8-11 Salop St.. Wolverhampton.
STIRLINGSHIRE ANGUS MACDOUGALL LTD.. 27 Bank St., Falkirk.
SURREY SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT LTD., Royal Oak Centre, Purley.
LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD., 26 Downing St.. Farnham.
SUSSEX THE SOUND STUDIO LTD., 4Grand Parade. High St..
Crawley.
WARWICKS W. J. TAYLOR LTD., 128 Hawthorn Rd.. Erdington,
Birmingham 23.
MIDLAND SOUND LTD.. 57 Albert St., Rugby.
WILTS SUTTONS. 50 Blue Boar Row, Salisbury.
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YORKS G. SANDS & SON, 61 Princes Ave., Hull.
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SAVE £9•95
WYNDSOR 1550S
STEREO SYSTEM
Consists of asolid teak plinth housing 4 4 watts
'ms transistor amplifiers and Garrard 2025 T/C
record unit with a pair of matched speakers in
solid teak. List Price £59.95.

OUR CASH
PRICE

SAVE

FANTASTIC
VALUE!

£50

SAVE
£9•45 £2,5•34
ARMSTRONG 521 STEREO SYSTEM
521 Stereo Amplifier ..
Thorens TD150AB II .. ..
Thorens TX IIcover
..
Shure M5SE Cartridge ..
Pair of Ditton I5's or Dynaco A25's
Total Cost

£56.00
£49.96
£4.43
£12.95
£64-00
Z
.
17117

1
-

OUR CASH PRICE

£162

SAVE
£14•24

811

NIKKO TRM 30- IC STEREO SYSTEM
DOKORDER

MODEL

TRM 30- IC Stereo Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Ill ..
Neat V70 Cartridge ..
Plinth and Cover .. '
Howland West Bergen Speakers ..

MS-201 X

Stereo record reproduction—AM/FM Stereo Radio with built-in MPX decoder—
two matched speakers—all in walnut cabinets.
A TRULY SUPERB STEREO
COMPACT AT AN

Now
ONLY

£63

UNBELIEVABLE PRICE

Original
Cash Price
£72.45

Total Cost

2- speed transcription turntable.
OUR

SPECIAL

CASH

PRICE £9.97

BASF LOW
NOISE CASSETTES
C60 ( List 88p)

OUR PRICE 62p

C90 ( List £ 1.25)

OUR PRICE 90p

C120 ( List

1 . 69) OUR PRICE £ 1.25

ALL OTHER BASF
AT 20% OFF LIST.

TAPE

List £48-01
£37.45
£44.66 pair
£35.00

£83
Ila

NIKKO TRM 40- IC STEREO SYSTEM

GOODMANS
SPEAKERS
'Marimba'
OUR PRICE
'Mambo' List
OUR PRICE

£97.24

OUR CASH PRICE

SAVE
£118•05

SPECIAL OFFERS
CONNOISSEUR
CLASSIC

£35.50
£16.32
£5.24
£6-59
£33.59

TRM 40- IC Stereo Amplifier
Garrard SP25 III
Neat V70 Cartridge ..
Plinth and Cover ..
Wharfedale Super Lintons

pair

Total Cost

£4800
£16 32
£5 24
£6 59
£49-90
£126.05

OUR CASH

PRICE

£108

TRM 40- IC DE- LUXE STEREO SYSTEM

AMPEX
RECORDING TAPE
5" L.P. 900 ft. Collector Series
with real gold leaf index strip.
FANTASTIC
UNBEATABLE
VALUE. 52p P. & P. 10p; 3
for £1.50 Post Free; 6 for £2.75
Post Free; 12 for £5.00 Post Free.
1010

SAVE
£22 .52

TRM 40- IC Amplifier
with Goldring GL69P
with
dust
cover,
G800 cartridge and a
pair of Super Linton
Speakers. TOTAL
COST £ 150.52

OUR CASH
PRICE

£128

for world-wide hi-f
APPOINTED
MAIN
AGENTS
FOR

HOWLAN

au

:

WEST

io

PRODUCTS

TAN DBERG
\+\ TANNOIri.!

FREE
INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
LUX 507 Amplifier
LUX 707 Amplifier
LUX 503 Amplifier

£124
£59
£88

YOUR NEW LUX AMPLIFIER
DESERVES A NEW STYLUS!
FOR A LIMITED PERIOD WE
ARE
SUPPLYING
FREE
OF
CHARGE A NEW STYLUS WITH
EVERY PURCHASE OF A LUX
503 or 507—PLEASE STATE
CARTRIDGE
TYPE
WITH
ORDER.

51=k1M1f0

Sonab

«I>

SPEAKERS
Totally
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stereo

come
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QUAD
REVax

Our extensive knowledge in the Horne and Export field coupled with our technical
expertise and the largest stork of all that is best in Hi -Fi of British and Overseas
manufacture enables us to offer the rignt equipment for your requirements.
wh
you are!
* GOOD QUALITY USED AUDIO
* PART EXCHANGES ARRANGED

EQUIPMENT

soisTy
RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Ferrograph

DYNACO

SOLE U.K. AGENTS FOR

MARANTZ
THE WORLD'S FINEST AUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR
THE TRUE CONNOISSEUR

telesom

making

:
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WORLD WIDE EXPORTERS

At

11:

:

4/ 1111-111. %L. lif
\MU/
Mlle
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FOR

s

•

-

ables

shipping
us

insurance

to

CASH

non- profit-

department

save

charges.

freight
Free

and delivery to docks.

packing

prices F O B and free of U.K. Tax.
Equipment
overseas

supplied
visitors

tax
on

free

MINIMUM DEPOSIT 33%
rMIIIIIIMIMMIIMIMMMIIIM

a

To Telesonic Ltd., Mail Order Dept. HFN
92 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
Iwish to purchase

Personal Callers and Hi Fi Showr ooms

I

Ienclose £
Name

cash/deposit.

to

personal

INT.plenTall11
.

enand

All quoted

export scheme

ENGLAND'S LEADING HI-FI DEALER:
92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.I.
Tel.: 01-636 8177
Between Warren Street & Goodge Street Tube Stations
Open weekdays 9-6; Thursdays 9-7; Saturdays 9-1
(Account enquiries: Tel: 01-387 7467/8)

PURCHASED

Our own experienced

deo

V '
,e

speakers

on demonstration.

KOSS

LUX CORPORATION

new

that fill the whole room

THE
GOLD-PLATED
RELIABILITY
FACTOR.
In this age of planned obsolescence, unreliable performance
and shoddy workmanship are
almost taken for granted. But there
are still afew exceptional products
that are built to last and one of
them is the Revox tape recorder.
Revox dependability is
acombination of
many factors,
but perhaps
the most
important
of them
is advanced
engineering. \ Borrowing from /
space age technology,
Revox gold-plates all of the
electrical contacts on its plug-in
circuit boards, relays and rotary
switches. The result: every one of
these movable contacts, the ones
that usually cause most of the
problems, can be depended upon
to perform well for the life of
the machine. Obviously, gold
plating is considerably more
expensive than conventional tinning. but Revox thinks it's worth it.
Because Revox engineers
demand margins of performance
and reliability that far exceed
ordinary production standards, you
can own atape recorder that will
work perfectly the first time you
use it and for years to come.

THE
PROFESSIONAL
CAPABILITY
FACTOR

In an area where versatility and
performance often tend to be nothing
more than aset of written specifications, one tape recorder stands apart
from all the rest, Revox.
Revox is built to such exacting
standards that Julian Hirsch writing
in Stereo Review was moved to comment, "We have never seen arecorder
that could match the
performance of the
Revox A77 in all
respects, and very
few that even
come close."
But performance is only part of
the story. When
you've produced a
truly professional quality machine you should be
prepared to go all the way and provide
complete professional capability.
That's why Revox is the only machine
in its price class (or anywhere near it)
that's built to handle NARTB professional 101/
2"tape reels.
A 10 1
/"reel offers twice the
2
recording time of the standard 7" reel
found on most tape recorders. And
while much has been made of slower
playing speeds and double- play tapes,
the fact remains that frequency response, signal-to-noise ratio, dynamic
range and anumber of other important recording characteristics are
adversely affected by slower speeds
and thinner tapes.
Certainly smaller reels, slower
speeds and thinner tapes have their
place in home tape recording and
Revox provides for them, but they
have nothing to do with professional
performance standards.
If you want fully
professional
performance and
capability and
you're not
prepared to settle
for anything less,
the answer is Revox
me
lam '

REVOX
DELIVERS
REVOX " ".•
WHAT ALL
DELIVERS WHAT
THE REST
ONLY PROMISE. ONLY
Revox,
Lamb House, Church St, Chiswick, W.4 2PB.
Telephone 01-995 4551.
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Revox Corporation,
155 Michael Drive, Syosset, NY 11791, USA. and 1721 Highland Ave.. Hollywood, Calif. 90028 USA

THE ABSOLUTELY
UNVARYING
CONSTANT
SPEED FACTOR
Of all the parameters
affecting tape
recorder performance, few are as important as constant speed.
Considering
the havoc even
comparatively
small speed variations
play with recorded
sound, it's rather surprising that
most tape recorder manufacturers
seem to give short shrift to this
vital, performance affecting feature. On the other hand, the
manufacturers of professional
recording equipment go to great
lengths and expense to insure both
short and long term speed stability
and constancy. And so do the
people who make the Revox A77.
The Revox A77 is the only
machine in its price class that
incorporates aservo-controlled
capstan motor that automatically
adjusts and corrects itself so as
to guarantee a maximum speed
deviation of less than . 2%.
According to Audio Magazine,
"The electronic speed control held
the speed exactly on the nose' at
all input voltages from 135 down to
92 ... and at all frequencies from
40 to 70 Hz". Stated simply, this
means the Revox is unaffected by
those all too common fluctuations
that occur in both line voltage and
frequency.
When you consider the uncompromising design philosophy,
meticulous craftsmanship
and outstanding
performance
built into every
Revox, you begin
to understand
why we say .

REVOX
DELIVERS WHAT
ALLTHE REST
ONLY
PROMISE.
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